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To Professor N. A. Jayawickrema
(yo) acanyo 'hosi mam' atthakiimo (j 5 .~0)

PREFACE

Almost ten years ago, I undertook a new translation of CandrakTrti's encyclopaedic work the Prasannapadii, a commentary on Nagarjuna's
·primary philosophical treatise, the MUiamadhyamakizk7irik4. Mter I had
completed nearly ten chapters, I 'learned through . one of my students about
a· similar ·attempt by Professor. Marvin Sprung. I was about to give up my ·
· project, when my student, who -had previously stu~ied under Professor
Sprung, shared with me a copy of Professor Sprung's transl~tion of-the first
chapter. Comparing his anq my translationS, I discovered that Professor
Sprung's translation was to some extent influenced by Stcherb~tsky's work'
(The Conception of Buddhist. Nirvana, 1927). I felt then that !JlY effort
would ·not. be in vain, e~pecially because I had expressed strong disagreement with Stcherbatsky's interpretation of the Buddhist philosophical trad~
tion (5ee my Causality, The Central Philosophy ofBuddhism, 1975).
To my surprise; Professor Sprung's translation, . consiting of only seventeen chapters (including an incomplete rendering of Chapter I), appeared in
1979. As 1 plodded along through my own laborious work, I began to
realize how CandrakTrti was gradually leading me away from . Nag:ujuna's
philosophical standpoint. My suspicioll$ were strengthened in 1981 when I
visited India on a Smithsonian grant. Meeting with -some schola~s who were
brought up in the Vedantic tradition, I found them to be extremely comfortable with .Ni.garjuna as interpreted by CandrakTrti and less impressed by the
teachings -of early Buddhism as recorded in the Nikayas and the Agamas.
My suspicion that Nagarjuna and Candrakrni were upholding two different .
philosophical standpoints compelled me to take a fresh look · at
Ku~rajrva's Chung-lun, which is at least two centuries prior to Candrakrni. Translating the entire Chung-lun into Englisn an.d comparing it
with Nagarjuna's original Sanskrit text, I was pleasantly surprized by their
similaries~ I found no justification whatso~ver in l?Oking at Nagarjuna
through Candritkrrti's eyes when there was ·a more faithful and closer disciple of Naglirjuna in Kumlirajrva. This discovery diminished my enthusiasm
·for cleaning up niy English rendering of the Prasanm~padii foe possible
publication.
Mtec translating both i:he Sanskrit and the Chinese versions of Nagarjuna's treatise, I proceeded to annotate both according to my understanding
, of early B~cldhism .as well as later Buddhist traditions before Nagujuna.
nie. annotation ·of the Sanskrit text
. alorie turned out to . be more extensive
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than anticipated . Furthermore, considering the difficulties that might arise
in publishing this work with Sanskrit and Chinese. texts side by side, and
also with the Chinese characters in the body of the annotation, I decided
once again to modify my project. The Sanskrit text is h~re presented with
annotation and introduction. The Chinese text with commentary will appear subsequently as a companion volume.
I am not unaware of the controversy this work may engender. Hoping
that it will be a healthy one, I intend to raise one major question regarding
Nagarj~na., . especially in the light of the more recent research in the hist.ory
of 6~cl)llsm. Professor Hajime Nakamura's monumental wo~k , Indian
Buddhism (1980), has provided more information regarding the history of
Buddhist Iiteratur~ than any other work published so far. This carefully executed work not only deals with the contents and authorship as well as the
chronology of most of the Brtddhist texts, but also compares the different
versions available in Sanskr~f, Paii, .Chinese, Tibetan, and Japanese. After a
careful reading of this work, I cannot help recognizing an earlier stratum of
literature ·that has so far been lumped together with all the literature that
came to be called Mahayanistic. This includes two famous pieces, the
!Viiyapaparivarta and the Vajracchedikti-prajfltiptiramitti (see Nakamura,
p. 159). I wonder whether the original versions of these texts can be approriately called Mahayanistic, even though they were preserved by the
Mahayana Schools. This objection, indeed, is not very difficult from that
raised against considering the N'ikayas and Agamas to be ffinayanistic because
they were preserved by the Theravadins, the Sarvastivadins, or any oth~r later
tradition.
The major question that can be raised is: "Where would a philosopher like
Nagarjuna go in order to discover the Buddha's teachings?" This historical
question has, to my knowledge, neither been raised nor answered. The
Saddharmapuf!t/affka-sutra that highlights the mn·ayana-Mahiyaha controversy was not yet written. That does not mean that the controversy was.not
known before Nagarjuna. Even if the controversy had preceded Nagarjuna,
what were the canonical lcxts, embodying the pure M~hayana philosophical
standpoint, that Nagarjuna could -have utilized in order to explain the
Buddha's message?
A careful reading of Nakamura's work shows it to be futile to attempt to
discover a pure Mahayana text that Nagarjuna might have been able to depend
upon. Before the compilation of the Saddharmapuf!tfanka, one can hardly
expect to find a carefuHy executed treatise that'would explicate the Mahayan~
philosophy as it is presented by mo-dern scholars. Since such sohisticated
Mahayana sutras .were not available to Nagarjuna, he could not help moving
on to the ~arly discours~s in the Nikayas and the Agamas in search of the Bud-
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dha's teachings, especially at a time when he realized ·that 'the problems were
created not only by metaphysicians · like the Sarvastivadins and the
Sautrantikas; but also by more popular religious teachers like Asvaghosa, who
.over-emphasised the function of "faith" in the emerging belief in a transcendent Buddha. A careful reading of Nagarjuna's treatise ·will reveal that he
was, critical of both these trends. If Buddhaghosa were. to be considered the
model of a Theravadin and Candrakirti or Santideva were to be looked tipon as
ideal Mahayanists, neither the Buddha, nor Moggal:rputta-tissa, nor Nagarjuna
· would fit into their shoes.
.
·
The present work may come as a surprise to many who ar~ familiar with my
previous publications, especially because it repudiates many things that I. have
said about Nagarjuna. In those earlier works, my major endeavor was to show
how the Buddhism of 'the Buddha differed from both Sthaviravada and
Mahayana, and the latter included philosophers like Nagarjuna. My main contention with scholars like Stcherbatsky and Murti has · been in regard to the.
manner in which the former equated Sarvastivada with early Buddhism and the
latter portrayed the Buddha as a half-hearted metaphysician introducing a
theory of elements that came to be rejected by Nagarjuna. I was prepared to accept Murti's interpretation of Nagarjuna, while struggling. to find ways in
which that interpretation could be justified without s.acrificing the empiricism
of the Buddha. A more detailed study .of both Magarjuna and CandrakTrti has
convinced me _that the former still remains faithful to the Buddha, while the
latter has moved more towards a Vedamic interpretation, thereby initiating a
proces~ that culminated in the disappearance of Buddhism as a distinct
ideology from the Indian scene a few centuries later.
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INTRODUCTION _ _ __

THE MIDDLE PATH
Myths of huge proportions have developed around the spiritual and
philosophical stature of various personalities in almost every school of Buddhism. Often these myths were inflated by sectarian rivalries that continued to
plague the history of Buddhism, especially the rivalry between t~e two major
schools, Theravada and 1-iahayana. These prejudices tended to polarize the
philosophical teachings of these two traditions though, in fact, they are similar
if not identical. They are similar in being fai thful to the basic teachings of the
Buddha; they are also comparable in the way in which they rejected certain
metaphysical ideas that continued to creep into the teachings .
. The two aspects of the Buddha's teachings, the philosophical and the practical, which are mutually dependent , are clearly enunciated in two discourses-,
the Kaccfiyanagotla-sutta1 and the Dhammacakkappavattana-.rutta,1 both of
which are held in high esteem by almost all the schools of Buddhism in spite of
their sectarian rivalries. The Kaccfiyanagotta-sutta , quoted by almost all the
major schools of Buddhism , deals with the philosophical "middle path", placed
against the backdrop of two absolutistic theories in Indian philosophy , namely,
permanen t existence (atthilii) propounde d in the early Upani1ads and nihilistic
non-existence (natthitfi) suggested by the Materialists. The middle position is
·explained as "dependen t arising" (pa(iccasamuppada) which: when utilized to
explain the nature of the human personality and the world of experience, appears in a formula consisting of twelve factors (dvfidasfinga). The practical mid. die path is enunciated in the equaUy famous Dhammacakkappavattana-sutta,
respected by most Buddhists as the first sermon delivered by the Bud~ha. Here
the middle path is between the two extremes of self-indulgence
(kfi"!asukha/likfinuyoga) and self-mortification (attak"ilamath1inyoga) and consists of the noble eightfold path (anyo atthangiko maggo) leading to freedom
and happiness.
Througho ut the history of Buddhism,, Buddhists have endeavore d to remain
faithful to the doctrines enunciated in these two discourses, in spite of unfortunate divisions into Theravada and Mahayana and in· the face of enormous
pressures', either from inside or from outside, either social or political, that forced ·
them occasionally to deviated from the original message. For example, in the
sphere of philosophical speculations, one of the sects belonging to the so-called
Sthaviravada, namely, Sarvastivada, presented a theory of "self-natur e" or
"substance" (svabhava) and some of the Mahayanists.admitte d a conception of
"inherent thought of enlightenm ent" (bodhi-citta), both of which, as may be
indicated in the following discussions , are theories contrary to the fundamental ·
l
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philosophical tenet of the Buddha, namely, ." dependent arising" (pa{icca-

samuppiida).
The practical middle path as enunciated in the famous Dhammacakkappavattana-sutta, which is complementary to or based upon the
philosophical middle path referred to above, was more susceptible to variations. The analysis of the wide variety of religous practices that emerged in the
two traditions, Theravada and Mahayana, which appear to be contrary to the
middle path enunciated in the above discourse may require a separate volume.
The present treatment will therefore be confined to the philosophical middle
path and its ~urvival, in spite of the heretical interpretations that occasionally
appeared in the BuMhist tradition. The survival of that middle position in
philosophy can be attributed to reformers like Moggaliputta-tissa (little known
among the Western scholars of Buddhism, in spite of the important role he
played in the Buddhist cquncil held during the reign of the Emperor Asoka of
India) and Nigarjuna. Such personalities have emerged from time to time and
·they have been responsible for the continuation of the Buddha's message. The
activities of such reformers have either been ignored, as in the case of
Moggaliputti-tissa, or exaggerated, as in the case of Nagarjuna.
The present essay is not intended as an attempt to highlight the contributions of the less ~nown figures:_like Moggalrputta-tissa, whose famous
treatise, "The Points of Controversy" (Kathavatthu),3 awaits a careful and sympathetic treatrpent by Buddhologists. On the contrary, this will be an attempt
to put into perspective the philosophical and spiritual stature of Nigarjuna,
which has been exaggerated beyond limitS, more by modern scholars than by
the classical B:uddhists.

NAGARJUNA: THE MY1H
Nigarguna has b~en considered the second Buddha and has occupied a second position in the line of patriarchs in almost all schools of Mahayana Buddhism, primarily beca~e the adherents of these schools refused to recognize
the spiritual status of thousands of Buddha's immediate disciples who, according to the Buddha's oy<n recognition, had attained the sam~ knowledge and
~oderstanding ( fllif!a-dassana)
well as the moral and spiritual perfection.attained by the Buddha. While the intellectual and spiritual attainments of the
immediate disciples are clearly ponrayed in (exts like the Theragiitha and ·the
Then'giitha, no such information is available to us about Nigarjuna's spiritual
attammentS except the account of his conversion to . Buddhism and his
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scholastic activities referred to in a biographical account uanslated into Chinese
by Kumaraj1va. 4 Nagarjuna's stature as the second Buddha derives, therefore,
from his basic writings, which are generally looked upon as philosophical interpretations of the Mahayana sutras.
Kenneth Inada, who presented one of the most sympathetic analyses of
Nagarjuna's thought, has admitted that the veneration of Nagarjuna "at times
reached such ridiculous heights that his name was sanctified and stamped
everywhere with reckless abandon even for purposes of frauding scriptural
authority.") He was probably referring to the attempt on the part of some of
the later Tanuic writers to seek authority and sanctity for their ideas, which
were undoubtedly influenced by some later Indian religious practices. Even if
one were to ignore such excesses, it is possible to maintain that the exalted
position accorded to Nagarjuna yet reflects an uncritical and dogmatic attitude
of some of the later Buddhists toward the spiritual ideal of early Buddhism.
Such an attitude is reflected not only in some of the Mahayana texts but also in ·
some of the Theravada commentaries. For example, in the later Theravada
commentarial literature, an exalted status is accorded to the Abhidhamma in
relation to the discourses, so much so that the Buddha had to ascend to the
world of deities (devaloka) and preach the Abhidhamma to his "mother". who
was residing there. 6 Such an admission, though intended to provide authority
and sanctity to a body of literature that emerged long after the passing away of
the Buddha, undoubtedly carried the implication that the Buddha's immediate
disciples were not capable of understanding its contents. However, even
though such an implication was there, the Theravadins did not elaborate this
story in such a way that it would lead to the devaluation of the early ideal of an
arahant. Yet, when a similar need was felt by the Mahayanists to provide
authority and sanctity to some of the later Mahayana texts such as the Prajfifip'iiramifa s'iitras, which were obviously later than the Abhidharma treatises,
they were not satisfied with merely saying _chat they were "great dis5ourses"
(vaipulya-s'iitra), greater than those included in the Nikayas and the Agamas.
They, in fact, proceeded to condemn the very ideal of an arahant embodied in
those discourses and to criticize the spiritual attainments of the early disciples
of the Buddha.
In this particular movement, the Saddharmapuf!t/anka-s'iitra leads the
field.7 The motivation or even the final goal of this movement may have been
very noble. It was, in fact, one of the earliest attempts' tO unify all the conflicting ideas and ideals that we.re creating enormous rifts among the Buddhist
community . Yet, the manner in which such unification was carried out led to
increasing conflicts rather than eo their reconciliation or appeasement.
Even a superficial glance at the-history of Buddhism would reveal the existence of"monks" (bhik!u) who deviated from the ideal and who falsely claim-
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ed spiritual attainments while leading a form of life inferior to that of ordinary
lay people. Such monks were reported even from the time of the Buddha. The
Vinaya-pi{aka8 as well as the J(]jfyaparan·varta9 generate no sympathy for such
miscreant monks, the latter branding them as a pack of dogs fighting each
other for a morsel of food thrown at them.
Such selfiSh and dishonorable behavior on th(' part of certain monks may
h~ve been counter .productive. Self-sacrifice and absolute altruism could
emerg~ as noble ideals in such a context. However, such actions and reactions
need not be a reason for condemning even the immediate disciples of the Buddha, t~rahants like Sariputta, Moggallana, and Kassapa, as people of "low
aspirations" (liintibhiralii), 10 and fordng them to disclaim their attainments in
order to accept a new ideal, an ideal certainly contrary to the "middle path"
enunciated by the Buddha ;n his very first discourse to .the world. It is by
following a "middle path" avoiding the two extremes of self-indulgence and
self-destruction that the disciples of the Buddha attained the state of freedom
called "the appeasement of dispositions" (sankhiira-samatha) and continued to
work for the welfare and happiness of mankind. Very.· authentic records
available in the .Thera- and Theif-gtithtis bear ample testimony to the ideal of
the c;arly distiples, and it is also an ideal recognized· by Nagarjuna, the champion of the "middle way" (XVII. I).
While the Theravadins elevated the Abhidhamma to an exalted position
without devaluing the ideas embodied in the early discourses, the Saddharmapuf!t;izifka appears to have gone much further in dealing with this entire
Buddhist philosophical and religious tradition beginning with the Buddha
himself. It is responsible not only for condemning the early disciples, but also
for down-playing the value of the early discours.es. The discourses included in
the Nikayas and the· Agamas were considered to be inferior in content. The
argument presented is that because the immediate disciples could not understand the deeper doctrine the_Buddha had to preach an inferior and unsatisfactory doctrine to suit their intellectual capacity. Such a statement, however, has
a hidden implication, namely, that the Buddha lacked the capacity to teach the
deeper doctrines in a way that would be intelligible to the people who were in
his presence. -ln the Mahayana tradition, the stage was thus ·made ready for a
philosopher like Nagarjuna, who is supposed to have best expounded the doctrine, to be elevated to the level of a second Buddha, nay, even to the status of
a supreme Buddha more exalted than $akyamuni. Thus, it is not surprizing to
find some modern commentators proclaiming the view that the lotus bud that
appeared in the world with the birth of the Buddha grew up and blossomed
fo~th with the appearance ofNagarjuna. In fact, a scholar like T. R. V. Murti
has maintained that the Buddha even suggested a "theory of elements" (dharma), which came· to be be rejected by Nagarjuna when the latter presented his
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theory of "emptiness" (iunyafii). 11 This undoubted ly places Nagarjuna in a
more exalted position than that occupied by the Buddha. Most classical and
some modern scholars have thus created an atmosphere. where the interpretation of Nagarjuna's philosophy will have to assume a historical developme nt
and unfolding of doctrines that were merely suggested, not taught, by the
historical Buddha. Some writers on Buddhism, intoxicated by this conception
of the evolution of thought, have shown reluctance to recognize the sophistication with which philosophical ideas were presented by the ~uddha 2500 years
ago. Having miserably failed to perceive the philosophical ingenuity of the
Buddha as reflected in the Nikayas and the Agamas, as well as the subsequen t
degeneration of that system in the later commentarial tradition, followed by a
revival of the earlier system by philosophers like Moggaliputta-tissa and Nagarjuna, these writers are insisting upon a gradual sophistication in Buddhist
thought comparable to what one can find in the Western philosophical trad!tion.12

NAGARJUNA: THE PHILOSOPHER AND GRAND COMMENTATOR

In the following pages, an attempt will be made·to present Nagarjuna merely
as a grand commentator on the Buddha-word and to show that he did not try to
improve upon the teachings of the Buddha. His work will be explained as an attempt to destroy the weeds that had grown around the Buddha's teachings as a
result of some of the ideas expressed by philosophers of both the Sthaviravada
and the Mahayana traditions. It will be shown that the Mula-madhyamakakarika (hereafter abbreviated as Kiin'k.a) is a superb commentary on the Buddha's own Kacciiyanagotta-sutla, a commentary in which Nagarjuna upholds
every statement made by the Buddha in that discourse, bringing together more
material from the other discourses as well, and then clearing the water muddied
by the speculations of some of the metaphysicians of the later Buddhist tradition. The continuation of certain sectarian prejudices among the faithful
adherents of Theravada and Mahayana may be understandable. Critical
scholarship, on the contrary, has a responsibility to remain unsmeared by such
sectarian prejudices. Modern scholarship in Buddhism, which began with the
recognition of this sectarian· rivalry as representing a major split in Buddhist
philosophical and religious ideology, has come a long way in asserting its
untenability. However, scholars are now beginning to realize that the
Theravada/Mahayana distinction is an exaggeration and that the fundamental·
teaching of the Buddha has remained inta~t throughou t the centuries. Now it is
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time to exorcize the terms Theravada and Mahayana from our vocabulary. A
major obstacle to the elimination of this distinction is the manner in which
Nagarjuna's philosophy has come to be expounded by a majority of modern
scholars. The present translation of Nagarjuna's Kiirika and commentaty upon
each of the verses therein are intended as a corrective to this interpretation.
A careful study of the doctrines in the extensive corpus Qf Buddhist literature
indicates very clearly how certain fundamental ideas have survived, ·i n spite of
the occasional appearance of concepts that conflict with the basic teachings of
the Buddha · and thus produce conuoversies among the Buddhist thinkers.
Without undertaking a careful study of such instances, scholars have rather uncritically lumped together the early discourses of the Buddha and the summaries of their contents that came to be preserved in the so-called Abhidharma,
together with all the interpretive texts compiled by some of the later commentators, either in the form of vibhlifii or atthakathli, and criticized this whole
corpus as being representative of Theravada or Hrnayana. The same is done
with some of the Mahayana discourses (.t'iUra) and the ueatises (slistra) . The
contents of the discourses as well as of the Abhidharma literature are examined
only in the light of such commentarial explanations and not independent of
them. Modern scholarship has thus failed to exuicate itself from commenta.rial
traditions. There seems to be no justification for considering the discourses and
even the e.arly Abhidharma literature as sectarian works of the so-called
Theravada. Theravada or Sthaviravada in general, and Sarvastivada and
Sautrantika in particular, may be considered sectarian, but their sectarian views
are found not in the discourses and the Abhidharma but in the commentaries
that came to be compiled on these two bodies of literature. The elevation of the
Abhidharma to the level of a supreme body of literature, more exalted than the
discourses, is the work of these later commentators and not of the compilers of
those Abhidharma texts. The Mahayanists themselves, bothered by the
substantialist thought of the Sarvastivada and Sautrantika schools, endeavored
to preserve the early teachings by emphasizing the negative aspect of the Buddha's docuine, especially the doctrine of emptiness (fUnyata). The
Kiifyapapan"varta as well as the early Prajf\aparamita literature represent this
reaction to the substaotialism of later Buddhism and this literature should be
dissociated from the sectarianism that emerged as a result of the attempt at
unification in treatises like the Saddharmapu1J!fank a.
An attempt will be made in the following pages to show that even some of
the more prominent philosophers of Mahayana were really trying to overcome
such sectarian interpretations and go back to the non-sectarian form of Buddhism as embodied in the early discourses, without rejecting either the
canonical Abhidharma texts that embody positive teachings or the early
Mahayana suuas that emphasized the negative aspect of the Buddha's doctrine.
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The present analysis will be confined to the ~ork of Nagarjuna in India.
Once Nagarjuna's philosophy is critically and objectively analysed, it will be
possible to see whether there is any substance to the rivalry between the two
major philosophical traditions, Madhyamika and Yogacara. That project has
to be postponed to a later occasion.
A.K. Warder was one of the first to raise the question whether Nagarjuna
was a Mahayanist. n His reason for raising that question was that in the Kiirikli.
which undoubtedly was Nagarjuna's most significant work, no reference whatsoever is made to any one of the major discourses of the Mahayana tradition,
not even to the famous Prajnlipliramit7i-sutras. Warder believed that the
discourse in the Samyukta served as a source for Nagarjuna's treatise, even
though he did not specify them. The only discourse referred to by name is Kiity7iyan7ivav7ida, 14 a discourse found both in the Pali Nikayas" and the Chinese
Agamas. 16 This single most important fact has often been overlooked by mos.t
of the leading scholars who have written .about Nagarjuna.
Even where this fact has been noted, scholars have assumed that Nagarjuna
was merely referring to the Buddha's rejection of the two extremes of existence
(atthit7i) and non-existence (natthit7i) in that discourse and that was all. So far,
no published work on Buddhism (available to the present author) has treated
the contents of the Buddha's discourse to Kaccayana in detail before proceeding to analyse Nagarjuna's thoJ.Ight. Assuming that Nagarjuna was a
Mahayanist and, therefore, must have rejected any literature that came to be
preserVed by the Sthaviravadins, these scholars have proceeded to analyze the
Kiirt"k7i in the light or' their own prejudiced understanding of Madhyamika
philosophy. The ultimate result is bafflement and confusion. Not only are they
reluctant to accept certain positive statements ofNagarjuna in the Kiirik7i, they
are also ready to abandon ~ome of the most important chapters in that work
either as later interpolations or as having no relevance to Nagarjuna's thesis.
To assume that Nagarjuna was a philosophyer who would merely pick out
from the Buddha's statements only those that would support or fit in with his
own preconceived notions is to do him great injustice. If he was rejecting a
theory of elements suggested by the Buddha (as Murti seems to think), Nagarjuan, who was one of the most fearless critics of metaphysical views, would have
certainly said so. Nor is there any evidence to support the hypothesis that the
"Admonition to Karyayana" (Kiity7iyan7ivav7ida) that Nagarjuna was· referring
to was a version different from the. Kacc7iyanagotta-sutta found in Pali and
Chinese. The Kiiiyapaparivartiz of the Ratnakufa contains two discourses, both
of which were addressed to Kasyapa and which deal with the·middle path. One
of them refers to the middle path a.nd explains it in terms of the twelve factors
of the human personality (dv7idas7inga), 17 while the other explains the·middle ·
path in negative terms 'as "non-ceasing, non-arising, etc. " 18 This latter version is
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not found in the Nikayas and the Agamas. Nligarjuna was probably aware of
the existence of both these versions and he understood their implications. His
Kiinlea was an attempt to explain the doctrine without rejecting the contents of
any one of them. However, his reference to Karyayana, instead ofKa:syapa , is
extremely significant, in that he was conversant with not only the contents of
~he Ratnakuta versions but also the version included in the Nikayas and the
Agamas. For this reason the analysis ofNligarju na's philosophy as embodied in
the Kiinlea will be undertaken with a view to locating the sources of those ideas
that are accepted by him and those that are criticized and rejected by him.
It iS' anticipated that an analysis of the Kiinlea in relation to the "Discourse
to Ka tyayana" as well as other discourses included in the Nikayas and the
Agamas will lead to a better understanding of the Buddha's philosophy
without exaggerating the so-called Hlnayana-Mahayana distinction.

NAGARJUNA AND KuM.ARAjiVA
Recent scholarship in the history of Buddhist thought has emphasized a
distinction between Indian and Chinese forms of Buddhism . Indian Buddhism
is explained as an attempt to deal with causation throug!t karma, while Sinidc
Mahayana is seen as advocating causation through dharma-dhatu.•9 Eacly Buddhism, according to the proponents of this thesis, underwept a radical change
when it was introduced into China. In order to deal with this question of transition, it would be necessary to provjde a complete English translation of
Kumarajiva's rendition ofNligarju na's Kiinlea into Chinese. Richard Robinson
made the first systematic attempt to deal with this problem of transition. 1 o
However, that was done on the basis of an inadequate examination of the first.
chapter of Nligarjuna and Kumarajtva. A careful scrutiny of Kumarajiva's
work has convinced me that the form of Buddhism introduced into China by
him was not at all different from that of Nagarjuna. Thus, if my contention
that Nligarjuna's philosophy is a mere restatemen t of the empiricist and
pragmatic philosophy of the Buddha, the form of Buddhism introduced into
China would also be the same as the original teachings of the Buddha with no
paradigm changes. And this may account for the survival of Buddhism along
side of the equally pragmatic philosophy of Confucianism, whereas it failed to
survive in India in the face of a very strong idealistic tradition. The prevalent
view- that Buddhism , because of its idealistic character, got absorbed into the
idealistic tradition in India and failed to remain as a separate entiry - needs
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careful scrutiny, especially when a leading philosopher like Nagarjuna is not
seen to advocate such an idealistic view. This calls for a detailed treatment of
the Yogacara tradition in Buddhism that has not yet been attempted.

NAGAR}UNA'S BUDDHA

Nagarjuna's Buddha was no doubt Gautama (see Kiirikii XXVII.30), the
prince from the Sakyan country (presently part· of Nepal) who attained
enlightenment and turned out to be the most formidable opponent of almost
every major philosophical idea that came to be presented by the Indians. In
fact , as will be explained below, the philosophical atmosphere was so confused
during the Buddha's day that sometimes he was forced to coin new terms to ex- ·
press his thoughts.
Two of the major philosophical theories that dominated the Indian scene
during this time were (I) existence (sat, astitva), proposed and developed for
centuries by Indian thinkers since the time of the early Vedas, and (2) nonexistence (asat, niistitva), presented by the Materialists reacting against the
traditional metaphysics . Existence or astitva was no ordinary empirical existence
but the existence of.a permanent and eternal substratum in man as well as in all
aspects of nature. In man, it was the immutable self(iitman) that remained ·in
bondage to the impermanent psychophysical personality and which returns to
its ultimate abode , the universal self (Atman), once it is freed from that bondage and reaches its ultimate moral status (Brahman) . Attempting to explain
the origin of this reality in man as well as in nature, some of the traditional
philosophers settled for a conception of a creator god. As it is, this may not
have generated much protest from the Buddha. However, the Indian
philosophers were not satisfied with the simple notion of a creator god. At a
very early stage, they asserted that this self (iitman) was created by a god or gods
who determined that it belongs to one or the other of the four· social classes: the
priestly (briihmaf!a), the warrior (k!atriya) , the merchant (vaiiya), and the servant (fudra). 21 Thus, each individual's ~taws was predetermined and unchangeable. It was this particular idea of creation that elicited the most vehe;
ment criticism both from the Materialists as well as from the Buddha.
Denying such a metaphysi€al self, the Materialists moved to the other extreme of advocating the an~ihilation of the human personality after death, and
then also denied any mqral responsiblity for human actions. Instead, they propounded a· theory of the indestructibility of matter. 22
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Kaccayanagotta-Sutta
The Buddha's discourse to Kacdiyana, a discourse whose authority was
recognized by almost all the major philosophical schools of Buddhism,
becomes meaningful only in the context of the philosophical views mentioned
above. Following is the complete text of the discourse as reported by Ananda:
Thus have I heard: The Blessed one was once living at Savatthi,
in the monastery of Anathapi.t;l~ka, injeta's Grove. At that time
the venerable Kaccayana of that clan came to visit him, .and
saluting him, sat down at one side. So seated, he questioned the
Exalted one: "Sir [people] speak of 'right view, right view.' To what
extent is there a right view?" ·
"This world, Kaccayana, is generally inclined towards two
[views]: existence and non-existence.
To him who perceives with right wisdom the uprising of the world
as it has come to be, the notion of non-existence in the world does
not occur. Kaccayana, to him who perceives with right wisdom the
ceasing of the world as it has come to be, the notion of existence in
the world does not occur.
The world, for the most part, Kaccayana, is bound by approach,
grasping and inclination. And he who does not follow that approach and grasping, that determination of mind, that inclination
and disposition, who does not cling to or adhere to a view: 'This is
my self,' who thinks: 'suffering that is subject to arising arises; suffering that is subject to ceasing, ceases,' such a person does not
doubt, is not perplexed. Herein, his k.nowledge is not otherdependent. Thus far, ·Kaccayana, there is 'right view.'
'Everything exists,'- this, Kacdiyana, is one extreme.
'Everything does not exist,'- this, Kaccayana, is the second extreme.
Kacdiyana, without approaching either extreme, the Tathagata
teaches you a doctrine by the middle.
Dependent upon ignorance arise dispositions; dependent upon
dispositions arise consciousness; dependent upon consciousness
arises the psychophysical personality~ dependent upon the
psychophysical personality arise the six senses; dependent upon the
six senses arises contact; dependent upon contact arises feeling;
dependent upon feeling arises craving; dependent upon· craving
arises grasping; dependent upon _grasping arises becoming; dependent upon becoming arises birth; dependent upon birth arise old
age and death, grief, lamentation, suffering, dejection and dispair.
Thus arises this entire mass of suffering. However, from the utter
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fading away and ceasing of ignoran~e. there is ceasing of dispositions; from the ceasing of dispositions, there is ceasing of consciousnesS; from the ceasing of consciousness, there is ceasing of the psychophysical personality; from the ceasing of the psychophysical personality, there is ceasing of the six senses; from the ceasing of the six
senses, there is ceasing of contact; from the ceasing of contact, there
is ceasing of feeling; from the ceasing of feeling, there is ceasing of
craving; from the ceasing of craving, there is ceasing of grasping;
from the ceasing of grasping, there is ceasing of becoming; from
the ceasing of becoming, there is ceasing of birth; from the ceasing
of birth, there is ceasing of old age and death, grief. lamentation, ·
suffering, dejection and dispair. And i:hus there is the ceasing of
this entire mass of suffering. "z3

ANALYSIS OF THE KACCAYANAGOITA-SUITA

The discourse is delivered in r.esponse to a fundamental question in
epistemology: "What is a right view (sammiidi!fhz)?" f'he BrahmaJala-suttantil
refers to sixty-two varieties of views prevalent during the Buddh~'s day. 24 Mter
his enlightenment, the Buddha realized that none of these were satisfactory.
He was not willing to subscribe to any one of them. For this reason, many
scholars of Buddhism have assumed that the Buddha did not have a view to
present. For them, he had no sixty-third view to propound. If that was the case,
the Buddha could have admonished Kacdiyana not to be bothered by any view,
whether it Wa$ tight or wrong, true or false. However, that was not the case.
The Buddha proceeds to enumerate two basic views that are prevalent in the
world. The sixty• two views referred to in the Brahmajiila-suttanta repres.ent, in
one way or another, a proliferation of these two basic views of permanent existence (atthita; Sk. astitva) and non-existence (n'atthitii, Sk niistitva). He then
.provides reasons for rejecting both these views. The reasons are epistemological
and therefore deserve detailed examination. "For him, who perceives with right
knowledge, the uprising of the world as it has come to be, whatever view that is
. in the world about non-existence will not ·be acceptable."
The two terms ofgreat epistemological significance that occur in the above
statement are (1) "pen:eives" (passatz) and (2) "right knowledge" (sammappanfili). There could be no mystery associated with the implications of the first
of these two terms. Passati or "perceives" refers to simple, ordinary sense
perception, for what is perceived is not something that is mysterious bm simply ·
the arising and ceasing of various phenomena in the world. It does not, at least
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in this instance, refer to a special or unique form of insight not shared by the
ordinary people. What makes the difference is "right knowledge" (sammappanfili, or simply panflli), and that difference is then explai~ed in the next
paragraph.
The perceptions or sense experience of the ordinary person in the world are
generally "bound by approach, grasping and inclination" (upaya-upadlinaabhinivesa:vinibandha). They are colored by one's prejudices, by one's likes
and dislikes. If a person is able to avoid such approach, grasping-and iodination, if he does not follow his dispositions, then that person would not take a
determined stand and say: "This is my [permanent] self." He would perceive
phenomena in the world as arising and ceasing.
The perception of arising and ceasing of phenomena conditioned by various
factors is available even to ordinary people who have not been able to completely .
free themselves from· prejudices. Thus, there is a common denominator between the perceptions of an ordinary person and those of the enlightened one.
However, the ordinary person continues to worry about a permanent and eternal substance behind phenomena or about a supreme being who is the author
of all that happens in the world. He is assailed by doubts about what he
perceives: One way of overcoming such doubts is to confine oneself to what is
given, that is the causal-dependence of phenomena, without trying to look for
something mystetious. The Buddha realized that "When phenomena (dhamma) appear befort the brahman who is ardent and contemplative, his.doubts
disappear as he sees their causal nature. "Z)
.
According to the Kaccayanagotta-sutta, if a person does not make up his
mind ·that there is a permanent and eternal self and continue to look for it, but,
instead, merely understands things as they have come to be (yathabhutaf(J), as
for example, un<lerstands suffering (dukkha) as something that arises depending upon conditions, then he does not fall into doubt. In other words, instead
of looking for mysterious causes one should start with whatever .causes one can
discover that are contributory to each situation. Of course, in ~ost cases, past
experiences are a.good index. Thus, in order to attain such knowledge one does
not have to go around looking for a teacher who would transmit that
knowledge in a se.cret session or ~n some mysterious way. _His knowledge would,
in that case, 'not be other-dependent (apara-paccaya flfi??am ev 'assa ettha hott):
On the basis of such knowledge and experience, one is said to have "right
view" (samma-di{fht). "Right 'view" in early Buddhism is contrasted with .
"wrong view" (miccha-dt!!ht). These two are not contrasted in the way truth
and falsehood are contrasted in the pre-Buddhist tradition. In the. latter case,
what is true is considered to be what exists (sat). Whatever exists, is real, and by
definition whatever is real cannot be otherwise. According to this a Jm'ori ,
definition, "truth" has to be something that exists always. Yet, what is given t~
I
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the sense experiences is not available always. Hence it was assumed that what is
true is something other than what is given to the sense experiences, and that remains always (sassata) and in everything. It is the ontological truth (atman) as
well as the.moral truth (brah17'111n) in everything.
.
As mentioned earlier, :. theory of existence or a theory that says "everything
exists' (sabbaf(J attht) is wrong, not because it can be proved to be false, but only
in the sense that it does not take into consideration the empirically given fact of
cessation (nirodha). Hence, it is characterized as "co.nfusion" (musa, Sk. mua),
not as "non-existent" or "un-truth" or "falsehood'' (a-satya).
· Avoidance of the theory that "everything exists11 does not, according to the
Buddha, make the opposite view, namely "everything does not exist" (sabbaf(J
n 'attht), any more true. The reason for this is that this latter theory implies
much more than a simple denial of a permanent and eternal substance in man
(atman) or in the universe (brahman). It implies complete discontinuity in
phenomena or their annihilation (uccheda), and this too is a wrong view, not
because, like the former. it can be proved to be false. but because it is partial in
that som~ aspects of experience like arising (samudaya) cannot be accounted for
by such a view.
The Buddha did not worry about discovering strictly logical arguments to reject any one of these views. He merely avoided these two theories in his ex·
planation of existence. Hence his statement: "Without approaching either extreme, the Tathagata teaches you the doctrine by the middle" (ete te ubho ante

anupagamma majjhena tathagato dhammaf(J desett).
The Buddha clearly distinguished his philosophy from that of his concern·
porary, Sanjaya Bella~~hiputta, who refused to make any pronouncements
through fear that he would be found fault with.16 It makes no sense to assume
that the Buddha. after criticizing the two extreme views, avoided propounding
any view.or observed complete silence. Such an assumption would undermine
the authenticity of almost all the doctrines attributed to the Buddha and would
stand in the way of appreciating the greatness of this philosopher and spiritual
leader whose message did not fade into oblivion, as in the <;ase of the skeptic
San)aya Bella~~hiputta, but instead became a formidable world-view
throughout the last twenty-five centuries. For this reason, the final conclusion
of the KaccayangotttHu~ta can in no way be ignored as a later interpolation by
the so-called Theravad!ns. .
In this final statement, the Buddha was attempting to explain the human
personality as weH as its dcperien~es in the world in terms of the principle of
dep~ndence, without resorting to the two extreme views that he criticized
earlier. In the first part of that explanation, he was describing the personality in
bondage; as it evolves conditioned by "approach, grasping and inclination."
This is the twelvefold formula ( dvadas1iitga) presented in positive terms,

.
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describing the functions of ignorance, dispositions, and behavior prompted by
such dispositions in the matter of propelling human beings into states of
unhappiness and suffering as well as continued process of births and deaths.
The negative stateme nt explains how, as a result of the elimination of that ignorance and the develop~ent of insight, one comes to pacify one's dispositions
a·nd ~ereby eliminate suffering as well as the continued cycle of births and
deaths. Such is the conclusion of the Kacctiyanagotta-sutla.
The Kaccfiyanagotta-sutta, though brief, lays down in no unclear terms the
basic teachings of the Buddha. Fur~her elaboration of this philosophy is
available in the huge collection of discourses of the Nikayas and the Agamas.
Although denying existence and non-existence conceived of in such a
metaphysical manner, the Buddha recognized existence and non-existence in a
more empirical sense, such existence and non-existence being understood in
terms of the experience of consequences or effects (attha, Sk. artha). Thus,
while being aware of the metaphysical implications of the oominalized forms:
"exist-ence" (atthi-fii) and "non-exist-ence" (n' atthi-tti) , the Buddha continued to use the verbal forms "exists" (attht) and "does not exist" (n 'attht) to
explain his view of existence.17
The existence of things as well as their arising and p3:55ing away are dearly expressed in the famous formula:
When that exists, this comes to be; on the arising of that, this
arises. When that does not exist, this does not come to be; on the
cessation of that, this ceases (lmasmif!Z sati ida'!l hoti, imassa up-

ptidii ida'f!J uppajjati. Imasmi'f!J asati ida'!l na hoti, imassa nirodhti
idaf!l niru;jhatt). 2s

Yet the linguistic conventions of his day did not provide the Buddha with
technical terms to express this idea. The notion of self-causation (sayaf?Z kattlf?Z,
Sk. svaya~ krta'f!J) was prevalen t in the tradition of his day, but unfortunately
it carried with it the implication of a metaphysical se}£ (titman), permanent and
eternal (sassata), which he wanted to avoid. 2 9 The idea of external causation
(parat{J katat{J, Sk. para-krtaf?Z) was not differen t from the Material ist view of
annihilation, especially in its denial of moral responsibility.3° A combination of
these two views was also not satisfactory, for the Buddha was probably aware of
the implications of the Jaina theory of causation that attempt ed to combine
both.3t Under such circumstances, i.t was almost impossible for him to express
his understanding of existence . This may also have contribu ted to his initial
reluctance to exlain his ideas after this enlightenment. However , he was equal
to the task.
:
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An attempt to explain the manner in which a phenomen on gives rise to or
produces another phenomen on, how a cause gives rise to an effect, would have
involved him not only in the task of unravellin g the essence or substance in a
cause that produces the effect but also in the job of-predicting the effect arising
from a cause with absolute certainty, a job for which he did not have the
necessary empirical means. The Buddha decided to explain this process in terms
of "dependen ce." He was thus led to speak of an event that has occurred
(samuppanna) by tracing it back to a condition or set of conditions upon which
it depended (paftcca) . Having analysed the process of becoming'(bhava) in this
manner, he laid down a principle that would explain future occurrences. Thus,
from observing "dependen tly arisen" (paft"cca-samuppanna) phenomen a, he
asserted the principle of "dependen t arising" (pa{tcca-samuppada). That terminology is indeed conspicuous by its absence in the p re-Buddhi st Indian
literature.
The old Indian term dharma was retained by the Buddha to refer to
phenomen a or things. However, he was always careful to define this dharma as
"dependen tly arisen phenomen a" (paft"cca-samuppanna-dhamma). Most of the
controversies of the later Buddhists centered on this conception of dharma, and
therefore the various uses of the term in the Buddha's discourses may be appropriately examined here.
The term dhamma (Sk. Jharma) has four related uses in the early discourses .

(1)
(2)

(3)

(4)

Dhamma (in the plural) meaning phenomen a or things.' 2
These are the dependent ly arisen phenomen a refen;ed to
earlier. They may also be described as elements of experience.
Dhammo (in .the singular) meaning the uniformity o~
phenomen a or things as represente d by the principle of
dependenc e (paftcca-samuppada). H
Dhamma (in the plural) referring to things or phenomen a
evaluated as good or bad in an ethical sense. 34 While good is
often designated dhamma, the notion of bad is expressed by
its negation, a-dhamma.
Dhat?Zmo (in the singular) expressing the uniformity of moral
phenomen a, which also represente d the ideal or the standard
of morality derived from the moral perfection attained by the
saint. Hence, nibbana or freedom is also called dhammo .3>

In order to distinguish this notion of dhamma from the Indian conception
where the term dharma meant reality (atman), in an ontological sense, the .
Buddha utilized the conception of result or consequen ce or fruit (attha, Sk. ar-
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tha) to bring out the pragmatic meaning of dhamma. Foe the Buddha,
whatever is true or real (blmta, taccha) is also what produces result (atthasa1!Jhita).~6 This pragmatic definition of truth or reality was mo.~;e often used in
explaining moral phenomena. Hence the reference to the three types of results
or consequences or fruits:

1)
2)
3)

bad, evil-an-attha, corresponding to a-dhamma.
good, beneficial-at/ha, corresponding to dhaf!Jma, and
ultimate good, ultimate fruit-param' attha, corresponding
to nibbanaY

BUDDHA'S CONCEPTION OF LANGUAGE AND TRUTH

While the term dharma, in the four contexts referred to above, may be taken
as implying empirical truths, a more comprehensive use of the term is also
available. In this case, the dharma (or sad-dharma) expresses the notion of
"true doctrine," and without any .hesitation this may be explained as a "true
statement," a use that may be most appealing to the modern linguistic
philosopher who is generaJiy averse to metaphysics and insists that "truth" pertains to statements. The use of the term dharma in this sense at once renders
futile any attempt to speak of a linguistically transcendent truth or reality in the
''
Buddhist context.
·
Dependent arising is the middle path presented by the Buddha between the
extremes of eternalism and annihilationism, of strict determinism and chaotic
indeterminism, of absolute. reality and nihilistic unreality, of permanent identity and absolute difference. Considering the mann~r in which he explained ·t he
middle-position between these extremes, no one could maintain that this middle position is beyond linguistic description or transcends any form of verbal ex:
p~ession. In fact, the two terms that are generally utilized in the absolutistic
systems of Indian thought to present such a standpoint, namely "indescribable"
(aviicya) and "indefinable" (anirvacanlya), do not occur in the.early discourses
of the Buddha. The term "undeclared" or "unexplained" (avyiikata) occurs, but
it is used to refer to problems such as the duration and extent of the universe,
the identity of or the difference between the soul an~ the body, as well as the
status of the tathagata after death - these bei1;1g problems that could not be explained on the basis of any empirical evidence.38 For the Buddha, whatever is
empirically given is also describable or definable without having to assume
metaphysical standpoints.
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Thus in the Buddha's view language is not, in itself, an inadequate means of
expressing what is empirically given. Yet modern intepreters of Buddhism
seem to assume that the Buddha considered language inadequate to express the
truth about existence that he discovered. The evidence for such an interpretation is rather dubious. No attempt is made to examine the Buddha's own
statements about his enlightenm ent, as recorded in such c;liscourses as "The Noble ~uest" (Ariyapariyesana}-3 8 Most books on Buddhism published in the
modern world will attribute to the Buddha, as well as to his early disciples and
even to the later ones like Nigarjuna , a distinction between sammuti and
paramattha. Sammuti (Sk. samfl[tt) is explained by Candrakirti as language 40
and paramattha (Sk. paramartha) as ultimate reality or absolute truth.• 1 The
terms sammuti as well as 11ohiira occur in the early discourses.• 2 Sammuti,
man "to think") literally means "agreement" and
(derived from sam +
therefore, "convention". Vohiira (Sk. 11Ja11ahiira) means "usage." A rather lop-·
sided interpretation of these two terms as implying "language" only has caused
havoc in the explanation of the teachings of the Buddha as well as of Nigarjuna. There seems to be no justificatio n for corif'ining the meanings of these
two terms to language only.
Conventions (sammutt) ace of various types- linguistic, social, political,
moral or ethical, or even religious. Even a superficial glance at pre-Buddhist
literary traditions would reveal the manner in which the Indians elevated
linguistic, social, political, moral, and religious conventions to the level of absolute realities, permanen t and eternal. The language of the Vedas became the
absolute language, possessing miraculous powers. In spite of the existence of
such languages as Dravidian and Chinese, which have nothing to do with the
Vedic language , some educated Indian schqlars still believe the Vedic is the
mother of all languages. Therefore not a single syllable of it is to be tampered
with. Another convention , the social order consisting of four castes, came to be
considered absolute. Punishme nt awaited those who violated it or ignored it.
Arjuna was to be rewarded for maintaining that social order. Political conventions derived their absoluteness from the absoluteness of the social order. A
rules (k!atriya) who ignores the advice of the spiritual leader and guide
(brahmaf!a)' was doomed to failure, since he was thereby ignoring the law
(dharma). The absoluteness of the moral and ethical conventions was equally
recognized . No other form of morality except that which contributes to the
preservatio n of the social system was permissible. Religious duties were specific
and unalterable.
When , in the Sutta-nipata, the Buddha spoke of sammuti, he was referring
to all these different kinds of conventions.4 ' According to him, these conv~n
tions have come to be depending upon specific conditions (puthujjii). They
were not absolute and l;lltimate; they were: not universally binding. The Buddha realized that when these conventions were considered to be absolute and
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ultimate (paramat!J) they contrib\}ted to the worst form of dogmatism (di!tht),
which eventually led to all the conflicts (kalaha, viggaha) in the world. 44 These
constituted the worst forms of obsession, .obstruction, constraint, or bondage.
There£0re, tne Buddha claimed that a wise man (vidvti) does riot approach (na
upetz) such conventions. 4 s This does not mean that he ignores all conventions.
fnstead, he understands their conditionality and as well as their fruitfulness
without elevating them to the level of ultimate realities, thereby making them
absolute, oi: simply ignoring them as absolutely unreal and therefore useless.
F.r.etdom (nibbtina) could then be interpreted more appropriately as freedom
ffom obsessions, obsessions for as well as against such conventions. The
elimination of such obsessions or constraints (papanca) turned out to be more
difficult than abandoning pleasures of sense, for if by freedom was meant only
the latter, the Buddha could have attained enlightenment during the time he
was practicing self-mortification.
Here again, the difficulty lies in adopting a middle path without accepting
conventions as being ultimate or rejecting them as being useless. The uniqueness of the Buddha's philosophy lies in the manner in which a middle path
can be adopted with regard to any convention, whether it be linguistic, social,
political, moral, or religious. Since the present analysis of the Buddha's
philosophy is undertaken only as a prelude to the examination of Nagarjuna's
thought, and since the latter was more concerned with the basic doctrines of the
Buddha, our attention at this point will be focussed only on the way in which
the Buddha adopted the. middle path in dealing with linguistic conventions.
As pointed out 'abo~"'Jh~ term sammuti was used in the early discourses to
refer i:o all kinds of conv~ntions: However, there were two terms that were,vety
specifically employed to refer to linguistic conventions. They are nirutti-patha
(the way of etymology) and adhivacana-patha (the way of definition). The
Saf{Jyutta-niktiya contains an important discourse dealing with linguistic conventions, which are neither to be clung to as absolute_truths, nor to be ignored
as mere conventions. The discourse called Niruttt~patha runs thus:

There are these three linguistic conventions or usages of words or
terms; which are distinct, have been distinct in the past, are distinct
in the present and will be distinct in .the future and which are not .
ignored by the wise brahmans and recluses. Whatever material
form (rnpa) that has been, which has ceased to be, which is past '
and ·has changed, is called, reckoned and termed 'has been' (ahost)
and it is not reckoned as 'it exists' (attht) or as 'it will be'
. (bhavissatt) . ... [This is repeated for the other four aggregates: ·
feeling, perception, dispositions and consciousness.] Whatever
. material form has not arisen nor come to be, is called, reckoned or
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termed 'it will be' (bhavissatt) and it is not reckoned JlS 'it exists (attht) or as 'it has been' (ahost) . ... Whatever material form has
arisen, and has manifested itself, is called, reckoned, or termed 'it
exists' (atthz), and it is not reckoned as 'it has been' (ahosz) nor as 'it
will be' (bhavissatt).46
The Buddha advised his disciples "not to cling to dialectical usage nor go
beyond the limits of linguistic convention" (janapada-nirultt'f!Z nabhiniveseyya
samannaf!Z natidhaveyya).47 Such being the middle position adopted by the
Buddha regarding linguistic convention, it would be an extreme position to
maintain that language is either ultimately real (as it was the case with the Indians who made vac a supreme god) or that it is useless when it comes to expressing ultimate reality.
For the Buddha, language derives its "meaning" (attha) when it is able to
produce results (attha), and thus what is true (bhuta, taccha) is that which bears
results (attha-saf!Zhita). 4 s The Buddha did not recognize anything that is false
to be productive of results. Truth in this sense can be equated with "meaningful" language. Thus, linguistic expressions that imply permanence and annihilation would be "meaningless" (an-attha) in that they do hot commu'nicate
anything that is given in experience (dhamma), where experience is understood
in terms of the felt results (attha) rather than in terms of an indefinable
ultimate reality.
Having thus rejected the two views, namely, the traditional Indian view that
the human personality consists of a permanent and eternal spiritual entity
(atman) and the Materialist view the denied such a spiritual entity and
recognized matter (body) to be the only reality, 'the Buddha continued to speak
of the psychophysical personality (nama-ropa), referring to it with such terms
as "I" (ahaf!Z) and "you" (tvaf!Z) and even the term "self' (atta) when spealcing of
that personality.
With the emergence .of Buddhism as a formidable philosophical and
spiritual movement that undermined the very foundations of the traditional
Indian philosophy and religion, Indian thinkers refoimulated ·their subsi:antialist world-view, presenting it in a more subtle and appealing form in the
Bhagavtidgzta. The notion of dharma embodied in this text may be analysed in
terms of the three Buddhist categories presented above, namely, an-artha, artha and param?irtha. Instead of the pragmatic definitions of the Buddhists, the
Indian thinkers were presenting a more substantialist interpretation where,

1)

an-artha = the psychophysical personality (n?ima-ropa)
which is unreal and which is contrasted with the real self
(atman).
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artha = the permanent and eternal self (iitman) in man, the
so-called dehin (the dweller in the body), which is in bondage
because of attachment to the psychophysical personality, and
paramiirtha -= paramiitman, which is the ultimate reality,
the universal self identified with God.

Thus was inaugurated an enormous controversy between Buddhists and Indian philosophers that continued to rage for several centuries until Buddhism
completely disappeared from the Indian soil as a philosophical and spiritual
force around the seventh and eighty centuries, only to survive and flourish in
the countries south and southeast of India as well as in the Far East.

,
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THE PERIOD OF THE SRAVAKAS

The survival of a pragmatic philosophy in the .face of an extremely absolutistic tradition such as the one embodied in the Bhagavadgtfa was not
easy. One of the ways in which the Buddhists responded · to that philosophy
was by compiling the now famous Buddhist classic, the Dhammapada. As
the tide indicates, it was an attempt to counter the Indian absolutist and
substaotialist definition of dhamma. The Buddhist philosophers, confronted
by the onslaught of Indian thinkers asserting the reality of the self (iitman),
spent most of their time analysing what they called dhamma in o.rder to
show that there was no permanent and eternal self. As Kenneth Inada has
rightly remarked, this represented "the most active, highly vibrant and competitive age in Buddhist history known as the Abhidharma period . ... If there
are high watermarks to J:>e considered in Bu.ddhist history, the Abhidharma
period certainly rates a very high level, a level of great fermentation and
flourishment pf Buddhist thought. Ideologically speaking, no·other period in
Buddhist history, whether of the Theravada or Mahayana, or even national
Buddhist developments such as in Tang Dynasty China, could ever match, or
come up to the level of activity as recorded during this period. "49
Two complete sets· of Abhidharma texts compiled during this period are
available to us. One is preserved by the Theravadins consisting of the following
texts:
1. - Dhammasangani,
2.
Vighanga,
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3.
4.
S.

6.
7.

Dhtitukathti,
PuggalapafJfiatti,
Kathiivatthu,
Yamaka, and
Patthiina.

The other version was preserved by the Sarvastivada school and comprises
one major work and six ancillary texts. They are as follows;
1.
2.

3.

4.
S.
6.
7.

}fiiinaprasthiina (attributed to KatyayanTpuua).
,
Sangttiparyiiya (attr. Mahli Kaughila/Sariputra),
Prakaraf!apiida (attr. Vasumitra),
VijfJiinakiiya (attr. Deva5arman),
Dhiitukiiya (attr. Pur~~ or Va5!Jmitra),
.
Dharmaskandha (am. Sariputra/Maudgalyayana), and
Prajnaptiiiistra (attr. Maudgalyayana).

That the Theravada and Sarvastivada schools preserved these two bodies of
literature does not make them sectarhi.n, any more than ~he discourses, preserved by any school, could be branded as such. Although the treatment of subjectmatter in these two sets of works differs widely, the.subject-matter is practically
the same. Both deal with the categories into which the human personality as
well as human experience came to be analysed in the early discourses where
they receive more discursive treatment. The analysis of human experience into
aggregates, elements, and faculties, all of which were considered to be dharmas
or elements of existence, seems to be the first and foremost concern of the
Abhidharmikas. Undoubtedly, the purpose of this analysis is to demonstrate
the absence of a se.lf or substance in these phenomena. Exhaustive analyses of
the various types of relati'ons that obtain among them were also undertaken,
providing a sort of scholastic advancement in the study of such phenomena,
but still not deviating from the fundamental teachings of early Buddhisrp. Examination ·reveals that these tWo processes in some way represent an attempt to
deal with the same issues that the Buddha was concerned with, namely ,
."dependently arisen phenomena" (paficcasamuppanna-dhamma) and "dependent arising" (paficcasamuppiida). The knowledge of these two processes was
looked upon as right understanding, which ultimately leads to the attainment
of freedom (niroiif!a).
Unfortunately, two of the schools that were involved in this Abhidharmic
enterprise were driven too far in their academic study of the dharmas, probably
by the unrelenting ·criticisms levelled against Buddhism by the traditional
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schools of Indian philosophy. These schools came to be known as Sarvastivada
and Sautrantika.
The Sarvastivada concluded their analysis of dharmas with the recognition of
ultimate discrete atomic elements which they were unable to put together even
with a theory of four basic relations. The result was that they were compelled to
admit a singularly metaphysical conception of "self-nature" (wabhiiva) to account for the experienced continuity of such discrete phenomena. , 0 This selfnarure could not be looked upon as something impermanent and changing, for
that would be to defeat the very purpose for which it was formulated in the first
place. Therefor~ they insisted that this self-nature (svabhiiva, dravya) of dharmas remain during all three periods of time, the past, the present and the
future. No other conception could be more heretical in the eyes of the Buddhists who were avowed non-substantialists (aniilmaviidi ).
The view that dharmas have self-nature had its impact on the conception of
"dependent arising" (prafiya-samutpiida), the central conception in early Buddhism as well as in tpe early Abhidharma. Henceforward, "dependence" came
to be explained on the basis of self-narure. It turned out to be no more different from the identity theory of causation (satkiirya-viida) formulated with
such precision, using logical arguments, by the Sankhya school of thought.n
The relationship between these two schools of thought is so close that one can
hardly discount mutual influences and borrowings.
One of the schools that reacted against this conception of"self-nature", other
than the tradition represented by Moggauputtatissa· referred to earlier, was the
Sautrantaka school of Buddhism. As its name implies, this school was openly
an tagonistic to the "treatises" (fiislra) and insisted upon returning to the
"discourses" (sutriinta) as sources for the study of the Buddha-word ., 1 It considered the notion of"self-nature" as a theory of"self' (iitma-viida) in disguise.
However, for some inexplicable reasons they failed to realize that neither a
theory of atoms (paramii'!u) nor a conception of moments (k!a'!a) was pact of
the early Buddhist teachings, either in the discourses or in the Abhidharma
treatises. On the one.hand, they prol5ably assumed that these two conceptions
were not the root cause of all the confusion among the Sarvastivadins. On the
other hand, they felt that these two conceptions were, after all, not incompatible with the doctrine of impermanence (ani&ca, Sk. anitya) in the early
discourses. Without abandoning atomism and momentariness, the
Sautrantikas proceeded to explain "dependence" and ended up recognizing a
sort of non-identity theory of causation (asatkiirya-viida) comparable to the one
proposed by the Vaise$ika school of Indian philosophy. n
Even though the Sautrantikas were openly critical of the substantialise
conception of dharma advocated by the Sarvastivadins, their reluctante to
abandon the theory of moments (k!af!a) left them with the.difficult task of ex-
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plaining the experienced continuity in the individual person. The emergence of
schools like "personalists" (pudgala-viida) and "transrnigrationists" (samkriintiviida),)4 closely related to and sometimes identical with the Sautrantikas, is indicative of the solutions that this school had to offe( in order to overcome the
difficulties arising from the acceptance of a theory of moments.
The Satvastivada and Sautrantika schools thus presented a rather complicated set of theories, all contributing to philosophical confusion. The former
perceived a "self-nature" (svabhiiva) in the cause and emphasized the identity
(ekatva) of cause and effect, while the latter, seeing no such "self-nature" but
merely perceiving "other-nature" (para-bhiiva), insisted upon the difference
(niinatva) between cause and effect. The Sarvastivada conception of self-narure
(svabhiiva) was extended to all phenomena, including the human personality ,
while the Sautraotikas, denying self-na~re in phenomena, surreptitiously introduced a conception of self or person (iitman, pudgala) in a human personality ..

MOGGAllPUITATISSA: THE FIRsT REFORMER

The Russian--Buddhist scholar Th. Stcherbatsky was one of the first among
Western scholars to ignore the very significant differences between early Buddhism and Abhidharma on the one hand, and Sarvastivada and Sautrantika interpretations of the "discourses" and Abhidharma on the other. For him, Sarvastivada was not only an interpretation of Abhidharma but was Abhidhama,
and the early Buddhism of the discourses as well.n However, there was at least
one disciple of the Buddha who was not willing to accept either the Sarvastivada or the Sautrantika as the correct interpretation of Buddhism . Thi~
was Moggauputtatissa. Critical scholarship unfortunately has blindly dismissed his views without much serious consideration, even though they are
presented. with clarity and logical acumen.
Almost 250 years after the Buddha and 300 years before Nagarjuna , Moggauputtatissa was responsible for the "great purge" in the Buddhist tradition.
The Indian emperor Asoka, as he declared in his Minor Rock Edicts, was actually
instrumental in unifying the Buddhist Order (saf?Zgha) by expelling the
miscreant and schismatist monks and getting them to don white (lay)
garments. Yet, the backgrm.tnd for this great purge was prepared by Moggalrputtatissa when in his famous "Points of Controversy" (Kathiivatthu) be
refuted the ideas presented by almost seventeen heterodox schools of Buddhism. "MoggaJiputtatissa is said to have followed the method of discourse .
adopted by the Buddba- sattharii dinna-nay a-vasena- at the time he
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established the miitikii, 'topics' of the ,K[athii]v{atthu].",6 This monumental
work is an attempt to go back to the early teachings, and in doing so ~he
author, for the first time in Buddhist · history, utilizes even abstract logic.
Whether the use of such abstract logic is appropriate is not a matter that concerns us here. What is important is that Mogga.Uputtatissawas critical of certain
ideas which were incompatible with the Buddha's philosophy.
The· metaphysical theory of a person (pudgala), propounded by the
Sautrantikas and their allies, was the first of the metaphysical views to be taken
up for criticism in the KathavatthuY With great ingenuiry and logical precision, Moggallputtatissa destroyed the concept of a person propounded by the
Sautrantikas and established what may be called the non-substantiality of the
human personality (pudgala-nairatmya).
With equally cogent arguments, he annihilated the Sarvastivada doctrine of
dharma that implied substar;ttial and eternal existence (sabbaf!l sabbadii
attht), 8 and established ·the non-substantiality of all dharmas (dharmanazratmya]. These two uncontroverted achievements, recorded in one of the
most authentic texts, have been completely ignored by those who attributed a
substantialise theory of elements to the early Buddhist tradition.

EARLY MAHAYAN;\:

THE SECOND REFORM MOVEMENT

The same text highlights another controversy that was beginning to ruffle the
minds of Buddhist thinkers during the third century BC and which became the
topic of a heated debate during the first and second centuries AD. This pertained
to the question whether the Buddha is transcendent (lokuttara). Mogga.Uputtatissa rejected the view, gradually gaining ground in the Buddhist tradition,
which favored transcendence.,9 The biographies of the Buddha, like the.
Mahavastu, were probably not yet written. Mahayana, with its conception of a
completely transcendent Buddha, had not come into existence by that time.
The SaddharmaputJt/aiika, which is responsible for condemning the miscreant
monks (bhik!u) as well as the ideal of a saint (arhant) in early Buddhism, indicates a gradual growth with the final version assigned to the third century
AD. In the earliest versions of some of the early Mahayana sti.tras, such as
Vajracchedika-prajfiiiparamita and the Kafyapa-parivarta, there is no mention
of a bodhisattva.6o
What sort of Mahayana can there be without the conception of a transcendent Buddha and the notion of a bodhisattva? It certainly ought to be different
from the; kind of Mahayana that one comes across in the available versions of
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the Saddharmapu1Jt/anka and other texts that include a condemnation of the
early arhant-ideal.
Indeed the Kiifyapa-parivarta, even in the Sanskrit version which is not the
earliest, will enable us to understand what that original Mahayana was. It was
not the Mahayana that came to be deeply prejudiced against early Buddhism as
well ~ Theravada, for, as pointed out earlier, even though we find a strong
criticism of the monk (bhik!u) •. a criticism that may be accepted even by the
Buddha and his disciples like Moggauputtatissa, this criticism is not extended
to the early ideal of the "worthy one" (arhant).
One of the most important series of discourses or instruction (dharmaparyaya) referred to in the Kiifyapr.rparivarta as "the great pinacle of gems"
(mah7i-ratna-kuta), pertains to the "middle · path" (madhyam7i-pratipat).6 1
Here we find a long list of middle paths, most of which are described in
negative terms. However, side by side with the negative descriptions, one also
discovers a positive description of the middle path 1n terms of the twelve factors
of the human personality (dv7idas7inga). It is indeed an abbreviation of the
Kacc7iyanagotta-sutta,--with Kasyapa as the int~rlocutor or the person to whom
the discourse is addressed.
The need for negative descriptions, especially at a time when Buddhahood
was not yet looked upon as a transcendent state or as an Absolute, caJls for an
explanation. Available historicaJ records indicate that soine of the canonical
texts that emphasized the doctrine of non-substantiality (nairatmya), and
which included the work of Moggalfputtatissa, found a haven in Sri Lanka and
other South East Asian countries afterthe third century BC. However, some of
the early discourses as well as some of the Abhidharma texts were still circulating in India and came to be preserved in a Prakrit, sligb,tly different from
Pali. Yet, what came to be popular after the third century were the interpretations of the Buddhist metaphysicians, like the Sarvastivadins and the
Sautrant"ikas. The early Mahayana that did not include either the concept of
"transcendence" as applied to the Buddha or a notion of bodhisattva, but
which emphasized a negative doctrine while at the same time preserving the
positive assertions of early Buddhism, was therefore a response to the Sarvastivada and Sautrantika metaphysics, rather than a reaction to the early
Buddhism of the "discourses" or the Abhidharm:a.

Nagarjuna's Mission
Nagarjuna, ~,l,lo lived at a time ":hen the The~avada-Mahayana conflict had .
not degenerated to the level that 1S presented m the Saddharmapuf!c.iafika,
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therefore had an already different mission. It was indeed not the least different
from the mission that lay before Moggalrputtatissa, to expose the untenability
of certain heretical views that were gradually becoming popular in the Buddhist
tradition. A careful reading of the Kiirikii will reveal the fact that Nagarjuna
had all the help he needed to achieve this task. As mentioned before, even after
the transference of the Pali canon to Sri Lanka, the discourses and the
Abhidharm a texts survived in India. Thus the discourses of the Buddha as well
as the tradition of the disciples (fravaka) were available to Nagarjuna . The
humility with which Nagarjuna bows down to the Buddha and the respect with
which he treats the Buddha's disciples (fravaka)6z ace in complete contrast to
the unsympathetic attitude of the later Mahayanists toward the earlier Buddhist tradition.
In the following analysis of the Kiirika , it will be shown that Nagarjuna attempted to discredit heterodox views, especially those of the Sarvastivad ins and
the Sautrantikas, and establish the non-substantiality of all dharmas (Chapters
Ill- XV) as well as the non-substa ntiality ofpudgala (Chapters XVI- XXI) and
thereafter to explicate the positive doctrines of the Buddha as embodied in the
early discourses like the Kaccayanagotta-sutta .
The present analysis is, therefore, contrary to the more popular interpretation ofNagarju na espoused by commentators like Candrakin i who emphasize d
the reductio ad absurdum (prasangika) method. It will be more sympathetic to
the interpretations offered by Nagarjuna's disciples like Bhavaviveka and the
more positive thinkers of the Madhyamika school. While highlighting the ingenuity and philosophical maturity of Nagarjuna , the present analysis will at
the same time be unsympathetic toward the myth that Nagarjuna was a second
Buddha.

STRUCI1JRE OF THE K ARIKA

Selections from the works of a major philosopher belonging to a tradition
may be helpful in introducing that tradition but not in providing a complete
view of that philosopher's thought. The reason is that when a philosopher
presents his ideas in some form , he feels that everything he has said in that
work is relevant to his thought. If anything that he has said is irrelevant to what
he proposes to convey to his readers, he would be not only wasting his time, but
also the reader's.
Attempts have often been made by modern scholars to pick out selections or
chapters from the works of eminent philosophers of the East, hoping thereby to
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provide a complete and accurate picture of their ideas. Sometimes they are considered to be essential secitons or chapters, the implication being that the rest is
inessential. 6' This undoubtedly has contributed to a great deal of
misunderstanding a.Qd sometimes deHberate distortion of the author's ideas.
Considering the unsatisfactoriness. of such a method, the present analysis of
Nagarjuna's thought will be presented on the basis of an examination of his
Kiirika taken as a whole, with every word, every verse, and every chapter in it
treated as in integral part of that work. This is done in the absence of any concrete evidence that some portions of this work are not by Nagarjuna.
A supetficial reading of this work, with 448 verses divided into 27 chapters,
could leave the reader with the impression that the text is repetitious. This
wrong impression will disappear like a mirage if one keeps in mind the circumstances that led to the complication of this work, the motivation for writing·
it, the background in which it was written, and the goal that was to be achieved,
Such considerations will enable one to see a carefully executed plan or structure
in the Kiirika. In order to highlight this structure, the Kiirika will be analysed
here into four major sections, without changing the sequence either of the individual verses or of the chapters.

Section I

This first section includes Chapters I and II, ·which deal with the most fundamental doctrines of Buddhism, causation and change. The problem of causation or "dependent arising" is taken up in the first of these. If this were a text
written during the Buddha's day, this chapter would undoubtedly have dealt
with theories of existence presented by the traditional schools of Indian
philosophy advocating the reality of a permanent self ('iitman) and the
Materialist school that denied such a self (an-'iitman) thereby denying the continuity of the human person as well as his moral responsibility. However,
Nii:garjuna was living in the second· century AD and his problems, as mentioned
earlier, were created more by the Sarvastivadins and the Sautrantikas than by
the non-Buddhist schools. This is clearly evident from the way in which ~gar
juna begins his first chapter. ·
· The first verse in this chapter refers to four different theories of causation or
arising: (i) self-causatfon, (ii} external causation, (iii) both self- and external
causation, and (iv) arising out of a non-cause. After enumerating four such
theories, any further explanation would naturally commence with an analysis of
the first of these four theories, self-causation (svata-utpattt). Thus, the four.
types of relations (pratyaya) referred to in the next verse should be taken as ex-

..
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amples of the theory of self-causation (svata-utpattz), even though the most
respected modern interpreter of Nagarjuna, namely T.R.V. Murti, following
the footsteps of CandrakTrti, took these four types of causal relations to represent the theory of external causation, and not self-causacion.64 He assumed that
self-causation was presented by the Hindu schools and external causation was a
theory advocated by the early Buddhists only. As explained above. the early
Buddhist theory of causation cannot be placed under ~he category of either selfcausation or external cauSation. Nagarjuna was clearly aware of this and
therefore, even though in the first verse he denied the possibility of any one of
the four causal theories, in the second verse he recognizes four conditions
(pratyaya) without denyi'ng them- though to make his analysis more comprehensive he denies a 6fth condition. The denial comes only in the third
verse, but what is important tQ note is that it is not a denia~ of the four conditions (pratyaya) but of the manner in which the condition is considered to be
related to the effect. When Nagarjuna said, "The self nature of an existent is
not evident in the causal condition, etc." (Na hi svabh'iivo bhiiv'iin'iif!l
pratyay'iidi!u vidyate, 1.3), he was not rejecting or denying conditions, but only
self-nature (svabhiiva) that some philosophers ·were positing in the condition
(pratyaya) in order to account for the arising of the effect. This is a quite clear
indication that Nagarjuna was not rejecting the Adhidharma theory of conditions but only its interpretation by some of the metaphysicians, in this particular case that of the Sarvastivadins. As pointed out above, there is every
evidence that it was the Sarvastivadins who interpreted the theory of conditions
(pratyaya) on the basis of a conception of sub~tance (svabhtiva). In the same
verse, Nagarjuna proceeds to deny external causation (parata-utpattz) or, more
speci6cally, the conception of "other nature,. (para-bhiiva) advocated by the
Sautrantikas. If this background is kept in mind, the understanding ofNagarjuna's ideas in the Kiirik'ii is not as formidable as has been assumed.
Chapter II deals with the problems created- not by an empirical theory of
change and impermanence (anityat'ii), for that was a fundamental conception
of early Buddhism- by a more metaphysical theory of change and impermanence based on a logical or even a psychological theory of moments (/qatJav'iida).

Section If
The second section includes thirteen chapters, beginning with an examination of sense faculties (indriya, Chapter III) and ending with an examination of
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substance (svabhava, Chapter XV). The entire section is an attempt to establish
the doctrine of the non-substantiality of phenomena (dharma-nairatmya)
without having to get rid of any one of the c.ategories such as the aggregates
(skandha), spheres of sense (a'yatana), and elements (dhatu), all of which were
part of the early Buddhist teachings embodied in the discourses as well as in the
Abhidharma. Almost all the important subjects dealt with in early Buddhism
are taken up, once ag_ain not with the intention of rejecting them, but with a
determination to rid them of any metaphysical explanation, especially of existence (astitva) and of non-existence (nastitva) , implying permanence (iafvata)
and annihilation (uccheda) which the Buddha was openly rejecting in the

Kaccayanagotta-sutta.
Section Ill
The third section includes eleven chapters from XVI to XXYI. It is a section
that has caused confusion in the minds of many who wrote on Nagarjuna's
thought. First, many of the ~opics dealt with in the pre~ious section are again
analysed here. This gave the impression that the text is repetitive and therefore
it is possible to ignore some of its parts when presenting Nagarjuna's
philosophy. For, example, the examination of action and agent (karma-karaka)
was attempted in Chapter VIII, and a longer chapter (XVII) on the examination of the fruit of action (karma-phala) is included in this section. Secondly,
this particular chapter (XVII) deals with the docuine of karma in a more
p ositive way, asserting the existence of a more appropriate view than the one
criticized at the beginning of the chapter. Such an assertion seefi!s to go against
not only the doctrine of emptiness (iuyata), as it is generally understood by
modern scholars, but also the view that neither the Buddha nor Nagarjuna had
a view to propound .
However, reading the eleven chapters one cannot help coming to the conclusion that they were intended to establish the non-substantiality of the individual (pudgala-nairatmya) but not to 'eliminate the conception of an individual or person altogether . The~"conception of the individual involves the
problems of bondage and freedom (bandhana-mok.ja) .md, after defining
these, five chapters are devoted to the problem of bondage. These five chapters
are undoubtedly commentary .on a verse that seems to have been extremely
popular among the Buddhists and which both Nagarjuna and Vasubandhu
were conversant with, for we find the latter composing a whole ueatise called
Karmasiddhiprakarat!a.6s This verse is quoted by Caridrakirti 'in his commentary, and runs thus:
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Actions are not destroyed even by [the passage of) hundred
myriads of aeons. Having reached the harmony of conditions and
the proper time.• they bear fruits for the human beings.

Na praf!afyanti karmiif!i kalpako(ifatair apz:
samagri??J prapya kala??J ea phalanti khalu dehina??J.66

The denial of a permanent self (litman) by the Buddha prompted his critics
to insist that the Buddha could not satisfactoriJy explain the problem of moral
responsibility. The present verse is only a summary of the Buddha's causal explanation of the doctrine of moral responsibility, not an admission of a permanent and eternal karma. In fact , the determinism that may appear with the
reading of the fust line, is immediately corrected with the conditionality
specified in the second line. Three main topics are dealt with here: the imperishability of karma (avipraf!lisa), the harmony of conditions (samagn) and
the appropriate time (kala). It is therefore not surprising to see Nagarjuna inserting two chapters on "harmony" (samagn, XIX) and time (kala XX), after
stating the "imperishability" of karma ·(XVII) and denying the existence of a
permanent and eternal "self' (at?nan, XVIII). To eliminate any one of these
chapters as inessential to the understanding of Nagarjuna's thought is,
therefore, · highly unwarranted.
After a clarification of the meaning of bondage (bandhana) in the context of
a human being who is without a permanent and eternal self and who still continues to wander along experiencing births and deaths, happiness and suffering, Chapter XXII takes up a person who has attained freedom (mokfa), who
has "thus gone" (tathagata) without' having to wander along as a person in bondage. No other issue in Buddhist thought has been as misunderstood and
misinterpreted, not only by the non-Buddhists, but also by the Buddhists
themselves, as the conception of tathagata. Probablyfor.this reason, Nagarjuna
felt the need to begin his discussion of freedom with an examination of the
conception of tathtigata. It will be shown that Nagarjuna's an:Uysis follows exactly the method of analysis given by the Buddha. The chapter that follows explains the reasons for such misconceptions (viparylisa, XXIII).
Modern scholarship on Nagarjuna has empahsized the conception of two
truths to the complete neglect of his explanation of the four truths as enunciated by the Buddha. It will be shown that the two truths in Nagarjuna are not
an improvement on the four noble truths, nor a special insight on the part of
Nagarjuna, but an understanding of a doctrine that is already clearly expressed
in the early discour~es. This lengthy chapter (XXIV) concludes with a recogni-
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tion of the four noble truths and the doctrine of dependent arising that is the
foundation of the four noble truths.
The chapter on nini1if!a (XXV) is a refutation of the absolutist interpretation
of the notion of freedom and a determined attempt to go back tO the nonabsolutist form of Buddhism enunciated in the early discourses.
Contrary to the view of most modern scholars of Nagarjuna's thought,
Chapter XXVI (Dv1idas1ingapafik!1i) is here presented as an elaboration of the
Buddha's own conclusion in the Kaccayiinagotta-sutta. It deals with the Buddha's positive explanation of how a human being in bondage can free himself
·
from the mass of suffering.

Section IV
Nagarjuna could have concluded his treatise with the previous section.
However, he was aware that his most favorite discourse -the KacciiyanagottasuJta- began with the queston regarding "right view (sammiidt'!fht). Nagarjuna has already explained almost every aspect (!f the Buddha's doctrine and
shown what constitutes a "right view" as against the "wrong or confused views"
(micchiidiftht) that appeared in the Buddhist tradition. Yet there were some
views that the Buddha left aside without eifher asserting or denying them.
These pertained to the ten, and sometimes fourteen , unexplained or
undeclared questions (avyiikata, Sk .. avyiikrta). A treatment of these questions
was needed before Nagarjuna could make a final comment about the attitude
of the Buddha, the "freed one" (nibbuta), with regard to all varieties of views,
whethe.r ~hey be right or wrong. One could hardly expect a better conclusion to
a text intended to bring about freedom from all obsessions (prapaflcopafama)
than this last chapter. It represents an expla.nation of the highest form of
freedom, that is, freedom from ideological constraints, that the Buddha as well
as his disciples (friivaka) had attained and which made Buddhism one of the
most tolerant religions ever to appear on earth.

-

ANALYSIS OF 1lJE KARIKA

Part-! (Causality and Change)
1. Conditions (pratyaya). The Buddha'~ main philosophical insight, as has

been shown, was expressed by the term "dependen t arising" (pa{iccasamup-
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pada). It was presented against the four theories of self-causation, external
causation, both self- and external causation and non-causation. Nagarjuna, being a trile disciple of the Buddha, is therefore seen as initiating his primary
philosophical treatise by categorically denying these four causal theories ( 1.1).
According to the Buddha, the four theories imply the existence or nonexistence or both or neither, of a permanent existence, an eternal and substan.tial self (atman). That same implication is assumed by Nagarjuna when he used
the term bhava (instead of bhava) to refer to the entities that are explained in
these four ways. Thus, in the very fust stan'za Nagarjuna's denial pertains to a
metaphysical existence (bhava) and not to the empirical notion of becoming
(bhava) characterized by arising (utpada) and ceasing (vyaya).
In verse 2, Nagarjuna refers to four types of conditions (pratyaya), emphatically declaring that there is no ft.fth. However, there is no categorical
denial of the four conditions, compared to the denial of the four causal theories
in ·the previous vetse. The reason for this is very evident. Nagarjuna, a very
sophisticated philosopher, realized that the Buddha rejected the four causal
theories mentioned in verse 1. He also knew that the later Buddhist disciples
(:fravaka) attempted to elaborate upon the Buddha's conception of"dependent
arising" (priztityasamutpada) by formulating a theory of four conditions
(pratyaya); these were the early Abhidharmikas. He saw no reason for an
outright rejection of the theory of four conditions.
However, in verse 3, he immediately takes up a particular interpretation of a
condition (pratyaya) and negates it: "The self-nature of existent:S is not found in
the condition, etc." It is not difficult to see what is being denied here. To
Nagarjuna, it seems that some philosophers were interpreting the Buddhist
(Abhidharmika) theory of four conditions (pratyaya) in terms qf one or the
other of the theories mentioned in verse 1, which the Buddha himself had rejected. Nagarjuna could not have been unaware of the fact that the
philosophers who spoke of conditions (pratyaya) at this early period }n Indian
thought were the Buddhists and not the non-Buddhists. Therefore, his attention is. now directed to these Buddhist interpreters and ·not to the nonBuddhists.
·
As mentioned. earlier, among the Buddhists the only school that gave a
susbstaotialist interpretation of phenomena (dhaf"'JUt) during this early period was
the Sarvastivada school. Their theory of self-nature (svabhava) came
dangerously close to the Indian conception of self (atman). Nagarjuna was,
therefore, merely criticizing the view of the Sarvastivada school of Buddhists,
who were suggesting a substantialist interJ5tetation of the four conditions.
Thus, the categorical denial in stanze 3 pertains to the view of the Sarvastivadins, who assumed a self-nature or substance (svabhava) of the existent
(bhava) in the conditions (pratyaya).
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What sort of argument does Nagarjuna present in order to deny the existence of self-nature? Muni and others who saw in Nagarjuna's method a
dialectic comparable to that of Immanual Kant have considered self-nature
(svabhiiva) and other-nature (parabhiiva) as antinomies. This may be true.
However, such a dialectic is not used by Nagarjuna in his first refutation of the
notion of self-nature. Nagarjuna rejects self-nature, not because it is relative to
other-nature, but because it is not evident (na vidyate). The argument from
relativity is utilized: to reject other-nature only and not self-'nature. ("In the
absence of self-nature, other-nature is also not evident.") What is found here is
a simple and straightforward denial of self-nature on epistemological grounds,
even though he does not elaborate upon that epistemology at this_point.
Throughout the text, one finds Nagarjuna using the negitted verb, na vidyata,
and sometimes the present participle, avzdyamiina. The former is often
rendered as "not found," and in our translation preference is given to the more
epistemologically oriented rendering: "is not evident." This emphasis is clearly·
evident from the manner in which he rejects "self-nature," as explained above.
In other words, Nagarjuna appears more as an empiricist than as a dialectician who merely utilizes reason. Thus, the text begins with a simple denial of
self-nature as something that is not evident. What Nagarjuna means by
evidence will be explained later on in this essay. If this point is kept in mind, it
becomes rather easy to understand the rest of Nagarjuna's analysis of conditions.
Thus, in the verse that follows (1.4), Nagarjuna speaks of action (kriyii) and
condition (pratyaya). In this case, neither the action nor the condition is
denied. What is denied is the sort of relationship that is assumed between
them, t hat is, inherence which emphasizes identity. The denial of identity is ·
prompted by the fact that it is equated with "self-namre" (svabhiiva) which, in
its turn, was looked upon as a permanent entity. Difference was liicewise denied
because it was perceived as other-nature, which implied annihilation or lack of
any continuity.
"'. )
Verse 5 takes up the definition of a condition. A condition is such because
depending upon it others arise. However, the reason why Nagarjuna rejects this
definition is not that it is not empirically valid, but that there is a rider attached
to the definition. That rider implies that this dependence is eternal and permanent. In other w.ords, that which is dependent and that upon which it depends
are substantially connected through a relation of inherence. Hence,
Nagarjuna's questom "So long as .it [the effect] does not arise, why is it [the
cause] not considered to be a non-condition?"
Verse 6 completes Nagarjuna's general criticism of conditions. Most modern
translators have failed to bring out the significance of this verse, primarily
because the term artha ( = effect, fruit , result, rendered into Chinese as. kuo)
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failed to attract their attention. What is denied is, therefore, not the arising of
an effect as ordinarily understood, but the arising of an effect that is already existent (sato arthasya) or one that is non-existent (asato arthasya). These again
represent the identity (satkarya) or the non-identity (asatkarya) theories of
causation presented by the Sarvastivadins and the Sautrantikas.
Verses 7-10 represent the criticism of the four types of conditions referred to
at I. 2 as interpreted by t~e Sarvastivadins and the Sautrantikas. If the sat (existent) and asat (non-existent) qualifying dharma (phenomena) are understood
as implying "the substantially (svabhavato) existent and non-existent," a
qualification that Nagarjuna often makes, then it ·will be easy to understand
the nature ofNagarjuna's criticism. This is especially so in .verse 10 where, on the
surface, it appears that Nagarjuna was criticizing the Buddha's own statement:
"When that exists, this· comes to be," (as.mif?l safidam bhavatt). However,
Nagarjuna was very careful in dealing with this statement, for in the first line
he was explicit with regard to the sort of existence he was criticizing, that existence being none other that "substantial existence" (sat-ta).
Verses 11-14 deal with several other aspects of the theory of causation such as
the arising of an effect from a combination of conditions. It is indeed the concluding line of the last verse ( 1.14) that possibly can give rise to all the
misunderstanding regarding Nagarjuna's analysis of causal conditions. "In the
absence of the effect, whence can there be a condition or a non-condition." It is
easy to interpret this statemen~ to mean that Nagarjuna did not accept either a
cause or an effect that is dependent upon a cause. To take it as a simple denial
of cause and effect would be to ignore everything that Nagarjuna has been trying to say earlier in the chapter, regarding self-nature (svabhava) or substantial
or permanent existence (sat). There seems to be no rationale for interpteting
this statement independent of the basic premises with which he set out on his
examination of conditions. To conclude: What is denied here is not the simple
effect that depends upon the condition or conditions for its arising, but an effect that is either pre-existent, and therefore permanent, or non-existent
because it iS not pre-existent. It is also reasonable to assume that a similar
denial pertains not to a simple cause or condition but to a cause or condition
that produces an already existent or non-existent effect.
"Dependent arising" or casuality (prafityasamutpiida) was, to reiterate, the
principle in terms of which the Buddha was able to explain the functioning of
phenomena ( dharma) without resorting to a conception of permanent and eternal entity (n#ya iitman). In other words, dependent arising explains the impermanence (anityata) of phenomena· that are dependently arisen (prafityasamutpanna) without which no identification of '_'dependent arising" is possible .
Because such phenomena are dependently arise, they are tmpermanent
(anitya). Impermanence involves change and movement.
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2. Change or movement (gatiigata). Chapter 11 of the Kiin"kiis is an attempt to
reconsider this conception of impermanence, i.e., change or movement. Such a
reconsideration, like the examination of causality, was necessitated not by a
desire to transcend it but by a desire to return to the original teachings of the
Buddha. Here too the waters were muddied by the speculations of the Sarvastivadins and the Sautrantikas. In the fust instance, Nagarjuna was compelled
to re-examine the conception of causality because these two schools were confronting each other as a result of the former's recognition of a self-nature or
substance (svabh7iva). Why did the conception of self-nature emerge at all? As
we have seen, the two schools had wrongly conceived of change and impermanence.
The Buddha described time and temporality in a more empirical way when
he said that the arising of phenomena, the change of what has come to be and
their cessation are evident.67 The three temporal periods of past (a/ita), present
(paccuppanna), and future (an7igata) in relation to phenomena were thus
recognized. To refer back to the discourse on "Linguistic Conventions" (Nirut- .
tipatha) mentioned earlier, the Buddha even examined the three linguistic conventions (adhivacana) such as "existed" (ahost), "exists (attht) and "will exist''·
(bhavissatt), pointing out that these should not be ignored.
However, in their enthusiasm to demarcate the boundaries of the three
periods of time, the Sarvastivadins and the Sautrantikas were led to an atomic
notion of time and temporality ,68 unaware of the dangers that lay ahead of
them. In order to overcome the difficulties they faced as a ·result of their acceptance of an atomic conception of time, the Sarvastivadins were bold enough to
admit an underlying substance that remains unchanged, even though they did
nonealize that such a doctrine was incompatible with the ~pddha's notion of
non-substantiality (an7itman). The Sautrantikas, on the contrary, denying such
a substance and claiming themselves to be the faithfu l interpreters of the
discourses, still maintained the momentary destrUction (k,a,abhanga) of
phenomena. They did not realize that their conception of the morpentary
destruction of phenomena was forcing them to recognize a subtle
transmigrating entity. Hence, they came to be characterized by their opponents
as "transmigrationists" (saf!Jkr7intiv7idin).
Nagarjuna's attempt, therefore, was to show that a speculative notion of
time and temporality such a~ the one emphasized by the Sautrantikas was not
an empirically justifiable one. A modern critic of a similar conception of time,
William James, has provided the following analysis:

In short, the practically cognized present is no knife-edge, but a
saddle-back, with a certain breadth of its own on which we sit perched.,
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and from which we look into two directions into time. The unit of
composition of our perception of time is a duration, with a bow and
a stern, as it were-a rearward- and a forward-looking end. 69
The very first verse in Chapter II suggests the kind of movement or motion
that is under criticism: "What has moved is not being moved."
For someone to claim that what has already moved (=present), the underlying assumption is that even though there is a· distinction in terms of temporality,
there is indeed the sense in which what is being moved in the present is not different from what, on an earlier occasion, was also in a state of moving. This can
easily give rise to the view that phenomena are in a constant flux, a continuous
uninterrupted flow (santatt). While' such an explanation may account for the
continuity of phenomena that are analysed into discrete events, it al~o explains
the identity of each individual stream (santiina). This latter idea, carried to its
extremes, led to the metaphysical notion of a subtle but substantial personality
(pudgala), neither idential nor different from the aggregates (skandha). This is
the school of "personalists" (pudgalaviida).
·
Thus, following the same method that he adopted in criticizing the substantialise notion of causality. Nagarjuna focuses his attention on the metaphysical
interpretations of ideas of change and movement, without attempting to deny
the concepts such as "the moved" (gata), "the i1ot moved" (agata), or "the present moying" (gamyamiina) per se. After a detailed analysis of the unhealthy
consequences of such metaphysical interpretations, Nagarjuna, in the end,
specifies the sort of view he is criticizing when he maintained:
An existing mover does not carry out the movement in any of the
· three ways. Neither does a non-existing mover carry out the movement in any of the three ways. Nor does a person carry out a movement, both existing and non-existing, in any of the three ways.
Therefore, neither the motion, nor the mover, nor the space moved
is evident. (II.24-25.)

The 'existing mover' (sadbhuto gantii) is indeed similar to the 'exitent'
(bhiiva) possessing seif-nature (svabhiiva) which was criticized in the previous
chaper. The denial of motion, the mover, and the space moved is thus not a
categorical denial but the denial of a substantialise interpretation of these
phenomena.
Even though the refutation of the substantialise view of existence (bhiiva,
svabhiiva) remains the priolary concern in Chapters I and ll, the ideas examined
in Chapter I seems to be predominantly those of the Sarvastivada school, while .
Chapter
II seems to .concentrate more on the tenets of the Sautrantikas, who
.
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were more aligned with the "transmigrationists" (satpkriintiviidin) and the
"p~rsonalists"

(pudga/aviidin).

The method developed in these two chapters provides a large framework on
the basis of which the innumerable concepts are an~ysed in the chapters that
follow.

Part Il (Dharm.a-nairiitmya)
As mentioned earlier, Chapters lii and XV deal with almost all the major
Abhidharma categories that are treated under general.rubric "dharma." Of ··
these various categories, the most important are aggregates (skandha),
faculties/spheres (t"ndriyaliiyatana), and elements (dhatu). This is the order in
which these are normally enumerated. However, Nagarjuna ·was interested in
epistemology, and therefore it is natural for him to take up the fawlties (indnya) for examination at the very outset.
3. Faculties (indnya). Chapter Ill, verse 1, refers to the s~ faculties and their
spheres. Yet, there is no denial of any one of them. This may be compared with
Nagarjuna's statement in Chapter I, verse 1, that refers to the four causal
theories, all of which were instantly denied. However, in verse 2, Nagarjuna
criticizes a particular defuiition of "seeing" (darfana) and that definition involves "the perception· of itself' (sviitmiinaf!Z dar:fanatp). This undoubtedly is.
the Indian version of the Cartesian \5ogito" which led to the belief in a permanent and eternal self during the period of the Upan#ads~ 0 and continued to
flourish in the speculations of the later Indian philosophical schools. 71 It is the
definition that produced the most metaphysical of ideas, such· as the conception of the "inner controller" (antaryiimin) that turns out to be the permanent
and eternal self or soul (iitman). Any form of perception, for them, involved
self-awareness as a necessary pre-condition, after which every other form of activity follows. In fact, later on Nagarjuna devotes an entire chapter (IX) to an
examination of this notion of an antecedent self. Whether this view influenced
the Yogacara conception of "self-perceiving consciousness" (svasaf!Zvedakavi/niina) remains to be seen. For Nagarjuna, however, such a definition was not
satisfactory, since it implies the conception of a substantial entity.
Here again, after making a categorical denial of "seeing" as "seeing itself,"
Nagarjuna proceeds to draw the implication, as he did in his criticism of othernature ·(para-bhiiva, 1.3), that "if seeing cannot see itself, how can it see.
another?" Such a criticism on the part of Nagarjuna would s.rillleave intact the
Buddha's own expianation of perceptual e.xperience in terms of the principle of
dependence (prafityasamutpiida). In fact, it is for this reason that later on
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Nagarjuna was able to speak of visual perception (cak,ur-vijfiiina) as a product
of causal dependenc e (see XXVI.4) . ·
The criticism of "seeing" (darfana) in Ill A is similar to the criticism of causal
condition in 1.5. Nagargun a assumes that the implicatio n of the substantialist
notion of"seeing" is that "seeing must always see." Thus, if the Sarvastivadins
were to recognize a "self-natur e" (svabhava) in "seeing", then it could possibly
not be " not seeing" even on some occasions, for the very nature of seeing is to
s.ee. Therefore, when Nagarjuna asserts that "there cannot be a non-seeing seeing" (na apaiyamiinaf!J darfanaf!J) , he was merely stating the substancialist definition of the Sarvastivadins. H ence the second statement "seeing sees' (darianaf!J
paiyatt) becomes a mere tautology and, as such, is not appropriat e. The rest of
the. chapter deals with a criticism of all forms of perception conceived in the
above manner, indicating tt'\t "grasping" (upiidiina), etc. will remain inexplicable in such a context.
4. Aggregates (skandha). Of the five aggregates into which the human personality came to be analysed in the Buddhist tradition, Nagarjuna takes up only
the first , namely, material form (rupa). After explaining Nagarjuna 's treatment of material form , Inada rightly remarks: "But all this does not mean that
neither rupa nor the elements cease to exist."71 This confirms what we have said
about Nagarjuna 's treatment of other concepts such as cause, effect, motion, or
seeing. However, Inada's explanation of the reason for this needs to be
qualified. He maintains: "Nagarjun a is only trying to exhibit the fact that any
conception or thing cannot be described by reference to a simple cause-effect
relationship in order to establish its existential status." On the contrary, it
may not have any difficulty in maintaini,ng that there is a
seems that Nagarjuna
•
simple cause-effect relationship between the four primary elem ents (manbhuta) and material form (rupa), so long as that cause-effect relationship is
understoo d as one of dependence, which was the Buddha's own view.7' Yet,
what is being introduced here is not such a simple theory of dependenc e of the
effect upon· the cause.
The conception of kiira'!ti that Nagarjuna refers to here is one of the six
causes (hetu) referred to in the Sanskrit Abhidharm a texts and interpreted by
the Sarvastivadins as a "unique cause," that is, "anything other than itself'
(svalo 'nye kiira,ahetuf?).H In other words, it is any cause whose self-nature is
different from that of the effect. The .four great elements (mahiibhuta) depending upon :which the material form (rupa) comes to be would be the kiira11a of
material form. Yet a5 a kiira11a of material form it would be distinct from
material forrn. It is this particular definition of kiira,a that is criticized by
Nagarjuna . His reason for denying it is stated in N.2 : "If material form is
separated from the unique cause of material form [i.e. the four great elements] ,
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it would imply that material form is without a cause (ahetuka) ." However,
Nagarjuna's empiricist and analytical approach does not allow him to recognize
an effect (artha) which is without a cause (ahetuka).
Existence (bhiiva) , which Nagarjuna was often criticizing implied selfexistence (svabhiiva). The fact that the Sarvastivadins defined not only material
form , but also the other four aggregates- feeling, perception, disposition, and
consciousness-as self-existent entities (bhiiva) is evident from Nagarjuna's
statement at IV. 7. Thus, Nagarjuna's basic criticism of the Sarvastivadins in
this chapter is chat they could not consistently speak of a unique cause
(kiirtlf!ll), while at the same time recognizing a cause and an effect that are
related by way of self-nature (svabhiiva). In other words, the notion of selfcausation (svatotpattt) contradicts a "unique cause" (kiiraf!a), for it is anything
other than itself.
5. Elements (dh?itu). In the early Buddhist tradition, the psychophysical personality was analysed into five aggregates (skandha) i~ order to show that there
was no permanent spiritual entity or self (iitman) as recognized by the traditional Indian philosophe.rs. Therefore, the 'psychiC part of the personality was
analysed in detail. In order to refute the view of the Materialists that the eternal
entity is matter, not a spiritual or psychic entity, the Buddha once again analysed
the human personality into six elements ( dhiitu) with a detailed examination of
the physical part of the personality. Thus we ha-..:e the category of element$·consisting of earth <Prth111), water (?ipas) , fire (tejas), air (v?iyu) , space (1ik1ifa) and
consciousness (vijfJiina).
·
.
While the conception of a "unique cause" (kar111111) was introduced in the examination of the aggregates (skandha) , the notion of"characteristics" (lak!a11a)
is brought into the analysis of elements (dh?itu). Though the term .
"characteristic" (Pali lakkha,a) occu.rs in the early discou.rses, there it is not used
in the metaphysical sense in which it came to be employed by the Sarvastivada
school. For ·the Sarvastivada, a characteristic (lak,a,a) represented the changing
. aspect of an entity (dharma) , while self-nature (svabhliva) stood for . the un. changing and eternal aspect. This particular notion of "characteristic" needs to
be kept in mind when analysing the contents of Chapter V.
A "characteristic" is evaluated here in relation to an existent (bh?iva) which
possesses self-nature (svabhiiva). For the Sarvastivadins, this existent was a
dharma . Hence, .very often w.e find Kumarajfva utilizing the termfo ( = dharma), in its restricted sense, to render bhiiva (yu), which is an indication that he
too was aware of the nature of the concept analysed by Nagatjuna. Nagarjuna's
major endeavor here is eo demonstrate the difficulties that arise when speaking .
of charact.eristics (lak,a,a) in relation to eternal or absolute existence (bhiiva)
well as nihilistic non-existence (abhiiva) .
'
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This analysis becomes all the more·important because of the way bh?iva and
abh?iva are treated here. Nagarjuna's conclusion is sig-':lificant: "Those people
of little intelligence who perceive the existence (astitva). as weJI as the QOnexistence (n?istitva) of existents (bh?iva) do not perceive the peaceful appeasement of the object (drf1!{avya)"(V.8).
In .the Buddhist textS, including the Kiirik?i, we read more often about the
,. appeasement of obsession (prapaflcopafama). However, for the first time,
Nagarjuna introduces the notion of the appeasement of the "object"
(draf{avyopafama). Why?
It was mentioned earlier that the Buddha's discourse on the aggregates (skandha) was intended to refute the notion of a spiritual self (?itman) and the
discourse on elements (dh1itu) was meant to reject the notion of.a material self
or eternal matter. If this supposition is correct, we have no difficulty in
understanding the reasons for Nagarjuna's introduction ·of the idea of appeasing the object. The objects of perception associated with the first five sense
faculties are material. If the Materialists were looking for a self (?itman) in matter and the Sarvastivadins were looking for .a self-nature (svabh?iva) in the
same, the best advice·a non-substantialist like Nagarjuna could give such people is to "vaporize or liquify" the object, and avoid grasping after it. For Nagarjuna, there was no difference between self (?itman) and self-nature (svabh?iva).
While they carry the same philosophical implications, their practical consequences are also similar, in that both lead to grasping and, therefore, suffering.
Abandoning grasping (up?idiina) for the object, one eliminates the
metaphysical beliefs pertaining to eternal existence (astitva) and nihilistic nonexistence (n?istatva). Hence the emphasis on the appeasement of the object. Indeed, "the appeasement of the object" (draftavyopafama) is the means by
which one can ·realize the "non-substantiality of phenomena!' (dharmanair?itmya) and it does not mean the elimination of the object.
Unless one were to keep in mind this particular coQtext in which Nagarjuna
was emphasizing the "appeasement of the object," it would be easy to assume
that here Nagarjuna was justifying idealism (vijfl?inav?ida). Candra}9rti's comments, unfortunately, lead to such unwarranted conclusions.7 5
6. Lust (r?iga). The Buddha considered lust (r?iga) to be the cause of most of the
ills of life, the worst of these being bondage. Freedom (nirv?if!a) was th·us defmed
as absence of lust (vair?igya). Not only did he speak of lust and absence of lust,
he also often spoke of people who are lustful (rakta) and free from lust
(vt'mkta). Yet,' all such statements were made with no assumption of a concealed
substanc.e (svabh?iva) or of a mysterious spiritual or material personality. The
analyses of faculties (indn:Ja), aggregates (skandha), and elements (dh?itu) were
. intended to demonstrate the futility of such assumptions. However, the Sar-
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vastivadins conceived o{ a su.bstance in every element, while the Sautrantikas
posited a mysterious personality. Therefore, it became necessazy for Nagarjuna
to examine the concepts oflust (riiga) as well as the lustful (rakta). A variety of
unsatisfactory implications that arise out of'the Sarvastivada and Sauuantik a
interpretations is clearly presented in Chapter VI, with the conclusion: "Thus,
with or without the lustful, lust is not established. Like lust, all things, with or
without [accompaniments], are not established."
Once again, we should not forget the fact that the dharmas referred to here
are those that were recognized by the Buddhist metaphysicians, not the empirical phenom~na as defined by the Buddha and the. early Buddhists.
7. Conditioned (sa?!Jskrta). The early discourses referred to three characteristics
of the conditioned (sa?!Jskrta). 76 The~e were arising (uipiida) , change of what
has come to endure (sthitasya anyathiit11a), and ceasing (11yaya). In a similiar ·
discourse, a definition of the "unconditioned" (asa?!Jskrta) is provided and, in
this case, it is said that the three characteristics mentioned above are not evident. It was, therefore, easy for some of the later ·Buddhists to leap to the
conclusion that the "unconditioned" is also uncaused or independe nt
(aprafityasamutpanna) . This, evidently, 'Yas the intention of the Sarvastivada
commenta tor, Ya5omiua, when he stated that the terms "conditioned"
(sa?!Jskrta) and "dependen t" (prafityasamutpanna) are synonyms.77 Yet, from
other statements in the discourses , it is clear that this was not the case. For example, while the three terms anicct1 (impermanent), saf!JSkrta (conditioned),
and prafityasamutpanna (dependent) occur together (though not as
synonyms), to explain the nature of the world,78 , of their negative forms only
abhuta and aSaf!Jskrta (together with aJafa, and akrta79) are used to
characteu"ze· nirvana. The negative form ofprafityasamutpanna does not occur.
For this reason, it can be maintaine d that the term saf!Jskrta has the specific
meaning of "dispositionally conditioned," and is not identical in meaning with
the term prafilyasamutpanna ("dependent").
Not only did the Buddhist metaphysicians ignore this subtle distinction and
considered the concepts of "conditioned" and "dependen t" as being identical,
they also expla.ined the "conditioned" in terms of their metaphysical notions of
substance and their speculative notion of temporality referred to earlier. Nagarjuna's lengthy chapter on the subject of "The Conditioned" (Saf!Jskrta , VII)
draws out all the implicatio ns-of such metaphysics.
After rejecting the metaphysically conceived notions of arising (utpiida) and
along with it all other related concepts such as "the present arising" (utpadyamiina) and "non-arising" (anutpiida), comparing all of them to the notions of "the moved" (gata) , "the not moved" (agata), and "the present moving" (gamyamiina)(VII.l4) which he had previously criticized. Nagarjuna
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makes a very significant statement at VII.l6: "Whatever that comes to be
dependently, that is inherently peaceful. Therefore, that which is presently
arising as well as arising itself are peaceful."
In .the first place, here there is no denial of arising (utpiida) or that which
is presently arising (utpadyamiina). By implication, there is no denial of cessation (vyaya) either. Secondly, there is no denial of "dependent arising"
(prafiyasam·utpiida) or that which is dependently arisen (prafitya yad yad
bhavatt). On the contrary, there is a very significant assertion: "Wh:never is
dependently arisen is inherently peaceful." Explaining the "elements" (dhiitu)
in a previous chapter (V), Nagarjuna has shown how the belief in eternal existence (astitva, bhiiva) and nihilistic non-existence (niistitva, abhiiva) lead to
the unfortunate consequences such as grasping (upiidiina) and, therefore, suffering (duf?kha). The avoidance of such perspectives and the adoption of the
view that things arise and pass away dependently (prafitya) were considered by
the Buddha and the early Buddhists as well as Nagarjuna as being "inherently
peaceful" (svabhiivataf? f'iinla1fZ) .
. The significance of the use of the term svabhiiva in the above context should
not go unnoticed. The term svabhiiva as well as its adverbial use, svabh'iito asii,
especially when qualifying existence, was condemned . by Nagarjuna
throughout the work. However, in the present verse he was willing to use this
very same term in an adjectival sense, qualifying Santa (peaceful).
The concepts of "the conditioned" and "the unconditioned", perceived in
terms of substantial existence, are rejected here, and the notions of arising,
duration, and ceasing, similarly conceived, are also abandoned as being illusory.

8. Action and agent (karma-k?Jraka). While "dep~naently arisen (pratTfyasamutpanna) phenomena imply a process of natural occurence "unconditioned by dispositional tendencies" (asarttskrta) on the part of human
beings, "dispositionally conditioned" (sarttskrta) phenomena are the results of
human deliberations (sarttskiira) or actions (karma). Foi: this reason, after clarifying the notions of the "conditioned" and the "unconditioned," it was natural
for Nagarjuna to take a look at the notions of action (karma) and agent
(kiiraka). If these two were found to be real in a substantialist sense, then the
lengthy analysis of "conditioned" phenomena in the previous chapter would
appear faulty.
Therefore, Nagarjuna begins with a substantial agent (sadbhuta kiiraka) who
performs a substantially existing action (sadbhuta karma) and his analysis
demonstrates that such an agent as well as such an action, in fact, logically lead
to a denial of action (kn'y'ii), agent (kartr) as well as a cause (k'iiraf!a) .
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Verse VIII.5 represents an unequivocal assertion on the part of Nagarjuna
that such a substantialist view not only leads to the denial of action, etc., but
also to an abandoning of discriminations a.qd distinctions such as good (dharma) and bad (adharma) that are so relevant to the Buddha's conception of fruits
(phala) of life, both worldly ( = heavenly. svarga) and ultimate (=freedom
from suffering, mok!a). Not only the goal or fruit of life, but also the path that
leads thereto or all the actions that produce such fruits, would thereby be
·
rendered useless or meaningless (nairarthakyaf!J). 0
The statement at VIII.12 that both action and agent are dependently
(prafitya) arisen and that there is no other perceivable manner in which these
could be· established (ntinyat pafytimaf? siddhiktiraf!flf!J) stands as an eloquent
testimony to Nagarjuna's vindication of the empirical standpoint of the Buddha and of early Buddhism.
9. Antecedent state (of the self) (purva). If there were to be no substantial ac:
tion and agent, except the empirically given action and agent which are the
results of dependence, how is it that metaphysicians came to assume the existence of such an eternal self or personality?
In Chapter IX, Nagarjuna undertakes to show how the belief in a permanent
and eternal entity arises as a result of the recognition of the existence of a personality prior (purva) to his experiences such as seeing, hearing, and feelings
(IX.l). In other words, the Buddhist metaphysicians, following a method
similar to that adopted by Descartes in Western philosophy, were positing a
substantial entity and then proceeding to attribute the functions of seeing and
hearing to that entity. It is hard to believe that a philosopher like Nagarjun:a
was unaware that the Buddha's notion of non-substantiality (anfitman) was the
direct result of his rejection of such a perspective, very clearly expressed by the
Buddha in a passage in the Sutta-nipfita: "Let him' destroy the entire root of
obsession, (namely, the belief] 'I think, [therefore] I am," (mantfi asmTtt). 80
This indeed is an unequivocal rejection of the "cogito ergo sum" (mantfi
asmz) which contributed to the substantialise thought of the Upanifads as well
as later Indian thought. Nagarjuna's arguments shows how self-destructive
such an assertion is. The implication of this assertion, as Nagarjuna perceives, is
that such a personality has to be separated from the experiences that emerge
subsequently. Nagarjuna wants to know how such a personality could be made
known (parjnapyate) independent of such experiences (IX.3) thus implying
that the sum (aham asmt) is dependent. If these experiences can be separated
from the personality, it follows that they could occur even without such a perSOQality (IX.4).
Ha'l:ing explained certain other implications of this metaphysical position, all ·
of which he considers to be unsatisfactory, Nagarjuna maintains that with
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regard to such a personality the concepts of existence and non-existence are not
validly applicable.
10. Fire and fuel (agn"indhana). The futility of employing the e~ample of the
fire (agm) and fuel (indhana) in order to illustrate the relationship between a
substantial action and a substantial agent is shown in Chapter X. It is indeed
the most important metaphor used by the substantialists to establish the conception of a metaphysical person. The manner in which the Pudgalavadins
utilized this metaphor is explained in detail by Vasubandhu in the final
chapter of his Abhidharmakofa-bh7i,ya (see annotation on Chapter X). Finally
he refuses to recognize those who admit the reality of a self (7itman, pudgala) as
well as those who uphold discrete substantial entities (bhiiva), as people who
are conversant with the true meaning of the Buddha's teachings (X.l6). It is
clear that the -reference here is not to the non-Buddhist metaphysicians, but
rather to the Buddhist metaphysicians who claimed themselves to be the true
interpreters of the Buddha-word, namely the Sautrantikas (= pudgalav7idins)
and the Sarvastivadins ( = svabh7ivav7idins).
11. Prior and posterior ends (purv7iparakott). The refutation of the prior existence of a substantial being or entity would still leave open the question
regarding the beginning and end of things. Speculations regarding the beginning (purva-kot:) and the final end (apara-kop) have occupied the attention of
philosophers from the dawn of history. These speculations have given rise to a
wide variety of beliefs, one of which is the substantial existence of a being (such
as God) or an ultimate entity (such as primordial matter, prakrti, sometimes
referred to as svabh7iva).81 Realizin~ the epistemological problems involved in
these speculations, the Buddha refrained from making any statements regard~
ing such issues.
Chapter XI is i~tended to explain the Buddha's attitude towards such questions. Nagarjuna was aware that the Buddha r~fused to make any statements
about the prior end of the life-process. Hence his statement: "The Great Sage
has declared that the prior end of the life-process is not known" (Xl.l).
However, the Sanskritization of the Prakrit term anamatagga (="inconceivable
is the beginning") as anavar7igra ( = "without beginning and end") had already
appeared in the Buddhist texts that Nagarjuna was familiar with. 82 Taking this
latter version of the Buddha's statement, Nagarjuna maintains that there is
neither a beginning nor an end, whereas the Buddha's own statement pertained to the epistemological difficulties.
Yet, Nagarjuna's ingenuity was such that he was able to indicate the logical
difficulties involved in any denial of either the beginning or the end. For he
finds that "no middle can be conceived of that which is without beginning or
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end" (XI.2). Because of such logical difficulties, he maintains that prior and
posterior as well as simultaneous states (of Sll'f'!Jiiira) are not appropriate. These
logical difficulties arise primarily becauc entities are conceived of in a rather
substantialise way. Thus, if birth were to be considered as being prior to old age
and death, and birth as well as old age and death are substantial, that is, existing in their own nature (svabhava), then there will be birth without old age
and death, which implies immortality (XI.3). Moreover, if they were to be selfexistent, there would be no causal connection between them (XI.4). Similar
logical difficulties arise if they were considered as being simultaneous.
While the Buddha was unwming to discuss the absolute origin and end of
the life-process (sa'f'!Jsiira) and yet continued to speak of things arising and passing away on the basis of causal dependence, Nagarjuna had to deal with the
notion of the life~process interpreted in a more substantialise way by the Buddhist metaphysicians. Therefore, after making the remark that the prior end of
sa'f'!Jsiira is not evident, a position upheld by the Buddha himself, Nagarjuna .
proceeds to maintain that "the prior end of all existents is also not evident"
(sarvefiim api bhiiviinii'f'!J purvii koti na ·vidyate, Xl .8), thereby rejecting all the
views of the substantialists.
·

12. Suffen'ng (duf?kha). Mter analysing the nature of existence and adoping a

middle position between the two extreme views presented by his fellow Buddhist philosophers, Nagarjuna focussed his attention on the problem of human
suffering (duf?..kha). Here again, it is difficult to believe that Nagarjuna was
unaware of the statements of the Buddha as recorded in the Nikayas and
Agamas. His analysis of suffering follows exactly the line that was followed by
the·Buddha in the Acela-kassapa-sutta of the Samyutta-nikiiya. 83 Herein, when
a disciple by name Kassapa questioned the Buddha as to whether suffering is
self-caus<!d ~saya'f'!J kata'f'!J dukkha'f'!J), the Buddha, without saying: "It is not so"
(no h'ela'f'!J), which is a formal negation, merely remarks that "he should not
speak so," or "should not put it that way" (ma h'eva'f'!J). Kassapa elicits the same
response from the Buddha when he questions him as to whether "suffering is
caused by another" (para'f'!J kata'f'!J dukkha'f'!J) or whether it is "caused by both
self and other" (saya'f'!J katan ea paraf?Z katan ea) or whether it is "caused neither
by oneself nor by another" (asaya'f'!Jkiira'f'!J apara'f'!Jkiira'f'!J) and, therefore, of
"spontaneous origin" (adhiccasamuppanna'f'!J).
The reason why the Buddha discouraged Kassapa from reflecting on the
cause of suffering in this manrter was that he felt that the first two views led to
beliefs in permanence (sassata) and annihilation (ueche.da) respectively. In the
background in which the Buddha preached, to say that "one acts and the same
person experiences the consequences" (so karotiso paf'isamvediyatt) implied the
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existence of an eternal soul or self, and to maintain that "one acts and another
experiences the consequences" (anno karoti aflflo patisamvediyatt) was taken to
mean annihilation, that is, absence of any connection between act and consequence. This was tantamount to a denial of moral responsibility. Avoiding
these two extremes, the Buddha explained the relation between action and consequences as one of dependence.
It would be necessary to keep in mind that in the above context the Buddha
was not denying the four theories of the causation of suffering. He was merely
stating that the theories as presented were not satisfactory. because of the implications drawn by the metaphysicians. However, after warning that one
should avoid such ·implications and explaining the dependence of such
phenomena, the Buddha used similar linguistic expressions in order to explain
his view of the causation of suffering. Recognizing one's responsibility for one's
own actions, he was even willing to say: "An action is performed by oneself'
(attanfi va kata??Z kamma??Z)_.84 so long as one does not assume the existence of a
metaphysical agent or ignore any other factor that contributes to the situation.
Following the same method, Nagarjuna (XII. I), instead of denying these
possibilities, merely says that they are not proper (na yujyate). The reason for
this is that "if [suffering] were to be considered. self-caused, then it will not be
dependently arisen" (Xll.2). Here then is a distinction between self-causation
and dependence, a distinction based upon the assumption or the nonassumption of a metaphysical agent respectively. Therefore, Nagarjuna maintains: "These aggregates appear dependent upon these other aggregates."
However, this latter view should not be taken as meaning "external causation"
(parakrta) .
Subsequently Nagarjuna proceeds to show the logical difficulties involved in
accepting .either self~ causa.tion or external causation. And this .criticism is then
applied to the self-causation or external causation of any other existent (bhava).
13. Dispositions (sa??Zskara). The Buddha never claimed that all phe~omena
(dharmaf?) lead to suffering (duf?kha). For him, all dispositions (sa??Zskaraf?) or
everything conditioned by dispositions (sa??Zskrta) are subject to suffering or are
unsatisfactory.&) Thus, after explaining the conception.of suffering, Nagarjuna
deems it necessary to discuss the conception of dispositions (sa'f!Zskara). Chapter
.
XIII is devoted to this question. ·
The non-absolutist standpoint of early Buddhism is clearly manifest in the
Buddha's rejection of the sharp dichotomy between truth (satya) and falsehood
(asatya) recognized in the Indian philsophical tradition. Instead of the
true/false dich~tomy, the Buddha spoke of truth (sacca = satya) and confusion
(musfi = mr!fi),86 indicating thereby that he was not advocating a notion of ab-
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solute or ultimate truth, comparable to the Atman/Brahman of the preBuddhist traditions.
Nagarjuna was faithfully following the Buddha and the early Buddhists
when he began his analysis of "dispositions" (saf!Jskiira) with a reference to this .
idea of"confusion" (mr{ii). The relationship between "dispositions" and "confusion" needs to be carefully examined before any attempt to understand the
Buddha's as well as Nagarjuna's disquisition on the nature of dispositions.
A careful reading of the early discourses will reveal that dispositions are an
inalienable part of the human personality . . In the case of. an ordinary
unenlightened person, they are not eliminated even at death.·. Hence the
possibility of his being reborn. However, they are completely eliminated in the
tathiigata when he attains parinirviif!a, that is, when he dies. Yet, there is no
mention of the dispositions being completely eliminated in the enlightened
one (buddha, tathagata) while he is still alive . What is achieved with the attainment of freedom (nirva11a) is the "appeasement of dispositions"
(saf!Jskiiropafama). This very subtle distinction will become extremely important· when we try to understand Nagarjuna's treatment of "dispositions"
(saf!Jskiira) in the present chapter.
WilliamJames explains human knowledge and \lnderstanding in the following manner: "The intellectual life of man consists almost wholly in his substitution of a conceptual order for the perceptual order in which 'his experience
originally comes. "8 7 Elaborating upon this statement, he says:

The substitution of concepts and their connections, of a whole
conceptural order, in short, for the immediate perceptual flow,
thus widens enormously our mental panorama. Had we no concepts
we should live simply "getting" _each successive moment of experience, as the sessile sea-anemone on its rock receives whatever
nourishment the wash of the waves may bring. With concepts we
go in quest of the absent, meet the remote, actively turn this way or
that, bend our experience, and make it tell us wither it is bound.
We change its order, run it backwards, bring far bits together and
separate near bits, jump about over its surface instead of ploughing
through its continuity, string its stems on as many diagrams as our
mind can frame.
Unless we attribute "omnisci~nce" (!prvajfiat?i) to the Buddha, and that is
knowledge of everything that has occurred, is ocurring and will occur in this
world, a knowledge he refused to claim for himself, se we may end up turning
him into a "sessile sea-anemone," if we are to deny him the need to conceptualize. In this process of conceptualizing, in "putting things together" (which
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is the literal meaning of saf!JSkiira), our interests play a dominant role. Interests
ace easily converted to likes and dislikes, and these latter are causes of most
human suffering. We ace, therefore, i.ri a double-bind. We need the saf(Jskiiras
in order to live. On the contrary, they can contribute to most of our suffering

(dul;kha) .
Realizing this· fact, the Buddha emphasized the need to pacify our dispositions rather ~han eliminate them t;ompletely. Thus, on the basis of experience
we come to know that things ace "dependently arisen" (pralftyasamutpanna)
and then adopt the view that in the dim past this may have been the case and
that in the future it may be the case.
In the eyes of the Buddha this represents a more comprehensive and,
therefore, a more appropriate view (samyag-dotz) rather than the more limited
views: (1) which says: "Suffering is self-caused" (svayaf!Jkrta'f(J), which is the
result of our believing in a self (iitman) to the exclusion of every other factor,
and (2) which says: "Suffering is caused by another" (dul;khaf!l parakrtaf(J),
which is, in some sense, the result of our reluctance to admit our own responsibility. In both cases, our' likes and dislikes have dominated our dispositions,
and hence our perspective~ push us in two different directions. Such dispositions, ·dominated by our likes and dislikes, eventually mislead us regarding
many of our experiences and thereby contribute to our suffering and frustca·
tions. In the Buddha's view, ther.efore, the cessation of suffering is synonymous
with " non-grasping" after viewsS9 which comes about as a result of the appeasement of dispositions.90 Cessation of suffering is not synonymous with not having views or not having dispositions. Rather, it is synonymous with the appeasement of dispositions.
It is very appropriate, therefore, that Nagarjuna decided to write a chapter
on the dispositions (satpskiira) after his analysis of suffering (dul;kha).
However, what is more important is that this chapter is entirely devoted to an
examinatio'n of "views" (drf{z) as well as of the condition that give rise to
"wrong-" or "confused views" (mithyii du!t), namely, confusion (muii). In
fact, the term saf(Jskiira occurs in the first verse only.
The entire chapter is devoted to an examination of the notions of the "existent" (bhiiva), the "non-existent" (abhiiva), "self-nature" (svabhiiva), etc. and
the manner in which these could be avoided by adopting the conception of
"emptiness" (:funyatii), without allowing that notion of emptiness to be an
obsession. Hence his conclusion: "The Victorious Ones have announced that
emptiness is the relinquishing of all views. Those who ace possessed of the view
of emptiness are said to be incorrigible."
.
We have rendered the term nil;saraf!a occurring in the above verse as "relinquishing" in order to bring out the specific meaning that Nagarjuna probably
had in mind. Many interpreters of Nagarjuna have explained "emptiness"
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(1Unyafli) as a "provisional view," thereby implying that the ultimate truth is·
beyond conceptualization.91 The foregoing analysis of the Buddha's as well as
Nagarjuna's thoughts would mean that they indec;d did not recognize a "nonconceptua l truth or reality." For them, there is no way in which a "truth" could
be understood non-conceptuaJly, because, as mentioned eaclier, truth in its
most comprehensieve sense pertains to statements and thus involves concepcualization. However, conceptualizations can be comprehensive and therefore
right (samyak), or limited and ·confused and therefore wrong (mithja), and
these depend upon the amount of prejudice that has gone into the formulation
of the concepts. Thus, "emptiness" is a "view," a view not without identification, but which is identified with "the empty" (idaf!Jl finya??J). It is a view that
helps the individual to attain freedom from views an'd upholding it as the absolute or ultimate truth without any reference to "the empty" would be the last
thing either the Buddha or Nagarjuna would advocate.

14. Association (sa1!Jsarga). The dispositions ace instrumental in our forming of
views on the basis of experience. It was also pointed out that if we were not to
formulate such views we would be no different from the sessile sea-anemone.
Dependen t arising (prafityasamutptida), impermanence (anityafli), nonsubstantiality (anfitmatfi), emptiness (funyatti), etc. ace all concepts which
would be rendered meaningless unless they were to be identified with the
"dependently- arisen," "the imperman ent," "the non-substantial," and "the
empty" given to us in experience. They ace views or theories formulated by
stretching out our experiences into the dim past as well as the future.
However, some of the Buddhist metaphysicians, as explained earlier, had
. complicated the situation for Nagarjuna by their analysis of experience into
discrete momentary events. Such as analysis, which led to the formulation of
the metaphysical notion of self-nature (svabhtiva), also created other problems
that these metaphysicians were never able to solve satisfactorily. One of them is
the distinction they made between mind (citta) and matter (7Upa) . In their
ultimate constitution, these were explained as having completely distinct
natures (svab4tiva). Mind was considered to be im-material (a-7Upa) and matter
was looked upon as being non-mental (a-citta).
Avoiding such a reductive analysis, early Buddhism was able to maintain that
depending upon the eye, the visible form, and consciousness perception (saf!Jjffa) arises.92 However, following that reductive analysis, the Buddhist
metaphysicians experienced difficulty in · explaining not only perceptual experience, but also conceptual formulation of such perceptual experience.
This accounts for the need to have a chap ter on "association" (sa??Jsarga)
following the chapter on the "dispositions" (Ia1?Jikfira). How is it possible to bring
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together into association (satpsarga) the object (drfJ!(avya) and the subject
(dra!{r) in order to have a visual perception (darfana)? Nagarjuna begins this
chapter with a denial of such a possibility. In doing so he is specifically denying
the possibility of an association of events that are considered to be ultimately
distinct, and this idea is being emphasized in KumarajTva's translation of
XIV .1. The problems of identity and difference that arise as a result of such a
reductive analysis are once again clearly brought out in this chapter.
15. Se/fnature (svtibliiiva). The problem of association (sa?(Jsarga), discussed
above in the specific context of seer, object of seeing, and seeing, arose as a
result of admitting a self-nature (svabhtiva) in each orie of these phenomena.
This provided Nagarjun:i with an opportunity to come into grips with the most
deal with, self-nature or substance. In our earlier
difficult issue he had
discussions we have shown how the Sarvastivadins utilized this conception to
explain the relationship between a cause and an effect, Nagarjuna's basic argument against this notion of self~nature is that it contradicts the conception of
the occurrence (sa?(Jbhava) of an event depending upon causes and conditions
(hetu, pratyaya). Nagarjuna's understanding of self-nature is that it is not
·made (akrtaka) by anything else. It is not dependent upon causes and conditions for its existence; hence independent. A "caused substance," accordiQg to
him, is a contradiction in terms. This analysis should, therefore, be supplemented by his analysis in Chapter I. As we have pointed out there, Nagarjuna was not denying either dependently arisen phenomena or dependent arising. He was merely showing the inconsistency in explaining causally conditioned
phenomena in terms of self-nature. It is in the present chapter that he is giving
a definition of self-nature that contradicts the notion of dependent arising or
causation. He says: "Indeed, an unmade self-nature is also non-contingent
upon another," (akrtrimal? svabhavo hi nirapekfal?. paratra ea) (XV.2). The
argument in Chapter I is then repeated to show that in the absence of selfnature, there cannot be other-nature (parabhava) . Buddha's famous discourse
to Katyayana, discussed at length at the beginning of this Introduction, is then
quoted in order to reject the "existent" (bhava) or "self-nature" (svabhtiva) and
the · "non-existent" (abhava) or "other-nature" (parabhtiva). These then are
align~d with views regarding existence (astitva) and non-existence (ntistitva).
Existence (astitva) is further defined as the original or primordial existence
(prakrtt), a conception developed in the Sankhya school of Indian philosophy
which had close affinity, if not identity, with the Sarvastivada conception of existence. The empirical and logical difficulties involved in this conception are
then laid bare. Reiteration of the fact that the.beliefs in self-nature and othernature, in the existent and the non-existent, in existence and non-existence,
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lead to beliefs in permanence and annihilation respectively provides a co.ntlusion to this rather significant chapter.
The topics taken up for discussion in this section (Chapters III-XV), as
pointed out above, deal with elements of experience (dharma) which were
originally explained in terms of dependence, but which were complicated by
the introduction of the notions of self-nature (svabhava) and other-nature
(parabhava), of metaphysical identity and absolute difference, by some of the
. later Buddhists. Nagarjuna's attempt in this section was mainly directed at getting rid of the conception of self-nature or identity (the notions of other-nature
or difference falling apart as a result). This is the way in which he attempted to
establish the non-substantiality of elements (dharma-nairatmya). The nonsubstantiality of the human personality (pudgala-nairatmya) turns out to be his
next concern.

PART Ill (Pudgala- nairatmya)
16. Bondage and release (Bandhana-mokfa). The recognition of a permanent
and eternal self (atman), even though it raised epistemological difficulties,
enabled the early Indian thinkers to explain many ideas like karma and survival, bondage and release, in a more comfortable way. The Buddha's denial of
such a metaphysical entity gave rise to enormous philosophical problems. The
question was often raised: "Which self will be touched (or affected) by actions
performed by a non-self. "93 So long as the doctrine of dependent arising was
understood properly, the Buddhists could consistently descirbe the manner in
which a person may be said to perform an action and reap its consequences.
However, as emphasized earlier, the Buddhist metaphysicians created more
problems with their interpretation~ of dependence than they solved. These
metaphysical views were foremost in Nagarjuna's mind when, after examining
the problems relating to suffering, etc., he proceeded to analyse the problems
of bondage and release (bandhana-mokfa), action and consequence (karmaphala), and so on.
Bondage (bandhana) can be of several sorts. Human beings are fettered by
the pleasant objects they perceive, the ideas they form, and finally the process
of becoming (bhava) itself. Craving for becoming (bhava-lu1Ja) is looked upon
in Buddhism as one of the most troublesome bonds. This craving for becoming, while leading to suffering in the present life, keeps the individual wandering in samsaric existence, subjecting him to repeated births and deaths.
Death, personified as Mara, carries with it a snare (pasa) which very few
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humans can escape. The present chapter, therefore, focusses its attention on
this bondage to the life-process.
While the discussion of the Sarvastivada conception of self-nature (S11lzbh'iiva)
lingers along in the next few chapters, the Sautrantika theory of a
transmigrating personality (pudgala) emerges into prominence in the present
section. When it is said.that "dispositions transmigrate" (.raf!Mkiir'iif? Stlf!Maran11), what is assumed is that there is a subtle essence in the dispositions that
enable them to be perpetu.ated. Nagarjuna's argument here is more dialectical.
If dispositions are permanent, then there is no point in speaking of their
transmigration. For, transmigration implies moving from one position to
another, disappearing in one place and appearing in another. If something is
permanent, it is always present and there is no question of its ceasing and arising. On the contrary, if things are impermanent, in the sense of being completely destroyed (uccheda), they wiJJ never transmigrate. Nagarjuna,
therefore, maintains that if a human bei.pg is looked upon in the above manner, it is not possible to speak of his transmigration (XVI .1).
The impression one gets from the available translations of XVI.2 is that
Nagarjuna rejects the theories of aggregates (skandha), faculties ('iiyata.na), and
elements (dh'iitu).94 Yet, what is clearly stated here is the early Buddhist position: "It may be assumed that a person transmigrates. Yet such a person,
sought for in the fivefold way, in the aggregates, spheres and elements, does
not exist. Who then will transmigrate?"
Thus, the transmigration that is denied is that of a subtle personality.
However, if transmigration is understood as the continuation of the factors of
the human personality on the basis of causal dependence, Nagarjuna may not
have any objection against it.
The notion of bondage that is ·criticized turns out to be the bondage of a
substantial entity to such things as diSpositions. It is similar to the notion one
finds in the Indian tradition where the permanent "self' .('iitman) is said to be
in bondage to the psychophysical personality which is impermanent. Hence
Nagarjuna's argument that anything that is of the nature of arising and passing
away (utp?ida-vyaya-dharmin) is neither b_ound nor released. What is being
criticized here is not the simple notions of bondage and release but those that
take into consideration a substantial subject and its attributes.
The concluding V!;!Se could easily lead to much misunderstanding if the
significance of the reliuive terms "where/there" (yatra/tatra) are ignored. The
context specified here with th~e relative terms is w!lat came to be discussed
before, namely, the assumption.of a substantial s~bfect and the attribution of
various attributes to it. Thus, in a context where. s~me substantial subject is attributed with something called freedom (ni1'11ii'!a .ramiiropa) or is stripped of
the ·1ife-pr9<=ess (saf!Z.r'iirtipakar!a'!a), therein there is no sense .in mllking._a
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discrimination (vikalpa) between freedom lUld bondage, for what is real, namely,
the substantial subject, will remain the same. Or else, where nirvana is "reified"
(samiiropa) and the life-process is eliminated (apakar!af!a), therein too there is
no sense in making such discriminations. These being totally different from
one another, the knowledge of one would have no relevance to the understanding of the other.
17. Action and consequence (karma-phala). Buddhism , in coimast to the
theistic religions of India, advocated human responsibility in the case of bondage as well as release. Chapter XVII that follows therefore deals with the notions of human action (karma) and its consequences or fruits (phalli).
Inada's analysis of this very lengthy chapter is very confusing. He assuq1es
that verses 1-19 contain the popular views on karma, while in verse 20 Nagar-.
juna finally explains the true position of the Buddha who spoke of "emptiness"
(1unyalii).9, Yet, verses 2 and 13 unequivocally attribute certain views to the
Buddha, as well as the Pratyeka-buddhas and the Sravakas. The contents of this
chapter therefore deserve careful scrutiny.
The doctrine of karma is clearly stated in XVII.l : "Self-restraint as well as
bencfitting others- this is the friendly way and it constitutes the seed that
bears fruit, here as well as in the next life."
If Nagarjuna was a Mahayanist, as many have portrayed him to be, then he
certainly could not deny this "friendly way" (mailraf!l dharmaf'!l) , for otherwise
he could not qualify as a bodhisatlva. Restraining oneself and benefitting
others are actions that need to be recognized by a bodhisaltva. These are here
described as bearing fruit (phala) in this world as well as in the next. Nagarjuna
was not !Jnaware of the fact that according to the Buddha, actions are to be
defined in terms of volition (celana). While volition itself could be considered
an action, anything that is volitional also falls under the category of action. This
is the implication of the Buddha's statement in Angutlara-nikiiya96 and Nagarjuna is seen to elaborate on this statement at XVII.2.
Nagarjuna asserts that ~ccording to the Buddha there are two main types of
karma: volition and volitional. These are further analysed into a variety of karmas that were also recognized in the early Buddhist tradition. He gives no indication that all these karmas are not real in the sense that they do not produce
fruits or consequences. However, in XVII.6 he raises a question which dearly
embodies the particular form Of inquiry carried out by the Buddhist metaphysicianS with which he disagrees. The inquiry is as follows: "Does karma remain
even at the time it has not actained maturity? (Ti!thali apiikakiiliit?).
There can be little doubt as to who would raise such a question. While a
pragmatic Buddhist may say that karma is what it is because it produces conse-
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quences or fruits (phala), a substantialise could not resist asking the question:
"Yet, does not the effect (phala) pre-exist, before karma reaches its maturity?"
Such metaphysical inquiries, as pointed out earlier, led to the belief in an
underlying substance (svabhtiva), which was criticized and rejected by Nagarjuna in Chapter I. And here Nagarjuna is once again asserting the view that
such inquiries lead to the belief in permanence (nityatii). If one were to reject
such a notion of permanence, then karma and effect are separated in such a way
that once the karma ceases, it will not produce any consequences (niruddha~
sat ki~ pha/af!l janay#yatt). Thus we are back again in the permanenceannihilation (fiifvata-ueeheda) syndrome.
Verse 7 introduces the notion of a series (sa~tfina) upheld by the atomistic
Sautrantikas, and the difficulties this generates are then examined in the few
verses that follow.
It is rather unfortunate that this new situation arising from the metaphysically
oriented question raised in verse 6 came to be ignored by those who dealt with
verse 12. The term e{ii (this, such) in XVII.12 refers specifically to the sort of
thinking (kalpana) involved in XVII.6 and Nagarjuna maintains that such
thoughts engender a multitude of insuperable difficulties (bahavaJ ea mahataJ
ea do!af?). It is this particular way of thinking that is considered to be inappropriate (nopapadyate).
Indeed, at XVII .13, Nagarjuna suggests another way of thinking (kalpana)
which is more appropriate and which was extolled by the Buddhas, the
Pratyeka-buddhas and the Sravakas: Like an imperishable promissory note, so
is debt as well as action. It is fourfold in terms of realms and indetermin ate in
·
terms of primal nature. "
According to this, karma is imperishable like a promissory note. One's debt
(rt~a) remains effective at least as long as the promissory note lasts: Even though
there is no continuity of karma (and, it in this case, borrowing), that is, it does
not continue in any subtle or substantial way, the responsibility for that karma
cannot be denied once that karma is performed . The Buddha, the early Buddhists, and Nagarjuna were not prepared to say that the promissory note one
signs is unreal and therefore to be ignored. The responsibility and commitme nt
remains long after the document is signed (maybe even if the document were to
be lost or destroyed) .
The idea that one is responsible for one's own actions has been emphasized
by the Buddha. A statement in the Dhammapada reads: "Neither in the sky
nor in the middle of the ocean nor having entered into a cleft of the mountains
is there a place on earth seen remaining where a person would be released from
his evil actions,"97 The existence and the popularity of a similar statement
among the Buddhists who preserved their literature in Sanskrit has already
been referred to. There is little doubt that Nagarjuna was aware of this statement. This conception of the imperishable nature of karma thus turns out to be
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an important conception in Nagarjuna, primarily because he was not prepared
to accept the notion of substance (svabhliva) or self (atman) to explain this process nor was he willing to deny the effectiveness of karma with the denial of
substance or self. As such Inada's statement that Nagarjuna "with equal force
condemns any idea of an indestructible continuing action (avipra11afa)" is surprising.98 Neither the Buddha nor Nagarjuna nor even Vasubandu (who compiled the Karmasiddbiprakra11a) were saying that karma. itself remains indestructible. Avipra11afa-karma or the imperishable action refers to the responsibility a person has for any karma that he performs and how that karma will,
depending upon circumstances, bear fruit (phala). The simple notion of
human responsibility is what is upheld here, not the metaphysical notion of the
fruit or result that lies hidden and gradually attains maturity, as was implied in
the question raised by the Buddhist metaphysician.
Therefore, without any hesitation Nagarjuna attributes the conception of
the imperishable (avipra11afa) karma to · the Buddha himself: "Emptiness,
howeikr, is not annihilation; life-process is also not permanence; imperishability
is of action-such is the doctrine taught by the Buddha." (XVII.34)
The ·most significant assertion here is that the rejection of permanence and
annihilation and the acceptance of ~mptiness and saf{Zsara (or.the life-process)
do not imply the rejection of the relationship between action (karma) and consequence (phala). The imperishable nature (avipra11afa-dharma) of action
merely implies the possibility of action giving rise to consequences, and this
need not' involve the notion of an underlying permanent substance in action.
The three verses that follow are critical of the conception of kaima that is based
on the recognition of self-nature. Such a conception, as explained at XVII.24,
conflicts with' all the accepted conventions ( vyavahara) and would imply the
denial of merit and demerit (puf1ya-pijpa) and such other distinctions

(pravibhaga).

·

Action (karma) , looked upon as something substantial (svabhavika) , not only
implies the production of a result (vipaka), which is already existing in mature
form (vipakva)(XVll.25), but also goes against the admitted purity or impurity
of action. If action has its own nature, then defilement (klefa) also will have its
own nature and how these two natures could come together will never be
satisfactorily explained (XVII.26-27).
Moving on to XVII.29 without keeping the above definition of action (karma) in mind, it is easy to assume that Nagarjuna rejects action as something
dependently arisen and, therefore, there is neither action nor agent. On the
contrary, verse 29 simply rejects the possibility of an action being dependently
arisen, if that action were to be substantial (svabhavika).
Thus the denial of action (karma), agent (kartr). and consequence (phala), as
weH as of one who experiences the consequences (bhoktr). comparing them to
created forms (nirmitakakara) or to mirages and imaginarr entities, needs to be
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understood only m referring to the substan!VJIconceptions of these phenomena
and does not represent an unqualified denial of such phenomena (dha1"1'ff(l) .

18. Self{ti111111n). The exa,mination of self nature (svabhava) was undertaken by
Nagarjuna after a 'detailed analysislof all factors of experience (dha1"1'ff(l), such as
aggregates, spheres, and elements. The subjeq.s coming under the two previous
chapters (XVI-XVII) pertained t~ bondage and freedom, action and consequence . Therefore, a close scrutiny of the notion of a personal self (a111111n) and
aH other concepts associated with it, such as selflShness, identity, or pride, was
considered to be relevant. Hence the subject-matter of Chapter XVIIl.
The conception of a permanent and eternal self (a111111n) arose in relation to
the conception of the psychophysical personality ( ntimariipa). The untenability
of the former has already been alluded to in Chapters VIII-XI. IQ the present
chapter, however, a further question in relation to the notion of self needs to be
examined. and that pertains to the manner in which the notion of self (7it11111n)
leads to bondage (bandhana).
.
Nagarjuna begins this chapter with the assertion that if the self (tit11111n) is
identical with the aggregates (skandha), then it will be subject to arising and
ceasing (utptidavyayabhtig). If it is different from the aggregates, then it will
not have the characteristics of the aggregates. Having raised such questions
regarding the existence of the self, Nagarjuna proceeds to show that it is the
belief in a permanent and eternal self that.gives rise to notions of possession
(titmrya). Absence of possessiveness (nirmama) and of pride (niraha?!Jktira) are,
therefore, the inevitll.ble consequences of the appeasement (fama) of that be.lief
in an eternal self (XVIII.2). For similar reasons, the belief ~at there is a person
who is without selflShness and pride is also not appropriate (XVIII.3).
The use of the iti-focmula at XVIII.4 as aham-iti and ma11111-iti is important
in that it implies the denial of"theories" pertaining to "oneself" (aham) as well
as "self-possession" (1111111111), rather than the simple reflexive uses of these
. terms. When such metaphysical views are abandoned, grasping (uptidiina) as
well as rebirth (jan11111) are avoided. The cessation of the defilements of action
(karma-klefa) is then declared to be release (mok!a). The vikalpa that leads to
such defilements of action is, therefore, not any and every form of conceptualization, as some of the translations seem to suggest, but only the
discrimination or thought of substantial (svtibhavika) entities such as T
(aham), rejected at the beginning of this chapter, and substantial events like
action (karma) and effect (phala), criticized in the previous chapter. The belief
in such substantial entities and events gives rise to the feeling of "possession" as
"this is mine" (1111111111), which' in turn produces obsessions (prapaflca). Such
obsessions can be prevented by the perception of emptiness (fUnyatti) relating
to the notion of "self' (tit11111n) referred to above. To speak of"emptiness" apart
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from this conteXt is to make it not only "nihilistic" (ucched4, XVIII.20) but
also absolutistic and hence a metaphY.sical "view" (dr!fi, XVIII.8).
A superficial glance at XVIII.6 may leave the impression that Nagarjuna
viewed truth or reality as being beyond conceptualization. Howeve~. a more
careful consideration of the contents, especially in the light of the teachings of
the Buddha as embodied in the "discourses" would indicate that this is not the
case. Naglirjuna seems to have been fully cognisant of the Buddha's use of the
term "self'' (Pali, att4; Sk. iitm4n) to explain individuality, and his attempt to
reject a metaphysical entity when he spoke of "no-self" (Pali, 4114114, Sk.
aniitm4n). This does not involve two languages: a provisional or ordinary and
philosophicaJ.99 It is a question of two definitions. If the "self' ' is defined as a
permanent .and substantial entity, the Buddha was ready to negate it with his
conception of"no-self'' (4niitmt~n). If it was not defined as such, he had no difficulty in utilizing that conception in his discourses. Nagarjuna's understanding of the Buddha's intentions is clearly demonstrated in the first line of
XVIII.6, when he said: "The Buddha's have made known the conception of self
and taught the doctrine of no-self." When, ip the second line, Nagarjuna
maintained: "They have not spoker;t of something (kafcit) as the self or as the
non-self," he was certainly denying the conceptions of self-nature (svabhava)
and other-nature (pt~rabhava) of phenomena admitted by the Sarvastivadins
and the Sautrantikas respectively.
With the above statement Nagarjuna could have concluded his chapter on
the "self'' (atmt~n). However, there was one more significant issue to be resolved. Up to this point he was discussing an embodied self, a self associated with a
psychophysical personality. The question regarding the self that is freed from
the psychophysical personality also had to be examined, for it was the belief of
the substantialists that when a person attains freedom his permanent and eter.nal self, dissociated from the psychophysical personality, continues to exist after
death. The two verses that fol~ow (XVIII. 7-8), therefore, are intended to explain the Buddha's view regarding the nature of a person when he attains
parinirviil'!a.
What happens to the freed person at death was clearly expressed by the Bud~
dha. He ceases to exist, is not reborn, his birth has waned (khi'!a j1itt), and there
is no further existence for him. 100 Yet, if so~eone were to ask him the question
as to whether that person exists in some form after death (pt~ram mart~'!a), the
Buddha was not willing to say anything, primarily because there was no
epistemological basis on which· any predication can be made . 101 With verses 7
and 8, Nagarjuna is attempting to state this very same idea. "When the realm
of thought has ceased, that which is to be designated also has ceased."
"Realm of thought" (cittagocara) that has ceased (nivrtta) can refer to the
-person ·who is freed (Pali parinibbut4, Sk. pari-nirvrta) without his thought being re-established (appatitthitena cittena). 102 The difficulties that would arise if
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someone were to ask the further question as to what happens to him when his
thought process has ceased or is not re-established is then explained. "That
which is to be designated has also ceased." This is identical with the Buddha's
statement: "That by which one should speak of him does not exist for him"
(yena naf(Z vajj"u taf(J ta.ssa n' attht). 10~ Indeed, the term dharmata is used in the
verse to refer to the nature of the freed one who has passed away. It is not possible to assen whether he has arisen (utpanna) after death or whether he has ceased
to exist (niruddha) after death.
One of the epithets by which the "enlightened one" (buddha) came to be
described is tathligata, meaning "one who has thus gone." This term gave rise
to much controversy probably because of the metaphysical implications of the
term "thus" (tathli). And it is interesting to note that in the early discourses
whenever the question regarding the nature of the freed one after death is raised
the term used to refer to him is tathligata.
The term tathli ("thus" or "such") involves the epistemological problem of
"reality," as opposed to no tathli ("not thus"). Hence the secondary derivative
taccha (Sk. tathya) came to be used in the sense of what is true or reaJ. 104 It is,
therefore, not surprising to see the term tathligata being utilized when ever the
question regarding the destiny of the freed one is raised, 10, for in the eyes of the
ordinary man no other question would be more important than the ultimate
destiny of the freed one. As mentioned earlier, for epistemological reasons, the
Buddha refused to make any assertions, either positive or negative, regarding
this problem. Nagarguna's application of the fourfold negation (caluJkO!t) to
the conception of"suchness" (tathya) comes immediately after his discussion of
the nature (dharmata) of the freed one who has reached his final destiny. It is
the same context in which the Buddha himself applied the fourfold negation.
The four-cornered negation is always used by the Buddha to avoid metaphysics,
and the destiny of the talhligata was one of those popular metaphysical issues.
Naglirjuna could not have been unaware of the metaphysical assertions of the
pre-Buddhist thinkers who assumed that a "freed self' (1itman) becomes united
with the all-pervading universal self, the reality in everything (sarvaf?Z). The
dangers involved in the Sa,rvlistivada conception of substance (svabhliva) in
everything (sarvaf!J) and how such an idea could influence the interpretation of
a tathligata or tathya was, indeed , evident to Nagarjuna. Thus, we have two
metaphysical issues combined here-one of "everything" (sarvaf!J) and the
other of tathya-and the fourfold negation was the only reasonable solution
that Nagarjuna could provide. To explain the conception of "suchness"
(tathya) going beyond the context of the problems. of "everything" and the
"thus gone one" (tathligata) after death would undoubtedly lead to a distortion
of the philosophical standpoint of Naglirjuna.
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As mentioned before, the Buddha was not willing to speculate on the nature
of the freed one after death (param-maraf!7i) but that he was willing to speak
positively about what happens to him at death. In a passage in the Anguttaranikaya the Buddha's understanding of this state is succincntly expressed in the
following verse: "This is the last body and is the essence of the higher life. In
regard to that this perfect knowledge has arisen without depending upon
another." (Asekhan7if!af?l uppaf!na1?J antimo yaf!J ·samussayo, yo saro
brahmacariyassa tasmzf?J aparapac~aya.) 106 This realization is elsewhere explained
in a stock passage: "Birth has been eliminated, the higher life has been lived,
done is what needs to be done and there is not another of this [Iife]." 107
This is the highes.t realization that one can attain and is referred to in the
discourses as afina .10s It is the result of the moral perfection one attains by being freed from the three poisons: greed, hatred, and confusion. It is final nirvana, and may justly be called the ultimate moral truth about the world (seep.
15 above). As such it is to be realized by onesolf and is not a state to be known ·
by depending upon another (aparapaccaya).
When, therefore, concluding the dis<.ussion of the freed one after death,
Nagarjuna proceeded to speak of taitva ("reality"), lie was not referring to an
"ultimate truth" per se but to the realization and attainment of freedom from
birth. Hence he asserts that the knowledge of this truth is not dependent on
another (aparapratyaya). I.t is peaceful (flinta), unobsessed by obsessions
(aprapancita), . and, hence, · non-discriminative (nirvikalpa) and noncontradictory (ananartha). Nirvikalpa does not necessarily mean the absence of
the subject-object discrimination. It means the absence of any discrimination
based upon one's likes and dislikes, ·one's obsessions. . Conceptions of identity
and difference, permanence and annihiliation are then rejected as being part of
the Buddha's teaching. This is because things are recognized as being
dependently areisen (prafitya .. . bhavatz).
The conclusion of the chapter represents Nagarjuna as one who remains
aloof from the so-called Hinayana-Mahayana conflir.t. He asserts that in the
non-emergence of the Buddhas and the waning of the Sravakas, the knowledge
of the "truth" continues to be perpetuated by the Pratyeka-buddhas, even
without association with the Buddhas. The need to depend primarily upon an
unbroken tradition or an uninterrupted line of patriarchs for the perpetuation
of the "true doctrine" is discounted here.
\

19. Time (kala) . In the discussion of the notion of imperishable action (avipraf!lifa-karma) discussed above, .two more conditions relevant to the fruitioning of karma were mentioned, namely, time (kala) and harmony (siimagii).
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These two topics constitute the subject matter of the next two chapters.
Time was conceived in a more empirical way in the early discourses. Impermanence (anicet~fii) 'Yas explained there in terms of the temporality of events.
As mentioned in the analysis of the conditioned (VII), such temporality was
understood as arising (uppiida), ceasing (vyaya), and change of what endures
(thitassa aflfJathatta). However, the problems created by the Sarvastivadiru and
the Sautrancikas by their analysis of time and temporality have already been
alluded to (see the discussion of the "Conditioned" above). There, the focus
was more on the substantiality of events (conceived as bhiiva) and the difficulties that arise as a result of attempting to place such "existents" (bh1iva) in
the context of temporality. The present chapter is devoted to the conception of
time itself, especially time as analysed by the metaphysicians into discrete
moments (k!llf!ll). Nagarjuna's analysis brings out the disastrous implications
of such a notion of time and could appropriately be compared with an analysis
provided by E. R. Clay and enthusiastically adopted by William James in
Western philosophy. Examining the ordinary notion of time, Clay says:
The relation of experience to time has not been profoundly
studied. Its objects are given as being of the present, but the part of
time referred to by the datum is a very different thing from the conterminous of the past and future which philosophy denotes by the
name Present. The present to which the datum refers is really a part
of the past- a recent past- delusively given as being a time that intervenes between the past and the future. Let it be named the
specious present, and let the past, that is given as being the past, be
known as the obvious past. All the notes of a bar of a song seem to
the listener to be contained in the present. All the changes of place
of meteor seem to the beholder to be contained in the present. At
the instance of the termination of such a serie~. no part of the time
measured by them seems to be past. Time, then, co"nsidered
relative to human apprehension, consists of four parts, viz., the obvious past, the specious present, the real present and . the future .
Omitting the specious present, it consists of three . . . nonentities- the past, which does not exist, the future which does· not
exist, and their conterminous, the present; the faculty from which
it proceeds lies to us in the fiction of the specious present. 10 9
Nagarjuna's analysis indicates, in a similar way, how a metaphysical notion
of time would lead to the abolition of the very notion of time as "specious."
Furthermore, the metaphysical notion of time, as propounded by the Sarvastivadins and the Sautrantikas, also involved the conception of substantial ex-
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istence (bh1iva), the denial of wruch would result in the denial of that particular
conception of time.
20. Harmony (s1imagrf}. The analysis of the causal process in terms of discrete
momentary events eliminated the possibility of explaining harmony as part and
parcel of the events that combine to produce the effect. With such discrete
events harmony becomes an attribute. Such a problem was not faced by the
Buddha when he explained dependence of events because such events were
recognized as related events rather than discrete ones: Thus, the Buddhist
metaphysiCians were compelled either to accept an immedia~ely contiguous
cause (samanantara-pratyaya} where each event is caused by an immediately
preceding event, or make harmony an attribute of such discrete events so that
their assemblage could provide .a rationale for the production of the effect. The
problem of causation received the foremost attention of Nagarjuna, as is evi- .
dent from Chapter I. The difficulties involved in explaining the arising of the
fruit or effect (phala) on the basis of a metaphysical notion of harmony are further elaborated here. Once again, what is denied is not the arising of the fruit
~r effect, for that was the central philosophy of Buddhism, but only the manner in which such arising is described by the metaphysiCians. Hence
Naga~una's conclusion: The effect is not made by the harmony, nor is it made
by a non-harmony. "Where can there be harmony without an effect?" (XX.24).

21. Occurence and dissolution (sa'J'!Zbhava-vibhava). This chapter concludes
Nagacjuna's examination of the nature of the human personality as it gradually
evolves or dissolves depending upon one's actions (karma). In the "Discbl.u se on
the Knowledge of the Beginning'' (Aggafifi1i-suttanta), 110 the Buddha speaks of
the evolution and dissolution not only of the worl~. but also of the human personality. This discourse was intended primarily to refute the rather static conception of the world and the social order presented in the Indian philosophical
and religious traditions. Without committing hlmself to any notion of an absolute beginning, the Buddha spoke of a period of dissolution (sa'J'!Zvatta)
followed by a· long period of evolution (viva!(a). In spite of the Buddha's reluctance to get involved in the discussion of such theories, because of the
epistemological difficulties, he was compelled to do so by the unfortunate
moral and ethlcal implications of the Indian caste-system. Even though the .
discussion of the world-systems is rare in the early discourses, the evolution as
well as the dissolution of the human personality through long periods of time
constituted a popular subject. The process of the evolution and dissolution of
the human personality_came to be designated sa'J'!Zs1ira (life-process) or ·bhava
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(becoming) and was contrasted with the Indian notion of life as eternal existence (atthitii, Sk. astitva).
While the concepts of atthifil (existence) and n' atthifti (non-existence) were
. used in the pre-Buddhist literature, the Buddha, realizing the metaphysical
implications, avoided them and instead utilized the notion of bhava (becoming). No sooner than the Buddha explained the human personality as a process
of becoming, the metaphysicians of the traditional schools of Indian
philosophy began speaking of bhiiva (instead of astitva) and abhiiva (instead of
niistitva) when speaking about . existence and non-existence respectively, two
terms which were not popular in the Indian tradition before the Buddha.
The Sarvastivadins and the Sautrlintikas, who were lured into this substantialist trap as a result of their analysis of the process of becoming (bhava) into
discrete moments, formulated the notion of a "series of becoming!' (bhavasaf?ttatt), instead of the "stream of becoming" (bhava-sota) referred to in the
early discourses. Buddhaghosa, who introduced these different interpretations
into the Thervlida tradition in the South and South East Asian countries (circa.
sixth century AD), distinguished between three different notions of the present:

t the specious present (addhii-paccuppanna),
u the momentary present (khaf!a-paccuppanna), and
m the flowing present (saf?ttati-paccuppanna). 111
He proceeded to identify these with the differetu-~tages in the development
of the Buddhist thought, maintaining that-the "discourses" (sutta) advocated
the first, that some other Buddhists (probably the Sautrantikas) spoke of the
second, and that the commentaries accepted the third.
Nagarjuna, compiling his treatise during the second century AD after the
Sarvastivada and the Sautrantika theories had come into prominence, could
not· have been unaware of these differences. In the present chapter he was
therefore criticizing the metaphysical notion of a "series of becoming" (bhavasaf?ttatt), a series of disjointed or disconnected momentary (k!af!ika) existences,
rather than the conception of becoming as formulated by the Buddha. Thus,
after a criticism of the notion of bhava-saf?ttat£, in the present chapter, Nagarjuna is able to speak of bhava at XXVI. 7-8 without rejecting it. He carefully
avoids the concepts of bhiiva and abhiiva as well as svabhiiva and parabhiiva
throughout the text. Thus, the denial of bhava-saf?ttati need not be construed
as a denial of bhava or bhava-sota which occur in the discourses of the Buddha.
The problems discussed so far relate primarily to the nature of the human
personality, its survival, and its moral responsibility, and Nagarjuna's ende11vor
is to establish its non-substantiality (pudgala-nairiitmya). The chapters that ..
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follow deal with the non-substantiality of the person who has· attained
freedom.
22. "Thus Gone One" (tathagata). A host of epithets were used to describe the
attainments of the person who was able to understand the nature of human existence and overcome the sufferin~ associated with it. Two of them stand prominent. These were buddha· or the "enlightened one" and tathagata or the
"thus gone one," and even these two terms were used synonymously. The first
of these describes the ideal achieved by one who was aspiring for knowledge or
understanding, an a.Spiration dearly expressed in the famous Upani~adic
statement: "From darkness, lead me to light," (tamaso miif!J jyntir gamaya).m
In the Upani!ads, this enlightenment was nothing short of "omniscience" (sarvajna),119 even.though this term was not used in a technical sense. For the l3ud- .
dha, enlightenment is attained as a result of the realization of the means and
limits of knowledge (see the above analysis of the Kacc1iyanagotta-sutta).
The second epithet, tath1igata, led to more misunderstanding and misioterpret;ttion in the Buddhist context. As the term implies, it explains the ultimate
goal to be achieved by such enlightenment. It represents an attempt to answer
the aspirations of the human beings who were looking for immortality avoiding
. the endless cycle of births and deaths. In the Upani$ads it is expressed in the
statement: "From death, lead me to immortality," ( mrtyor mlif!J amrtaf!J
gamaya).m According to the Upani$ads, the "enlightened one" who understands the nature of the · real self (1itman), upon the dissolution of the
psychophysical personality, is united with the universal ideal self (brahman)
and thereby enjoys eternal life. The Buddha, who was not willing to admit the
. existence of such a state, merely maintained that the "enlightened one" (buddha) is also freed from continuous becoming (bhava). Hence, the tathagata or
the "thus gone one" is contrasted with one who is subjected to becoming
(bhava) or re-becoming (punabbhava).
With the attainment of enlightenment and freedom from grasping
(upadiina), the freed one leads a happy and contented life, while at· the same
time not longing for a future existence. Enlightenment(bodht) is synonymous
with waning of craving (laf!hakkhaya). However, the unenlightened person,
bound by craving and grasping,, not only looks for eternal life beyond the grave
(param maraf!1i), but also expects to see something more mysterious and aweinspiring (acch(m'ya-abbhuta) iri the life of a freed one who is alive·. It is for this
reason that two major questions were raised in relation to the conception of a
tathagata. The first is the question as to whether the tathagata is identical or
different from the psychophysical persenality . 114 The second is the question as
to whether the tathagata survives the destruction of the psychophy~ical personality.11' This may explain why, in.the early discourses, whenever such ques-
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tions were raised they were raised more in relation to a tathiigata than in connection with a buddha.
Thus, after a detailed examination of the problems of human existence,
problems such as action, moral responsibility, or becoming, it was natural for
Nagarjuna to direct his attention to the questions pertaining to the conception
of ultimate goal as envisaged in Buddhism. In doing so, he was compelled to
deal, first of all, with the meaning of the concept tathiigata.
Nagarjuna's examination of the tathiigata follows the line of analysis found
in the early discourses. While early Buddhism confronted problems relating to
the conception of tathiigata because it was understood 1n terms of the notion of
a permanent and eternal self (iitman), Nagarjuna is here struggling with the
same conception as explained in relation to the notion of a real subs•ance
(svabhiiva). Nagarjuna was not willing to coruider the tathiigata, conceived in
such a metaphysical way, as identical with the aggregates (skandha). This was
the Sarvastivada position which Nagarjuna was rejecting (XXII.2). Nor was he
prepared to accept the alternative suggested by the Sautrantikas, who emphasized non-identity·or difference. The notion of an'iitman (no-self) referred
to ai: XXII.3 is really the coneeption of "other-nature" (parabhiiva) that was
propounded by the Sautrantikas. Inada:s explanation that "the use of the term
aniitman here is not to be confused with the cardinal Buddhist doctrine by the
same term,"116 therefore needs to be qualified as the "cardinal early Buddhist
doctrine," for the Sautrantikas were guilty of propounding a Fheory ofan'iitman
which emphasized real difference. Nagarjuna was therefore ready to assert that
a tathiigata conceived in terms of either "self-nature" (svabhiiva) or "othernature" (parabhiiva) is not evident.
The question whether the tathiigata is dependent. is taken up next. Its
dependence or independence is then rejected primarily because once again it is
·understood in terms of substantial dependence (svabhtivata upiidanaf?l) or
substantial independence (which is the implication of "other-nature" or
parabhiiva)(XXII.9). Vie~s of tathiigata as "empty" (funya) or "not empty"
(afunya) are considered, and these again are particular views (expressed in the
iti-formula) and are therefore rejected.
H ow the notion of a living tathiigata, conceived-of in a rather metaphysical
way, leads to the belief in a tathiigata after death is explicitly stated by Nagarjuna at XXII.13. Nagarjuna's argument is that if the tathiigata were to be considered empty in terms of self-nature (svabhiivataf?), any thought of his being
existent or non-existent after death (paraf?l-nirodhiit) is not appropriate. This,
indeed, is the view expressed by the Buddha in the early discourses.l17
The concluding. statement of this chapter is rather significant, especially in
view pf the nature of the "freed one" (nibbuta) or "freedom" (nibbiina) as
enunciated in the early discourses. We have already pointed ou,t that freedom
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(nibb?ina) is a state unconditione d by dispositions (asankhala). It is not a state
that is uncaused (appa{iccasamuppanna). The lalh?igala is, therefore, unconditioned by dispositions but not in-dependent . Elsewhere Nagarjuna insists that
there is nothing in the world that is in-dependent (XXIV.l9). The lalh?igala is,
therefore, like the universe (jagal) wherein the principle of dependence
(prafilyasamulp?ida) functions. He has no self (?ilman) or substance
(svabh?iva) , as it is in the case of the universe (jagal).

23. Confusions (vipary?isa). The reasons for the misunderstandings that prevail
regarding the nature of the enlighten~d one (buddha) or the "thus gone one"
(lalh?igala) as well as anything that takes place in the universe (jagat) are then
taken up for examination. Once again the nucleus of the chapter can be traced
back to the early discourses.
A discussion of the four types of confusions (vipalliisa) relating to perceptions
(safln?i), thought (citta), and views (di!(ht) is met with in the Anguttar.anik?iya.118 The basic confusions relating to these three different functions are
given as follows:

1.
2.
3.
4.

Perceiving, thinking and viewing what is impermanent as
permanent.
Perceiving, thinking and viewing what is not suffering as suffering.
Perceiving, thinking and viewing what is non-s~bstantial as
being substantial.
Perceiving, thinking and viewing what is impure as pure.

The first three of these, in. that particular order, are generally referred to as
the three characteristics (/akkha11a) of human existence, that is, impermanence
(anicca), suffering (dukkha), and non-substantiality (analla) . Nagarjuna has
already dealt with these concepts at length (see Chapters II, Xll and XVIII).
Hence , he begins his analysis with the last, namely, the pure (fubha) and impure (afubha). These indeed are value judgments made by the human beings
and serve as the foundation of the religious and spititual life. However, in the
eyes of the substantialise philosophers, these were ultimate qualities, each having its own nature (svabh?iva) . With the first two verses, Nagarjuna sets the
tone of his criticism of diese qualities, which allows him to move on to other
types of confusions subsequently. While the interplay between the qualities of
iubha and aiubha are mentioned in verse 11 , Nagarjuna's refutatipn of the
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ultimate reality of these qualities is based initially upon his recognition of the
dependent arising of both.
The notions purity and impurity, like any other entities, have no ultimate
su bstantial standing. They are based upon lust (riiga), hatred (dve1a), and confusion (moha), which in turn are the products of thought or conceptualization
(saf(JUipa) . The cessation of lust, batted, and confusion is generally equated
with "freedom" (niT'flii'!.a). Hence, it is generally assumed that niT'fla'!a is
beyond any conceptualiza tion or thought. This seems to be the manner in
which the notion of a "non-conceptual" and ultimate reality (param1irtha)
came to be attributed to Nagarjuna and, hence , to all Madhyamika philosophy.
Early Buddhism refers to two forms of thought or conceptualization
(satr~kappa), the m ore comprehensive and, therefore, right thought or conceptualization (sammii-satr~kappa) and the more restricted and, therefore, wrong
thought (micchii-saf!Jkappa). This is in no way different from what Nigarjuna
discussed in Chapter XVII (12-13), where he distinguished thoughts (kalpana)
that are proper (yojyate) from those that are inappropriate (nopapadyate).
In many instances, "thoughts" (satr~kalpa) and "dispositions" (satr~sk1ira) ,
two terms that are semantically related, function in similar ways. This is attested to by Nagarjuna's treatment of them. We have already noted how he
characterized "dispositions" as "confusions" (mr,r1i)(Xill.l - 2). This definition
was, in fact, attributed to the Buddha himself. In the present context, speaking
of "confusions" (viparyiisa), Nagarjuna introduces the notion of satr~kalpa and
proceeds to define it in terms of its consequenceS, namely, the generation of
lust, etc.
A careful analysis of the notions of satr~kalpa and satr~skiira in relation to
freedom or nirvii'!a may clarify an important epistemological problem, J;oth in
early Buddhism and in Nagarjuna. We have already referred to the function of
dispositions (sankh1ira) in the context of early Buddhism. They cannot be
eliminated excep t at death, and are, therefore, to be appeased (samatha,
upasama). This process of appeasement is to be achieved by not clinging on to
any of the past' dispositions when one has to deal with the problem of understanding any situation. Hence, nibbiina came to be designated asankhata.
When speaking of the thoughts or concepts (saf!Jkalpa), however, we are
presented with two types, the right and the wrong. The right ones are to be
cultivated and the wrong ones eliminated , a process not recommended in relation to d ispositions. This dichotomy between right and wrong.croughts could
have unsatisfactory im plications. Right thoughts may be taken as pointing to
true events or phenomena , while the wrong ones may indicate the absence of
such events or phenomena. This, indeed, was. the substantialise trap which both
the Buddha and Nagarjuna were attempting to avoid. Therefore , without tak- .
in_g right thoughts in the sense of absolutely true ideas corresponding te
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ultimate facts, that is, as having substance or self-nature (svabhiiva), Nagarjuna
wants them to be treated as empty (fUnya), not in the sense of absolute nonexistence (abhiiva) but in a more pragmatic sense of being able to produce consequences. Thus, while wrong thoughts (mithyii sa7!Jkalpa) are productive of
lust (riiga), hatred (dvefa), and confusion (moha), right thoughts (samyak
sa7!Jkalpa) give rise to freedom from lust (vairiigya), compassion (karuf!ii,
advefa), and knowledge (prajfiii).
The entire chapter on "confusion" (viparyiifa), is therefore, devoted; not to
an outright rejection of the simple discriminations of purity and impurity, etc.,
but to a vehement criticism of such discriminations based upon the notions of
absolute exist~pte (astitva) and absolute non-existence (n~stitvti).

24. Truth (satya). Thus we are led to the most important discussions in Nagarjuna, namely, the conception of the four noble truths (iirya satya). The contents of this chapters have generated much discussion as well as controverty during the centuries that followed its compilation. At the same time, this chapter,
more than any other, will serve as a glowing testimony. to the fact that Na'garjuna was simply restating the ideas expressed by the Buddha in the early
discourses, rather than bringing :~.bout a Copernican revolution in Buddhist
thought.
In the early discourses, the four noble truths were meant to explain the
nature of human existence, both in bondage and in freedom, avoiding the extre~~s of permanent existence (atthitii) and nihilistic non-existence (n'
atthitii). The difficulties encountered by the Buddha in making this view of existence intelligible to the substantialise thinkers of Jndia are evident from the
kind of criticism they levelled against the Buddha. Very often they criticized
him as a nihilist (n 'atthikaviida, ucchedaviida), insisting that he advocated the
annihilation arid destruction of the conscious being (sato sattassa ucchedaf!J
viniisarp pafifiapett). 119 This was not because the Buddha denied the existence
of conscious human beings, but because he was not willing to accept an eternal
and immutable self (iitman) in them. For he often insisted th.a t a conscious
human being is empty (sun:fia) of a permanent and eternal self (atta) as well as
anything pertaining to or belonging to a self (attaniya) : 1 ~ 0 The denial of such a
self or substantiality was not only in relation to a human personality but also in
connection with any experienced phenomena (sabbe dhammii anattii). 121
Nararjuna was placed in an identical situation as a result of his rejection of the
Sarvastivada conception of self-narure (svabhiiva) and the Sautrantika theory
of other-nature (parabhiiva) . The theory of non-substantiality (aniitman) or emp·
tiness (Junyatii) that he attempted tO explain in the .J:>revious C~apters was not
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palatable to the substantialise philosophers who raised the objection discussed
in the first six verse of the present chapter.
In the fuse instance, these substantialists, who understood emptiness as
"nothingness," assumed that empti.ness leads to a denial of the four noble
truths, including a denial of the noble fruits (?irya-phaliim). These noble fruits
are elsewhere referred to as fruitS · of the ascetic life (!amanathasa =
fr?im?if!y?irtha,m s?imafinapha/a1Z3). Secondly, they felt that it also leads to a
denial of the fruits (phala) of ordinary human life (laukika), including fruits of
all the ordinary moral and social conventions (saf?Zvyavahara) such as good and
bad (dharma-adharma) (XXIV.6).
Underlying this two-fold criticism there seems to be a basic assumption.
Whereas in the early discourses the four noble truths could account for the
fruits of ordinary human existence (i.e., of the path, magga) as well as the fruits
of the higher life (i.e., freedom or nibbana), it seems that when the above
criticism of emp.tiness by the substantialists of the Buddhist tradition was
presented, the four noble uuths were looked upon as referring primarily to the
higher life. Hence the need to present an additional criticism that emptiness
contradicts even the worldly (laukikan).
Nagarjuna's attempt here is to collapse these two issues into one and treat
them under one rubric, namely dependent arising (pratityasamutpada) (XXIV.40), which is the central philosophy of Buddhism.
For thi.s reason, having made the initial remark t!tat his critics were not conversant with the use or purpose of emptiness and, therefore, are troubled by
both emptiness and its meaning (XXIV. 7), Nagarjuna immediately proceeds
to explain the two truths, instead of the four truths.
Nagarjuna sees the Buddha as expounding two truths:
1.

2.

the truth of worldly convention (loka-saf!lvrtz), and
the truth in terms of ultimate ftuit (paramarthatal{).

Nagarjuna had already devoted twenty one chapters (I-XXI) to the explication of the first of these uuths. Causality, space, .time, motion, the human personality, action, consequence, good and bad-all of these have been dealt with
at length. Explanations of these in terms of absolute existence or nihilistic nonexistence were rejected in favor of dependence (pratityasamutp?ida) and,
therefore, of emptiness (funyafii). Artha or fruit of existence, whether that be
good or bad, was rc:cognized. Attempts on the part of the metaph,ysicians who
wanted eo perceive with absolute certainty liow a cause produces an effe~t were
abandoned, since such attempts led to the recognition of unacceptable entities
such as self (?itman) or substance (svabhava). The abandoning of such attempts
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did not lead Nagarjuna on to the other extreme of denying any connection between cause and effect, action and consequence. The element of uncertainty involved in the cause-effect relationship made him more cautious than either the
Sarvastivadins or the Sautrantikas, and hence he was more defensive and
negative in his descriptioru. Yet in no way did he want to abandon that principle of explanation, Chapter XVII on "The Examination of Action and Consequence" (Karma-phala-pankfa) being the most illustr.ative example.
The fact that a human being, having understood the nature and functioning
of phenomena (dhamiiif?), attempts to achieve various desired results (artha) by
manipulating such phenomena, was.well known to Nagarjuna when he spoke
of both saf!Jsliiiras and saf!Jkalpas. However, the possibility of achieving
ultimate freedom (nirvaf!a) or the ultimate fruit of existence
(paramartha)(sometimes referred to by the Theravada tradition as agga-phala,
Sk. agra-phala114), has now been questioned by his opponents. Again, without
falling into the extremes of existence and non-existence and recognizing the
emptiness of all dependently arisen phenomena, Nagarjuna had to explain the
fruits (artha) as well as the ultimate fruit (paramtirtha) of existence. in speaking
of these two truths, if he had assumed that the latter transcended the former,
he would b~ presenting the ideas attributed to the so-called Mahayana, rather
than quoting the early discourses or referring to the tea<:hings of the Buddhas,
Pratyeka-buddhas and the Sravakas. This, however, is not the case, for his explanation of artha as well as paramtirtha is couched in the same language, and
that was the language of dependence and emptiness. Hence his famous dictum: "Without relying upon convention, the ultimate fruit is not taught.
Without understanding the ultimate fruit, freedom is not attained"
(XXIV.lO).
.
Artha as well as p'aramtirtha are truths (satya). The (ormer is not presented as an
un-truth (a-satya) in relation to the latter, as it would be in an absolutistic
tradition. Neither is the formtr sublated by the latter. There is no indication
whatsoever that these are two truths with different standing as higher and
lower.
The fruits of ordinary human existem:e (artha), understood in terms of permanent existence (svabhava) conflicted with everything in experience: "If you
perceive the existence of the existence in terms of self-nature, then you will also
perceive these a non-condi~ions" (XXIV.l6). This would lead 'to a denial of all
phenomena such as effect (karya), cause (karaf!a), agent (kartr:), doing
(karaf!a), action (kriya) as well as arising (utpada) , ceasing (nirodha), and fruit
(phala) (XXIV. I?). This compelled him to make the most famous of his
staements: "We state that whatever is dependent arising, that is emptiness.
That is dependent upon convention. That itsel,f is the middle .path"
(XXIV.l8). Everything is placed in one basket, the basket of "dependent aris-
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ing" (pratftyasamutpiida). "A thing that is not dependently arisen is not evident. ·For that reason, a thing that is non-empty is, indeed, not evident
(ibid.19).
With that analysis, Nagarjuna was ready to defend the four noble truths,
reconciling it with his conception of emptiness (ibid. 20-21). "Whoever
perceives dependent arising also perceives suffering, its arising, its ceasing and
the path [leading to its ceasing]," (ibid 40).
Buddha's statement in the Majjhima-mkiiya: "He who perceives d~pendent
arising also perceives the dhamma," could not have received better confumation from a disciple who was removed from the Buddha by at least six centuries.
25. Freedom (niiliina). This is undoubtedly the most signific.a nt chapter in the
book. The interpretation of the contents of this chapter by Stcherbatskym has
d~minated the Western understanding of Madhyamika thought for a con~
siderable period of time. Elsewhere, we have disagreed with Stcherbatsky's interpretation of early Buddhism, allowing him his interpretation of
Madhyamika philosophy. Since Stcherbatsky's perception of Nagarjuna was
colored by his understanding of early Buddhism, the rejection of the latter
should mean the rejection of the former too, if we are to consider Nagarjuna's
philosophy as a continuation of the ideas of early Buddhism. Without devoting
much time to an examination of Stcberbatsky's views at this point, we will present the contents of Chapter XXV in the light of the analysis of Nagarjuna's
ideas that we have already presented.
Other modern scholars have rejected Stcherbatsky's ideas and have presented
views about nirvana that do not appear to accord with what Nagarjuna has said
in the previous chapterse. One of these is the view presented by Inada that nirvana represents the "uncreated realm" (asaf!Jskrta). 126 The view that nirvana, as
asaf!Jskrta, belongs to the "uncreated realm," a view which is popular with both
the so_.called Theravada and Mahayana interpreters (especially of the modern
world), may lose its tenab,ility if the contents of this chapter are analysed in the
light of what went befdre rather than in isolation.
Th~ attempt to explain Na·garjuna's conception as one that is found in the
Mahayana tradition is based upon a complete misreading of Chapters XVI-XXI
of the Kiirikas that deal with the notion of the human personality, human
behavior, and moral responsibility. Such a misreading compels Inada to reject
the value of the two chapters (XXVI-XXVII) that follow the chapter on nirvana
(XXV), saying: "With the discussion of Nirvana in the last chapter the treatment from the standpoint of Mahaya na had basically come to a close. In this
chapter and the final one to follow, Nagarjuna goes into the analysis of the
Hlnayana 4ix:trines." 1l 7
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Our analysis of the Kiinkiis so far did not reveal any specific Mahayana doctrine presented by Nagarjuna that may be contrasted with the so-called
Hfnayana, and we have therefore no reason to look at Nagaruna's conception
of nirvana as that of Mahayana or reject the last two chap ters of the treatise as
being representative of the Hinayana doctrines. In fact, to assume that such an
outstandin g philosopher as Nagarjuna , who presented the world with such a
beautifully executed philosophical classic, could simply add two chapters utterly irrelevant to the basic theme of his work does n9t contribute either to the
understanding of his philosophy or an appreciation of his genius.
Nagarjuna begins his analysis of nirvana anticipating the same kind of objection that the substantialise raised against reconciling "emptiness" with the four
noble truths. ''If all this is empty, there exists neither arising nor ceasing. [As
such] through the relinquishing or ceasing of what does one expect freedom?"
(XXV. l).
It is necessary to keep in mind here the conception of a thing (dharma) that
the substantialise envisaged, which was the main subject of scrutiny on the part
of Nagarjuna. The substantialise had difficulty with the conception of emptiness (1iinyafii) primarily because an existent or phenomen a (dharma) for him
was one that possessed self-nature (svabhiiva). As emphasize d earlier, if not for
that assertion of the substantialist, Nagarjuna had no reason or provocation to
compose the present treatise. This is clearly evident from Nagarjuna's immediate response to the substantialise: "If all this is non-empty, there exists
neither.arising nor ceasing. Through the relinquishing and ceasing of what does
one expect freedom?" (ibid . 2).
For Nagarjuna, to say that something is not empty (afUnya) means that it has
substantial existence (svabhiiva) during the past, present and future, and if so it
would be meaningless to speak of its arising and ceasing. This would certainly
render "freedom" impossible.
Once again, keeping the substantialist view in mind, would it be possible to
spe~ of "freedom" (niroiif!a) as the relinquish ing of something that is
substaD:tial and the attainmen t of something completely new or different. This
was another important assertion of the substantialise. For him, "freedom"
represented a totally different state of existence (astitva), an existence that is
not only permanent and eternal but also perfectly blissful and happy. Freedom
or nirv1ifja thus turns out to be a metaphysical notion, like the Hindu
brahman, uncaused, uncreateq and, therefore, beyond all spatial and temporal
determination. Considerin g these two views, namely,
1.
2.

the substantialise conception of ordinary existence, and
the substantialist notion of freedom,
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Nagarjuna proceeds to define freedom (nirvaf!a). "Unabandoned and
unachieved, uninterrupted and ·impermanent, unextinguished and nonarisen - this is called freedom" (ibid. 3).
Here are three sets of negations, and unless we are careful in analysing these
three as sets, it is possible to arrive at conclusions not intended by Nagarjuna
himself. The following analysis of the sets will be made not only on the basis of
the conception of nirvaf!a presented in early Buddhism but also in the light of
the substantialise views that ·Nagarjuna was confronted with.

1.

Unabandoned -and um~chieved(aprahTf!am asampraptam); It
(nirvaf!a) is neither casting off nor reaching. These two activities
ace complementary, and hence to be taken together. Casting
off something and reaching for something completely different represents the substitntialist or absolutist way of explaining freedom (XVI.lO) . The attainment of freedom from
the three poisons of lust (raga), hatred (dve.fa), and cqnfusion (moha) by a person who is understood as "being in a process of becoming" (bhava) conditioned by various factors (not
merely the three poisons) need not be explained in terms of
the dual function of casting off and reaching. While on the one
hand, one may be casting off the three poisons and not
everything, on the other hand there is nothing that is reached
for. If there were to be seomthing to be reached for, that
would again be a source of bondage rather than freedom.

2.

Uninterrupted and impermanent (anucchinnam afafvatam):
It is neither interrupted nor eternal. These again are coqlplementary. Cutting off something completely and attain(ng
a state of permanent existence is once again part of the
substantialise conception of freedom. As explained in relation
to the previous characteristics, a person who has attained
freedom ·certainly cuts off the three poisons. However, this
does not mean that "what is distinguishable is also separable"
(Humean explanation of distinction). In the Buddhist context, a human being who has eliminated the thre~ poisons,
that is, the Buddha ·or the arhant, Still continues to be a
human being with a body as well as the associated feelings,
perceptions, dispositions, and consciousness, and this continuation is on the basis of "dependent arising" (patfccasamuppada). Separation of "buddhahood" from that
psychophysical personality led to all the metaphysical issues
that'the Buddha as well as Nagarjuna were trying to deal with
(see Chapter XXII on "The Examination of Tathagata).
Hence the state of B~d.dhahood, if such a terminology can be
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used in any meaningful sense, did not signify either a co.m-.
plete interruption or eternality.
Non-ceased and non-arisen (aniruddham anutpannam)~ It is
neither ceased nor arisen. Considering this pair of com- .
plementary characteristics independently and in isolation
from everything that has so far been said by Nagarjuna, it
would be very easy to assume that nirvana, in his view,
tranScends all descriptions and characterization. However, if
what has been said about arising and ceasing, especially in the
chapters on "The Examination of Causality" (Chapter I) as
well as in "The Examination of Dispositions" (Chapter VII)
were to be taken seriously, one would refrain from such
generalizations. Instead, the conceptions of arising and ceasing, as well as the arisen and the ceased, would be placed in
the context of a substantialist view of either exitence (astitva)
or non-existence (nlistitva).
. Just as much as ordinary existence (bhava) and its fruits (artha) cannot be defined utilizing the ~ubstantialist concep- .
tions of arising and ceasing, even so existence.(bhava) and its
ultimate fruit (paramiirtha) cannot be explained on the basis
of a similar conceprual framework.

This, indeed is what· Nagarjuna wants to emphasize in the verse that
follows (XXV.4) where he takes up the notion of bhava ( = svabhava):
"Freedom is not an existent. [If it were,] it would follow that it has the
characteristics of old age and death. Indeed, there is no existent without old age
and death."
. A substantialise speaking about the characteristics of the existent will have to
maintain that the existent, by its own nature, is invariably associated with old
age and death. This would mean that no one will be able to attain freedom,
uriless he becomes a different sort of existent, an existent that is totally different from what he is. This, indeed , is the absolutist's notion of freedom . It is
a total freedom that has nothing to do with ordinary human existence
characterized by old age and death. And for the Buddha as well as for Nagarjuna
freedom makes no sense in such a context.
.
On the contrary, if the existent (bhiiva) is defined as freedom (nirviitJa), and ·
an existent by definition is "di~positionally determined" (sa?!Jskrta), freedom
itself would be "dispositionally determined" (nirvat~am sa?!Jskrta?!J bhavet).
However, there is no existent that is not dispositionally determined (na
asaf!Jskrto hi vidyate bhiivaf?). Therefore, freedom could not be an existent.
Having expressed his vi~w that nirvana cannot be understood as an existent
(bhapa) in a substantialise sense, Nagarjuna, utilizing the argument from
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relativity he used in Chapter I to tefute "other-nature" (parabhava), proceeds
to reject the view that nirvana is a non-existent (abhava).
Most of the confusion regarding the contents of this chapter can be cleared
up and the relationship between early Buddhist and Nagarjunean conceptions
of freedom can be established by a careful examination ·of the following two
verses:
Whatever is of the nature of coming and goi~g, that occurs contingently or dependently. However, freedom is indicated as non·
contingent and independent.
The teacher has spoken of relinquishing of both becoming and
other-becoming. Therefore, it is proper to assume that freedom is
neither existence nor non-existence (XXV.9-10).
Nagarjuna is here reiterating the extre~ely important distinction made by
the Buddha between bhava and bhliva. Discussing the contents of Chapter XXI
("The Examination of Evolution and Dissolution"), it was pointed out that in
the early discourses the term bhava (becoming) was utilized by the Buddha to
explain the human life process. Human life as a wandering (sa?'(tslira) was
characterized "by two motivations or cravings (ta'!h'ii), the first of which is craving for continued becoming (bhava-ta'!h'ii) or survival (punabbhava). This is
one of the most dominant 1notivations for action. When continued becoming,
with its attendant suffering or frustrations, fails to satisfy a man, he desires to
"become something else" (vi-bhava), the attainment of permanent and eternal
happiness in heaven or in the state of brahman being only one of them.
According to the Buddha this process of becoming something else, i.e. , the
dissolution of the present existence and the attainment of a permanent state of
existence is another form of craving (vibhava-taf!h'ii) , which, instead of
leading on to the desired form of existence, contributes to further becoming

(punabbhava).
Mter having rejected the conception of self (litman) understood as permanent existence (atthita. astitva), the Buddha used the term bhava to explain-the
process of becoming. The metaphysicans, :1$ pointed out before, immediately
brought back the notion of atman or astitva into the Buddhist doctrine when
they began speculating on .bhava, two species of which were "self-nature"
(svabh'ava) and "other-nature" (parabhliva) . Nagarjuna seems to have been
well aware of the Buddh'as discourse on becoming (bhava) and other-becoming
(vibhava) : He realized that this was the life-process or the wandering (saf?Zslira)
that the Buddha spoke of. In addition, he was also aware that, while encourag- ·
ing the people to abandon both becoming and other-becoming, the Buddha
did not present a per-manent and eternal life (bhliva, astitva) or complete an- .
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nihilation (abh7iva, n7islitva) as "freedom" (nirvii11a). This awareness is succinctly presented in XXV .16 quoted above.
If Nagarjuna 's analysis of bhava-vibhava and bhava-abh7iva is compatibl e
with the Buddha's own analysis of bhava-vibhava and atthil1i-n 'atthit7i (aslitvan7istitva), Nagarjuna will be confonted with the same set of problems that the
Buddha faced in explaining freedom .. Thus, after rejecting the explanatio n of
freedom in terms of bh7iva-abh7iva or a combinati on or denial of both
(XXJV.ll-16), in the next two verses Nagarjuna refuses to use such terminology
to explain the freedom attained by the enligh tened one, either while he is still
alive (fi!thamiina = sopadisesa-nibb7ina) or when he passes away (paraf!Z
nirodh7id = anup7idisesa-nibb7ina) (X:XV.17-18) .
. This leads Nagarjuna to make a remark which elicited two polar interpretations:
The life-process has nothing that distinguishes it from freedom.
Freedom has nothing that distinguishes it fr<;>m the life-process.
Whatever is the extremity of freedom and the e~tremity of the
life-process, between them not even the subtlest something is evident (X:XV.19-20).
The two polar interpretat ions to which these statements led are as follows: The
adherents and sympathiz ers of Mahayana has interpreted these statements as
implying essential identity of sarpsara and nirvana, which they recognize as a
uniquely Mahayana view of nirvana that goes beyond even the Buddha's own
explanations. The so-called Theravadi ns for whom such identificat ion is rather
unpalatab le have condemne d it by saying that this represents a complete aberration of the salient teachings of the Buddha as represented in the early
discourses. However, a careful and sympathetic examinati on of these two
stateqlents , placing them specifically in the context in which they were made,
would certainly eliminate such conflicting views and lead to a better
understand ing of both the Buddha and Nagarjuna . In order to do so, it would
be necessary to examine two of the key terms that occur in these two verses,
namely: vi1e!t11!t1 and kofi.
These two terms are better understoo d in the philosophical backgroun d in
which Nagarjuna was writing. Though the backgroun d in which the Buddha
presented his views about nirvana was not as sophisticaed, it was not different.
The distinction made by the essentialists of the pre-Buddh ist tradition between
ordinary human existence (saf!Zs7ira) and the state of freedom (nirv?if!a) led
them to two contradictory conclusions. First, a person has to completely abandon one in order to reach the other. It was not only attachmen t to the senses or
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the objects of sense that had to be abandoned, but the senses or the objects of
sense themselves. Freedom was thus reached on the basis of a non-sensuous insight, and the "freed one" (nibbuta) is one who has developed a f()rm of knowing that transcends all forms of sensory perception, including the duality. of
subject and object. This was the state of nirv'iif!tz enjoyed by the "freed one" as
long as hi~ body, together with the sense$ lasted. However, when that
psychophysical personality is destroyed at death, the "freed one" enters into the
state of eternal and blissful life (brahman). Secondly, since such an absolute
distinction between Stzf!ts'iira and niniiif!tz could not explain how one could
reach a state that is qualitatively distinct, the essentialists also had to believe
that underlying Stzf!tS'iira is the reality (atman) that reaches nirv'iif!tz.
On the one h;md, there is a point at which a transition is made from bondage
to freedom, a transition from one state of existence to somedung that is corn- '
pletefy and absolutely different, so much so that the one has nothing to do with
the other. On the other hand, there is a subtle personality ('iitman) that continued from the time of the origin of existence and which lay concealed within
the psychophysical personality.
With the development ~f metaphysical speculations 1n Buddhism, it was not ·
surprizing to see two similar conclusions reached by these metaphysic!ans,
especially the Sautr'antikas. On the one hand, the Sautrantikas emphasized
distinctions (vife!tzf!tz) in· order to reject a permanent and eternal substance
(svabh'iiva). Yet, when the need arose for an explanation of the identity of
bondage and freedom, they insisted upon a "seed of release" (mo}qa-b'ija) (see
annotation of:XXV.19-20). Thus, the first of these two verses (19) is intended
to reject the Sautrantika notion of distinction (vife!tzf!tz), while the second (20)
purports to deny their conception of "the seed of release", which is not at all
different from the Sarvastivada conception of substance (svabhava).
Before and during Nagarjuna's day, traditional Indian philosophy was also
dominated by two similar e~entialist enterprises, namely, deteqnining identity
(siiropya) and differences (vife!tzf!tz). The speculations of the Sankhya school
concentrated on the problem of identity. The possible influence of this school
on the Sarvastivada theories has already been noted elsewhere. 128 The Vai5e$ika
school, as its name implies, focussed on the distinctions (yiseftJf!tz) in the hope
that such a process would eventually lead to the discovery of the nature of
ultimate reality. Some of the speculations of the Sautrantika school reflect this
trend. The notions of self-nature (svabh'iiva) and other-nature (parabh'iiva) were
the direct results of such an essentialist search.
Thus, when Nagarjuna says: "The life-process has nothing that distinguishes
it from freedom. Freedom has nothing that distinguishes it from the lifeprocess" (XXV .19), to assume that he was presenting an tdentity of StJf!tsijra
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and nirvlif!a would be too hasty a conclusion. In fact, such an assumption
would undermine all the attempts he made to refute the notion of identity in
the preceding chapters. Instead, Nagarjuna's attempt in this chapter is focussed
on a denial of any ultimate substance, a dharma, that would make either.
sa??Zs1ira or nirvlif!a, either bondage or freedom a unique entity and this, indeed, is what is emphasized in the concluding verse: "The Buddha did not teach
the appeasement of all objects, the appeasement of obsessions and the p'eaceful
as something to someone at some place," (:XXV.24)..
The method of criticism adopted here is in no way different from that he
utilized in Chapter I in his rejection of the metaphysical theories of causality. In
that.chapter, there was no denial of a cause (pratyaya) or an effect (artha) and the
arising <?f the latter depending upon the former, so long as these two events and
their mutual dependence is not explained on the basis of a theory of selfnature or other-nature. Similarly, in the present chapter, there is no denial of
the four noble truths that include the fruit and the ultimate fruit
(paramiirtha), so long as these are oot conceived of in the form of unique entities (bh1iva, svabh1iva), which indeed was the way in which the Sarvastivadins
and the Sautrantikas defined dharma. The concluding verse of'this chapter is
not properly explained except in the background of these two definitions,
namely, the Sarvastivada definition of dharma as "that which upholds the unique and general characteristics" (sva-s1im1inya-lak!af!a~ dh1iraf!1il dharmaf?)129
and the Sautrantika definition that refers only to "unique characteristics" (sva-

lak!af!a).Bo

·

26. Human personality and its survival (dv1idas1inga). Any reader who has
ploughed his way through the preceding chapters of Nagarjuna will certainly
be baffled by the contents of Chapter XXVI on the "Examination of the Twelve
Factors" (Dv1idas1inga-paiik!1i). By the time he completed reading the first
twenty-five chapters, wherein the conception of "emptiness" (Hinyat1i) occurs
in almost every other verse, he would be imbued with that concept to such an
extent that it would become a dogma, a daft', rather than a mere method of
analysis. Therefore, Chapter XXVI would make no sense.at all. Thus he would
get the impression that it merely deals with the Hfnay~na doctrine, having no
relevance to the basic teachings of Nagarjuna and, therefore, of Mahayana.
This is confirmed by the fac·t that there is no negative comment made anywhere
in the chapter and no mention of the famous doctrine of emptiness. Another
person can come to a more drastic conclusion. He may assume that this chapter
is like ·an "illegitimate child" and could not be the work of Nagarjuna.
Contrary to all these widely held opinions, we tend to look upon this and
followin~ chapter as the actual conclusion of this most valuable treatise. They

'
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are integral parts of the work, and without them one gets only a distorted view
of Nagarjuna's thoughts.
It was mentioned earlier that the only discourse that Nagarjuna mentions by
name is the Kiity1iyan1ivav1ida, and the signillcance of this fact cannot be overemphasized. Here the Buddha was responding to the question raised by Kaccayana as to what "right view" (sammii-di{!ht) is, compared with "wrong view"
(miccha-diftht). Nagarjuna has devoted most of his energy trying to clarify
what "wrong views" are and occasionaUy spoke of "right views" (see analysis of
chapter XVII). If he had concluded his treatise with Chapter XXV, he would
have read only a section of the Buddha's discourse to Kaccayana and ignored
the Buddha's own · conclusion in that discourse. The two extreme views of
existence and non-existence were rejected by the Buddha, not because he
had no views to propound, but because he had a better or more appropriate
one to offer. And this appropriate view is explained in the conclusion to that
discourse.
The appropriate view is the middle position specified as dependent arising,
which is intended as an explanation of how a human being, conditioned by
various factors, attempts to become this or that and wanders along in a ceaseless
process of births and deaths. The theory of personality consisting of the twelve
factors explaining such becoming thus turns out to be the philosophical middle
position, and the noble eightfold path (magga), avoiding the two extremes of
behavior, represents the practical middle path intended to achieve the.cessation
of that process 'o f becoming (bhava) and suffering (dukkha).
If the Kiity1iyan1ivav1ida served as the foundation of Nagarjuna's philosophy,
and there does not seem to be any doubt about it, it would have been impossible for him to overlook the conclusion of that discourse. This indeed is the rationale for a whole chapter on the concept of a person explained in terms of the
twelvefold formula of causation.

Part IV (Conclusion)
27. Views (diftht). Buddha's denial of a permanent and eternal self (1itman)
and his explanation of the human personality and its survival of death in terms
of the doctrine of dependent arising have remained unpalatable to most
philosophers ever since he presented them. Veridical memories of past existences being connected with present experience as a result of meditation, as in
the case of the Buddha and many other ascetics, and sometimes without any
such practice or effort, m have received a two-fold interpretation in the hands
of these philosophers. Some have assumed the existence of a permanent and
~ternal self or substratum to account for such phenomena, even in the absence
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of so-called empirica~ evidence (empiricism as understood by the Buddha?) to
support the belief in a permanent and eternal self. These are the eternalists
(sassata-vadin). Others have rejected not only the belief in a permaneilt and
eternal self but also the veridical, though sporadic, memories as mere
hallucinations of deranged minds. These are the annihilationists (ucchedavadin). These two views have prevailed in the world until the present day, just
as similar views regarding the relationship between cause and effect have
survived. The reasons for the prevalence of such views were explained briefly
by the Buddha in the Kaccayanagott-sutta when he spoke of inclinations
(upaya), grasping (upadana), and involvement (abhinivesa) on the part of
the human beings. More detailed explanations were given in other discourses.
Whether there were to be veridical memories of past lives or not, the Buddha
recognized that human beings were prone to ask three types of questions
regarding existence:m
1.

2.

"Did I exist in the past or not?" (Ahosit?Z nu kho afftam addhanaf?Z, na nu kho ahosit?Z afftam addhanaf?Z). This, according to the Buddha, pertains to the prior end of existence
(pubbanta), and is prompted by a desire to know the first
beginnig of things, including oneself.
"Will I exist in the future oi: not?" (Bhavirsami nu kho

anagata'f!l addhanaf?Z, na nu kho bhavirsami anagata'f!l addh?inaf!t). This pertains to the future and is prompted by a
3.

desire to know the final end .of things, including one's own
destiny.
"Do I exist in the present, or do I not exist in the present?"
(Ahat?Z nu kho asmi, no nu kho asmz). This pertains to the
status of one's present existence.

The Buddha felt that such speculations led to a wide variety of views (di({ht),
sixty-two a5 -specified in the BrahmaJala-suttanta, 133 of which permanent ~x
istence (atthita, sassata-di!{ht) and annihil~tion (n'atthita, uccheda-di{{hz) are
foremost .. Even though the Buddha recognized veridical memories of past ex:
istences, yet because of the absence of any empirical evidence to support the
hypoti;lesis of a permanent and eternal subStratum as well as the difficulties involved in _predicting future ev~nts with absolute certainty, the Buddha questioned his disciples as to whether it is appropriate for them to "brood ovei: the
past" (pubbanla"tJ- pa{idhaveyyath.a) or long for the future (apar?intaf!l;
adhiiveyyatha) or be unnecessarily skeptical about the present (paccuppannaf!t
addh?inaf?Z ajjhattat?Z kathat?Zkatl:ii assatha) . He advised . them that instead,
with the resources available, they should tty to understand things as they have
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come to be (yatliiibhukJf!J) and work out freedom from suffering. Getting
enamoured of any view, whether it is appropriate or inappropriate, would lead
to further bondage and suffering. Hence the Buddtta's advice to his disciples:
"Without grasping on to a view, being endowed with proper perception and
morality, and having restrained one's greed for pleasures of sense, one avoids a
furore birth. "u4
It is sign.ificant to note that Nigarjuna's final chapter on "Views'' (dz"rfhz)
deals with the same issues. He begins his chapter with a reference to the three
epistemological inquiries of human beings in relation to the past, present, and
future, which give rise to various views on the nature of man and the universe.
The first three verses present in identical terms the Buddha's own explimatiop
of these views as stated in the passage from. the MaJj"hima-nik1iya quoted above.
These inquifies.and graspings (up1idiina) are then understood as the reason for
the variety of views discussed in verses 4-28. As the notes on these verses would
indicate, these twenty-five verses deal with the variety of views discussed by the
Buddha in the Brahmajiila-suttanta, thus providing undeniable evidence that
Nagarjuna had access to most of the discourses of the Buddha· that came to be
preserved in the Nikayas and the Agamas, and that he was merely restating the
original .message of the 'Buddha rather, than providing a philosophical justification of a sectarian view.
The variety of wrong views (micch1i-dt"!fhz) was rejected by the Buddha
primarily on pragmatic grounds, that is, because they do not lead to freedom
and happiness. m They neither bring about worldly fruits (attha) nor they contribute to the ultimate fruit (paramattha), i.e .• freedom and happiness. Instead
they lead to dogmatism, conflict, and suffering. The "middle position" as the
right view (samm1i-diftht), whether it be dependent arising (paficcasamupp1ida) or non-substantiality (anatia), or as Nigarjuna puts it, "absente of selfnatu.re" (nif!svabh1iva) or emptiness (funyat1i), leads to worldly fruits as well as
the ultimate.fruit. However, if that right view were to become another dogma,
it would certainly contribute to conflict and suffer1ng, thereby losing its
pragmatic value. In other words, a right view is one for which there cannot
be grasping, for if one were to grasp it it would turn out to be a closed view not
an open one. This explains why Nigarjuna concludes his chapter on "views,"
and along with it his famous treatise, with asalutation to the Buddha, a salutation that clearly reflects . his knowledge of the Buddha's attitude towards
dogmative views (as embodied in the verse quoted previously): .

I reverently bow to Gaut:ama who, out of compassion, has taught
the true doctrine for th'e relinquishing ·of alf views. (XXVII.30)
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NAGAR]UNA'S PHILOSOPHICAL ENTERPRISE

The above analysis of the contents ofNagarjuna's Kiirika and the annotation
of individual verses that follow provide ample evidence to support the view that
his primary objective was to reject the substantialist or essentialist thought that
emerged in the Buddhist philosophical tradition as a result ofthe speculations
of the Sarvastivadins and the Sautrantikas. The fact that he depended upon the
teachings embodied in the early discourses, or the fact that the Kiirika is here
looked upon as a grand commentary on the K/ICcayanagotta-sutta, in no way
minimize his contribution to the history of Buddhist ·thought. What is most
significant is the manner in which he proceeded to examine the subtle and
complex metaphysical issues that blinded the Sarvastivadins and the
Sautrantikas in a background in which speculative philosophy had reached a
high watermark, both among the Buddhists and the traditional Indian
philosophers. Nagarjuna probed into almost every aspect of their speculations,
whether relating to epistemology, ontology, moral philosophy, or philosophy
of language. He linked disjointed concepts and dissolved the hardened and the
solidified. Concepts of identity and difference, substance and quality: selfnature and other-nature, permanence a.rid annihilation, eve·o in their most subtle and imperceptible forms, never escaped his penetrating intellect. It see~s as
if he had read the Buddhist discourses, manuals, and commentaries, examining
every sentence, every word, and every syllable. Even if one cannot discover any
tangible evidence to provide that he was a "freed. one", a nirorta, the Kiirika,
indeed, bears ample testimony to his supreme inteHectual stature.

Epistemological lnpestigations
N:igarjuna was an empiricist par excellence. However, the fundamintal
metaphysical assertion of most rationalists, and even the empiricists during his
day, was the cogito, the atman that sees itself before it comes to perceive
anything else. Nagarjuna had no hesitation in demolishing this metaphysical
idea at the very outset. "Seeing oneself' (svatmfinaf!J darfanaf!J) is rejected, not
on the basis of any dialectical argument, but simply on the grounds of its nonavailability (III.2). Comparable to the manner in which David Hume refused to
accept the notion of a cogito, Nagarjuna proceeds to show that the so-called
process of "seeing oneself' is rio more than "the arising of consciousness
·depending upon the eye and visible form" (cak,u-rupe pralityaivam ukto
vijfJana-saf!tbhavaf?), Ill. 7), that is, a perception of some tolor', shape. etc.
However, Nagarjuna differs from Hume in not recognizing these ;perceptionS
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as momentary and discrete impressions on the basis of which we construct our
world-view. Momentariness, along with its philosophically unacceptable consequences, was rejected, especially in his treatment of "motion" (gafiigata, II)
and "time" (kiila, XIX).
That Nagarjuna was rejecting sense experience in favor ofa special intuition
is not at all evident from his treatment of sense experience in Chapter Ill. His
relentless criticism of a metaphysical cogito does not mean that he was evading
the problem. On the contrary, he was quoting a statement from the Buddha to
show what a non-metaphysical description of sense experience could be. That
description in terms of "dependence" is further elaborated in Chapter XXVI
where he presented a quite positive explanation of the human personality as
well as its experiences.
·
Indeed, if "emptiness" (1unyatii) were to be an "ultimate reality," there was
no reason why Nagarjuna should not have devoted at least one chapter of his
work solely to explicate this conception· and provide information regarding its
epistemological basis. At least a chapter on "wisdom" (jniina), explaining how
it penetrates into the ineffable ultimate truth, abolishing all linguistic conventions in the process, would have established the basic philosophical standpoint
attributed to the Mahayana schools by most classical and modern scholars. No
such attempt is made in the Kiirikii. On the contrary, the term that he ·most frequently uses is plliyati, meaning. "perceives." He uses it in the same serise in
which the Buddha utilized it in ·th~- "Discourse to Katyayana." Often what he
claims not to perceive (na pafyatt) is self-nature or substance (svabhiiva) or permanent existence (bhiiva, astitva). What he claims to perceive (pafyatt) is
dependently arisen phenomena as well :~ dependent arising. Such perceptions
are not presented as the results of a special intuitioq; but primarily of the
absence of ignorance. (avidyii) or confusion (muii) crea'ted by one's dispositions
or inclinations for tbe extremes of substantial existence and nihilistic noneXJstence.
.
Picking up the most important epistemological the.JI?.e from the Buddha's
discourse to Katyayana, Nagarjuna is insisting that when one perceives through
widsom (jflana) the. arising and ceasing of phenomena, one abandons the two
metaphysical explanations of that experience. Indeed, die theme that is emphasized is not the perception,of a non-arising and non-ceasing ultimate truth,
but rather the non-perception of a metaphy~ical entity that is non-arising and
non-ceasing. Thus, for Nagarjuna, sense exPFrie~ce , explained as a process of
dependence, serves as the foundation of human knowledge. Concentrating his
attention on this foundation of human knowledge and understanding, Nagarjuna not only leaves out any discussion of special intuitions not related to sense
experience, but also avoids any reference to the so-called "extraordinary perceptions" (abhijflii) , probably because such perceptions had by this time come to be
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considered absolutely independent of sensory experience, even though this was
not the way in which the Buddha perceived them.n 6 Nagarjuna may have been
aware that, even according to the Buddha, human beings whose six sensory
faculties are not functioning properly could not develop such perceptions. For
example,' in the early discourses, one cannot come across any reference to someone who is blind by birth developing "clairvoyance" (dibba-cakkhu) or one who
is deaf evolving the capacity for "dairaudience"' (dibba-sota).
Furthermore, Nagarjuna seems to have directed his attention more to the
fundamental problems that generated metaphysical theories. And the problem
of sense experience, indeed, was at the very top of that list.
As reiterated in the above analysis of the Kiirika as well as in the annotation
of the text that follows, the empiricist Nagarjuna continued to insist upon
evidence from experience for any idea before it is accepted. The repeated us of
the phrasses: na vidyata (meaning "not evident," "not known," "not
perceived," etc.) and nopalabhyate (implying "not obtained" or "not
available") bears ample testimony to his predominantly empiricist attitude. In
the absence of any positive evidence that Nagarjuna rejected sense experience
and accepted a higher "intuition," there is no reason to doubt that he was calling for evidence that is provided by sense experience. In fact, whenever the
phrase na upapadyate ("is not proper," "not appropriate") is used to dc;scribe a
situation, it would often follow a statement implying that it is not evident (na
vidyata). This means that rational or logical arguments attempting to draw implications need to be strongly grounded on empirically verified permises. f.
thesis had to be first found fault with before its antithesis is faulted. "Selfnature is not evident" (na hi svabhavo ... vidyate), not because "othernature" (parabhava) is not evident, as would seem to be the case if Nagarjuna
'
were to merely
utilize. the method of reductio ad absurdum (prasaitga). Selfnature (svabhava) is not evident, because it is not available in experience. It is
only after such a straightforward empirical statement that Nagarjuna proceeds
to reject "other-nature" (parabhava), for this latter would make no sense
without the conception of "self-nature." Indeed, it is the unknowability of selfn.ature (avtdyam?ine svabhave) that destroys the very conceptioh of othernature (1.3), not simply the relativity of the two differentiated concepts.

Ontology
Just as much as the assertion of a cogito led to the belief in a substantial
agent, apudgala, the lop-sided attempt to dissolve that concept insisting tbat it .
is dependent upon the elements of experience (dharma)' led to a substantialise
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view releating to the objective world. The conception of a person was replaced
by a substantial world. The Buddha had spoken of obsession (Prapaflca) as the
reason for such world-views. Hence his emphasis on the "appeasement of obsessions" (Prapaflcopafama) ~a mea.ns of overcoming metaphysics. Looking at the
philosophical background in which the objective world had replaced the cogito
as an ultimate reality, Nagarjuna was more specific in insisting upon the "appeasement of the objecf' (drfZ!fllvyopaiama) as a means to attaining true
knowledge (V.8).
In fact, the Sarvastivadins and Sauttancikas, while denying the substantiality
of the human person (pudgala), had moved to the other extreme of admitting
the substantiality of elements, (dharma). This problem being foremost in
Nagarjuna's mind, he devoted the second parr of his treatise to its refutation.
In this case, he realized that even critical philosophy had fallen prey to the ordinary human search for security and absolute certaincy when philosophers,
compelled to give up something that provided them with some sort of certainty
(and in this case the cogito), were clinging like leeches to an obje<;tive world as
an ultimate reality.
IfNagarjuna were to be an empiricist like the Buddha, he could not confine
himself to a world of abstract ideas. He knew that the Buddha was a "verificationist" (ehipassika) and that this involved concrete "identification" (to use a
term popular in modern philosophy). m Thus, the conception of a person
begins with an identifiable and re-identifiable "form" (rupa). While the .6uddha recognized the possibility of experiencing formless (arupa) states, it is not
very clear whether he had accepted "formless" persons. However, unlike some
moder'n philosophers who would consider the "body" or material form to be
fundamental and, therefore, ultimately real, leaving all other constituents as
being secondary, the Buddha would merely look upon the "body" as a
necessary but not sufficient part of the human person. For him, feeling
(vedanii) , perception (saflfla), dispositions (sankhara), and consciousness
(viflfllit!a) were as important as the material body in making any identification
or re-identification. Thus, the elimination of the cogito by explaining it as
something that is dependently arisen (pa{iccasamuppanna) did not mean the
recognition of the ultimate reality of these conditions upon which it depended.
Hence the Buddha's famous dictum: "All things are non-substantial" (sabbe
dhamma anattli).

For this reason, Nagarjuna's first major enterprise in the Klirika is to
establish the non-substantiality of the elements (dharma-nairatmya). This called for a critique of the Sarvastivada conception of substance (svabhava). As
mentioned earlier, the epistemological method by which he tried to achieve
this was "appeal to·experience". In other words·, he was calling for identification
of substance, which none of his opponents were able to do. ·
However, Nagarjuna believed that an identification of an event can be made
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on .the basis of"fruit" or "effect" (artha), for, according to him, in the absence
of a fruit, one cannot speak of a condition or non-condition (1.14). This is a
pragmatic theory of truth or reality. However, if his. substantialise opponents
were to insist that the substance can be identified through its fruit or effect,
Nagarjuna's immediate response is that the fruit or effect is dependent upon a
condition (or a set of conditions), whereas substance is not. The ·definition of
substance (svabhiiva) as "having its own (svo) existence (bhiivo)" stood in the
way ofNagarjuna accepting his opponent's explanation .. "How can a substance
be conditioned?" (svabhiivaf? krtako tilima .bhavi1yati puna!? kathaf!l , XV.2)
grumbled Nagarjuna. For him, the conception of a "dependent substance" was
no more t~an a $elf-contradiction (XV.l).
Having criticized the substantialise theory of elements (dharma), Nagarjuna
had to return once again to the conception of a person, even though he had
begun his treatment of the non-substantiality of elements by rejecting . a.
substantialise conception of a person (Chapter III). The reason for this is not far
to seek. The Sautrantikas, who had· themselves rejected the Sarvastivada conception of substance (svabhiiva), were surreptitiously introducing a subtle personality (pudgala) to account for human behavior, ~oral responsibility, bondage; and freedom. Chapters XVI-XXVI were, therefore, devoted to the ex.pla:nition of the human personality without falling into the substantialise trap.
Unlike some· of his predecessors and' most of his fnodern day adffiirers,
Nagarjuna was indeed cognisant of the possible dangers involved in a "nonsubstantialise discourse:;• He was aware that the idea of non-substantiality could
eliminate even the empirical conception of a person (pudgala), and of elements
(dharma) and enthrone itself as the ultimate truth or reality. Hence his rather
bold declaration: "Those who are possessed of ~he view of emptiness are 'Said to
be ·incorrigible." (XIII. 8)
· .
An absolutistic view of emptiness would certainly contradict his empiricist
method that calls for identification as a test of truth or reality. "Nonsubstaruiality" (nairatmya) or "emptiness" (funyata), taken in themselves,
would be as abstract and unidentifiable as a substance (svabhiiva). Indeed, as
pointed out earlier, the notion of a substance was rejected because it could not
be identified with anything in experience. Therefore, there was no excuse what·
soever for repla~ing "substance" with an equally undefinable or unidentifiable
conception of . "emptiness" or ·"nothingness." "Emptiness!' (fUnyata)
distinguished from "the empty" (fUnya), "non-suJ>st;tntiality" (nairi!itmya)
separated from "the non-substantial" (nairi!itmya-dharma) or "dependent arising" (prafityasamutpi!ida) differendated from "the dependently · arisen"
(pratityasamutpanna-dharma) would be as unidentifiable and therefore
nonsensical as any other · metaphysical conception · that · Nagarjuna . w'as
endeavor1og to refute.
Thus, for Nagarjuna, emptiness (fiinyati!i) was no more than what is implied
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in the statement: "All this is empty" (sarvam ida'f!l funyam). The statement,
"All this is empty," is not identical with the statement, "All is empty," (sarvaf?Z
funyam). In fact, as pointed out in the annotation, nowhere in the Kiirikii can
one come across an absolute statement such as "All is empty." It is indeed
significant that even when making a universalized statement Nagarjuna retains
the demonstrative "this" (ida'f!l) in order to eliminate the absolutist sting.
The question whether one can speak of "emptiness" (fUnyatii) of
"emptiness" (Sunyatii) is often raised in discussions of Nagarjuna's "!Jliddle
way." For example, one could maintain that "emptiness" itself is an identifiable particular on the basis of which a universal "emptiness" could be identified. The language utlized by Nagarjuna does not permit such a flight into
the realm of the Absolute. His conception of "the empty" (fUnya) is a particular. Yet this particular is not equivalent to a particular "emptiness"
(funyatii) abstracted from a concrete situation. To move from "the empty" to
"emptiness" is an altogether different process. The former is grounded in an experienced situation of an event with a characteristic, while the later begins with
a characteristic sans the event.
This careful avoidance of any absolutism or substantialism in relation to the
conception of "dependent arising" (prafityasamu~piida) as well as "emptiness"
(funyatii) was declared by Nigarjuna as the "middle path" (pra#pat saiva
madhyamli, XXIV.18). That "emptiness" is a "dependent convention"
(upadiiya prajnaptt), for it is dependent upon and, therefore, identifiable in
terms of, "the empty" (fUnya). Nagarjurta asserts that" "emp tiness" so identified would eliminate any dogmatism or obsession (adhilaya) and , along with
it, any erroneous views (do,Ja-prasanga, XXIV.l3).
This, undoubtedly. is a beautiful restoration of the Buddha's conception of
"non-substantiality" (anatta). However, the modern interpretation of Nigarjuna seems to move in a totally different directon. Modern scholars, favoring an
interpretation by Candrakrti made known to them by T. R. V. Murti, insist
that Nagarjuna had no thesis of his own (svapak!a) to present. This Vedantic
interpretation presents Nigarjuna as a critical or analytical philosopher whose
sole funciton was to criticize or analyse (vigraha) views presented by others
without having to recognize or uphold a view of his own. Such ari interpretation has led to two more related theories being anributed to Nigarjuna. The
ftrst is the admission of the inadequacy of conceptual thinking, and therefore
of language, to express the ultimate truth. The second is the attribution of a
concept of ultimate truth in the form of "absolute emptiness" or "absolute
nothingness" inexpressible through ordinary human linguistic apparatus.
Thus, we are led to one of the most troublesome questions relating to Nagarjuna's philosoph.ical enterprise.
In the annotation of the dedicatory verses of the Kiirikii, we have suggested a
different reading which would make it possible for Nagarjuna to make the
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claim that he is presenting a right view (samyag-do!t) when refuting the inappropriate views advocated by his opponents. Furthermore, Nagarjuna clearly
indicateS that philosophical enterprise consists not only of analysis (vigraha) but
aJso explanation (vjiikhjiina) (IV.9). This would provide legitimation for the
most positive explanation of the Buddha's view in Chapter XXVI, in addition
to other positive statements made by Nagarjuna elseWhere (e.g., Chapter

XVII).
However, the two most troublesome questions regarding ultimate re~ty and
the inadequcy of language still remain, primarily because of the manner in
which the Vedaotic scholars interpreted three related terms utilized by Nagarju:Oa. '.These are pramiirtha, nirvikalpa, and saf?Zvrti.
·
For most scholars who have been nurtured in a predominantly substantialist
philosophical or religious tradition, paramartha means "ultimate reality," nirvikalpa implied "the non-conceptulll," and SiZf?lvrti stood for "lat:tguage." In
understanding these three terms in this manner, did modern translators and interpreters impose their own substantialist outlook on Nagarjuna's thought?
The first test of the validity ofsuch translations would be a comparison of the
implications of these three translations with the Buddha's own conceptions of
"dependent arising" (prafityasamutpada) and "non-substantiality" (aniitman),
all of which Nagarjuna accepted with reverence.

Phtlosophy of Language
The term saf?Zvrti (Pali, sammutt) was never used in the early discourses
to refer exclusively to language. Analysing the Buddha's philosophy on the
basis of the early discourses, it Vfas pointed out that sammuti, voh1ira, and
paflfiatti were terms used to refer to any convention, not merely linguistic conveiuion. The specific terms used by the Buddha to refer to language are nirutti
(etymology) and adhivaeana (definition or semantics). Nagarjuna's use of the
term abhidheya, meaning "that which is to be designated," (XVIII. 7) would
provide us with a term that he may have used if he had a need for referring to
language. Such ll. term would be adhidh1ina and would not be semantically
much different from the term adhivacana used by the Buddha.
However, for mgarjuna, the abhidheya or "that which is to be designated"
ceases with the cessation of cittt1-gocara ("the ojbect of thought"). Thus,
anything that is not the object of thought, that is non-conceptual (nirvikalpa),
,is also not describable. If so, Nagarjuna had no reason to compose more than
four hundred verses trying to explain the indescribable. It would be a fruitless
attempt on the part of any philosopher, let alone one who is extolled as an
"enlightened one" (buddha).
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If Nagarjuna was trying to explain something and in that process was utilizing language, he would be dealing with the conceptual or the object of thought
(citta-gocara). Accordingly, anything that is conceptual would also be the object of thought, and the non-conceptual (niroikalpa) could not be an object of
thought. A truth that cannot be thought of, let alone one that cannot be
spoken o( would be as metaphysical as the conception of 1itman in the
Brahmanical speculations. Niroikalpa would, therefore, mean something else.
In the course of the analysis of the Kiirikii, it was pointed out that Nagarjuna
was critical of a specific form of discrimination, a discrimination that produced
polarities in human thinking. These consisted of existence and non-existence,
substance and quality, self-nature and other-nature, permanence and annihilation. In such a context, nirvikalpa would refer to polar discriminations, not any
and evety form of discrimination.
This leads us to one of the most controversial discriminations that the
metaphysicians of the Buddhist tradition as well as their counterparts of other
substantialise traditions made with regard to bondage and freedom. Chapter
XXV of the Kiin"k'li is devoted to an analysis of this metaphysical issue. In
Chapter XXIV, when Nagarjuna spoke of sa?'(Jvrti and vyavah'lira on the one
hand and paramiirtha on the other, he was paving his way for a discussion of
the discrimination between bondage and freedom.
Nagarjuna, who provided every indication that he had read the early
discourses, could not have been unaware that the Buddha used the terms sammuti and voh'lira (vyavahtira) more often in the sense of moral conventions.
These moral conventions pertained to good (dharma) and bad•(adharma).
Thus, whenever he used the term vyavahtira, Nagarjuna was referring to the
moral conventions of good and bad (dharma-adharma) (XXIV.36) or merit and
demerit (pu1Jya-ptipa) (XVII .24). These moral conventions are accepted not
because they are mere conventions agreed upon by consensus but because they
work. They are pragmatically grounded. They produce fruits or consequences
(artha). Such conventions provide a basis for ideal conventions referred to as
paramfirlha ("highest fruit or consequence"). Yet, to safeguard the ideal from
becoming a mere ideal and not a fact, Nagarjuna insists upon the
dependence of the ideal on the concrete. A quotation from William J ames,
even though extensive, seems to be relevant here.
If the ethical philosopher were only asking after the best imaginable system of goods he would indeed have an easy task; for all
demands as such are prima facie respectable, and the best simply
imaginary world would be one in which every demand was gratified
as soon as made. Such a world would, however, have to have a
physical constitution entirely different from that of the one which
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we inhabit. It would need not only space, but a time, of n-dimensions, to include all the acts and experiences incompatible with one
another here below, which would then go on in conjunction - such
as spending our money, yet growing rich; taking a holiday, yet get·
ting ahead with our work; shooting and fishing, yet doing no hurt
to the beasts; gaining no end of e~rience, yet keeping our
youthful freshness of heart; and the like. There can be no question
that such a system of things, however brought about, would be the
absolutely ideal system; and that if a philosopher could create
universes a priori, and provide all the mechanical conditions, that is
the sort of universe which he should unhesitatingly create.
But this world of ours is made on an entirely different pattern,
and the casuistic question is here most tragically practical. The actually possible in this world is vastly narrower than all that is
demanded; and there is always a pinch between the ideal and the
actual which can only be got through by leaving part of the ideal
behind. 138
In a similar way, Nigarjuna, following the pragmatic teachings of the Buddha, could not divorce paramiirtha from sa~vrli (i.e., the ultimate fruit from
the fruit of everyday life of a human being). Just as much as "emptiness" is based
upon "the empty," even so paramiirtha had to be based upon the Sl1f!Z11(1i.
Without any reference to the concrete concepts of good, any notion of ultimate
or ideal good would be not only meaningless but also "fruitless" (an-artha) and
terribly harmful (as proven by many such instances in the history of mankind).
Thus, for Nigarjuna, ultimate good is not one that transcends ordinary notions
of good, but merely an extension of the so-called goodness recognized in everyday life (ryavah'iira).
The sharp dichotomy between the ordinary notion of good and the ideal
good is thus broken down. It is significant to note that when speaking of two
truths Nagarjuna· utilized the terms sa~vrti and param'iirtha. Yet, when he
proceeded to explain their relationship, he utilized the term vyavah'iira, thereby
establishing the synonymity of saf!Zvrti and vyavah'iira. The fact that Nigarjuna
was not prepared to create an unbridgeable chasm between sa~vrti or
ryavah'iira on the one hand and paramiirtha on the other is clearly expressed in
his famous stat~ment that without the former the latter is not expressed
(vyavaharam anairitya paramiirtho na deiyate, XXIV .10).
Similarly, without understandl.ng the ultimate fruit, freedom is not obtained
(param'iirtham an'iigamya nirv'iif!a~ niidhigamyate, ibid.). This would mean
that freedom (nirv'iif!a) itself is not·something to be sharply distinguished ftom
Stlf!ZS'iira or ordinary human life, even though they are not identical. Freedom
would not be absolute freedom that has nothing to do with human life. It is no
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more than the absence of certain constraints (such as greed, hatred, and' confusion) in the life of a human being. It is, therefore, the life of an ordinary
human being that is gradually transformed, through the cultivation of moral
precepts, into one of moral perfection. This transformation ~rather than
transcendence) is what is implied by nirziii?Ja.

Moral Philosophy
The moral life that leads to the transformation of the human personality is
clearly explained by Nigarjuna in Chapter XVII. The absolutistic interpretation
of Nagarjuna's conception of "emptiness" constrained many of his mqdern admirers from discussing his views regarding karma and' survival,
even thoug~ these were part and parcel of the Buddha's teachings. The discussion of karma and survival in the KJirz'ka was thus considered to be
"ffinayanistic," having nothing to do with the so-called Mahayana. As such,
the Buddha's own views regarding these issues turn out to be "ffinayanistic" or,
at least, were intended for those low-witted disciples who surrounded him.
Contrary to this view, our analysis of the contents of Chapter XVII , placed in
the background in which Nagarjuna lived, shows that he was more positive
than his modern day disciples in his treatment of karma and survival. Nagarjuna's major endeavor in this chapter is to rescue the Budda's discourse on
mora) responsibility from the havoc created by the substantialist thinkers who
assumed karma to be either substantial or performed. by a substantial agent.
His was not an attempt to dissolve the conception of karma in favor of an absolutistic ·notion of "emptiness."
Indeed, the chapter begins with a reference to the Supreme Sage (paramam)
whose doctrine he was about to expound. Spe:lking of the morally good life,
Nagarjuna uses the term dharma, instead of karma, and this may have confounded the modern interpreters. The term dharma, as explained earlier in the
discussion of the Buddha's philosophy, was used both in an ontological sense
and in an ethical context. Nigarjuna himself followed this practice, as indicated in the annotation of the KJirz'kii (see XXIV.36). Thus, ·i n the ·present
context too, dharma means good karma and these are identified as (i) self-.
restraint, and ( ii) benefitting others. Nagarjuna's selection of these two types of
action as the foundation of moral behavior is significant: They are an echo of
the Buddha's own first sermon to the world that advocated a middle path between two extremes of seif-indulgence and self-mortification. The "Middle
Way" (miidhyamika) philosopher par excellence could nof have ignored the
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ethical middle path of the B~ddha. He knew the implications of that flrst sermon. Self-restraint, · but not self-mortification or self-immolation, constitutes
one· of the foundations of moral life. In this regard, Nigarjuna was not advocating the extremist form of behav.ior sometimes extolled as the ideal of a
bodhisattva both in the Theravada and in the Mahayana. Self-restraint is a
necessary prerequisite for any altruistic activity, which is the second of the virtues extol.led by Nigarjuna as a "friendly way" (maitra~ dharma~).
The implicacions'of the moral life recommended here should not go unnoticed.
In spite of the exceedingly popular theme emerging among the Buddhists during Nigarjuna's day that emphasized extreme altruism, Nigarjuna seems to be
playing a rather moderate tune recognizing the Buddha's own words in the
Dhammapada (166): "One should not neglect one's own welfare through excessive altruism. Having understood one's own welfare, one should be devoted
to true welfare."
A reader of the early discourses cannot but be impressed by the ideal of
human behavior advocated by the Buddha. The noblest person according to
the Buddha is one who avoids suffering for himself as well as others (attabytibtidha, parabytibtidha). 139 Thus, a noble action should be one that contribl,ltes to one~s own happiness as well as the happiness of others. This involves
'
the recognition that,
while. abandoning a belief in a metaphysical self, one has
to. cultivate compassion for one's own .person. At the same time such compassion should be extended to others as well. Nigarjuna seems to have picked up
this theme well when, unlike many Buddhist writers of his day, he emphasised
that self-restraint and benefitting others are both acts of friendliness (maitram) .
He was simply insisting: "Be a friend to yourself and be a friend to others." This
would certainly be opposed to the ideal that calls for complete and unqualified
self-sacrifice, including self-immolation. Thus Nigarjuna, the founder of the
"Middle Way" (Miidhyamika) school, could not have recommended a more
sober moral life than one which avoids the two extremes of destroying onself
and destroying others .
. These two friendly ways are recommended by Nigarjuna because they are
fruitful not only in the present life (iha) but also in an after-life (pretya). There
could be no doubt that here he was recognizing dte possibility of human survival. The s~stira or "life-process" referred to at XXlV..lO need not be confmed
to this present life t lone. On the contrary, it refers to the continuity of tHe lifeprocess through several births and deaths, referred to as punabbhava in the early
discourses. That continuity. along with its attendant suffering, is to be
eliminated by the development of. wisdom (jntina) which for Nigarjuna consists in the avoidance of all metaphysical views (drift).
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Knowledge Leading To Freedom
Knowledge that leads to freedom is not omruscience (saroajnafii). Nowhere
in the Kiinlia does Nagarjuna refer to omniscience, even though it w~ a
popular theme among the Theravadins and the Mahayanists. In the absence of
omniscience, what form of knowledge could lead · man from bondage to
freedom? Nagarjuna refers to "a wise one" (vidviin) who, _through his perception of the nature of truth (tattva-darfantit), does not accumulate dispositions
(sa'f(lskiira) that lead to wandering (sa'f(lsiira)(XXVI.lO). Thus, for Nagarjuna,
as it was with the Buddha, the problem lies in the accumulation and pursuit of
one's dispositions. Yet without following the dispositions a human being is
unable to deal with the rather complex and excessive sensory input. The "~ig
blooming buzzing confusion" of experience has to be faced without the aid of
omniscience. The task is rendered extremely difficult because the dispositional
tendencies that ~e a necessary I)leans of dealing with such experience also lead
to extremes, especially when these dispositions are do~inated by one's likes
and dislikes. When they are dominated by likes and dislikes, they produce
perspectives on the basis of which one looks at the world, two of these being
eternalism and annihilationism. In order to adopt a middle path avoiding these
two extremes, one needs to eliminate th~ likes arid dislikes and thereby appease
one'~ dispositions. A person who has .achieved the state of the· appeasement of
disposiiions (sa'f(lskiiropafama) (and this would include the appeasement of the
object of perception (dra!{avyopafama), whether that obje~t be the cogito or
the real external world) is said to have attained enlightentrient and freedom.
Such a person is enlightened because he comes to perceive things as they have
come to be (yathiibhutajfliina = tativadarfana), and he is free because he' does
not ad~ere to any dogmatic view that rules out other possibilities. The difference between a ~etaphysic.a! view criticized by the Buddha as well as Nagarjuna and the "middle position;' (madhyamiipratipat) accepted by both is that
the former is a closed view while the lat.ter is an open one. An open view does
not subscribe to an absolu't e discrimination as either I or. The very idea of openness imiplies non-grasping (anupiidana). Thus, when both the Buddha. and·
Nagarjuna emphasiied the renunciation of all views (iaroa-dr~tt~prahii'!a),
they were insisting upon abandoning all forms of dogmatism with regard to
views. For them, non-attachment to views does not necessarily mean having
"no-views."
.
Inappropriate rend~ring of Sanskrit terms into English seems to have contributed in some measure toward the myth that Nagarjuna had no view to express.t4o The passage often quoted in support of this myth occurs in
Nagarjuna's Vigrahavyiivartani_ (29): "If I would make any commitment whatever,
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from that I would incur such error. On the contrary, I do not have a commitment.
Therefore, there is no error on my pan."
The term that occur~ here is pratijlfa, which has been translated as a simple
proposition or statement. It is much more than a simple proposition or statement. It is a commitnient and should be contrasted with vyakhyana, "explanation," (IV.9). While avoiding the former, Nigarjuna continued to resort to the
latter (see also XVII.13, etc.).· As such, it would be highly inappropriate to
compare Nagarjuna's philosophical method with that of Ludwig Wittgenstein,
for example by quoting him as follows: "Philosophy simply puts everything
before us, and neither explains nor deduces anything. -Since everything lies
open to view, there is nothing to explain. " 14 1 In fact, this quotation
misrepresents Wittgenstein's own approach to metaphysics: The most important part of the statement has been omitted. It reads.: "For what is hidden, for
example, is of no interest to us." If this crucial statement is retained, then Wittgenstein's thought can certainly be compared with Nigarjuna's or even the
Buddha's. This omitted part of the statement makes it abundantly clear that
what Wittgenstein was not willing to explain is "what is hidden," and this
"something" is, indeed, comparable to what Nigarjuna was referring to as
kif!Jcit or ka.fcit; ·that is, the hidden substance in phenomena. Neither "the
empty" (f~nya) nor "emptiness" (fUnyalii) , neither "the dependentiy arisen"
(prafftyasamutpanna) nor "dependent arising" (prafftyasamutpada) represent
a hidden something which Nigarjuna was reluctant to explain. On the contrary, if it can be shown that Wittgenstein did not provide any explanation of
experience , or did not attempt to formulate in linguistic terms what a true experience is, as opposed to a confused one, then he could certainly be enlightened
by the language of "emptiness" or of "dependence~· adopted by the Buddha
and Nigarjuna.
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SANSKRIT TEXT,
TRANSLATION AND
ANNOTATION _ _ __
.

.

DEDICATORY VERSES

Anirodham anutpiidam anucchedam afiifvatar?t,
anekiirtham aniiniirtham aniigamam anirgamaf!J,
yal{ pralityasamutpadaf!l prapafJcopafamaf!Jfivaf!J,
desayamasa saf!Jbuddhaf? tar?~ vande vandataf!J varaf!l.

I salute him, . the fully enlightened, the best of speakers, who
preached the non-ceasing and . the non-arising, the ~on
annihilation and the non-permanence, the non-identity and the
non-difference, the non-appearance and the non-disappearance,
the dependent arising, .the appeasement of obsessions and the
auspiCIOus.
Madhyamakavrttif?, ed. L. de la Vallee Poussin [abbreviated MKV(P)),p.ll;

ed. P.L. Vaidya, (abbreviated MKV(r-?. p.4.
These introductory verses appear to be equivocal and therefore could account for
most of the coflflicting views in the two major Madhyamika traditions: (1)
those of the Prasarigikas, represented by Candrak1rti and attributed by him to
the earlier Madhyamika philosophers like Aryadeva and Buddhapalita, who
recognized no views and merely utilized the reductio ad absurdum method to,
refute the views of their opponents; and (~) those of the Svatantrikas,
represented by Bhavaviveka, who admitted a positive thesis on the basis of
which they criticized the opponents' views. In these verses, the contents of the
Buddha's discourse are all referred to in the accusative case as anirodha7'!i, anutpadaf!J, anucchedaf!J, afiifvalaf!l anekiirthaf!J, aniinarthaf!l, anagamaf!J,
anirgamaf!l, pralityasamutpadaf!J, prapafJcopafamaf!J, fivaf!J without giving

any indi.cation as to whether they refer to one doctrine or s~veral.
Modern interpreters of Nagarj.umi, probably following Candrak1rti, whose
commentary, the Pra.sannapadii: ·is the only ohe· available in its original Sanskrit, have assumed that all these terms refer to one doctrine, namely, dependent arising (parlityasamutpada) . However, as will be shown below, it is also
possible to explain· these verses· as referring to several different concepts in the
Buddha's philosophy, thus providing justification for the s·tandpoint of the
'positivists' (svatantnka) of the' Madhyamika tradition.
1. Prasangtka interpretation. Candrak1rti's comments on these verses show
very definitely how. he moves from a sviitantrika interpretation to a prasaizgika
one. He begins his treatise, the Prasannr1padii , by emphasizing the significance
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of dependent arising (prafityasamutpii_da). Accepting both the general or
distributive meaning and the particular usage of the term, he explains depen<4ent arising as "the arising of things contingent upon causes and conditions"
(hetupratyay7ipekjo bh7iv7in7im utp7idaf? prafityasamutp7idaf?, pj), contca.S,ting it with the definition offered by those who accepted a theory of
mom.entariness (Ria1Jika-v7ida). According to the latter dependent arising
me~ "the arising of those that are repeatedly destroyed," (prati prati ity7in1if!J
vinlifinlif!J samutp7ida iti, loc. cit.), In fact, Candrakrrti seems to·defend some
sort of "radical empiricism" when he raises the question: "How can one main- ·
tain that there is arising of that which has reached [another) without obtaining
a celation?" (Katham anenaiva pr'iiptef? sambhava ita yuktyanup7idiinena, p.9).
He continues to emphasize Nagarjuna's view that "whatever t~t has arisen
reaching such and such, that:~ not arisen.in terms of self-nature" (tat tat piiipya .
samutpannat!J notpannat!J tat svabh7ivaltlf?, pp. 9. 10). This certainly means
that the negations in the dedicatory verse are intended to deny that things ace
arisen through self-natuce·(svabh7ivataf?) and there seems to be no implication
that they are applicable to depen.dent arising itself.
However, a change of perspeetive appears when Candrakrrti proceeds to explain the principle of dependent arising (prafityasamutp7ida). Instead of taking
dependeitt arising as the positive middle position of the Buddha, Candtakrrti
applies the negations to dependent arising · itself, as if the negations are
presented as adjectives qualifying dependent arising. Hence his statement:
"The entice treatise [i.e: the Kinu) purports to establish the absence of cessation, etc. ofdependent arising," (nirodh7idayo na santiprafityasamutp7idasya,
p. 11). .
.
This leads Candrakrrti to a position of "no-views" which is then identified
with the "appeasement of obsessions" (prapanC<Jptlfama) or freedom (nirv1i1Ja),
thereby emphasizing its transcendence. Quotations from Nigirjuna as well as
Aryadeva are presented as justification for this identification of "dependent
arising" and "appeasement of obsessions" (p. 16), even though Nigarjuna
seems to distinguish between utilizing right views (such as dependent arising)
without grasping on-to them as the; absolute truth. With this.inte.rpretation of
the negations, the dependent arising and freedom, C~draki"rii ·the.ri moves on
to the contents ofNigarjuna's first chapter on'the eXamination of "conditions"
(llfatyaya) and involves himself in a]engthy discussion of the Pcasangika and ·
Svatantrilca standpoints.
2. Sv7itantrika interpretation. It is possible to interpret these· eleven
characterizations. as expressing three major aspects of the Buddha's discourse:
a)

The eight negations may be taken as a refutation of the false views
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(mithya-d utt). primarily the theories of substantial existence (astzlva) and nihilistic non-existence (niislitva), that is, the non-ceasing
(aniiodhaf!l) of a substantial entity and the non-arising (anulpadarp) of a non-existent entity. Indeed, the non-ceased (flniruddhflf!l) and non-arisen (flnutpannarp) are equivalent to the nonempty (a1Unya), a term used to refer to substance (svtlbhava)

b)

c)

(XX.l7). Hence these negations appear in couplets and could be
considered as another WJ.Y of presenting the non-substantiality
(an'iitman) not only of phenomen a but also of those views. They are
non-subs~ntial in the sense that they are not absolute, as they were
assumed tO be by their proponents.
"Depende nt arising" (prafitymamutpada) would then stand for the
middle position, which is the right view (samyag-dr!ft) on the basis
of :which the wrong views are criticized. "Depende nt arising" is considered to be the right view, not because it is an absolute truth, but
because it allows for possible explanations of phenomen a not permitted by theories of absolute existence and nihilistic nonexistence.
"The appeasement of obsessions" (prapaflcopafama) and "the
auspicious" (fiva) would be the result of adopting the middle position. This is freedom or nirvana.

Interpreted as such, these verses refer to a positive core of the Buddha's
teachings, alongside of the negative aspect which was intended as a rejection of
the heretical views. Such an interpre~cion would leave dependen t arising as the
position from which the Buddha rejected the me~physical or absolute views
and this would support the Svatantrika understanding of Nagarjuna. If the
analysis ofNagarju na's philosophy is undertaken in the light of the "Discourse
to Katyayana ," as is done in the Introduction to the present work, the above interpretation of the dedicatory verses may appear to be more in conform!ty with
the Buddha's own teachings. Such an interpre~cion would present the Kiirikas
as a compact and ·well-organized composition and eliminate the need to prune
portions of the text as being irrelevant or inessential to the main theme.

CHAPTER

ONE
Examination of Conditions
(Pratyaya-parz k.ra)

1_.

Na..N!ato niipi parato na dviibhyii?'(l niipy ahetutaf?,
utpannii Jatu vidyante bhiiviif? kvaeana keca1¥1.

No exl.stents whatsoever are evident anywhere that are arisen from
themselves, from another, from both, or from a non-cause.
MKV(P) p.l2; MKV(V) p.4.

The four types of events referred to here are comparable. to those mentioned by
the Buddha at S 2.19-20, namely, saya?'(lkataf?J para1?Jkata1?J, sayaf?JkatafJ ea
paraf?JkatafJ. ea, and asayaf?lkaraf?Japaraf?Jkaram adhiccasamuppanna?'(l. Instead
of the term utpanna (arise.n), which occurs orily in the last phrase, here we find
the occurrence of the term kata (Sk. krta), "done," primarily because in the
Upam[ads, which served as background to the Buddha's teaching, the substantial self (atman) was looked upon more as a "personal agent," than as a substantial principle (svabhava, prakrti, etc.). With J:he sophistication in philosophical
thinking in the later Indian .schools, the "pe.t5onal agent" wa'.s gradually replaced
by an "impersonal substance" (svabhava). The Sarvastivadins, who came to accept a conception of substance while at the sametime rejecting a "personal
agent!' (pudgala}, failed to notice the similarity if not the identity of their implications. In this verse, N:igarjuna presents his negative thesis, which in the
dedicatory verse. he expressed with the eight negations. It is the thesis that he
undertakes to prove in the first twenty-five chapters. He has not provided any
arguments yet, except saying that these four kinds of events are not evident.
Probably he felt that these events needed further explanation before he proceeds to refute them.
.·.
However, CandrakTrti is all too impatient. His commentary on this verse is
more than one tenth of his entire ~ork (almost 65 pages), and it is·a stupendous
commentary filled with lot of metaphysical trivia and diatribes, mostly directed
at Bhavaviveka and the Svatantrika tradition. After assuming that Nagarjuna
had "no position" (see note on the dedicatory verses) with which to criticize
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these four theories, Candrakrrti;settles dowp to justify the reductio ad absurdum
· by which the inherent contradictions in a thesis are exposed. He realizes that
self-causation (svata-utpattt) is based on the belief in a permaneitt and eternal
self or substance (svabhava). Quoting Buddhapalita, he maintains: "'Things
are not arisen from self," because such arising is meaningless, (tad utpadavaiyarthy1it, p.l4).' For, there is no purp<>Se in the arising of things that
are already- existent. This certainly is Nagarjuna's criticism of a substantialist
notion of a "condition" (pratyaya) at 1.6. However, in the present verse and at
1.3, Nigarjuna appears to use the argument from empiricism to deny the ·
substantialise view.
Thus, while Nigarjuna was saying that substance kn.ot evident (navidyate)
and, therefore, inappropriate (na yujyate), Candrakini was maintaining that
substance is not appropriate (na yujyate) and, therefore, not .evident (na
vidyate). This indeed is the difference between empiricism and rationalism, a
difference that is soon to lead to the conflict between the Svatantrikas and the
Prasangikas.

2.

Catv1iral; pratyay1i hetuf c1ilambanam anantarllf?Z,
tathaiv1idhipateyaf?Z ea pratyayo n1isti paflcamal;.

There are only four conditions, namely, primary condition, objectively
supporting condition, immediately contig\lous condition, and dominant
condition. A fifth condition does not exist.
MKV(P) p. 76; MKv:-(V) p.26.

Candrakini's comments on this . verse have misled almost everyone who
analysed the contents of this chapter. He could not have been unaware
that the theory of four conditions (pratyaya) was presented for the first time by
the Abhidharmikas. However, he failed to distinguish the Abhidharma theory
(see AK 2.61-62) from those of the interpreters of the Abhidharma, namely,
the Sarvastivadins (like Vasumitra) and the Sautrantikas (see Akb pp.98-100).
He simply assumed that the the:ory of conditions represents an instance of external causation. Hence his statement: "Therefore, since things arise from those
that are eltfern~. there is arising from an~ther" (tasmtid ebhyal; parabhutebhyo
bh1iv1in1im utpattir asti parata-utpattir iti, p. 77).
'
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In th~ first place, such an interpretation would leave a rather tainted image
of Nigarjuna as an unsystematic philosopher, for having spoken of four causal
theories beginning with self-causation (svala-utpattt), Nigarjuna is here
represen.ted as daborating upon the second, namely, external causation
(parala-utpattt), ignoring self-causation altogether.
Secondly, while the four causal theories mentioned in 1.1 are categorically
denied by Nigarjuna, no such denial is made of the four theories of conditions
(pratyaya). Thus, unlike Candrakrrti, Nigirjuna seems to have accepted the
Abhidharmika theory of four conditions, without characterizing it eithef as
self-causation or as external causapon. Mter stating the Abhidharma theory,
Nigarjuna then proceeds to analyse .the views of the interpreters of Abhidharma, and, as the verse that immediately follows (1.3) seems to indicate, he found
that these are the ones who produced theories of self-causation (walll-utpattt )
and external causation (para~utpaltt) out of the Abhidharma theory of conditions (pratyaya).

3. Na hi svabhiivo bhiiviiniim pratyayiidi;u vidyate,
avidyamiine svabhave parabhiivo na vidyate.
The self-nature of existents is not evident in the conditions, etc. In the
absence of self-nature, other-nature too is not evident.
MKV(P) p. 78; MKV(V) p. 26.

These indeed are the most significant statements of Nigarjuna in the present
chapter. The first statement is not a simple but an emphatic denial (na ht) of
the view that the ·substance or self-nature (w~hiiva) of an existent is found .in
the condition (pmtyaya). Since the theory of conditions is primarily a Buddhist
theory, and since ~ong the Buddhist schools the first to advocate a theory of
substance (svabhiiva, dravya) at this early stage wa.S lhe Sarvistivida school,
there can be little disagreement that Nigirjuna's statement represents a
outright rejection of the Sarvastivada interpretation of the conditions.
This denial needs to be carefully analysed. In the first place, as noted earlier,
the phrase used to express the denial is n4 vidyate ("is not evident'') and not na
yujyate ("not proper") or na upapadyale ("n~t appropriate"). Hence the denial
should be empirically grounded. Secondly, there is no outright denial of the
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"conditions'" (pratyaya) but only of self-nature (:rvabhiiva). Neither the Buddha
nor the early Abhidharmikas assumed that identity, defined as permanent
substance or self-nature, is a necessary condition for the explanation of conditions or of dependence (prafftyasamu tpiida).
When no such absolute identity is perceived, is it the case that absolute difference is perceived? This would be the case only if the perceptions ace confined to the two extremes (anta), not otherwise. In the "Discourse to Kacyayana,"
the Buddha maintains that he will teach a "middle position" without appro;1ching (upagamma) the two extremes of existence and non-existence. This
means that he was providing an explanation of existence without relying upon
this particular form of explanation. And that middle position allows for an explanation of experience or perception of arising and ceasing in terms of
dependence. It is indeed a similar view of existence and non-existence that
Nagarjuna is denying, without, at the same time, denying the doctrine of conditions (pratyaya) or of dependence (praff.tytiJamutpiida).

4. Kriyii na pratyayavaff niipratyayavaff kn'yii,

pratyayii niikriyiivantaf? kn'yiivantai ea santy uta.
Activity is not constituted of conditions nor is it not non-constituted of
conditions. Conditions are neither constituted nor non-constituted of
activity.
MKV(P) pp. 79-81 ; MKV(r1 pp.26-27. The former reads santy atu,
which is corrected in the latter as santy uta.

The term kn'yii, used in philosophical discourse, can convey two meanings.
First, it can refer to an inherent activity, a power or potentiality (Jaktz) in .
something to produce an effect (artha). Activity would then be an embodiment
of a condition (knyii pralyayavaff) or a condition would·be an embodiment of
activity (pratyayii kn'yiivantaf?). In either case, the activity or the condition is
said to produce the effect (artha) . .This, once again, is the substamialist interpretation of causation. If the philosophical explanation of experience is con. fined to the two alr<;rnatives, 'then the contrasting view would be that activity
is not an embodiment of a condition (apratyayavaff kn'yii) or that a condition is
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not an embodiment of activity (pratyayii akriyiivantaf?) . And Nagarjuna says no
to boi:h extremes.
The denial of the above extremes does not mean the denial of a second
meaning that can be attributed tO both knyii and pratyaya, namely, the
pragmatic view which defines both in terms of the effect (artha). Nagarjuna
was not unaware of such an explanation of activity, for in the Buddhist context
knyii is generally identified with arthaknyii (-kiin'tra) or simply kan·tra.

5.

Utpadyate prafityemiin iti 'me pratyayiif? kila,
yiivan notpadyata ime tiivan n?ipratyayaf? kathaf?l.

These are conditions, because depe~ding upon them these [others] arise.
So long as these [others] do not arise, why are they not non-conditions?
MKV(P) p.8_1; MKVM p.28.

The first line of this verse presents a definition of a condition (pratyaya) that
would satisfy the pragmatic sense referred to earlier and therefore would be acceptable to the early Buddhist as well as Nagarjuna. However, Nagarjuna
wants to make sure that there are no metaphysical interpretations of this definition of condition. Would someone assume that for this-statement to be true the
dependence has to be invariable and eternal? In fact, the Sarvastivada notion of
self-nature, in terms of which they defined a condition, implied such eternalism: In spite of the Sarvastivada assertion, no such guarantee can be given
on empirical grounds. If so, it is appropriate to ask the question as to wherhet
the so-called condition has ·to be called a non-condition so long as the effect
does not arise. This means that it is inappropriate to say that a condition is such
by its own nature (svabh?iva). Instead , it becomes a condition depending upon
the arising of the effect.

6.

N~iv?isato

ne#va sataf? pratyayo 'rthasya yuj'yate,
asataf? pratyayaf? kasya sataf ea pratyayena ki'f?l.
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A condition of an effect that is either non-existent or existent is not proper. Of what non-existent [effect] is a condition? Of what use is a condition of the existent [effect)?
MKV(P) p .82; MKV(V) p.28.

Here the condition (pratyiiJII) is examined in relation to the effect (artha). ·Even
though the criticism up to now has been directed on the metaphysical notion of
a substantial condition, and not on a pragmatic definition.understood in relation to the effect, the present verse is intended to clarify the nature of the effect. The question is: In terms of what kind of effect should a condition be
defined? An existent effect or a non-existent effect? An effect existent in terms
of self-nature needs no suppon for its arising and, as such, a condition would
be meaningless. An effect that is nqn-existent in the sense of being absolutely
different from the condition wiU not be related in any way 'to a condition. ·

7.

Na san ntisan na sad asan dharmo nirvartate yadii,
katha?!J nirvartako hetur evaf!J sati hi yujyate.
·

or

Since a thing that is ·existent or non-existent both .existent and nonexistent 1s not produced, how pertinent in that context' would a- producing cause be?
MKV(P) p.83; MKV(V) p.28.

This is an examination of the first of the four con!litions. referred to in 1.2,
namely, a primary condition.(hetu-pratyaya). After examining the nature of a
condition (pratyaya) and the effect (artha) or the causaily arisen phenomena
(pratftyasamutpanna dharma), in this and the next three verses Nigarjun~ is
directing his attention to the four specific conditions formulated by the
Abhidharmikas.
In defining the primary condition, the A.bhidharma refers to five of the six
causes (hetu)(AK 2.61). They are (1) a "co-operative cause" (sahabhu-hetu) or
factors that work together in producing another; (2) the "complementary ·
cause" (sabhtiga-hetu).• which is a cause helping other causes of its lcind; (3) the
"associated cause" (sa?!Jprayu'ktaka-hetu); (4) the "all pervading cause"
(sarvatrage-hetu) and (5) the "fruitioning cause" (viptika-hetu). However, the·
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interpreters of the Abhidharma defined a primary condition (hetu-pratyaya) as
a producing (nirvartaka) or a root cause (mulathena hetu upakarakauhena paieayo, Vism p. 533 ). Nagarjuna, in the hope of clarifying the implications of this
definition, raises the question as to whether this condition is supposed to give
rise to an existent (sat) .phenomena or a non-existent (asat) phenomena or
somethi~g that is both existent and non-existent (sad asat). The early
Abhidharmi~as do not s~em to have involved themselves in such speculations
regarding the apsolute identity or absolute difference between a ~ondition and
its effect; hence this criticism ofNagarjuna applies only to the later interpreters
of the Abhidharma cqncepcion of a primary condition.

8.

Analambana evayaf!t ~an dharma upadifyate,
athanalambane dharme kuta alambana'f?J.. puna!?.

A thing that exists is indicated as being without objective support. When
a thing is without objective support, for what purpose is an objective
support?
MKV(P) J\.84; MKV(V? .p.29.

The Abhidharma defines the objectively supporting condition as all
"phenomena" (sarvadharmaf?) (AK 2.61). It wa5 intended to explain the occurrence of all ideas of experience. Buddhlsm recognized exterti),al objects as conditions for the arising of ideas of experience (in.contrast to the ideas of imagination). For example, it is admitted\that "depending upon eye and visible form
arises visual consciousness" ·(eakkhufl ea patz'eea rupe ea uPPflJj'att' eakkhuviflflfif!af!t, M 1.111-112), arid these serve as conditions f9r the ideas of
perceptual experience.
During the Abhidharma period these various conditions .as wdl as the ideas
of experience came to be ca,tegorized into mind (eitta), mental concomitants
(eaitta, eetasika), and _material form (rupa), evenJhough they were· not sharply
distinguished into substantially different entities as mind and" matter. Yet
those who defined these categories ultimatley ended up recognizing mental
substances and material substances, the mental substances have the capacity to
perceive their own mental concomitants (eaitta), even though these con-comitants are conditioned by materially constituted objects. The mental
substances thus became the subject, the mental concomitants the contents of
per~eption and the material form the objective condition. Such speculation not
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only led to the belief in a cogito, thinking of its own subject-matter (caitta) carrying with it all the ~etaphysical implications~ but also.raised the question as to
the need for an external object (1ilambana) as a support forthe 'concomitants.
While the question regarding the cogito is ~en l:lP by Nagarjuna in Chapter
III, the need for an external objective support iS raised in the.present verse.
Thus, it is recognized by Candrakirti that the question regarding objective
support is raised by Nagarjuna because· those whose views he was criticizing admitted a .cogito (athaivam aniilambane dharme sv?itmani prasiddhe kim
asyilambanayogena parikalpitena, (P) 84; (V) 29) This is similar to the refutation of a "material object" by the Western philosopher George Berkeley. If the
object appears to the perceiving mind in its own form (i.e. in the form of a
· menta! impression) (sv1itman1i prasiddhe)', there is no need for an objective .
support (1ilambana). If it does not appear to be the perceiving mind in its own form,
itwill never be perceived, since the perceiving mind and the material object are
of completely different natures (p(lf'?itman?). This is indeed not a rejection of
the notion of an objective support (1ilambana-pratyaya) per se, but an object
that is conceptualized in a metaphysical way, that 'is, as an object constituted
of a material substance distinguished from a mental substance.

9. Anutpannefu dha_rmefu nirodho nopapadyate,
n?inantaram ato yuktaf!J niruddhe pratyayaf ea kaf!.

When things are not arisen [from conditions], cessation is not appropriate. When [a thing has] ceased, what is [i~ that serves as] a condition? Therefore, an immediate condition is not proper.
MKV(P) p.85; MKVM p.29.

The 'immediiltely contiguous condition (samanantara-pratyaya) was first formulated by the Abhidharrnikas in order to account for certain kinds of relations
impJied in the Buddha's statements such as: "In this way, monks there is the
immed,iate ·(anantara) .waning of defllements,"' (S 3.58). The Abhidharmikas,
therefeire, specified the relation as one among mind and mental concomitants
(ci;iacaitfii acarami uppannif! samanantaril,, AK 2.62). With the acceptance
ofa theory..of mqments (/qaf!tl), the interpreters of the Abhidharma were faced
wi~ several questions: Does this relation obtain am'?ng events of a similar
nature (svafiitt)? How can the emergence of dissimilar events be explained?
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(Akb pp.65-66). The problems are not different from those that are associated
with the conception of a series (similar to the problems faced by empiricists like
David Hume). The question as to how one momentary event can give rise to
another or how one series could pave the way for a different series was discussed , in relation to the 'problem of knowledge, especially the knowledge of the
future . Some of the interpreters of the Adhidharma recognized an unimaginable range of comprehension orl the part of the Buddha (acintyo hi
buddh'iinaf!J buddhi11i,aya iti, Akb p .66), which was probably a view advocated by the Sarvastivadins, who admitted the possibility of knowing the existence of everything (sarvam aJtt) belonging to the past, the present and the
. future . The Sautrantikas, who refused to accept such a position, maintained
that the Buddha follows 'signs' (naimittako) and that even in the absence of
direct perception of future events (na s'ii/q'iitkliD) he is able to predict them on
the basis of "intention" (icch'iimatrena , ibid.).
Nagarjuna, realizing the difficulties inherent in such speculations, raises
questions regarding the very conception of 'arising' in such a context. Neither
the momentary events1 nor the substances that were posited to account for the
continuity of series of such events, according to Nagarjuna, can be described as
"arisen" (utpanna) . If they are not arisen (anutpanna), their cessation is alSo inconceivable. If they were to cease momentarily, they could not serve as conditions (pratyaya).

10.

Bh'iiv'iin'iif!Z nif?svabh'iiv'iin'iif!Z na satl'ii 11idyate yataf?,
salidam aJmin bhavality etan naivopapadyate.

Since the existence of existents devoid of self-nature is not evident, the
statement: "When that exists, this comes to be," will not be appropriate.
MKV(P) p.86; MKV(V? p .30.·

The notion of dominance was understood in a very general and broad way in
the early discourses. For example, oneself (atta), the world (loka), and
righteousness (dhamma) were considered dominant condition~_('iidhtpateyya)
in th~ matter of refining one's moral life (A 1.147-150). The Abhidharmikas
defined the dominant condition as an active cause (k'iira1Ja-hetu) and this differed from the other five causes (see note on I. 7) because of the dominant effect
of this cause. Dominance, of course, can be of different sorts. For example, a
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seed may be .a dominant cause of the sprout, just as much as water is. The
Abhidharmikas reserved the notion of dominant condition (or active cause) to
explain the latter kind of relationship, namely, that between water and the
sprout. Hence it was defined as something "other than itself" (svato 'nye, AK
2.50). However, this distinction between self and other came to be "reified" to
such an extreme that the later interpreters of the Abhidharma were left with
the notions of self" nature (svabliiiva) and other-nature (parabhtiva). It became
almost impossible to speak of 'this' and 'that' without getting involved in a
Therefore, when the Buddha's fordiscussion of. self-nature and other-nature.
.
mulation of the general causal principle as: "When that exists, this comes to
be," (asmin salidaf?'J bhavatt) came up for discussion, the metaphysicians were
quick to interpret sat (occurring in the locative .absolute construction asmin satz)
as substantial ·existence of the two entities referred to by asmin (that) and idam
(this).
, J
Here too Candrakrni, in spite of his leanings towards "no views," presents
dependent arising as a position from which to criticize self-nat)Jre or selfexistence (svabhtiva). He argues: "Because existents are dependently arisen and,
therefore, without self.-nature, how can that statement: 'When that( exists),' be
inte(lded as an· active cause?'" (Bhtiv'iin'iif?Z pralityasamutpannatv'iit
svabh'iiv'iibhave kutas tar/ yad aiminn iti kiira1Jalven'a vyapadiiyate, (P) 87; (V)
30). Nagarjuna's criticism, therefore, leaves the Buddha's general formula of
causation untouched, for it was not the Buddha's intention to reify either "this"
or "that."

11.

Na ea vyasta-samaste!u. pratyayefv.asti tat phalaf?Z,
pratyayebhyaf? kathaf?'J lac ea bhaven na praty'ayefu yat.

The effect does not exist in the conditions that are separated or combined. Therefore, how can that which is not found in the conditions
come to 'be from ·the conditions?
MKV(P) p.87; MKV(V) p .30.

Once again, the question raised in the second line: "How can that which is
not found in the conditions come to be from the conditions?" is grounded on
the assertion or premise mentioned in the first line. What is denied in the first
line is that the effect is found in the causal conditions taken either separately qr
· together.
It' does not mean a denial of the statement that the effec.t comes
to be
.
.
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depending upon a condition or a group of conditiops. In other words, it is a rejection of the essentialist method of looking for the effect even before it comes
to be. A truly empiricist approach would not be concerned with such an enterpnze.

12.

Atliiisad api tat tebhyaf? pratyayebhyaf? pravartate,
apratyayebhyo 'pi kasmfin nabhipravartate phalaf?t.

If that effect, being non-existent [in the conditions] were to proceed from
the conditions, why does it not proceed from non-conditions?
M.KV(P) pp.87-88; M.KV(V) p.30.

So far , most of the arguments were directed against self-causation and the
substantial existepce of the effect in the condition that gives rise to it. The present verse is a direct refutation of the view that the effect is different from the
condition, that is, the basic premise of the theory of external causation. As implied by N:igarjuna, in such a context, the term "condition" l·oses its meaning,
for if the cause and effect were sharply distinguished, one could maintain that
anything can come out of anything. It is in, fact, the contrary of the substantialist view: "Nothing comes out of nothing."

13.

Phala??t ea pra,tyayamaya??t pratyayaf cfisvayammayaf?,
phalam asvamayebhyo yat tat pratyayamaya??t kathaf?t.

The effect is made of conditions, but the conditions are themselves not
self-made. How can that effect made of conditions [arise] from what is
not self-made?
MKV(P) p.88; MKV(V) p.30.

The fust line of this verse contains two assertions. First of these is that "the effect is ·made of causal conditions" (phalaf!l pratyayamayaf!J), which is alreadynegated .a t 1.4 (kn'ya na pratyayavali) where the term kn'yfi is equivalent in
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meaning to the term pha/anJ in the present context. So does the term
pratyayavali convey the same meaning as pratyayamayat?J. It is a statement
asserting the identity between the condition and the effect. However, the next
statement implies difference between the conditions that give rise to the..effect
and those other conditions that produce the conditions themselves, for the
former are not "self-made" ·(asvayammaylih). This, therefore, is a theory that
attempts to accommodate both identity and difference in the causal process,
and Nagarjuna sees this as a self-contradiction. It is indeed a refutation of the
third theory of causation negated at I.l, namely, causation through both self
·
and other (dvlibhy'iit?J).

14.

Tasmlin na pratyayamayanJ nf!pratyayamayat?J phalat?J,
sa??Zvidyate phallibhlivlit pratyaylipratyaylif? kutaf?.

An effect made either of conditions or of non-conditions is, therefore,
not evident. Because of the absence of the effect, where could conditions
or non-conditions be evident?
MKV(P) p.89; MKV(V) p.3 1.

Thus, the identity of condition and effect (pratyayamayanJ phalanJ) , as implied·
in the i~entity theory of causation, as well as the difference between condition
and effect (apratya.yamayattJ phalanJ), as envisaged in the non-identity theory
of causation, are both not evident (na sa'T(lvidyate) . The second statement is, indeed, the final conclusion ofNagarjuna in this immensely significant chapter.
A superficial interpretation of this statement is bound to leave the impression,
generally popular among the interpreters of Nagarjuna, that he rejected any .
form of causation, including the arising of an effect depending upon a cause or
condition or a group of sucp causes or conditions (pralityasamutpiida). Hence,
Nagarjuna is perceived as a uancendentalist who recognized an "absolute"
beyond all linguistic expression. (Following the prevalent interpretation, the
present author himself has taken that position, see Buddhist Philosophy ,
pp.l29-14l). A more careful cont~xtual analysis would reveal that the effect
·fphala) Nagiftjuna was referring to in this verse, as well as in the entire chapter,
is one that is identical with the cause or different from it. It is only an effect
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understood in such a manner, as dearly indicated in the present·statement, that
he was categorically denying. If no such effect is seen, why speak of a condition
(pratyaya) that is identical with an effect, or a non-condition (a-pratyaya) that is
different from the effect?

CHAPTER

Two
Examination

ofThe Moved and the Not-moved

(Gata gata-parz k.ra)

1.

Gata'f!J na gamyate tav?id agata'f!J naiva gamyate,
gatagatavinirmuktaf?Z gamyamana1!J na gamyate.

What has been moved, in the first instance, is not being moved. What
has not been moved is also not being moved. Separated from what has
been moved and has not been moved, present moving is not knov;n.
MKV{P) p .92; MKV(V) p.33.

The positive statement: "What has moved is being Q}oved" (galaf?Z gamyate)
does, indeed, carry the implication of a permanent substantial entity, an entity
with which movement was associated in the past and which is also presently
moving. Nagarjuna's negative statement is, therefore, a denial of such an enti- .
ty. Yet, this denial may be interpreted as involving the opposite view, narriely,
that an entity that was previously not associated with movement is at present
moving, that is, the entity that is presently moving is completely different from
the previous entity.

s
'

(man moves)

NP

VP

i. (moving) man

ii. (non-moving)

moves

man

moves

iii. (moving and non-moving) man

moves
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If the two positive assertions: (i) "What has moved is being moved' and (ii)
"What has not moved is being moved," are accepted, then we have a present
moving which is with and without prior movemen t. This is in a way ·selfcontradictory. It is like saying that "a first cause is both caused and uocaused,"
or that "a mover is both moved and unmoved ." Nagarjuna would appear as a
transcendentalist if he had assumed the "present moving" (gamyamiina) which
has the characteristic of both "moved and not-moved." The substantialise
perspective was thus contributory to three views, all of which were not acceptable.

2.

Ce!{li yatra gatis tatra gamyamiine ea sa yataf?,
na gate nligate ce!fii gamyamiine gatis tataf?.

Where there is movement, there is motion. For which reason movemen t
is in the present moving, and not either in the moved or in the not moved, for that reason motion is available in the present moving.
MKV(P) p.93 ; MKV(V) p.33.

If a Caqesiao perspective were to generate metaphysical views such as those
presented by the Sarvastivadins, one way of eliminating such metaphysics is by
adopting the "Humean" perspective that emphasiie s the "immediat e present,"
without any reference to the past or the future . However, such an unrelated or
independe nt static present may once again lead to a substantialise reductionism. The only way to get rid of such "essentialist" perspectives, both of the
rationalists and of some of the empiricists, is by adopting a more
"phenomenological" explanation where, instead of a "present," one speaks of
"presencing." If so, present movemen t (gamyamiina) could simply mean "motion" (gati, cef(a) which is not found either in the past or the future. Having rejected the substantialist implications of the Sarvastivada in the previous ,verse,
Nigarjuna is here speculating on the meaning of the alternative views of the
Sautrantikas, who wrestled with the problems of atomic discreteness as well as
the experienced continuity, only to reject them in the verse that follows.

3.

Gamyamiinasya gamana~ kathaf!J nlimopapatsyate,
gamyamiinam hy agamanaf!J yadii naivopapadyate.

THE
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How appropriate would be the movement .of the present moving? For,
the non-movement in the present moving is certainly ~ot appropriate.
MKV(P) p.94; MKV(V) p.34.

As pointed out earlier, the statement "Man moves," can have two possible
metaphysical "deep structures. " The same could be said of the assenion, "The
·
present moving moves."

s
present moving moves (=man moves)

VP

NP
(i) non-moving (=non-mo ving man)

moves (involves non-movement,

( ii) moving ( =moving man)

moves (involves two movements,

(agamana) .

·

(dvigamana).

After observing these two metaphysical implications of the statement :
"movemen t of the presnt moving," (gamyamiinaJya gamana~). Nagarjuna
seems to take up the first alternative for e:Kaminatio n and maintains that a present movement, conceived in such a manner, is indeed a non-movement
(gamyamana~

hy agamana~).

The Tibetan versions (text as well as commentaries) seem to preserve this
original reading [see MKV(P) p . 94, note 2] as do all the Chinese translations
(see Inada, pp.44-45), including Kumarajiva's. As such, the available reading
in the S~nskrit version as gamyamiine dvi-gamana~ could· prove to be a scribal
error. This assumption is funher strengthened by the fact that 11.44 that follows
provides a criticism of the firJI metaphysical assumption, while II. 5 take the Jecond metaphysical assumption for criticism.

4.

GamyamiinaJya gamana~ yaJya laJya praJa/yate,
rter gater gamyamiina~ gamyamiin~ hi gamyate.
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For him who asserts the movement of the present moving, it follows that
there could be present moving without motion. [However,] the present
moving, indeed, means being moved [i.e., the present moving, indeed,
takes place].
MKV(P) p.95; MKV(V) p.43.

In asserting the statement: "The movement of the present moving," one is
compeUed to assume that present moving is independent of motion and that
the latter is something attributed (adheyabhulaf?Z) to the former. In that case,
the present moving should be without f}lotion. H9wever, Nagarjuna seems to
be ready to assume that "the present moving indeed takes place"
. (gamyamlinaf?Z hi gamyate) without allowing for such metaphysical implicatons.

5.

Gamyamlinasya gamane prasakta?'{J gamana-dvayaf?Z,
yena lad gamyamlina?'{J ea yac c7itra gamana??J punaf?.

A two-fold movement is implied in the movement of the present moving: that by which there comes to be present moving and, again, the
movement itself.
MKV(P) p.95; MKV(") p.34.

This verse takes up the second metaphysical implication mentioned in the
analysis of II 3, namely, "the movement of the present moving'~ involves two
forms of movement (dvi-gamanaf?Z). The first is the movement through
designation (vyapadefa) and the other is the movement in itself
(adhikarll"!abhuta). This seems to be the rtistinction between the phenomenal
designation and the "thing-in-itself." Further metaphysical implications of this
understanding are presented in the next verse.

6. Dva1f gantarau prasajyete prasakte gamanil-dvaye,

gant7iraf?Z hi tiraskrtya gamana??J nopapadyate.
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If two movements are allowed, it would follow that there would be two
movers. For, separated from a mover, a m~vement is not appropriate.
(MVP(P) p.96; MKV(V) p.35 .

The assumption of two movements, as explained in the previous verse, will imply two movers (dvau gant?irau) . Here, then, is a basic assertion of Nagarjuna
with regard to language, namely, that one cannot speak of, say, movement; in
a vacuum, but only in relation to something that is moving (gantr). This is the
non-substantialist approach in Buddhism which refuses to recognize a sharp
dichotomy between substance (svabh?iva) and attribute (lakfat~a), a dichotomy
that has become an inalienable part of the essentialist traditions in Indian
philosophy that are in pursuit of a truly real or ultimate entity.

7.

Gant?iraf!J cet tiraskrtya gamanaf!J nopapadyate,
gamane 'sati gant?i 'thq kuta eva bhavifyati.

If it is thought that a movement separated from a mover is not appropriate, then, when no movement exists, how could there be a mover?
MKV(P) p.97; MKV(V) p.35.

This represents a simple refutation of the ess<' .ltialist view involving substance
and attribute. If there were to be no movement separated from the mover, then
in the absence of the movement there could be no mover. The emphasis here is
on the term tiraskrtya (separated). When there is no such separation and wheJe
the movement is dependent upon (pratitya) the mover and vice versa, Nagarjuna sees no difficulty.

8.

Gant?i na gacchati t?ivad agant?i naiva gacchatt;
anyo gantur agantuf ea kas trtiyo hi gacchat£.

As much as a mover does not move, a non-mover too does not move.
Other than a mover and a non-mover, what third party moYes?
MKV(P) p.97; MKV(V) p.35.
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Nagarjuna's analysis now moves from the present movement to the present
mover. The possible metaphysical implications he perceived in the statement
"present moving moves," are not very different from those that may be involved in the assertion that a "present mover moves" (gantii gacchatz). Yet, the
question raised is in a slightly different context from that embodied in II.l
which refers to the past, that is, the moved or the one who has moved (gata),
whereas the present verse relates to a present mover (ganta). It shows that
metaphysical interpretations can arise not only regarding the past and the
future but also in relation to the present.

9. Gantii tavad gacchaffti katham evopapatsyate,
gamanena vinii gant~ yada naivopapadyate.
Indeed, how appropriate will be the view that a mover moves? For, a
mover without movement is certainly not appropriate.
MKV(P) p .98; MKV(V) p.36.

This again is a positive assertion of Nagarjuna, who would be willing to speak
of a movement in a mover, without having to assume that there are two entities
involved here, namely, a mover and a movement. For him, the mover and
movement are dependent or contingent; one cannot speak of the one without
implying the other. The statement, "A mover without movement is certainly
not appropriate," is the ultimate refutation ofa substantialise assumption that
there can be a real entity about whom or which cenain attributes can be
predicated, the entity and the attributes being completely different.

10.

Pak!Oganta gacchaliti yasya tasya prasajyate,
gamimena vinii gantii gantur gamanam icchataf?.

For him who entertains the view: "A mover moves," and who looks for
the movement of a mover, it follows that there is a mover wi.t hout movement.
(MKV(P) p.98; MKV(V) p. 36.
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A mover without movement is an entity without an attribute. For the essentialist tradition, an entity is an enti~ "in itself' without any attributes, of which attributes are predicated. An "entity-in-itse lf' thus becomes indefinable and in~
describable. Nagarjuna has no' interest in such speculations. No predication is
meaningful without the predicated. These are mutually dependent (pratilya)
and not independent (a-pralitya).

11.

Gamane dve priiJajyete gantii yady uta gacchati,
ganteti cocyate yena gantii san yac ea gacchati.

If a mover were to move, then it would follow that there will be two
movements; one in virtue of which he is spoken of as a mover, and the
other in terms of which an existing mover is said to move.
MKV(P) p.99; MKV(V) p.36.

This is the converse ofll.5 . The statement: "A mover moves" would imply two
movements: the first is a mover by designation (vyapadefa) and the second, the
really existent (sad) mover or "the mover-in-itself." Whether Nagarjuna is
prepared to maintain that all designations are so wild in their implications or
whether such is the case with only some of them needs to be carefully examined, as in the case of concepts of causal depenhnce.

12.

Gate niirabhyate gantuf?Z gania??Z niirabhyate 'gate,
niirabhyate gamyam'iine gantum iirabhyate kuha.

Movement is not begun in the moved, nor is it begun in the not moved.
Neither is it initiated in the present moving. Wherein is then movement
initiated?
MKV(P) p.lOO; MKV(V) p.36.

Nagarjuna now moves on to the question regarding the origin of movement, a
question that has left a trail of metaphysical speculations from the very early
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period of phjlosophicaf thinking. Metaphysical speculations regarding time,
leading to a theory of existence analysed in terms of discrete momentary events
into the past, present and future, coupled with the problem of explaining the
origin of eaeh moment, a senario created by the..Abhidharma interpreters, prO'vided Nagiirjuna with the opportunity to utilize a method comparable to
Zeno's paradoxes in order to expose the meaninglessness of such metaphysics.

13.

Na purvaf'!l gamanarambhad gamyamiina'f?Z na va gataf?Z,
yatriirabhyeta gamanaf?Z agate gamanaf?Z k.uta4.

Prior to the commencement of movement, there is neither the present
moving or the moved from which movement is irutiated. How could
there be a movement in the not moved?
MKV(P) p.lOO; MKV(T1 p.37.

Agate gamanllf'!l k.uta4 ("How could there be movement. in the not moved?'')
seems to be the refutation of the idea of an "unmoved mover" at a microcosmic
or phenomenal level. The interpreters of the Abhidharma were probably aware
of the Buddha's reluctance to discuss the absolute origin of the universe. Yet
their way of handling the Abhidharma analysis, especially their understanding
of change as momentary destruction {k/af!a-bhanga), left th_em sometimes with
four discrete moments {i.e. origin, stasis, decay, and destruction recognized by
the Sarvastivadiris), sometimes with three (i.e., origin, stasis.• and destruction,
as in the case of the Theravadins) and sometimes with two (i.e., origin and
destruction, as it was the case with the Sautraiintikas). In all these instances,
each preceding moment had to account for the succeeding moment that is different.
.
·

14.

Gata'f?Z ki'f?Z gamyamanaf?Z kim agata'f?Z ki??~ vikaplyate.
adriyam7ina iirambhe gamanasyaiva sarvatha.

When the commencement of movement is not being perceived in any
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way, what is jt that is discriminated as the moved, the present moving, or
the not moved? ·
MKV(P) p.l01; MKV(V) p.37.

Unless the metaphysics referred to above is kept in mind, it would be. easy to
assume that this verse represents a refutation of any form of discrimination of
events as past,_present, or future. On the contrary, what is being emphasized
here is that the commencement of movement, as explained in the previous
verses, is not perceived at all anywhere (sarvatha). As such, a question is raised
regarding the validity of discriminations or thoughts regarding the past, present, and future, which are based upon that particular conception of the commencement of movement (gamanasya arambha). Nagarjuna is not claiming
that there is only one way in which commencement of movement can be explained; he is merely refuting the metaphysical explanation of movement and
its commencement.

15.

Gant'ii na tifthati t'iivad agania naiva tifthati,
anyo gantur agantuf ea kas trfiyo 'tha tifthati.

As much as a mover is not stationary, so is a non-mover not stationary.
Other than a mover and a non-mover, what third party is sqttionary?
MKV(P) p.JOJ; MKV(V) p.37.

To say that a mover is stationary (gant'ii ti!fhatt) is self-contradictory. To maintain that a non-mover is. stationary (agant'ii tifthatt) is tautological. Looking for
something or someone (Jvabhava, pudg11la) to which/ whom the characteristics
of motion. and stasis can be attributed , one merely ends up conceiving of a
"hare's horn" (fafa-vifiif!a) or "crow's teeth" (kiika-dant11). Such is the essentialist enterprise. This certainly does not mean the rejection of the empirical not.ion of relativity or dependence of mot.ion on stasis and vz~e versa, as in the case
of short and long. It is indeed a simple refutation of the view that there are independent entities to which the characteristics of motion and stasis can· be attributed.
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Gantti fiivat ti!thatiti katham evopapatsyate,
gamanena vinii gantti yadii naivop"apadyate.

How appropriate would it be [to say]: "A mover, at the moment, is
statoilary"? For, a· mover without movement is not appropriate.
MKV(P) p.l02; MKV(V) p.38.

The argument in the previous verse is made very clear by the present. Empirically, a "mover" without motion is inconceivable, just as a pure entity
(svabhtiva) without function or characteristics is empirically meaningless. As
such, the statement: "A mover, at the moment, is stationary," can be made
assuming. that the entit}' that previously possessed the-characteristic of motion
(gamana) h~ now abandoned it in order to assume a different characteristic,
namely, stasis. The Sarvastivada theory of priipti and apriipti was formulated to
explain such "possession" and "non-possession" after they assumed the
metaphysical notion of a substance or "pure being" (svabhiiva) (see Poussin,
AK ii .3.6).
.
.

17 _ Na t#thati gamyamiinan na gattin niigattid api,

gat!Ulnaf?Z saf?Jpravrttif ea nivrttif ea gate!? samti.
One does not come to be stationary because one is either moving, or has
moved, or has not moved. Movement, commencement and cessation (of
movement) are all comparable to motion: MKV(P) p.l02, 103: MKV(V) p.38.

The substance/ attribute distinction openly endorsed by the metaphysicians
cannot account for "stasis" in terms of motion, whether that motion relates
the past, present or future. According to thei'r analysis, stasis is distinct from
motion .and therefore is independent. So are concepts of commencement and
.
cessation.

to
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Yad eva gamana??t ganta sa eveti na yujyate,
anya eva punar ganta gater iti na yujate.

The view that movement is identical with the mover is n~t proper. The
view that the mover is different from motion is alSo not proper.
MKV(P) p.104; MKV(v) p.39.

Having distinguished substance and attribute, the metaphysicians· attempt to
solve the resultant philpsophical issues either by assuming identity ·(sa eva) on
the basis of an eternal substance (svabhava) , thereby rendering the attribute
(lakfa1Ja) aQ ephimeral or impermanent come-and-go entity, as the Sarvasti.vadins did, or by emphasizing difference (anya eva), thereby denying the
substaQ..ce' and accepting fleeting a·nd momentary flashes of attributes without
, any real connections, aS the Sautrantikas did. For Nagarjuna, both are inapp~opriate views. The two verse that follow provide specific reasons for the rejec·tion of these two views.

19.

Yad eva gamana??t ganta sa eva hi bhaved yadz~
ek"ibhavaf? prasajyeta kartuf? karma1Ja eva ea.

If movement were tobe identical with the mover, it would follow that·
there is identity of agent and action.
MKV(P) p.l04;.MKV(f1 p. 39.

Identity (ek"ibhava) with regard to agent .and action is here presented as a
necessary implication of considering the mover and motion to be the same. The
non-absolutism in Nagaijuna's. way of thinking would leave the agent meaningless independent of action and vice versa. Nagarjuna will have no difficulty
in speaking of either an agent or an·action in an analyti.cal way w~thout reaching
the· extremist position of recognizing distinct entities. For him, anilysis (vi'graha)
was meaningful and practical so long as the limits of such analysis are observed.
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Anya eva punar gant?i gater yadi vikalpyate,
gamana??Z syad rter gantur ganta syad gamanad rte.

If the ·discriniination is made that the mover
is different from motion,
......
then there would be movement without a mover, and mover without
movement.
MKV(P) p.105 ; MKV(V) p.39.

This verse specifically lays down the limits to which Nigarjuna was prepared to
go with his analytical method. That is, the analysis should not be carried out to
such an extent that leaves "motion" without a "mover'' or a mover without
"motion." Empirical explanation does not allow for such "pure entities" com·
pletely independent of each other.

21.

Eklbhavena va siddhir nanabh(ivena va yayof?,
na vzdyate tayof? siddhif? kathan nu khdu vidyate.

Whose establishment is not evident either through identity or thro~gh
difference, how is their eStablishment evident at all?
MKV(P) p .l05; AltKV(V) p. 39. ·

Here again, Nigarjuna is examining the concepts of substance and attribute.
Foe him, these are not established either through identity or through dif·
ference. The question then is: "How is their establishment evident at all?" The
rejection of the substance/ attribute distinction as admitted by the Sarvastiv~dins and the Sautrantikas does not mean the rejection of -all conceptualizations or discriminations (vikalpa). It is this particular form of conceptualization that is being que~tioned, not any form of conceptualization.

22.

Gatya yayocyat~ gantii gati??Z t?i??Z sa na gacchatt:
yasm1in na gatz~purvo '!ti kafcit ki??Zctdd hi gacchati.
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Whatever motion in terms of which a mover is spoken of, he does not
move by that motion. Because he does not exist prior to motion, who or
what is it that moves?
MKV(P) pp.l05-l06; MKV(V) p.40.

It is possible for one to speak of a mover depending upon motion. However,
when that mover is distinguished from motion, then we ~e left with a pure entity or person (svabhiiva, pudgala) to which or whom the motion is attributed
and, in that case, the entity or person should precede movement. Such an entity or person is not evident in experience. Hence the statement: "He does not
move by that motion."

23.

Gatyii yiiyoeyate gantii tato 'nyaf{l sa na gaeehatt~
gati dve nopapadyete yasmlit eke pragaeehati.

Whatever mo,tion in terms of which a mover is spoken of, he does not
carry out a motion that is completely different from it. A two-fold motion
is not appropriate, since it is only one person that moves.
MKV(P) p. l06; MKV( V) p.40.

The disti[lction between the "mover" and "motion" also does not mean that the
"mover" carries out a motion that is different from himself. If such a distinction
is recognized, then, as 'explained earlier, there would be two movements •.the
movement as a result of which one comes to be called "mover" and the move~·
ment itself. No such dual motion is found, nor are there two movers corresponding to the twofold motion. The fact is that it is only o'ne person that moves.

24 . . Sadbhuto gamanaf?1 gantii tnprakiiraf!J na gaeehatz;
nasadbhuto 'pi gamanatrt tnjJrakaraf!J sa gaeehatt;
25 . gamanaf!J sadasadbhutaf!J tnprakaraf?1 na gacehatt;
tasmlit/ gatif ea gantii ea gantavyaf!J ea na vidyate.
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An existent mover does not carry out the movement in any of the three
ways. Neither does a non-existent mover carry out the movement in any
of the three ways. Nor does a person carry out a movement, both existent
and non-existent, in any of the three ways. Therefore, neither motion,
nor the mover, nor the space to be moved is evident.
MKV(P) p.l07; MKV(V) p.40.

The conclusion is very specifically stated in these two verses. It is not any kind of
mover or movement that is rejected as being impossible. It is the really or
substantially or independently existent (Iad) mover or movement that is rejected. This is a criticism of eternalism (iiifvala-viida) . The opposite view,
namely. a non-real, non-substantial and non-independ ent existence (a1ad) was
the kind of impermanence advocated in annihilationism (uccheda-viida)
which, in the Buddhist context, ~ commensurate with momentary destruction
(k!at~a-bhanga), rather than the impermanence (anitya) advocated by the Buddha on the basis of "dependent arising" (pralityaiamutpiida). The comt?ination of the two metaphysical views of existence and non-existence does not lead
· to a happy synthesis. Change and impermanence understood in this
metaphysical way do not contribute toward a reasonable-and empirical explanation of the motion, the mover, or even the space moved .

CHAPTER

THREE
Examination of the Faculty of Eye
(Cak[Uf-indriya-Pfi1'Z k.[a)

1.

Darianaf'(l1ravaf!tlf'!l ghriif!af'!l rasanaf'(l spar1anaf'(l manal?,
indrijiit;i !at/ete!iif'!l dra,(avy?itlini gocaral?.

Seeing, hearing, smelling, tasting, touching, and mind are the six
faculties. Their spheres consist of the object of seeing, etc.
MKV(P) p.ll3; MKV(V? p.43.

Although the traditional Adhidharma dass.ification lists the "aggregates"
(skandha) .; "spheres" ('iiyatana), and "demerits" (dh?itu) in that order, for
Nagarjuna, the epistemology, the faculties (included under spheres) were
more important, primarily because of the current controversies surroundi-ng the
concept of existence (dharma). Furthermore, even in the discussion of faculties, ·
Nagarjuna·was not so much interested in the faculties per se, for there was not
much controversy regarding the eye , etc. No 'School doubted the existence of
these faculties. The controversies were centered more on the function of the
faculties, that is, with regard to seeing, hearing, smelling, tasing, touch, and
thinking. For this reason, after providing a title for the chapter as "Examination
of the Faculties" (lndriya-pank,ti), Nagarjuna immediately moves on to an
analysis of the more complicated issues relating to their functions. Hence the
reference to seeing, hearing, ere., especially as means of identification of events
(see, e.g., P. F. Strawson, Individuals, New York: Doubleday, 1963, pp .35
. ff.) that is so important for an empiricist like Nagarjuna. Even among these
various faculties and their functions, the most important.epistemological issues
were connected with seeing. Hence Nagarjuna's interest in the problem of seeing or visual perception. Note that the term manal? is used here tO refer to the
function, even though manana would be more appropriate in the context.
This may have been done to preserve the metre.

2.

Svam ?itm'iinaf?Z darianaf?Z hi tat tam eva na paiyati,
·?a pa1yati yad 'iitmanaf?Z kathaf'(l drak1yati tat par'iin.
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Seeing does not perceive itself, its own form. How can that which does
not perceive itself, see others?
MKV(P) p.ll3;

~V(V)

p.43.

Nagarjuna was clearly aware of the major controversy raging among the
.a dherents of the various "essenti~list'! schools regarding the problem of perception. In their search for certainty, these essentialist schools assumed that in any
act of perception .the "most dear and distinct" is the perception of "oneself."
(see Brhadiiraf!yaka Upanifad 1.4.'1). "I think, therefore, I am" (cogitC? ergo
sum) was the premise with which the essentialist thinkers of pre-Buddhist India
began their exposition of perception . The Buddha was himself aware of the difficulties invplved in such an assumption when he advised his disciples not to
follow such speculations (manfii asmttisabbaf!l uparundhe, Sn 916). While the
Buddha was willing ·to recognize consciousness or "self-conscio·usness"
(vififfii1Ja, · vijfJana) as an important const~tuent of the human personality as
well as its experiences, he was not wiJling to assume a metaphysical substratum
such as the "self' or "I" as being the object of such awareness. He was clearly
aware thai: this latter epistemological method was· the source of most obsessive
conceptions (mulaf!J. papancasankhaya, ibid.). However, the later Bu~dhist
metaphysici:tns, innocently unaware of the implications of such a method,
seem to have been led in fhat direction, thereby dragging themselves into the
quagmire of svabhava-metaphysics from which' they could nor easily ger out.
The resuit was the description of perception in rhe Vibh1i!1iprabhavrtti (p. 32):

The substance called the eye is ofthe nature ofthat which sees. In it
is produced an ac5ion of seeing, when its power is awakened on account of the emergence-of the totality of its causes and conditions.
The eye does not apprehend independently of consciousness (vijfJana), nor does eye-consciousness know the object unsupported by
the active eye. Eye as well as eye-consciousnessi with t~e help of accessories such as light, cooperate simultaneously toward bringing
the perception of an object. The 9b)ect, the eye, the eyeconsciousness, and the light, cooperate simultaneously toward bringing the perception of an object. The object, the eye-. the eyeconsciousness, and the light, all manifest thf!ir power, i.e., become
active and flash forth simultaneously. The object appears, the eye
sees, and the eye-conscoiusness knows it. This is called the direct
knowledge of an. object. (Emphasis mine]
· Reading .thro.u~~ th~ pres~nt chapter of ~gf.i!una, one can hardly miss the
target of hts cn.uctsm if one were w· keep ·1n intnd the above passage of the
.

'
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Vibh'iifliprabhavrtti. These problems will be discussed in their contexts.
However, before taking up the metaphysical issues involved in the above sort of
description, Nigarjuna needed to eliminate the very source of such
metaphysics, namely, the cogito. Foe Nigarjuna, the method by which one arrives at the cpgito not only leads to the belief in a "sva 'iitman", but also the
sharp dichotomy between "self' (sva 'iilman) and "other" (para 'iitman).
Therefore, having stated positively th~t there is no "seeing of oneself' (svam
'iilm'iinatrJ dar1anatrJ), Nigarjuna raises question as to the possibility of"seeing
an other" (paratrJ) . Thus, the dichotomy be~een self and other in a more
metaphysical form is not only ethically unacceptable, but also epistemologically
unfounded .

3. Na pary'iipto 'gnidmanlo dar1anasya prasiddhaye,
sa dar1ana~ sa pralyuklo gamyam'iinagat'iigatai~.
The example of fire is .ri~t adequate for the establishment of seeing. That
[fire] together with seein_g ace· refuted by [a refutation of] the present
moving, the moved ~nd· the not moved.
MKV(P) p.114; MKV(V) p.43.

While those who accepted the cogito assumed that seeing oneself precedes any
act of seeing, their opponents seem to have used the example of the fire to
maintain that, like fire which burns everything but itself, seeing perceives
,
everything else but itself.
the sphere of
The theory of moments (k!at~a) that led to metaphysics
causation (Chapter I) _and change (Chapter II) did not leave the problem of
perception untouched. Indeed , it was the problem of perception that was most
affected by a theory of moments, as is evident from the variety of contradictory
theories of perception presented by the Sarvastivadins, the Sautrantikas and
the Theravadins (see KaJupahana, Buddhist Philosopl!y, pp.97-107).
Being aware of this fact , ~garjuna takes the easy route of referring to his
previous refutation of change (Chapter 11). Hence Candraklrti's composition of
a verse comparable to II.l: What has been seen is not being seen; what has not
been seen is also not being seen. Apart from the seen ~nd the not seen , the present seeing is al{o not seen."
T}le .same can be said of .t hat which is ~urnt (dagdhvatrJ), etc. This is what

in
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Nagarjuna means when he says: "That [fire] together with seeing are refuted by
[a·refutation ofJ the present moving, the moved and the not moved."

4.

Nlipafyamiinaftt bhavati yadii kif?1cana darfanaf?1,
darfanaftt pafyafity evaf?1. katham etat tu yujyate.

When some form of seeing that is not perceiving d~ not exist, how pertinent is the view that seeing perceives?
MKV(P) p.l15; MKV(V) p.44.

The essentialist definition of "seeing" as possessing the "nature of seeing"
(darfana-svabhiiva) is tantamount to saying that "seeing always sees." This, indeed, is the statement with which the Sarvastivada (specifically Vaibha$ika)
began its description of perception, as indicated by the quotation referred to in
the note to Ill. 2. In other words, it is not possible to recognize any form of seeing that is "not presently perceiving" (na apafyamiinaftt), or there cannot be a
"non-seeing perception." If such be the definition, Nagarjuna raises a question
regarding the appropriateness of the statements, "Seeing perceives."

5. Pafyati darfanaftt naiva naiva pafyaty adarfanaftt,
vyiikhyiito darfanenaiva dra!tii cJpy upagamyatiif?1.

Seeing does not perceive, nor does non-seeing perceive. One should admit that a seer is explained by [the analysis of] seeing itself.
MKV(P) pp.ll5-117; MKV(V) p.44.

Mter explaining the difficulties involved in the statement, "Seeing perceives,"
here Nagarjuna insists that it is not possible to assert that "non-seeing
perceives." Just ~ much as a substantial event like "seeing" cannot be appropriately explained, even so a substantial entity like a "seer" (driJ!ft) also can-
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not be established. The rejection of the latter follows from the refutation of the
former. This point is further elaborated in the following verse.

6.

Tiraskrtya drfJ!{ii nasty atiraskrtya ea darsana?!l-,
drfJftavya?!l- darsana?!l- caiva dra.f(ary asati te kutaf?.

A seer does not exist either separated or not separated from seeing. When
a seer does not exist, whence can there be seeing and the object of seeing?
MKV(P) pp.ll7-118; MKV(V) pA5.

The metaphysical views discussed previously lead to two different conceptions
of a "seer" (dra!fr). namely, (i) a seer associated with seeing (a seeing seer),
which is based on a theory of identity, and ( ii) a seer dissociated from seeing (a
non-seeing seer), which emphasizes difference. Having denied both, Nagarjuna raises the question: "In the absence of a seer, whence can there be seeing
and . the object of seeing?" This question is raised not by a dogmatic
philosopher, but by a critical epistemology. It is simply asking the question,
'Just because you have come up with an unacceptable definition of a 'seer', are .
we going to ignore the fact that there is seeing and also the objects of such seeing? If there were to be no seer, how can you account for the perception of objects?" In other words , Nagarjuna, in the way he formulates his question, is
asserting that seeing and the objects of seeiQg are mutually dependent upon a
seer. This assertion leads Nagarjuna directly to the statement of the Buddha in
.the early discourses.

7.

Prafitya m-ata-pitarau yathoktal? putn;-sa?!l-bhavaf?,
cak.fu-rope prafityaivam ukto vijnana-sa?!l-bhavaf?. ·

Just as the birth of a son is said to be dependent upon the mother and the
father, even so, the arising of [visual] consciousness is said to ~e dep~n
dent up~n eye and material form.
A1KV(P) p . ll 8; MK V(VJ p :45.
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Being a competent and insightful philosopher, Niigarjuna immediately
perceives the difference between the Buddha's analysis and those of his
"substantialise" protagonists. ·~bandoning the misleading terminology of.the
substantialise, Niigarjuna adopts the Buddha's own terminology to explain the
process of perception: "Depending upon the eye and visible form arises visual
consciousness," ( Cakkhufl ea patieea riipe ea' uppaJjati cakkhu-viflfliif!a??t.) (M
1.111).
Even though the three terms used here correspond to the terms used by the
substantialists.-:eakkhu stands for darfana , riipa for 'dra!(avya , and dra!fr for vi-·
jfiiina~ the description itself is different. Here the explanation of visual perception does not begin with the assertion of the eogito in order to end with the
perception of the external object, which was one ofNiigarjuna's criticism of the
substantialise view. Neither is perception defined in a more substantialise way
as in the quotation from the Sarvastivadins which says: "The substance called
the eye is of the nature of that which sees," (see note Ill.2). Nci metaphysical
jargon is introduced here at all. Without ge~ting involved in the substantialise
terminology and concepts, the present statement of perception is based entirely
on the principle 9f dependence (pralityasamutpiida). Thus, visual con·sciousness is said to be dependent upon the eye (=faculty) and visible form
(=object). Such an explanation immediately eliminates the conception of a
substance (s11abhava, iitman) and replaces it with a. principle of"dependence'~
(pratityasamutpiida). In order to illustrate this process of perception, Niigarjuna utilizes the example of the birth of a son depending upon the mother and
father .
It .would, therefore, be unfair to think that an illustrious . Buddhist
philosopher like . Niigarjuna failed to see the important philosophical differences between the Buddha's explanation of the causality of perception and
that presented by the metaphysicians. This verse, therefore, embodies another
of the more appropriate views (kalpanii yiitra yojyate, see XVII.13) that Niigarjuna has been elsewhere attributing to the Buddhas, the Sravakas, and the
Pratyeka-buddhas.

8.

Dral{avya-darfaniibhiiviid vijfliiniidt~eatu!(ayarrz,
niislity upiidiiniidini bhavtjyanti puna~! katharrz.

If it is the view that the·four factors, beginning with consciousness, do not
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exist, because of the absence of seeing and the object of seeing, how then
can there be grasping?
MKV(P) p.ll9; MKV(V) ppA5-46.

Candrakirti's negativist approach creates a problem in regard to the interpretation of this verse. The use of the itz~formula needs to be carefully handled if we·
are to avoid a gross misinterpretation of Nagarjuna's thoughts at this point.
Nagarjuna has already refuted the metaphysical views pertaining to seeing and
seer. However, at III.6, he was asserting that one cannot speak of seeing and the
seen without a seer. It is possible that someone may insist: "If there were to be
no seeing (dar'fana, cak!tt) and the seen (dr(J!{flvya, rupa), then the four factors
{namely, feeling (vedanii), perception (saf!Jjliii), dispositions (ta?'(Jskariif?) and
consciousness (vijfianaf!J), which constitute the psychic part of the
psychophysical personalitY and hence the equivalent of drfl!frJ are also nonexistent (n1istz)." The iti-formula converts this to a view or a statement someone
could express. If so, Nagarjuna's counter-question would be: "How then can
there be grasping?" Surprisingly, Candrak!rti interprets Nagarjuna's question ·
as implying a denial of grasping (na santy upiidiiniidintty arthaf?). However, if
the s'tatem.ent preceding iti is understood as the view of the opponent, then
Nagiirjuna's answer is: "How can you explain grasping?"' In other words,
Nagiirjuna seems to be saying: "Grasping exisw, for that is what is eliminated
at the moment of enlightenment and freedom (anupadii-vimuktt). Grasping is
dependent upon consciousness (vijflana) which is, in turn, dependent upon the
eye and visible form. Any other explanation of perception is unacceptable to
me."
Such an explanation is in perfect conformity with the contents of the two
preceding verses both of which represent positive statements of Nagarjuna.

9.

Vyak/Jyata'f!J 'fravaf!fl'f!J ghraf!a'f!J rfiSana'f!J spar'fana'f!J manaf?,
dar'fanenaiva jiimyiic chrotr-'frotavyakiidi ea.

What has been explained as hearing, smelling, tasting, touching, and
mind, as well as the hearer, the sound, etc. should be known i.n the same
.
way .as seemg.
MKV(P) p.l20; M.KV(V) p.46.
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Thus, after pointing out the inappropriatness of certain metaphysical views pertaining to visual perception and having stated the Buddha's own explanation of
perception in terms of "dependent arising" (prafityasamutpada) , Nagarjuna
concludes that the other five faculties and their objects should be. understood in
the same way as "seeing." This indeed is a very positive explanation of sensory
experience and a faithful representation of the Buddha's teaching as embodied
in the "discourses."

CHAPTER
FOUR

Examination of Aggregates
(Skandha-part k.ra)

l.

Rupa-kiirat~a- nirmuktat?Z

na rupam upalabhyate,
rupe,iipi na nirmukta?'?Z drfyate rupa-kiirat~af?Z.

Material form, distinct from the cause of trulterial form, is not obtained.
Similarly, a cause of trulterial form, distinct from. material form, is also
not seen .
MKV(P) p.123; MKV(V) p.48.

From among the five aggregates (skandha), Nagarjuna selects material form
(rupa), and not one of the explicitly psychological aggregates such as feeling ,
perception, disposition, or consciousness. The reason is dear. He has already
examined the process of percep tion and, therefore, needs to analyse the object
of perception, rather tha.n perception itself.
In the discourses, material from (rupa) was analysed into the four great
elements (cattiiro mahiibhutii) and the elements derived from these four
(catunnaf?Z mahiibhutiinaf?Z upiidiiya rupaf?Z) (M ~.87). In their attempt to
determine what these derived elements were, ·the Abhidharmikas scanned all
the ·~iscou rses looking for any element (dharma) that would be predominantly
mat~rial and compiled varying lists. As a result of speculation on these different
between gross matter (sthula-rupa) and sublists, there came
. to be a distinction
de matter (suktma-rupa). Yet, it was assumed that the four great el_ements constirutcd the foundation of all forms of matter.
When Jhe question regarding the nature of the four great elements was raised, the Buddha maintained that these consist of hardness and rigidity (kakkhala~· khangataf?Z) whieh is earth (pafhavt), watery element (iipogata) which
is water (iipo), the fiery element (tejogataf?Z) which is fire (tejo), and the airy
(viiyogatat?Z) which is air (viiyo) (M 1.421 ff.). This explains the manner in
which they are experienced. However, the interpreters of the Abhidharma
began to define them as "the. four elements that supp ort self-narure as well as
derived form" (svalaktat~ opiidiiyarupadhiirat~iid · dhiitaval; , Akb p .8). An
~
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almost identical definition was gradually being offered for the conception of
dharma (svasiimiinyalakfa'ladhiirat{iid dharmaf?, Sakv p. 12) where svalak!a'la
refers to self-riature or substance and siimiinyalakfa'la
to · "general
characteristics" or "quality," the latter corresponding in some way to the derived elements. These ideas appeared in the Theravada tradition only in the
Abhidhamma commentaries and the later manuals and sub-commentaries
(e.g., sabhiiva-siimanfia-lakkha'!af!J dhiirefiti dhammii, Abhvt p .ll). Thus,
with the Sarvastivada speculation, two new categories were emerging - substance and charcteristics- which ultimately involved a one-way relationship. 'fhe substances serve as the cause (kiira,a) of characteristics, but not

vtce versa.
Even though these speculations are recorded in treatises composed long after
Nagarjuna, they did not originate wit~ such treatises but were prevalent during
his day or even before, as is evidentfrom a careful reading of the Kiirikii. It is
the above mentioned substantialise view of material form (tilpa) that is criticize<! in the present verse. For Nagarjuna (as well a5 for the Buddha), material
form distinct from the cause of material form (ropa-kiira,a = mahiibhuta) is
not acceptable. Similarly, a cause of material form distinct from material form
is also not experienced . Here there is no denial of material form, but only a rejection of the idea that there is an invisible ground of material form .
'

2.

Rupa-kara,a-nirmukte rope ropaf?l prasajyate,
iihetukaf!J na casty arthaf? kafcid iihetukaf? kvacit.

When material form is. [considered to be] distinct from the cause of
mat~rial form 1 it follows that material form is without a cause. Nowhere
is there any effect (arthaf?) without a cause.
MKV(P) p.l23; MKV(V) p.48.

It is the sharp dis.tinction between material form and its assumed cause that was
posing an epistemological problem for Nagarjuna. In fact , evidence from a
later Theravada sub-commentary. seems to indicate that a school with
Sautrantika leanings was tryiQg to eliminate the distipc::tion between these two
ideas. Refer!ing to the definition of dhamma mentioned 'in relation to IV. t'. it
·is said: "There is no dhamma over and above the nature of supporting," [na ea
dhiin'yamiina-sabhiivii afifio dhammo niima attht~ DhsTp.21; see also my article, "Schools of Buddhism in Early Ceylon," in The Ceylon journal of the
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Humanities, Peradeniya 1 (1970):78], a view that resembles the one presented
by George Berkeley during modern times.
Nagarjuna seems to be unwilling to accept such a solution . Considering the
philosophical issues a philosopher like Berkeley had to face, one can understand Nagarjuna's unwillingness to subscribe to such a view. Without allowing
the experienced elements (dharma) to hang loose, Nagarjuna was interested in
providing a causal explanation. Therefore, following the Buddha's explanation
of "dependent arising'', Nagarjuna boldly asserts: "Nowhere is there any effect
without a cause:" (see also XXIV.l9, aprafftyasamutpanno dharmaf? kascin na

vidyate). ·

3. RupetJa tu vinirmuktatrt yadi sy'iid rupa-k'iiratJatrt,
ak'iiryaka?p k'iiratJtltrJ sy'iit n'iisti aklirya?p ea k'iiratJatrJ.

If there were to be a cause of material form distinct from material form ,
there would then I>e a cause without an effect. There certainly is no ineffect-ive cause.
· M.KV{P) p.l24; MKV(V) p.48.

The statement in the previous verse: "Nowhere is there an effect without a
cause," (na c'iisti arthaf? kafcid'iihetukaf? kvacit) could lead to the belief in an
invisible ultimate cause (like substance, or even God) that is eternal. W~ile the
charactedstics, perceived qua:lities, etc. could be looked upon as the experienced, yet variable, effects, their ultimate ground wpuld be the substance, eternally existing even when it is not producing the effects. Realizing that such a
view could emerge from his previous assertion, Nagarjuna immediately proceeds to nip· it in the bud when he insists: "There is ho in-effect-ive cause."
Thus, IV.2 and 3, in combination should provide the interpreters ofNagarjuna with the clearest evidence that he was upholding the theory of"dependent
arising'' (prafityasamutp'iida) in' the form in which it was formulated by the
Buddha in the early discourses.

4.

Rupe 'saty eva rtipasya k'iiratJatrt nopapadyate,
rtipe 'saty eva rtipasya k'iira1Jatrt nopapadyate.
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When a material form exists, a cause of material form is not appropriate.
When a material form does not exist, a cause of material form is also not
appropriate.
MKV(P) p . l24 ; MKV(V) p .48.

Here Nagarjuna is reverting back to the criticisms he made of the Sarvastivada
and Sautrantika views in Chapter I. The first is the identity theory of causation
and the second, the non-identity theory, and these criticisms are here applied
to the causality of material form (riipa). ·

5.

Ni!kiirat!af!Z puna ropaf!Z naiva naivopapadyate,
Jasmiit ropa-gatiin kiif!Zfcin na vikalpiin vikalpayet.

Furthermore, a material form without a cause is absolutely inappropriate .
Therefore, one should n9t discriminatively think of anything confined to
material form.
MKV{P) p . l25 ; MKV(V) p. 29.

A theory of an uncaused event, as reiterated, was clearly unacceptable to
Nagarjuna. Indeed, it is emphasized by the repetition of the negation, naiva.
Not accepting the epistemology that is generally and indiscriminately attributed to Nagarjuna, we have avoided translating the term vika/pa either as
"conceptualizationu or "conceptual construction" or 'even "discrimination," (see
Introduction). The
importance of the term ropagatiin cannot be over.
emphasized. The comments on the previous verses show to what extent
speculation "confined" strictly to material form (ropa) led to all kinds of weird
philosophical theories. The analysis of material form should be undertaken in
relation to various other issues, especially language and epistemology . In the
last few verses, Nagarjuna was engaged precisely in such an enterprise. Hence.
his advice in the present verse. The suffix -gata is better understood in the
meaning in which it occurs in phrases like kiiya-gata ("confined to the body.") ,
hasta-gata ("confined to the hand"), etc.
/
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6. Na k?ira71asya sadrfa??Z k?iryam ity upapadyate,
na k?irar,asy?isadrfam k?iryam ity upapadyate.
The view that. the effect is identical with the cause is not appropriate. The
view that the effect is not identical with the cause is also not appropriate.
MKV(P) p.l2.5; MKV(V) p.49.

Unlike IV.4 which states the inappropriateness of identity and non-identity
theories of causation applied specifically to the subject matter under discussion,
namely, material form (rupa), the present verse emphasizes the inappropriateness of identity and non-identity theories in general.

7.

Vedan?i-citta-sa??Z}ifiin?i??Z sa7!JSk?ir?ir,?i??Z ea sarvafal;,
sarvef?im eva bh?iv?in?if?Z ruper,aiva samal; kramal;.

The method of treatment of all existents such as feeling, thought, percep tion and dispositions is in every way similar to that. of material form.
MKV(P) p . l26; MKV(Vj p.49.

The previous comments on the contents of this chapter would indicate that
Nagarjuna did not deny the reality of material form but only the method of.explaining it. A similar treatment is requested of the other aggregates too. Note·
the .use of the term bh?iva in the present context, which prompts Inada to
render it as "existential actions" (compared wit.h its usage at 1. 3 whicq Inada
translated as "entities").

8.

Vigrahe yal; parih?ira7!J krte 'funyatay?i vadet,
sarva??Z tasy?iparihrta??Z samaf?Z s?idhyana jfiyate.

When an analysis is made in terms of emptiness, whosoever were to ad:
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dress a refutation, all that is left unrefuted by him will be equal to what is
yet to be proved.

9.

Vjiikhyiine ya upiilambhaf!t krte funyatayli vadet,
sarvaf!t tajylinupiilabdha??t sama11J siidhyena jliyate.

When an explanation in terms of emptiness is given, whosoever were to
address a censure, all that is left uncensured by him will be equal to what
is yet to be proved.

MKV(P) p . l27; MKV(V) pp.49·50.

These two subtle and cryptic verses can best be understood in the context in
which they appear. They are placed at the end of an extremely important
analysis of the metaphysics relating to material form (rnpa). As. such they
should be .considered the conclusion of that analysis.
The basic theme of the chapter has been the rejection of any metaphysical
substance (svabhiiva) as the cause of material form (rnpa-klirar,a). Indeed, there
was no rejection of the cause of ·material form, only the criticism of the view
that this cause is an invisible permanent entity distinct from the perceived
material form. This criticism if refe£red to at IV.8 as "an analysis in te(ms' of
emptiness" (funyatayli vigrahe krte). Interestingly, the term "emptiness"
(funyatli) never occurred in that analysis. The analysis was made on the basis of
mutual "dependence" of material form (rnpa) and the cause of material form
(rnpa-kiirar,a). Thus, material form and the cause are empty of substance
because they are mutually dependent. At this stage, if someone were to present
a refutation of Nagarjuna's view, that refutation would be. intended as a
refutation o( the "mutual dependence" of the material form and its cause.
However, such a refutation does not automatically prove _the validity of the
metaphysical idea, namely, svabhiiva that is being rejected by Nagarjuna on
the basis of"dependence." The argument in favor of dependence is experience.
Hence, the person presenting .a refutation of this idea should be in a position
not only to negate "mutuai dependence" but also provide evidence for the
establishment of a metaphysical substance (svabhava). This has not yet been
achieved : Thus, according to Nagarjuna, what still remains to be proved
(siidhya) is the thesis regarding "substance" rather than "mutual dependence."
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These two verses are very significant in that they seem to admit that the
M~dhyamikas have a positive thesis, namely, "dependen t arising" which is accepted on the basis of experience . The "emptiness" (funyalti) they advocate is
simply a challenge for the metaphysician to prove his own metaphysics.
The two verses are identical except for the use of the two pairs of terms,
vigraha andpan"h7ira in the former , and vy7ikhy7ina and up7ilambha in the latter. As is well known, Nagarjuna is also the author of a treatise called Vigrahavy7ivartam. The term vigraha means "analysis." On the basis of this work,
modern interpreters of Nagarjuna have assumed that he was merely an
analytical philosopher whose enterprise was confined solely to "analysis"
(vigraha) of opposing views utilizing the conception of "emptiness" (funyalti).
However, IV.9, cast in the same mould.as IV .8 ~ raises doubts about the validity
of such an interpretation of rhe character ofNagarju na's philosophical method.
The use of the term vy7ikhy7ina meaning "explanation" seems to indicate that,
in addition to "analysis in terms of emptiness," Nagarjuna was also providing
an "explanation." That explanation is once again said to be based upon emptiness (funyatay7i vyakhya11e krte). But as mentioned above, the term "emptiness" did not occur at all in the chapter. Instead the explanation was provided
on the basis of ·:dependent arising" (prafityasamutp7ida). "Emptiness" being
the counterpart of "dependen t arising," "explanation in terms of dependen t
arising" would, therefore, be the same as "explanation in terms of emptiness ."
Thus, Nagarjuna, even when presenting his positive theory of "dependen t
arising," need not worry about someone censuring him, for the theory of
"dependence", like "emp tiness," was intended to reject the metaphysicr of
substance, and the responsibility once again falls on his opponent to prove his
own substance-metaphysics.

CHAPTER

FIVE

The Examination of Elements
(Dhatu-pa fikJd)

1.

Nakafa?!J vidyate ki?!Jcit purvam akaia-lakftlfJ'iil,
alakftl'!ti?!J prasajyeta syat purva?!J yadi lakfatJ'iit.

No space is evident prior to the spatial characteristics. If it e:Usts prior to the
characteristics, then it would follow that it is without characteristics.
MKV(P) p.129; MKV(V) p. 51.

As pointed out earlier, the categories of aggregates, spheres, and elements constituted an important part of the Buddha's teachings as well as of the
Abhidharma analysis (111.1). This early classification was intended to accoun t
for the human personality (skandha) , its experience ( 12 ayatanas = 6 indnyas
and 6 tn!ayas) and finally the elements to which this whole experience can be
analysed {18 elements = 6 ayatanas, 6 vzjayas and 6 forms of consciousness).
However, Nagarjuna does not take them in that particular order. This is
because of the problems created by the interpreters of the Abhidharma. They
were more concerned with defining each one of the elements in each of the
categories without considering them in the light of other elements within the
category to which it belongs or in terms of other cafegories outside of
themselves. This led to a wide range of metaphysical speculations. For example,
one of the elements .(dhatu) that caused much misunderstan ding and led to
many metaphysical ideas is the conception of "space" (akafa). Although
"space" is not an item included among either the aggregates, spheres or
elements (in the earlier classification), if indeed was part of an analysis of the
human personality comparable to the analysis into five aggregates (skandha).
The counterpart of the skandha-dassification is the explanation of the human
personality in terms of six elements (cha-dhatu or !rul dhatu), one of which was
"space" (ak'iifa) (M 3.239). At S 2.150, the Buddha specifically recognized the
interdependen ce of material form and "the sphere of space"
( Y'iiya?!J ... ak'iisafJcayatanadhatu aya?!J dhatu rupa?!J pa(icca panfiiiyah).

However, the Buddhist metaphysicians, treating each one of the categories and
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items independently, assumed that "space" is "unconditioned" (asa1(lskrta'f!l,
Akb p.3), the latter being understood as "independence" (see Sakv p.l74;
DhsA p.l93). Thus, space came to possess the unique nature of "nonobstruction"· (an4vara,a-svabh?ivam akafa'f!l) where mate(ial form finds its
locale (yatra rupasya gatziJ, Akb p.3).
This,· indeed, was a very abso"Iutistic conception of space, a conception that
muddled up the entire Buddhist epistemology. It posed the most significant
challenge for Nagarjuna. In order to eliminate such metaphysiCs, Nagarjuna
adopted the ingenious method of analysing the source of knowledge (i.e., seeing, darfana, Chapter III), the object of knowledge (i.e., material form, rupa,
Chapter IV) and its locale (i.e, space, akafa, Chapter V) and this he did on the
pretext of examining the Buddha's own categories of aggregates, spheres and
elements (skandha-ayatana-dhatu). Thus, the present chapter on the examina·
tion of elements comes to be devoted not to the traditional category of
elements, but rather to the conception of space, highlighting its relativity,
especially to material form, discussed in the previous chapter. With these three
chapters, Nagarjuna .was thus able to give a rather comprehensive account of
the problem of knowledge.
Here there is no denial of space, but only the rejection of a particular way of
understanding or conceiving it. If space were to be understood as the ultimately
real pure entity, a substance to which various characteristics are attributed, in
which case space precedes the characteristics, then Nagarjuna finds no
epistemological justification for it. This is a criticism of the firs~ aspect of the
metaphysical explanation of space referred to above, namely, that space has the
character of non-obstructon (anavaraf!a-svabhava). The obstruction, in this
case, refers to material form (i.e., pratigha).

2.

Alak!af!O na kafcic ea bhiivaf? sa'f!lvidyate kvacit,
asaty alakfaf!e bhave kramatfi'f!l kuha lakfaf!tJ'f!l.

An existent that is without characteristics is nowhere evident. When an
existent without characteristics does not exist, where can characteristics
appear?
MKV(P) pp.l29·130; MKV(V) p.)l.

The denial of pure "space" at V.1 is here extended to all elements or entities
(bhava). The question that follows next is: If there were to be no pure entity or
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a tabula rasa, then one also cannot account for adventitious elements through
which something comes to be known. This represents the second aspect of the
metaphysical definition mentioned earlieto, namdy, the "unobstructed space"
serving as the locale for the appearance of material form (yatra ropasya gatif? =

ropasya kramafaf!t).

3.

Niilak!af!e /ak;af!asya pravrttir na sa/akfaf!e,
sa/akfaniilakJaniibhyii??J nlipy anyatra pravartate.

The occurrence of a characteristic does not take place either in something
without characteristic or in something with characteristic. Nor does it proceed from something other than thostj w.ith or without characteristic.
M.KV(P) p.l30; MKV(V) p.5l.

Here again, it seems inappropriate to assume that Nagarjuna was denying
either space or material form, but only the manner in which they were explained by the metaphysicians. It is the sharp dichotdmy between a thing and its
properties that cannot account for either of them. The substantialise mode of
speaking about entities (bhava) leads to two extremist views, namely, identity
or difference. The second statement rejects the view that the problem of identity and difference can be solved by transcending both. The reasoning seems to
be that, rather than attempting to solve the problem of identity and difference
by following the method of transcendence, it is more appropriatge not to create
such a sharp distinction in the first place.

4. Lakfaf!?iSa??Jpravrttau ea na lak1yam upapadyate,
lakfyasy?inupapattau ea /akfaf!asjiipy asa??Zbhavaf?.

When the characteristic does not occur, the cnaracterized is not appropriate. In the absence of the characterized, there is no occurrence of
the characteristic.
MKV(P) p.Ul ; MKV(V) p. 52.
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The relativity of concepts, or more specifically the contextual meaning of concepts, is here underscored. Definitions may be useful in clarifying the meaning
of terms. Yet these meanings are not derived independently; they occur in contexts and, as such, any reference to substance and attribute should not be taken
eo imply distinct or pure referents. What are denied here are not the concepts
of the characterized or of the characteristics, but merely their independent exIStence.

5.

Tasmlin na vidyate lak!yaf!Z lakfatJaf!Z naiva vidyate,
lak!ya-lak!ana-nirmukto naiva bhavo'pi vidyate.

Therefore, the characterized is not evidenct. Neither is the cha racteristic
evident. D istinct from the characterized and the characteristic, a n existent is certainly not evident.
MKV(P) pp.l31- 132; MKV(VJ p.52

This is not a blanket denial of the characterized and the characteristic. Rather it
is a denial of these two elements as explained at V.4, namely, as substance and
attribute constituting independent entities. Therefore, one cannot fmd any .
event, any entity, any existence that is separated from the characterized and the
characteristic. An existent separated from the characterized as well as the
cbaracteristi~ could turn out to be a "pure entity," an idea clearly unacceptable
to Nagarjuna.

6.

.
Avidyamline bhave ea k.asy7ibh7ivo bhavqyan:
bh7iv7ibh7iva-vidharmii ea bh7iv7ibh7ivam avaiti kal;.

When an existent is not evident, whose non-existence can there be? Who
could comprehend the distinct things: existent and non-existent as weUas
existence and non-existence?
MKV(P) p. l32; MKV(VJ pp.52-53.
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Here again, if we are to understand "existent" (bhava) without taking into consideration the sort of "existent" referred to at V. 5, we would be left with a
universal statement regarding all "existents" (bhtiva). Yet, it is not meant tO
be taken that way. The "existent" referred to here is already defined at V. 5. It is
an "existent" that is separated from either the characterised or the characteristic
or both. It is a "pure existent." Such a pure existent: could then be contrasted
with a pure non-existent, and it is this sharp distinction or dichotomy that is
being questioned by Nigarjuna:. Indeed, it is significant to note the use of the
term vi-dharma (whose occurrence i~ any other text is not known to the present
author) in the sense of "distinct things."

7.

Tasmiin na bhtivo ntibhtivo na lak,yaf?Z ntipi la.kfaf!tlf?Z,
aktiiaf?Z aktifa-samii dhatavaf? panca ye pare.

Therefore; there is neither an existent nor a non-existent, neither the
characterized nor the characteristic, neither space nor the other five
elements similar to space.
MKV(P) p.l34; MKV(V) p.53.

Thus, neither existence nor non-existence, the characterized nor the
characteristic as envisaged by the metaphysicians exist. The five
elements-earth, water, fire, air and consciousness, which together with space
constitute . the personality (cha-dhaturoyaf!J puriso)- do not exist if these
elements are conceived of in the same way as space. This does not mean that the
way in which the metaphysicians conceive of the six elements is the only way in
which they can be understood and explained.

8.

Astivaf?Z ye tu pafyanti ntistitvaf!J calpabuddhayal(,
bhtiv7in7if?Z te na paiyanti drt~~tavyopafamaf!t fivaf?Z.

Those who are of litde intelligence, who ,perceive the existence as well as
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the non-existe nce of existents, do not perceive the appeasem ent of the
object, the auspicious.
MKV(P) p. l35 ; MKV(V) p. 54.

The "appeasement of the object" (dra!{avyopaJama) is, no doubt, a synonym
for the "appeasement of dispositions" (saf!Ukiiropafama) or the "appeasement
of obsessions" (prapaiicopa1ama) . It is indeed not the elimination of the object
(draj{avya-k!aya), implying the abandoning of both subject and object. It is
merely the appeasement of the object. What is implied by the appeasement of
the object is its non-reification. The conception of the non-existence of the object will emerge only if its existence is understood in a· substantial way. Existence (astitva) and non-existence (nastitva) are correlative. Assertion or denial
of one involves the assertion or denial of the other respectively. Asserting existence in a metaphysical way one is led to the denial of existence. Denying existence in the same way one is led to the assertion of non-existe nce. Instead of
eliminating both existence and non-existence and looking for a transcendent
reality, a reality that is beyond both existence and non-existence, it is possible
to appease, calm, or pacify one's dispositions (sa~skiira) or . obsessions
(prapaiica). Dispositions or obsessions, when followed to their positive extreme, lead to the belief in a permanen t existence (astitva); when completely
negated they contribute toward the belief in non-existence (nastitva). Hence
the emphasis on their appeasement rather than their promotion or elimination.

CHAPTER

SIX
The Examination of Lust and the Lustful

(Raga-rakta-part k~a)

1.

Ragad yadi bhavet purvaf!J rakto raga-tiraskrtaf?,
laf!J prafiya bhaved rago rakte rage rago bhavet sati.

If a lustful one, separated from lust, were to exist prior to lust, then
depending upon him there will be lust. Lust exists when there is a lustful
one.
MKV(P) p .138; MKV(V) p.55.

So far Nagarjuna was considering the basic elements (dharma) involved in an
explanation of the problem of perception, ,OJ!~ely, the "faculties" (indriya),
the "aggregates" (skandha), and "elements" (dhatu). However, the analysis of
perceptual experience, and therefore of the elements (dharma) involved in such
experience, is not confined to these. In the Buddhist view, lust (raga) is an important constituent of perception, primarily because in Buddhism the analysis
of perception was not undertaken for its own sake, but for the sake of discovering the cause of bondage and freedom.
We have already referred to the confusions created by Candrakrrti, espeCially
in regard to the interpretation of the most crucial Chapter I where he fails to
recognize the significance even of the order in- which Nagarjuna takes up the
variety of ideas for examination, let alone the ideas themselves .
. Another unfg{tunate misinterpretation emerges when CandrakTrti assumes
that every initial verse in every chapter represents a statement of the opponent's
view which is to be repudiated. While this may be true in some chapters, there
is no need to universalize it. There is no reason why Nagarjuna could not take
up his or the Buddha's views first and then go on to repudiate what are considered to be inappropriate ideas.
In the Buddha's own analysis of perception, opsessions (prapanca) appears in
a personality thlH is already smeared with lust. The Buddha consistently avoided any speculation regarding absolute origins. As such, he was not willing to
assume either a pure personality, a tabula rasa which comes to be defiled by
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adventitious elements (see A 1.254) or the existence of an element called lust
(raga) in the external world independe nt of a conscious person who generates
lust on the basis of external objects (see S 1.22). For him, objects can be
classified as pleasurable (Jubha), loathsome (aiubha) , or neutral only in relation co a perceiving individual who is prone to make such distinctions. A person
who is prone to make such distinctions is one who is either dominated by lust
(raga) or aversion (dosa) or indifference.
Thus, Nagarjuna is able tQ assert that if any object were to cause any lust
(iiiga), then there must be a lustful one (rakta), not simply a "pure person" who
is untained by lust. For him, there is no difficulty in speaking of lust, so long as
that lust is not distinguish ed as an entity which is then supposed co infect a person who is pure and undefiled by lust. It is the same sort of relation that is exemplified by a compassionate one (maitra) and the recipient of c.ompassion
(upagrahaka), a very apt example given by Candra.kJrti to illustrate the conception of "otherness' ' (paratva), but which has been misunders tood by many a
translator [MKV{P)p. 78; Sprung, Lucid Exposition, p.66, who was probably
following Stcherbatsky's earlier translation]. There is no sense in speaking of a
compassionate one or even compassion in a vacuum. A compassionate one or
compassion becomes meaningfu l only in the context of people who are recipients of such compassion. The same sort of relationship exists among the
lustful (rakta), lust (raga), and the objects that generate lust in the individuals.
The present verse, therefore, is a clear statement of Nagarjuna 's own position, not the statement of an opponent that is to be rejected.

2.

Rakte 'sati puna ragaf? kuta eva bhavifyatt;
sati vasati va rage rakte 'py e!a samaf? kramaf?.

When a lustful one does not exist, whence can there be lust? Whether
lust exists or not, the method (of analysis) even of the lustful one would
be comparable.
MKV(P) pp. l38-139; MKV{V) p .55.

Thus, Nagarjuna raises the question as to how there could be lust in the
absence of a lustful one. This avoids the theory of a tabula rasa and the adventitious impressions. Let alone the existence or the non-existence of lust, even
the lustful one has to be analysed in terms of dependenc e, not in terms of pure
entities having their own self-nature (svabhava).
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3. Sahaiva puna udbhutir na yukta r'liga-raktayof?,
bhavet'li?!J r'liga-raktau hi nirape/qau paraspara?!J.

Again, the simultaneous occurrences of lust and the lustful one is not
proper. Lust and the lustful one would then be mutually non-contingent.
MKV(P) p.139; MKV(V) p.56.

To conceive of lust or the lustful one in vacuity and then proceeding to explain
their simultaneous arising (sahaiva udbhutir) is not the purpose of "dependent
arising." In such a case, what is found is indcpen.dent existence of lust as well as
the lustful one, each having its own narure. This, once again, represents Nagarjuna's rejection of the substance/amibute relationship. "Cow-ness" implies the
fact of having "four legs;" the latter is not an independent attribute of the
former. The dangers inherent in carrying out the analytical process initiated by
the Buddha to its extreme is here indicated. Analysis is useful in eliminating
metaphysics, but useless when its leads to further metaphysics.

4.

Naikatve sahabhavo 'sti na tenaiva hi tat saha,
Prthaktve sahabhavo 'tha kuta eva bhaviJyati.

In identity, there is no co-existence. That which is associated does not
arise together. In discreteness, how can there be co-existence?
MKV(P) pp.l39-140; MKV(V) p.56.

The philosophicat·problems created by an over-extended analytical process cannot be resolved by either a conception of identity or of discreten~ss. The relationship of co-existence (sahabhava) cannot be established -once the analysis
leads to a sharp c;lichotomy berwee~ substance and attribute.
·

5. Ekatve sahabhavaf cet sy'lit sahaya?!J vinapi saf?,
Prthaktve sahabhavaf cet sy'lit sahaya??t vinapi saf?.
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If, in identity, there were to be co-existence, it could occur even without
association. If, in discreteness, there were to be co-existence, it could occur even without association.
MKV(P) p . 140; MKV(V) p.55

The Sacvastivada conception of identity in terms of substantial existence
(svab~iiva), each substance being a part of a larger and more pervading
substance (like Plato's "forms") did not need a conception of association. Coexistence comes to be overshadowed by identity (just
much as the .three
Platonic forms-truth, beauty, and goodness-could be found in a more comprehensive form, i.e., Good). The Sautriincika analysis of reality into discrete
momentary entities (comparable to the Humean impressions) led to an explanation of co-existence in terms of "associaiton." In fact, such co-existence
did not need any "association." Things could co-exist even without association.
Thus, association is not a viable solution to problems either of identity or of
discreteness.

as

6. Prthaktve sahabhiivaf ea yadi.ki'f!l riiga- raktayo~,
siddhaf? p[thak-Prthag-bhavaf? sahabhavo yatas tayof?.

If there were to be co-existence in discreteness, is it the case that lust ani;!
the lustful one are completely separated, as a result of which their coexistence is also established.
MKV(P) p.140; MKV(V? p.56.

The problem of "association" arises more with the conception of "discreteness,"
than wi~h the notion of identity. "Association" was not much of a concern for
the Sarvastivadins. However, it was indeed a major problem for the
Sautrantikas. Hence their emphasis on the conception of "immediate contiguity" (samantmtara). Foe Hume, with a similar atomic analysis of experience,
"association" was ·the glue that bound together the discrete impressions. The
present question ofNagarjuna was a challenge to that Satitrantika (/Humean)
theory of the "ideas of association."
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Siddhaf? Prthak-Prthag -bhavo yadi va raga-raktayof?,
sahabhava??Z kim artha??Z tu pan"kalpayase tayof?.

If complete separation between lust and the lustful one is established, for
what purpose do you conceive of their co-existence?
MKV(P) p.l41 ; MKV(I1 p.56.

The usefulness of appealing to co-existence after analysing events into discrete
entities is here questioned. Nagarjuna's approach here is to resolve the very
idea that gave rise to the problem rather than solving it, namely, to avoid
creating sharp distinctions instead of trying to find solutions to problems
generated by such distinctions.

8.

Prthag na siddhyafity eva??Z sahabhava??Z vikan/qasi,
sahabhava-prasiddhy artha??Z Prthaktva??Z bhuya icchasi.

You fancy co-existence assuming that the discrete is not established. You,
again, look for discreteness for the purpose of establishing co-exist~nce :
MKV(P) p.l41; MKV(V) p.57.

· No better explanation of the dilemma of an analytical philosopher who
recognizes discreteness can be found than in the present statement of Nagarjuna. The vicious circle in which one gets involved when, after analysing things
into discrete entities, one tries to put things together is clearly explained here.

9. Prthag-bhavaprasiddhef ea sahabhavo na siddhyatz;
katamasmin Prthag-bhave sahabhava??Z saficchasi.
When discreteness is not established, co-existence is not established. In
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the presence of what kind of discreteness would you expect co-.existence.
MKV(P)tp.l42 MKV(V) p .57.

Nagarjuna's question here is specifically on the nature of discreteness. If
discreteness is absolute, then association of co-existent entities is not accep·
table. If there is no such discreteness, then there.is no need for co-existence, for
the lack of complete discreteness implies "dependence" (prafftyasamutpada).
Hence, the question pertains tq t~e kind of discreteness envisaged.

10.

Evaf?Z raktena ragasya siddhir na saha nasaha,
r:agavat sarvadharmaf!af?t siddhir na saha nasaha.

Thus, with or without th~ lustful one, there is no establishment of lust.
Like lust, there is no establislunent of anything with or without [accompaniments].
MKV(P) p.142; MKV(V) p.57.

On the basis of the kind of discreteness referred to above, one cannot explain
either the association or the non-association of lust and the lustful one. Avoid
the sharp distinction, the problems are not there to solve. The same can be said
in regard to all phenomena (d}Jarma). For this reason, neither absolute identity
nor absolute discreteness can establish the nature of phenomena.

CHAPTER
SEVEN

The Examination of the Conditioned
(Sa~skrta-j)artk!a)

1.

Yadi saf!lskrta utpadas tatra yukta tn'-lak!a'!l,
athasaf!Jskrta utpadal{ kathaf!l saf!zskrta-lak!a'!af!l.

If arising is conditioned, therein three charactc:ristics are proper. If arising
is unconditioned, how can there be characteristics of the conditioned?
MKV(P) pp.l4.5-146; MKV(V) p-59

The examinaiton of .the "conditioned" (saf!lskrta) coming immediately after
the analysis of lust (raga)' and the lustful one (rakt~~:) bririgs out another important aspect of the Byddha's conception of the pragmatic meaning of truth, a
conception thit Nagarjuna seems to be clearly aware of.
.
Lust, as pointed ·out earlier, is one of the most. important elements in the
Buddha's analysis of experience. Lust is operative in the perceptual process
especially in the formation of ideas derived from experience. H~ving rejected
"omniscience" (sarvajnatva) as a source ofknowledge, the Buddha depended
primarily on sense experience. However, for h,.im, sense experience was a "big,
blooming, buzzin.g confusion." One way of dealing with this confusing mass of .
sense data is by concentrating upon items that are of interest t9 the individual
and then forming ideas. Such selection is generally based upon one's interest.
This is the significance of "dispositions" (saf!1sk1ira = compounding of ideas).
For the Buddha, one's conception of truth is invariably bound up with such
dispositions: Therefore, all ideas are "dispositionally conditioned" (SIIf!ISkrta).
The Buddha's final statement before his death: "Dispositions are subject to .
change" (vayadhammli sankhara, D 2.156), therefore, is an assertion that,
since ideas are impermanent, there can be no absolute truth.
However, the above conception of the "dispositionally conditioned"
(saf!lskrta) was to undergo a radical change at the hands of the Buddhist
metaphysicians: Na'garjuna's examination of saf!lskrta becomes meaningful only in the background of that change of perspective.' His was, indeed, an attempt
to reject the Sarvastivada and Sautrantika interpretations of Sllf!lskrta (and this
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would apply to the ideas that came to be accepted by the later Theravadins)
and to revert back to the original teachings of the Buddha.
Once again, the Sarvastivada school was responsible for initiating this change
of perspective. In the early discourses, the term saf!Zskt:ta is used along with the
term prafilyasamutpanna , but not as synonyms (S 3.96, 103). While the
former implied "the dispositionally conditioned," the latter was used in the
more comprehensive meaning of "the dependent." Thus, all dispositionally
conditioned phenomena are dependent, but not all dependent phenomena are
dispositionally conditioned . The equation of JtZf!Zskrta andprafityasamutpa nna
occurs for the first time in the interpretation of the Abhidharma. Ir was this latter tradition that Vasubandhu was recording when he said: "Those that are made
by the conditions having come together are called the samskrtas" (samelya sambhuya pralyayaif? krt'ii it£ saf!Zskrtiif?, Akb p.4; see also AA 2.252 , paccayehi
samiigantv'ii katassa). The Sarvastivadins seem to have understood the concept
of JtZf!ZJkrta as a mere refutation of the belief in the production of an event by a
single cause (eka-pratyaya-janilaf!Z, ibid .). Ya5omitra, commenting upon this
statement, goes on to say that saf!Zskrta andprafityasamutpa nna are, therefore,
synonyms (Sakv pp.l71-172), thereby obliterating the semantic difference between "made" (krta) and "arisen" (utpanna).
This erroneous simple equation was to lead to further complications,
especiaJly in understanding the Buddha's characterization of niro'iif!a as
asaf!Zskrta. Even though the early discourses presented niro'iif!a as an asaf!ZJkrta,
it was never considered to be an aprafilyasamutpann a ("independent"). For
early Buddhism, both saf!Zskrta and asaf!Zskrta are prafityasamutpanna.
· However, the Sarvastivada equation led to the equation of their negations as
well . Asaf!Zskrta seems to have been understood i.n the sense of aprafityasamutpanna. To what extent their perspective was dominated by an adherence to the
notion of self-nature (svabhiiva), for which they gave no causal explanation at
all other than merely maintaining that it is permanent, remains a surmise.
It is this Sarvastivada conception of saf!Zskrta as ·being identical with
prafilyasamutpanna that is being criticized at VII.l. Nagarjuna, as indicated in
the first line of this verse, had no difficulty in assuming that the saf!Zskrta is
characterized by arising, change, and ceasing. This inde~d was a statement attributed to the Buddha in the early discourses, where it is said : "Monks, there
are these three characteristics of the dispositionaHy conditioned. The arising of
that which is dispositiona,lly conditioned is evident. Its cessation is also evident.
Change ·of what has come to endure is also evident," (A 1.152). Yet if, as explained by the Sarvastivadins, Jtlf!ZJktta is identical with.prafityti.ramutp anna
(the latter also accounting for arising, change and ceasing), then one cannot
.
speak of these three ·characteristics in the context of th_e tZStlf!ZSkrta.
It may be of interest to note that it is not only niro'iif!a that came to be inc~uded in the categony of aJaf!Zikrta by these metaphysicians. They also admit-
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ted "space" (akafa) as an asaf!Jskrta. The implications of that view was examined by Nagarjuoa. in Chapter V.

2.

Utpadiidyas irayo vyasta nalaf!ZiakJaf!a-karmaf!t~
saf!Jskrtasya samastaf? syur ~katra katham ekadii.

When the triad consisting of arising, etc. are discrete, they are not adequate to function as charaqeristics of the conditioped. If they were to be
combined, how can they be in the'·same place at the same time?
MKV(P} p. l46; MKV{V) p. 59.

Further objections to the Sa!Vastivada and Sautrantika theories relating to the
characteristics of the conditioned are raised .here. The discreteness of the three
characteristics, as envisaged by these two schools, would not allow them to
function as the characteristics of the conditioned. The Sarvastivada theory of an
unqerlying substance, which comes to be superficially characterized by the
three (or four) moments, as well as the Sautrantika theory that each moment is
inherent in the previous one in the form of potentiality or -seed (faktt~ bzja),
were the direct results of such a perspective. Furthermore, if these
characteristics were distinct in relation to both time and space, they could not
occur in any one saf!Jskrta at the same time.

3.

Utpada-sthiti-bhaizganam anyat. saf!Jskrta-lakfllf!llf!l,
asti ced anavasthaivaf!J nasti·cet te na saf!Jskrtaf?.

If there were to. be a characteristic of the qmditioned other than arising,
duration_, and destruction, there would be infinite regress. If ther,e were
to be no such [charact~ristics], t~ese would not be conditioned.
MKV(P) p.l47; MKV(V) p.60.

If arising, stasis, and ceasing are three distin~t events, then each one of these
will require further characteristics of arising, stasis, and ceasing to account for
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themselves . Thus, the moment of arising will need three further characteristics
·of arising·. stasis, and ceasing before it could give rise to the next moment,
namely, stasis. The same applies to stasis and ceasing. This will lead to infinite
regress (anavasth'ii) . On the contrary, if each of these moments do not possess
further characteristics, then they cannot be defined as the conditioned.

4. Utptidotptida utptido mulotptidasya keva/af!J,
utptidotptidam utptido maulo janayate panaf?.
The arising of arising is exclusively the arising of primary arising. Again,
the primary arising produces the arising of arising.
M.KV(P) p.l49; M.KV(V) p.60.

In order to avoid infinite regress, one may assume that the arising of arising is
the primary arising (mu~utpada), and that this latter again causes the arising
of arising. Such mutual action on the part of primary arising and arising of arising could eliminate infinite regress.

5. Utptidotptida utptido mulotptidasya te yadi,
maulen'iijanit'as laf?l te sa kathaf?l janayi,yati.
If arising of arising is the primary arising, not being produced by the
primary, how can it (the former] produce that (the latter] ?
MKV(P) p. I50; MKV(V) p.61.

The question raised here by Nigarjuna pertains to active causation. The
substantial ist (Sarvastivada) view of causation, which assumes th.e essence of
the effect to be already latent in the cause, does not permit mutual dependence
of cawe and effect. In such a case, the cause-effect relationship would be a oneway relationship. Nigirjuna perceives that the interdependence utilized in
VII.4 in order to avoid infinite regress would not be appropriate in the conte)\t
of a substantialist theory of causation.
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6. S.a le maulena janito maulaf!J janayate yadi, .
· mau4f? sa ten?ijanitas ltlf11. utp?idayate kllthaf(l.

If, produced by the primary, it produces the primary, how can that
primary, ·not produced by it, produce i~?
MKV(P) p.I50; MKV(V) p.61·.

,.
Here again, Nagarjuna refuses to recognize the mutual dependence of cause
and effect in the context of an active or substantialist theory of ~ausation.

7.

Ayam utpadyam?imts te kiimafli utp?idaye.d lnzaf(l,
yadimam uip?idayitum tiJataf? faknuy?idayaf(l.·

This, while arising, if it may so desire, produce that, so that it, being not
yet bo.r n, will be able to produce that.
MKV(P) p . l50; MKV("? p.61.

At this point Nagarjuna"proceeds to State the Sautrantika theory of causation,
which is described very succinctly by Vasubandhu (Akb pp.76-77). The.
Sautrantikas believed that the Buddha's discourse on the -three characteristics of.
existence-arising (utp?ida), change of what has endured (sthitasy?inyath?itva),
and ceasing (tiyaya)-was intended for the foolish people·who are blinded by
ignorance (avidy1ipdhab1il1il,). According to them, the recognition of ~uch
characteristics involves the belief in the substantial existence (astitva) of the
"conditioned" (saf{Jskrta) (see ibid., p. 77). However, these three characteristics
. are .not part of reality .which consists of momentary (lqa,ika) events. Such
momentary events or impressions coming one after another in rapid succession
(purvasya puroasyoltaralqaf!asy?inubandhaf?) produces the appearance of
"ch~nge
what has endured" (sthity?inyath?itva). whereas it is merely a series
of events (prav?iha) resembling one another (avisadria) . In such a context, arising is merely the immedidate arising from · a s~ate of non-existence
(pratilqa,am abhutv?i bh?iva utp?idaf?). A moment thus comes to be from
nowhere and ceases immecliately. (Here one is naturally reminded of the Humean version of causal relations.)

of
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In the present verse, Nagarjuna is providing his own description of the
Sautrantika theory of change. As this theory is based upon the recognition of
momentariness (k!at~ikatva), Nagarjuna insists that the preceding event has to
produce the succeeding event (in the series of similar events) even before the
former is born, for the former does not endure in order to produce the latter. In
other words, if there were to be any causal connection between two momentary
eventS, the moment that serves as the cause should be·ready to generate the effect before it passes away, that is, even before it is born.

8. Pradipaf? sva-pariitm:iinau saf?tprakafayita yatha,

utpiidaf? svaparatm:iinav r·bhav utpiidayet tatha.
As a light illuminates itself as w~ll as others, so does arising produce both
itself and others.
MKV(P) p . l51 ; MKV(V) p.62 .

Here, a metaphor is utilized to eJ<P.~i n the Sautrantika version of the causal
theory. The ·(hrust of the argument is t-hat it is not necessary for an event to en.dure before it can produce some other effect. A lamp or light does not have to
remain for a while before it could illuminate itself as well as others. This is the
same argument ~sed by the Sautrantikas and other idealistic schools to justify
the existence of a c'ti~ito discussed above (see also Masaaki Hattori, Oig~aga On
Perception , Cambndge : Harvard University Press, 1968, p . 101). The
Sautrancikas feared that any conception of duration or statis (sthitt) will lead to
the unacceptable view of substance (svabhava) .

9. Pardipe niindhakiiro 'sti yatra casau prati!fhitaf?,
ki??t prakiifayati dipaf? prakafo hi tamo-vadhaf?.
There exists no ~rkness ei.t her in the light or in whatever place it is
situated. What does light illuminate? For, illumination is indeed the
destruction of darkness.
MKV(P) p. l 51; MKV(V) ·p.62.
0
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Nagarjuna's criticism of the Sautrantika theory begins here. In order to get rid
of the metaphysics associated with the Sautranika theory of change and
causation, Nigarjuna begins by questioning the meaning of the term "i l~
lumination" (prakiifa). For him, light (iiloka) and darkness (andhakiira) are
relative ideas. This same idea is expressed by the Buddha at S 2.,150, where it is
said: "This so-called element of light is known through its dependence upon
darkness" (yiiyaf?Z ... iibhiid/;iitu ayaf?Z dhiitu andhakiiraf?Z pa{icca pafJifiiyati;
see also Nagarjuna's discussion in his Ratniivali [Ratniivali of Niigiirjuna, ed.
G. Tucci,joumal ofthe Royal Asiatic Society, London, 1934, 1936, 1.48)). The
relatonship here is by way of contrast; the absence of one means the presence of
the other. Thus, "illumination" is synonymous with the "destruction of
darkness" (tamo-vadhaf?), one is not produced by the other in any substantial
way.

10.

Katham utpadyamiinena pradipena tamo hataf?Z,
notpadyamiino hi- tamaf? pradipaf? priipnute yadii.

H ow can darkness be destroyed by the em ergent light , when the emerging light, indeed, does not teach darkness?
MKV(P) p.l52 ; MKV(V) p.62.

The example of light and darkness used to illustrate the causal relationship between two m·omentary eveots is here shown to be inappropriate, as
it eventually leads to a rather substantialise not.ion of light reaching up to
darkness in order eo destroy it.

11.

Apriipyaiva pradipena yadi vii nihalaf?Z tamaf?,
iha-stahaf? sarva-loka-sthaf?Z sa lamo nihani$yati.

On t~e contrary, if darkness is destroyed by light without reaching it,
then that [light) remaining here will destroy the darkness present in aH
the worlds.
MKV(P) p. l 53: MKV( JI) p .62.
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The contrary of the substantialise view referred to at VII.IO is here shown to
lead to further confusion. If light can destroy darkness without reaching it, the
implication would be that any spark of light anywhere can destroy the darkness
present in the entire universe .

12.

Pradipaf? 1v~par1itmiinau saf!Zprak1iiayate .yadt~
tamo 'pi svapar1itmiinau ch1iday#yaty IISaf!Ziayaf!Z.

If light were to i.ltminate both itself and otherS, · then certainly darkness
too will .conceal itself and ot'lers.
MKV(P) p.l54; MKV(V) p .63.

Taking the argument of the substantialise at VII.8 that light illuminates itself as
well as others, Nigarjuna is here showing that the same could be said of
darkness too, which would invalidate the meaningfulness of the very example
used by the substantialist.

. 13.

Anutpann9 'yam utp1idaf? sv1itmiintlf?J janayet kathaf?J,
athotpanno janayate j1ite kit?Z janyate puna}?.

How can this non-arisen arising produce itself? If it is the arisen that produces, then being born, what is it that is produced again?
MK.V(P) p.l57; 'MKV(V) p.64.

The principle adopted at 1.6 in crtttclzing the identity and non-identity
theories of causation is here applied to reject the notion of a self-creating arisIng. The metaphysical assumptions associated with the Sautrantika theory of
momentary arising is laid bare by an examination of the so-called "deep structures.''
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s
Arising produces itself.

NP

VP

i. (non-arisen) arising

produces itself

ii. (arisen) arising

produces itself

The fust alternative is impossible. The second is meaningless. .

14.

Notpadyamanaf!l notpannaf!J nanutpanntJf!J kathtJf!JCtJna,
utpadjate tathakhyataf!J gamyamtina-gatagataif?.

Neither the present arising, nor the arisen, nor the non-arisen, is being
arisen in any way. This has already been explained by means of [the concepts of] present moving, the moved and the not yet moved.
MKV(Pj p.l57; MKV(V) p.64.

The analysis of present arising (utpadyamana), the arisen (utpanna), and the
non-arisen (anutpanna) conceived of in metaphysical terms compares well with
the analysis of motion in Chapter II.

15.

Utpadyamtinam utpatttiv idaf!J na kramate yadii,
katham utpadyamtinaf!J tu parlityotpattim ucyate.

When this present arising does not proceed from within arising, indeed,
how can the present arising be spoken of as dependent arising?
MKV(P) p.l58; MKV(V) p.65.
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The first line utilizes the conceptual apparatus of the substantialists in spea)cing
of the effect (i.e., the present arising, utpadyamana) as issuing out of the cause
(i.e., the -arising, utpattt) . This is a theory of self-produ ction. As indicated in
I. 7, Nagarjuna rejects this causal explanation as meaningless, for there is actually no production of anything new in such a context. It is mere self-reproduction.
If the su bstantialist were to adopt the terminology of the Buddha ( u til.ized so
often by Nagarjuna ), then he could say that the "present arising is dependen t
(p~afitya) upon arising." Even though this sounds like the Buddha's (and ,
th~refore, Nagarjuna 's) formulatio n of the causal principle, yet Nagarjuna is
not willing tO recognize it. This is because dependen t arising does not simply
mean the reproducti on of the same thing. In the present case, it is an explanation of the present arising (utpadyamana) on the basis of arising (utpattt),
which is simply tautological with no new information provided. "Depende nt
arising" accounts for the arising of something new or different, even though
such newness or difference is not emphasized to the complete neglect of the
relationship of dependence.
The present verse is indicative of the manner in which the Sautrantikas,
while trying to explain causation in terms of "association" of discrete momentary entities, were eventually led to a substantialist conception causation. Either
they had to accept self-causation or remain satisfied with mere self-reproduction, the latter providing no explanation of creativity at all. "Depende nt
arising," on the contrary, accounts for creativity without falling into the
su bstantialist trap.

16.

Parfitya yad yad bhavati tat tac ebiintaf!t svabhiivataf?,
tasmad utpadyamfinaf!J ea fan/am utpattir eva ea.

Whatever that comes to be dependently, that is inherently peaceful.
Therefore, that which is presently arising as well as .arising itself are
peaceful.
MKV(P) p. l59-160; MK II(V) p.6~ .

This singularly important statement in the present chapter comes after Vll.J 5
where Nagarjuna refused to recognize a form of "dependen t arising" that also
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carries the implication of seif-causation (svata-utpattt) . The notion of dependent arising {jratitya bhailati = pratityasamutpada) is simply ~ree froq1 any
idea of self-causation involving substance or self nature (svabbavataf? fata7p)
and, in that sense, is "inherently peaceful. " It does not contribute to the notion
of "self' (atman, s~abhava) or "other'' (para) and, as a result, does not generate
lust (raga) or hatred (dveJa) , attachment or aversion. It is the more appropriate
view regarding the present.ari~ing (utpadyam?ina) as well as arising (utpattt)
and constitutes an understanding (jnani:z) or wisdom (prajna) that brings about
freedom (vimuktz~ nirva,a): It is indeed not a negation of arising (utpada, utpattr), but simply a non-substantialist way of perceiving such phenomena.

17.

Yadi kafcid anutpanno bhavaf? saf?Zvidyate kvacit,
utpadyeta sa ki??Z tasmin bhava' utpadyate 'sati.

If a certain non-arisen existent is evident somewhere, then that would
arise. When suCh a thing does not exist, how can.an exist.ent arise?
M.KV(P) p.l60; MKV(V) p.66.

Here Nagarjuna, ~eems to be setting up the Sarvastivada theory of identity
against the Sautrantika view of non-identity. The identity theory of causation
recognizes . an t;ntity (bhava), permanent and eternal, lying concealed
somewhere (kvacit), and therefore not yet arisen (anutpatzna). If such a thing
were to exist, then it could be said to arise. However. if such a thing were ro be
non~existent (tasmin asatz), how can one say that a thing or entity arises? This
is, once again, a criticism. of the Sautrantika theory of the ar.ising of a nonexisting entity (abhutva bhava utpada, Akb p. 77; see · also . KaJupahana ,
Causality, p. 151). Here, Njigarjuna is maintaining that the Sarvastivada
theory of causation, though excessively metaphysical, may be intelligible in
some war,, but that the Sautrantika theory of the arising of a non-existent entity
·
makes no sense at a!J,

18.

Utpadyam?in{lm utpado yadi cotpadayaty aya??Z,
utpadayet tam utpadam utpadaf? katamal? puna,f?.
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If arising were to produce this present arising, which arising would again
produce that arising of that arising?
MKV(P) p.l6l; MKV(P) p.66.

Infinite regt;ess becomes a ne~essary corollary of. the Sautrantika _theory of .
momentary events. As mentioned earlier, the Sautrantikas were compelled..to
assume the notion of potentiality (fakti, btja) in order to avpid such infinite
regress. Nigarjuna was not ready to accept that solution.

19.

Anya utpiidayaty ena?'?l yady utpiido 'navasthitif?,
athiinutp_iida utpannaf? sarvam utpadyate tathii.

If this arising were to produce another, arising would turn out to be in- ·
ftnite regression. If the non-airising tS arisen, then it will ~roduce
e''erything in this manner.
'
MKV(P) p.162; fi.IKVM
p.67.

Not only does the Sautrantika theory lead to infinite regress (anavasthii) •.it also
contributes to the chaotic view·that anything can come 9ut of anything, which
is the opposite of the Sarvastivada view that nothing comes out of nothing._
Causal uniformity has no place whatsoever in the . Sautra.ntika scheme of
things. This is another point of comparison between ·t he Sautramika and Hu·
·
mean view~ of causation. ·

20 .

Sataf ea tiivad utpattir asataf ea na yujyate,
na sataf eiisataf eetipurvam evopapiidita?'?l.

As sqch, neither the arising of an existent nor the arising of a non-existent
is p_roper. Even so is the arising of that which is both existent and nonexistent, and this has been previously explained.
MKV(P) p .162; MKVM p.67.
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Neither the identity theory of causation nor the non-identity theory nor even a
combination of these two will appropriately account for all the issues relating to
causation. This idea continues to be emphasized by Nagarjuna.

21.

Nirudhyamiinasyotpattir na bh?ivasyopapadyate,
yaJ c?inirudhyamiinas tu sa bh?ivo nopapadyate.

The arising of an existent that is ceasing is not appropriate. Whatever existent that is non-arising, that existent too is not appropriate.
MKV(P) p.l63; MKV(V? p.67.

The theory discussed at VII.20 was the arising of a non-existent entity. The
discussion now moves on to the question regarding the arising of an event that
js ceasing. The Abhidharma interpreters recognjzed two types of causes (hetu)
that provide a foundation for the causal efficacy of an event that is ceasing
(nirudhyamiine kiintraf'{Z dvau hetu kurutal;, AK ii.63; AKB p.lOO; also see
definition of k?iritra at AD 321; Adv p.281). Nagarjuna is reluctant to accept
even the fact that an existent that is on its way to ceasing can arise. In other
words, cessation and arising cannot be describ~d as events taking place in relation to the same entity. Or more specifically, a changing substance is unacceptable to Nagarjuna . Similarly, one cannot speak of an entity that is not ceasing

(anirudhyamiina).

22.

Na sthita-bh?ivaJ ti/thaty asthita-bh?ivo na tifthatz:
na /#than· t#thamiinal; ko 'nutpannaJ ea t#thati.

An existent that has endured is not stationary, nor is an existent that has
not endured. The presently enduring is not stationary. What non-arisen
can stay?
MKV{P) p.l64; MKV( f1 p.68.
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The Sarvasdivadins (especially the Vaibha$ikas) argued that unless "stasis"
(sthitt) of an entity (dharma) is not recognized, it causal efficacy a lso cannot be
admitted (Adv p .l09). This is contrary to the view (referred to in VII.21} expressed by the Sautrantikas, namely, that an entity, when it is ceasing, can
generate causal efficiency. Thus, while the Sautrantikas refused to recognize a
moment of stasis fearing that it would lead to a belief in substance, the Sarvastivadins insisted upon admitting such a static moment.
As such, the Sarvastivadins can maintain that a static moment endures
(sthita-bhavaf? ti!thatt) , primarily because they assumed that stasis has itS own
nature (svabhava). If there was no such nature, then phenomena could not en- ·
duce. Here again, we have the distinction between a phenomenon and itS static
nature. What Nagarjuna is denying here is not that a phenomenon can endure,
but that a static nature can endure (asthita-bhavaf? ti!thatt)? This would appear
to be self-contradictory to Nagarjuna. To say that "presently enduring is enduring" (ttj(hamfinaf? ti!{hatt) would be tautologicaL
All the above mentioned views would pertain to something that has already
arisen . Finally, Nagarjuna insists that we cannot speak of a non-arisen entity as
·
having stasis.

23.

Sthitir nirudhyamanasya ne bhavasyopapadyate,
yaf canirudhyamfinas tu sa bhavo nopapadyate.

Duration of an existent that is ceasing is not appropriate. Whatever existent that is non-ceasing is also not .appropriate.
MKV(P) p.I64; MKV(II) p.68.

While the Sautrantikas (a.S mentioned earlier) recognized causal efficiency in a
phenomenon at the moment of itS arising (utpada), and_as such they did not
have to accept a static moment, the Sarvastivadins argued that without a static
moment a phenomenon cannot generate any causal efficiency (yadi hi dharmasya sthitir na syat, tasyatmanyavasthitasya hetvakhyaf? faktiprabhavavifefO
na syat, Adv p . 105). A moment of stasis is eo be followed by decay (jara) and
destruction (vyaya). If the Sarvastivadins were not happy a.bout recognizing
causal efficiency of a phenomenon at the moment of its arising, the moment
being such a minute instant of time, they will be compelled to admit such
causal efficiency in a static moment as it begins to disappear (mrudhyamana).
Nagarjuna's argument here is, therefore, directed agains the Sarvastivadins
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when he says: "The duration of an existent that is presently ceasing is not appropriate." However, someone may assume that Nag~rjuna's criticism of the
Sarvastivada theory of stasis would mean that he is compelled to accept the contrary view, namely, that there is a phenomenon that is not ceasmg
(anirudhyamana). This latter view he rejects in the second line.

24. ]arii-maraf!a-dharmef,U sarva-bhiive;u sarvadii,
tifthant£ katame bhiivii ye jarii-martlf!a??Z vitJii.

When all existents are always of the nature of decay and death, which existents that are without decay and death can stay?
MKV(P) p.l65; MKV(V) p .68.

This is a simple rejection of any metaphysical idea pertaining to the real stasis
(sthitt) of phenomena. This reje~tion is based. upon the empirical notions of
decay and death (jarii-mara1Ja) emphasized by the Buddha himself.
The interpreters of the Abhidharma seem to have experienced difficulty in
reconciling the Buddha's description of the "dispositionally conditioned"
(sa1'{lskrta) as having three characteristics (tnf!i lak;at~iint) (A 1.152; Tsen8
12.5 [Taisho 2.607c)) with their own theories of momentariness. While the Sarvastivadins recognized a fourth moment (caturtham atra vaktavya1'{l syiit, Akb
p. 75 ), splitting up "change of what has remained" (fhitassa afifiathatta) into
two moments as stasis· (stht'tt) and decay (anyathiitva, jarii), the Sautrantikas admitted only two moments rejecting both stasis and decay. The Theravadins accepted a theory of three moments, once again omitting decay.
· The need for recognizing stasis on the part of the Sarvastivadins and its
denial by the Sautrantikas is discussed at length by Vasubandhu (Akb
pp. 75-76). Both schools assumed (and this is the case with the later
Theravadins too) that the Buddha's definition of the "dispositionally conditioned" in terms of three characteristics (as arising, decay or change of what has
remained, and ~easing) is for the sake' of the unenlightened (vineyajaniirtha??Z).
They argued that it is for this reason that the Buddha utilized the term "appears" (pafifiiiyati, prajn'iiyate) when speaking o{ these three characteristics.
However·, this is not the case with the Abhidharma theory of moments (na tu
kf~f!asya).

The interpreters of the Abhidharma (hardly realizing that the Abhidharma
did .not have a theory of moments) were making a distinction between the
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"discourses" (sutra) and Abhidharm a, comparable to the distinction made in
the Saddharmapu,f/lnka between the Agama and Mahayana discourses. They
assumed that the Abhidharm a analysis (i.e., in terms of moments) is for those
who really understan d the "meaning" (arthajfia) , not for those who merely go
after the "texts" (granthajlia) . Thus came to be established the definition of
Abhidharm a as containing "taintless wisdom" (prafia 'malii iiinucara 'bhtdhar-

maf?, AK i.21).
Nagarjuna seems to have remained undaunted by such claims on the part of
the Buddhist metaphysicians. He was probably aware that all th.ree
metaphysical views presented by the Sarvastivadans, the Sautrantik as and the
later Theravadi ns (the last was probably not known to him) were incompati ble '
with the Buddha's own conception of change explained in terms' of decay and
death (jara-mara,a). Therefore, he perceives no existents (bhava) that are free
from decay and death.

25.

Sthityanyayii sthitef? sthiinaf?Z tayaiva ea na yujyate,
utpadasya yathotpado natmanii na paratmana.

The-endur ance of an enduring thing based on the endurance of itself or
of another is not proper_It is like the absence of arising of arising, either
from itself or from another.
M.KV(P) p.l65; M.KV(V) p.68.

If stasis (sthitt) were to be a distinct event, then the metaphysicians who needed
to explain such an event in terms of causality will have to maintain that it could
occur either depending upon itself (=self-cau sation, svatotpatlt) or based upon
another (external causation, parata utpatlt). Both are not appropriat e. This is
similar to the criticism made of arising at VII.lS-19.

26.

Nirudhyate naniruddhaf?Z na niruddha??Z nirudhyate,
tathapi nirudhyamana??J kim aJalaf?Z nirudhyate.

T~t which has not ceased does not cease. That which has ceased also does
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not cease. Even so is that
Is it the u_nborn
that ceases?
. which is ceasing.
.
.
.
MKV(P) p:i67; MKV("£1 p.69.
After analysing the metaphysical concepts of arising (utpada) and stasis (sthitz);
Nagarjuna settles down to an examination of the proble~ of cessation or
destruction (nirodha, vyaya). 1his criticism follows the method adopted at II.l, excepting the final question: "Is it the unborn that ceases?" If cessation were to be
understood in the sense of momentary cessation, it cannot. be explained.
However, if one were to accept a permanent and eternal substance (svabhava)
which would, at the same time, be unborn (aJala), as the Sarvastivadins .did,
then that certainly cannot cease to exist.
·

27.

Sthitasya tavad bhavasya mi-odho nopapadyate,
nasthitasyapi bhavasya nirodha upapadyate.

The cessation of an existent that has endured is not appropriate. The
cessation of an existent that has not endured is also not appropriate.
MKV(P) p.I68; MKV("£1 p. 70.

As mentioned earlier, the Buddha's d~scourse pertains to "change of what has
remained" Uhitassa annathatta), where "what has remained" Uhita) would not
imply something that has remained static without any change, but rather "what
has become" (bhuta, bhutva). What has become can then cease to exist. Thus,
"change of what has remained" (namely, something that has undergone a process of change or transformation- vipan'rjama) can come.to an end: Hence, it is
meaningful to speak of cessation (vaya) after "change of what has remained"

(fhitassa anflathatta).
However, this is not the case with stasis (sthitt) as explained by the
metaphysicians, primarily because. such stasis was distinguished froin change
(anyathatva). As such, stasis implied that something remains static, without
change, for a while and then without any cause or reason it would suddenly
start changing or would cease to exist. This is the implication of the theory
referred to in the first line which is not acceptable to Nagarjuna.
.
. The second line implies the equally metaphysical and unacceptable view of
the Sautrantikas who argued that an event ceases immediately upon arising
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without remaining e~en for one moment (k;a,ikasya hi dharmasya vin1i sthitya
vyayo bhavet, Akb p. 77).

28:

Tayaiv1ivasthay1ivasth1i.na hi saiva nirudhyate,
anyay1ivasthay1ivasth1i na c1inyaiva nirudhyate.

Indeed, a certain state [of existence] does not cease fr()m a state identical
with its own. Nor does a state [of existence] cease from another state different from its own.
MKV(P) p.l69; MKV(V) p . 70.

The principles of self-causation (stiata-utjJath) and external causation (paratautpath), rejected in Chapter I, may have to be adopted in order to explain cessation itself (nirodha), if the latter were to be understood in the way the Sarvastivadins and the Sautramikas conceived of it. Either cessation will have to
occur on its own, or on .the basis ·~f another. Such discussions were rampant
during the scholastic period inIndian philosophy (especially with the domination of the doctrine of mom~ariness) when it was argued as to whether
destruction is inherent in birth or whethe.F-~ is brought ~bout by external causes
or conditions (see Adv pp.l06-108). Nagarjuna's rejection applies to both
VIewS.

29.

Yadaiva sarva-dharm1i,1im utp1ido nopapadyate,
tadaiva :sarva-dharm1if!1i1'(J nirodho nopapadyatf!..

Indeed, when the arising of all things is not appropriate, then the cessation of all things is also not appropriate.
MKV(P) p.169; MKV(V) p . 70.

Note that the term sarva (all) is used as an adjective of dhtJrmtl, but not utp1ida
(arising). This-means that Nagarjuna is not rejecting all forms of arising (smautpada) as being unsatisfactory. ·Rather, he.is critical of utilizing the conception
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of arising-(ut pi da), discussed previously, to any or all phenomen a (dh(mna) . If
arising in a metaphysical se:1se cannot be applied to all phenomena, th~n
cessaton (nirodha) too, similarly conceived, is inapplicable. ·

30.

SataJ ea tivad bhiva.rya nirodho nopapadyate,
ekatve na hi bhivaJ ea nibhivaJ eopapadyate.

Furthermore, the cessation of a real existent is not appropriate. Indeed, in
'
the context of identity, neither existence nor non-existe nce is appropriate.

31.

Asato 'pi na bhiva.rya nirodha upapadyate,
na dvifiya.rya firasaf? ehedanaf?Z vidyate yathi.

The cessation of an unreal existent is also not appropriate, just as a second
·
beheading [of a person] is not evident.
MKV(P) pp.I69-170; MKV(V) pp.70-71.

Nagarjuna's criticism so far has been confined to arising, stasis arid ceasing
metaphysically conceived as events in themselves. In the present contexts, he
returns to the criticism of the cessation of real existents (sataf? bhiva.rya), similar
to the criticism of the real existents in Chapter I. Neither existence or nonexistence: nor a combinati on of both, are acceptable to him.

32.

Na svitmani nirodho 'sti nirodho na paritmanii,
utpidasya yathotpid o ni~mani na paritmani .

There is no cessation by itself or by another entity, just as the arising of
arising is neither by itself nor by another.
MKV(P) p .l\71; MKV(V) p.71.

1
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This is the final criticism of the identity and non-identity theories as applied to
the idea of cessation (nirodha). It is comparable to the criticism of arising (utpiida) presented at VII.l2.

33.

Utpiida-sthiti-bhangiiniim a.ridher niisti Jaf!Mkrta?'!J,
Jaf!lskrtasyiiprasiddhau ea kathaf!l setsyaty a.raf!lskrta??Z.

With the non-establish ment of arising, duration and destruction, the
conditioned does not exist. With the non-establishm ent of the conditioned, how could there be the unconditione d?
MKV(P) p. I76; MKV(f1 p. 73.

Arising (utpiida) , stasis (sthitt), and destruction (bhanga), as explained by the
metaphysicians; would not establish their conception of the "conditioned"
(saf!Jskrta). If the "conditioned" , so conceived, is not established, indeed there
cannot be a similarly formulated conception of the "unconditioned"

(a.raf!Jskrta).
One very significant fact that cannot escape a careful scrutiny of the contents
of this entire chapter is that, while Nagarjuna has specifically criticized the
three kinds of events (arising, stasis, and ceasing), he has made no criticism
whatsoever of decay (jarii). In fact, at VII.24, decay and death (jarii-maraf!a)
were used as arguments for the rejection of staSis (sthitt). In short, the Buddha's
own conceptions of arising (uppiida), ceasing (vaya, nirodha), change of what
has remained (thitassa aflnathatta), decay (jarii), impermanenc e (anicattii) have
been left intact. These have no room for a substantial entity (an iitman, a
svaf!hiiva) and are indeed compatible with the Buddha's famous doctrine of
non-substantiality (anatta). There could be no reason why a philosopher of
Nagarjuna's calibre could not distinguish the empirical nature of the Buddha's
analysis of the "characteristics of the dispositionally conditioned" (saf!khatassa
sankhata-lakkhaf!iint) from the metaphysical character of the ideas expressed
by the interpreters of the Abhidharma.

34.

Yathii mayii_ yathii svapno gandharva-nagara?'!J yathii,
tathotpiidas tathii sthiina?'!J tathii bhanga udiihrtaf!l.
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As an illusion, a dream, a city of the gandharvas, so have arising, en-

durance and destruction been exemplified.
'

MKV(P) p .l77; MKV(V) p. 73 .

If the analysis of the contents of the present chapter is correct, then there
could be no question that the illusory character as exemplified by "dream" and
"the city of the gandharvas" is appplicable only to the metaphysical ideas of
arising, stasis and ceasing as presented by the interpreters of the Abhidharma,
and not to any one of the concepts of arising. ceasing; decay. change. and impermanence formulated by the Buddha and accepted by Nagarjuna himself.
The Buddha utilized the similies of foam (phef!a), bubble (bubbula),
mirage (mancz), trunk of a plantain tree (kadalt) ,· and illusion (m?iy?i) in order
to illustrate the non-substantiality of the five aggregates (S 3. i42). Nigarjuna
is here using comparable simi!ies for the same purpose. A careless applicaton of
these similies to explain all forms of ideas, whether substantialise or nonsubstantialist, has given rise to enormous misunderstandings relating to the
Buddhist doctrine.

CHAPTER
EIGHT

Examination of Action and the Agent
·(Karma-karaka- -part k.r a)

1.

Sadbhutaf? kiirakllf? karm11 sadbhUtatrJ na karoty ayatrJ,
kiir~ko niipy ll.fadbhutaf? karm~~sadbhutam I hate.

This really existent agent does not perform a really existent action.
Neither is it intended that a really non-existent agent performs a reaJJy
'
non-existent action.
/

MKV(P) p.ISO; ·MKV(II? p. 75.

The examination of the "dispositioq~ly conditioned" (satrJskrta) naturally led
Nagarjuna to another major philosophical problem that has been the subject of
much misunderstanding among the Buddhists as welt as the non-Buddhists,
namely, the doctrine of karma.
Jn the early discourses, karma and satrJskiira (and, therefore, saf!Zskrta) are
mutually related. While karmas are said to form saf!Jskiiras . (see M· 2.'!21),
satrJskiirll.f themselves ·are determinants of karma. The Buddha who denied an
eternal soul or self. (iitman) was. often confronted by skeptics who raised the
question as to how hrmas performed by a "no-self' can affect a person (anatta·katiinl kammiini kaf!Z (kalaf!Z) attiinat!J phf!sissanti, M 3.119; S 3.103). This is
not, however, the problem of moral responsibility (karma-phala), which
Nagarjuna takes·up later in Chapter XVII. The present problem relates mostly
to the nature of an action and an ageiu (karma-kiiraka). When this latter question was raised in the -discourses, very often it is said that there is no substantial
agent who is the author of actions. What is generally understood as a substanttal being (sal/a) or person (puggala) is nothing more than a "lump of dispositions" (sankhiira-punja, 5.1.134), which is another name forth~ five aggregates
(khandha), each receiving its form conditioned by the sankhiiras (S. 3.87; Tsa
2.14 [Tairho 2.llc)). Neither the "lump of dispositions" nor the aggregates
were considered to be substantial, that is, having a reality of their own. The
"dispositions" (sankhiira), which are acquired by the person and, therefore, im-..
permanent, are also responsible for conditioning that personality. Thus,
IIlO
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'

according to early Buddhism , neitll~r the person nor ·the aggregate~ (one of
which is disposition, sankhira) have any substantial reality. In the fust place,
the dispositions themselves are imperman ent (vayadhamfl'ii sank~iiri, D
2.156) and, secondly, all phenomen a, including all persons or aggregates, are
non-substantial (sabbe dhamfl'ii analfii, M 2.228; S 3.133; 4A01; A 1.286;
Tsa 10.1 [Tat:rho 2.668]).
Yet, when the canonical Abhidharm a texts rejected a teal self or soul (alia)
and listed the various physical and psychological factors that go to constitute
the human personality , the interpreters of these physical and psy(h9logical factors transgressed the limits of speculation and admitted the real existence of
these various factors . Thus came to be the theory of the substantiality of
;
elements propounde d by the Sarvastivadins.
Therefore, in his attempt to establish the non-substantiality of all elements
(dhaf'f1111-nair7itmya), Nagarjuna was compelled to examine the concepts of ac- .
tion (kaf'f1111) as well as the agent of such action (karaka) in the present section
of his treatise (leaving the question regarding moral responsiblity for a detailed
discussion at a later and more appropriate time). As ·explained previously,
Nagarjuna realized that the concepts of substantial existence (sat, astitva) as
well as absolute non-existence (asat, niistitva) were two extremes to be avoided
in any discussion of action and agent.

2.

Sadbhutasya knyii niisti kaf'f1111 ea syad akar11:kam,
sadbhutasya knyi nasti karla ea syiid akarmakaf?.

A really existent entity has no·activity. Therefore, acton would be without
an agent. A really existent entity has no aCtivity. Therefore, even an agent
would be without action.
MKV(P) p.l81; MKV(V) p.75.

This is an exi:remely interesting analysis of the implications as well as the consequences of admitting a really existing entity (sadbhuta), .a soul or a self (atman,
pudgala) or even a substance (fvabhava). The concept of a self (atman) as envisaged in the substantialist traditions, like the Upani!ads, is one of pure entity, permanen t and eternal, unaffected by the changes taking place in the
phenomenal world. It is beyond all forms of duality and multiplicity. The concept of substance, even though rarely defined as a "pure entity," yet partakes of
all other characteristics, namely, permanence, eternality; non•duality, and
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non-multiplicity.. This means that any activity. any change .in quality. in quantity. in character. or in form would' be merely superficial. The real or the essential is eternal. Such impljcatioos . of the Sarvastivada theory of substance
(svabhava) were noted eatHer (see Chapter I). If the cause and effect were to be
identical in essence, then their difference becomes superficial. A cause becomes
un-productive and would be like a tree stump that remains motionless (vanjha ·
ku{a!{ha, D 1.14, 56; S 3.211; M 1.517; avicalita-nityatva, see Kalupahana,
Causality, p. 28).
Hence Nagarjuna's statement: "A really existing entity is without· activity."
This assertion leads to two rather disastrous consequences, ~pecially for the
doctrine of karma; either an action (karma) will be · rendered agent-less
(a-kartrka) or an 'agent (kartr) would be action-·less (a-karmaka).

:3.

Karoti yady aJ·adbhuto ;sadbhuta?'!l karma kiirakaf?,
ahetuka?'!l bhavet karma karta eahetuko bhavet.

If a non-existent agent we~e to Perform a non-existent action, the action
would be without a cause, an~ the agent too would be without a cause.
MKV(P) p.l82; MKV(V? pp. 75-76.
.

.

If one were to accept the view which is contrary to the one mentioned at VIII.2, .
that is, a non-existent entity performing a non-existent action, then both agent
(kartr) and action (karma) would be rendered cause-less (a-hetuka).
VIII.2-3 th.us turn out to be a dear warning against the universal and indiscriminate application of the examples of "illusion" (mayii), "dream" (svapna) and the ·:city of the gandharvas" (gf!ndharva~nagara), especially in the matter of explaining "emptiness" (funyatii) at Vli.34 and elsewhere.

a# kiirya?'!l ea·kiiraf!a?'!l ea na vidyate,

4. Hetiiv as

tad abhiiv'e kn'yii kartii kataf!a?'!l ea na vidyate.
When a ca~e d~ not~(, both the effect and the.sufficient condition
.,
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are not evident. When these are non-existent, activity, agent and
performance of action are also not evident.
MK~(P)

p.l82; MKV(V) p. 76.

Further implications of the denial of a cause at VIII.3 are highlighted here. Not
only would it negate an effect (kiirya) or a sufficient condition (kiira,a), it
would also lead to the abandoning of activity, agent as well as action, none of
which is acceptable to Nagarjuna .

5.

Dharmiidharmau na vidyete knyiidinii m tlJa~bhave,
dharme ciisaty adharme ea phal~ taJj'am na vidyate.

With the non-occurrence of activity, etc. , good and bad are also not evident. When both good and bad do not exist, a fruit arising from these
would also not be evident;
MKV(P) p.l83; MKV(V) pp.76-77.

Inada's rendering of this yerse clearly indicates his faithful adherence to the
transcendentalist interp~tadon of Nagarjuna offered by previous interpreters
like Stcherbatsky, Murti, Conze, and most of theJapanese.scholars. In spite of
Kumaraj1va's very clear rendering into Chinese, lnada translates dharma and
adharma as factors and non-factors respectively (p. 73). While it is true that the
term dharma is used in the Buddhist texts, both in an ontological sense (referring to "phenomena") and in a more ethical sense (meaning "good"), there is no
evidence at all that the negative term ,a-dharma was ever used in the former
sense. A careful examination of the contexts in which it occurs provides sufficient evidence that the term meant "bad" and , hence synonymous with
akusala. Furthermore, of all the terms used to refer to an effect, the term phala
occurring in this verse is invariably used in the sense of "fruit ," having a moral
connotation:
The present verse, therefore, provides unmistakable evidence that Nagarjuna was upholding the moral philosophy advocated by the Buddha in his first
discourse- the Dhammacappavattana-sutta-w hich lays down a middle path
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between the two extremes, which in its turn is based upon the philosophical
middle position presented in the "Discourse to Kiitfiiyana." ·
The belief in substantial existence or eternalism (atthilii, sassala) leads to
self-denial (att.a-kilamath'iinuyoga) and the idea of nihilistic non-existence or
annihilatiohism (n'althit'ii, uccheda) contributes to self-indulgence (kiimasukhallikiinuyoga) (see Introduction) . Verses VIII.3-4 refer to the substantialist
and annihi~ationist views of karma, both of which lead to the abandoning of a
moral life (including moral responsibility) as understood by the Buddha. Having spoken of ariha (effect, fruit, consequence) in relation to pratyaya (cauSe,
conditiop) ·in Chapter I, Nagarjuna is here addressing himself to the question
regarding the ·~fruit of action" (karma-phala), a detailed treatm~nt of this problem being reserved for a.,later occasion (Chapter XVII). In the present chapter,
Nagarjuna's intention is ·to explain the non-substantiality of the "agent" and
the "action," rather than settle the question of moral responsiblity. However,
he could not help referring to the "fruits of action," primarily because the
metaphysical notions of "agent" and "action" contributed to their very denial.

6. Phale 'sati na mok;aya na warg'iiyopapadyate,

miirgaf? sarva.-kny'ii'!ii'!l ea nairarthakya'!J prasajyate.
When the fr_uit does not exist, the path of release or of heaven is not appropriate. This would imply the futility of all activity. ·
· MKV(~)

pp. l83-184; MKV(V) p.77.

Not only is Nagarjuna interested in the ·~ultimate fruit" (param'iirtha), i.e.,
freedom 'from suffering (mok;a), he is also concerned with the fruits (artha,
phala) that actions can generate as human beings proceed along the moral path
(m'iirga) gradually leading to that "ultimate fruit. " Hence his interest in
"heaven" (svarga), so often discussed in the "discourses" as the "fru its" enjoyed
by the "wayfarer." As far as Nagarjuna is concerned, human actions are
rendered "fruitless" or "mea'ningless" (nir-arthil), if one were to adhere to either
a theory of eternalism or of annihilationism.

7.

Kiirakaf? sad-asad-bhutaf? sad asat kurute na tat,
paraspara-viruddhaf!l hi saccfisacc-aikataf? kutaf?.
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An agent who is both existent and qon-existent does not perform an action that is both existent and non-existent, for they are self-contradictory.
Where can existence and non-existence co-exist?
MKV(P) p.l85; MKV(V) p. 77.

After criticizing the substantialise as well as the annihilationist views relating
to agent and action, Nagarjuna examines the theory that attempts. to combine ·
them. This follows the criticism at 1.13. For Nagarjuna, contradictory
predicates such as existence (sat) and non-existence (asat) cannot be applied to
the same thing.

8.

Sata ea kriyate n?isan n?isat?i kriyate ea sat,
kartr?i sarve prasajyante do1?is tatra la eva.hi.

A non-existent action is not performed by a presendy existing agent. Nor
is an existent action performed by a presendy non-existent ag~nt . Indeed,
if that were to be the case, all errors relating to the agents [mentioned
earlier] would follow .
MKV(P) p.185; MKV(V) p. 78.

Existence (sat) and non-existence (arat) applied to the agent and action will
produce some other alternative theories than those mentioned earlier, e.g.:
A presently existent agent (santa) performs a non-existent
(asat) action, and
u. a presently ·non-existent agent (asanta) performs an existent
(sat) action.

1.

Here, the agent is described by means of a present participle (sanla).

9. Niisadbhutaf!J na sadbhutaf? sad-arad-bhutam eva v?i,

karoti k?irakaf? karma purvoktair eva hetubhif?.
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For reasons stated above, an agent who has come to be existent does not
perform an action that is non-existent or both existent and non-existent.

10.

Niisadbhuto 'pi sadbhutaf!l sad-asad-bhutam eva va,
karoti karakal, karma purvoktair eva hetubhil,.

For reasons 'Stated above, an agent who has come to·be non-existe nt does
not perform an action that is existent or both existent and non-existent.

11.

Karoti sad-asad-bhuto na san nasac ea karakaf?,
karma tat tu vijantyat purvoktair eva hetubhif?.

An agent that has come to be both existent and non-existent does not
perform an action that exists and does not exist. This too should be
understoo d in terms of the reasons adduced above .
.MKV(P) pp.l86-1.87; MKV(V) p.78-79.

While VIII.8 utilized the present participle to refer to the agent, the present
verses employ the past participle: (i) an agent who has come to be existent (sadbhuta); (ii) an agent who has come to be non-existent (asadbhuta), and (iii) an
agent who has come to be bo!h existent and non-existent (sadasadbhuta) .
VIII. lO is not found in the Chinese· version.

12.

Prafitya karakal, karma laf!l prafftya ea karakaf!l,
karma pravartate nanyat pafy1imaf? siddhi-karaf!a'!l,.

An agent proceeds depending upon action and action proceeds depen<Jing upon the agent. We do not perceive any other way 9f establishin g
(them) .
M.KV(P) p.l89; MKV(V) p. 79.
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After criticizing the metaphysical interpretations of agent (karaka) and action
(karma), Nagarjuna gives a positive description of both in terms of the principle of "dependent arising" (pr:_afityasamutp'iida) . Indeed, a more positive assertion such as, "We do not perceive any other way of establishing [them]"
(nanyat siddht~k'iiraf!af?Z pafy1imaf?), is rarely met with in the Kiin'k'iis.

13. Bvaf?Z vidyad up'iidiina??Z vyutsargad iti karmaf!af?,
kartuf ea karma-kartrbhyfif?Z fe1'iin bhavan vibhavayet.

Following this method of the rejection of agent and action, one should
understand. grasping. The remaining existents should be critically examined in terms of the concepts of action and agent.
MKV{P) pp.l89-190; MKV(VJ p.BO.

Nagarjuna began the chapter with the problem of grasping (upadiinfi). If he
were to accept the substantialise notions of agent and action, he could not explain grasping. During the course of this chapter, he was able to analyse the
metaphysical (and, therefore, unacceptable) implications of the substantialist
views such as the denial of moral responsibility and freedom. The abandoning
(vyutsarga) refers to the giving up of such metaphysical views. After giving up
such metaphysical views, he presented an alternative view, namely, dependent
arising of both agent and action (Vlll.12). Such a view allows for a satisfactory
explanations of "grasping" (upadiina). A life with reduced grasping conuibutes
to worldly fruits such as the attainment of "heavenly" bliss. The complete
elimination of grasping culminates in perfect freedom (mok1a) or the ultimate
fruit.
This does not mean that Naga,rjuna has no conception of an agent or an action or moral responsibility or freedom. It is merely the renunciation of wrong ·
views and the adoption of more appropriate explanations of these phenomena.
Such explanations, Nagarjuna concludes, should be extended to all
phenomena.
·

CHAPTER
NINE

Examination of the Prio~ Entity
(PUrva-parTkfii)

1.

Dar1ana-iravatiiidini vedaniidini c1ipy atha,
bhavanti yasya pr1ig ebhyaf? so 'sfity eke vadanty uta.

"For whomsoever there exists seeing, .hearing, etc., and feeling, etc., he
exists prior to these." So do some declare. -

2.

Kathaf!t hy avidyamiinasya dar1an1idi bhav#yati,
bhiivasya tasmat pr1ig ebhyaf? so 'sti bh1ivo vyavasthitaf?.

How can there be seeing, etc. of an existent who is not evident?
Therefore, it is determined that, prior to 'these things, such existent is.

an

MKV(P) p.l92; MKV(V) p .Sl.

While the previous chapter is devoted to the refutation of the Cartesian eqterprise adopted later on by some of the Buddhist metaphysicians, the present
chapter seems to be caking up specifically the Kantian project, nameJy, the
assumption of a primordial condition for all forms of knowledge, including the ·
cogito. Hence the question regarding prior existence (pu1'11a).
He could not have been unaware of the Buddha's atti~ude toward the problem of the past (pubbanta). For a radical empiricist like the Buddha,
knowledge of the past (afitaf!'lse ii1it}a) is as important as any other knowledge
(D 3.27-5). Indeed, knowledge of "dependent arising:' (pa{iccasamuppada) is
invariably based upon such knowledge. Yet, when the pursuit of that
knowledge is attempted beyond its limits, that is, when one tries to achieve absolute certainty w.ith regard to such knowledge, one ends up ·in speculations
regarding the past (pubbant1inudittht) rather than knowledge (i11i1Ja). Jhe
Brahmajala-suttanta refers to a whole host of metaphysical views presented by .
188
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those who were involved in such speculations (D 1.13 ff. ,pubbanta-k.appikii
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puT'IIiinta;k.alpikii).
Nagarjuna was thus convinced that the concepts of the cogito, the iitmt~n or
svabhiiva were formulated by the metaphysicians who were attempt~ng to know
the past with certainty. No other explanation would satisfy their yearning for
certainty regarding the past. Permanent self, eternal substance, pre-existing
cogito, a trimscendental unity of apperception-these could accoupt for any
breaks or interruptions in. human experience as well as their continuity. The wmbolism of the charioteer (Katha Upanifad 3.3-6) as well as the' example of the
two birds, one enjoying the fruit, the other watching (Mu,.(lak.a Upanijad
3.1.1), adopted so enthusiastically by the Brahmanical thinkers, were gradually
making inroads into Buddhist philosophical thinking. The Sammitryas (if not
identical with, at least related to the Sautrantika school) were ac<;used of per,
mitting ·such a belief into the Buddhist fold. So says Cand;trkirti. Yet, Sarvastivada, with its svabhiiva-metaphysics is no less culpable of this deviation
than the SammitTyas with their pudga/a-metaphysics or even the later
Theravadins with the bhavanga-metaphysics. Nagarjuna begins -the present
chapter with a statement, not only of this theory, but also of the rat.ionalizations of those who formulated such a theory.

3.

Darfana-iravaf!iidibhyo -vedaniidibhya eva ea,
yaf? priig vyavasthito bhiivaf? kena prajnapyate 'tha saf?.

Whatever existent is determined as existing prior to seeing, hearing, etc.,
and also feeling, etc., by what means is he [it] made known?
MKV(P) p.193; MKV(V) p.81.

As usual, Nagarjuna's first objection against positing such an entity that exists
prior to the experiences such as seeing. hearing, etc. as well as feeling, etc., is
epistemological. This objection should serve as warning against those who
believe that Nagarjuna recognizes a special intuitive non-sensuous experience
through which.the so-called "ultimate reality" (paramlirtha?) is known. In fact,
this question on the part of N':tgarjuna is a clear indi~tion of the fact that he
was quite aware of the sort of empiricism advocated by the Buddha, especially
. in his "Discourse on Everything (Sabba-sutta, S 4.15 ; see also Kalupahana; "A
Buddhist tract on empiricism," in PEW l9 (1969):65-67).
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Viniipi darfaniidini yadi ciisau vyavasthital;,
amuny api bhavi$yanti vinii tena na sa?!Jfayal;.

If he is determin ed as existing even without seeing, etc., undoubt edly
even these [i.e., seeing, etc.] will exist without him.
MKV(P) p.l93; MKV(V) p.81.

After question ing the empirical validity of such an assumpt ion, Nagarju na is
here raising a logical objection. If a prior existing entity can be determined
without dependi ng upon its experiences such as seeing, then it should also be'
logically possible that such experiences as seeing can be determi ned without a
prior entity. Indeed, this logical conclusion seems to be so strQng that Nagarjuna is willing to use the term asaf!Jfaya ("withou t doubt") to" describe it.

5. Ajyate kenacit kafcit kif!lcit kenacid ajyate,
kutal; kif!lcid vinli kafcit kif!Jcit kaf!Jcid vinli kutal;.
Someone is made known by something. Something is made known by
someone. How could there be someone without somethi ng and
something without someone?
MKV(P} p.l94; MKV(V) p.Sl

Here then is Nagarju na's method of explaining (vyakhyana) the relationship
between substance and attribute . It is a relation of depende nce and neither the
's'~bstance nor the attribute can be. understood properly if they were to be conceived of as indepen dent entities, each having its own nature.

6.

Sarvebhyo darfanadibhyal; kafcit prmo na vidyate,
ajyate darfanadinam anyena punar anyadii.
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Someone is not evident prior to all of seeing, ~tc. Again, on different oc.
casions, one could be made known by things different from seeing, etc.

..

.

MKV(P) p.l94 ; MKV(V) p .82.

While rejecting the view that there is an entity prior to all forms of experiences
avoid the other exsuch as seeing, Nagarjuna is, at the same time, trying
treme of assuming two different entities when the experiences are different.
Avoiding a metaphysical notion of identity does not mean that one is invariably
committed to an equally metaphysical notion of difference. Just as much as
identity can be explained on the basis of an empirical notion of dependence,
Nagarjuna seems to assert that differ~nce can and need to be accounted for on
an empirical basis.
'

to

7.

S(lrvebhyo darsaniidibhyo yadi puroo na vidyate,
ekaikasmlit katha1J.Z puroo darjaniidef? sa vidyate.

If someone existing prior to all of seeing, etc. is not evident, how can
someone existing prior to each of seeing, etc. be evident.
MKV(P) p.l95; MKV(V) p.82.
'

It s~ems that here Nagarjuna is referring to an interesting assumption underlying · an identity theory. The notion of self (iitman) or substance (svabhiiva)
would generally be presented in order to account for the c-o ntinuity in a large
number of dissimilar experiences. Taking that premise, Nagarjuna is as-guing
that if it is not possible to discover someone or entity that pre-exists all forms of
different experienc.es, then such a person or entity ~ould not be available even
in the case of individual experiential situations. A mq,!Ilentary cogito would be
as impossible as a permanent and eternal self (iit1mln) .
.

8.

Dra[fii sa eva sa Jrotii sa eva yadi vedakaf?,
ekaikasmiid bhavet puroaf?t evaf?t caitan na yujyate.

-·
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If a seer is, at the same time, a hearer and feeler, then someone would exist prior to each one [of the functions] . But this is not proper.
MKV(P) p . l95; MKV("? pp.82-83.

Only if the seer, hearer, and experiencer are absolutely identical, then he will
pre-exist each individual experiential situation. Nagarjuna rightly denies any
such absolute identity. He "!as probably assuming that even in the act of seeing
the same object at different times, there cannot be absolute identity, let alone
in the acts of seeing diffuent objects. The reason is not that human experiences
or even the objects of experience change every moment, but that the circumstances under which such experiences take place could vary. (For a discussion o{ the perceptual flux, see WilliamJames, Some Prohlems ofPhilosophy ,
Cambridge , Massachusetts: Harvard University Press, 1979, pp.31-32. )

9. Dra[{iinya eva frotanyo vedako 'nyaf? punar yadi,

sali syiid dra!(ari frotii bahutva1p ciitmanii1p hhavet.
If seer and hearer and feeler are different, then, when there is a seer,
there also would be a hearer, and as such there would be a plurality of
selves.
M.KV(P) pp.l 96-197; MKV(V) p.83 .

If absolute identity is not a possibility , absolute difference also would be impossible, for in that case within each stream of experience there would be
plurality of distinct selves or entities correspond ing to the different experiences.

10.

Darfana-frava,iidini vedaniidini capy atha,
bhavanti yebhyas te[v e[a bhute[v api na vidyate.

It [i.e., the self] is not evident in the elements from which seeing, hearing, etc., and feeling, etc. come to be.
MKV(P) p.l79; MKV(V) p.83.
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In the Chl\pter V on the "elementS" (dhatu), Nigarjuna examined the theories
presented by the metaphysicians relating to the physical foundations of human
experiences such as seeing, hearing, etc. , Even though the Abhidharma
classified the first five sensory organs as well as their objectS under the category
of derived matter (upadii ~pa) , there was no indication that this involved the
assertion of any self or substance in the individual elementS that go ~o constitute these sensory organs and objects. The interpreters of the Abhidharm a, as
reiterated earlier, were responsible for such metaphysics. Nigarjuna is here going back to the analysis in the d iscourses as well as in the Abhidharma where,
not only in the combination of aggregates or elementS, but also in each individual element, there is no recognition of such a metaphysical self or
substance (see also Chapter IV).
11.

Darfana-irava,adini vedanadini capy atha,
na vidyafe ced yasya sa na vidyanta imiiny api.

If he, to whom belongs seeing, hearing, etc. and feeling, etc., is not evident, then even these would not be evident.
MKV(P) p.l98; MKV(V) p.84 .

Nigarjuna startS with the negation of an opponent's view that there is a prior
entity to which the experiences such as seeing and hearing belongs. The im- plication of the opponent's view is that the experiences of seeing. etc. are independen t elementS appropriated by an equally independe nt prior entity. As
such, for Nigarjuna, it is not merely the prior entity that is unacceptable , but
also the experiences themselves as conceived of by the opponent. This,
therefore, is not a simple denial of any and all forms of description of experience. Rather, it is a particular type of discrimination resorted to by the
metaphysician that is rejected :

12 .

Prak ea yo darfanadibhyaf? sfif!Zprata~ cordhvam eva ea,
na vidyate 'sti nasfiti nivrffiis tatra kalpana.

Wherein someone prior to, simultaneous with or posterior to, seeing, etc.
is not evident, therein thoughtS of existence and non-existence are also renounced. ·
MKV(P) p. l99; MKV(V) p.84.
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The existence of an independent entity in the experient!al. pr~ess, whether it
be prior to experience, simultaneous with it, or posterio~ to it, is rejected by
Nagarjuna. This does not mean that he was willing to accept t~e independent
occurrence of impressions coJl!ing one after another in rapid succession with no
causal connectoins, as the Sautrancikas believed. In these particular contexts
(latra) , Nagarjuna is ready to abandon the thoughts (lialpanii) of existence and
the metaphysi(asli niislitz) in the way they were understood by
non-existence
.
.
ctans.

CHAP'fER
TEN
Examination of Fire and Fuel
(Agnt1.1dhana-pan k~a)

1.

Y ad i1Z:dlianaf!t sa ced agnir ekatvaf{t kartr-karma,of?,
anyaf ced indhan?id agnir indhan?id apy rte bhavet.

If fire were to be fuel, then there would be identity of agent and action. If
fire were to be different from fuel, then it would exist even without the
fuel.
MKV(P) p .202; MKV(V) p.86.

Chapter J.A, as pointed out, was devoted to an examination of the cause or
foundation' of the speculations that eventually led to the belief in metaphysical
notions such as "self' (?itman) or "substance'~ (svabh?iva). Such ·speculations pertained to the "past" (purva). Why should that analysis be followed- by an examination of the metaphor of "fire and fuel " (agnlndhana)? What is its
.
relevance?
Only a glance at the controversies going on during Nagarjuna's day can provi~e justification for this chapter. Once again , Vasubandh u comes to our
assistance. In his Abhidharmako1a-bh?i,Jya, he was recording a controversy
among the Buddhists that was continued for centuries before him. And that
controversy could not have escaped the attention of Nagarjuna.
The ninth chapter of the Abhidharmakofa is an appendix (Akb
pp.461-479; translated into English by T. I. Stcherbats ky, The Soul Theory of
the Buddhists, in the Bulleting de I'Academie des Sciences de Russie,
Petrograd, 1920, reprinted 1910, Bharatiya Vidya Prakasan, Varanasi). It deals
with the controversial views of the Yats!pimiyas (considered to be the same as
the Arya-SammitTyas, see Sakv p .699) who propounde d the view that there is a
"real person" (sanlaf!t pudgalaf!t). In -·the discussion that foll9ws, the
Yats!putriyas are made to admit that- this "person" is neither a substance
(dravya) , like material form (tiipa), etc., nor a mere designation (p~ajfl;aptz), a
mere name like "milk" (kftra), this latter being nothing more than an aggregate of substances (dravya). When the Sautrantika Vasubandhu pressed his

..
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questions as to whether the person is real or nominal, the V:its1puttiyas fell back
upon the metaphor of "fire and f uel" (agnlndhana) in order to illustrate their
point of aview (Akb p.46l). This metaphor is then discussed at length and
seems to have been the most important means by which the WtsTputtiyas attempted to justify their conception of a "person."
Therefore, it is understandable why Nagarjuna, after dealing with the question regarding a substantial agent (kliraka , Chapter VIII) and also the motivation for such a theory (namely, the desire to trace one's identity to the past,
purt~a, Chapter IX), would settle down to an examinatio n of a singularly important metaphor used by the substantialists to justify their conception of an
agent.
It may be necessary to keep in mind that Vasubandhu, who wrote the
Abhidharmakofa, was a Sautrantika who believed that a "person" (pudgala) is
a mere designation (prajnaptt) without any reality. Hence his agreement with
the nominalist position (Akb p.461, atha prajnaptil!_, vayam apy evaf!Z
briimaf?). The substantialise position (dravya-vlida) was therefore identified
with the Sarvastivada view. Even though the Sarvastivadins did no·t actually
propound a substantialise theory of a person, their conception of substance
(svabhava) could not escape such implications (see Sakv p .362, svabhavata ity

atmataf?).
However, even if by ·implication, the Sarvastivada theory were to be ideo\ tified with the substantialise view of a person (pudgala), what sort of conception were the YatsTputriyas upholding? They were looking for a middle position between substantialism (dravya) and nominalism (prajnapu). The discussion in terms of the metaphor of "fire and fuel" was, therefore, intended to
overcome such dualiry.
T~e argument follows thus: "Without fuel, there would be no designation of
fire . Yet, fire cannot be designated as. something different from fuel , nor as
' something identical ," (Akb p.462, Na 'hi vinendhanenlignif? prajnapyate, na
canya indhanad agnif? Jakyate prajnapayiluf!Z nlipy ananyaf?). Similarly, a person is peirher identical n?r different from the aggregates. (If we are to accept
the negative interpretation of the Nagarjunian dialectic, as is often presented
by most modern scholars, the Madhyamika position would be no different
from that of the V:itsTputriyas as described above.) ·
Whc.n the question was raised as to which of the six sense organs provide
knowledge of the "person," the V:itsTputriyas answered: "By means of all six,"
(1a{lbhir api, Akb p.463). They argued: "A 'person' is recognized depending
upon visually cognized m.aterial form (ca/qur-vijfleyani riiptif!t). As such a person should be declared as being visually cognizable and visually not cognizable ';
it is peither material form nor not material form ."
These and other arguments seem to indicate that the V:itsTputriyas were
following a dialectical method at arriving -at a higher synthesis by avoiding the
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dichotomies of thesis and antithesis. This, unfortunately, is the view attributed
to Nigarjuna . The contents of the present chapter needs to be carefully
evaluated in the light of the Viitsiputriya conception of a person.
When the Viitsiputriyas maint.a ined that ftre and fuel are neither identical
nor different, they were actually admitting both. For them, both fire and fuel
are each constituted of four substances (ubhayam tlita-dharmaka~). the only
difference is that in the case of fire the heat element (u!1!am) predominates,
both idc:ntical or nonwhereas in the fuel it is latent. In this way , they
different. Yet they are different in terms of the difference in time (bhinnakalatv'iit). Thus, the negative description of the Viitsiputriyas is not meant as·
a negation of metaphysical views, as it was in the case ofNigarju na (see above,
commentary on the dedicatory verses), but an assertion of both identity and
difference in order to arrive at a higher synthesis. No such move is found in
Nigarjuna when he criticizes the identicy of fire and fuel in the above verse.
For him identity of f1re and fuel means.identity·of agent and action. If they were
different, then each could be independe nt.

are

2.

Nitya-pradipta eva sy'iid apradipana-hetukaf?,
punar 'iirambha-vaiyarthyam eva~ c'iikarmakaf? sati.

A burning without a cause would be eternally aflame. Furthermore, its

commencement will be rendered meaningless [useless]. When that happens, it will be without a function .
MKV(P) p.203; MKV(ll) p.86.

The identity of fire and fuel recognized by the Yatsiputriyas (as explained in
terms of the eight elements, a!ta-dharmaka, see above) would lead to the view
that both fire apd fuel are burning all the time (nitya-pradipta), for the caloric
element (U!1!11) is found in both, the difference being quantitative rather than
qualitative . This further leads to the denial of the empirical fact of starting a
fire . If fire and fuel are always burning, then fire would be deprived of any
specific function. Indeed , the Buddha's use of the metaphor of the fire at M
1.487 is non-substantialist in implication He wanted to show that just as fire i$
not stored up anywhere when it is extinguish ed, even so a "freed one"
(tath'iigata) does not exist in eternal bliss after death (param mara,'ii). Nigarjuna's criticism of the metaphor of ''f}re and fuel" seems to follow closely the
Buddha's own explanation of the phenomen on of fire.
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3. panilra nirapek$at11ad apradipana-hetuka}J,
punar arambha-11aiyarthya?'!J nitya-pradiptal? prasajyate.

A burning without a C2use, bec:iluse it is not contingent on an~ther and,
therefore, eternally aflame, would imply the meaninglessness of its commencement.
MKV(P) p.203; MKV(f;? p .86.

A substantialist vjew of ftre makes it independent of other elements or things.
Hence, all the ·implications mentioned at X .2 will follow from such a view.

· 4. Tatrflitasmad idhyflmanam indhana?'!J bhflvaliti cet,
kenedhyatam indhanti?'!J, tat tavan malram idfi?'!J yadii.
Herein, if it is assumed that fuel is the present burning and, therefore,
that . [i.e., buring] is merely .this [i.e., fuel) , by what is fuel being
burnt?
MKV(P) p. 20~; MKV( r-? p .87.

The substantialise point of view expressed at X .2 is further analysed here. If fuel
already has the caloric element (U! f!tl) and, therefore, is already burning
(idhyamana), one could not only raise the question as to when it started burning but also inquire as to what it is that brings about that burning.

5. Anyo na prapsyate 'prapto na dhak,yaty tulahan puna}J,
na nirvasyaty anirva,al? sthasyate w svalingavan.
[Fuel] that is different is ~ot reached; the unreached is not ignited. Furthermore, that which is n6t ignited does, not cease. That which does not
cease remains, like one that has its own mark.
MKV(P) p .205; MKV("? p.87.
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If it is assumed that fire and fuel are different, a funher series of questions
arise. Difference in the present case implies absolute distinction or independence. As such, one entity cannot reach up to another. Fire cannot reach
the fuel. When fue cannot reach the fuel, it cannot burn. That which does not
burn remains for ever and does not cease. This explains the vicious circle the
metaphysical speculations can lead to.

6. Anya evenrlhanarl agnir inrlhana??J prapnuyarl yarlt~
sm saf!Jprtipnoti p urufaf?J purufaJ ea stn'yaf!J yatha.
If fire is different ftom fuel it would reach the fuel, just as a wo.rwln
would reach for a .rwln and a man for a woman.
MKV(P) p.206; MKV(V) p.88.

If fire and fuel were considered to be different yet complementary, then Nagarjuna is willing to allow some son of mutual relationship. He perceives such a
relationship bewteen a man and a woman.
Unfortunately , here again ·we have a negative interpretation from CandrakTrti. Without taking much trouble to examine the import of the metaphor
of "man and woman" used by Nagarjuna, Candraklrti assumes that the relationship exemplified by it is meaningless (rlotant~vaz'yarthya??J). On the contrary, Nagarjuna is throwing the gauntlet at his opponent asking him to show
that the sort of relationship that exists between a man and a woman can also be
obtained between fire and fuel as the opponent has conceived ofthem. · .
Indeed, there could not be much difficulty in understandin g the empirical
relationship between a man and a woman. Because of their complementarity,
they are attracted to each other. Such a relationship is clearly expressed by the
Buddha in the first two discourses in the Angutlara-nikiiya (1.1-2). Yet the
Buddha never attempted to go beyond that empirical relationship-to inquire as
to how it all happened. Such an inquiry was undoubtedly the foundation of the
speculations recorded in the Upanifarls. Describing the origin of the universe
from a single unitary "self' (titman), the Brhadiiraf!yaka Upamjarl (1.4.3-4)
.says:
He, verily, had no delight. Therefore he who is alone has no
delight. He desir~d a second . He became as large as a woman and a
parts.
man .in close embrace. He caused that self to fall into two
.
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From that arose husband and wife .... He became united with
her. From that human beings were produced.
She thought, "How can he unite with me after having produced
me from himself?" Well, let me hide myself. She became a cow,
the other became a bull and was united with her and from that
cows were born .... Thus, indeed , he produced everything
whatever exists in pairs, down to the ants.
This is the son of answer chat emerges from an inquiry chat is not only
directed at understanding the absolute origin of chi~gs, but also their substantiality. The metapho.r of the fue and fuel were utilized by the YatsTputriyas,
not merely eo understand the relationship between two empirical events, but
also to justify the conception of a prior existent "person" (pudgala), no different from the pre-existent "self" (iitman) assumed in the Upanf!ads, which is
clearly expresed in the metaphor of "man and woman."
Perceptive Nagarjuna was thus aware of the mocivations of those who
presented the metaphor. In the present verse he was therefore allowing the
possibility of fire and fuel having a complementary relationship. However, if
any other implication is drawn from such a relationship, Nagarjuna was ready
eo expose its untenability. This he does in the verses that follow.

7. . Anya evendhaniid agnir indhana1{Z kiiman iipnuyiit,
agnTndhane yadi syiitiim anyonyena tira.rkrte.
The fue t~t is different from fuel may reach the fuel only if fire and fuel
were to exist mutually separated.
MKV(P) p.206; MKV(V) p .88.

Here again, Nagarjuna is qualifying the son of relationship chat may obtain
between ftce and fuel if they are attracted to one another: One of the first conditions would be that they are separate. Without such separation it would be
meaningless to speak of one reaching for the other. It is an attempt eo destroy
the belief in a mysterious underlying unity, any substantial connection. Nagarjuna is willing to allow for the empirical differences and the relationship of
dependence among such events. However, he is not prepared to leave any room
for any speculation about underlying substances (svabhiiva).
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Yadindhanam apek,y'iignir apek!yiignil'?l yadindhanal'?l,
katarat purva-ni,pannal'?l yad apek,y'iignir indhanal'?l.

If fue is contingent upon fuel and fuel upon fire, which of them is preaccompiished so that fire could be contingent upon fuel?
MKV(P) p .207; MKV(C1 p .88.

The motivation of the substantia.Iists who were utilizing the metaphors of "fire
and fuel" (agntndhana) as well as "woman and man" (stii-puru!a), as exlained
at X.6, arc brought to the forefront here. Let fue and fuel be related by way of
~ontingcnce (apek,'ii). Nigarjuna has no objection to it and this is clearly indicated by the manner in which Candrilirti himself utilizes this particular con~
ception of contingence on numerous occasiopions (see MKV(P) pp.67, 189,
200, 202, 345, 492, 527). In the present case, Nigarjuna is not rejecting the
mutual contingence (paraspar'iipe/q'ii) of phenomena, but on!y the inquiry
relating to the pre-accomplishment or prior existence (purva-ni,panna) of any
one of them. Chapter IX made it abundantly clear that speculations regarding
the prior entity led to most metaphysical speculations. Having raised the question as to which one of these two things-fue and fuel-is prior, a question
that a substantialist cannot resist asking, Nigarjuna proceeds to analyse the
possible answers and explain their unsatisfactory implications.

9.

Yadindhanam apek,y'iignir agntf? siddhasya s'iidhanal'?l;
eval'?l saffndhanal'?l c'iipi bhav#yati mragnikal'?l.

If fire were to be contingent u~n fuel, there would be proof of fire that
is already proved [to exist]. When that is the case, even fuel would exist
without fire.
MKV(P) p.207; MKV(C1 pp.SS-89.

Frustrating any attempt on the part of the substantialist, Nigarjuna insists that
if fuel were to be the prior entity (purva-ni;panna), and that fue is contingent
upon it, then what is to be established is already established. In other words, .

TH1!
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the substantialise interpretations of contingence (parasp~~rapek,ii) wo~ld mean
that fire is already existent in the fuel, which is itself the prior entity. If it is
already existent in the fuel , then the implication is that it will need no fuel for
its real existence. If so, fue and fuel could not be mutually contingen t and one
can conceive of fuel without fire (nir-agnika'!J).

10.

Yo 'pek,ya sidhyate bhavas tam evapek,ya sidbyati,
yadi yo 'pek,itavyaf? sa stdhyattir?Z kam apek,ya kaf?.
MKV(P) p.208; MKV(V) p.89.

If events are to be truly contingent, 'then they should be mutually contipgen t or
dependent. If any one of two mutually contingen t entities is to be found in a
substantial or essential way in the other, then the notion pf contingence is
nullified. One becomes the essential and the other the supe~cial. Th.e problem then would be: which depends upon what? The YatsTpurriy;~S , ;15 mentioned earlier, were not looking for means of dissolving identity and difference.
They are struggling to retain both identity and difference, and then· move on to
a higher synthesis. Nagarjuna's attempt here is not to allow the metaphysician
the very concepts of identity and difference, which they were going to utilize as
a springboard for leaping toward the notion of a metaphysical "person"

(pudgala).

11.

Yo 'pek,ya sidhyate bhavaf? so 'stddho 'pek,ate kathar?Z,
athapy apek,ate siddhaf? tv apek,asya na yujyate.

Whatever existent that is established through contingence, how can that,
if it is not yet established, be contingent? Even so (how can.] that whi~b is .
already established be contingent? For, i(S.contiogence is· not prope"r. .
MKV(P) p .209; MKV(V) p.~9.
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X.lO refers to the fire that is already established (siddha), that is, something

that is really existent (sad-bhuta). If one were to move to the other extreme.and
speak about events that are not established (asiddha), that is, those that are
really non.existent (asad-bhuta), how can such events be contingent (ape/qya

sidhyate)?

..

Thus, neither the already established (siddha) nor the unestablished (asiddha) can be related by way of mutual contingence. Contingence (ape/qa) is not
established in this substantialist way.

12.

Ape/qyendhanam agnir na n7inapelqy7ignir indhana??J,
ape/qyendhimam agni??J na n7inape/qy7ig~im indhana??J.

. Fire is not contitlgent upon fuel; fire is not non-contingent upon fuel.
Fuel is not contingent upon fire; fuel is not non-contingent upon fire.
MKV(P) p. 209; MKV(V) pp. 88-90.

If the ideas expressed in the present verse were to be examined independent of
what went before, it would be. easy to leap to the conclusion that Nagarjuna is
here expressing the "inexpressible"; that the negations such as "non-ceasing"
(anirodhai!J) ~n9 "non-arising" (anu,tp7ida??t) were supposed to dear the way
for the "non-conceptual," "non-dual" ultimate reality (param7irtha?). On the
contrary, if these thoughts are placed in their proper context, namely, the
metaphysical dplanations of · "mutal contingence" (paraspar7ipe/q7i), · then
these negative statements can be understood as outright rejections of such
metaphysical explanations. As is evident from several quotations from Candraklrti himself (see X. 7), "contingence" (ape/q7i) can be explained in a nonmetaphysical.or empirical way, just as much as the notion of cause or condition
(pratyay'tZ) or the idea of motion (gatt) can be elucidated without falling into
the quagmire of metaphysics (see Chapters I,II).

.
13.

.

Agacchaty anyato n7ignir indhane 'gnir na vidyate,
atrendhane fe!am ukta??J gamyam7ina-gat7igataif?.
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Fire does not come out of something different nor is fue seen to be in the
fuel. ~erein, with regard to fuel, the rest is stated as in the case of present
moving, the moved and the not moved.
MVK(P) pp.210·211; MKV(V) p.90.

Mter dealing with the metaphysical interpretations of "contingence" (izpekfii)
assumed between fire and fuel , Nagarjuna returns to th~ more familiar
substantialist theories of self-causation (svata utpattt) and external causation
(parata utpattt). Fire is not inherent in the fuel nor does it issue out of
something external. If any further explanations are to be provided which are
.themselves founded upo'n such substantialise ideas, all such expla9ations can be
analysed in terms of the methods adopted in Chapter II dealing with motion

(g_atz) .

14.

Indhanaf!Z punar agnir na niignir' anyatra cendhaniit,
niignir indhanaviin nagnav indhaniini na tefu saf?.

Furthermore, fuel is not fire. Apart from fuel there is no fire. Fire is not
possessed of fuel. Fuel is not in the fue, nor is it [i.e., fire] in them.
MKV(P) p.211; MKV(f1 p.91.

The refutation of all metaphysical for~ulations of the notion of identity asapplied to fire and fuel is presented here. This is done in terms of the ~nalytical
methods followed in Chapter I.

15. . AgnTndhaniibhyiif!Z vyiik.hyiit'ii 'iitmopadiinayof? kramaf?,

sarvo nirava1efena siirdhaf!Z ghata-paf'iidibhif?.

Through the examples of fire and fuel, together with the examples of
pot, cloth, etc. every method of analysis of the self and grasping have
been explained without exception.
MKV(P) pp.212-213; MKV(V) pp.91-92 .
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The metaphysical interpretations of "self' ('iilman) and "grasping" (upadiina)
are exposed here , especially in relation to the metaphor of fire and fuef
(agnlndhana) . Does this mean that there could be non-metaphysical explanations of both "self' and "grasping?" The answer would be in the positive ,
especially in vew of what Nigarjuna has said in reference to "grasping" and the
"one who grasps" (upadiitr) or the action and the agent (karma-k'iiraka).
This analysis is not confined to the metaphor of"fue and fuel" alone. It applies to other metaphors used during this period of speculation, such as "clay
and the pot," and "thread and the cloth."

all

16.

AtmanaJ ea salallvaf?Z ye bh'iiv'iin'iif?J ea Prthak Prthak,
nirdiianti na t'iin manye f'iisanasy'iirtha-kovidiin.

Those who posit the substantiality of the self as well as of discrete existents- these I do not consider to be experts in the meaning of the [Buddha's) message.
MKV(P) p.214; MKV(V) p.92.

Here then is a clear and unequivocal assertion on the part ofNigarju na. Those
who assert the substantiiJI existence (satattvam), whether that be of a monistic
"self' ('iitman) or of distinct entities (prthak Prthak bh'iiv'iin'iif?Z) are not conversant with the teachings of the Buddha. When Nigarjuna makes that assertion
with the statement: "[I) do not consider" ([ahaf?Z) na manye), what sort of self
was he recognizing? It certainly could not be anything like what he was
refuting. The answer to this question will be provided later.

CHAPTER
ELEVEN

Examination of the Prior and Posterior Extremities
(PUrvrtparako{i-parzk~ti)

1.

PUrvii prajniiyate koti'r nety uviica mahiimtmi'f?,
Sll'f!ISiirO 'n111111riigro h£ nasty iidz"r niip£ pafclmaf?.

The Great Sage has stated that the prior end is not known. The lifeprocess is without beginning and end. There is neithe~ a beginning nor
an end.
MKV(P) p.219; MKV(V) p.95.

The criticism of the "self'' (iitman) as a substantial entity continued in the last
few chapters brings up .more related issues for discu.ssion. If there is no such entity, how can the life process consisting of repeated births and deaths be explained?
.
Rebirth or rebecoming (punabbhava) was an importam element in the Buddhist doctrine,, even though the Buddha was concerned more with the problems of the present life than of the past. As mentioned earlier (see commentary on IX.l-2), for the Buddha, the knowledge of the past (alita~se niif!a) was
an important means of understanding the present. Yet he did not encourage
speculation regarding the past as he feared that this would eventually lead to aH
sorts of metaphysical views. For this reason, he remained aloof from speculating
on the absolute origin of .things. That aloofness is clearly implied in his statement: "Inconceivable is the beginning of this life-process. The prior end is not
evident," (Anamataggo 'ya~ ... sa~siiro pubbiikofi' na panniiyati', S 2.178,
193; 3.144.151). There is here no denial of the prior end or the first beginning
of things, but only of its conceivability or perceptibility. However, with the
problems that emerged during the scholastic period In the matter of explaining
any form of origin (utpiida), not merely of the first beginning (purtili ko{t) , · :.,
some Buddhists were compelled to deriy' outright any form of beginning.
While the Sarvastivada conception of substance left no room for origin and
cessation, the Sautrantikas had difficulties explaining the origin and cessation 1
of momentary events. The difficulties involved in providing an explanation
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se.ems to have led the metaphysicians to assume the absence of a prior end,
rather than of i~ inconceivabiliry. Hence the term anamatagga ("inconceivable .
is the beginning") came to be replaced by anav~ragra ("without end and beginning"). As such, Nagarjuna proceeds with the examination of the view currerit ·
during his day, only to revert back to the Buddha's own approach to this problem in the end. Candrakfrti, confining himself to .the literacy tradition of his
day and influenced by a transcendentaliSt approach in his interpretation Qf
Nagarjuna, does not seem to recognize ·the above mentioned change taking·
place in the Buddhist conception of the Iife-pr~ess (saf!Jiiira).

2.

Naivagraf!J navaraf!J yasya tasya madhyaf!l kuto bhavet,
tasman natropapadyante purvapara-saha-kram~f?.

How could there be the middle of that which has neither a beginning nor
an end? Therefore, the methods of (distinguishing) the prior, the.
posterior or both together (i.e., the middle) are not appropriate.
MKV(P) pp.220-221; MKV(V) p.96.

Starting with the current assumption that there is neither a prior nor a posterior
end, Nagarjuna raises the question as to how, in the absence of these ~o extremities, one can speak of a ·~middle" (madhya). He then proceeds to apply
this criticism tO the conception of the life-process (StZf!JSlira) as understood and
interpreted by the metaphysicians.

3.

PUrvaf!J JtZtir yadi bhavejjara-maraf!am uttaraf!J,
nir-jara-maraf!li jtZiir bhavej jtZyeta camrtaf?.

If birttr-'were to come first and decay and death were to follow, then bitth
wouid be without decay and death, and an immortal would thus emerge.
MKV(P) p.221; MKV(V) p.96.

The difficulties cre~ted by the Sarvastivadi~s and the Sautrantikas in the mat-
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ter of explaining causal continuity have been discussed at length. The linear
view of the causal process broken up into discrete events, one following the
other, left .these events without any possible relations. If the same model were
to be used in explaining events such as birth (jatt) decay-death (jarti-marti?Jtl),
then the implication would be that birth has nothing to do with decay-death.
There is no necessary connection between them. If this argument were to be
carried to its conclusion, then it could be maintained that there is immortality
(amrta), for there COl1ld be something that COntinues without decay-death.
Here, Nagarjuna is not insisting that decay-death should be inherent in birth.
Rather, he is exposing the difficulties confronted by the metaphysicians who
upheld a linear view of the causal process.

4. Pafeaj fiitir yadi bhavejjarti- mart~tJam aditaf?,
ahetukam ajiitasya syiij jarfi-maratJa??Z kathaf?Z.
If birth were to be posterior and decay-death anterio~, then· the latter
would be without a cause.l:iow could there be decay-death of one who is
not born?
MKV(P) p.222; MKV(V) p.97.

Placing birth after decay-death in this linear view !Jf the life-process, the logical
conclusion is ine.vitable that birth cannot relate itself to anything prior an~,
therefore, is uncaused. If birth cannot be explained, .just as much as decaydeath could not be accounted foJ (as stated at Xl.3), then we are left with the
·· ~;.mborn (afiita). Nagarjuna considers it inappropriate to speak of decay-aeath of
something/someone who is not born.
~\.\

5.

Na jarfi-mara1Jenaiva JaliS ea saha yujyate~
mriyeta jayamanaf ea syae eahetukatobhayol;.

Indeed, decay-death as concomitant of birth is not proper. (In that case,]
what is in the process o~ being born will also be dying and both would be
rendered causeless.
MKV(P) p.223; MKV(V) p.97.
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As mentioned in commentary on X1.4, one way of explaining the problems
raised at XI.4-5 would be to assume that decay-death (jarii-mara??a) is ioherent
in birth (jlitt). This relationship of inherence would mean that decay-death
begins at the same time as birth, and as such it would be appropriate to say that
one who is being born is at the same time dying. If so, neither one of them
could be the cause of the other. Being uncaused, their occurrence would be
rather spontaneous.

6.

Yatra na prabhavanty ete purviipara-saha-kramiif?,
prapai'Jeayanti fii~ jtlti~ taj jarii-mara,aitz c~ ki~.

Wherever such methods of (discriminating) the prior, the posterior and
the simultaneous do not arise, why be obsessed by such birth and such
decay-dea.th.
.MKV{P) p.224; MKV(v,J p.97.

The speculation that is questioned here is specifically rela~ed to the sort of succession discussed previously. It is not every form of reflection that is rejected.
Even if the verb prapancayanti were to mean "conceptualizing", as
understood by a majority of modern translators of Buddhist texts, in this context, it does not mean the emptying of the mind of all concepts of birth and
decay-death. It is the particular form of conceptualization mentioned in the
previous statements as well as the earlier verses that is to be avoided.

7. . Kiirya?!l ea kiira11a?!l caiva lak.fya"f!l lak.fa??am eva ea,

vedanli vedakai caiva santy arthli ye ea kecana.
Effect and cause as well as chara~terized and characteristic, together with
feeling and feeler or whatever fruits there are,

8.

PUrva na vidyate ko{if? Sa1!Jsarasya na kevalat(l,
. sarve{am api bhiiviinii"f!l purvli ko{i na vidyate.
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the prior end of these is not evident. Of the entire life-process as well as of
all existents, the prior end is not evident.
MKV(P) p.224; MKV(V) p .98.

It is not suprizing to see Nagarjun:.t concluding his analysis of extremities (ko!J)
of.events, whether they be of cause and effect, or the characterized and the
characteristic, of experiences, of the life-process, and even of all existents
(bhiiva) , with the assertion that they are not evident (na vidyate) . He does not
maintain that these events are without extremities.

CHAPTER
TwELVE

Examination of Suffering
(Duf?kha-pan k.r d)

1.

Svayaf!Z krtaf{Z para-krtaf!Z dv7ibhy7if{Z krtam ahetukaf!Z,
dul,kham ity eka icchanti tac ea kiiryaf{Z na yujyate.

Some assume that suffering is self-caused, caused by another, caused by
both or without a cause. {Suffering as] such an effect is indeed not appropriate.
MKV(P) p.227; MKV(V) p . l OO.

The discussion of the life-process (saf{Zi'lira) leads Nagarjuna to an examination
of the problem of suffering (dul,kha). It seems that when compiling this
chapter Nagarjuoa had a copy of the Buddha's discourse to Acela-Kassapa (S
2.18-22; TJa 12.20 [Tairho 2.86a]) in front of him.
The Buddha's discourse to Acela-Kassapa begins with the four theories of the
causation of suffering referred to by Nagarjuna in almost identical terms. The
only difference is with regard to the explanation of the fourth. Where Nagarjuria has ahetukaf(l, the Buddha's discourse refers to adhiccasamuppannaf{Z (see
XII.9 below). Another· difference is tha't while the Buddha's advises Kassapa
not to get involved in such speculations, insisting, "Do not [say] so," (m'li h'
evaf!Z), Nagarjuna maintains that these theories are not appropriate.

2.

Svayaf{Z krtaf{Z yadi bhavet praliya na tato bhavet,
skandh7in im'lin ami skandh7if? saf{Zbhavanti praliya hi.

lf[suffering were to be] self-caused, then it could not occur dependently .
Indeed, depending upon these aggregates, these other aggregates occur.
MKV(P) p .228; MKV(V) p. 100.
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The notion of self-causation of.suffering is further elaborated by the Buddha as
the view expressed in the statement, "He acts and he [himself) reaps the conse. quences," (so karoti so patisaf!1vediyatt). The Buddha's reason for not accepting
such a view is that it leads tO the belief in eternalism (IIIIII1fl1f!l Clllf!l parett).
Nagarjuna certainly knew that the Buddha was utilizing the conception of
dependence (paficcasamuppiida) to avoid any metaphysical theory of eternalism. This was the basic theme, not only in the discourse to Kacdiyana, .but
also in the discourse to Acela-Kassapa, where it is once again presented as the
middle position between the extremes of eternalism and annihilationism (S
2.20). It is, therefore, not surprising to see Nagarjuna rejecting the conception
of self-causation of suffering on the grounds thai in such a case suffering would
not be dependently arisen (na prafitya bhavet).
Furthermore, the eternalism that comes to be embodied in a theory·of selfcausation of suffering penains more to the individual self or soul ('iitman), and
not the substance (svabhiiva). Therefore, Nagarjuna insists that what is being
asserted as a self or soul is nothing other than the arising of a set of aggregates
depending upon (prafiya) another set of aggregates.

3. · Yady amtbhya ime 'nye syur ebhyo v'iimt pare yadt~
bhavet para-~rtaf!l duf?khaf!l parair ebhir anii krtiif?.

If from these those that are different were to come to be, or if from those
these different [things] were to come to be', then suffering would be caused by another, for these are caused by those that are different.
MKV(P) p.229; MKV(V) p.lOO.

Here we find a definition of "external causation" (para-krta) . Nagarjuna has
already explained the relationship becween self-nature or substance (svabhiiva)
and other-nature (parabhiiva)(see I. 3). There he maintained that without selfnature there cannot be other-nature (avidyam'iine svabhiive parabhiivo na ·
vidyate). In the present verse, Nagarjuna applies the same principle to explain
"causation by another." Thus, we find him utilizing the ablative caSe
(amtbhyaf?, ebhyaf?), expressive of"source" or "origin," 1n order to explain the
arising of something different from within something that preceded. In other
. words, even though the effect is different from the .cause, it arises from the
cause; that is, external causation is invariably related to self-causation.
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It is important to distinguish this statement from that found at XII.2 which,
instead of ~ing the ablative case, employs the accusative (iman skandhan
praliya) in order to highlight the principle of dependence. Indeed, the very term
idapptUcayalii (idaf!J·Pratyayata) utilized by the Buddha to express the principle of dependence is couched in the accusative case (idaf!l), instead of the
ablative of source.

4. Sva-pudgala-krlaf!J duf?khaf!J yadi duf?kiJaf!J p unar vina,
sva-pudgalaf? sa katamo yena duf?khaf!J wayaf!l krlaf!J.
If suffering is caused by o11e"'s own person, then that own person can exist
without suffering. Who is he by whom suffering is self-caused ?
MKV(P) p.230; MKV(V) p.IOl.

As shown before, the Buddhist metaphysicians who adopted a theory of
moments had difficulty explaining personal continuity or identity in a more
empirical way. They were confronted with the problem of explaining good and
bad, suffering and happiness as part of the personal continuity . Thus, the Sarvastivadins would maintain that suffering: etc. are mere qualities (/alqa,a) that
characterize the substance (dravya), or they would, along with the Saut.i:antikas,
maintain that qualities are appropriated or become part of the stream
(svasaf!JI1ina-patita, AK 2. 36; Akb p .62; Poussin, L'Abhidharmakofa, vol. 1.
p . 179). Such a perspective inevitably leads to a distinction between the person
or the scream of personal identity, on the one hand, and qualities like suffering
!'n the other. What Nagarjuna is attempting to do in the present verse is to bring out the metaphysical implications of this theory. According to this theory.
sufferin·g is something external tO the individual. It is an entity having its own
reality. It is something caused by a person, as a carpenter would produce a piece
of furniture. As such, Nagarjuna questions the very nature of that person who,
being independe nt of suffering, causes suffering on its own.

5.

Para-pudgala}af!J duf?khaf!J yadi yasmai pradiyate,
pare,a krtva tar/ duf?khaf!l sa duf?khen{l vinii kutaf?.
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If suffering were to be produced by one person and given over to another,
that suffering is caused by the former. How can the latter be identified
without suffering?
MKV(P) p.231; MKV(V) p .lOI·.

If one were to accept the·separation of suffering from the. person who produces
it (i.e., the theory·criticized at XII.4), then it will lead to difficulties not only
for one who adopts self-causation of suffering (svayat?J krtat?J duf?khaf!J) , but
also for one who ·u pholds the opposite view, namely, suffering is caused by
another (para-krtat?J f/uf?khat?J). The latter will have to maintain that suffering
is caused by one person and passed on to another. But that other would himself
be independent of suffering, in the same way as the person who caused it. The
question still remains ·as to how that person can be identified.

6. Para-pudgalajat?J duf?khaf!J yadi kaf? para-pudgalaf?,

vt1iii duf?khena yaf?. krtvii parasmai prahif!oti tat.
If suffering is caused by another person, who is that other person who,
himself without suffering, causes it and bestows it on another?
MKV(P) p.231; MKV(V) p. lOl.

This is similar to the arguments presented before. The sharp dichotomy between the agent of suffering and suffering itself prompts Nagarjuna to question the nature of that other person (para-pudgala) who is supposed to be the·
author of suffering and who passes it on to anotl:ler.

7.

.

.

Svayat!J krtasyiiprasiddher duf?kha??J para"krta??J kutaf?,
paro hi duf?kha??J yat kury'iit tat tasya sy'iit svayartz krta??J.

With the no~-establishment of self-causation, how can there be suffering caused ~by lU\Other? For, indeed, if another were to cause that suffering, in rebtion to -~ it would be self-ea~.
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Na tlivat svakrtaf!l duf?khaf!l na hi tenaiva tat krtaf!l,
paro nlitmakrta1 eel sylid duf?khaf!l par~krlaf!l kathaf!l.

So long as suffering is not self-caused, it is, indeed, not caused by oneself.
If the other were not to do it by himself, how could suffering be caused
by another?
MKV(P) p.232; MKV(V) pp. lOl-102.

The implications of :Xll.3 discussed earlier are stated once more clearly and explicitly in these two verses. If some other person were to cause suffering, then
that suffering, in relation to that particular person, would be self-caused. Thus,
if one perspectvie is not valid then the other too would~ invalidated. This, as
pointed out earlier, is the method adopted at 1.3 to reject both self-nature
(svabhliva) and other-nature (parabhliva).

9.

Sylid ubhlibhylit?~ krtat?~ duf?khaf!l sylid ekaika-krtaf!l yadt:
paiiiklirlisvayaf!lkliraf!l duf?kham ahetukaf!l kutaf?.

If suffering were to be caused by both, it would be caused by each individually. Whence can there be suffering that is caused neither by
another nor by ·oneself and is without a cause?
MKV(P) p.233; MKV(V) p.l02.

The third theory of the causation of suffering referred to in ·the discourse to
Acela-Kassapa . is a combination of causation by oneself and causation by
another (sayaf!l katan ea para??~ katafi ea). This is understood by Nigarjuna as
caus~tion by each individual (ekaika-krtaf!l). However, he has already rejected
both types of caiisation.
If suffering were not caused ·by oneself or another, then according to the
Buddha it would "arise one top of another" (adhiecasamuppanna). Such arising
is contrary to "arising by moving towards or depending upon another" (pa(ietaJamuppanna). This implies arising without any causal connection. Hence,
adhiccasamuppilnna becomes a synonym for ahetuka (cause-less). For Nigarjuna, there is no such uncaused suffering.
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10.

Na keva/a?!J hi duf?khasya cilttlf'tlillyaf!J na vidyate,
biihyiiniim api bhiiviinii?!J ciiturvidya?!J na vidyate.

It is not that the fourfold theory applied exclusively to suffering is not evident. The fourfold theory pertaining to other existents too is not evident.
MKV(P) p.233; MKV(V) p.l02.

Ibida's explanation that these are the "four-fold pOss'ibte views" (caturvidhyaf?!:)
(p.88) seems to leave no room for. a fifth view which both the Buddha (in his
discourse to Kassapa) and Nagarjuna (at XII.2) were very clearly and une-·
quivocally upholding, namely, "dependent arising of suffering." Hence his
conclusion that these four possible views can equally be applied to demonstrate
the impossibility ofasserting elements of the external world. On the contrary,
Nagarjuna ·(as well as the Buddha) were merely criticizing the futility of
adopting these fo.\Ir- particular views in explaining suffering as well as other
elements in the vVortd of experience. Indeed , Nagarjuna was clearly aware of
the fact that these four are not the only views explicating the causation of suf·
fering. Hence his statement in the very first verse in this chapter, "Some assert"
(eke icchantt), which means that it 1s not everyone that asserts such theories.

CHAPTER

THIRTEEN

Examination of Action and the Agent
(Sa~skara-part~a)

1.

Tan mrfii mo!a-dhamuz yad bhagavan ity ibha,ata,
sarve ea mo!a-dharmiif!af? saf!JSiiiiraf? tena te mr!7i.

The Blessed One has said that whatever is of deceptive nature, that is
delusion. All things that are of deceptive nature involve dispositions.
Therefore, they are delusions.
MKV(P) p.237; MKV(V) p . 104 .

A chapter dealing with dispositions (sa~sliiira) immediately following ~n
analysis of suffering (duf?kha) need not create any confusion. Nor should the
fact the the title of this chapter is presented in the Tibetan translation as tattva,
instead of saf!JSkra (see lnada, p.91), lead to difficulties in understanding it.
There cannot be any doubt that the original chapter was named "Examination of the Dispositions." Even the most cursory glance at the statements of the
Buddha in the discourses would reveal the naked fact that he never looked
upon all phenomena (sabbe. dhamma) as "suffering" or "unsatisfactory" (dukkha). However, the classical Hindu philosophers who misquoted the Buddhist
texts, and some of the modern interpreters who were guided by ·such philosophers,
have been responsible for ponraying Buddhism as a pessimistic religion by
misinterpreting the Buddha-word, especially the doctrine of "suffering" (see
Kalupahana, "The notion of suffering in early Buddli.ism, compared with so.m.e
reflections of early Wittgenstein," PEW 27 [1977]:423-431.)
The three prominent characteristics, imper~anence (anicca), sufie.(ing (dukkha), and non-substantiality (an~tta) have·'been recklessly lumped together by
these interpreters ;md applied to all phenomena when the B\lddha in innumberable instances (M 1.228; S 3.133; 4.401; A 1.286; Dhp 277-279; Tsa
10.7 [Tairho 2.66b-67a}; Tseng 23.4 [Tairho 2.668c] Ch'ang 1.1.(Tatsho 1.9b])
and in every statement he. made in regard to these three c~¥acteristics, always .
'2.17
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distinguished between sankhara and dhammtz. These three characteristics are
always mentioned as follows:
1.

11.
111.

"All dispositions are impermanent " (sabbe sankhara anicca) .
"All dispositions are suffering" (sabbe sankhara dukkh'ii) .
"All phenomena are non-substantial" (sabbe dhammti anatt'ii).

In the first place, the dear distinction made by the Buddha between
"dispositions" (saf!lsktira) and "phenomena" (dharma) and, secondly, the fact
that he specifically referred to the former being subject to suffering, could not
have escaped the penetrating and careful eye of Nagarjuna, a philosopher
whose writings have influenced some of the best brains in the East throughout
the centuries. If all dispositions were considered by the Buddha to be subject to
suffering, then there is no reason to doubt as to w.q.y Nagarjuna should not concentrate his attention on these "dispositions" after his examination of t~e problem of suffering. Hence the reason for the pr~sent chapter.
Why the Tibetan translators should consider this to be an ~xam1nation of
truth (tattva) is also not a mystery. They were simply looking at the conclusion
of the chapter. Is there any connection between "dispositions" and "truth"?
As pointed out earlier (V.S), the "appeasement of dispositions"
(stJf!JSUropafamtz) is the ultimate goal of Buddhism. Excessive lust (raga) is
supposed to lead to the strengthening or solidification of one's dispositions,
which in turn contributes to grasping, ndf only for the objects of sense pleasure,
but also for ideas. The result would be the dogmatic grasping on to absolute
truth or truths. The elimination of lust would then mean the elimination of the
dispositions too (saf!JSktira-/qaya) which wQuld imply virtual death and no
motivation for any action or even to continue with one's present life. Thus, the
Buddha himself was willing to characterize the death of a "freed one"
(tathagata) as the "cessation of dispositions" (sankharakkaya) (Dhp 383)
leading to the cessation of the stream of becoming (bhava-sotfl) ,
However, while recognizing the waning of lust (ragakkhaya) as the way to
freedom, the Buddha did not encourage the complete elipllnation of dispositions which would mean suicide. It seem~ that the Buddha did not recognize a
one-to-one · relationsp.ip between the waning of lust and the cessation of
dispositions. Hence his emphasis on the appeasement of dispositions while living and the cessation of dispositions at the .time of death.
The strengthening of dispositions, as mentioned earlier, leads to dogmatic
beliefs. These would pertain to personal immortality, conceived in the form of
a belief in an eterrial soul or self (atmtzn) or of a universal reality (loka,
brahmtzn). Any form of eternalism (ftifvata) would be the consequence of such
strong dispositional tendencies. The opposite of it would be annihilationism
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(uccheda), and it is not difficult to understand why the critics of the Buddha
we1uld refer to him as an annihilationist(ucchedaviidi) upholding the annihilation of really existing sentient being (M 1.140). They were probably referring to
the Buddha's advocacy of the "cessation of dispositions" (sankhiirakkhaya) at
death.
Yet, for the living human being the Buddha was not prescribing the elimination of dispositions. Rather he advocated their appeasement. This view has
significant epistemological implications. A living human being needs to act.
Act:ion. involves. understanding. Conduct (caraf!a) is preceded by knowledge
(vidyii). One needs knowledge of oneself as well of the external world. "Omniscience" or knowledge of everything _was not available to the Buddha. Hence,
neitl}er the absolute oriffiin of yhings nor the absolute end of things were
discussed in Buddhism (s~e ~l}apter XI). Any theory that attempts to explain
su~h origins and ends, whether it,p~rtains to an eternal self or soul (iitman) or a
substance (svallhiiva), was unacceptable to the Buddha.
Dispositions are invariably associated with the knowledge derived from the
senses. The innumerable data provided by the senses c_annot easily be handled
by the human being. As Williamjames characterized sense expeiience, it is a
"big, blooming, buzzing confusion" (Some Problems ofPhilosophy p.32). Being unable to deal with such. confusion, human beings are compelled to be
selective. They pick out the things that interest them, leaving out others. In
that process, they develop dispositions and these dispositions in turn contributes their share in gaining knowledge of the world . As such, the world of
ordered experience is one that is constructed, made, put together (sam
+ vkr. "to do, to make"), by the human being. This is the pragmatic conception of truth (tattva) that .is prominent in the Buddha's teaching. The appeasement of dispositions thus contributes to the elimination of dogmatism, of
grasping ·after absolute truth or tru~hs. when all the time human beings are
creating truths. If a person is not aware of the process by which he constructs
the truths about the.world, he will not only be confused but also disappointed.
Dispositions can thus turn out to be a great source of confounding and delusion
(mr!ii), unless one understands their function in the formulation of truths (tattva). The tran~lators of Nagarjuna's text into Tibetan probably perceived the
direction of the argument in this chapter and named it accordingJy.
Note that the delusion (muii) is produced, not by all the phenomena (saroa-·
dharma) but only by the way in which these phenomena are put together
(sa?!Jskarott) for purposes of understanding (see Websters' Seventh Collegiate
Dictionary, 1965, p. 219 where delusion is deflned as "self-deception conce;tning facts or situations"). That putting together is the function of dispositions
(sa?!Jskiira). Hence, for Nagarjuna, as it was for the Buddha, if anything is ~o
contribute toward delusion that would not be all phenomena (saroe dharma"f?),
rather it would be all dispositions (saroe sa?'!JSkiirii~).
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Tan mrfii mO!a-dhrirma yad yadi .ki'f(l tatra mufyate,
etat tukta'f(l bhagavatii fUnyatii-paridipaka'f(l.

If, whatever that is of deceptive nature is delusion , what is it about which
there is delusion ? That too, namely, that which illuminates emptiness,
has been spoken of by the Blessed One.
MKV(P) pp.238-239; MKV(V) p.l04.

If dispositions cause delusions, whads it about which there are delusions? The
answer would be: "The world of experience." The Buddha .has spoken of that
world too. It 1s the world that is non-substantial. is empty of any permanent
and eternal entity. All delusions arise regarding that world which is
dependently ariseri and non-substantial, but which is being understood as being either eternal or absolutely unreal.

3. Bh'iW'iin'iif!J nif?svabh'iivatva'f(l anyatha-bh'iiva-darian'iit,
asvabhavo bh'iivo ~sti bh'iiv'iin'iif!J funyatii yataf?.

Because of the perception of change, the absence of self-nature of existents is [recognized] . Because of the emptiness of existents, there is no
existent without self-nature.
MKV(P) p.240; MKV( V) p . l05.

This is a clear statement that truth or reality (tattva) (there being no provisional
truth and ultimate reality) is neither substantial existence nor nihilistic nonexistence. The perception of change or variation (anyathiibhava) confirms the
non-substantiality of phenomena (nif?svabhava). This is another way of expressing the idea embodied in the discourse to Kaccayana that "to him who
perce~ves through right wisdom the cessation of the world as It has come to be,
the notion of existence (atthit'ii) in the world does not occur," (S 2. 17).
Cessation (nirodha) or change (anyathabh'iiva) does not imply complete annihilation. Hence Nagarjuna's view that there is no existent that is without
substance (a-svabh'iiva), that is, something that goes into complete oblivion
after eJ~:isting for a while (bhutv'ii prativigacchatt) leav~ng no trace at all. The
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discourse to Kaccayana says that he who perceives arising (iamudaya) does not
hold on to the non-existence of the world. In other words, arising (samudaya or
samutpada) contradicts nihilistic non-existence (nastita, a-svabhava). Nagarjuna perceives this to be emptiness (fUnyatii).
This, then, is the way in which "dependen t arising" of phenomen a
(prafityasamutpada) becomes a synonym for "emptiness" (funyata) or "nonsubstantiality" (nairatmya) which will be further elaborated in Chapter XXIV.

4. Kasya syad anyatha-bhavaf? svabhavaf cen na vidyate,

kasya :syad anytha-bhavaf? svabhavo yadi vidyate.
Whose change would there be, if self-nature were not evident? Again,
whose change would there be, if self-nature 'were evident.?
MKV(P) p.241; MKV(V) p.105.

Nagarjuna is here contrasting identity and difference . If things are completely
different from one another, then there is no reason to speak of the change of
things (anyathabhava). If, on the contrary, there were to be a substance
(svabhava) which is assumed to be permanen t and eternal, it could not change.

5. Tasyaiva nanyatha-bhavo napy anyasyaiva yujyate,
yuva na j'iryate yasmiid yasmiijji" !o na j'iryate.
Neither change of something in itself nor of something different is proper. The reason being that a youth does not age nor does an aged person
age.
MKV(P) p.241; MKV(V) p. I06.

Nagarjuna continues to emphasize the view that change (anyathabhava) is inexplicable in the context of identity or difference. "Of itsdf' (tasya eva) means
"of something that has substantial existence;" "of another" (anyasya eva) implies "belonging to soO?-ething completely different." As mentioned previously
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(VII.24), "decay" (jarli) was not rejected by Nagarjuna. In the present context,
what he intends .to convey is that such decay makes no sense when applied to
explain a person who is metaphysically conceived either as possessing an eternal
self or as being different from moment to moment.

6.

Tasya ced anyathli-bhlivaf? kflram eva bhaved dadhi,
k{irlid anyasya kasyacid dadht-bhlivo bhavi,yati.
.

.

If change were to be of something in itself, then milk itself would be butter. Butter-ness would then be something other than milk.
MKV(P) p.242; MKV{V) p .106.

If change were to be applied to something recognized as exisiting in itself, i.e.,
a substance, then the conception of change would be negated. Here we find the
example of milk and butter (kfira-dadht) utilized by the V:itsTputriyas, along
with the metaphor of "fire and fuel" (Akb pp.432-433), to illustrate the relationship between the aggregates and the self. If butter ,is considered to be
substantially the same as milk,' then butter-ness will . have to belong to
something different from milk. Othetwise we will be left with two different
substances having the same substantial constitution.
·

7.

Yady afunya??Z bhavet kif!tcit sylic chunyam iti ki??Zcana,
na kif!tcid asty afunyartJ ea kutaf? funyaf!t bhavi,yatr.'.

If there were to be something non-empty, there would then be
something called empty. However, there is nothing that is non-empty.
How could there be something empty?
MKV(P) p.245; MKV(l/} p. 107.

The conception of "emptiness" or "non-substantiality" is intended to eliminate
the belief in substance ~nd attribute conceived in a me.taphysical sense.
However, if"emptiness" itself were to be used in an attributivesense, that is as
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a characteristic of something substantial, then "emptiness" itself becomes
"something" (kif!Jcana). A substantial thing is a "non-empty-something"
(afunyaf!J kif!lcit). Such a thing does not exist. If so, there cannot be something
called "empty" (funyam iti kif!lcana) .
This is the clearest warning from Nagarjuna against moving· towards the
metaphysics of "emptiness" (fUnyatii du(i. see below).

8.

Sunyafii sarva-dr!finiif!l proktii nif?sara'laf!l jinaif?,
yefiif!l tu fUnyatii-dufis tiin asiidhyiin babha$ire.

The Victorious Ones have announced that emptiness is the relinquishing
of all views. Those who are possessed of the view of emptiness are said to
be incorrigible.
MKV(P) p .247; MKV(V) p.l084.

The inevitable conclusion to be derived from XIII . 7 is that the conception of
"emptiness" (fiinyata) or "non-suhstantiality" (nairatmya), utilized by the
Buddha in orcler to free oneself from all metaphysical views (dt~!t), can turn out
to be. an equally unsatisfactory view, if its application is to be carfied beyond its
proper limits. Indeed, Nagarjuna perceives such activity as leading to worse
·
forms of dogmatism.

CHAPTER
FOURTEEN

Examination of AssociatiQ.f.l
(Saf!Zsarga-parzk! d)

1.

Dra!{avyaf{J da1'Sanaf!J dra!fi tif~y etiini dviio dvisaf?,
sarvaiai ea na saf{Jsargam anyonyena vrajanty uta.

The object of seeing, the seeing and the seer- these three do not function
in mutual association either in pairs or all together.

2.

Evaf{J riigai ea raktai ea rafljantyaf{J ea driyatiif{J,
traidhena ie!iif? kleJiii ea ie!iiny iiyataniini ea.

Lust, the lustful as well as the object ·of lust should be seen in the sanie
way. .The remaining deftlernents as well ~ the remaining spheres of sense
should be seen in the triadic m9(ie.
MKV(P) pp.250-251; MKV(V) p.llO.

The pragmatic theory 9f truth, that is, truth as something put together according to human d.isp'QSitions (saf{Jskiira) depending upon something experienced
· (dharma), is not a very palatable one, especially fo, some analytical philosopher
who wants to carry his analysis to the very extreme. In the present treatment of
Nagarjuna's philosophy, it has been repeatedly pointed out tha:t an extremist
analysis left the Buddhist metaphysician with absolutely distinct entities. For
him (and this was the position accepted even bya philosopher like Hume),
"What is distinguishable i~ also separable." Of course, these metaphysicians
would then proceed to expl~in events in terms of"composition," of putting different entities together (saf{Jskaraf!a) accorc!ing to one's dispositions (saf{JSkiira)
o~. as Hume insisted, in terms of one's imagination. However, they will have to
carry the burden of explaining how only certain things can be so put together
and not anything and everything. For example, one can insist that it is _possible .
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to bring together events such as the eye, color, and visual consciousness
together to produce the impression called "perception of col or." Yet, one cannot, either in terms of dispositions or according to any imagination, put
together the eye, sound, and gustatory consciousness and produce either a visual
impression or an auditory impression.
The only way in which such metaphysicians can explain any possible association is by assuming a substantial relation , an inherent nature among those
events that are ~o associated. T his is how the analysis of events into absolutely
different entities co'ntributed to the recognition of mysterious substances. The
Sarvastivada notion of substance or self-nature (svabhava) was, therefore, an
inevitable answer to such extremist analysis, in the same way as Bemand
Russell's theory of relations, defined as neither mental or physical , was the
answer to the Humean analysis.
For such philosophers, a pragmatic theory o£ truth, where truth is defined as
something "made" (Ia1?Jskrta), becomes a problem because their analysis has
deprived them of any empirical relations in terms of which things can be
associated. It is, therefore, not surprizing to see Nagarjuna taking up the question of association (Ia1?Jsarga), in order to show that it does not work in the
background of the metaphysical assumptions of certain analysts.
Thus it becomes necessary eo keep in mind that Nagarjuna's criticism of
association is specifically related to the association of events that were so
distinguished 'that each was assumed to have its own nature (svabhava). He
begins this chapter with a reference to the various categories he has already examined at the very outset in this section of the book, namely, seeing (darfana),
the object of seeing (dra!{avya) and the seer (dra!tr) (Chapter Ill). XIV.2 refers
to another set of categories examined in Chapter VI. This application is then
extended to all occurrences such as the defilements and faculties.

3. Anyenlinyasya Ia1?1Jargaf? tac clinyatva1?J na vi~yate, ·

dra!{avya-prabhrtznlif?1 yan na Ia1!J.larga1?Jvrajanty ataf?.
Association is of the mutuaUy different [events] . Such diffe~ence is not
evident in the objects of seeing, etc. Therefore, they do not function in
mutual association.

. MKV(P) p.251; MKV(V) p.l lO .
Association, as mentioned above, becomes a philosophical problem only when ·
distinctions or differences are rendered absolute. Nagarjuna, basing himself on .
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the principle of "dependent arising," insisi:S that such distinctions are not
available among objects of seeing, etc. If these are distinguished or differentiated in the way metaphysicians do, then they cannot enjoy mutual harmony
or assoCJauon.

4. Na ea kevala?(l anyatva?(l dr(J!{avjiider na vidyate,
kaJyacit kenacit sardha?(l nanyatvam upapadyale.

It is not only that the difference with regard to objects of seeing, etc. is
not evident; the possibility of something possessing difference jointly
with another is also not appropriate.
MKV(P} p.252; MKV(V} p.llO.

This is an interesting analysis of identity and difference. The dilemma of
substance is brought out clearly in this analysis. In order eo relate things, differences need to be recognized. Once the differences are retognized as being
absolute, each thing is assumed to have ii:S own nature. It becomes a substance
different from any other substance. If each substance is pifferent, it cannot
have a substance that is shared by another. If it does,. the difference breaks
down. Either there is difference or there is identity.

5. Anyad anyat prafityanyan nfinyad anyad rte 'nyataf?,
yal prafitya ea yat laJmfit tad anyan nopapadyate.

Different things are dependent upon different things. Different things
are not without different things. Because something depends upon
something, a different thing is not appropriate.

6.

Yady anyad anyad anyaJmad anyasmad apy rte bhavet,
tad anyad anyad anyaJmfid rte nasti ea nasty ataf?.

H a thing is different from another because it arises from a different
thing, then it would exist even without that other thing. However, that
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other thing does not exist without the other, and therefore, it does not
exist.

7.

Nfinyasmin vidyate 'nyatvam ananyasmin na vidyate,
avidyamtine canyatve nasty anyad va tad eva va.

A difference is not evident in relation to a different thing. Nor is it not
evident in a different thing. When difference is not evident, there is
neither difference nor identity.
MKV(P) pp.252-255; ilfKV(V) pp. 111 -112.

These verses seem to highlight the fact that one cannot speak of dependence so .
long as one recognizes absolute difference among events. They are a reminder
of the detailed treatment of the relation of contingence (apek,a) undertaken
previously in relation to the metaphor of "fire and fuel" (Chapter X) .

8.

Na tena lllsya Sllf!lSIIrgo nanyenanyasya yujyate,
saf?Zsrjyamfinaf?Z Sllf!lS!!(IIf!l Sllf!lSTfl.!!fi ea na vidyate.

The association of identical things or of different things is not proper.
Neither the associating nor th~ associated nor even die agent of association is evident.
MKV(P) pp.255-256; MKV(V) pp. 112-13.

Identity and difference assumed by the Buddhist metaphysicians cannot solve
the problem of truth, especially its pragmatic version. The only solution
available to them is a recognition of the Buddha's "omniscience" (sarvajflatva),
which they unhesitatingly attributed to him, even without attempting to
define what "omnis" (sarvaf?Z) stood for in the Buddhist context (see commentary on IX.3).

·.

CHAPTER

FIFTEEN
Examination of Self-nature
(Svabhava-partk.ra)

L

Na sarpbhavaf? svabhavasya yuktaf? pratyaya-hetubbif?,
hetu-pratyaya-sarpbhutaf? .rvabhavaf? krtako bhavet.

The occurrence of self-nature through causes and conditions is not proper. Self-nature that has occurred as a result of causes and conditions
would be something that is made.
MKV(P) p.259; MKV(V) p . ll4.

Chapter XV is the ~onclusion to Part 11 ofNigarjuna's text. The main thrust of
Part 11, as explained in the Iniioduction, is in the direction of clarifying the
conception of dharmas (in.the plural), whether they represented ideas, things,
events, or phenomena. As was evident from an examination of the preceding
twelve chapters, Nigarjuna's analysis of dharmas was intended to eliminate·the
metaphysical ideas relating to identity and difference (ekartha-nanartha). In
that process , he refuted the metaphysical notions of arising and ceasing
(utpada-nirodha) , of eternalism and annihilationism (iafvata-uccheda) and of
appearance and disappearance (agama- nirgama)_. These metaphysical notions
were the result of assuming a subst~ce · or self-nature (s-vabhava) in
phenomena, an assumption that is mutually related by a !=Onception of absolute
"orherness" (parabhava). ·
Self-nature or substance (svabhava) thus being the major issue, it is natural
for Nigarjuna to conclude this section with an examination of this particular
concepuon.
In refuting the conception of substance, Nigarjuna relies heavily upon the
Buddha's own conception of a "middle position," namely, "dependent
arising." Because he was here concerned mainly with refuting the metaphysical
extremes, Nigarjuna refers only to that section of his locus classicus (i.e., the
discurse to Kityayana) that deals with the two extremes of existence (astit11a)
anti non-existence (niistit11a).
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In the very flrst verse, Nigarjuna states his own pragmatic view of truth as
something made (krtaka) depending upon causes and conditions (hetupralyaya-sarpbhutaf?). -substance or self-nature, if it were to exist, could not
escape the principle of dependent arising (prafityasamutpada).

2. ·'s11abha11af? krtako nama bha11#yali punaf? kathaf!l,

akrtn"maf? I11abha11o hi nirapek,af? paralra ea.
how could ~ere be a self-nature dut is made? Indeed, an unmade selfnature is also non;.contingent upon another.

Ag~n,

M.KV(P) pp.260-262; M.KV(V) pp.l14-115."

An artillcial substance (krlllkaf? svabha11af7) is not possible, for by definition a
substance is eternal and therefore not subject to arising and ceasing. Anything
that is subject to arising and ceasing cannot be a substance and, hence, contrary
to dependent arising. It is simply non-contingent (nirapek,af?).
.

3. Kutaf? svabha11asyabhave para-bhavo bhav#ya11:
I11abha11af? para-bhavasya para-bhavo hi kathyale.
In the absence of self-nature, whence can there be other-nature? For, selfnature of other-nature is called other-nature.
M.KV(P) pp.265-266; M.KV(J1 p. ll6.

This represents a repetition of the argument used by Nigarjuna at 1.3 and
X1V.4 to indicate the relativity of self-nature and other-natu_re. If one is not ac·ceptable, the other too is not ?-dmissible.

4. Svabhava-para-bhavabhyam rte bhavaf? kutaf? punaf?,
svabhave par~bhave va sali bhavo hi sidhyati.
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Without self-nature aJ.ld other-nature, whence can there be an existent?
For, the existent is established only when there is self-nature or othernatu.re.
MKV(P) p.266; MKV(V) p.ll6.

This probably could serve as evidence against the belief that Nagarjuna
recognize~ an ultimate reality beyond both self-nature and other-nature. In the
case of the Vitsfputriyas, the "ultimately real" emerges on the basis of an assertion of both identity and difference, (see commentary on X.l, "Fire cannot be
designated as something different from the fuel, nor as something identical.")
. The Japanese Buddhist scholar Y. Ueda perceives a unique logical principle
adopted in Madhyamika logic derived from the metaphor of "fire and fuel."
According to him·, "There are inherent conditions in each such that their
ultimate relatonship into a whole or unity entails a mutual denial of each
other," (see Inada, p.80, emphasis added). However, Nagarjuna is here raising the question: "Distinct from self-nature and other-nature, whence can
there .be an existeilt?"
Thus, the eight negations are not intended to prove or establish the nature of
reality, as it is often and loudly asserted. They are primarily and solely intended
to eliminate metaphysical notions, not to characterize either an ultimate reality
or dependent arising. Dependent arising is a totally differnt way of expressing
the truth or reality.
In the second statement above, Nagarjuna maintains that svabhava and
parabhava are both dep~ndent upon bhava. They represent a further bifurcation of bhava.

5.

Bhavasya ced aprastddhir abhavo naiva stdhyatz;
bhavasya hy anyathti-bhavam abhavaf!l bruvate jantif?.

When the · existent is not established, the non-existent is also not
established. It is, indeed, the change of the existent that people generally
call the non-existent.
· MJ(V(P) p.267; MKV("?p.117 .

While svabhava 'nd parabhava represent a bifurcation of bhava, the latter is
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irself dependent upon abhiiva. Ordinarily people speak of abhiiva as change in
bhiiva. The bhiiva - abhiifia, though more comprehensive than the wabhiiva
-parabhiiva dichotomy, carries the same implications as the latter. Both involve
the metaphysical notions of identity and difference.
Neither the Buddha's conceptions of "dependent arising" (pa{ieeasamuppiida) and "non-substantiality" (anatta) nor Nagarjuna's views on dependence
and emptiness (funyatii) should be understood as involving or creating the
metaphysical notions of identity and difference. In fact, the interpretation of
funyatii by some scholars as an "ultimate reality" has brought about an immediate response from others who characterize it as "nothingness." The
dichotomy that ordinary people assume is immediatelyl5mugh t into play here.
It was this incorrigibility (asiidhya) that Nagarjuna was referring to at Xl11.8.
Hence, Nagarjuna's declaration that follows.

6. Svabhiiva??J para-bhiiva??J ea bhiivaf?l ciibhiivam eva ea,
ye pafyanti na pafyanti te tattva??J Buddha-fiisane.

Those who perceive self-nature as well as other-nature, existence as well as
non-existence, they do not perceive the truth embodied in the Buddha's
message.
MKV(P) p .267; MKV(VJ p .ll7.

It is not merely self-nature and other-nature that are rejected, but also existence
and non-existence. The former pair covers a limited range of explanation, compared to the more comprehensive notions of existence and non-existence.
An empirical definition of existence, as presented by the Buddha, would
mean some thing, some event, some phenomenon available to the six senses (see
S 4. 15, Sabba-sutla) . Such a phenomenon is assumed to have come to be on
the basis of conditions (pafieeasamuppanna), to remain for a while showing
signs, at the same time, of decay (!hitassa afffiathatta), and then cease to exist
(nirodha, vyaya), once again depending upon conditions. So that even ordinary
unenlightened people would say: "Change of what is existent is non-·existence"

(bhiivasya hy anyathiibhiivam abhiiva??J bruvale janiif?, XV.5).
However, the metaphysicians can take over from this ordinary man's
language, especially with irs use of the genetive or possessive case (bhiivasya).
He wiU assume t hat change is something possessed by the existent (bhiiva)
which is always the sanie. Yet he cannot say the same about non-existence
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(abhtiva). The metaphysicians part company here, one dogmatically holding on
to a theory of eternal existence (Nfvata), the other advocating absolute nonexistence, which is annihilationism (uccheda).
Another metaphysician who is interested in explaining the empirically felt
"selfhood" and "-others" will attempt to bifurcate existence (bhtiva) as selfnature (svabhtiva) and other-nature (parabhtiva). When applying this latter
dichotomy to the explanation of causality' the metaphysician once again brings
the duality of existence and non-existence into play.
Such metaphysics has no place whatsoever in the Buddha's explanation of ex.. istence and non-existence. Hence Nigarjuna's statement that those who adhere
to these notions do not understand the truth or reality expressed in the
Buddha's message.

7. Kiitytiyantivavtide ctisliti ntisliti cobhayaf!Z,

prati[iddhaf!Z bhagavatti bhtivtibhiva-vibhtivinti.
In the admonition to Katyayana, the two theories I implying] 'exists' and
'does not exist' have been,refuted by ·the Blessed One who is adept in existence as well as in non-existence.
MKV(P} p . 26Q; MKV(V) p.ll 7.

This, as mentioned in the Introduction, is the single most important piece of
evidence available in the work ofNigarjuna, which cap. relate him to the Buddha as presented in the Pali Nikayas and ~he Chinese Agan)as. Inada's note on
this verse is too brief and vague: "The Sanskrit Katyayanavavada, eit~er refers
to the sutra or the instructions given to Katyayama [sic.] by the Buddha,"
(p.99) .. Thi$ statement of Nigarjuna deserves much more attention th~n has
ever been accorded to it.
The main ·theme of the discourse is to expose the untenability of the two
metaphy~ical views of existence (astitva) and non-existence (ntistitva). This is
done br ·appealing to the empirical notions of arising (utptida) and ceasing
(nirodha). With the ftfteen chapters (including the present), Nagarjuna has
presented an OUtstanding explanation of how the empirical conc~ptiOnS of aris~
ihg and ceasing, of impermanence and change, can profitably _be used to expo$e the futility of metaphysics. Hence, he is satisfied with merely referring to
that portion of the "Discourse to Katyayana" whi~h deals wjrh the rejection of
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the two metaphysical exuemes. A discussion of the remaining ideas expressed
by the Buddha in this discourse, especially the positive description of the
human personality as well as its experiences, is reserved for a later occasion.

8.

Yady aJtitvaf!J prakrtya Iyan na bhaved asya naJtifii,
prakrter anyatha-bhavo na hijaiupapadyate.

If existence were to be in ~erms of primal nature, then there would not be
its non-existence. A change of primal nature is certainly not appropriate.
MKV{P) p .271 ; MKV(V) pp. llB-119.

This and the next three verses seem to constitute a digest of the detailed and
meticulous analysis of the two extreme views presented by Nigarjuna so far.
If existence is understood in the sense of primal nature (prakrtt), in the way
the Sankhya school did, for, in fact, the Sarikhya used the term wabhava to refer
to the primal nature, then there ·cannot be its non-existence. The reason is that
change and primal nature or substance are incompatible.

9.

Prakrtau kaJya caJatyam anjathatvaf!J bhavqyatt:
prrzkrtau kasya ea Jatyam anyathatvaf!J bhavi;yatt'.

When primal nature is non-existent, whose change would there be?
When primal nature is existent, whose change would there be?
MKV(P) p.271-272; MKV(l1 p.ll9.

Not only the existence of primal nature, but also its non-existence is incompatible with change. Here primal nature is understood as the substance and change
as the attribute. If the substance is not available, the aruibutes cannot be applied to it. If ~he substance is present, the attributes become superficial. In
brief, the substantialise enterprise consists of reconciling substance and atuibute after creating a sharp and irreconciliable distinction between them(see
Chapter V).
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The above explanation would eliminate the need for assuming that the first
line of the verse represents a question raised by an opponent to which Nagarjuna gives his own reply in the second (see Inada p.99, who follows
CandrakTrti's interpretation of this verse.)

10.

Asliti fiifvata-griiho niislity uccheda-darfanaf!J,
tasmad astitva-nastitve nafnyeta vicak!a'!af?.

"Exists' .implies grasping after eternalism. "Does not exist" implies the
philosophy of annihilation. Therefore, a discerning person should not rely upon either existence or non-existence.

11.

Asti yadd hi svabhavena na tan naslii fafvatarp,
nasfidiinlm abhut purvam ity ucchedaf? prasajyate.

"Whatever that exists in tei.ms of self-nature, that is not non-existent''
implies eternalism. "It does not exist now, but existed before" implies annihilation.
MKV(P) pp.272-273 ; MKV(V) p.l19.

These theories of existence and non-existence are not simple and harmless ones.
They contribute to unfortunate consequences. The theory of existence leads to
the dogmatic grasping on to the belief in eternalism. The conception· of nonexistence leads to an equally dangerous view of annihilation, both of which, as
will be pointed out later, are damaging to the moral life. Hence, a wise man
would not associate himself with such extreme views.
This seems to be a most appropriate conclusion to an analysis that was intended . to establish the non-substantiality of all phenomena (dharma·
nairatmya). Nagarjuna did not allow any room for the reification of any one
single phenomenon that was ref~r~ed to as being part of human experience.

CHAPTER
SIXTEEN

Examination of Bondage and Release

(Bandhana-mokJa-part k[ri)

1.

'

Stzf!Zskiir7if? saf!Zsaranti cen na nity7}4 Stlf!Zsaranti te,
Stzf!Zstzranti ea niinityiif? sattve 'py efa samtzf? kramaf?.

If it . is assumed that dispositions transnugrate, they would not
transmigrate as permanent entities. Neither do they transmigrate as impermanent entities. This method (of analysis) ~applicable even in the
case of a sentient being.
MKV(P) p.280; MKV(V) p.l23.

Part Three, according to our analysis, consists of Chapter XVI-XXVI, and is different from Part Two in its treatment of the subject matter, even though the
subject matter itself appears to be similar in them. While Part Two was concerned with the analysis of the elements of existence (dharma) showing how
they are lacking in any substance (dharmtz-nairiitmya) and how they are
dependently arisen (parlityasamutpanntz), Part Three is concerned more with
the explanation of the human personality (pudgala) without falling into
metaphysical traps. The human personality, both in bondage and in freedom,
is analysed here . The problems of "self' (atman), questions regarding moral
responsibility and its associated concepts of time and fruitioning , are discussed
first. Moving therefrom, Nagarjuna takes up the problem of the person who
has attained freedom, the question of truths, of freedom itself, trying to deal
once again with the metaphysical interpretations, until he reaches Chapter XXVI when he presents the most positive explanation of that human personality.
The present chapter- beings with one of the most popularly held misconcep~
tions about the Buddha's teachings pertaining to rebirth (punabbhava). Even
during the Buddha's day, when he spoke about rebirth being causally conditioned or "dependently arisen" (pa{iccasamuppanna), and enumerated several
conditions that would contribute to it (M 1.265), one of his disciples picked out
one among these conditions, namely, consciousnes$ .(vinfliif!a), maintaining
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that it is "This very same consciousness that transmigrates, not another" (idam
eva vinfliil!tlf?l sandhavati saf?~sarati anafJflaf?l, M 1.256; Chung 54.2 (Tairho
1. 766c]) . There certainly were many others. including some of his disciples,
who continued to uphold such views throughout the centuries. The widespread
prevalence of this view seems to indicate the adamant way in which people
believed that for survival to take place there must be a permanent and eternal
su bsta.nce:
The Buddha's answer to these believers i.n a permanent and eternal self or entity is that any factor that contributes to human survival, whether it is consciousness (viniiat~a) or disposition (sankh'iira), or action (kamma) or even
grasping (up'iidiina) , all these are dependently arisen. For the Buddha, continuity can be explained in a more empirical way by followi.ng the principle of
dependence of impermanent factors of existence, where o.n leaves an impression on another. thus eliminating the need for assuming a permanent entity.
Nigarjuna is here referring to two extremes, i.e.• permapence (nitya) and
impermanence (anitya), this latter being the momentary destruction (k!at~a
bhanga) advocated by the Buddhist metaphysicians. The. former ~epresents the .
Sarvastivada point of view; the latter, the Sautrantika.
If the dispositions (Iaf?~Skiira) are presented as being either permanent or impermanent when they transmigrate, and if there is no mention of causal conditioning of these dispositions as weH as the other factors, then the theories of
eternalism and annihilationis m are inevitable. Furthermore, such extreme conclusions are especially unavoidable when one factor or entity is singled out and
shown to be the factor involved in transmigration .

2. Pudgahf? saf?~Jaranti eel skandhayatanadh'iilufu,
pancadha mrgyam'ii'JO 'sau niisti kaf? satpsanjyati.

It may be assumed that a person transmigrates. Yet, such a person,
sought for in the fivefold way in the aggregates, spheres (of sense) and
elements, does not exist. Who then will transmigrate?
MKV(P) p.284; MKV(Vj p.124.

It is interesting to note that in the previous statement Nagarjuna rejects only
the view that dispositions transmigrate . He did not deny the dispositiens
them$elves. However, in the present verse Nigarjuna maintains that if a
tr~nsmigrating "person" (pudgala) is sought for (mrgyamiino) in the ag-
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gregates, faculties , and elements (as Nagarjuna tried to do in the last fifteen
chapters) one does not discover him. The "person" referred to here is no or·
dinary person. This person should possess the same characteristic which, according to the previous verse, made it impossible for the "dispositions" to
transmigrate, namely, permanence.
Inada seems to miss the meaning of the term mrgyam?i11a in his translation
of this verse.
·

3. Up?idiin?id up?idiinaf!J StJf!Jsaran vibhavo bhavet,
vibhavaf c?inup?idiinaf? kaf? sa ki'f!J StJ'f!JSari,yati.
Moving from one form of grasping to another, th~re would be otherbecoming. Who is this person who has ceased to be and is [therefore]
non-grasping? Wherein does he transmigrate?
MKV(P) p .284; MKl{(VJ p.l24.

Understan ding the causal process in a linear way one runs into difficulties in explaining "grasping" (up?idiina) as a reason, not only for transmigration but al$0
for conceptualizing a person. While grasping was consid~red an important
cause for the unhappiness and suffering (dukkha) , as also the rebirth of a
human being, "non-grasping" (anup?idiina) was. a condition for happiness
(sukha) in this life and for not being reborn in a future life. In addition, even
the very notion o'f a substantial "self' (atta) is supposed to be the result of
grasping on to the five aggregates (up?idiinakkhandha).
However, if grasping is singled out and explained in a linear way. then mov·
ing from one moment of grasping to another, one will be faced with otherbecoming (vibhava). To explain this broken or interrupte d series of graspings,
one needs to assume that there is something to be grasped so that grasping can
continue. The aggregates do not continuously provide a foundation for grasping. They arise and cease. With such arising and ceasing, grasping itself would
be interrupted . This means that grasping that has come to be non-existent
(vibhava) would also be non-grasping (anup?idiina). If so, where is this so·
called permanen t entity and where does he transmigrate?

4.

Saf!Jskiir?i1!?i'f!J na nirv?i11af!J kathaf!Jct'd upapadyate,
sattvasy?ipi na nirv?i11a'f!J kathar?Zcid upapadyate.
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The cessation of dispositions is somehow not appropriate. The cessation
even of a sentient being is also not appropriate in any way.
MKV(P) p.288; MKV(V) p . l26.

The Buddha left unanswered the question regarding the nature of a "freed person" (tathfigata) after death (parammaraf!fi). Nagarjuna will return to this
question in his final chapter, "The Examination of Views" (Dufi-pank;a). In
the present context, Nagarjuna is concerned mostly with the living person . The
previous verses referred to the metaphysical views regarding a living person ir:i
bondage . The present verse is, therefore, devoted to an examination of the
metaphysical view pertaining to a living person who has attained freedom.
Speaking of that freedom , Nagarjuna does not want to assume that it is the
cessation of dispositions, or of a "person." He was probably aware that the Buddha spoke of the pacification of dispositions (sankhara-upasama) in relation to
a living person who has attained freedorn. He was also aware that the Buddha
did not advocate the annihilation of a sentient being (sattva, see commentary
of XIII. I ). Hence hls present statement.

5.

Na badhyanle na mucyanta udaya-vyaya-dharmif!af?,
Ia'!~Jkartif? purvaval satto badhyate na na mucyate.

Dispositions that are of the nature of uprising and ceasing are neither
bound nor released. A sentient being, like the foregoing, is neither
bound nor released.
MKV(P) p.290; MKV(V) p . l27.

According to the substantialise way of thinking, an eternal self or soul (fitman) .
is in bondage because it is bound to various ephimeral factors such as the
psycho-physical personality (see. BhagavadgTtfi, Chapter XIII). Such a self has to
break away from i-ts. bondage in order eo. be free . Having rejected a permanent
entity like the self, if the Buddhists were to consider the dispositions as the condition for bondage, such dispositions , being of the nature of arising and ceasing, could neither be bound nor freed. In other words, one cannot look at the
dispositions through the eyes of the substantialise. The same can be said of a
sentient being (sattva).
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6.

Bandhana??J ced upadiina??J sopadiino na badhyate,
badhyate nanupadiinaf? kim avastho 'tha badhyate.

If grasping were to be considered a bondage, one ~ho is with grasping is
not being bound. Neither is one without grasping being bound. A person in which state is then bound?
M.KV(P) 290; M.KV(V) p.l27 .
•

The substance/attribute distinction that emerges from the statement such as
"one who is with grasping" (sa-upadiino) militates against saying that he is being bound (badhyate). In this sense; the attribute is already implicit in the
substance and there is no point in piling .up another identical attribute on it. If
the substance is without attribute (as in the case of an-upadiina), then there
.seems to be no way in which one can attribute an attribute to it. They could
always remain independent. These difficulties relating to identi.ty and difference give rise to the questipn regarding the status of the person who is~being
bound.
·
.. · · ·

7.

Badhn"iyad bandhana??J kama??J bandhyat purva??Z bhaved yadi,
na casti tat fe$am ukla??J gamyamiina-gatagataif?.
•

If it is assumed that bondage exists prior to the binding of that which is to
be bound, that does not exist. The rest has been explained by [the
analysis of] present 'm(jving, the moved and the not' moved.
M.KV(P) pp.291-292; M.KV(V) Pt>-127-128 .
•

If, in answer to the question raised in the previous verse, it is said that bondage
exists prior to someone being bound, such bondage, according to Nag;(rj\!na.
does not exist. The analysis in Chapter· II as well_ as in Chapter X can be utiJ.ized
here to-refute the implications of a substantialist view. of bondage. '

8.

Baddho na mucyate tavad abaddho .naiva mucyate,
sylitli??J badt/he mucyamiine yugapad-bandha-mok!af!e.
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One who is bound is not released, nor is one who is n\lt bound freed.
When there is rdcasing of one who is bound, then. there would be
simw(3ncous occurrence of bondage and release.
. MKV(P) p.293; MKV(V? p. l28.

One who is substantially bound (baddha), i.e., one who has the self-nature
(sflab_hiiva) of bondage, cannot be freed . Similarly, it is meaningless to speak of
someone who is absolutely free (a-baddha) , i.e. , whose self-nature is freedom,
'
.
as l>ne being freed . If one were to speak of someone who is already bound and is
being freed , then bondage and freedom would be simultaneous .

J

~"

Niroasy'iimy anup'iidiino niro'iif!af!t me bhavqyali,
iti ye!'iif!t grahas lef'iim up'iidiina-mah'ii-grahal,.

"NoQ-grasping,. l shall be free. Freedom will then be mine." Yor whomsoever there is grasping in this manner, that will be a gigantic grasping.
MKV(P) p.295; MKV(V) p.l29.

Nagirjuna is here presenting a fundamental idea expressed in the early
discourses (see M 1.145-151, Ratha'llintla--sutta) as well as in the Prajhiparamica literature, especially the VajrtUchedika. It is ~e idea that one
~ot be freed and still cling to freedom, let along bragging about it.
However, one need not · construe ~e Buddha's statement at ·M 1.171
1(An'yaprm'yesa
na-sutta) as an instance of such bragging. That statement was
ti)ide by the Buddha in response to a question raised by Upaka at a time when
. the only freed one in the world was the Buddha himself. He was simply describ1ing to Upaka the absence of any one who had attained freedom, in the ·sense in
which the Buddha understood the conception of freedom . Whether the Buddha would make such a statemeht subsequent to the preaching of the first ser' mon and the attainment of enlightenmen t and freedom by his f1r~t five
. · disciples is extremdy doubtful.
·
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Na niniiif!a-samiiropo na JII1(J.ilirlipakaqa'lll?fl,
yatra kas tatra Jtl?f~Jliro nirvli'IIZ'fl kif!J vikalpyate.

Wherein there is neither the attribution of'freedom nor the elimination
of the life-process, what is it that is being discriminated as life-process or
as freedom?
MKV(P) p.299; MKV(J.1 p.l30.

This concluding verse provides a beautiful summary· of the metaphysical views
relating to a life of bondage (sa?f~slira) and freedom (nirvli'la) and can serve as a
key to unlocking the mysteries surrounding the chapters to come. The constant
debates among modern scholars as to the implications of Nagarjuna's famous
chapter on Nirvli'!a (XXV) tan easily be eliminated if we are to keep in mind
the nature of the theories pertaining to bondage and freedom that Nagarjuna
had to deal with.
·
Presented in the silbstantialist mould, freedom becomes an attribution
(samiiropa), while the life-process with its suffering requires elimination
(apakarftJ.f!IZ). No such freedom or life process is acceptc;d by Nagarjuna. Such a
description was too metaphysical for him.
Attribution and elimination imply the existence of a neutral substance to
which freedom can be attributed or strung on to, while bondage in the form of
life-process can be wrestled away from . If no neutral substance is recognized,
there could be two other ways of explaining freedom and bondage. First, it is
possible to say that the substance is ~nherently free and that it is held in bondage by adventitious elements. Thus, the Upani~adic or the Brahmanical notion
of "self' which is pure and luminous is understood as something kept in bondage to the ·psychophysical personality, like a sword kept in itS ·sheath. The
originally pure mind (prakrtt~prabhlifvara-citta) of the Buddhist metaphysician
(see Lankiivatlira, ed. Nanjio, 1956, p .3S8) resembles the Upanl~adic and'
Brahrnanical views of the "self." Secondly, if such an originally pure entiry is
not acceptable::, then it is possi~le" to argue that what is called the life-process
(sa?flslira) is complet~ly annihilated and a completely new process of freedom is
initiated. The former has nothing to do with the latter. Indeed, one cannot ignore the solutions offered by the Buddhist metaphysicians when they came to
analyse the personal stream of becoming ( bhava-sota) into discrete.entitie.S.. Th~.
concepts of "attainment". (praptt) and "non-attainment" (a-prtiptt) provided· a .
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solution that is almost identical with those mentioned above. Niniii~?a thus
becomes ·a priipti that fall into the stream (sva-sa"?ltlina-patita) .and at th;~,t
point sa"?lslira becomes an a-prlipti.
As pointed out in the Introduction, the Buddha's conceptions of bondage
and freedom (and this would also apply to Nagarjuna's vie-yvs) have nothing to
do with any one of the alternative explanations mentioned above.

CHAPTER
SEVENTEEN

Examination of the Fruit of Action

(Karma-phala-parzk!d)

1.

.Atma-sa1!Jyamakaf!J eetaf? partinugrtihaka~ ea yat,
maitra'f!J sa dharmaf? tad lii}a'f!J phalsya pretya eeha ea.

Self-restraint as well as benefitting others- this is the friendly way and it
constitutes the seed that bears fruit here as well as in the next life.

. . .
MKV(P)
p.303;
MKV(V)
.
.p. l 32..

The present chapter, unlike Chapter VIII , deals with the· problem of moral
re5ponsibility. It is an attempt to explain the "fruits" (pha/a)reaped as a result
of one's actions (karma). The doctrine of the fruits of action or moral responsibility is pivotal to any explanation of human life, whether it is in boqdage or
in freedom . However, in the present chapte~. the idea of the accumulation of
merit and demerit (pu11ya-ptipa) (for future · benefit) is examined at length,
primarily because this particular idea is mostly associated with the life-process
(saf!Jsfira) in bondage. The Buddha insisted that such accumulation of merit
and demerit is abandoned (praliif!a) by a person who is enjoying freedom (nirvfif!a), even though he does not transcend morals or is riot unconcerned with
questions relating to moral responsibility.
Inada assumes that verses 1-19 represent the popular explanation of karma.
This is questionable. In fact, the popular, and therefore, a mistaken view of
karma is presented only in verses 6-12. Verse 13, as will be pointed out, refers
to a more sophisticated theory ot moral responsibility held by the Buddha and
his disciples.
·
The present verse deals with two important virtues-self-restraint and
benevolence-and these constitute the friendly way (maitraf!J dharmaf?) which
serves as the seed that fruitions here as well as in the future. Inada reads three
virtues -self-restraint, kindness towards others and. benevolence. On the contrary, m~itraf!J seems to qualify dharma, and Kumaraj!va understood it in this
latter sense.
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Cetanii eetayit111i ea karmoktaf(J parama-r!if!ii,
tasyiineka11idho bhedal, karma'fal, pariklrtitaf?.

The Supreme Ascetic has said that action is volition. as well as volitional.
Many distinct varieties of ~t action have also been expounded.
MVK(P) pp.305-306; MKV(V) p.133.

At A 3.415 (Chung 27.5 [Tai.rho 1.600a]), the Buddha identified karma with
"volition" and maintained that karma, whether it be bodily. verbal, or mental,
is to be recognized as karma if it ·is :volitional ( Cetanii 'haf(J bhikkha11e kammaf(J
11adiimi. Cetayi1111i kammaf(J karoti kiiyena 111ieiiya manasii ea). The emphasis
on volition was intended to eliminate the wrong belief that a person is responsible for any and ev~r:~ action he performs, a view that was advocated by the Jaina
thinkers of pre-Buddhist India (see Kalupahana, Causality, pp.l25-126). The
<;listinct ;varieties of karma referred to here are ·the one's presented in the
canonical Adhid.h arma, and these are based upon the discussions available in
the early discourses.

3.

Taira yae eetanety uktaf(J karma miinasaf(J smrtaf(J,
eetayit11a ea yat fukta??Z tat tu kiiyika-11aeikaf(J.

Herein, what is called volition is reminisced as mental action. Whatever is
called volitional consists of the bodilr and verbal.
MKV(P) p.306; MKV(V) p.l33.

A difference is noticeable between the Buddha's own explanation ofkarma in
the Statement fromAngultara quoted at XVII.2 and the present description of
Nigarjuna. While eetana or volition is definitely mental, the Buddha seems to
assume that not all mental actions are volitional. Hence his statement that all
, three forms of karma, bodily, verbal and mental, can be determined by volition. However. in the present statement, volition seems to have been identified
with mental action, the volitional being confined strictly to bodily and verbal.
~is latter view may be a reflexion of the Buddha's own statement at M 2.25
(Chung 47.2 [Taisho 1. 720]), wherein both bodily and verbal actions are considered to have mind as a basis.
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4. · Viig-fl#pando 'viratayo jiif eivijfJapti-saf{tjllitiif?,
r~vijfJaptaya evinyif? smrti viratayas taihi.

5. Pmibhoginvayat'{Z puf!iam aPUf!JIIf!t ea t!lthividha.t?Z.
eetani eeti saptaite dharmiif? karmiifJjanif? smrtif?.
Whatever words and deeds that are ass~ted with· delight and
designa(ed as non-intimation, and ~ those others reminisced as nonintimation, but are associated with non-delight; similarly, merit as well as
demerit consequent upon enjoyment, and fanally, volition-these are
reminisced as the seven things that are productive of action.
I

.

MKV(P) p.307; MKV(V) p.l33.

Some of the terms used here to define the various forms of karma appear for the
first time in the Abhidharma (see Akb iv.l-2; Akb pp.l62-l64; Adv
pp.llS-119). They are absent in the early discourses. However, taken in
themselves, they do not seem to create· any phllopsophical problems. The
philosophical problems arose because of the manner in which these actions
were interpreted. These interpretations are then taken up for examination by
Nigarjuna in the following verses.

6.

Ti!thaty apika-kiliic eet karma tan nityatim iyit,
niruddhaf{t een niruddhaf{t sat kif{t phalaf{t /anayi$yati.

If it is assumed that action remains during the time it is maturing, then it
will approach permanence. If it is assumed to have ceased, then having
ceased, how can it produce a fruit?
MKV(P) p.311; MKV(V) p.l34.

This is actually the point at which Nagarjuna begins his analysis of the
metaphysical assumptions. Here he immediately turns on to the theories of
identity and difference. The assumption taken up for criticism in the first line
needs to be examined carefully. Undoubtedly, it i~ the problem ofpotential ex-
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istence. Such existence may be understood in various ways. Potentiality may be
taken as the existence of conditions that would eventually give rise to some particular event. Nagarjuna, as may be seen in a moment, does not seem to object
to such an explanation. On the contrary, if potentialiry is und'erstood in the
sense of substantial existence of the particular.event (in this case, karma), even
when it has not matured or come to fruition, then that assumption leads to
eternalism. This latter view is certainly not acceptable to Nagarjuna. It also
leads to the contrary view, that is, if the event is completely absent (and this
absence pertains to the very conditions that will eventually give rise to the
event), then there will be doubts about the occurrence of the event at all. This
is annihilationism. Thus, Nagarjuna is not denying the fruit of action but only
the manner in wh~ch it is explained.

7.

Yo 'nkura-prabhrtir b"ijiit sat?Jtiino 'bhipravartate,
tataf? phala?p rte b"ijat sa ea niibhipravartate.

Whatever series that begins with a sprout proceeds from a seed, and then
produces a fruit. However, without a seed, such [a series] would not pro-

ceed.
MKV(P) p.312; MKV(V) p .l3).

The metaphysi~ assumptions of the Sautrantika doctrine of karma are under
review here. The atomistic view of the life-process accepted by the Sautriincikas
compelled them to analyse an event into a series (sa?ptiina) of moments. Their
major difficulty lay in explaining how one series (e.g., a sprout-series) comes to
be tied up with another preceding series (e.g., a seed-series), since they are different. If they are radically different, then the sprout-series can occur even in the
absence of the seed-series. Nagarjuna maintains that thiS does not happen. ln
other words, he is insisting that philosophers like the Sautrantikas will have to
accept the view that no event can come into being unless there were conditions
that give rise to it; in this case it is the see.d-series.

8.

Bljiie ea yasmat Stlt?Jtiinaf? .ra?ptiiniie ea phalodbhavaf?,
b7ja-puroa?p phalaf!Z tasmiin noeehinnaf!J niipi fiisvata?p.
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Since a series arises from a seed and a fruit arises from a series, a fruit that is
preceded by a seed is, therefore, neither interrupted nor eternal.
MKV(P) p.313; MKV(V) p.l35.

In answer to the question raised by Nagarjuna, a Sautrantika can respond thus:
Instead of conceiving of these as two different series, let us say that a series is
produced from a seed. · This series then gives rise to the effect (which is the
sprout). In that sense, a fruit is preceded by a seed (/iijiz-purvaf!l phalaf!l).
Understood in this way, one· does not fall into either the eternaJistic or the an·
nihilacionist view.

9.

Yas lasmtic citta-Saf!JI'iinaf cetaso 'bhipravartate,
tatal? phalaf!l rte citt'iit sa ea n'iibhipravartate.

Therefore, wh2tever thought-series there is, th2t proceeds from a thought
and from wt fruit. That thought series would not proceed without a
thought.

10.

Citt'iic ea yasmlit saf!ll'iinal? saf!lfiin'iic ea phalodbhaval?,
karma-purvaf!l phalaf'!l tasmlin nocchinnaf!l n'iipi f'iifvalaf!J.

Since a continuous series arises from thought and from the continuous
sedes the uprising of a fruit, the fruit that is preceded by action is neither
interrupted nor eternal.
MKV(P) p.313·314; MKV(V) p.l35 .

The Sautriintika continues: Similarly, a though series (cilla-saf!JI'iina) emerges
from a thought (celasal?). From that series arises the fruit. Thus 1 without a
thought, the fruit does not come to be. The thought followed by a thought·
series thus gives rise to the fruit. The fruit is thus preceded by a thought which
·
is its cause. As such, it is neither permanent nor interrupted.
The causal connecuon envisaged by the Sautrantikas above is simple
antecedence.
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11.

Dharmasya siidhanop7ij1if? sukliif? karm~~-pathii dasa,
pha/af!Z k7imagu1!1if? paflca dharm~~sya pretya ceha ea. ·

MIDDLE W AY

The ten pure paths of action are the means of achieving good. The five ·
strands of sense pleasure represent the fruit of good, here as well as in the
next life.
MKV(P) p.314; MKV(11 p.l36.

Following the causal pattern laid down above, namely, antecedence, the
Sautrantika would explain the tenfold path of action (karm~~-patha) as being
initiated by volition (cetan7i) which puts it together (tathiibhisaf!Zskaraf!iil, Akb
p.248). Volition thus becomes the karma, and the series of actions, bodily and
verbal (kiiya-viik), determined by that volition, becomes the vehicle of action"
(karm111!fli ea panthanaf?, ibid.). The pure bodily and verbal actions would
then be the means by which good is achieved (dharmasya siidhanopiiyiif?). The
five strands of pleasure to be enjoyed in a "heavenly" life (svarga), either here or
in the next world, would be the fruit of the good volition. This is the manner in
which· the Sautrantikas eXplained the Buddha's notion of karma and its effect.

12.

Bahavai ea mahantfli ea do!iil? syur api kalpanii,
yady i!!ii tena naiva#ii kalpaniitropapadyate.

If there were to be such a thought, there would be many a great error.
Therefore, such a thought is not appropriate here.
MKV{P) p.316; MKV{V) p .l36

Nagarjuna is not impressed by such an explanation. He perceives many and
substantial errors in such conceptualizations. Hence he considers them to be inappropnate.
Inada's translation, once again, skips an extremely important qualification
made by Nagarjuna. "If conceptualizations are permitted, t here will arise many
as well as great errors," (p.107). The implication would be that Nagarjuna re;ects all conceptualizations. However, this is not the case. Naga~una is very speeific
in his reference when he says: e!ii kalpanii, "these conceptualizations," where
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"these" refers to the·preceding conceptualizacions or exphinacions. Indeed, it is
for this reason that Nigarjuna can turnaround and speak of a more appropriate
tho~ght or conceptualization in the next verse.

13.

lmiif!Z puna~! pravilktyiimi kalpaniif!Z yiitra yojyate,
buddhail! pratyeka-buddhai1 ca1riivakai1 ciintt'lltiT'IJttaf!Z.

Moreover, I shall expound the following thought which is appropriate
and which has been extolled by the Buddhas, the self-enlightened ones
and the disciples.
MKV(P) p.317; MKV(V) p. 13.

The present statement by Nagarjuna should serve as an antidote to most of the
misunderstandings that have prevailed so far regarding his views about thought
and language. Nigarjuna is about to explain in no unclear terms a more appropriate thought or conceptualization (kalpani), a right thought (s(lmyakStlf!Zka/pa), a right view or perception (samyag-dr!ft) relating to karma and its
fruit (phala). It is one that is extolled not only by the Buddha, but also by his
disciples (fr?ivaka) and the self-enlightened ones (pratyek,a-buddha). IfNigarjuna had recognized a linguistically transcendent truth or reality, he could not
have made the above statement.

14.

Pattraf!Z yathii 'vipra11iifas tathii-['!am iva karma ea,
caturvidho dhiitutal! sa prakrtyii 'vyiikrtaf ea sab..

Like an imperishable pro~ory note, so is debt as well as action. It is
fourfold in terms of realms and indeterminate in terms of primal nature.
MKV(P) p.317; MKV(V? p.l37

Here, a.debt and karma are compared to an imperishable promissory note. The
metaphor is significant and needs to be carefully examined. It is used by
Nigarjuna to illustrate the doctrine of karma as ·described in one of the most
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popular and authoritative statements in the Indian Buddhist tradition. Two
centuries later, Vasubandhu wrote a whole · treatise - Karmasiddhtprakara,a -attempting to explain this statement. Candraklrti quotes it
twice in his commentary (pp. 324,390). The fact that he does not quote it at this
point, where it seems to be most relevant, indicates that he was using it to
illustrate a completely different point (see below XVII.21). The statement runs
thus: "Karmas do not perish even after hundreds of millions of aeons. Reaching
the harmony of conditions and the appropriate time, they produce consequences for human beings,"
The first statement, taken in isolation, will convey the impression that the
Buddhist theory of karma is deterministic in an extreme sense. H owever, the second statement provides sufficient qualifications to take the determinist sting
away. What seems to have compelled Inada to assume that here, "With equal
force he condemns any idea of an indestructible continuing action (avipra,afakarma) which gives the sense of continuity or transition in man's everyday-life
and.deeds" (Niigarjuna, p.l04), is his failure to evaluate the first statement in
the light of the qualifications provided in the second statement. In the present
chapter Nagarjuna is simply explaining the first statement, i.e., "karmas do
not perish" (na pra,afyilnli karmii'!t). His analysis, at this point, is confined to
it. He leaves the second statement to be examined in two other chapters that
follow. After examining what an imperishable karma is, · Nagarjuna wants to
keep any soul-theory out of the way, and this he does with Chapter XVIII. And
from there, he immediately get:S down to analyse the contents of the second
statement by compiling two chapters: (i) Chapter XlX on the "Examination of
Time" (lOila-pank!a) and (ii) Chapter XX on the "Examination of Harmony"
(Siimagn-paff k!a). As such, it would be inappropriate to come to any definite
conclusions regarding the contents of this chapter until the three following
ch,apters are carefully examined. However, Nagarjuna's statement at XVIII.l3
that he "will state .thi.r more appropriate view" (imaf!l kalpaniif!l pravak,yami
yatra yojyate), which he then attributes to the Buddhas, his disciples, and the
Praryeka-buddhas would certainly seem to indicate that he is presenting an acceptable view, rather than one that should be rejected.
Furthermore, having made such a strong statement. ~dicating that he is
presenting "thil' (imiif!l) appropriate view, if Nagarjuna were to follow it up
with a theory that he is condemning, one will need to think twice before considering Nagarjuna to be a se.cond Buqdha.
To return to the metaphor of the promissory note (patra) that one signs when
b.orrowing money-this metaphor being Nagarjuna's own-he is not speaking
of a permanent and eternal promissory note , but something that will remain so
long as it is not redeemed. As long as a promissory note is preserved, and unless
one were to honor one's obligations, one will eventually, depending upon time
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and conditions, have to face the consequep~es . The imperishability of the promissory note may also mean that even if th'e promissory note is destroyed there
is an obligation on one's part to honor such an agreement.
If. in order to account for such an obligation, one were to assume a substantial nature (prakrti = svabhiiva) in.that act, Nigarjuna's reponse is that such a
nature is "not determinate" or is "inexplicable" (avyakrta), an answer that the
Buddha himself gave when questioned about metaphysical issues (~ee C~pter

:XXVII).
Finally, in terms of the realms in which the consequences may be reaped,
such actions can be fourfold. CandarkTrti refers to the fourfold realms as (i) the
sphere of sensuality (kiimiivacara), (ii) the sphere of materiality (rupiivacara),
(iii) the sphere of the formless-(.ampiivacara) , and (iv) the state of freedom or
absence of influxes (aniifrava).

15.

Prahii'!IO na praheyo bhiivanii-heya eva vii,
ta.rmiid avipra'!iifena jiiyate karma'!iitrJ phalatrJ.

That [i.e., the imperishable karma] would not be relinquished by simple
relinquishing. It is to be relinquished only through culth:ation. Thus,
through the imperishable ;lrises the fruit of action.

16. Praha,ataf? praheyaf? syiit karma'!af? saf'{Jkrame,a vii,
yadi do1iif? pra.rajyeraf!U tatra karma-vadhiiyaf?.
If it is to be relinquished through simple relinquishing or through the
transformation of action, then there·would follow a variety of errors such
as the destruction of actions.
MKV(P) pp.3 19·320; MKV(f1 p.l37-138.

When speaking of imperishable karma, naturally the question can be raised as
to how it can be gottern rid of. Is it possible to nullify the effect, say, of a bad
karma by simply not doing it again (praha,ato praheyo)? The theory of priipii
("attainment' ') and apriipti ("non-attainment") may imply such a situation.
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Preventing the momentary sueam of life from appropriating a bad karma
would mean the nullification of the effects of all previous karmas. Nagarjuna
perceives this to be a negation of the docuine of karma (karma--vadha). He
therefore insists that the abandonin g of the fruits of karma can be achieved , not
through simple abandonm ent, but through constant practice (bhtivanii), i.e.
constant pe.tformance or promotion of good actions and the constant ~voidance
of evil actions (cp. sabbaptipassa akaraf!af!l kusalassa upasampadii, D 2.49;
Dhp 183).

17.

Sarvefiif!l vi;abh1igan1if!1 sabh1ig1iniif!l ea karma'!1if!l,
pratiraf!ldhau sadhatuniif!l eka utpadyate tu sal,. ·

Of all these actions, whether dissimilar or similar, belonging to certain
realms, only one would arise at the moment of birth [of a being).
-MKV(P) p.321 ; MKV(V) p. 138.

Even though this statement of Nagarjuna is in pe.tfect conformity with the
Buddha's own explanation of the docuine of karma, it may come as a surprise
to most Nagarjuni an scholars, especially because it conflicts with most opinions
expressed about Nagarjuna's philosophy. Here is an explanation of rebirth (punarbhava) examined in relation to past karma. In the eyes of most scholars, Nagarjuna could never make a statement like this. Here, karma is presented a~ the
connecting link between two lives. It is one of a myriad of karmas an individual may have pe.tformed , whether they be similar or dissimilar. The fact
that only one (eka) among such actions of a life-time may appear at the time of ·
·the conception of a being (pratilaf!ldht) and which can influence the qew life·
process is acknowledged by Nagarjuna . He could not have been unaware of t~e
statement .of the Buddha that consciousness (viflflii'!tz which is inextricably
bound up with volitional karma) wa.S a possible connecting link between two
lives (D .3. 105; Chang 12.2 [Taitho 1. 77bJ) and also of the emphasis placed by
his fellow Buddhists on the last thought of the dying person (cuti-ci'tta) as hav·
ing influence over a new life-process (pa#sandhi-citta, see detailed discussion
at VbhA 155· 160).' Without falling back upon a metaphysical . theory of
moments, as some of the Abhidharma interpr~ters did, Nagarjuna is here
recognizing the dependence of rebirth (pratiraf!ldht) on at least one previous
karma. It is a similar recognitio n that made the Buddha declare: "Beings have
karma
. as their own, karma as inheritance, karma as the source, karma as kin. It
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is karma that distinguishes human beings, for example, as inferior and
superior," (kammassaka ... satl1i k.ammadiiy1idii kammayoni kammabandhu,
kamma'f?l satte vabhajati yadidaf!J /)'if!appamtafiiya, M 3.203; Chung 44.1
[Tairho 1. 704c]). Unfortunately, Buddhaghosa's explanation, though retaining
the ideas expressed by the Buddha as well as Nagarjuna, is marred by a theory
of moments (see VbhA 156). just as much as memory is being described by
most psychologists as being "owned".without having to assume its permanence,
here we find aperson's karma being perceived as something "owned" by him.

18.

KarmiJf!af? karma11o dtfte dharma utpadyate tu saf?,
dvi-prak1irasya sarvasya vipakve pi ea ti$thati. ·

That [imperishable] afises in the present life, corresponding to all the actions having dual natures [similar and dissimilar, good and bad, etc.] and
stays so even when matured.
MKV(P) p. 32l,;.MKV(J1 p.l38.

A further exploration of the Buddha's doctrine of karma is continued here. The
phrase dr!(e dhamze is a sanskritization ofPali dittha dhamma, which itself can
be traced back to duta-janman, meaning "the present life. " The fruitioning of
karma into good· and bad consequences is admitted here.

19. Phala"vyatikramiid v1i sa mara11ad va nirudhyate,
an1ifravaf!J safravaf!J ea vibh1igaf!J tatra lak,ayet.
That [imperishable] ceases as result of the·interruption of the fruit or as~·
result of death. lierein, a distinction between one with influxes and the
'
one without influxes is to be signified.
MKV(P) p.322; MKV(J1 p.l38.

The so-called imperishable action (avipraf!iifa-karma) can terminate as a result
of two ·events: (i) the interruption of the fruit (phala-vyatikraina), ~r ((ii) death
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of the individual. In the case of the latter, it is necessary to rem.ember what was
said at XVII.17, i.e., that all actions performed during a lifetime are not continued. Only one of the myriads of actions performed can dominate the last
thought moment of a person. This would mean that many other karmas, even
though all of them have not matured, may become nullified at the tim~ of
death.

20.

Sunyafii ea na coeehedaf?. sarrzsaraf ea na fiisvatarrz,
karmaf!O 'vzpraf!aiaf ea dharmo buddhena deiitaf?.

Emptiness, however, is not annihilation; life-process is.also not eternal;
the imperishability is of action-such is the doctrine taught by ~he Buddha.
MKV(P) p.322; MKV(V) 138.

If what is said before is an appropriate explanation of karma, then Nagarjuna
can maintain that "emptines&' (iUnyatii) does not mean "annihilation" (ueeheda). At the same time he can maintain that the life-process (saf!Jsara) is not
a permanent and eternal (iafvata) process. In such a context, an ilnperishable
action (avipraf!afa-karma) simply means the continuity of that life-process conditioned by karma until some of these karmas bear fruit or are Jost on the way,
while others like the threads of a web can continue to influence the future lifeprocess. In any case, the entire process is one of dependence- dependence
upon a whole composite of factors .
Nagarjuna has no hesitation in attributing such a doctrine of karma and personal idenity to the Buddha himself and praising it as· the Buddha-word, even
though the attribution of such a doctrine to Nagarjuna would be unacceptable
to. some of the classical and modern followers of Nagarjuna himself.·

..
21.

Karma notpadyate kasmit nif?svabhavaf!Z yatas tataf?, .
yasmac ea tad anutpannaf!Z na tasmad vipraf!afyati.

EXAMINATION OF THE FRUIT OP ACfiON

Why does action not arise? Because it is without self-nature. Since it is
non-arisen, it does not perish.
MKV(P) pp.323-324; MKV(V) p.l39.

Having concluded the- explanation of the more apprppriate view .of karma.as
advocated by the Buddha,· Nagarjuna does not leave the discussion without
taking a look at the possible metaphysical interpretations or any misunderstanding of this doctrine. He haS already spoken of the arising (utpada)·ofkarnia at
the moment of rebirth (pratisaf!ldhz). That arising is understood in r~lation to
the principle of dependent arising (prafityasamutpada) . ·The imperishability
(avipra'!iifa) is introduced in order to explain the continuity in the fruitioning
of action. It is not intended as a justification for the belief in a permanent and
eternal substance (svabhava). However, some of the Buddhists did utilize a notion of substance to account for the .functioning of karma. It is this particular
notion of substance that is taken up for analysis.
If karma is "non-substantial" (nif?svabhava) in t}:le way the Sautrantikas
understood it, i.e., without any perceivable continuity, but only as something
that is continually interrupted, then the arising of such karma cannot be ex. plained. If ariSing cannot be accounted for in such a metaphysical way, neither .
· can cessation be admitted. Imperishability (avipra'!iifa), as explained by
Nagarjuoa, becomes the only other alternative.
Unfortunately, Candrak:rrti, who favored a·rather absolutistic interpretation
ofNagarjuna (see comments on the Dedicatory Verses), utilizes the conception
of imperishability in order to deny any form of arising. It is because he had su·ch
. ,an interpretation in mind that he quotes the famous verse elucidating karma at
this .point rather than utilizing it when the imperishability was first mencioJ~ed
by Nagarjuila at)CVII.l4. As has been shown already, Nagarj:una was nQt
critical ofany and every form of arising or ceasing . He was only rejecting the' :
metaphysical ideas.
:

22.

Karma svabhavataf cet sytic. chafvataf!l syiid asaf!Jfayaf!J,
akrtaf!l ea bhavet karma kriyate na hi fiHva~af!J.

If it'is assumed that action comes to be from self-nature, it certainly will

-
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be eternal, and action would also be uncaused, for that which is eternal
is, indeed, not caused.
MKV(P) p .324; MKV(V) p .139.

If the arising of karma cannot be accounted for by following the Sautrantika
method, can it be explained in terms of the Sarvastivada conception? Nagarjuna's answer is negative. He seems to know with great certainty (asaf!JiayafPl)
that the Sarvastivada solution does not work. It implies permanence and as a
result karma would appear to be "un-done" or "uncreated" (akrta).

23.

Akrfiibhy1igama-bhayaf!J sy1it karm1ikrtakaf!J yadz:
abrahmacarya-v1isaf ea do!as lalra prasajyate.

H an action were not performed [by the individual], then there would be
fear of being confronted by something not performed [by him]. An ignoble life as well as error would follow from this.
MKV(P) p .325 ; MKV(V) p. l40.

If actions were to be something not performed, then a person would be
~aunted by the fear (bhaya) or anxiety that he has no hand in the organization
of his own life-process. Fears and anxieties, according to Nagarjuna's view, are
one's own creations. Deny one's own responsibility, one does not have to justify
a life of moral purifY (brahmacarya-v1isa). This is a dear and unequivocal assertion of personal res'ponsibility for one's own purity and defilement.

24,

Vyavah1ir1i virudhyante saroa eva na sa'!lfayaf?,
puf!ya-p1ipa:.Attqr naiva pravibh4gaf ea yujyate.

UodOubtedly, all conventions would then be contradicted. The distinction between the. performance of merit and evil will also not be proper.
MKV(P) p .325 ; MXV(V) p .l40.
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With th~ rejection of a life of moral purity resulting from the denial of human
responsibility for actions, ~11 moral conventions like merit and demerit (pu,yap1ipa) would be rendered ~eaningless. It is interesting to note that Nagarjuna
is not referring to the gootl-bad (dharma-adharma or kusala-akusala) distinction, for this_latter distinct~n is different from the former in regard to its value
as a convention (vyavah1ir~). This is compatible with the Buddha's own explanation of k~r-ma. On 'pragmatic grounds, the Buddha recognized the
merit/ demerit distinction. It was helpful in leading theor(llnary people. toward
accepting ·a moral life. However, the notions of merit and demerit could be
harmful in the long run, especially because it involves the idea of accumulation
of merit for the sake of future enjoyment a-nd pleasure. Furthermore, it is easily
a.Ssociated with·the notions of.reward and punishment, a notion that the Buddha was not willing to relate to the doctrine of karma (see M 1.373; Chung 32.1
[Tairho 1.628b]). As such, the Buddha insisted that a morally perfected person.
would eliminate the desire to accumulate meri"t or demerit (punfla-p1ipapalii,a, Dhp 39; samit1itii pah1iya punnap1ipaf!l, Sn 540). Yet, it 'does not mean
that sue~ a person also abandons the good/ bad (kusala-akusala) distinction
which is the very basis of merit and demerit. Ind~ed, a morally perfect person is
expected to promote good, while eliminating evil or unmerit_orious actiorts (see
above XVII.l, 17). It may be for this reason that even a later Mahayana
philosopher like Dogen deemed it approprate to compile a whole treatise on
this subject.
I

.

25. · Tad vipfllwa-vip1ikaf!l Cfl punar .evfl vipflk!yait;
karma vyavflsthitaf!J yasm1it tasmiit sv1ibh1ivikflf!J yadi.

If action were.to be determined, because it possesses self-nature, then a
maturity that has matured will again mature. ·
MKV(P) p.326; MKV(V) p.l40.

If an action were to take place without being peiformed by . someone
(akrtakaf!l), ihen it will occur on its own. It will possess ·its own nature
(svabhiivfl). Such a substantial action ·will have its own consequences (vip1ika)
inherent in it. In that case.• what is being described as the fruitioning of karma.,
namely, a manifestation of its consequences, would merely be a re-fruitioning.
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This is the same sort of criticism that Nagarjuna made of self-causation (svatautpattt) in Chapter I.

26. Karma kle11itmaka??Z eeda??Z le ea klefli na tattvalaf!,
na eel le laJJvataf!'kle11if! karma sylil tallvalaf! kalhaf?Z:
If this action is associated with defilements, these defilements, in tum,
are not found in the.mSelves. If deftlements are not in themselves, .J:tow
could .there be an action in itself?
MKV(P) p.236; MKV(V) p. l40.

The substantialise explanatio n of karma presented at XVII. 25 would lead to the
disuriction between karma and its quality or attribute. Qualities referred to as
ddilemen ts (kle1a), etc., would be merely incidental. A karma can then make
defilement "its own" (kleilitmaka) or it can be freed. from defilements (nif!kle1ikaT Such a substantialise perspective, as mentioned so often by Nagarjuna, would render the defilements unreal (na lattvataf?), especially because
they come and go, arise and pass away, and hence without self-nature . Karma,
in such a case would be substantial, and the attributes no~-substantial. Nagarjuna, the empiricist, sees no way in which such a substantial karma, divorced
from the attributes, can be identified .

27.

Karma kle11is ea dehlinlif?Z pratyaylif? samudiihrllif?,
karma kleili1 ea le 1unyli ya._di dehefu kli kathli.

Action and defilements are st>«i:fied as the conditions of the [different]
bodies. However, if these actions and defilements are empty, what could
be said about the bodies?.
MKV,(P) p.327; MKV(V) p. l41.

Here Nagarju.na moves on to a higher generality. Both katma and defilements
that determine the individual. As
to be the conditions
...are'
.
. generally considered .
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such, karma and defilments become attributes of the personality (del>a). In the
previous verse, Nigarjuna questioned the substantial reality ofpoth karma and
defilments. If they are empty of such reality' what could be said about the personality itself?

28.

Avidyli-nivrto jan/fl,s IU1Jii-saf(Jjojanai ea saf?,
sa bhokfii sa ea na kartur anyo na ·Ctl sa eva saf?..

A sentient being, beclouded 'by ignorance, is also fettered by craving. As
an experiencer, he is neither identical _w ith nor diffe~ent from the agent.
. MKV{P) p.328; MKV(V) p . l41.

The Buddha's discourse to Acela-Ka5sapa, the discourse which served as the
foundation for Nigarjuna 's treatment of "suffering" (Chapter XII. Dul?khapaiikiii), rejected the theories of self-causation and externa} causation ofSuffc.c~
ing. Rejecting self-causation, the Buddha maintained: "Kassapa, to say that 'a
person acts and he himself experiences the consequences.' where self-cau~d
suffering belongs to one' who has existed from the beginning, implies eternalism" (so karoJi so pa{isat!Jvediyali ti kho Kmsapa tidito sato sayaf!Jkalaf!J
dukkhanti iti vadaf!J sassalaf(J elaf!J pareti, S 2.20; Tsa 12.20 [Taisho 2.86a]).
On the contrary, "To say that 'one acts and another experiences the consequences,' where the suffering caused by another belongs to one who has been
afflicted with pain, implies annihilationism" (afJfJo karoti afJfJo

pafisaf!Jvediyali ti . . . vedaniibhiiUf!'!tiSSa sato paraf(Jkaltlf!J dukkhanti iti
vadaf(J ucchedaf!J etaf(J pareti, ibid.). It is interesting to note that in the former
case, the Buddha refers to the belief in a being who existed from the beginning
(lidito sato), an idea that is generally considered both by the Buddha and by .
Nigarjuna as contributing to a belief in a permanent entity (see Chapter IX on

.

PUrva-paiik!ii).

.

In the present verse, Nagirjuna is faithfully following the Buddha'~ own
argument to reject the identity ~ well as difference between a doer and an experiencer. A person who believes either in identity or in difference is looked
and craving (lo'!ii).
upon a·someone who is beclotided by ignorance (avidyii)
.
.

29.

Na pratyaya-samutpannaf(J niipratyaya-samullhilflf(J,
asti yt1Sf1itid idaf!J karma Jasmiit kartiipi niisty altlf?.
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Since this action does not exist as arisen from a condition nor as issuing
forth from a non-condition, even an agent does not exist.
MKV(P) p.328; MKV(V?· p.l41.

The causal explanations of karma offered by me metaphysicians, namely. selfcausation , external causation, etc.• or the non-causal explanations are not acceptable. If karma itself cannot be explained in this way. it would ·be futile to
attempt any such explanations of an agent of karma. Note the use of the term
ida'{Z (this) to refer to b..rrna, similar to the use of the term efii at XVII.6, thus
specifying the type of explanatioQ that is rejected by him. For this reason, we
prefer to confine his criticism only to the metaphysical views mentioned in the
verses immediately preceding (XVII.21-28), leaving the more appropriate view
he mentione4 untouched. This seems to be the only way in which one can
recognize consistency in Nagarjuna's statements throughout this chapter.

30.

Ktm'l'lll cen n'iisti karlii ca llutaf? sj'iil karmaja'{Z phala'{Z,
asaty alha p,hale bhoRI'ii Rula e11a hhav#yati.

If both action and agent are non-existent, where could there be the fruit
botn of action? When there is no-fruit , where can there be an experiencer?
MKV(P) p.329; MKV(V? p. l41.

; In the absence of either an aciton or an agent metaphysically conceived, there
could be no fruit or consequence born of such action (karmaja'{Z phala'{Z) . Here
again, it is not a denial of fruit or consequ ence born of action, but only of those
that are born of such action as explained previously. l.f the (ruit or consequence
is not ob?ined , its experiencer (bhoRiii) would also not be appropriate.

31.

Yath'ii nirmitaka'{Z J'iist'ii nirmimlta rddhi-sampad'ii
nirmito nirmifliiliinya'{Z sa ea nirmitakaf? punaf?,
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]list as a teacher, through piy<;ho-kinetic power, were. to create a figure,
and this created figure were to create another, t~t in turn would
created. .

32.

be a

Tathfi nirmit~kfiraf! kartfi yat karma tat krta'/?l,
lad yathfi nirmiteniinyo nirmito nirmitas tathfi:

In the same way, an agent is like a created form and his action is ~e' Jij.s ·
crea~on. It is like the created form created by another who is crea.ted.
MKV(P) p.330; MKV(Vj p. l42 .

. One metaphysical view· leads to another, that to a funher me~physical view.
S4ch is the uneading circle. A metaphysical view is, indeed fabricated by someone. Yet the fact that such a metaphysical view turns !)Ut to be empty does
not mean that the experience depending upon which the ·metaphysical view
was formulated ;Or the process of conception are themselves non-existent. ~x
perierice as well as ~oncept are available. ·Only that the conception is carried
beyoi).d its limits to assunie the existence of indepenqent entities, .whether they
be fitman or svabhfiva. To understand i:he significance ofNagarjuna's statement here it would be necesary to take a look at one of the rare statements of
the Buddha recorded in the Siimaflflaphala-suttanta (D 1. 76-77). In this
pa5sage, which explains the fruit of reduseship, the Buddha refers to two forms
of knowledge a contempladve could develop before he dirtcts his attention to
.the so-called higher forms of knowledge (t!bhiflfili) .. The fi·rst is d~cribed as
follows:
. :

With his mind thus serene, made pure, translucent, cultured,
devoid of ev11, supple, ready to act~ fum and imperturbable, 'heap.
plies ·and ben!;ls. down his mihd to that knowledge . and insight
whereby he grasps the fact: "This body of mine has form , it-is built
up of the four elements, it springs from mother and father , is continually renewed by so much ~oiled ~ice andjuicy foods, its very
nature is impermanence, it .is subject-to erosion, abrasion, dissolution, and disin~eg~ation ; and therein lies this consciousness of
mine, too, boun~ up,. on that it does depend.
·
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This represents. the Buddha's experience and conception of his own personality.
Having stated this, he immediately proceeds to examine w~ether, the!e is
inythlng beyond this experience and conception. What he describes is no more
than the funciton of manas, the faculty which is responsible for the formulation
of the metaphysical ideas of self(iilman) and substance (svabhiiva). The statement reads: ·
With his mind thus serene, .. . firm and imperturbable, he applies and bends down his mind to the calling up of a mental image.
He calls up from this body another body, having form, made of
mind (mano-maya), having all (his own body's) limbs and parts,
not deprived of any organ.
This is how manas becomes a sensus communis surveying the sensory fi~lds of
other faculties (M 1. 295) and maintaining a feeling of identity, which then gets
· converted to a permanent and eternal iilman. Could it not be possible that
Nigarjuna was aware of the above statement of the Buddha? Whanould be
the 'difference between the creation of a non-existent form through the power
of psychokinesis and the generation of a belief in a permanent and eternal self
though the activities of manas? It seems that human beings, .with faculties
through which they are able to ~!ceive and conceive, are not the o~jects of
Nigarjuna's criticism. It is only the manner in which perceptions and conceptions are formulated thin is under criticism.

. 33.

Klefiih karmiini dehiif ea kartiiraf caphllliini ea,
gandh~rva-nag~riikiirii
ci-ivapna-saf(Jnibhaf?.

man

Defile~ents, .actions and bodies,

•

agents as well ~ fruits, all _these are similar to
the cities of the gandharvas, are compiuable to mirages and dreams.
MKV(P) p.334; MKV(V) p.I43.

The metaphors used at the end of Chapter VII to illustrate the nature of
metaphysical theories pe~taining to arising, stasis, and ceasing, are employed
here to elucidate the character of si~larly conceived theories relating to ·
defilements, actions, persona,lities, agents, and consequences . .

CHAPTER
EIGHTEEN

Examination of Self

(Atma-pan k.fa)

1.

Atfl'ii skandhii yadi bhaved udaya-vyaya-bhiig bhavet,
skandhebhyo 'nyo yadi bhaved bhaved a.rkandha-lak;a,af?.

If the self were to be identical with the aggregates, it will pamke of uprising and ceasing. If it were to be different from the aggregates, it would
have the chamcteristics of the· non-aggregates.
MKV(P) p .341; MKV(V) p.l45.
•

•

•

I

The conception of an individual self (atman) was previously examined in a
variety of contexts. The present analysis was occasioned by a need to explain the
· life-process as conditioned by human actions (karma), the subject mat~er of the
. Breceding c6apter.
·
The Buddha's analysis of the human personality into five aggregates (paflcakkhandha) was intended to show that underlying the empirical factors constituting the human personality there is no permanent and eternal self. The
Buddha's view was that these five factors served .as the basis for any conceptualization of a self or soul. Hence they are always referred to as aggregates of
grasping (upiidiinakkhandha).
Nagarjuna begins his investigation into the conception of self by raising two
questions pe(taining to the nature of the self, especially in its relationship to
the five aggregates. If the self and·the aggregates were identical, then the self
would have to partake of the characteristics of the aggregates. These latter being subject to arising and ceasing,. the self cannot remain permanent and eternal. On the coru~ary, if the self and the aggregates weie to be different, then
the former could not have the $ame characteristics as the latter. Leaving the
argument at that, Nagarjuna is allowing the readers to come to their ow~l conclusions.
·
· So far Nagarjuna has not given any indication that he recognizes a special in. tuitive faculty through which one can see beyond the world of change and impermanc;nce. Indeed, all that he has admitted points to his recognici~n of sense
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experiences as the foundation of human knowledge. The impermanent ·aggregates constitute not only the human personality, but also its experiences. If
the self is considered to be different from the aggregates, Nagarjuna is here implying that it is unknowable, not merely inconceivable , for it will not have any
of the characteristics of the aggregates that are all that we know through sense
expertence.
'

2. Atmany asati ciitmlyaf{l kuta eva bhav#yatt~

nirmamo nirahai?zkiiraf? samiid iitmatmani-nayof?.
·In the absence of a self, how C20 there be something that belongs to the
of the modes of self and
self? From the appeasement
. self-hood, one abs- .
.
tains from creating the notions of "mine" and "1." ·
MKV(P) p .345-347; MKV(V) pp. l47-148 . .

.•

If a permanent entity does not exist, one cannot assume the existence of
anything that ·belongs to it. The denial of a permanent entity does not mean ·
that. Nagarjuna is committed to a rejection of self-awareness or selfconsCiousness. The rejection of the latter would undermine the very foundation
of his epistemology . As mentioned earlier (see III.17), Nagarjuna, following
the Buddha, recognized consciousness (and this includes self-awareness), not as
a pre-existent cogito, but as part of the human personality conditioned by factors such as the sense organs and the objects of perception. Self-awareness or
self-instinct can be pursued to its extreme limit. The result is the "construction
of a self' (ahaf{l + kiira) , which eventually leads to the belief in permanence.
The other extreme is the complete rejecton of any form of self-awareness, which
is tantamount' to annihilation.
'Without falling into these two extremes, Nigarjuna is here presenting the
Buddha's own "middle way" philosophy when he speaks of the appeasement
(1ama), not the complete eradication, ·of the "self' (i#man) _a nd "whatever that
pe.n ains to a self' '(iitmam) .. This is perfectly in accord with the "appeasemen t
of dispositions" (sa~skiiropa1ama), the "appea5ement · of the object"
(drflltavyopa1ama), ~nd the "appeasement of ebsessions" (prapaf'Jcopaf.ama),
. discussed earlier(see commentary on V.8).
Through the appeasement of the self-instinct . one eliminates the
metaphysical notions of a self (iitman), and through the appeasement ofthe
object (drfi!(IWJopa1ama) one is able to realize the non-substantiality of
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phenomena and would not cling to them as "one's own" (titmam). These
culminate in the absence of selfiShness (nirmama) and the absence of egoism

(niraha'f!Jura).

.

.
·
The dual meaning of the term aha1!Jura is·worth noting. Aha1!J/iii.ra (literally, "1-making''). means both ego-centeredness and pride. While
the term
.
ithll'f!JUra has come to be so popula,r in ordinary language, it is interesting·to
note that no such term is constructed with the plural ofilha'f!l, namely, maya'f!l,
as maja~ura ("we-making") would have expressed an idea which is equally
unacceptable to the Buddha and Nigarjuria, for they were not williri~ to
elUpinate th~ notion of on~self (aha'f!l) altogether in favor of an equ'alty
ine~physical notio.1_1 of a "social self' ,

3. Nirmamo niraha'f!luro yaf ea s.o 'ji na vidyate,
·nirmama~ niraha1!Jk1irii1!J yal, paiyati na paiyali.
Whosoever is free from selfishness and egoism, he too is not evident.
Whoever perceives someone as free _from selfiShness and egoism, he too
does not gerceive.
MKV(P}

· p.3~8;

MKV(v,J p.l48.

Nigarjuna approvingly spoke of the appeasement of the notion of self and th~
consequent elimination of selfiShness and egoism. However, knowing his con- ·
temporaries who were so prone to metaphysical speculations, he was not willing
to rest satisfied with· such a statement.
As a remind~r to those who 'have not achieved the ·~appeasement of the notion of self," Nigarjuna points out that someone who is assumed to have gott_e n rid of egoism and pride is'also not available. The cons~ant attempt by the
metaphysicians to reify · things, entities, persons, etc. was kept in mind by
Nagarjuna whenever he makes any ·positive assertion . .

4.

Memety aham iti kfi f!e·bahirdhadhyatmam eva ea,
nirudhyata upadiina'f!J tat k!aytijjanmanaf? k/ayal,.

.

.

.

When views pernining to "mine" and "I", whether they are associated
. .
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with the internal. or the external, have waned, ;then grasping comes to
cease. With the wailing of that [grasping], there is waning of birth.
MKV(P) p.349; MKV(V) p.149.

.The use of the ili formula as mama-ili and aham-iti in the p~esent statement
makes it significantly different from the formtr statement at XVIII.2. In the .
former statement, Nigarjuna spoke of atman (self) and 'iitmlya (that which
belongs to the self) and emphasized the need to appease such awareness or f~el
ing. In the present verse, he refers-to ahllm ("I") and mama ("mine") using the
ili-formula and insists upon theif complete elimination.(k,raya). Thus, it is not
the fact of self-awareness that causes problems for the human beings but the
theorizing based upon such self-awareness. The cogito may thus turn out to be
harmless, so long as it is considered to be a product of the sensory process (see
Ill. 7), but ergo sum is what is dangerous, epistemologically as well as ethicaJly. ·
When such theorizing has waned (k.ri'le), then there is cessation of grasping
(upadina-nirodha}, which is freedom while living. The cessation of grasping
eventually leads to the waning of rebirth (janmanal? k,rayal?).

5. Karma-kleia-k,rayan mok,ra karma-l.lefii 11ikalpatal?,

te prapallcat prapalleas tu iUnyat'iiy'ii~ nirudhyate.
On the waning of defilemen(S of action, there is release. Defilements of
action bel~ng to one who discriminates, and these in turn result from
obsession. Obsession, in its turn, ceases within the context of emptiness.
MKV(P) pp.349·350; MKV(V) p. l49.

The fact that this statement of Nigarjuna immediately (ollows his criticism of
theorizing relating to "mine" and "1," that is, speculation relating to subject
and object, becomes very vaJuable in determining the meaning of the term
tlt'kalpa, a term that has caused much confusion and misunderstanding.
Vikalpa can mean two different types of discrimination. One is the type of
discrimination made at the phenomenal level. It is the discriminatio~ referred
to at XVIII .2, a discrimination thads empiricaJiy grounded, but which should
be kept under control (1ama) . I:he second ~ the type of di~rimination macl,e at
a metaphysicaJ level. It is the discrimination. referred to at XVIII .4, which has
.
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gone far beyond the empirical level and thus become theoretkal or speculative.
For Nagarjuna, the defilements of action follow from the latter, not from the
former . It seems that this is the primary reason for his reference to and criticism
of vikalpa at XVII1.5 rather than at :XVI11.3.
Wrong actions (mithyti-karmiinta) , i.e., actions that are defiled, emanate
from wrong beliefs (milhya-d utt). which are the results of wrong thoughts or
discriminations (milhyti-saf!Zkalpa, mithyti vz~/pa) . Obsessions are- the inevitable results of such wrong d!Strimination.S. When' such obses5ions are appeased , then a person does not get involved either in a notion of a permanen t
self or in a theory of complete annihilatio n. The realization that self-awaren ess
is dependent ly arisen (Ill. 7) is a realization that it is empty of a permanen t
substance (svabhtiva- funya). This latter .is the middle path that avoids eternalism and annihilationism.
·

6. Atmety 4]Ji prajflapitam antitmety (lpi defilaf!Z,
buddhair ntitmti na ctiniitmti kafcid ity api deiilaf!Z.

The Buddha's have make known the conception of self and taught the
doctrine of no-self. At the same time, they have not spoken of something
as the self or as the non-self.
0

•

MKV(P) p.355; MKV(V) p.l52.

If the distinctions made in XVIII.2 and 4 are !lOt recognized, it is natural for the
.interpreters of Nagarjuna to run into difficulties in explaining the contents of
;

tl.lls verse. Here agin we have the use of the iti-formula, this time used with the

terms titman and antitman, as titma-iti and antitma-iti. H owever, the difference between the Buddha's speculations and those of the metaphysi cians in
this regard is that the Buddha does not !:peculate on any entity (kafcid) as
titman or as antitman. In other words, he does not reify either titman or
antitman. Reifying titman one ends up in eternalism; reifying antitman one is
led to annihilationism. Without resorting to such reification, the Buddha has
indicated the meaning of titman (titmeti prajnapitaf!Z) and has spoken of the
implications of antitman (an.titmeti defilaf?l). Both titman and antitman are explained by the Buddha ·in terms of dependen t arising (pralityasamutptida).
This doctrine of dependen t arising eliminates the need for postulatin g either
permanence or annihilatio n.
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As such, the distinction that Inada attempts to make betweenprajllapitaf!t as
"provisionally employed" and deiilaf!t as "instructed" becomes untenable. If
"provisional explanation" is to be achieved by the use of words, it c:ould not be
different from ·~instruction . " Both need the use of language. Just as much as
the Buddha could instruct on the "true idea of anatman," he could havei nstructed on the true idea of atman, without falling into metaphysics in either .
case. If the ·use of the empuical terms can be utilized in one case, there is no
reason to assume any difficulty in using them in the other. The problem then is
not with regard to language as such, but only in regard to the way in which it is
1,1sed .

7.

Ni111:ttam abhidhatavyaf!t nivrtte citta-gocare,
anutpanntiniruddha hi nirvfif!am iva dharmalii.

When the sphere of though has ceased, that which is to be designated also has
ceased. Like freedom, the narure of things is non-arisen and non-ceased .
. MKV(P) p.364; MKV(V) p:l 54.

"Whereof thought has ceased, thereof speech also has come to
cease."

Abhidhatavya means "that which is to be designated." It refers to the' J &tld
of objects. It ~ the same as abhidheya which , if we follow Niga rjuna's method
of exposition, is murually related to abhidhana, "designation." . Botl~
abhidheya and abhidhana would .thus cease to be along with the cessation of
the sphere of thought (citta-gocara).
"Whereof one cannot speak, thereof one must be silent."
It is possible for the interpreters of Nigarjuna to assume that here is the identification of the "unspeakable" with "emptiness" (fUnyatti) , generally referred
to iq negative terms~ "qon-arisen, non-ceased" (anutpannaniruddha), which
is then identified with both "t.r:ue nature" (dht~,rmala) and freedom (nirva11a) .
This is the easy route to the belief in the so-called "non-concept ual" (nir- .
vikalpa) ultimate reality (paramtirtha, tattva).
However, the first line ofNiga rjuna's statement should preveot anyone.from
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reaching such a conclusion. Nowhere has Nigarjuna assened any form of
knowledge that transcen.ds the six senses. For him,-.what is perceivable is also
conceivable. He may, reflecting upon the conceptualization of the metaphysicians, admit that what is not perceivable is also conceivable. Yet, it would be
improper to assume that he will recognize the non-conceptual (nir-vikalpa) as
being perceivable. Conceptualizing and conceiving are not two different activities. Hence his statement : "When the realm of thought has ceased, that
which is to be designated also has ceased...
.
As pointed out in the inuoducdo n, a -similar statement was made by the
Buddha in relation to a tathtigata who has passed away, and the present context, in which the metaphysical notion of s~lf (titman) is discussed, .is no more
different from that in which the Buddha made that statement.
·
So far as Nigarjuna's analysis is concerned , it has become clear that his negations penained primarily to metaphysics, whether it be the notion of a perma- .
nent and eternal self (titman) or a substance (wabhtiva). Along with the negation of a permapen t ang eternal self, Nigarjuna also rejected absolute .
"otherness" (para-bhtiva). Existence and non-existe nce, in 'this metaphysical
sense, were rejected by him. As pointed out in the analysis of the Dedicatory
Verses, the "non-arising" (anutptida) and "non-ceasing" (anirodha) were intended as criticisms of such metaphysics. If one recognizes a substance, Nigarjuna would say it is non-ceasing; if one recognizes annihilation, Nagarjuna
would characterize is as non-arising. In other words, if absolute arising·and absolute ceasing were to be accepted, these would negate em pirical arising and
ceasing which is the basis of "dependen t arising" (prafityasamutptida). When
both "the way of phenomen a" (dharmatfi) and freedom (nirvfif!a), which are
explained 1n terlll.i of " depende~t arising'' (prafftyasamutptida), are referred to
as "non-arisen and non-ceasing", it is mor~ appropriate to assume that here
they are to be distinguished from absolute arising a:nd absolute ceasing. Arising
and ceasing in an absolute sense represent inappropriate conceptualizations.
Neither the nature of phenomen a nor freedom should ·be the
, subject of such
inappropriate conceptualizations.
·

8. Sarvaf?Z tathyaf?Z na uti tathyaf?Z tathyaf?Z c7itathyam eva ea,

naivfitathyaf?Z naiva tathyam etad buddhtinuf1isanaf?Z.
Everything .is such, not such, both such and not such, and
~nd not such: this .is the Buddha's admonitio n.

neithe~

such

MKV(P) p.369; MKV(Ii? p.l57.
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On the basis of this statement, Inada, following his predecessors in the interpretation of Nagarjuna, reached the conclusion that "truth is non-relational, .
non-descripti¥e, . non-differential . . .. it .is .thatness or thusness," (p.l13).
Referring specifically to XVIII.8, he says 'that here "Nagarjuna introduces the
famed Four-cornered Logic, .... i .e., the possible conditions of is, ~s not, both
is and is not, and neither is nor is not, in order to exhibit the fa~t that final
truth tra~cends all these possibilities; it is fUnyata per se" (ibid.)
So far, otic analysis ofNagarjuna's statements has failed to reveal any form of
four-cornered logic that he used to establish an ultimate truth. Whenever he
utilized it, he did so in order to reject metaphysical assumptions; rather than to .
establish something or some theory.
After stating the fact that metaphysical views, especially those relating to ~
tathagata after · death, take us beyond the sphere · of thought
(ci#a-gocara)(XVIII. 7), .Nagarjuna is here expanding the discussion to include
one of the most persistent problems of me_taphysics, ·namely, "everything" (sarvaf!Z). It is the problem that led the Sarvastivadins to uphold t~e view that
"everything exists" (sarvam astt) in .the form of substance (svabhava) . Nagarjuna is simply allowing that metaphysical question to be settled by the use of
the fourfold propositions that negate each other.
Indeed, this. is not presented as the "teaching". or "message" (Jasana) of. the
Buddha, as Inada seeins to understand. Quite ·on the contrary, it is an_"ad- :
monition" or "advice" (anufiina) 'in regard to the manner in which speculation
about "everything'' can be resolved, namely, by demonstrating the inevitable
self-q>ntradictions. In other words, he is stating that the question regarding
"everything" cannot be settled by any form of discussion, a view clearly expressed by the Buddha in his famous "Discourse oh Everything;' (Sabba-sutta, see
commentary on IX.3), which Nagarjuria was probably conversant with.

9. Apara-pratyayaf?Z fanta~ prapancair dpraptincilaf?Z,
nirvikalpam ananartham etat tattvasya lakfaf!af?Z.

Independently realized, peaceful, . unobsessed by obsessions, without
discriminations and a variety of meanings: such is the characteristic of
truth.
MKV(P) p.372; MKV(V( p.l58 . .

This is one·of the most important state.ments ofNagarjuna, quoted often'by his
classical as well as modern interpreters. The most recent translation and inter-
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pretation comes from Inada and, as such, it could be consider~d a digest of the
existing views. Hence, it is appropriate to quote Inada's rendering of this verse
in full . It reads as follows: ·
· ·
Non-conditionally related to any entity, quiscent, nonconceptualized by conceptual play, non-discriminative and nondifferentiated . These are the characteristics of reality (i.e. , descriptive of one who has gained the Buddhist truth) (p.l15).
The term apara-pratyaya is here taken to mean a special kind of relation that
transcends any form of empirical conditionality. Santa signifies "quiescence/' a
quiescence resulting from the avoidance of any conceptuality , probably the.sort
of peace and quiet experienced by one who has temporarily stopped the func- .
tioning of the six sense faculties by reaching the state of cessation (nirodhasamlipatti, or saftifii-vedayita-nirodha). It is where the dichotomy of subject
and object is completely dissolved (nir-vikalpa) and where the variegated experiences of the world , the variety of meanings or fruits (niin'iirtha); is
eliminated. Truth, in such a context, cannot be vety different from that of
either the Upani[ads or the Vedanta. it is the flushing out of all conceptual
thinking (ciffa-1!fiti-nirodha), thereby transforming the empirical experience
into one of absolute, ultimate truth or reality.
However, a glance at the "Discourse to Katyayana," the primary source for
Nagarjuna's formulation of the "middJe way," will reveal the untenability of
such an explanation.
Even though the verse seems to describe the characteristics of truth or reality
(tattvasya lak!af!af!t) , every preceding statement points to the means by which a
conception of truth is arrived at. Hence, it is one of the most important
statements on epistemology. The mosrsalient features of this epistemolgoy are
already clearly embodied in the Buddha's discourse to Katyayana, presented in
the form of an answer to the question ·as to what "right view" (samm'ii- dif{ht) is.
The contents of the verse can be analysed in the light of this discourse in the
following manner.
The term apara-pratyaya does not refer to a truth that is non-conditionally
related to any entity. Rather, it explains the manner in which knowledge
(ft'iif!a) is attained by one who has "right view" (sammli-dt'tfht). After rejecting
the metaphysical views pertaining to permanent existence (atthit'ii) as. well as
the -belief in a permanent and substantial personal entity (att'ii .. . me), a
belief that will require the testimony of some other person who claims to know
the absolute beginning of things, the empiricist Buddha claimed that
knowledge (of one who has right view) ~curs without having to depend upon
another person (aparf!-Pa&Ca) ii ft'iif!am evas}a ettha hoti, S 2.17). It is ·
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knowledge for which one does .not have to depend upon another, primarily
becaus~ it pertains to arising and ceasing of empirical phenomena. It involves
personal verification, a ·verification that can be accomplished by someone
before one begins to formulate any right view.
Man's search for a permanent entity, while he is equipped with limited
epistemological resources, leaves him with unresolved questions. He continues
to doubt. He is constantly perplexed and troubled. Looking for permanence,
he misses the empirically given. The. search for the unseen "beauty queen"
(janapada-kalyiinJ, D 1.193; M 2.40) makes him forget the immediatley relevant questions (M 2.40). As such, he has no peace of mind. However, if he were
to direct his attention to what is im~ediately . given, . and understand the
human predicament in its cont<!xt without being inquisitive about
metaphysical entities (dukkham eva uppajjamana~ uppaJj'ati dukkha~ nirujjhamana1?1 nirujjhatiti na kankhati na· vicikicchatt~ ibid.), his mind would be
peaceful (fii~ta!!J). The Buddha, in one of his very famous statements, insisted
that when a reflecting person understands the arising and ceasing of
phenomena; all his doubts disappear ( Ud 1). Such peace of mind is achieved,
·not by ignoring what is relevant in the human context, but by ignoring the irrelevant and irresolvable m~t~physical 'iSsues.
Such a state of peac,e (fiintt) cannot be achieved so long as one is bound by
:one's prejudices (uPiiyupiidiiniibhinivesa-vinibandho, ibid.,) This is the
"obsession" (prapanca) that Nagarjuna is referring to in the present context . .
The discourse to Katyayana has no reference to any conceptual proliferation.
How such obsessions have further strengthen~d and encouraged the search
for ultimate truths, contributing to indiscriminate discrimioations,- such as'
those of existence and non-existc;p.ce (bh?ivf!-abh?iva) or self-nature and other·nature (sva(Jh?iva-parabhiiva), has already been explained by Nagarjuna. These
are the discriminations that are to be ·avoided in the search for truth. Nirvikalpa,refers to the absence of such discriminations.
·
A pluralistic view of the world is not incompatible with dependent arising·
(prafityasamutpiida). Plurali$m in the context of dependent arising does _.riot
imply the existence of self-contradictory truths. It need not necessarily lead' to a
notion of an Absolute that transcends such self-contradictory truths. The
criterion for deciding what is true in the context of dependent arising is consequence or ftuit (artha) . When the Buddha maintained that "truth is one; there
is no second". (eka~ hi sacca~ na dutiyam afth!: Sn 884), ·he was certainly
referring to this pragmatic criterion of truth based upon the notion of dependent arising, not an absolute truth that transcends all forms of duality and
plurality. Nagarjuna's characterization of truth as "not having a variety of
meanings" (aniiniirtha~) reflects more the Buddha's own conception of truth.
To summarize, the conception of truth and the epistemological means on
ilie basis of which it is formulated all point to the fact that the truth.under con- ·
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sideration is the "dependently arisen" (prafityasamutpanna). The principle of
dependent arising (prafityasamutp1ida) is merely the expression of the manner
in which "dependently arisen" phenomena are explained. They are rwo sides of
the same coin.
Yet, as reiterated before, the greatest misunderstandings created by the
metaphysicians were in regard to "dependently arisen phenomena"
(prafityasamutpanna-dharma). Therefore, after examining the epistemological
means by which the conception of truth "as dependently arisen" is arrived at,
Nagarjuna, in the verse that follows immediateJX.• takes up the metaphysical
interpretations of the ·concept of dependence.
·

iO.

Parfitya yad yad bhavati na hi t1ivat tad eva tat,
na c1inyad api tat tasmiin nocchinnaf'!l napi f1ifalaf'!l.

Whatever that arises depending upon whatever, that is not identical nor
different from it. Therefore, it is neither annihilated nor eternal.
MKV(P) p .37); MKV(V) p.l)O.

Whatever is arisen dependent upon (prafitya) another, that i~ . the dependently
arisen (prafityasamutpanna), is not appropriately explained in terms of identity
or difference. As empahsized so often by Nagarjuna, absolute identity involves
permanence and absolute difference implies annihilation. Dependent arising is
the middle way adopted by the Buddha in elucidating change and causation.

11.

Anekartham an1inarthaf!! anucchedam af1ifvataf'!l,
etat tallokan1ithanam
. buddh1ini m. f1isan1imrtam.
. .

That is.without a variety of mea~gs or one single meaning, it is not annihilation nor i~ it eternal. Such, it is reminisced, is the immortal message
of the Buddhas, the patrons of the world.
MKV(P) p.377; MKV( V) p.160.
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The metaphysics of identity or of difference, of one or of many, of permanence
or of annihilatio n , may be proved or not proved. So far the evidence has not
been found that would provide justification for any such notions. The only
known evidence points to the fact that things are changing and are dependendy
arisen. Such change and dependen t arising do not fall within the duality of one
or many, of annihilatio n or permanence. Dependen t arising is what has been
known so far. Unless a radical change occurs in the constitutio n of things, this
dependent arising wilJ continue to be. Such is the immortal teaching of the
Buddha.
This, again, is Nagarjuna's reflection on the epistemology of dependen t arismg.

12.

I.

Sambuddhaniimanutpade fravakanii~ puna!? k!f1Je,
jlllint~f!Z prateyka-buddhanam asai{isargat pravartate.

When the fully enlightened ones do not appear; on the waning of
disciples; the wisdom of the self-enlightened ones proceeds without
association.
MKV(P) p.378; MKV(VJ p.l61.

The Buddha's teachings were perpetuated by a long line of disciples (fr?ivaka).
If that lineage were to be interrupted, still it is possible for his teachings to
reappear. Nagarjuna was probably aware of the metaphor of the "ancient city"
(nt~gara) whose discovety is compared to the discovery of "dependen t arising''
by the historical Buddha himself (S 2.104-107; Tsa 12.5 [Tairho 2.80b]).
Therefore, contradicti ng many a tradition that depended heavily on an unbroken continuity as the primary source of the knowledge of the Buddha's
teaching, Naga-rjuna is here maintaining that such widsom (jflana) can occur '
even without any contact or association (asa~sarg1it) through the selfenlightened ones (pratyektrbuddha).

,.
I

CHAPTER
NINETEEN

Examination of Time

(Kala-part k! a)

1. Pratyutpanno 'n'iigataf ea yady alitam apek,ya hi,

pratyutpanno 'n'iigalaf ea kale 'lite bhavi;yati.
If the present and the future exist cQntingent upo~ the past, then the present and the future would be in the past time.

2.

Pratyutpanno 'n'iigata1 ea na sills tatra punar yadi,
pratyutpanno 'n'iigataf ea sy'iil'iif!Z kathaf!Z apek,ya laf!Z.

Again, if the present and the future were not to exist therein [i.e., in the
past), how could the present an,d the future be contingent upon that?
\

MKV(P) pp.382-383 ; MKV(V) p.163.

As mentioned at XVII.l4, die conception of time was an important factor in
the explanation of the fruits of 'action (karma-phala). All actions do not bear
fruit immediately. Indeed, the problems were magnified by the ~uddha's
· recognition.of. the·possibility of the survival of the human personality through
countless lives. The Abhidharma lists four categories of karma in terins of their
fruitioning, all of which can be traced back to the discourses th~msdves. The
four categories are as follows: (i) k~ma that fruitions immediately\or in the present life (dittha-dhamma-vedan"iya); (ii) karma that fruitions in the next life
(upapajja-vedan"iya); (iii) karma-that fruitions in some after life (apar'iipariyavedanlya); and (iv) karma that ·produces no fruitioning (ahost~kamma)(Vism
p .601). The use of the metaphor of "the imperishable promissory-note" by
Nagarjuna was necessitated by the fact that some karmas produce consequences
on a subsequent occasion.
Thus, the conception of time becomes invariably bound up with the notion
of karma. As such, whatever met~physical speculations that emerged with the
275
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doctrine of karma, such as those mentioned at XVII. 7-10, also came to be
associated with the conception of time. Analysing time as a separate entity, the
metaphysicians assumed that if there were to be any mutual relationship between the present and the future on the one hand and the past on the other,
then, since they are distinct entities, the present and the future will have to be
inherent in the past. In other words, the past produces the present and future
from within itself. This ~s the identity version of causation (svatotpattt). A further implication of this is th;a if one knows the past, one also knows with absolute certainty what the present and the future would be. These, indeed,
represent some of the basic speculations of the Sarvastivadins.

3.

Anapekfya puna!? siddhir nfililaf!Z vidyate tayof?,
pratyutpanno 'nagataf ea tasmlit kalo na 11idyate.

Moreover, non-contingent upon the past, their [i.e. of the present and
future] establishment is not evident. Therefore, neither a present nor a
future time is evident.
MKV.(P) p.383; MKV(V) p.I63.
The present verse embodies Nagarjuna's criticism of the notion of time referred
to in XIX:1-2. Taken away from that context, this will appear to be a complete
rejection of the very notion of time . However, Nagarjuna's criticism pertains
only to the contingence (apek!fi) understood in the light of a theory of inherence. On a previous · occasion (X . S-12), Nagarjuna has convincingly
demonstrated the difficulties involved in explaining cont4lgence or relativity in
the context of theories of ideoticy (which is also implied in inherence) and difference.
Nagarjuna's argument seems to .read as follows:
1. Major premiss:
The present and the future are not seen to be established noncontingen t upon the past.
2. Middle term:
Contingence of the present and the future on the past implies
the substantial existence of the present and the future in the
past, which is not evident.
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Conclusion:
Therefore, the present and the future, as substantial entities,
do not exist.

Ignoring the middle term, so clearly defined at XIX.l-2, Nigarjuna's conclusion will appear to be an absolute rejection of time. It would then read as
follows:
1.

First premiss:

The present and the future are not contingent upon the past.
2.

Second premiss:

The present and the future are not non-contingent upon the
past.

3. Minor premiss:

The present and the future cannot be both contingen t and
non-contingent upon the past.

4.

Conclusion:
The present and the future do not exist.

4 . Etenaiv?ivas#tau dvau kramef!a panvartakau,

uttamiidhama-madhy?idin ekatv?idif!t:f ca lak[ayet.
Following the same method, the remaining two periods of [time] as ~well
~ related concepts such as th~ highest, die lowest and the middle, and
also identity, etc. should be characterized.
MKV(P) p.384; MKV(V) p.l64.

Nigarjuna is insisting that the same argument be applied to the co.ncep~ of the
present in relation to the past and future, and to the future in relation to the
past and present. In addition, he maintains that this analysis cat;t be extended
to similar concepts like the highest, the lowest, 'the middle, etc. In all these
cases, the metaphysical issues emerge as a result of the absolute distinctions that
are being made. Such absolute distinctions are being often made in logical
analyses, and are not supported by empirical evidence. Time, as expenenced, ·
cannot .be analysed into three water-tight -compartments as past, present, and
/
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future. (See Introduction, for an
modern psychologist.)

explan~tion

of the experienced time by a

5. Nastito grhyate kiilaf! sthitaf! kiilo na vidyate,
yo grliyet1igrliitaf ea kiilaf!prajnapyate kathaf?J.
..

A non-static time is pot obs~ived. A static time is not evident. Even ifthe
unobserved time were to be observed, how can it' be made known?
. MKV(P) p. 385; MKV(V) p. l6$.

A non-static time is a temponl flux. It is what the interpreters of the
Abhidhacina referred to as the "flowjng present" (santatipaeeuppaima, DhsA
· 421), where the future continues to flow into the past through the present. Any
attempt to grasp it would be futile, .for by the time.the attempt is_made the
present has disappeared into the past. In order to grasp it one has to stop the
flow. Hence the metaphysicjans recognized a static moment (sth#i-k,a,a).
Nagarjuna has already analysed the _implications of such theories in Chapter
VII. Thus, time understood in tenns of distinct momentary entities could not
account for ·experience. This metaphysical theory viewed the present as the
momentary present (khaf?a-p~euppanna, loc.cit.). Even if the non-graspable
. time were to be gi:asped, Nagarjuna's question is: "How can it be made
known?' ' -The empiricist is, therefore, left with a specious time (probably an
addha-paceuppanna). It is specious because, when any attempt is made 'to
grasp it independent of temporal events, it vanishes like a mirage. It cannot be
made known by any means. Absolute time makes no sense for Nagarjuna.

6. Bh1iva1!J praffty{l kiilai eet k1ilo bh7iv1id rte kutaf!, .

na ea kafeana bh1iva 'sti kutaf! k1ilo bhavi,yati.
If it is assumed
that
.
. time exists depending. upon an existent, how can
there be time without an existent? No existent whatsoev.e r is' found to exist. Whe.rc- can ti.m.e be?
MKV(P) ·p.~87 ; MKV(V) pp.l65-166,
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An existent (bh'iiva), since it represents a metaphysical entity having its own
nature (wabh'iiva), has already been rejected by N:igarjuna. Time (kiila) denied
by him is an absolute time. It is time that is real as momentary entities (/qaf!a)
or something that is fleeting (sanlalt) on its own. In the present verse, N:igarjuna is maintaining that two independent entities- an existent (bhiiva) and
time (u/a)-canno t be dependent upon one another.. If they are dependent
upon one another (bh'iivaf'{Z pralitya kiilai eel) , then there cannot be time independent 'Of an existent. A~ existent as such is non-existent. Whence can
there be time? This is a rejection not of temporal phenomena, but only of time
and phenomena as well as their mutual ·dependence so long as they are perceived as independent entities.
·

CHAPTER

TWENTY
Examination of Harmony
(Samagn-partk~a)

1. Hetof ea pratyajfjnatp ea samagrya jayate yadi,

phalam asti ea samagryatp samagrya Jayate kathatp.
If the effect were to arise from a harmony of cause and conditions, and if
it were to exist in the harmony, how can it arise from the harmony ?

2.

Hetof ea pratyayanatp ea samagry•a Jayate yadi,
pha/atp nasti ea samgryatp samagrya·Jayate kathaf!Z.

If the effect were to arise from a harmony of cause and conditions and if it
were not to exist in the harmony, how can it arise from the harmony?
MKV(P) p.391; MKV(V) p.l68.

The term used in the early discourses for "assemblage" is sangati (M
1.111-112). For example , the eye, the visible form , and visual consciousness are
said to COf!le together (sangatt) in contact (phassa). Here, the eye, visible form,
and visual consciousness are compatible factors, and not incompatible.
However , as events came to be distinguished in the Abhidharma, the interpreters of the Abhidharma had to be· concerned more with "harmony"
(samagn) than with simple "assemblage" (sangatt) . The concepti on .of "harmony" thus came to attract Nagarju na's attention, even though he will return
·
to the notion of "assemblage" later on in this chapter.
Nagarju na's attempt at the beginning of this chapter is to examine the conception of harmony and to prevent any metaphysical interpretation of it.
Metaphysical speculations were further advanced by the Sarvastivada distinction between cause (hetu) and condition (pratyaya). }'his latter diStinction,
supported by the · Sarvastivada concep tion of self-nature (svabhava),.
. culminated in the idea of self-causation (svata utpattt).
280 .
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For this reason, in the very fust verse, Nagarjuna takes up three ideas: (i) harmony, (ii) distinction between cause and conditions, and (iii) the arising of an
effect from a harmony of cause and conditions. (Note Nagarjuna's use of hetu
in the singular and pratyaya in the plural.)
Nagarjuna's criticism is mainly directed at the idea of self-causation. If the
fruit arises from the harmony (samagrya, ablative case) of a cause and a set of
conditions (hetof? pratyayanaf!l ea), then it is already eXistent in the harmony
(samagryat!J, locative case) . How then can it arise from the harmony
(samagrya)? The causal process presented in this manner implies the identity
between "harmony of cause and conditions" and the fruit or effect that arises
from it. The identity theory of causation was already criticized in Chapter I.
Similarly, as stated at :XX.2, if the fruit or effect arising from such a harmony
were not to be in the harmony, that is, if the effect is different from the harmony, it can never arise from that harmony. This is a criticism of the non- ·
identity theory of causation discussed in Chapter I. These two verses, therefore,
state the difficulties involved in accepting theories of identity and difference.

3.

Hetof ea pr{ltyayanat!J ea samagryam asaJi eet p.balaf!l,
grhyeta nanu samagryaf!l samagrytif!l ea na grhyate.

If it is assumed that the effect exists in the harmony of cause and conditions, should it not be observed in the hannony? However, it
observed in the harmony.

4.

is not

Heto:f ea pratyayanat!J ea samagrytif!l nasti eet phalat!J
hetavaf? pratyaya:f ea syur ahetu-pratyayaif? samaf?.

If the effect 'Yere not to exist in the harmony of cause and conditions,
then the cause and conditions would be comparable to non-cause and
non-conditions. ·
M.KV(P) pp.392·393; M.KV(V) p . l69. ·

If the identity theory is valid, then the fruit could be observed (grhyeta) in the
harmony itself, even before it is produced through such harmony. However,
Nagarjuna assumes that it is not observed or grasped in this manner. Once
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become the transformation of the cause, then it follows that there is a rebirth of a cuase that was already born.
MKV(P) p.396; MKV(V) p.l71.

Among the variety of causes that were formulated to account for a continuous effect (nzjyanda-phala) are complementary (sabhaga) ·a nd universal
(saroatraga) causes (Akb p.94). Explained in the light .of the theory. of
moments, a universal cause would mean the continuous arising of the same
cause in order to account for the continuous effect. The continuous effeq
(nzjyanda-phala) thus turns out to be a transformation (sa?!JkramatJa) of the
cause (hetu). Nagarjuna refuses to recognize the rebirth of the same cause that
has ceased.

10. janayet phalam utpanna?!J niruddho 'stha?!Jgatal? katha?!J,

tzj{hann api kathaf!J hetul? phalena janayed vrtaf?.
How can a cause that has ceased, has reached its end, give rise to an effect.
that is already arisen? How can a cause, even though enduring, produce
an effect, when it is separated from the latter?
MKV(P) p .397; MKV(V) p.l71.

Throughout the present analysis we have indicated that the philosophical
method adopted in the Abhidharma did not create any metaphysical problems
until the interpreters adopted a theory of moments that were foilowed by
theories of identity and difference. The variety of causes (hetu) and conditions
(pratyaya), even though not presented in such detail and in identical terminology in the discourses, is not incompatible with the teachings embodied
therein. However, even a cursory glance at the manner iri which the inter- .
preters of the Abhidharma struggled with these different causes and conditions
. (see AK chapter ii; Akb pp.38-110) is sufficient to indicate the magnitude of
tne problems they were faced with.
Nagarjuna continues his analysis showing how a cause tQat has ceased (niruddha) or one that remains (ttj{han), yet is distinct from the effect (phalena
vrtaf?), could never give rise to an effect.
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Athattrtal; phaleniisau katamaj janayed phalaf!Z,
na hy ad[!!ttli ttti dutvli ttti hetur janayate phalaf!Z.

What cause, even if it were not separated from the effect, will give rise to
· the effect? A cause does not produce an effect either imperceptibly or
perceptibly.
MKV(P) pp. 398-399; MKV(V) p.l72.

When the analytical process was carried to its extreme, many events, which
under normal contexts would not have been questioned, came to be doubted.
For example, instead of a ·related event, analysis produced two: a relation and
an event. When the normal empiricist criteria were adop ted in the latter case,
one was compelled to assume that the relation is not perceived in the same way
as the event is perceived. The metaphysician was thus compelled to insist upon
the substantial existence of the relation. "Birth is the arising of what is to ~e
born and this does not take place without causes and conditions," so says the
Abhidharmakofa (janyasya janika Jfllir na hetu-pratyayair vinti, ii.49). The
bhava on this passage continues to argue about the nature of this "birth"
(jatt), insisting that the genetive case (!a!{ht) (as in the statement, "arising of
what is to be born") makes no sense if birth (/lilt) is not perceived in the same
way as "that which is to be born" (janikti) is perceptible. T he Saurrantika
Vasubandhu argues against this position saying that "numbers, limits, distinction, union, analysis, otherness, sameness" are recognized as reaJs (sattva) in
the speculations of the heretics (tirthaktira), and that these are needed only to
establish the knowledge (but/dhz) of the reality of"the one, the dual, the great,
'the individuated, the united, the separated, the other, the same, etc." Toillustrate his point of view, he refers to the example of "the union of form"
(rupasya saf!Zyoga) and maintains that the genetive case indicates the ownnature (svabh?iva) of"form." However, in his own Sautrantika view it is a mere
designation (prajflapti-m?itram, Akb p. 79).
It is this controversy 'regarding the reality or unreality of numbers, conjunctions, disjunctions, etc. (a controversy that has continued to plague
philosophers in the modern world) that Nagarjuna is referring to in the present
verse when he uses the terms dutva (seen) and adr!tvli (unseen).

12.

Niifitasya hy afitena phalasya saha hetunti,
niij?ilena na jlitena saf!Zgatir 1aiu vidyate..
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Indeed, the assemblage of a past effect with a past or a future or a present
cause is not evident.

13.

Na jatasya hy afiitena phalasya saha hetuna,
nafitena na jtltena Jtlf!Jgatir jiitu vidy~te.

Indeed, an assemblage of the present effect with a future or a past or a
present cause is not evident.

14.

NiiJatasya hi Jatena phalasya. !(lha hetunii,
ntijatena na ~fena sa?'{lgatir j(itu vidyate.

Indeed, as assemblage of the future effect :with a present or a future or a
past cause is not evident.
MKV(P) ppA00-401; MKV(t1 pp.l72-173.

After analysing the c;onception of "harmony'' (stimagn), Nagarjuna now returns
to the earlier notion of "assemblage" (saf!Jgatt)(see comments on XX.1). The.
notion of assemblage may not have caused philosophical problems for i:he early
Bu'ddhists who adopted an empiricist theory of change and causation. But, for
Nagarjuna, the conception of assemblage, like the notion of harmony, does
not work, so long as it is associated with the metaphysical.conception Of time.
Vasubandhu, as a Sautrantika, himself raises the more radical question as to
how the mind (manas) that has already ceased can assemble with future and
present concepts (dhaffl!a) and mental consciousness (mano-vijnana) in order
to produce contact (Akb p . 143, manindriyasya punar niruddhasyfinagatavartamiiniibhyii?'{l dharma-manovijnanabhytif!l katha?'{l sa?'{lnipfitaf?). He then
refers to .a variety of insights (bhedaf!J gatfi buddhayaf?) of different teachers,
and the controversy appears to be too complicated. He dismisses them saying:
"Enough of this argument" (alaf!J prasangena). Nagarjuna's reluctance to accept any one of these views is, therefore, the result of his realization that they
are all metaphysical views not allowing for any definite answers or solutions.

1S.

Asatyfi?'{l sa?'{lgatau hetuf? kathaf!J janayate phalaf!J,
. satyfi?'{l saf!Jgatau hetuf? kathaf!J janayate phalaf!l.
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When an assemblage does not exist, how can a cause produce an effect ?
When an assemblage exists, how can a cause produce an effect?
MKV(P) pp.401-402 ; MKV(V,)p . l 73.

Here the cause (hetu) is defined in terms of assemblage (saf?Zgatz) which is
either existent (sat) or non-existent (asat). A cause defined in such a way turns
out to be substantialise or non-substantialise. The former implies permanence
and the latter, annihilation. Nagarjuna rejects both. .

16.

Hetuf? phalena fUnyaf eel katha??Z janayate phalaf?Z,
hetuf? phaleniifUnyas cet kathaf?Z janayate phalaf?Z.

If it is assumed that the cause is empty of an effect, how can it produce an
effect? If it is assumed that the cause is not empty of an effect, how can it
produce an effect?
MKV(P) p.402; MKV(V,I p.l73.

Turning around , Nagarjuna now takes up the conception of the effect or fruit
(phala). If the cause is ef!1pty (Sunya) of the effect, it can never produce an effect. Neither is it appropriate to assume that the effect is produced by the cause
if it is already in the cause, hence not empty (afunya??Z) of the effect.

17.

Phalaf?Z notpatsyate sunyam afUnyaf?Z na nirotsyate,
aniruddham anutpannam afunyaf?Z tad bhavtjyati.

A non-empty effect will not arise; a non-empty effect will not cease. For,
the non-ceased and non-arisen will also be the non-empty.
MKV(P) p.402; 1HKV(V) p. l74.

This verse should clarify the meaning of the famous terms aniruddha??Z ("nonceased") and anutpannaf?Z ("non-arisen") more than any other statement of
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Nagarjuna. Whatever phenomenon (dharma) is characterized by Nagarjuna as
"empty" (funya) is without self-nature. If something possesses a self-nature,
then it is not empty (aStinya). As such, it c·an neither cease nor arise (anirodham
anutpiida??Z). Thus; an effect or fruit that is not empty and therefore is possessed of self-nature will not arise (notpatsyate) nor cease (na nirotsyate).

18.

Katham utpatsyate funya??Z katha??Z fUnya??Z nirotsyate,
funyam apy aniruddha??Z tad anutpanna??Z prasajyate.

How will the empty arise and how will the empty cease? If something is
empt)', it follows that it is non-ceased and non-arisen.
MKV(P) p.403; MKV(V) p .l74.

Taken by itself, this verse can be used to justify the view that according to
Nagarjuna "emptiness" (funyata) is the ultimate truth. beyond all forms of
description. Hence the negative d~scription: "non-ceased" (aniruddhaf!t) and
"non-arisen" (anutpannaf!t).
However, considered along with X:X.l7, which rejects the notion of identity
presented by the Sarvastivadins as self-nature (svabhava), which according t.o
Nagarjuna is "non-empty." (afunya), what is referred to ~ "empty" (fUnya) in
the present verse is more appropriately understood as a reference to the nonidentity theoty of the Sautrantikas. It may be remembered that the first Buddhist school to deny theSarvastivada theory of self-nature was the Sautrantika
school. How the Satitrantika theory of "emptiness" or "absence of substance"
(nih-svabhava) and their theory of "momentary destruction" (k,a,a-bhanga)
led to a denial of both arising and ceasing has already been pointed out (Vll.17
ff.).
As such, the present ~tatement ofNagarjuna, following upon his refutation
of identity, must involve a rejection of difference, the two extremes that he has
persistently criticized. In other words, the Sarvastivada and Sautrantika
theories both render arising and ceasing meaningless.

19.

Hetof?.phalasya caikatvaf!t na hijattipapadyate,
hetof? phalasya canyatvaf!t na hijatupapadyate,
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The identity of cause and effect is indeed not appropriate. The difference
between cause and effect is indeed not appropriate.

20.

ERatve phala-hetvol? sy'iid aikyaf!Z janaka-janyayof?,
Prthaktve phala-hetvol? sy'iit tulyo hetur ahetun'ii.
\

If there were to be identity of cause and effect, then there would be
oneness of producer and the produce. If there were to be difference be- ,
tween cause and effect, then the cause would be equal to a non-cause.

21.

Pha/af!Z svabh'iiva-sadbhutaf!Z ki'!l hetur janayi;yatz:
phalaf!Z svabh'iiv'iisadbhutaf!Z ki'!l hetur janayi,yati.

How is it that a cause will produce an effect which comes to be on its own
nature? How is it that a cause will produce an effect which does not come
to be on its own nature?
MKV(P) pp.403-404; MKV(V) p.l74.

The implications of the theories of identity and difference discussed at
X:X. 17 -18 are further elaborated in these three verse.

22.

Na c'iijanayam'iinasya hetutvam upapadyate,
hetutv'iinupapattau ea pha/af!Z kasya bhavz!yati.

Moreover, the q1usal efficacy· of something that is not producing is not
appropriate. In the absence of causal efficacy, to what will the effect
belong?
(MKV(P) p .405; MKV(V) p. l 7~ .

Identity and difference are thus shown to militate against not merely arising,
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but also causal or dependen t arising. Causal efficacy (hetutvarp) is rendered
meaningless if there were to be no production, that is, if the arising of an effect
cannot be accounted for by a cause, which is the result of the Sarvastivada and
Sautrantika theories. If causal efficacy cannot be accounted for, how can one
speak of an effect or fruit?
·

23 . Na ea pratyaya-hetunam iyam atma~am anatmana,
ya samagii janayate sa katharp janayet phalarp.
Whatever harmony of causes and conditions there is, it is not produced
by irself or by another. If so, how can it produce an effect ?
MKV(P) p.406; MKV(V) p. l 75.

After producing an exhaustive analysis of the relationship between a cause
(hetu) and fruit or effect (phala) , Nagarjuna rerurns to the question with
which he began the chapter, the harmony of causes and conditions . Once
again, refuting the identity and non-identity theories, he insists that whatever
harmony there is, is not produced by the causes and conditions either from
within themselves (atmana = svabhavata ) or from outside (anatmanii =
parataf?). When harmony cannot be explained in any of these two ways, then it
is not possible to assume that an effect can arise from a harmony so expwned .

it

. _ 24.

Na samagn-krtarp phalarp nasamagii-krtarp phala??J,
astipratyaya-samagii kuta eva phala??J vina.

The effect is not made by the harmony, nor is it not ma~e by a harmony.
Where indeed can there be a harmony of conditions without a n effect.
MKV(P) pp.406-407; MKV(V) p.l76.

The effect is not produced by a harmony of causes and conditions explained in
the above manner. Nor is it produced by a non-harmony._ Nagarjuna 's final
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question is: Where can there be a harmony without a fruit or effect? This final
conclusion need not be understood as a denial of fruit or effect. On the contrary, it can be the assertion of a pragmatist who insists that there cannot be a
harmony of causes and conditions without a fruit or effect.

CHAPTER
TwENT Y ONE

Examination of Occurrence and Dissolution

(Saf!Jbhava-vibhava-part k!ti)

1.

Vina 11fi saha 11fi nfisli 11ibha1111/; Jaf!lbha11ena 11ai,
vinfi vfi saha vfi nfisli Ja1{1bha11al; vibhavena vai.

Dissolution does not exist either without or with occurrence . Occurrence
does not exist either without or with dissolution.

2. Bhav#yati kathaf!l nfima vibhaval; saf!Jbhavaf!Jvina,
vinaiva janma mara;,af!l 11ibha11o nodbhaflaf!J vinfi.

How can there be dissolution without occurrence, death without birth,
dissolution without uprising?
M.KV(P) pp.410-4ll ; MKV(V) p. l78. ·

The terms saf!Jbhava and 11ibhava need to be translated keeping in mind the
purpose of this section. It is an attempt on the part ofNigarju na to explain the
life-process (saf!JJfira) or the human personality without resorting to a theory of
self or soul (alman, pudgala) considered to be eternal. As mentioned earlier,
this whole section is devoted to the establishing of the idea of nonsubstantiality of the human person (pudgala-nairfilmya). This has to be achiev,
ed not only by showing the untenability of the theory of permanence or eternalism, but also of a conception of annihilationism.
Thus, in this particular chapter sa'f!Zbha11a, in the sense of occurrence , pertains to the "birth" (janma) of a human being conditioned by various factors,
without any underlying permanent entity passing from one life to another.
\
'
Vibhava, in the sense of dissolution , means "death" (maraf!a) , and
here there is
no implication of complete annihilation. In the life-process, birth is thus not
the absolute beginning , nor is ,death the absolute end.

..
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The first two verses deny the occurrence of death without (t1inii) birth or at
the same time (saha). Just as much as death does not occur without birth, there
is no up-rising (udbhava) without dissolution (vibhava). This is an empirical,
rather than a logical, analysis of birth and death. A rationalist can argue that
"all human beings are not mortal," for everyone who has been born has not
died. Such a rational argument did not prevent the Buddha from accepting
mortality as a fact of life. For him, the evidence lies in the fact that so far all
human being who have died had been born. However, this doe~ not lead the
~uddha to assert the metaphysical view that death is inherent in birth.

3. Sa1{tbhavenaiva vibhavaf? kathaf(t saha bhavi1yatt:
na janma-maraf!tZf!Z caivaf!Z tulya-kalaf!Z hi vidyate.

How can there be dissolution . along with occurrence? Indeed,
simultaneous birth and death are similarly not evident.
I'

MKV(P) p.411 ; MKV(V) p.l78.

This is an explicit rejection of the metaphysical view that death is inherent in
birth. If the life-process (saf(tsiira) were to be understood as a series of momentary existences (sa1{ttiina, saf!Ziatt), as the Sautrantikas believed, then the seeds
of death should occur at the very moment of birth. This logical explanation was
not acceptable to the empiricist Nagarjuna.

4.

Bhavl.$yati kathaf!Z niima saf(tbhavo vibhavaf(t vinii,
anityat(i hi bhti11C$U na kadiicin ntJ vidyate.

How can there be occurrence without dissolution, foe the impermanence
in existences is never not evident.
MKV(P) p.412 ; MKV(II) p.l78

Occurrence (sa1{tbhava), as an absolutely new beginning, is rejected here, when
Nigarjuna affirms that without dissolution occurrence does not take place .
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Indeed, the discourse to Katyayana utilized the empirical argument that the
belief in a permanent entity is abandoned when one perceives the cessation of
the world (loka-nirodhaf?Z ... yathabhutat?~ sammappaflfl liya passato yli loke
atthitli sa na hott). Nagarjuna's argument here is not that "there is another
realm or aspect of being which people have always overlooked. This is the realm
or aspect of bhava, [which] refers to the truly dynamic worldly existence" (as Inada seems to assume, see p.l25). Rather, it is a rejection of bhliva, primarily
because impermanence (anityatli) is incompatible with bhava, which implies
permanence. In fact, Nagarjuna was probably aware that the Buddha had
always employed the term bhava to explain the process of"becoming," instead
of the abstract term bhava. Indeed bhiiva, or its more restricted form svabhliva,
is equiv.alent to astitva (atthitli) and more often Nagarjuna understood the
term in that sense.

5.

Sat?~bhavo

vibhavenaiva kathaf!l saba ~havifyatt~
na janma- maraf!af?l caiva tulya-klilaf!l hi vidyate.

How can oc<;urrence be evident along with dissolution? Indeed,
simultaneous birth and death are similarly not evident.
MKV(P)

p.4~4 ;

MKV(V) p.l79.

At XXi.3, Nagarjuna questioned the feasibility of asserting that death occurs
together with (saha) birth. In the present verse, he is questioning the validity of
asserting the occurrence of birth together with (saha) death. In other wotds, he
is questioning the feasibility of asserting an invariable connection between
deat)l and rebirth, an invariable connection that is never asserted by the Buddha. In fact, what the Buddha asserted was that a dying person, depending
upon conditions, can be reborn .. An invarible relationship between death and
rebirth was admitted only by the substantialists.

6. Sahlinyonyena vli siddhir vinlinyonyena vli yayol?,
na vidyate tayol? siddhil? kathan nu khalu vidyate.
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The occurrence of things, either together or separately, is not evident: If
so, how can their establishment be evident?
MKV(P) p. 415 ; MKV( V) p . l80.

This conclusion of Nagarjuna is related to his criticisms in the previous verses.
He is simply questioning the metaphysical assertions relating to occurrence and
dissolution, birth and death.

7.

K!ayasya saf?Zbhavo niisti niik!ayasjiisti sa??~bhavaf?,
k!ayasya vibl;avo niisti'vibhavo niik!ayasya ea.

Occurrence of that which is waning does not exist, nor is there occurrence
of that which is not waning. Dissolution of that which is waning does not
exist, nor is t.here dissolution of the not waning.
MKV(P) p.415 ; MKV(V) p . l80.

The term k,aya was used in the Buddhist texts in the context where waning or
complete extinction is implied. Whereas the ter~ nirodha could mean ce.asing
that could be followed by arising (utpada) and, as such, they could be used as
complementaries to explain change and impermanence as well as dependent
arising, the term k,aya had no such complementary term except its negation,
a-k,aya, which implies permanence. For this reason , Nagarjuna was able to
maintain that there is neither absolute cessation (k!aya) nor permanence
(a-k!aya) of both occurrence (saf?Zbhava) and dissolution (vibhava).

8 . . Saf?Zbhavo vibhavaf caiva vina bhavaf?Z na vidyate,

saf?Zbhavaf!Z vibhavaf!t. caiva vina bhavo na vtdyate.
Without an existent, occurrence as well as dissolution are not evident.
Without occurrence as well as dissolution, an existent is not evident.
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St~f(Jbht~vo vibht~vfli ct~ivfl nt1 iunyasyopt~pt~dyt~te,
Iflf!Jbht~vo vibht~vfli Cfliflfl niiiUnyasopapt~dyate.

Either occurrence or dissolution of the empty is not appropriate. Either
occurrence or dissolution of the non-empty is also not appropriate.

10.

Sllf'!Zbhavo vibhavai caiva nt~ika ity upapadyate,
Iflf(Jbhavo vibhav11i caiva na n'iinely upapadyate.

It is not appropriate to assume that occu.rrence and dissolution are identical. It is not appropriate to assume that occurrence and dissolution are
different.
MKV(P) pp.416-418; MKV(V) pp.lS0-181.

It is probably the use of the term bh'iiva at XXI .8 that led Inada to assume that
it represents a unique realm of existence recognized by Nigarjuna. However, if
we are to keep in mind the two metaphysical schools-Sarvastivada and
Sautrancika- and their metaphysical doctrines of identity and difference, it is
possible to interpret the statement in verse 8 as well as the two verses that follow
as straightforward criticisms of these two schools.
For example, .a Sauuancika who denies a bh'iiva or svabh'iiva can maintain
that occurrence and dissolution can take place without a permanent entity
(bh'iiva, svabh'iiva). Occurrence and dissolution would then mean the absence .
of continuity. Nigarjuna denies this.
On the contrary, a Sarvastivadin can maintain that a bh'iivfl or svabh'iiva can
exist without occurrence and dissolution, and this wou~d account for continuity
but negate difference. This too is rejected by Nigarjuna.
Similarly, occurrence and dissolution are incompatible with the "empty"
(iUnya), as understood by a Sautrantika, or the "non-empty" (fliUnyt1) as explained by the Sarvastivadin (see X:X.16-18).
Furthermore , occurrence and dissolution are neither identical (naika) nor different (n'iin'ii) in a metaphysical sense.
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Driyate sa?!Jbhavaf caiva vibhavai caiva te bhavet,
drfyate sa?!Jbhavaf caiva mohid vibhava eva ea.

It may occur to you that both occurrence and dissolution are seen. However, both occurrence and dissolution are seen only through confusion.

MKV(P) p.419; MKV(Ttj p.l81.

It would be a folly to assume that occurrence and dissolution are perceived
(drfyate). Neither the Buddha nor Nagarjuna would t>e willing to assert this.
Occurrence and dissolution in themselves are not perceivable. They are seen only in relation to phenomena that occur and dissolve. The metaphysical issues .
that arose during Nigarjuna's time as a result of the extremist analysis. of
phenomena into events and relations have already been referred tp (see
XX.ll).

12.

Na bhitilijjliyate bhivo bhivo 'bhivin na /liyate,
nibhiviifayate 'bhivo 'bhivo bhivin na Jayate.

An existent does not arise from an existent; neither does an existent arise
from a non-existent. A non-existent does not arise from a non-existent;
neither does a non-existent arise from an existent.

13.

Na svato /liyate bhival; parato naiva jiyate,
na svatal; parataf caiva Jayate Jayate kutal;.

An existent does not arise from itSelf, or from another or from both itself
and another. Wh~nce can it then arise?

MKV(P) pp.419-421; MKV(Ttj p .l82.
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Bhava and abhtiva referred

here may be compared with the sat and asat in
the pre-Buddhist Indian philosophy. The unresolvable metaphysical questions
that plagued Indian philosophy for centuries, questions such as "Did existence
(sat) arise from non-existence (asat)?" or vice versa, have once again been introduced .into Buddhist thought by the Sarvastivadins and the Sautrantikas.
The identity and non-identity theories of causation, theories of self-causation
and external causation, and many other metaphysical views that emerged in the
Buddhist tra<;iition are repeatedly · mentioned and rejected by Nagarjuna.

14.

to

Bhavam .abhyupapannasya ftifvatoccheda- darsanaf!t,
prasajyate sa bhavo hi nitya 'nityo 'tha vti bhavet.

For hini who is engrossed in existence, eternalism or annih.ilationism will
necessarily follow, for he would assume that it is either permanent or impermanent.
MKV(P) p.42l; MKV(V) pp . l82- l83.

Nagarjuna is here presenting the inevitable conclusions that a person involved
in-speculations relating to bhtiva will reach. If the bhtiva is assumed to be permanent, he will end up with a notion of eternalism. If, on the contrary, the
bhtiva is looked upon as being· impermanent, then he will assert annihilation.
It may be noted that· the Sarvastivadins who were involved in the notion of
bhava, came up with the belief in an eternal self-nature (svabhtiva) or
substance (dravya) . The same involvement led them to assume the momentary
destruction (k,ar,a-bhaizga) of impermanent qualities ·or characteristics of

bhava.

15.

Bhavam abhyupapannasya naivocchedo na stisvatat!J,
udaya-vyaya-saf!ttiinaf? phala-hetvor bhavaf? sa hi.

[On the contrary,] for him who is engrossed in existence, there would be
neither annihllationism nor eternalism, for, inde~d, becoming is the
series of up~ing and ceasing of cause and effect. ·
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16. Udaya-vyaya-sa?!Jiiinal? phala-hetvor bhavaf? sa cet,
vyayasyiipunarutpatter hetucchedaf? prasajyate.
If it is assumed that becoming is the series of uprising and ceasing of the
cause and effect, then with the repeated non-arising of that which ceases,
it will follow that there will. be annihilation of the cause.
MKV(P) pp.422-423; MKV(V) p .l83.

The Sautrantika position was no more different. They assumed that bhiiva is
none other than bhava, the process of becoming represented by the series
(sarptiina) of arising and ceasing of effect and cause (phala-hetvol?) As such,
they believed that their conception of existence does not come under either
eternalism or annihilationism.
However, Nagarjuna has a different perception . He assumes that if the process of 'becoming (bhava) is analysed into a series of arisi'ng and ceasing of effect
and cause, ·as the Sauuancikas did , one is compelled to recognize the nonrebinh (a-punar-u tpattt) of that which has ceased, and there would be complete annihilation of the cause. This is similar to the argument used at XXI. 7.

17.

Sadbhiivasya svabhiivena niisadbhiivai ea yujyate,
nirviitta-kiile cocchedaf? prafamiid bhava.-sarptatef?.

The non-existence of that which possesses existence in terms of self-nature
is not appropriate. [On the contra.ry,] at the time of freedom , there will
be annihilation as a result of the appeaseme nt of the stream of becoming.
MKV(P) pp.423-424; MKV(V) pp.l83- 184.

Nagarjuna's attention is now diiected at the Sauvancika view. for it is that
which finally contributed to the "personalist theory" {pttdgala-viida) of the
Yatslputriyas. The Sautrantika will dismiss the Sarvastivada view , insisting
that there is no way in which nirviitta can be explained in terms of their notion
of self-nature (svabhiit•a), especially because what is really existing (sadbhiiva)
on its own (svabhavena) cannot become a non-existe nt (asadbhava).
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However, the Sautrantika will say that as a result of the appeasement of the
series of becoming (bhava-saf!Jiatt), there is annihilation at the time of nirviif!a.
Having stated this position, Nagarjuna proceeds to analyse its implications.

18.

Carame na niruddhe ea prathamo yujyate bhavaf?,
earame n'liniruddhe ea prathamo yujyate bhavaf?.

It is not proper to assume that there is first ~oming when the last has
ceased. Nor is it proper to assume that there is fmt becoming when the
last has not ceased:
MKV(P) p.425; MKV(V) p.l84.
,,

The Sautrantika theory of a series of momentary existe.nces is under investigation here. As mentioned before, the Sautramikas were often faced with the
problem of explaining arising (utpiida) . Thus, Nagarjuna argues that the first
(moment of) becoming (prathamo bhavaf?) cannot occur when the last (earama)
has ceased, for there will be noth·ing· to give rise to the former. This is what was
referred to as the cessation of the cause (hetueeheda) at XXI.16. The other
alternative is to assume that the entity of the last moment has not ceased
(aniruddha), and this, of course, makes it difficult for the first becoming to occur at all.

19. Nirudhyam'line earame prathamo yadi j'liyate,
nirudhyam'iina ekaf? syiij Jiiyam'lino 'paro bhavet.
If the first were to be born when the last is ceasing, then that which is
ceasing would be one and that which is being born would be another.
MKV(P) p.426; MKV(V) 184.

Assume that the first becoming occurs at the time when the last is ceasing
(nirudhyam'lina). Nagarjuna insists that, in that case, what is ceasing is one
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thing and what is arising is something completely different (aparo). Nigarjuna
is here referring to the implications of the theory of mo.ments, namely, the
recognition of absolute distinctions.

20.

Na een nirudhyam linaf ea jiiyamlina f ea yujyate,
sardha~ ea mnyate ye1u teiu skandhe1u fiiyate.

If it is asserted that the ceasing is also the being born, this would not be
proper .. For, in that . case, whatever that is born in relation to the aggregates, would also be dying at the same time.
MKV(P) p.426; MKV(11 p.l85.

Further complications will arise if it is assumed that something that ceases is
also arising. Nigarjuna is not prepared to accept such an occurrence because
this would mean the simultaneous death and birth of the aggregates .
Therefore, an occurrence is not explained by a strictly momentary theory of existence advocated by the Sautrantikas.

21 .

Eva~ trifv api kale1u na yukl1i bhava:sa~tatif?,
tfi!u ka/e/U ya nasti sa katha~ bhava-Sar{Ztatif?.

.Thus, the stream of becoming is not proper in the context of the three
periods of time. How can there be a s~ream of becoming that does not exist during the three periods of time?
MKV(P) p.427; MKV(V) p. l85.
I

The conclusion is inevitable that the series of becoming (bhava-sa~tatt) is not
appropriately explained in terms of the three periods of time, a concept which,
as shown in the previous chapter, is not empirically grounded .

CHAPTER
TWENTY TWO
·Examination of the Tathagata

(Tathagata-paff kJd}
1.

Skandhii na niinyal; skandhebhyo niismin skandhii na te!u sal;,
tathiigatal? skandhaviin na katamo 'tra ta~hagatal?.

The tathligata is neither the aggregates nor different from them . The aggregates are not in him; nor is he in the aggregates. He is not possessed of
the aggregates. In such a context, who is a tathligata?

2.

Buddha!? skandhiin upiidiiya yadi nasti svabhiivatal?,
svabhiivataf ea yo niisti kutal? sa parabhiivatal;.

If a Buddha were to be dependent upon the aggrega tes, he does not exist
in terms of self-nature. He who does not exist in terms of self~ nature; how
can he exist in terms of other nature?
MKV(P) pp.432- 436; MKV(V) pp .l87- 189.

In addition to some of the terms used by the Buddha to refer to his own
achievements, his discipJes used a vast array of epithets in extolling his virtues.
It is significant to note that none of these ep~thets caused so m,uch
misunderstanding as the one under discussion in the present' chapter, na~eJy,
tathagata. It seems that the very conception · of tathiigata invited
misunderstanding.
The term can be · rendered into English as "thus-gone" (tatha-gata). The
conception of one who has "thus-gone" immediately brings to mind the idea of
an ''agent" (sec Chapter II). It was, therefore, inevitable tl;lat when questions
relating to the "destiny" of the enlightened one were rais!fd, they were always
raised in relation to a tathiigata.
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Nigarjuna was aware that questions pertaining not only to the final destiny,
but also to the nature of the living saint were raised during the Buddha's day. A
discussion between Sariputta and a monk named Yamaka, who had entertained the belief that a tathiigata is annihilate d after death (param maraf!ii) is
reported in the Sarpyutta-nz'kiiya (S 3.109-115; Tsa 5.2 [Tairho 2.30c-3lc)) .
Reading the first part of this discussion, one gets the impression that Sariputta
was 'reluctant to identify the talhiigala with the five aggregates or to distinguish
the talhiigala from the aggregates. On the basis of this, it is possible to come to
the conclusions, that the tathiigatll is linguistically transcendent.
However, if the discussion is followed to the very end, one can clearly see that
such a conclusion is not warranted. For Sariputta is not willing to admit a
lathiigata in an absolute sense (saccato thelalo), comparable to the
metaphysical "self' (iitman) that was considered to be permanen t and eternal.
Indeed , toward the end of the discussion , Sariputta moves from the conception
of tathiigata to the notion of"self' (alia) and refuses to admit a self that is iden- ·
tical with or different from the aggregates.
Nigarjuna , as if' he had read this discourse, begins the present chapter in an
identical way, first maintaining that die tathiigata is neither identical nor different from the aggregates , and then proceeding to question the existen_ce or
non-existe nce of the tathiigata after d~ath . 4s in the Sarpyutta passage, Nigarjuna immediately- qurl~es his referenq: to .the ,living tathiigata, insisting that
the tathiigala or the butldha undet inv~stigation is one possessed of self-nature
(svabhiiva) and hencosimilar to the nodon.of" self' (atfa) rejected b'y Sariputta.
Nagarjuna thereupon uses his flunous argument that if the tathiigata is not
found in terrns of self-nature, he cannot either be found in terms of othernature (para-bhiiva).

3.

Pratftya para-bhiivaf!J yall, so 'niitmety upapadyate,
yaf ciiniitmii sa ea kathaf!J bhavt!yati tathiigataf?.

He who is dependen t upon other nature would appropria telf be without
self. Yet, how can he who is without self be a tathiigata?
MKV(P) p.437; MKV(V) p .l89 .

If self-nature (svabhiiva) were to be equivalent to self (iitman) as an entity in
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itself, then whatever is of "other-nature" (para-bhava) will be "no-self'
(aniitma). "No-self' in this particular sense, which implies absolute difference,
is ,not acceptable to Nagarjuna, for it is a recognition of a difference between a
tatliiigata and the psychophysical personality.

4.

Yadi niisli svabhavai ea para-bh1iva4 kathaf!'J bh1111et,
svabh1iva-parabh1iv1ibhy1if!Z rte kal; sa tathagataf!.

If there exists no self-nature, how could there be other-nature? Without
both self-nature and other-nature, who is this tathiigata?
MKV(P) p.437; MKV(V) p.l90.

The idea that if there were to be no self-nature other-nature too ~ould not be
evident was already emphasized at I. 3. A third metaphysical altefnative that
'
traP.scends both self-nature and other-nature is here denied.

5. Skandhiin yady anupiidiiya bhavet kaieit tathiigataf!,
sa idiinlm upiidadyiid upadiiya tato bhavet.
If there were to be a tathiigata because of non-grasping on to the aggregates, he should still depend upon them in the present. As such he
will be dependent.
MKV(P) p.438; MKV(r1 p.l90.

In the early discourses, a person in bondage and therefore in a state of suffering
·. (dukkha) is explained in terms of the five aggregates of grasping (upadiinakkhandha). A person who is freed is said to be with'out grasping (anupadiina),
but not without the aggregates. The gerund upadiiya was used in the discourses
to express two different meanings, namely, (i) "clinging to" (see an-upadiiya,
Vin 1.14; A 1.162; 4.290, etc.) and (ii) "depending upon" (D 1.205, kiilan ea
samayafl ea upiidiiya). It was only in the former sense that a person was said to
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be freed from the agg.regates, not in the latter sense. Yet, with the development of substantial ism, that is, when a freed person came to be looked upon as
being totally different from the one in bondage, each having his own nature
(wabhiivaXsee Chapter XXV), the freed one was perceived not only as one not
grasping (anupiidiiya) on to the aggregates, but also as one who is independe nt
of the aggregates. It is this substantialise ·interpreta tion that Nagarjuna is
criticizing when he points out that if a tathiigata were to exist without grasping
on to the aggregates (skandhiin anupiidiiya), he will still be dependen t upon
(upiidtldyiid) them at the present time (idiinlf!J), that is, as long as he is alive.
Nagarjuna was thus going back to the Buddha's own definition of a freed ot:_~e.

6. Skandhiin ciipy anupiidiiya niisti kafcit lathiigataf?,
yaJ ea nii.rty anupiidiiya sa upiidiisyate kathaf!J.
There exists no tathligata independe nt of the aggregates. How can he
who does not exist dependent ly be gasped?
MKV(P) p.438; MKV(V) p. l90.

Nagarjuna seems to be using the passive very upiidiisyate in an
epistemological sense. In the previous verse, he maintaine d that a living
tathiigata should be dependen t upon the aggregates, even though he does not
grasp on to them. Here Nagarjuna is re-asserting the same position, when he
says: "There exists no tathiigata who is independe nt of the aggregates." The
reason for this is that such an independe nt tathiigata, being a metaphysical entity like the iitman, cannot be grasped or known.

7.

Na bhavaty anupiidtlttam upiidanaf!Z ea ki1{Zcana,
na ciisti nirupiidanaf? kathl1f!ICI1na tathiigataf?.

There is no sphere of non-grasp ing, nor is there something ~ grasping.
Neither is there someone who is without grasping. How can there be a

tathiigata?
MKV(P) p.439; MKV(P) p.19Q.
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The metaphysical speculations regarding identiry and difference (svabhiiva,
parabhiiva) leave the dependen t or the grasped (upiidatta), dependence or
grasping (upiidiina) as well as the one who is free or independe nt
(nirupiidiinaf?) , without any basis. How can there be a tathiigata? The fact that
it is only an explanation in terms of identiry and difference that is rejected here
is clearly indicated in the verse that follows.

8.

Tattviinyatvena yo niisti mrgyamiif!af ea paflcadhii,
upiidiinena sa kathaf!J prajnapyate tathiigataf?.

He who, sought for in the fivefold manner, does not exist in the form of a
different identiry, how can that tathiigata be made known through
grasping?
MKV(P) p.439' MKV(V) p. l90.

The substantialiast explanation of a tathtigata would imply that he has completely transformed himself into a different entity, that is, a tathiigata having
his own-natur e (svabhiiva) with no relationship to the person in bondage.
However, examining the fivefold aggregates , no such entity can be discovered.
Such a tathiigala cannot be explained in terms of dependence (uptidiinena).
Thus, the c<?nception of dependence (upiidiina) is incompatible widi both
identity and difference. W~at is denied here is neither dependenc e nor a
tathiigata, but merely the metaphysical approaches to both dependence and

tathiigata.
Instead of translating klttva and anyatva and as identiry and difierence , we
have rendered the phrase as "different idenity" since it occurs in the singular.

9.

Yad apldam updiinaf!J tal svabhtivtin na vidyale,
svabhavataf ea yan niisli kutas tat parabhiivataf?.

· This grasping is not found in terms of self-nature. How can that which
does not exist in terms of self-nature come to be in terms of
other-nature.?
MKV(P) pp.439-440; MKV(V) p.l91. .
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Just as much as a tathiigata cannot be explained satisfactorily by relying upon a
theory of .identity (svabhiiva) or difference (parabhiiva), even so grasping itself
(upiidiina) cannot be found in terms of self-nature or other nature. In other
words, it would not be appropriate to explain grasping as an inevitable act or
tendency in human beings.

10.

Evaf!J fUnyam upiidiinam upiidiitii ca safllaial,,
prajnapyate. ea funyena kathaf!J f unytiJ tathiigatal,.

Thus, grasping and grasper are empty in every way. How can an empty
tathagata be made known by something that is empty?
MKV(P) pp.440-44I ; MKV(V) p.l91.

Thus, grasping as well as the one who grasps are empty in every possible way.
They are devoid of any substance.
For the substantialist, the lathiigala as well as the aggregates have substance
or own~nature , even though they are different from-one another. The substantialist can explain the lathiigata, whose self-nature (svabhiiva) is freedom, contrasting him with the one who is in bondage as a result of his being a "grasper"
(upadiit[) and whose nature is distinct (para) from that of the tathiigata.
However, with Nagarjuna's denial of self-nature, that sharp dichotomy also is
dissolved. Hence Nagarjuna's insistence that an empty tathiigata cannot be
made known in relation to an equally empty "grasper" (upiidiitr) or "grasping"
(upiidiina) referred to in the previous verse.

11.

Sunya_m iti na vaktavyam aiunyam iti vii bhavet,
ubhayaf!J nobhayaf!J ceti prajnapty arthaf!J tu kathyate.

"Empty;'' "non-empty," "both" or "neither" - these should not be
declared. It is expressed only for the. purpose of communication.
MKV(P) p.444; MKV(V) pp. l92· 193.

Note again the use of the· #t~formula . Nagarjuna is rejecting any theonzing
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regarding either the "empty"· or the "non-empty" or both or neither. Neither
the empty nor the non..c:mpty should be reified. These terms.are used only for
the sake of communicating or expressing an experience which, being dependent (prafityasamutpanna), has no static self-nature (svabhiiva), and as such
cannot be demarcated and reified. The subtle difference between vaktavya
("should be declared") and kathyate ("is spoken of, is expressed") should not go
unnoticed. For Nagarjuna, declaration and expression are two different activities, the former calling for unquestioned acceptance, a sort of categorical
I
imperative, the latter leaving room for modification depending upon ~he context .
. T})is statement ofNagarjuna is better understood in the light of the analysis .
of concepts provided by a modern philosopher like William james who
recognizes a pragmatic view of language and truth, in contrast to substantialist
philosophers like Plato for whom "concepts" are the incorruptible reals. ·

,

12.

Siifvafiifiifvatiidy atra kutaf? iante caluftaya??~,
antiinanfiidi capy atra kutal; fiinte caftJ!taya??~.

Hbw can the tetralemma of eternal, non-eternal, etc., be in the peaceful?
,· How can the tetralemma. of finite, infinite, etc., be in. the peaceful?
.
'

MKV(P) p.446; MKV(V) p.194·.
,

.

Siinta is .an appeased one. It is the tathiigata who has appeased the dispositions,
obsessions as well as the object (see comments on V.8); For him, ·the fourfold
metaphysical alternatives either regarding the duration of phenomena such as
eternality (fiifvata) and non-eternality (afiifvata) or regarding the extent of
phenomena such as the finite (anta) a!ld the infinite (ananta) do not exist. He
has stopped brooding over the past and running after the future.

13.

Yena gr'iiho grliitas tu ghano 'sliti tath'iigatal;,
nasfiti sa vikalpayiln nirvrtasyapi kalpayet.

Discriminating on the basis of grasping or the grasped, and firmly in-
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sisting that a tathiigata "exists" or "does not exist," a person would think
similarly even of one who has ceased.
MKV(P) p .447; MKV(V) p.l94.

The Buddha's reasons for the rejection of the notion of tathiigata in the
Saf!Zyutta passage referred to above (see comments on XXII.l-2) are clearly emphasized by Nagarjuna. The Buddha rejected a tathiigata because his existence
was asserted in a real and absolute sense (.raccato ihetato): When .Nagarjuna
speaks of a dogmatic grasping (griiha) on to something as the real or substantial
(ghana) existence or non-existence (asfiti ... niisfitt) of the tathiigata, he was
expressing the sentiments similar to those of the Buddha. Furthermore, arguing in a .sirnilar way as the Buddha did, Nagarjuna maintains that the same soit
of substantialise speculations lead to the views regarding the existence and non·existence ofthe tathiigata even after his death.
_Here there is no denial of a tathiigata, but only of a substantial entity. The
verse that follows is unequivocal in this regard . .

14.

Svabhiivataf ea fiinye 'smif!Zi einlii naivopapadyate,
paraf!Z nirodhiid bhavati buddho na bhavatiti vii.

When he is empty in terms of self-nature, the thought that the Buddha
exists or does not exist after death is not appropriate.
MKV(P) p.447; MKV(V) _p.l94.

Here the term asmin, in the locative absolute construction (asmin svabhiivataf
ea funye), refers to the tatf?iigata. If the tathiigata who is alive is empty of selfnature, then it is not appropriate assume that he exists or does not exist after
death. It is only the substantialise thinking (eintii) that leads to the
metaphysica1 questions which were left undeclared (avyiikrta) by the Buddha.

to

15.

Prapaneayanti ye buddhaf!Z prapaneafitam avyayaf!Z,
te prapaneahataf? ·saroe na pafyanti tathagataf!Z. · ·
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Those who generate obsessions with great regard to the Buddha who has
\
gone beyond obsessions and is constant, all of them, impa4ed by obsessions, do not perceive the tathiigata.
MKV(P) p.448; MKV(11 p.l95.

Here we radically differ from the prevailing explanations that prapanca means
thought distinct from reality (see Inada, p. 135). Having rejected the more
widespread view that Buddhism recognizes an "unspeakable" (aviicya) and "indefinable" (anirvacan'iya) truth or reality (tattva), which leads to the above iq.
terpretation of prapaf!ca, we have rendered the term as "obsession."
The Buddha remains aloof from obsessions (prapanciilitaf?i). As such, he is
not understood or grasped by those who are obsessed. A person who is obsessed
with the idea of identity will understand the Buddha in a way .different from
·one who is obsessed with the idea of difference. One will say that he "exists"
(astt) and the other will insist that he "does not exist!' (niistt).
The Buddha who has overcome such "obsessions" is "not so variable"
(avyayaf?l). His perceptions are not variable in the same way as those of the
unenlightened ones who are dominated by obsessions. Nagarjuna could not
have been· unaware of the definition of the Buddha as "one who has become
stable and steadf' (thitaf!Z iineJjappattaf?l, A 3.377; thita'!ft cittaf!Z, S 5.74).
The term avyaya in the present context expresses the same idea of stability and
steadfastness achieved by a Buddha. This is not to assume his permanent exIStence.

16. Tathiigato yat svabhiiv(II tat svabhiivam idaf'(l jagat,
tathiigato nif?svabhiivo nii,svabhiivam idaf!Z jagat.
Whatever is the self-nature of the tathligata, that is also the self-nature of
the universe. The tathligata is devoid of self-nature. ThiS universe is also
devoid of self-nature.
MKV(P) pp.448-449; MKV(V} p.l95 .

The first statement of Nagarjuna may. be taken to mean that there is a self. nature of the tathiigata which is identical with ~hat 9f t~e universe. This wduld
be justification for the belief in a permanent entity which is identical with the ·
rejllity of the universe, comparable to the iitman and brahman of the Hindu
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tradition. However, Nagarjuna immediately sounds the warning that there is
not such self-nature either in the tathagata or in the universe. This would mean
that non-substantiality (nairfitmya) applies not only to the individual (pudgala
= lflthfigata) but also to all phenomen a (dharma = jagat).

CHAPTER

TwENTY THREE
Examination of Perversions

(Viparyasa-parz k~a)

1. Saf?Zkalpfl-prabhavo r'iigo dve10 moh/Zf ea kathyate,

iubhaiubha-vipary'iis'iin saf?Zbhavanti prafitya hi.
Lust, hatred, and confusion are said have thoug~t as their source. Perversions regarding the pleasant and the unpleasant arise depending upon
these. .
MKV(P) p.451 ; MKV(V) p .I97.

Following upon a discussion of the tathagata in rela.tion to the world, a discussion that avoided absolute identity and absolute difference, Nigarjuna takes
·'up the question regarding perversions (vipary'iisa) which makes a difference between ·a person in bondage and one who is freed.
The four pe.fVersions are discussed by the Buddha at Anguttara 2.52. They
pertain to perceptions (saiiflii), thoughts (citta), and views (diffht). Perversion
( vipalliisa) of perception or thought or view occurs with the identification of.
the impermanent with the permanent (anicce niccan tt),
u. the not unsatisfactory with the unsatisfactory (adukkhe dukkhan tt),
.
lll. the non-substantial with the substantial (anattani atfa 11),
.and
iv. the unplea5ant with the pleasant (aiubhe iubhan tt).

1.

It is important to note that ·perversion ii is. based upon perversion i, and
perversion-iv is based upon perversion iii. While perversions ti and iv relate to
subjective attitudes, perversions i'and iii are cognitive in nature.
The recognition of subjective perversions (i.e. ii and iv) does not meat:t that
those experiences relating to which perversions arise do not exist. Indeed, e~
penences of the pleasant (iubha = ·manapa) and unpleasant (aiubha =
312
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amaniipa) sensations occur even in the enlightened ones (Itivuttaka 38). Perversion is the wrong identification of these exp~riences. However, the same cannot
be said of the cognitive perversions, for the Buddha would be reluctant to
assume that there is an experience corresponding to something that is either
permanent or substantial.
For Nagarjuna, perversions ii and iv are not due to purely intellectual or
cognitive incapacity on the part of the individual. They are due more to the
subjective elements dominating thoughts such as lust and hatred, which arise
along with tho~ghts (saf?~kalpa-prabhavo), even though these latter are not
part of the world of experience. This explanation ofNagarjuna is based upon a
passage in the Sa1!JJUtla wherein the Buddha identifies desire (kiima) with
thoughts of lust (saf?~~ppa-riiga) without confusing it with whatever is
beautiful (cttriim) in the world (seeS 2.22; Tsa 48.20 [Tairho 2.345b]).
As such, it is hot surprizing to see Nagarjuna beginrung his analysis with the
last of the perversions, namely, the identification of the pleasant with the
unpleasant (aiubhe fubhan tt), a subjective perversion that is based upon the
cognitive confusion (i.e., (lnattani atlii tt). Nagarjuna was probably interested
in beginning his analysis with the subjective perversion because the metaphysicians, who carried the analytical process beyond' its limit, ha~ difficulty in accounting for the emergence of sc;nsations such as the pleasant and the l,mpleasant.

2.

Subhiifubha-viparyiifiin saf?lbhavanti prafitya ye,
te svabhiiviin na vidyante tasmiit klefa na tattvatal;.

Whatever perversions of the pleasant and the unpleasant that occur
dependently are not evident in terms of self-nature. Therefore, the
defilements are not in themselves.
MKV(P) p.453; MKV(V) p.l97 .

The perversions of the pleasant and the unpleasant are dependently arisen. As
mentioned before, they are the products of lust and hatred; they arise within
the individuaL .For this reason, they are not founa in -themselves (na
svabhiivatal;). Whatever defilments (klefa) occur as a result of such perVersions
eannot be part of the experienced world. -Rather they related to the way in
which the·world is'perceived ·by the individual. It is only in this sense that they
~re looked upon as being unreal (na. tattvataf?).
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3. Atmano 'stitva-niistitve na katha1{Jie ea sidhyatal;,
tam vintislitva-ntistitve klefiin7if!J sidhyatal; kathaf!J.
The eXistence or the non-existence of the self is not established in any
way. Without_:that, how can the e:ristence or the non-existence of
deftlement:S be ·established?
MKV(P) p.453; MKV(V) p.l98.

The perversion regatd!ng what is pleasant and unpleasant has been traced back
to the perversion ~here the non-substantial (antitman} is identified with the
substantial (atman). The substantial and the non-substantial, in the eyes of the
met~physidari, pertain to existence (astitva) and non-existence (nastitva)
respectively (see V.8; XV. 7, 11). The discourse to Katyayana rejects both these
views as being metaphysical.
Nagarjuna is here insisting that neither the existence nor the non-e-xistence
of a metaphysical self can be proved. If there were to be no s1,1ch self, then the
defilements associated with such a self al~o cannot exist. In the absence of a
substantial self, if only _the defUements were to exist, then they shopld have selfexistence, which was an idea denied at XX1II .2. Thus, neither the substantial
existence of a self nor the substantial existence of defilments can be established.

4.

Kasyacidd hi bhavanfime klefal; sa ea na sidhyatt:
kafeid aho vina kif!JCit santi klefa na kilsyaeit.

These defilements, indeed, belong to someone.·Yet, such a person is not
established. In other words, in the absence of anyone, these deftlments
seem lo exist without belonging to anyone.
MKV(P) p h453; MKV(V) p.l98 .

. Not only are the· defilments not established as substantial elements, 'they can-' .
. not be proved to exist even as attributes. If defilements are considered as
belonging to someone (kafeid) who is substantially existing, the absence of such
a substantial entity would mean the absence of defilements as atu;ibutes.
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SvtiR7iya-dm£vat kleUif? kl#te·sant£ na pancadh7i,
wak7iya-du#vat kl#taf!Z kleie1v api na pancadh7i.

The defilments are like the view of one's own personality. Within the
deflled, they are not found in the fivefold way. The deflled is like the
view of one's own personality, for even within the defilements it is not
found in the fivefold way.
MKV(P) p.454; MKVM p. l98.

This is a further criticism of the substantialise notions of "defilements" (kleia)
as well as of the "defiled" (kl#ta). Such substant~alist perspectives are comparable to the views regarding an "embodied person" (svak7iya-drtft), who is
not obtainable when that personality is analysed into the five aggregates.

. 6. Svabhavato na vidyante iubh7iiubha-viparyay7if?,
pralitya katam7in kleiiif? iubh7ii ubha-viparyay7in.
The perversions regarding the pleasant and the unpleasant are not evident from the standpoint of self-nature. Depending upon which perversions of the pleasant and the unpleasant are these defilements?
MKV(P) p.455 ; MKV(V) p. l99.

Just as much as both the d~ftlements (kleia) and the defUed (k/#ta) are not evident in substantial form , so ·are the perversions that give rise to defilements.
They too are not found in any substantial way. The question then is: What is
tke nature of the perverson relating to the pleasant and the unpleasant depend. ··ing upon which defilements are said to arise?
Here there is no denial of perversions nor the defilements. What has been
questioned is only the way in which these are conceptUalized .

7.

Rii.pa-iabda-rasa-sparf7i gandh7i dharm7ii ia !at:iJidhaf!Z,
vastu r7igasya dve1asya mohasya ea vikalpyate.
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Material form, sound, taste, touch, smell and concepts- these are
discriminated as the sixfold foundations of lust, hatred, and confusion.
MKV(P) p.456; MKV(V) p.l99.

Analysing lust, hatred, and confusion in terms of the four perversions, it may
be maintained that lust and hatred are subjective attitudes, while confusion
refers to the cognitive aspect of understanding (see comments on XXIII. I),
even though the cognitive and attitudinal aspects are dependent upon one
another. The present statement of Nagarjuna implies the dependence of the
attitudinal as well as the cognitive aspects of experience upon the sixfold objects
of sense experience.

8. Rupa-fabda-rasa-sparf'ii gandh'ii dhamiiif ea keva/iif;,
gandharvanagarfikfir(i maffet~svapna-Saf?~.ntbhfif;. ·

Material form, sound, taste, touch
smell as well as concepts- all these are
.I
comparable to the city of the gandharvas and resemble mirages and
dreams.
MKV(P) p.457; MKV(V) pp.l99-200.

The similes of the "dream" (svapna) and the "city of the gandharvas"
(gandharva-nagara) have already been employed, along with ' ':illusion"
(miiy'ii), to refute the substantialist explanation of the dispositionall) conditioned phenomena (saf!Jskrta)(see VII.34). The six objects of experience referred to at XXIII. 7 are indeed dispositionally conditioned. They are not objects
that are found in themselves (svabh'iivataf;). N()r are they absolutely noneXIstent.

9. Afubhaf!J vi fubhaf!J v'iipi kutas te!U bhavifyatz;
m1iy1i-puruja-kalpe!U prattbimba-samefu ea.
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How can the pleasant and the unpleasant come to be in people who are
fabrications of illusion or who are comparable to mirror images?
MKV(P) p.458; MKV(V) p.200.

What Nagarjuna has been criticizing so far is a substantialist theory of the pleasant and the unpleasant (svabhailato ... subhasubhaviparyaytin XXIII.6).
His argument in the present verse is directed against the belief that such
substantial experiences can occur in thoughts of human beings who are
themselves non-substantial, and who are comparable to mirror images or reflec- .
tions (see commentary on XVIUl-32).

10.

Anape/eJya subhaf'!Z ntisti asubhaf'!Z prajnapayemahi,
yat prafitya subhaf'!Z tasmtic chubhaf'!Z naivopapadyate.

We make known that the unpleasant does not exist without being contingent upon the pleasant, and that the pleasant, in its turn, is depen-·
dent upon that [i.e. the unpleasant]. Therefore, the pleasant [in itself] is
not appropriate.
1 f.

Anape/eJytisubhaf'!Z ntisti fubhaf'!Z prajnapayemahi,
yat prafitytisubhaf'!Z tasmtid afubhaf'!Z naiva vidyate.

We make known that the pleasant does not exi~t without being contingent upon the unpleasant, and that the unpleasant, in its turn, is
dependent upon that [i.e., the pleasant]. Therefore, the unpleasant [in
itself] is not evident.
MKV(P) pp.458-459; MKV(V) p .200.

This is a clear refutation of the substantialist views of both the pleasant and the
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unpleasant. Nagarjuna insists that they are dependen t upon one another. They
are not independe nt experiences where one is replaced by another, as in the
case of the theory of "attainment" (praptt) and "non-attai nment" (apraptt)(see
comments on XVI.lO, XXIV.32).

12.

Avidyamane ea fubhe kuto rago bhavqyatt;
afubhe avidyamane ea kuto dvefo bhavi;yali.

When the pleasant is not evident, whence can there be lust? When the
unpleasant is not evident, whence can there be hatred?
MKV(P) p.459; MKV(V) p.201.

In addition to being mutually dependen t, the pleasant and the unpleasant provide a foundation for the subjective tendencies such as lust and hatred. Thus,
lust would be non-ex.istent if the pleasant were not evident. Similarly, hatred
would be non-existe nt, if the unpleasant were not evident. This, indeed, is the
conclusion of the Sarrzyutta passage referred to at XXIII.l. In that context, the
Buddha was not denying the pleasant and the unpleasant experiences in the
world. He was simply insisting that when such experiences occur a wise. man
restraints his yearning (ehanda) foe it.

13.

Anitye nityam ity evarrz yadi graho viparyayaf?,
nanityarrz vidyate funye kuto graho viparyayaf?.

If there were to be grasping on to the view, "What is imperman ent is permanent," then there is perversion . The imperman ent is not evident in the
context of the empty. How can there be grasping or perversion?
MKV(P) p.460; MKV(V) p.201.

So far Nagarjuna has endeavored to show that the perversion regarding the
pleasant and the unpleasant is the result of a cognitive confusion which led to
the belief in a substance or self (atman). With the present statement, Nagar-
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juna begins to analyse the conception of impermanence (anitya) in order to explain the lathiigata's cognitive understanding of the world of experience. This
understanding enables the tathiigata to eliminate the perversion rel_a ting to
happiness and suffering.
Here, the perversion pertains to grasping of the impermanent as the permanent. If so, the perspective in which the Jathiigata looks at the world should be
one of impermanence. Unfortunately, the notion of impermanence that
dominated the Buddhist tradition during Nagarjuna's day was more a
metaphysical one (see commentaries on Chapter VII) than an empirical one.
For the metaphysician, the absence of permanence implied the reality of the
momentary. Nagarjuoa rightly believes that as much as grasping after permanence is a perversion, so is grasping after the reality of the m omentary ( =
lqa,iRa). The denial of permanence does not commit oneself to the other extreme of momentary-destruction (/qaf!a-bhana). Emptiness (funyalii) does no~
imply any such momentariness.

14.

Anitye nityam ity evaf!J yadi griiho viparyayaf?,
anityam i~J api griihaf? funye ki1!1 na v1Paryayaf?.

If grasping on to the view, "What is impermanent is permanent," is
perversion, how is it that even the grasping after the view, "What is empty is impermanent," does not constitute a perversion?
MKV(P) p.462 ; MKV(V) p.202.

It is possible for someone to raise the question as eo whether grasping after the
empty would itself be a perversion, just as much as grasping after the permanent or the impermanent would constitute perversions. Nagarjuna is here raising this question and then proceeds to answer it in the following verse.

15.

Y{!na grhf!'iili yo griiho grahltii yac ea grhyate,
upafiintani sarv'iif!i tasmiid griiho na vidydate.

That through which there is grasping, whatever grasping there is, the
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grasper as well as that which is grasped- all these are appeased.
Therefore, ito grasping is evident.
MKV(P) p.465; MKV(V) p .203.

The middle path enunciated in the discourse to Karyayana avoided the two exuemes relating to philosophical understandiQg and explanation. This · was
achieved through the appease!'llent of disp9sitions and the elimination of
grasping. Because of non-grasping, all the metaphysical questions relating to
the faculties (yena grhf!iitt), the process of understanding (griiha), the person
involved in such understanding (graliitii) as well as the object of un,dersianding
(yfiC ea grhyate), come to be appe~ed. The appeased one (fanta) do~s not continue to raise questions or doubts beyor.J a certain limit, not because he knows
everything nor because he does not care to know, but because he is aware of the
conflicts generated by any pursuit of knowledge that goes beyond experience.
The fact that grasping for emptiness can constitute a sort of perversion
(finyatii dr!tt) has already been explained by Nagarjuna (XIII.8). This does
not mean that the very conception of emptiness is invalidated in ·the same way
as the concepts of permanence and momentariness would be invalidated. The
reason for this is that the notions of permanence and substance as well as of
niomeruariness are not empirically grounded compared with dependent arising, non-substantiality, or emptiness. Both the Buddha and Nagarjuna would
categorize the former under wrong thoughts (mithyii saf!Jka/pa), while they
would consider the latter as right or appropriate 'thoughts (sa~yak saf!Jka/pa,
kalpanii yiitra yojyate, XVII.13). The verse that follows should be understood
in such a context. This· indeed is the ·final conclusion of Nagarjuoa in the
Kiirikii (see XXVII. 30): ·

16. Avidyamiine griihe ea mithyii vii s~myag eva vii,
bhaved viparyayaf? kasya bhavet kasyiiviparyayaf?.

When grasping; wrongly or rightly, is not evident, for whom would there
be perversion and for whom would there be non-perversion?
M.KV(P) p.466; MKV( V) p .204.
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With grasping gone, whether it be for the rig~u thing or the wrong thing, the
enlightened one· does not involved himself in any substantialist thinking
rdating to perversion or non-perversion. This is the state of the saint who has
attained freedom from grasping (anupiidiiya vimuktt).

17.

Na ciipi vipantasya saf?Zbhavanti viparyayiif?,
na ciipy avipantasya Saf?Zbhavanti viparyayiif?.

Perver:sions do not occur to one who is already subjected to perversion..
. Perversions do not occur to one who has not been subjected to perverSions.

18.

Na viparyasyamiinasya saf?Zbhavanti viparyayiif?,
vtfrJrfasva svayaf?Z kasya saf!Zbhavanti viparyayiif?.

Perversions do not occur to one who is being subjected to perv~rsions .
Reflect on your own! To whom will the perversions occur?
MKV(P) p.467; MKVM p.204.

Upon reaching such a level of moral and intellectual development (as referred
to in the previous verse), one does not get involved in metaphysical speculations such as whether perversions arise in one who is already afflicted by perversions, or not afflicted, or is being afflicated . The speculation that is avoided
pertains not only to t~e past and the future but also the present. As such he
avoids the metaphysics discussed in Chapter II. When perversions themselves
are not per~eived as being substantial, how can one consider a perverse person
as a substantial entity.

19. Anutpannii kathllf?Z niima bhav#yanti viparyayiif!,
viparyaye!v llflllesu viparyaya-gatal! kutaf!.
How could there be non-arisen pe~ersipns? When perversions are not
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born, whence can there be a person who is subjected to perversions?
MKV{P) pp.467-468; MKV(V) p.205.

Picking up the argument from the previous verse, Nagarjuna is here specifically
rejecting the substantialist notions of perversions as well as persons who are
perverse. If perversions are substantial or having self-nature (svabhava), they
cannot be considered as arisen (utpanna). When they are non-arisen or unborn
(ajata), there cannot be a person in whom these would arise, for they cannot
serve as attributes.

20.

Na svato jayate bhavaf? parato naiva 1ayate,
na svataf? parataf ~eti viparyaya-gataf? kutaf?.

An existent does not arise from itself, nor does it arise from another, nor
both itself and other. If so, w.hence can there be a person who is subject to
perversions?
MKVP) p.468; MKV(V) p.205.

This verse, which is not available in KumarajTva's translation, represents aq ap.plication of the analysis of substantial existence (bhava) in Chapter I to the problems of a substantial person or entity. It is almost identical with XXI.13.

21.

A tmii ea fuei nityaf!Z ea sukhaf!Z .ea yadi vidyate,
fitmii ea fuei nityaf!Z ea sukhaf!Z ea na viparyayaf?.

If either the self, the pleasant, the permanent, or the happy is evident,
then neither the self, the pleasant, the permanent, nor the happy constitutes a perversion.
MKV(P) p.468; MKV(V) p.205 .

Nagarjuna began his examination of perversions (viparyfisa) utilizing the same
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terms used by the Buddha at A 2.52. In the present verse, he adopts a slightly
different terminology ·in referring to the perversions. Instead of fubha and
afubha, he uses the pair of terms fuei and afuei, and instead of adukkha he has
sukha. This latter terminology ·was indeed utilized by the interpreters of
Abhidharma when discussing the perversions (see Akb p.286). As such, it is a
clear indication that Nagarjuna was conversant withg the early discourses as
much as he was familiar with t.he Abhidharma commentarial literature_.
Nagarjuna's argument in the present verse could lead to misunderstanding
unless it is.seen in the context of his previous statements about the perversions,
expecially_at XXIll.20. If the self, the pleasant, the permanent, and the happy
are evident as se/fe_xtstent entities, thc:n. indeed, they do not constitute perversions. Unfortunately, Inada's translation does not seem to bring out this strong
sense of "exist" that Nagarjuna is implying here.

22. · Niitmii ea fuei nitya??Z ea -sukha??Z ea yadi vidyate,

(!nfitmii 'fuey anitya??Z ea naiva dul;kha??Z ea vidyate.
If neither the self, the pJeasant, the permanent, nor the happy is not evident, then neither the non-self, the unpleasant, the impermanent, nor .
the $n~Tering would also be evident.
MKV(P) p.469; MKV( V) p.205 .

Having rejected the substantial existence of the four perversions, ~garjt,ma is
· here emphasizing their relativity. However, relativity in this context need not
be understood as applying in an identical way to all the four perversions. As
pointed out earlier (see comments on XXlll.l), the four perversions deal with
two different categories, the cognitive and the attitudinal. The fact that
anatman and anitya are conceptually related to atman and nitya does. not mean
that the latter are cognitively based. They are relative· only at the .conceptual
level. On the contrary, fuei and afuei as well as sukha and duf?kha·are part ·of
experien~e. eve.n though there could be confusion regarding their identification.

23.

Evaf?Z nirudhyate 'vidya viparyaya-nirodhanfit,
avzdyayfi??t niruddhayfitp saf?Zskfiradyfi??Z nirudhyate.
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Thus, with the cessation of perversions, ignorance ceases. When ignorance has ceased, the dispositions, etc. come to cease.
lrfKV(P) p .469; MKV(V} p.206.

The distinction between the two kinds of perversions mentioned earlier
(XXlll .t,2i) seems to be justified by the·present statement. When the perversions cease, the immediate result would be the cessation of ignorance (avidyii) .
This would pert.ain to the more cognitive perversions (i and iii). The cessation
of ignorance would also mean the cessation of the perversions relating to
dispositions; that is, perversions ii and iv.

24.

Yadi bliiifiil, Jvabhiivena kle1iil, ke&idd hi ka.syacit,
kathaf!J niima praliiyeran kal, Jva~hiivaf!l ptahiiJyati.

If, indeed, certain de61e1ilents of someone have come to bt: on the basis
of self-nature, how could they be relinquished? Who ever could relinquish self-nature?.
25 .

Y_ady abhiiliil, 111abhiivena kle1iil, kecidd hi ka.syacit,
kathat?Z niima praliiyeran ko 'iadbhiivaf!J prahiiJyati.

If, indeed, certain defilements of someone have not come to be on the
basis of self-nature, how could they be relinquished? Who ever could
reli~quish non-existence?
'
MKV(P) p.471 ; MKV(V} pp.206-207.

Nagarjuna's conclusion in this chapter is that the defilements (kleia), which are
the results of the perversions discussed above, cannot be eliminated, and ,.
therefore, there could be no tathiigata, if these defilements are looked upon as
being either substantial; i.e., somet~ng that has come to be (bhuta) having
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self-nature (svabhava) or non-substantial, i.e., something that has·not come to
be (abhuta) because of its having no real nature (asadbhava). In either case,
there can .be no abandoning of defilements and hence the achievement of the
state of tathagata.

CHAPTER ·
TwENTY FOUR

.
Examination of the Noble Truths
(Arya-satya-parz k.rti)

1.

Yadi funyam ida1?1 sarvam udayo niisti na vyayal;,
caturr{iim iirya-satyiiniim abhavas te prasajyate.

If all this is empty, then there exists no uprising and ceasing. These imply
the non-existence of the four noble truths.
MKV(P) p.475; MKV(V) p.209.

Nagarjuna's discussion of the four truths was an inevitable consequence of his
analysis of perversions (Chapter XXIII) which, in its turn, was occasioned by a
need to explain the perspective of a tathagata (Chapter XXII) ..The four truths
refer to the problem of suffering , the subject matter of two of the perversions,
namely, mistaking the unpleasant for the pleasant (afubhe fubhan tt) and nonsuffering for the suffering (adul;khe du~khan tt).
Verses l-61n the present chapter pose one major problem faced by the Buddhist (or-.eyen by the non-Buddhist) in explaining Sl;lffering (dul;kha) and,
therefore, the four nobl~ truths, when placed in the context of "emptiness~ ·
(sunyatii). The important questions are: Who are these Buddhists (or nonBuddhists)? Why .aie they faced with such a problem? The answers to these
questions ·are found in the Abhidharmakofa-bhii~Ja of Vasubandhu.
Varubandhu refers to a theory proposed by som~: "There indeed is no feeling
of happiness" (nasty eva sukhii vedana) and "Everything is suffering or unsatisfactory" (dul;khaiva tu sartia1?1)(Akb p.3~0). "rhere is very little doubt that this
interpretation of the Buddha's "teacliing emerged with and was continued until
moderri times by thinkers and scholars belonging to the Brahmankal tradition.
By ignoring a .simple yet extremely importaqt pronoun (namely, ida1?1, ·"this"),
the Brahmankal interpreters transformed the Buddha's teaching from an empirical to an ab~olutistic system. Thus, the Buddha's statement: sarvam ida'f!Z
dul;kha'f!Z ("all this is suffering") turns out to·be an unqualified universal statement: sarva'f!Z dul;kha7?1 ("everything is suffering"). Similarly, a specific statement such as sunyam ida'f!Z sarva'f!Z ("all th.is is empty") turns out to be an6ther .
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absolutistic one, sunyat{J sarvatrJ· ("everything is empty," a problematic not
.
noticed by Inada, p. 144).
Threatened by such a problematic situation, the Buddhist metaphy~icians
were driven to the extreme position of asserting absolute forms of happi~ess,
when they insisted: "Happy feelings do indeed exist in terms of unique
character" (asty eva svalak!af!ataf? suklfii vedanii, Akb p.331). Yet, realizing
that the Buddha did not present the world as a "bed of roses," they were compelled to admit that there are corrie experiences that are inherently unsatisfactory (svabhiivenaiva duf?khii, ibid., p .329).
·
Thus, not realizing that this was all due to a Brahmanical misreading·of the
Buddha's discourses and assuming that there is a genuine problem, the Buddhist metaphysicians came to admit both suffering or unsatisfactoriness
(duf?kha) and happiness (sukha) as substantially existing. Instead of correcting
the Brahmanical misreading, they sttuggled for an explanation:

When [the Buddha] declared: 'One should perceive happy feelings as suffering,' [i.e., the perception of one who has eJirninated
the perversions,] both [hap~iness and suffering] are available
therein. Happiness is inherently so, because there is pleasantness ..
However, eventually there is suffering, because of its changing and
impermanent nature. When .that [feeling] is perceived as happiness, it contributes to enlightenmen't , through its enj9yment.
When it is perceived as suffering, it leads to release, by being nonattached to it. (Akb p.331, Yad uktat{J "sukhii vedanii duf?khe ti
draftiJvye" ti ubha)'tlf!J tasyiim asti. Sukhatvat{J ea svabhiivato
manapatviit, duf?kat{J ea paryiiyato vipan;,iimiinitya-dharmatviit.
Sii tu sukhato drJyamiinii buddhiiya kalpate, tad iisviidanlit,
duf?khato driyamii'f~ mokjiiya kalpate, tar/ vairligjiid iti.)
The substance-t~rminology in the above passage should make it clear as to
which Buddhist school wa5 presenting this explanation. There seems to be no
question that it was authored by the Sarvastivadins. Thus, it was their desire to
uphold the conception of substance that made them uncomfortable with the
notion of "the empty" (Tunya). The substantialists were prepared to wrestle
with the conceptions of substance and causation and, as shown c:ailier, they
· produced substantialist theories of causation. However, they could not do the
same with the conception of "i:he empty" (Tunya) , even though "emptiness"
itself may be amenable w ·such substantialist interpretations (see :XXIV.14).
It is in order to highlight this problem that Nagarj~na begins the chapter
with a reference to "the empty" (Junya, a.S in yadi Junyam idatrJ sarvatrJ) rathet
than tQ the abstract conception of "emptiness" (Junyatii) . In Nagarjuna's
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mind, to preserve the non-substantialise and non-absolutistic standpoint of the .
Buddha, what needs to be restored is "the empty" rather than "emptiness,"
because the latte~ is dependent upon the former ' wh.ereas any emphasis on the
latter could wipe out the former, as it happened in the case ofthe absolutists
and the substantialists. In presenting the metaphysicians dilemma in this manner, Nagarjuna was more concerned with the mistake of his Buddhist counterparts than with the misreadings of the Buddhist texts by the Brahamincal
thinkers. For this reason, he makes no reference to such misreadings as "sarvaf!t
,
"
sunyaf!t.

2.

Parijflii ea praliiif!f!t ea bhiivanii sak,ikar1'illl ea,
eatu"J1im 1irya-satyiiniim abhiiviin nopapadyate.

In the absence of the four noble truths, understanding, relinquishing,
cultivation, and realiz~tion will not be appropriate.
MKV{P) p.477; ll1KV(V) p.210.

Understanding (parijfia) pertains to the first of the four noble truths, namely,
that suffering exists. Relinquishing (prahiif!a) refers to the second, namely, the
cause of suffering, which is explained as craving (/O'!ii). Realization (siikfikarma) applies to the third, na~ely, the state offreedom from suffering, which is
nirvana. Cultivation or practice (bhiivanii) involves the fourth, namely, the path
. leading to the cessation of suffering.
·

3.

Tad abh1iv1in na vidyante catv1iry iirya-phaliini ea,
phalabh1ive phalasthii no na santi pratipannak1if?.

In the absense of this [fourfold activity}, the four noble ftuits would not
be evident. In the absence of the fruits, neither those who· have attained
the fruits nor those who have reached the way [to such attainment] exist.
MKV(P) p.477; MKV(V) p.ilO..

· The oon-absolutistic standpoint of early Buddhism is clearly embodied in the
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doctrine of the four fruits (1irya-phala). Even though freedom without grasping
(anupadii vimuktt) is sometimes referred to as the one goal (ek'iiyana), yet a
deliberate attempt to assert degrees of attainments where some are considered
to be inferior to others is conspicuously absent. Like the. relay of chariots
(rathavinlta), one segment of the path is as important as. the other,
"qispassion" (vairagya) being one dominant attirude permeating all segments.
This has an important bearing on the conception of truth to be discussed soon.

4.

Sa?!Jgho n1isti na cet santi te '!fau puru!a-pudgalii}J,
abhavac c1irya-satjiin1i?!J saddharmo 'pi na vidyate.

If the·eight types of individuals do not exist, there will be no congregation. From the non-existence of the noble truths, the true doctrine would
also not be evident.
MKV(P) p.478; MKV(V) p.210.

Inada was probably assu~g that cet refers to thought (citta) when he
translC).ted part of the first line as "the eight aspirations of men do not exist,"
whereas it could be more ~ppropriatdy read as a conditional particle.
The association of the true doctrine (sad-dharma) with the four noble truths
(iirja-satya) to a point where the absence of th,e latter implies the non-existenq:
of the former should naturally raise questions regarding the more popular
assignment of doctrines to the various schools where the four noble truths are
assigned to the : so-called Hlnayana with the ·superior Mahayana having
something more to offer. Such an assignment. becomes really questionable
when a great Mahayana thinker like.Nagarjuna himself admits of such a correlation (XXIV.30).
This equation is also significant for another very important reason: Dharma,
as "teaching" also means a "statement" of doctrine. Some mo,dern linguistic
. philosophers would prefer to use the term "truth" primarily,· in referring to
statements rather than to facts. Sad-dharma, identified with truth, seems to accommodate s~ch a perspective. ·

5.

Dharme c1isati sa?!Jghe. ea katha?!J buddho bhavtjyati,
eva?!J tiit!Y api ratnani bruva,af! pratt'badhase.
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6. sunyafii'f!l pha/p.-sadbhavam adharma'f!l dharmam eva ea,
sarotJ-Stl'f!IVJavahiiriif!11 ea laukikiin pratibadha se.

When the doctrine and the congregation are non-existent, how can there
be an .enli.g htened one? Speaking in this manner about emptiness, you
contradict the three jewels, as well as the reality of the fruits, both good
and bad, and all such worldly convention$.
MKV(P) p.p .478-489; MKV(V) 210-213.

At this point the metaphysician brings up the notion of"emp tiness" (funyafii) ."
For him, emptiness is a problem, not because of any other reason, but because
it implies "the emp ty" (sunya), and this latter leaves no room for substantial existence (sad-bhava) of the fruits (artha) of both good and bad as well as all the
worldly conventions.
Inada's translation of dharma and adharma as proper and improper acts is a
corrective to his earlier rendering of these two terms as factor and non-factor at
VIII. 5. However, his translation of saf!lvyavahara as something additional to
dharma and adharma can be questioned in the light of the use of vyavahara at
XVII.24, where a similar, but not idential, set of categories (puf!ya-pti pa,
"merit and demerit") is referred to as vyavahara. Indeed, this particular use of
the term vyavahara ( =- Stlf!Zvrtt) will throw much light on an understand ing of
the distinction between the two truths discussed at XXIV.S.

7.

Atra biUmal; sunyafiiyti'f!l na tvaf!l vetsi prayojanaf!Z,
sunyafiif!J sunyatarthaf!Z ea lata etltl'f!l vihanyase.

We say that you do not comprehend the. purpose oLemptiness. As such,
you ar-: tormented by emptiness and the meaning of emptiness.
MKV(P) p.490; MKV(V) p.213.

Looking at the nature of the objections raised by the Buddhist metaphysicians
against the notion of "emptiness," Nagarjuna is insisting that they . do not
understan d "the purpose of emptiness," (sunyataytif'!J prayojanaf!Z). Does this
mean that "emptiness" has a functional or pragmatic value, rather than being
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an absolute concept? Does it need to be substantiated by "the empty," rather
than merely substantiating "the empty." Which is more important, "the empty" or "emptiness," or are they of equal importance? If "the empty" is considered to be important, "emptiness" would be a mere idea with nq grounding
in experience. If the "emptiness~· is looked upon as being important, the empty
would turn out to be a fabrication. If both aie considered to be equaUy important, there could be circularity in re:_lSorung based upon tbem. However, if the
. empty is considered to be t he basis of experience_, and emptiness is derived
from that experience, this latter could be provisional and remain to be corrected in terms of future experience. In such a case, the circularity involved in
arguing about them could be easily el.iffi.inated. In the next three verses, Nagarjuna proceeds to provide very specific answers to most of these questions.

8.

Dve satye samupiifritya buddhiinii?'(l dharma defanii,
loka-sa?'(lvrt£-satya?'(l ta satyaf'{Z ea paramiirthataft.

The teaching of the doctrine by .the Buddhas is based upon two truths:
truth relating to worldly convention and truth in terms of ultimate fruit .
MKV(P) p.492; MKV(V) lp.214.

This has turned out to be one of two most discussed verses in Nagarjuna's
Kiirikii. Modern disquisitions on the conception of two truths could perhaps fill
several substantial volumes. Instead Of plodding over trodden ground·, the present discussion will be confined to a comparison of the conception of two trUths
in early Buddhism and the metaphysical version presented by the interpreters
of the Abhidharina, with a view to clarifying Nagarjuna's position.
Nagarjuna's version will be examined in the light of the problems posed at the
beginning of the present chapter, as well as his reference to worldly conventions
in the previous chapters.
In the Sutta-nipiita, the Buddha condemned any attempt tO uphold a view
(diftht) . the ultimate (paramatrl)(Sn 796ff.). Refusing to recognize any
knowledge of "things as they really .are," and making a more sober claim to
knowledge of "things as they have come to be" (yathiibhuta), the Buddha was
reluctant to accept any notion of paramattha as "ultimate reality." Instead, he
claimed to know "the dependently arisen" (paftccasamuppanna) and, on that
basis, formulated the conception of "dependent arising" (pa{iccasamuppiida) .
In such a context, it was more meaningful for him to speak of attha (Sk. artha)

as
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and paramattha (Sk. paramiirtha) in the sense of fruit, consequence, or· result
( = phala, as in siimafzful-phala, "the fruit of recluseship"). Thus, a good action is one that is fruitful (attha-sa7!Jhita) and a bad, unfruitful (an-attha-

SIZ'f!Jhita).

.

.

The Buddha also recognized that views about good and bad, purity and impurity, are in most cases relative conventions (Sn 878-894). According to the
same text, good (kusala) and bad (akusala) are conventions that vary depending
upon contexts (sammutiyo puthujjii, Sn 897). These are the ways of the world
(loka), often characterized ·as sammutt: vohiira (D 3.232) or pafinatii (S
4.39-40). However, there is no indication that, since these are relative conventions, the Buddha advocated the transcendence of both good and bad.
Having defined the good as the fruitful, the Buddha characterized the
ultimate good as the ultimately fruitful. The term paramattl!a was thus used to
refer to the "ultimate fruit" rather than "ultimate reality." Sammuti and
paramattha are therefore not two contrasting truths. The .former is a mixed bag,
while the latter represents the ultimate ideal. As a result of attaining nibbiina,
which is the complete eradication of lust (riiga), hatred (dosa), and confusion
(moha), the Buddha found himself enjoying an ultimate fruit, without hurting
himself or others (na attantapo na parantapo, D 3:232). Paramattha thus
becomes the moral ideal as reflected in the Buddha's own attainment of ·
freedom and happiness.
•
The theory of dependent arising (praficcasamuppada) explaining the
phenomena that are dependently arisen (paft'ccasamuppanna) thus accommodates the four truths as well as the two trUths. All trUths being pragmatic,
there is here no place for an "absolute or ultimate reality." The Buddha's
·
epistemological standpoint does not allow for such spePJlations.
This, however, was not the case with the metaphysicians. It is significant to
note· that when the ·Buddhist metaphysicians were faced with the problem of
reconciling the four truths with their conception of substance (svabhiiva)~ they
were compelled to fall back on the conception of two truths (Akb p.33).
However, their interpretation of the. two truths is totally different from the
Buddha's and, in fact, seems to be contrary to it. Here again, Vasubandhu ~
our source.
As a Sautrantika metaphysician, Vasubandhu refers to the two truths (satya)
and surreptitiously moves on to a discussion of existents (sat): SIZ'f!Zvrtt~sat and.
paramiirtha-sat (AM p .334). He then provides two examples to illustrate the.
. nature of SIZ'f!Zvrti-sat. The first is a 'pot' (ghatf!). There cannot be knowledge of
a pot when it is broken into pieces. The second is water (ambu). Water is not
known independent of the knowledge of "form" (rupa). Contrasted with these
two is knowledge of the paramiirtha-sat. 'Material form' (rupa) is an example
such existence. In this case, when an object is broken down into its ul~imately
irreducible elements, namely, atoms (paramiif!u), there .is knowledge of the
"unique nature" (svabhiiva = svalak!af!a?) of such atoms. For the metaphysi·
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ciao, that unique nature, whether it is called svabhtiva qr svalalqa,a, has always
remained an epistemological enigma.
Thjs interpretation of the two truths is totally absent either in the early
discourses or in the canonical Abhjdharma. In the so-called Theravada tradition, it appears for the ftrst time in the non-canonical texts (Miln 160), contributing, as it did in the case of the Sarvastivada and Sautrantika schools, to
insoluble problems such as the duality of mind and matter. Vasubandhu's
statement of the two truths-saf!Zvrti and paramirt ha- in the above context,
where he was recording the interpretation of the Sautrantika view, remains in
sharp contrast to the spirit of the Buddha's teaching on "non-substaotialism ."
This should certainly provide an interesting background to the analysis of
Nigarjuna 's own version of the two truths.

9.

Ye 'nayor na viJananti vibhtigaf!Z satyayadvayol?,
te tattvaf!Z na vijananti gambhiraf!Z buddha-iasane.

Those who do not understand the distinction between these two truths do
not understand the profound truth embodied in the Buddha's message.
MKV(P) p.494; MKV(J1 p.215.

Nigarjuna is, of course, criticizing his opponents for not understanding the
Buddha's message. If so, Nigarjuna 's own explanation of these two truths
should not come anywhere dose to the one discussed by Vasubandhu, according to which the saf!Zvrti represents a mere designation, not an ultimate reality
or paramirtha. It is an ontological speculation which is not supported by the
Buddha's own conception of dependen t arising.

10.

Vyavah7iram anlifritya paramirtho na defyate,
param'Jrtham aniigamya nirvli'!af!Z niidhigamyate.

Without relying upon convention , the ultimate fruit is not taught.
Without understanding the ultimate fruit, freedom is not attained.
MKV(P) p.494; MKV(V) p.216.
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Unless one is committed to upholding a theory of linguistic or conceptual
transcendence of ultimate truth or reality, there seems to be no reason to
restrict the use of the terms saf'(lv[ti, vyavahtira, or prajnapti to refer primarily
to linguistic convention. These terms could and did stand for any kind of convention, whether it be linguistic, social, political, moral, or religious. As mentioned earlier (see comments on XXIV.8), all such conventions are pragmatic
aud contextual. As such, truth relating to them would also be pragmatic and
c0ntexrual.
The fact that in the two previous instances when Nagarjuna used the term
vyavahtira (XVII.24; .XXIV.6), he used it in the context of a discussion of
morality, is of utmost significance. It is in this same context that the Buddha
used the term vohara (D 3.232 anariya-vohara = mustivada, etc., and ariyavohara = mustivadii veramaf!t, etc.) as well as the term sammuti ( = saf?Zvrtt~
Sn 897, 911). These , tberefore ; are the moral conventions of the world (loka,
laukika, see XXIV.6) that are pragmatic, yet contextual. However, an ideal
moral truth cannot be strictly confined to a particular context. It needs to be
more universal and comprehensive. This, indeed, was the Kantian problem. If
Nagarjuna was following the Buddha's solution to this problem (see comments
on XXIV. 7), he could not have ignored the pragmatic component in the
universal moral principle formulated by the Buddha. A moi:allaw rhat is incapable of accommodating any exceptions can be uttedy us.eless and even
harmful. As William James once remarked, ''There is always a pinch between
the ideal and the actual which can only be got through by leaving part of the
i~eal behind" ("Moral Philosophies and Moral Philosophers," in Essays in
Pragmatism, ed. Albury Castell, New York: Hafner, 1948, p. 78). This is
because the ideal is an abstraction out of che concrete. and, therefore, needs to
be modified in the light of new concrete situations.
Nagarjumt's statement "Without relying upon the conventional, the
ultimate fruit is not expressed" (vyavahtiram antifritya paramtirtho na defyate), ·
explains only a one-way relation, not a one-one relationship. He is not saying:
"Without relying upon the ultimate.fruit, the conventional is not expressed."
Thus, he was rejecting a deontological moral principle tha~ provid'es an absolute source of all moral ideas with no concessions made for individual or concrete situations.
The second line emphasizes the need to have some understanding of that
moral principle before one could think of attaining freedom (niniaf!a).
However, it is possible to argue that this moral principle issud out of the Buddha's attainment of nirvana, and that without attaining nirvar..a one will not be
in a position to understand what that principle means. Neither the Buddha nor
Nagarjuna would advocate such a position; If one were to first attain freedom
and then look for a moral principle to account for it, one c.ould sometime~ end
up in wayward fancies, utoptas, and hallucinations. for this reason, Jtn
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understanding of Jaf!Zvrfi ("worldly fruit, laukika artha) and , depending upon
that, gaining some knowledge ofparamlirlha ("ultimate fruit ," lokullara artha)
could serve as a guide for the attainment of freedom (nirvlif!a). In the
Thengatha we come across an instance where a disciple claimed that he perceived the faultless dhamma (addasaf!Z vira}af!Z dhammaf!Z) and the path to
freedom , while she was still leading a household life (aglirasmif!Z vasanfi 'haf!Z).
Subsequently, she left the household life and attained freedom from all
defilements (Thig 97 ff.). It is true that the Buddha attained enlightenment
and freedom by sheer accident. This is why he was reluctant to· recognize any
teacher (see M 1.171). Yet, before preaching about it. to to the world, he spent
much time reflecting upon it, as a scientist continues to verify a discovery he has
made before making it public. Nigarjuna probably assumed that peopl_e cpuldhave the benefit of the Buddha's experience _and not waste time experimenting
with practices that ~he Buddha himself found to be fruitless (an-artha).

11.

Vinliiayali durdt!{li fUnyalli mandamedhasaf!Z,
sarpo yathli durgrhlto vidya vli du,praslidhitli.

A wrongly perceived emptiness ruins a person of meager intelligence. It is
like a snake that is wrongly grasped or knowledge that is wrohgly
cultivated.
'

M.KV(P) p.495; M.KV(V) p.21G.

Having explained the two truths, and establishing an important relationship
between the conventional and the ideal , the particular and the universal,
Nagarjuna returns to the conception of "emptiness" (Junyatli) that gave rise to
the metaphysicians' problems. The abstract'conception of emptiness (JUnyatli,
representing an abstract noun), derived from the experience of "the empty"
(Junya), could be as destructive and fatal as a wrongly grasped snake. How the·
emphasis on the ideal and the universal to the utter neglect of the particular or
the situational has wrought havoc can be known tQrO!Jgh a careful and unbias·
ed study of human history.

12.

Aklf ea pratyudiivrtta??Z citlaf!Z deiayiluf!Z munef?,
dharmaf!Z matvlisya dharmasya mandair duravaglihallif!Z.
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Thus, the Sage's (the Buddha's) thought recoiled from teaching the doctri~e having reflected upon the difficulty of un~erstanding the doctrine
by people of meager intelligence.
MKV(P) p.498; MKV(v,l p.217.

This is a reference to the incident related in the "Discourse on the Noble
Quest" (Ariyapanyesana-sutta, M 1.167-168) where the Buddha explains the
nature of his enlightenment as well as the events immediately preceding and
succeeding his attainment of enlightenment. Nagarjuna could not have been
unaware of the nature of the Buddha's enlightenment as described in this
discourse and also the reasons for the Buddha's reluctance to preach the doctrine. The Buddha's statement reads thus:
It occurred to me monks: "This dhamma won by me is deep, difficult to see, difficult to understand, tranquil, excellent, beyond a
pn·ori reasoning, subtle, intelligible to the learned. But these
human beings are delighting in obsessions (alaya}, delighted by
obsessions, rejoicing in obsessions. So that for the human beings .
who are rejoicing in obsessions, delighted by obsessions and rejoicing in obsessions, this were a matter difficult to see, that is, to say,
depende,nt arising. This too were a matter difficult to see, that
is to say, the appeasement of all dispositions, the renunciation of all
attachment, the waning of craving, the absence of lust, cessation,
freedom. But if I were to teach the dhamma and others were not to
understand me, that would be a weariness to me, that would be a
vexation to me.' (M Ll67}

'

· This passage sho11ld dispel any doubts regarding the ·natute of the Buddha's
reasons for his ini~ial reluctance to preach. It was not because of any intellectual
incapacity on the part of the human beings, but mostly because of the emotional difficulties they would have in breaking away from the accepted theories
in which they have found safety and comfort, a sort of 'mooring' (alaya),
especially in accepting a less absolutistic and fundamentally non-substantialise
(anatta) philosophy and a way of life. As indicated abo~e. the phrase used by
the Buddha to refer to the attitude of the human beings is alaya-rata
("delighting in alaya," where alaya is derived from a + \[ li implying some
sort of mooring or obsession). Alaya represents an obsession for not only the
pleasures of sense , but also ideas, dogmas, theoric:s, etc.
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SUnyatayam adhilayaf!Z yaf!Z puna!? kurute bhavan,·.
do[a-prasango nasm?ikaf!Z sa fUnye nopapadyate.

Funhermore, if you were generate any obsession wi.th regard to emptiness, the accompanying error is not ours. That [obsession] is not appropriate in the_context of the empty.
MKV(P) p.499; MKV(V) p.217 .

./idhilaya has been rendered as "repeatedly refuted" (Inada, p.l47) . .However,
the term is more closely related to alaya (see commentary on XXIV. 12) utilized
by the Buddha to refer to emotional attachment or obsession for views. Nagar-· ·
juna seems to be saying .that the metaphysicians are generally fascinated by
clear-cut and well-formed theories, abstract concepts, which they revere as
divine, while the concrete percepts are looked upon as belonging to the brute
(see WilliamJames, Some Problems of Philosophy, p.34). This paves the way
for an extremely important statement by Nagarjuna regarding funyata· arid

funya.

14.

Sarvaf!Z ea yujyate tasya fUnyata yasya yujyate,
sarvaf!Z na yujyate tasya fUnyaf!Z yasya na yujyate.

Everything is pertinent for whom emptiness is proper: Everything is not pertinent for whom the empty is not proper.
MKV(P} p.500; MKV(V) p.218.

This terse statement of Nagarj.una, representing an extremely valu!ible assess- ·
ment of the two concepts of"emptiness" (funyata) and "the empty" cfunyaf!Z),
can be comprehended only in t.he background of his previous statement (XXIV.l3). It is a criticism of the absolutistic and substantialise epterprise wherein
abstract concepts like "emptiness" receive a divine status thereby becoming
compatible with anything and everything in human experience, like the , ·
Platonic "forms". whereas any emphasis _on the concrete kaves everything .

.. -
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hanging in the air. Plato's "forms", Spinoza's "substance", Vedanta "Brahman"
and Lao-tzu's "Tao"- all these are fascinating abstract conceptS that fit in with
everything. Even if one does not have to move on to the other extreme, as did
Hume with his "impressions", and the Saut.rantikas with their "atoms"
(paramiif!u), any recognition given to the concrete, to plurality, to the flux
tends to disrupt the sense of security one enjoys in a world of abstractions. The
Sarvastivadins raised objections against "the empty" (Junya)(:X:XIV.l-6) not
becaus~ there is an actual conflict between the notion of "the empty" and the
theory of·four truths, but because the conception of "the empty" conflicted
with their notion of substance (svabhiiva) which they were holding on to with
great enthusiasm . The fault, as Nagarjuna points out in the following verse, is
theirs.

15.

Sa tva'f!l do!iin iitmanlyiin asmiisu paripiitayan,
afvam eviibhirut/. Jah. sann afam eviisi vismrtah.
. .

You, attributing your own errors to us, are like one who has mounted his horse
and confused about it.
MKV(P) p.502; MKV(V) p.2!8.

As me~tioned previously (see commentS on :X:XIV.14), the problem fac~d by
the Buddhist metaphysicians was in regard to reconciling "the empty" (funja)
y.oith the four noble truths. This was because they were explaining the four
truths in relation to the notion of substance (svabhiiva) and the notion of
substance clearly conflicted with the concept of"the emptY,,." IfNagarju na had
merely relied upon the abstra.ct concept of "emptines&Y (fUnyatii), ignoring
"the empty" (funya), the Buddhist metaphysicians w6uld not have run into
difficulties, for "emptiness," being the abstract concept could easily be r~con
ciled with the notion of substance .. As such, the problem was created by the
metaphysicians when they emphasized the non-empirical "substance" to the
neglect of the empirical phenomen a, as is dearly evident from Nagarjuna's
statement _that follows . Nagarjuna was, therefore, reminding them that they
were riding their own horse without realizing it.

1~.

Svabhiivfid yadi bhiiviin'iif!J sad-bhavam anupafyasi,
ahetu-pratyayiin bhiiviif!JJ tvam evaf!J sati pafyasi.
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If you perceive the existence of tbe existents in terms of self-nature, then
you will also perceive these existents as non-causal conditions.
MKV(P) p.502; MKV(V) p.219.

For Nigarjuna, any existent is a causally conditioned existent. Such an existent
is clearly imcompatible with a self-nature or substance, the latter being permanent and etef'nal by definition. This would mean that Nagarjuna's concep tion
of "emptiness" (funyafi) does not partake of any su·ch characteristics. Even
though "emptiness" and "self-nature" are both abstractions from concrete experiences, Nagarjuna would continue to maintain the primacy of such concrete
experiences, which are "the empty," and insist that "emptiness" is dependent
upon "the empty," while the metaphysicians would consider self-nature to be
independent, thereby divorcing it from the concrete.

17.

Kiiryaf!J ea kira11af!J eaiva karfiiraf!J kara11af!J kn'yif!J,
utpiidaf!J ea nirodhaf!J ea phalaf!J ea pratibiidhase.

You will also contradict [the notions of] effect, cause, agent, performance
of action, activity, arising, ceasing, .as well as fruit .
MKV(P) p .503; MKV(I1 p.219.

How the recognition of self-nature (svabhiiva) conuaqicts all forms of empirical knowledge, knowledge recognized by the Buddha relating to dependent
arising, moral behavior (karma), and responsibility (karma-phala), has already
been explained in detail in the numerous chapters that precede. Here Nigar·
juna is simply summarizing all his conclusions.

18.

Yal; parlityasamutpiidql; funyalif!J lif!J pracak,mahe,
sii prajnaptir upidiiya pratipat saiva madhyamii.

We state that whatever is dependent arisi.n g, that is emptiness. Th2t is
dependent upon convention . Th2t itself is the middle path.
MKV(P) p .503; MKV(V) p.219.
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There seems to be no other statement of Nagarjuna more controversial than
this one. An entire school of Chinese Buddhism emerged as a result of the interpretation (or misinterpretation) of this verse, [see Hajime Nakamura, "The
Middle Way and the Emptiness View," journal of Buddhist Philosophy, ed.
Richard S. Y. Chi, (Indiana University, Bloomington , Indiana,) 1
(1984):81- 111].
In the first line, Nagarjuna is presenting an equation: Dependent arising
(prafftyasamutpada) is "emptiness" (iunyata). Inada's rendering of this line is
an improvement on Nakamura's, since the latter assumes that here there is a
reference to the events (op . cit., p .81), rather than the principle in terms of
which the events are explained. As emphasized earlier, "dependent arising"
and "emptiness" .are abstract concepts derived from concrete empirical events,
'>rafftyasamutpanna) and "the empty" (iunya)
"the dependently arisen" G
respectively. Unless this relationship between the abstract and the concrete is
clearly observed, the interpretation of the second line of the verse will remain
for ever obscure, as seems to have happened since Nagarjuna composed this
treause.
The second line refers to the middle path (madhyam?i pratzPat). The question is: In what way can dependent arising and emptiness, which are
synonymous, represent a middle path? The answer to this question is in the
statement, sa prajnaptir upadiiya.
If this phrase were to be translated as, "It is a provisional name" (Inada,
p.148) or as "That is a temporary designation" (Nakamura , p.8 0, which are
standard translations offered by most scholars, then in the explanation of
dependent arising and emptiness one will be committed either to an extreme
form of nominalism or a similiarly extremist absolutism. In such a case, dependent arising or emptiness would either be a mere description .with no basis ·in
cognitive experience or it would be an experience that is ineffable. The former
alternative would conflict with everything Nagarjuna was trying to establish,
namely, the reality of arising and ceasing, of human behavior, etc.
{XX1V16-17). The latter alternative would render any philosophical enterprise
meaningless and would undermine Nagarjuna's assertion at XXIV . 10.
Taking StJf'!Jfl[lt~ ryavahara, and prajn11p1i as synonyms, as was intended by
the Buddha himself (D 3.202), and considering the contexts in which Nagarjuna was using the terms saf'!Zvrti and ryavahara (XVII. 24; XVIV .6, 8) - namely, in relation to discussions of worldly conventions, the most important among
them being good and bad, dharma!adharma (and this sense is captured by Inada's own translation of saf!Zvrti and vyavahara, seep. 146)-it would be more
appropriate to characterize both "dependent arising" and "emptiness" as being
the universal truths rather than absolute truths. This would mean that both
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(and, therefore, vyavahiira and prajflaptt) and paiamiirtha are
"though t constructions" founded on experience. As such, they are not absolutely real or absolutely unreaL This, then, would be the middle position
(madhyamii pratipat). This middle path could be adopted in understanding all
forms of experience, whether they be linguistic, social, ·political, ·rnoral, or
religious. While all conventions, whether they be situational (satpvrtt) or ideal
(paramiinha), are explained ·in terms of depende nt arising, the conception of
"the empty" (fUnya) eliminates the absolutistic sting at the level of the situational, and "emptiness" does so at the level of the universal. (See comments on
XXIV.l9 that follows.)

saf!Zvrti

19. Apraffya-samutpanno dharmaf? kafcin na vidyate,
yasmiit tasmiid aiunyo hi dharmaf?· kafct'n na vidyate.
A thing that is not dependently arisen is not evident. For that reason, a
thing that is non-empty is indeed not evident.
M.KV{P) p.505; MKV(V) p.220.

After clarifying the nature of the universal conventions, Nagarju na returns to
the situational , for it was this latter that caused problems for the metaphysicians. The metaphysicians realized that "the dependently arisen"
(prafftyasamutpanna), so long as it is considered to be "the empty" (Junya),
conflicted with their notion of substance (svabhiiva). Therefore, they were looking for "the dependently arisen" that is not empty of substance.
However , for Nagiirjuna, substance (svabhiiva) is not dependently arisen
(XV.2). A thing that is not dependently arisen is not evident. Therefore, a
substance is also not evident. A substance being non-empty, the absence of a
substance would mean the absence of the non-empty (a-funya).
This is a 'clear and unequivocal denial of 'substance (svabhiiva) , of the nonempty (a-funya) and of the in-depen dent (a-prafftyasamutpanna), and. the
assertion of the non-substantial (nif?-svabhiiva), the empty (iunya) and the
dependently . arisen (praffty~amutpanna). In the hope of being an absolute
non-absolutist, if someone were to propose that both alternatives- svabhiiva
and nif?svabhiiva, afunya and funya, aprafftyasamutpanna and p rafftyasamutpanna - are true (or false), the empiricist Nagarjuna , following the Buddha (Sn
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884) would insist that only one of these alternatives is true (eka1p hi saccaT!J),
and not the second (na dutiya1p) . This means that neither the Buddha nor
Nagarjuna could be characterized as absolutists.
However, if the two alternatives were to be two metaphysical alternatives,
then both the Buddha and Nagarjuna would be compelled to negate them.
Taken out of context, svabhliva and m'f?svabhliva could appear as metaphysical
alternatives. So could aJUnya and iunya. Yet, apralitya.tamutpanna and
pralitya.tamu tpanna, as understood by the Buddha and Nagarjuna, could not
be easily COn'-:erted to metaphysical alternatives. The reason for this is that the
term pralitya.tamutpanna, being a past pa:rtic~ple, does not refer strictly to any one
temporal experience, whether it belopgs to·the past, present or future, nor does
it transcend temporality altogether. Whil_e it has a present connotation, it is not
divorced from the past. It i<:, therefore, a term most appropriately used to
describe the events perceived by the Buddha through his "knowledge of things
as they h.ave come to be" (yathlibhuta-nii'!a). It refers to the events ex_perienced
in the so-called "specious present" (see comments on XIX.4).
It is this empiricist prajnapti that serves as a corrective to any proposaJ which
would turn either pralitya.tamutplida or iunyata into an absolute truth, ineffable and a-temporaL It is, indeed, the philosophical middle path referred to at
XXIV. l8 and the Buddha's discourse to Katyayana.
·

20,

Yady a.iunyam ida1p saroam udayo nlisti na vyayaf?,
calu'f!lim 7irya.taty7in7im abhlivas te pra.tajyate.

If all this is non-empty, there exists no uprising and ceasing. These imply
the non-existence of the four noble truths.
M.KV(P) pp.505-506; MKV(V) p.220.

By rescuing the philosophical middle path from any absolutistic or substantialist interpretation , Nagarjuna has set the foundation for the explanation of
the Buddha's doctrine of the four noble truths. The facts of arising and ceasing
are central to the four noble truths. If there ever has been a permanent entity,
an entity that is not empty of a substance, then dependence as well as the four
noble truths would have been falsified. No such entity has been discovered so
far. Hence the four truths have remained valid.
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Aprafilya-samutpannan:z kuto duf?khan:z bhavi,yati,
aniJyam uktan:z duf?khan:z hi :at sviibhiivye na vidyate.

How can there be suffering that is not dependently arisen? Suffering has,
ind~, been described as impermanent . As such, it is not evident in
terms of self-narure.
MKV(P) p.506; MKV(V) p .220.

t;-ragarjuna is here returning to the interpretation of suffering by the substantialise metaphysicans (see comments on XXIV. l) , who held that suffering exists
in terms of self-nature. He is reminding the metaphysicians that the Buddha's
conception of suffering is founded not only on the idea of dependent arising
but also the notion of impermanence. In fact, the perversion regarding the notion of impermanence is also the cause of the perversion regarding the conception of suffering (see comments on XXIII. l).,

22.

Svabhiivato vidyamiinan:z kin:z pufU!f? samude1yate,
tasmiil samudayo niisti funyatiin:z pf;atibiidhataf?.

How can that which is evident iti 1erms of self-nature rise again?
Therefore, for one who contradicts empriness, there exists no [conception
of] arising.
MKV(P) p.506; MKV(V) p .221.

Throughout the treatise, Nigarjuna was refusing to recognize that the conception of self-nature or substance leaves any room for the recognition of arising
and ceasing. This was contrary to ihe attempt on the part of the metaphysicians. Nigarjuna is here insisting that the conception of arising (samudaya)
makes no sense at all when applied to self-nature.
Self-nature is not something that comes and goes. It is not an occurrence. It
is there for ever. As such, it contradicts the theory of emptiness which is intended to explain the occurrence of events. Emptiness, as mentioned earlier
(XXIV. IS), is synonymous with "dependent arising ."
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Na nirodhaf? svabhavena sato duf?kha.rya vidyate,
svabhavaparyavasthanan nirodhaf?l- pratt'badhase.

The cessation of suffering that exists in terms of self-nature is not evident.
You contradict cessation by adhering to a notion of self-nature.
MKV(P) p.507; MKV(V) p. 221.

Just as the notion of self-nature contradicts the idea of arising, it also renders
the conception of cessation meaningless. Note the emphasis on the present participle, santa (left untranslat ed by lnada, p . 149). used in relation to duf?kha,
implying "suffering that exists" in terms of self-nature. The notion of existence
defined in this manner has already been criticized by Nagarjuna (1.6). In effect
Nagarjuna is saying that the notion of existence (sat) may be compatibl e with
the conception of self-nature , but it is not appropriat e in the context of " that
which has come to be" (bhuta).

24.

Svabhavye sati miirgasya bhavana nopapadyate,
athasau b'havyate miirgaf? svabhavyaf?J- te na vidyate.

When self-nature exists, the cultivation of the path is not appropriate.
And if the path were to be cultivated , then no self-nature associated with
it [i.e., the path] would be evident.
M.KV(P) p .507; MKV( V) p.221.

The principle of self-nature (svabhavya, note the use of the abstract noun in·
stead of svabhava) explains the way in which self-nature funcri9ns. Thus, if
some things are assumed to have self-nature. what is ass4med is that things happen on rheir own (svo bhavo) without the suppon of anything else. In this
sense , they are independe nt. If the path (marga) leading to the cessation of suffering (duf?kha) were to be explained in terms of self-nature, it means that the
way will work out on its own, without any effort on the part of one who is expected to cultivate it. If one is expected to cultivate the path, it means that one
has to make an effort. It does not happen automatically.
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Yada duf?kaf!t samudayo nirodhaf.ca na vidyate,
margo duf?kha-nirodhatvat katamaf? prapay#yati.

When suffering as well as its arising and ceasing are not evident, through
the cessation of suffering where will the path lead to?
MKV(P) p.508; MKV(V) p.221.

Insisting upon the recognition of self-nature, the metaphysicians were compelled to deny the fact of suffering as well as its arising and ceasing. It would,
therefore, be meaningless to speak of a path leading to the cessation of suffer-.
ing.· Substantialist speculation leaves only two alternatives: either there is cessation of suffering or there is no cessation of suffering. .If the fact is that there is .
cessation of suffering (duf?kha-nirodhatva), there is no room for a path. It hap- ·
pens in any case. If the fact is that there is no cessation of suffering, then it is
meaningless to think of a path. Fatalism being the consequence of both standpoints, the notion of a path leading to any goal is rendered utterly meaningless.

26.

Svabhavenapanjfianaf!t yadi tasya puna!? kathaf!t,
panjfianaf!t nanu ki/a svabhaval? samavasthitaf?.

If non-understanding is due to self-nature, how can one come to possess
understanding subsequently. Is it not the case that self-nature is fixed?
MKV(P) p.50S; MKV(V) p.222.

Inada's rendering of nanu ktla svabhavaf? samavasthitaf? as "self-nature, in. d-eed, never re.mains fixed," seems to be based upon a misunderstanding of
the import of the particle nanu which sim}Jly means: ".is it not the case that,"
rather than a simple negation. If self-nature is something that "never remains ftxed," what we are presented here.is the so-called Spinozan solution
to the problem of substaQce . Na:garjuna was not willing to accept such an interpretation of self-nature, for · if self-nature were understo<;>d as changing,
the whole purpose of formulating the notion of self-nature by the substan-
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tialists would be defeated. Therefore, he was simply asking the question: "Is
it not the case that self-nature is fixed?" He is, in fact, insisting that if it is
not fixed, it is not a self-nature. A change of substance was, in the eyes of
Nagarjuna , a self-contra diction.
Hence he argues: If there is any inabili.cy to understan d suffering because
such inability is inherent, is through self-pature , then there can never be its
understand ing. Something that is inherently , unknowab le can never be
subsequen tly known. This is the most telling criticism of self-nature
(svabhiiva) as it is employed in the explanatio n of the path to freedom

(nirviiTJa).

27.

PrahiiTJtHiik!iitktzraTJe bhiivanii caivam eva te,
parijfliivan na yujyante catviiry api pha/iini ea.

As in the case of understan ding, this [i.e., the explanatio n in terms of
self-nature] is not proper in re.btion to the activities of relinquish ing,
realizing as well as cultivating . And so would the four fruits be [improper].
MKV(P) p .509; MKV(V) p .222

An understand ing (parijnii) of the nature of suffering (duf?kha) is a necessary
prerequisite for its relinquishing, the realization of freedom, and the cultivation of the path leading to freedom . In the previous verse, Nagarjuna explained how a belief in self-nature would create difficulties in explaining
understand ing (parijflii) or its absence (apanjnii).
The same difficulties are associated with the explanation of the relinquishing
(prahiiTJa) of suffering, the realization (siik{atkaraTJa) of freedom and the
cultivation (bhiivanii) of the path. To highlight these difficulties, Nagarjuna
concentrates on the fruits or consequences (phala).

28 .

SvabhiiveniidhigaltJf!t yat phalaf!t tat puna!? kathaf!t,
fakyaf!t samadhiganluf!t syiit svabh?ivaf!t pan'grhTJataf?.

How could it be possible for a person, who upholds a theory of self-
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nature, to realize a fruit that has already been realized through selfnature?
MKV{P) p. 510; MKV(V? p .222.

A person believing in self-nature also admits that a fruit is obtained by that
means. If a fruit has not been achieved through self-nature it can never be
achieved in any other way. It is an either I or situation. Accept it as occurring on
its own or it will never occur. This is a substantialise view of freedom (nirvtlf!ll,
which will be taken up for detailed treatment by Nigarjuna later on). This, indeed, is a fatalistic or a deterministic explanation of causality. Either the effect
exists in the cause or it does not (see discu.ssion of arth,a [ = phala] at 1.6).

29.

Phllliibh1ive phalasth1i no na santi pratipannakiif?,
sa??Zgho n1isti na cet santi te '!(au purufa-pudga/iif?.

In the absence of the fruits, there are neither those who have attained the
fruits nor those who have reached the way [to such attainment]. If the
eight types of individuals do not exists, there will be no congregation.

30.

Abh1iv1ic c1irya-saty1in1i??Z .sadt/harmo 'pi na vidyate,
dharme c1isati sa??Zghe ea katha??Z buddho bhavijyati.

From the non-existence of the noble truths, the true doctrine would also
not be evident. In the absence of the doctrine and the congregation, how
can there be ari enlightened one?
MKV(P) p .510; MKV(V? p.222.

Having shown tpat the explanation of the attainment of the frui~ (phala) of
life is rendered impossible or meaningless .by the adherence to the notion of
self-nature, Nigarjuna turns the table on the metaphysici~ns, showing them ·.
how the denial of emptiness (funyat1i), rather th~n its a$Sertion', leads to a
denial of all that they were trying to explain.
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Aprafityapi bodhi'?Z ea lava buddhaf? prasajyate,
aprafiJyapi buddhatiz_ ea lava bodhif? prasajyaJe.

Your [conception of the) enligh(ened one implies an independent
enlightenment. Also, your [conception of] enlightenment implies an independent ·enlighte~ed one.
MKV(P) p.510; MKV(V) p .223.

Explained in terms of self-nature, the cnlithtcned one would be so irrespective
of conditions (apralyaya). Similarly, cnllghtcnment would be achieved irrespective of whether it is a person who makes an eff~;>rt or not. This substantialise explanation of enlightenment and the enlightened one, in terms that arc
strictly naturalistic or deterministic, would render the activities of the one seeking enlightenment and freedom utterly meaningless.

32.

Ya.f cabuddaf? svabhavena sa bodh?iya gha{ann apz~
na bodhi.saJJva-cary1iy1i'?Z bodhi'?Z le 'dhigami[yati.

Whosoever is by self-nature unenlightened, even though he were to contend with enlightenment, would not llttain enlightenment through a
career off a bodhisattva.
·
MKV(P) p .511 ; MKV(V) p.223.

This is the one and only time Nagarjuna, the so-called patron of Mahayana,
refers to the way (cary1i) of a bodhi.saJJva. Yet, the kind of criticism he is presenting here offers no ·consolation to those who accept certain doctrines of
popular Mahayana. ·Any substantialise theory, according to Nagarjuna's view,
militates against the career of a ·bodhi.sattva.
TQ uphold the view that a person is by nature unenlightcned is tantamount
to saying that he can never attain the fruit of enlightenment and freedom by
exerting himself. Sif9ilarly, to assert the view that a · person is by nature
enlightened , is a potential buddha, or possesses a bodht~cilta, makes the attainment of enlightenment meaningless (XXIV.28) or impossible.
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This, indeed, is reminiscient of the long drawn controversy between the Sarvastivadins and the Sautrantikas regarding the nature as welJ as the functioning
of good (kusala = dharma) or bad (akusala = adharma) thoughts (citta). The
metaphysical problems generated by an extremist analysis in relation to
phenomena in general have been explained in Chapters I and II. The selfsame
metaphysical problems appeared in the explanation of moral phenomena. The
Sarvastivada-Sautrantika controversy relating to the "seeds that are of good
nature" (kusala-dharma.blja) reflects their involvement in such ~etaphysical
ISsues.
The atomistic (and, therefore, non-empirical) analysis of thought (citta) led
the metaphysicians to assume a sharp distinction not only between good
thoughts (kusala-citta) and bad tho_ughts (akusala-citta), but also betw~en individual moments of thought in each series, whether they be of good thoughts
or bad thoughts. As such, several questions came to be raised: How does one
good .thought moment give rise to another similar thought mqment? How can
two different thought moments, one which is good and the other which is bad,
co-exist in one moment, especially when they are ·distinct as light and darkness
(7iloka-tamas, see Adv p.170)? If they cannot co-exist, how can a bad thought
moment give rise to or be followed by a good thought? While the Sarvastivadins utilized the conceptions of pr7ipti and apr7ipti to explain the manner of their occurrence, the Sautrantikas employed the notion of seed (liija) to
elucidate these problems.
The substantialist Sarvastivadins, who adhered to a notion of self-nature
(svabhava) were compelled to maintain that each variety of thought has its
own-nature. Yet, when they were called upon to explain the occurrence or nonoccurrence of good or bad thoughts in an individual person's stream of thought
(saf!JI7ina), they assumed that the non-attainment (apraptt) of one kind of
thought could make room for the attainment (pr7iptz) of another kind. The
Sautramikas, rejecting the notion of self-nature, emphasized the idea of potentiality (Jaktt) existing in the form of seed (blja). Thus, when a good thought
moment occurs, the bad thought moment can remain latent without
manifesting itself. Thus, we are left with two potentialities, one manifesting
itself ·when ·the other is not. The terms Jaktz: liija, and v7isan7i were all
employed to refer to such potentiality.
A distinction came to be admitted not only between good (kusala) and bad
(akusala), but also among the good seeds themselves. Thus, there are deftled
good seeds (s7ifrava-kusala-btja) ·and non-defiled good seeds (an7i1rave-kusalabtja), the former accounting for worldly goodness and the latter leading to
freedom (t!irv7if!a). These seeds were considered to be extremely subtle
(susuk.,m4) and remain uncorf4pted or undestroyed (na samudgh7ita). They
were compared to gold (kaflcana). A popular statement runs thus:
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I perceive his extremely s_u btle seed of release like; a seam of gold
concealed in a cleft of elemental rocks. (Mo,~.fa-b'ijam aha??~ hy asya

susuk.fmam upalak,faye, dhiitu-piifli'la-vivare niliam iva kaflcanam,
Sakv p. 644, see also Jaini, Adv Introduction , p.ll6.)
Even though this substantialise view is attributed to the J3uddha himself (see
Jaini, loc cit.) on the basis of the Buddha's statement t~garding the "luminous
thought" (pabhassaraf?~ cittaf?l), we have already provided evidence to the contrary (see Introduction), where thought is comp!lfed with "gold-ore" (jiita-rupa)
rather than with gold (suva'111a). As such, neither. .~he theory of the ·~seeds of
release" (moksa-bija) nor of the "originaJly pure mind" (prakrti-prabhiisvaracitta), which is a predecessor, the Mahayana notion of a bodhi-citta, can be
reconciled with the Buddha's conception ofx. non-substantiality (ark;tta) or
Nagarjuna's view of "emptiness (funyafii) . The present statement ~f Nagar' of the later interpreters,
juna is a clear rejection of the substantialise standpo'iQt
which represents a recurrent desire to go back to a pri1!Zordial source.

33.

Na ea dharmam adharmaf?~ vii kafcij Jalu kari$yatt~
kim afunyasya lcartavya??~ svabhiivaf? kriyate na hi.

No one will, indeed, do good or bad. What could the non-empty do?
For, self-nature does not perform.
M.KV(P) p.511; MKV(Jt? p.223.

Inada, once again, renders the terms dharma and adharma as factors and nonfactors of experience, thereby reading more ontology than axiology· into the:
statement ofNagarjuna. A substantialise interpretation of good and bad allow~
no room for their cultivation or performance. If someone is good. in terms of
self-nature, he do~s not have to ·perform the good; it is simply there. Similarly
with bad. Self-nature (svabhiivaX implies absolute _existence (sad-bhiiva), not
occurrence (saf?~bhava, XXIV.22).

34.

Vinii dharmam

adharmaf?~ . ca pha/af?~ _hi tavtl vidyate,

dhar111ii;fharma-nimitta??~ ea phalli??~ tava na vidyate.
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As for you, the fruit would be evident even without good or bad. This
means that for you a fruit occasioned by g~ and bad would not be evident.
MKV(P) p.~l2; MKV(V) p.223 .

The consequence of up holding a notion of self-nature in moral phiiosophy are
explicated here. If good and bad were to be explained in terms of self-nature or
substance, then there would be goodness and badness "in themselves." These
would always be existent. A fruit, if it were ~o arise at all, from a good action
will always be good and, as such, there would be identity of cause and effect
(see Chapter 1). If a good action were to lead to a bad consequence, it would
not matter at all, as it is assumed to be the case with, for example, "good-will."
This notion of intrinsic good or bad would render the concept of a cause (nimitta) almost meaningless .

35.

Dharmiidharma-nimilta??Z va yadi le vidyate pha/af?Z,
dharmiidharma-samutpannam afunyaf?Z le katha??Z pha/af?Z.

If, on the contrary, a fruit occasioned by good or bad is evident to you,
how can you ~tain the fruit that has arisen from good or bad to be [at
the sametime] non-empty?
MKV(P)

p.~l2 ;

MKV(V) p.223.

Thus, Nagarjuna insists that moral discourse and a substantialist world-view are
incompatible. If something is good by nature, good in terms of self-nature ,
good in itself, _then it must be always good. It cannot be otherwise. Such an absolutistic theory will fail to accommodate some individual or particular situations that are in conflict with the theory, but which would certainly be valid in
certain contexts. This was a serious defect in the absolutistic theory. as explained by Nagarjuna in the following vers~.

36.

Sarva-saf?Zvyavaharaf!li ea laukikiin pratibadhase,
yal pralityasamutpada-Junyatti??Z pratibadhase.
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You will contradict all the worldly conventions when you contradict the
emptiness associated with dependen t arising.
MKV(P) p .513; MKV(V) p.224.

This, once again, highlights the significant relationship between worldly conventions, that are situational or contextual and the principle of dependen t arising which, as explained earlier, is a universal. The only way the universal can
accommod ate the situational is when the universal is not looked upon as corresponding to an "ultimate reality." The substantialists who assumed that there
is an ultimate reality, therefore, were faced with all the insoluable metaphysics.
Thus the actual function of emptiness is the elimination of this substantialist
sting (see comments on XXIV .18).

37.

Na kartavyaf'!Z bhavet kif'!Zcit anarabdha bhavet kriya,
karakaf? syad akurviif!af? fUnyataf!Z pratibadhataf?.

For one who contradicts emptiness there would be nothing that ought to
be done; activity would be uninitiated and an agent would be nonacttng.
MKV(P) p.513; MKV(V) p.224.

The unfortunate consequences of upholding a substantialise theory and denying emptiness are listed here. Interestingly, all of them pertain to human
behavior and moral responsibi lity. This says much about the concerns of
Nagarjuna , who by popular acclaim is more a logician primarily concerned with
language and truth and therefore with ultimate reality, rather than a moral
philosophe r interested in axiology and, for that reason, emphasizing the conception of "ultimate fruit." He is supposed to have scorned any speculatio n
about human behavior (karma), what human behavior ought to be (kartavya),
and who a responsibile human agent (kurvaf!a) is.
In brief, a substantialist view leads to a denial of the human element functional in this world, an element that is generally described as "disposition"
(saf!Zskara). Not only does it negate the world conditione d by human dispositions (i.e., the saf!Zskrta), it also denies any activity and creativity in the natural
world (see XXIV.38 that follows).
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Ajatam aniruddharrt ea ku{astharrt ea bhavi!yatz:
vieitrabhir avasthabhif? svabhave rahitarrt jagat.

In a substa'ntialist view, the universe will be unborn, non-ceased, remaining immutable and devoid of variegated states.
MKV{P) p.513; MKV(V) p.224.

The assumption of a substance (svabhava) would deprive the narural world, the
world of dependent arising, of all the variety (vieitra) and freshness and leave it
sterile and unproductive. This, indeed, is the Buddha's criticism of eternalism
(sassata-diffht) when he maintained that according to this view the self and the
world are sterile, immovable, and remaining stable like a pillar," (D 1.14; S
3.202, 211, etc., yatha sassato attii ea loko ea vaiijho kutattho esika!{hayi{{hito).'

39.

Asampraptasya ea praptir duf?kha-paryanta-karma ea,
sarva-klefa-prahaf!arrt ea yady afUnyarrt na vidyate.

If the non-empty [is evident), then reaching up to what has not been
reached; the act of terminating suffering as well as the relinquishing .o f all
defilements would not be evident.
MKV{P) p.515; MKV(V) p.225.

The ·substantialise view would not only negate the world determined by human
dispositions (sarrtskrta) and the narural world of dependent ari$ing
(pratftysamutpanna), but also the ideal world, the world of freedom. Niryana
would remain inexplicable in the context of a substantialise world-view. This is
the subject matter of the next chapter. Before proceeding to explain freedom,
Nagarjuna has a quotation from the Buddha (XXIV.40).

40.

Yaf? pratftyasamutpadarrt pafyatfdarrt sa p'afyatz:
duf?kharrt samudayarrt eaiva nirodharrt miirgam eva ea.
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Whoever perceives dependent arising also perceives suffering, its arising,
its ceasing and the path [leading to its ceasing].
MKV(P) p.515; MKV(V) p .225.

The Buddha maintained that he who perceives dependent arising perceives the
dhamma (M 1. 190-191; Chung 7.2 [Tairho 1.467a). Perceiving dependent arising is not merely perceiving "things as they have come to be" (yath7ibhuta), but
also seeing how a human being placed in such a context of dependent arising
experiences suffering (duflkha); what causes such suffering; what kind of
freedom can be attained and what the path is that leads to the attainment of
freedom and emancipation. Dependent arising and the four noble truths are,
therefore, the foundations on which the whole edifice called Buddhism is built.
Any school of Buddhism that refuses to recognize the centrality of these doctrines would loose its claim to be a legitimate part of that tradition. These constitute the truths ~hat Nagarjuna was attempting to explicate in the present
chapter.

CHAPTER
TwENTY FIVE

Examination of Freedom

(NirvatJa-partk!ti)

· 1.

Yadi funyam idaf!Z sarvam_ udayo niisti na vyayaf?,
prahiir{1id vii nirodhiid vii kasya rJirviiT!am ifyate.

If all this is empty, there exiscs neither arising nor ceasing. [As such,]
through the relinquishing and.ceasing of what does one expect freedom?
MKV(P) p. 519; MKV(V) p.227.

Even though some of the problems relating to freedom (nirvii'!a) have already
been discussed in the context of a tathiigata (Chapter XXII) and the four noble
truths (Chapter XXIV), Nagarjuna singles out this topic for further analysis,
especially in view of certain grave misconceptions that emerged a:s a result of a
substantialise world-view. Without making any attempt to determine what
these metaphysical views were, many a scholar has plunged himself into assertions about Nagarjuna's conception of freedom and p.roduced views that are no
less metaphysical than those rejected by Nagarjuna.
The present verse explains the difficulties the metaphysicians, who accepted
substantial phenomena, experienced when they attempteo to elucidate
freedom . While th~ previous chapter dealt with the problems the substantialists faced when they accepted a notion of s~lf-nature and tried to account for
the four noble truths, especially the empirical fact of suffering (duf?kha), the
preseiu context Nligarjuna is primarily concerned with the question of freedom
from suffering. The substantialist dilemma here would be: How can freedom
(niniii'!a) be explained, if the conception of emptiness is utilized not only to
explain the empirical fact of"suffering but also to elucidate nirvii'!a) which,
even though described as the cessation of suffering (duf?kha-nirodha), was also
the ultimate or absolute reality.
After denying any substance (svabhiiva) in the conventional or the contextual
(vyavahiira), ifNagarjuna had not proceeded to extend that denial to the ideal·
(paramiirtha), the substantialise could have remained silent. However;· when·
Nagarju!la universalized "the empty" (!Unya) by saying "all thJs is empty" (sar:
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vam idaT?Z iunyaf?Z)- and that included the substantialists' conception of
"ultimate reality" (paramlirtha) understood in various ways, either as "atomic
. reality" (paramlit?u) or the "seed of release" (mokfa-btja) or the "originally
pure thought" (prakrtz~prabhlisvara-citta)(see XXIV.32) - he. was threatening
die very foundation of substamia.list metaphysics. In the' next twenty-three
verses, Nagarjuna proceeds to demolish that foundation.

2.

Yady aiunyam zdaf?Z sarvam udayo nlisti na vyayal;,
prahar{iid va nirodhad va kasya nirva1Jam z!yate.

' .
If all this is non-empty, there exists neither arising nor ceasing, [As such,]
throu~h relinquishing and ceasing of what does one expect freedom?
MKV(P) p.521 ; MKV(V) p.227.

As in the previous chapter, it is because of his preference for an empiricai explanation of things in terms of arising and ce~ing (udaya"vyaya) ,that Nagarjuna is not willing to accept a metaphysical substaQce. Hence his argument that
relinquishing (prahlit?a) and ceasing (nirodha) are meaningless in the context
of the "non-empty" (afunya). Thus, f-or Nagarjuna, the: non-empirical view is
the one expressed in the form, "All this is non-empty (sarvam idam aiunyaf?Z),·
rather than .the view presented as "AIJ this is empty" (sarv(lm idaf?Z funfaf?Z). If,
on the contrary, the substaotialists were to accept the empirical phenomena to
be empty, but not nirvtit?a, still Nagarjuna could ask the question: lf nirva11a is
a permanent and eternal substance, why talk of arising and ceasing, relin•
quishing and abandoning, for suffering (duf;kha) or defilements (k.lefa) that
need to be relinquished actually do not affect the originally pure existence?
For Nagarjuna and the Buddha, neither the empirical events nor the·
ultimate fruit were substantial. Neither samsara
nor nirvana
.
. were' absolute in
any sense. As such, what Nagarjuna is presenting is not different from the empirical view of bondage and freedom explained in the Buddha's discourse. to
Katyayana.
·

3.

Aprahlt?am asampraptam anucchinnam afafvataf?Z,
aniruddhain anutpannam etan nirva1Jam ucyate.
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Unrelinquished, not reached, unannihilated, non-eternal, non-ceased
and non-arisen-this is called freedom.
MKV(P) p .521 ; MKV(V) p.228.

Having rejected a permanent and eternal substance which, as explained earlier
(XXIV.38), "is unborn, unceased, remaining immovable and devoid of
variegate~ .situations," ifNagarjuna were to explain freedom in almost idemial
terms, his philosophy would not be any different from those of his substantialist opponents. Furthermore, it is the substantialists themselves who considered freedom (nirvaf!a) as well as the non-defiled good ·seeds (aniifravakusala-bTja) or the .seeds of release (mokfa-liija) to be subtle (susllk!ma) and
uncorrupted or undestroyed (na samudghata)(see XXIV.32). This leaves the interpreter of the present verse with only one escape-route, namely, to consider
the six negations presented here to be simple negations of metaphysical existence (sat) or its associate, non-existence (asat).
How relinquishing (praha11a) becomes problematic if one were to accept a
self-nature (svabhava) has been explained at XJGV .27. The substantialists, as
mentioned in the discussion of XXIV.32, were left with two distinct selfnatures: the good (kusala) and the bad (akusala). Their problem was how any
one of them, being permanent and eternal, could be relinquished.
If it is assumed t hat the "seed of release" (mok/a-bTj~) is subtle and incorruptible and produces freedom (nirvaf!a) as the "ultimate fruit" (para~ artha or
phala), Nagarjuna's refutation of it is clearly stated at XXJV.28 , He explained
how the reaching (saf?~priipti = ·samatihiga~ana) of a ftuiit (ph!Zit!) is made impossible by the recognition of a perP"ta.nent and' incorruptible self-nature . Thus,
when freedom (nirvaf!a) is explained as reqlinql,lishing (prahiitJa) and teaching
(saf?~praptz) , these should not be understoqd ip a .substantialist way. If they
were so understood, the only way to explain the empirical conception of
freedom is by negating them. Thus, in freedom there is "no thing" (na
kafcit)(X:XV.24) - a thing understood as being substan'tial or having selfnature- that is either relinquished> (prahtf!a) or reached (sa??tpiiipta).
The other four negations were dis'cussed in relation to the D,edicatory Verses
(as part of the eight negations). There too, it was pointed our that the eight
negationswere intendea to eliminate the metaphysical notions · of existence
(astitva) and non-existence (nastitva). The same could be said of the rwo
couplets in the present verse :. anucchinnaf?~ /aflifvalaf!J and aniruddha??tl anutpamlaf?l.
Thus, the sixfold activity- relinquishing, reaching, interruption, remaining.
constant, ceasing and arising - as explained by the metaphysicians need to be
negated before an empiricist theory could emerge. Such metaphysical explana-
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tions can easily. be abandoned if their foundations, namely, the metaphysical
concepts of substantial existence (sat or astitva, bh'iiva or svabh'iiva) and.
nihilis~ic non-existence (asat or n'iistitva, abh'iiva or parabh'iiva), were to be
given up. This, indeed, is the task that Nagarjuna sets up for himself in the
following verses.

4. Bh'iivas t'iivan na nirv'iif!tlf!l jar'ii-maraf!a-lak!af!ti??J,
prasajet'iisti bh'iivo hi na jar'ii-maraf!tlf!l vin'ii.

Freedom, as a matter of fact, is not existence, for if it were, it would
follow that it has the characteristics of decay arid death. Indeed, there is
no existence without decay and death.
MKV(P) p.524;

MKVM

p.229.

Inada takes bh'iiva in.the presc;_nt context. as the nature of ordinary existence. Instead, the term is better explained as a reference to metaphysical existence
(astitva), as has been the case with Na,garjuna (see especially, XXI. 15-16; also·
XXV .10). The metaphysicians who admitted bh'iiva or svabh'iiva as eternal and
permanent entities never attempted an empirical justification of these entities.
They seem to have assumed that these are known through "ominscience" (sarvajflatva). Nagarjuna, realizing the Buddha's attitude toward· such knowledgeclaims (see discussion of Sabba-su.tta at IX.3) and, therefore, making no
reference to such knowledge at all in the present text, simply noted the implica·
tions of this metaphysical speculation and insisted that such existence (bh'iiva,
svabh'iiva) is invariably associated with characteristics (lak!af!a), like decay and
death (iar'ii-maraf!a). Thus, freedom will not include freedom from decay and
death and this would contradict the Buddha's claim that he is freed from the
r~current cycle of births and deaths. On the contrary, if the metaphysicians insis.ted that· there is no invariable connection between existence (bh'iiva) and
·characteristics (lak,a,a), then they could claim that after parinirv'iit!fl a freed
person can retain the eternal existence and drop the characteristics. Nagarjuna was
qui~e certairi that this is an extension of the metaphysical position and is in conflict with the non-substantialise teachings of the Buddha (see XXV.17).
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5. Bh1i11af ea yadi nirv1i1!a?!J nirv1i1!af!Z Jaf!Zskrlaf!Z bha11et,
n1isaf'!Jskrto hi 11idyate bh1i11af? kviiCana kafcana.

Moreover, if freedom were to be existence, then freedom would be conditioned. Yet, an existence that is unconditioned is not evident anywhere.
MKV(P) p.526; MKV(v) p.230.

In rendering the terms saf!Zskrta and asaf!11krta as "conditioned" and the "unconditioned" respectively, we have, in the present context, tried to retain the
interpretation of the metaphysicians, for it is this particular interpretation that
is being questioned by Nagarjuna. Undoubtedly, it is the Sarvastivada theory
which equated saf!Zskrta and prafityasamutpanna that Nagarjuna has in mind
(see comments on VII. I). The implication of this equation is that "the unconditioned" (asarrukrta) is also the "independent" or "uncaused"
(aprafityasamutpanna), an implication not acceptable to both Nagarjuna and
the Buddha.
In fact, XXV .4-6 highlight the sharp distinction the metaphysicians assumed
between freedom and bondage (see Chapter XVI, Examination of Bondage and
Release). It is this sharp distinction, which is the foundation of the substantia11st explanation of freedom and bondage, that is being analysed by Nagarjuna. Unless this metaphysical explanation is kept in view, speculatoins about
Nagarjuna's own conception of freedom can turn out to be as weird as those of
the metaphysicians.

6. Bh1iva1 ea yadi nirv1i1Jam anupadaya tal kathaf!Z,
nirv1if!af!J n1inup1idiiya kafcid bhavo hi vidyate.

Furthermore, if freedom were to be existence, how can that freedom be
independent, for .an independent existence is certainly not evident?
MKV(P) p .526; MKV(V) p.230.
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Here again we have a metaphysical interpretation of upadiiya (see IV.l-2)
where existence (bhava), as the permap.ent and the eternal, becomes not only
the "unconditioned" . (XXV. 5), but also · the absolutely "independent"
(anupadiiya)(see also XXII. 5). Nagarjuna is not prepared to equate freedom
with such non-empirical existence.

7.

Yadi bhavo na niroa11am abhaval; ki??l bhavzjyati,
nirofif'!af!l yatra bhavo na nabhavas tatra vidyate.

If freedom is not existence, will freedom be non-existence? Wherein
there is no existence, therein non-existence is not evident.
MKV(P) p . 527; MKV(V) p.230.

The metaphysical notions of existence and non-existence expressed in such
'
terms as astitva and nastitva are here referred
to as bhava and abhava. They
bring back the. problems of identity and differences (see 1.3). Nagarjuna's argument, as at 1.3, is that these two are relative concepts.

.

8.

Yady abhavaf ea nirva11am anupadiiya ltfl kathaf!l,
nir:vtif'!af!l na hy abhavo 'sti yo 'nupadiiya vidyate.

If freedom is non-existence, how can freedom be independent? For there
exists no non-existence which evidently is independent.
MKV(P) p. 527·; MKV(V) p .23 1.

If there were to be no permanent existence, there could be no permanent nonexistence . If there were to be no absolute existence, there could be no nihilistiC
non-existence.. Just as much as freedom is not absolute-existence' it is also not
nihilistic non-existence. Nagarjuna's attempt in the present chapter is directly
aimed at getting rid of such a metaphysical explanation of freedom. The Bw;ldhists, throughout history, were prone to make such distinctions, someti.mes
ignoring the empirical middle position· advocated by the Buddha. This is what
·
Nagarjuna intends to explain in the next verse.'
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Ya lijavaf?t·JaVi-bhliva uplidiiya prafitya vli,
so 'prafitylinuplidiiya nirvlif!am upadi;yate.

Whatever is of the nature of coming and going that occurs contingently
or dependently. Fr~dom is, therefore; indicated as being noncontingent and independent.
MKV(P) p.529; MKV(V) p.231.

Even though the Buddha empahsized the avoidance of metappysical extremes,
there was indeed a tendency to distinguish saf?tslira and nirvlif!a. The cycle of
births and deaths, "comings and goings" (lijavaf?t·Javif?t), was looked upon as
having its own nature (bhliva) which is dependence. This is contrasted with the
nature (bhliva) offreedom which is independent. The intrusion of the substantialist notions in the form of saf?tvrti (convention) and paramiirtha ("ultimate
reality") into the Buddhist doctrine during the schola.Stic period has already
been referred to (see comments on XXIV.8). Even though most Buddhist
thinkers were able to avoid such ontological speculations in explaining the
nature of the world and freedom, the Buddhist metaphysicians had difficulty
in avoiding such a dichotomy. Therefore, in the next verse, Nagarjuna proceeds to remind the Buddhists of the Buddha's teaching on becoming and
other-becoming (bhava-vibhava).

10.

Parhli'!af?t clibrav"ic chastli bhava;ya vibhavasya ea,
tasmlin na bhlivo nlibhlivo nirvli'!a.??t iti yujyate.

The teacher has spoken of relinquishing both becoming and otherbecoming. Therefore, it is proper .to assume that freedom is neither existence nor non-existence.
MKV(V) p.530; MKV(V) p.232 .

In addition to the two c~ncepts of saf?tbhava.and vibhava, discussed pr~viously .
(Chapter XXI); Nagarjuna introduces another pair: bhava and .vibhava: It is
significant to note that when Nagarjuna rejected astitva and. nlistitva he was'
quoting .the Buddha (XV. 7). He does the same when he refers to bhava and
vibhava (XXV.lO). Yet, when he rejects bhliva and abhliva, rwo concepts that
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do not appear in the early discourses, except as suffoces, Nigirjuna merely indicates that the Buddha realized their implications (bhiitiiibhiiva-vibhiivina,
XV. ?)"and does not present it as a statement of the Buddha. This supports our
previous contention that bhiva and abhiva represent an a:ttempt to reintroduce astitva and niislilva into philosophical discussions by the
Brahmanical and Buddhist metaphysicians.
One significant difference between the concepts of bhava and abhava (astziva and niistitva), on the one hand, and bhava and vibhava, on the other, is that-.
the former are metaphysical asshmptions and the latter describe empirical
such, the reasons for their rejection would be different. Bhiva and
events.
abhava are rejected because they are metaphysical and, as such, unverifiable in
terms of the epistemological standpoint adopted by the Buddha. On the contrary, bhava and vibhava are experienced processes of life, namely, becoming
and other-~offi.ing, and the reason for their being rejected is that they lead to
suffering (duf?kha). Bhava is the process of becoming conditioned by dispositions. Hence .the Buddha spoke of "craving for becoming" (bhava-la'!hi), a
constant thirs~ing to become this or that. Vibhava could mean either "becoming something different" or annihilation of this process of becoming (namely,
suicide). This was also referred to as a form. of craving (vibhava-la'!h1i).
However, the process of becoming and becoming otherwise could be explained
in terms of metaphysical and, therefore, wrong beliefs (mithyii-dr!!t) in absolute existence (bhiiva) and nihilistic non-existence (abhiitia), respectively, instead of dependent arising (pralftyasamutpida) . Neither of the metaphysical
explanations, according to the Buddha, could serve as the basis for freedom .

As

11.

Bhaved abhiivo bhivaf ea nirvi'!a~ ubhaya'!J yadt~
bhaved abh1ivo bh1ivai ea mok!as tac ea na yujyate.

If freedom were to be both existence and non-existence, then release
would also be both existence and non-existence. This too is not proper.
MKV(P) p.531; MKV(V) p.232.

It is possible for someone to assume that "freedom" represents a special kind of
existence which combines
both· exi,stence
and non-existence. If
it is understood
.
. r.
.
as some mysterious existence beyond exi~tence and non-existence, Nigarjuna
reminds his opponents that it is no more than simple "release" (mok!a), ·and
this latter need not be descril:!ec.J a.s both existence and non-existenc~. Release iS~
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no more than the release from suffering and there is nothing transcendental
about it.

12.

Bhaved abhtivo bhavaf ea nirva11am ubhaya'f!J yadi,
ntinuptidliya nirvti11am uptidliyobhaya'f!J hi tat.

If freedom were to be both existence and non-existence, freedom could
not be independent, for existence and non-existence are, indeed, dependent upon one another.
MKV(P) p.531; MKV(V? p .232.

As pointed out earlier, the substantialist definition o{ freedom implied independence , rather than non-grasping or non-clinging (see comments on XXII .5). Thus, if the metaphysicians were to define freedom as both existence and
non-existence, it could not be, independent as they expect it to be. This is
because existence and non-existence are dependent.

13.

Bhaved abhtivo bhtivaf ea nirvti11am ubhya'f!J katha??J,
asamskrtam
ea samskrtau.
. . . ea nirvtinam
. . bhtivtibhtivau
.
. .

How could freedom be both existence and non-existence, for freedom is
unconditioned while existence and non-existence are conditioned?
MKV(P) p.531; MKV(V) p.233.

As in the previous verse, here too Nagarjuna is taking the definition proffered
by the opponent and criticizing his conception of freedom. This is similar to
the argument adduced ~y Nagarjuna at XXV .6, except that in the presen~ case
Nagarjuna is insisting that if something is both existence and non-existence, it
could not appropriately be called an "unconditioned." The "unconditioned,"
by the metaphysician's definition, is the "independent" (apratityasamutpanna),
and ~n element with two entities as parts of it will always be conditioned by
those two parts.
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14. Bhaved abhiivo bhiivaf ea nirviif!am ubhayaf!J kathaf!J ,
na tayor ekatriistitvam iiloka-tamasor yathii.

How could freedom · be both existence and .non-existence, for their
simultaneious existence in one place is not possible, as in the case of light
and darkness?
MKV(P) p .532; MKV(JI) p.i33.

This brings out another aspect of the metaphysicians' conception of freedom,
namely. the monistic implication. Nirva,a, looked upon as the "ultimate reality" (paramartha), could not accommodate variety and multiplicity. For them,
it is the one ultimate truth, everything else being provisional. However, Nagarjuna is insisting that they could not maintain that nirviif!a is both existence and
non-extstence.

1.5.

Naiviibhiivo naiva bhiivo nirv{if!am .iti yii 'njanii,
abhiive caiva bhiive ea sa siddhe sati sidhyati.

The proposition that freedom is neither e.xistence nor non-exiStence could
be established if and when both existence and non-existence are
established.
MKV(P) p .532; MKV(V) 233.

Anjanii from (vanj, "to annoint") can mean a symbol. Here Naglf.rjuna is not
speaking of logical proof to decide the validity of a symbolism, or a proposition. Rather, he is interested in the empirical justification . Thus. unless both
existence and non-existence, as explained by the metaphysician •. ciw be shown
to have empirical validity, their negations too would mean nothing.

16.

Naiviibhavo .naiva bhiivo nirvii'!tlf!l yadi vidyate,
naiviibhiivo naiva bh?ivo iti kena tad aJy.ate.
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If freedom as neither existence nor non-existence is evident, by means of
what is it made known as neither existence nor non-existence?
MKV(P} p.533; MKV(V) p.233.

This seems to be a rather devastating criticism of the more popular view that
freedom cannot be expressed either as existence or as non-existence. That is,

it is linguistically transcendent or is ineffable. If the statement, "Freedom is
neither existence nor non~existence," is intended to express the ineffability
of nirvfif!a, Nagarjuna is questioning the meaningfulness of that very statement. This means that absolute negation is as metaphysical as absolute assertion, "absolute nothingness" is as meaningless as "absolute thingness," and
these are the absolutes that are expressed by terms like bhava and abhava.

17.

Para??t nirodhad bhagavan bhavafity eva nohyate,
na bhavati ubhaya??t ceti nobhaya??t ceti nohyate.

It is not assumed that the Blessed One exists after death. Neither is it
assumed that he does not exist, or both, or neither.

18.

Tfthamano 'pi bhagavan bhavafity eva nohyate,
na bhavaty ubhaya??t ceti nobhaya??t ceti nohyate.

It is not assumed that even a living Blessed One exisJS. Neither is it
assumed that he does not exist, or both or neither.
MKV(P) p.B4; MKVM p.234.

These, indeed, are the metaphysical assertions made regarding the tathagata
(XXII) which both Nagarjuna and the Buddha rejected. J:he foundations of
these metaphysical views were the theories of identity and difference. This very
important problem is next taken up fpr examination- by. Nagarjuna.

19.

Na sa??tsfirasya rJirvfif!fit ki??tctd asti vife!a'!a??t,
na nirva,asya sa??tsfirat ki??tctd asti vifeftlf!tlf!t.
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The life~process has no thing that distinguishes it from freedom. Freedom
has no thing that distinguishes it from the life-process.
MKV(P) p.535; MKV(V) p.234.

This statement of Nagarjuna has contributed to a major and wide-spread assertion regarding the uniqueness of Mahayana philosophy, namely , the ultimate
identity of sa1{'ts"iira and nirv"ii'Ja. This assertion may appear to be correct, if we
are to ignore all that has been said by Nagarjuna regarding the metaphysical
doctrines of. identity (ekatva) and difference (nanatva), especially in the
chapters dealing with the tathagata (XXII) and the four truths (XXIV).
Those who upheld the view that this statement is an assertion of the identity
of sa1{'tiiira and nirv1i'fll do not seem to have paused for one moment to reflect
on the question regarding the nature of the identity they were implying; nor
have they attempted to place that conception of identity (if there is one) in the
historical context.
The fact that there was a great urge on the part of the Buddhists, especially
after the Buddha's death, to raise him to the level of a, supreme being, having
no real connections with the ordinary human world, can easily be seen from the
more popular Mahayana texts like the Lalitavistara · and the
Saddharmapu'ltfaiika as well as the Theravada treatises like thefiitaka-nidanakathii. Through that popular perspective, substantialist views regarding the
nature of the Buddha began to emerge among philosophers. These
philosophical views were.prominent with the early·metaphysicians like the Sarvastivadins· and the Sautrantikas.
. ){i~ii'fa, understood as the "ultimate reality" (paramartha), came to be
distinguished from sa1{'ts1ira, the · unreal, the convention, the impermanent.
The Buddha's own view that nirv'iif!'ii is the "ultimate fruit" (paramattha), a
cU'lminarion of the fruit (attha) of everyday life, the highest moral perfection
involving the eschewing of all immoral conduct (sabba-papassa akara'faf!'J) and
the promotion of good (kusalassa upasampada), was gradually being forgotten.
Dharma was gradually being distinguished from the dha1'JIUZ in the dharmaadharma context. The inappropriate equation of the pui;ya-papa distinction
with the dhdrma-adharma distinction (see comments on XVII .24) led to the
belief in a Dharma that transcends the dharma-adharma distinction.
However, this was not Nagarjuna's understanding. Vyavahara, the contex- ·
tual or the conventional, is not provisional in a cheap pragmatic sense and,
therefore, unreal. It is the concrete without which the ideal (paramartha) .
makes no sense at all (XXIV.lO). It is the absolute distinction between
vyavahara and paramartha that is denied in the present verse.
·
The fact that the Buddhist metaphysicians were involved in long-drawn
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philosophical disputes with the Brahmanical schools of thought and, therefore,
the possibility of mutual influences should not be discounted. For example, the
Sautranrika philosophical sca~dpoint resembles in many ways the standpoint of
the Vaise~ikas. This latter philosophy is founded on the basic methodology of
making "distinctions" (vife$a1'!a). Nagarjuna's present statement can be properly evaluated in the background of such a methodology.
Indeed, the most significant part of the statement is: na ki1?1cit asti
vife!a1fa1?1. i.e., "there is no thing that can be taken as a distinction," or "there
is no distinct thing." (see XXV.20 and 24). The reference to some metaphysical
entity as "some thing" (ki1?1Cit) is a popular feature in the early discourses as
well as in the Prajnapliramita-sutras.

20.

Nirvaf?asya ea ya ko#l? ko#l? sa1?1saraf?asya ea,
na tayor antara1?1 ki1?1cit susuk!mam api vidyate.

Whatever is .the extremity of freedom and the extremity of the life~
process, between them not even a subtle something is evident.
MKV(P) p.535; MKV(V) p.235.

Having rejected a sharp dichotomy between sa1?1slira and nirvli1Ja, Nagarjuna is
not V.•illiog to let the metaphysician discover something c;xtremely' subtle
(kif!Zeit susu/qma1?1). comparable to the extremely subtle and incorruptible
seed of release (mok!a-blja)(see comments on XXIV.32), between sa1?1slira and
11irva1'Ja. The identity theories of both Sarvastivada and Sankhya school posited
such subtle entities to explain continuity. Nagarjuna's present statement
should be understood in the background of the ideas expressed by these
schools.
Therefore, the translation of ~he first line as "The limits of nirva1Ja are the
limits of sa1?1stird' (Inada, p.158), is not very appropriate . Furthermore, the
first line does not make a complete sentence. The emphasis in the complete_>
sentence is on the phrase #1?1eit sustkfma1?1 (see XXV.l9), which is
Nagarjuna's major concern here.
·

21.

Para1?J nirodhad antadyaf? fafvatadyaf ea dr!tayaf?,
nirva11am aparanta1?1 ea purvantaf!J ea samafritaf?.
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Metaphysical views relating to the finite, etc., to the eternal, etc., after
death are associated with [the problems of] freedom as well as the
posterior and prior extremities.
MKV(P) p.536; MKVM p.235.

Herein, reference is made to eight of the ten "undeclared" (avyakrta) issues.
Nagarjuna perceives them to be associated with the question of freedom, a
freedom looked at from two of the major concerns of. the human beings, namely, the first beginning and th~ ultimate end, the first cause and the final cause.
Human concerns like "Where did I come from?" or "Where would I go after
this?" (as will be exlained in the final Chapter on "Examination of Views") have
influenced human thinking and often led to metaphysical views about freedom
and bondage.

22.

SUnyefu sarva-dharmefu kim ananta??Z kim antavat,
kim anantam antavac ea nananta??~- nanantavae ea ki??~-.

23.

Ki??Z tad eva kim anyat ki??Z f 1ifvata??Z kim afafvata?!J,
afafvata'l!t fafvata??Z ea kzf?z va n obhayam apy ataf?.

When all things are empty, why [speculate ~n] the finite, the infinite,
both the finite and the infinite and neither finite nor the·infinite? W:hy
[speculate on] the identical, the different, the eternal, the non-eternal,
both or neither?
MKV(P) p.537; MKV(V) p.235.

Empiricist Nagarjuna's final final question, after presenting such a detailed
analysis of all the ,metaphysical views to which he has devoted twenty-five
chapters, is "Why iaise all these .metaphysical issues, when all experienced
things are empty?" (funyefu sarva-dharmefu ki??Z ... ). As reiterated before in
the commentary, he is spellfing about things that are empty (funya), which are
the empirically given and which are seen to be dependently arisen
(prafityasamutpanna) .· He is not emphasizing · the abstract concept,
"emptiness" (funyata).
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Sarvopalambhopaiamafl prapancopaiamafl Hvafl,
na kvacit kasyacit kaicid dharmo buddhena deiitafl.

The Buddha did not teach the appeasement of all objects, the appeasement of obsession, and the auspicious as some thing to some one at some
place.
MKV(P) p.538; MKV(V ) p.236.

Inada has broken up the above into two distinct statements and thereby lost its significance. The first line contains qualifications of dharma occurring in the second.
Nagarjuna's emphasis is on the phrase: kaicit dharmafl. as it was in the case of
the two important statements made previously in the present chapter
(XXV.l9-20). When the Buddha spoke of freedom (nirvaf!a), which he
qualified as the appeasement of all objects (upalambha = alambana =
drii!lavya, cf. dra!favyopaiama at V.8) or the appeasement of obsessions
(prapaflcopaiama) or auspicious (iiva, see Dedicatory Verses), he was not referring to them as "some thing," that is, some entity having a specific distinction
(viJe!af!a) or subtlety (susuk/matva). He was not' speaking of freedom in the
way the substantialise conceived of it.
All these twenty-five chapters are, therefore, negative in character and tone.
They were devoted to a refutation of the two metaphysicai but related views of
existence and non-existence (astitva-nastitva) . Having cleared up the dust that
had gathered around all the doc~rines preached by the Buddha, Nagarjuna is
now ready to go on to the positive description of bondage and freedom as
enunciated by the Buddha in the discourse to Katyayana. Nagarjuna's treatment of the metaphysical issues that emerged in relation to all these doctrinesdoctrines pertaining to causation, change, the human personality, survival, karma, moral responsibility, and freedom- is so exhaustive and complete that he
can proceed to explain the Buddha's conception. of bondage and ·freedom
without any fear of any one raising any question. For he has already answered
them all. Herein lies the greatness of Nagarjuna as a philosopher.

CHAPTER
TwENTY SIX

Exarrunation of the Twelve Causal Factors

(Dvadasanga-partk!a)

I.

Punarbhavfiya saf?lskiirfin avidyfi-nivrtas iridha,
'abhisaf?~skurute yfif?II tair gatif?Z gacchati karmabhif?.

A person enveloped by ignorance forms such dispositions in the threefold
ways leading to re-becoming, and through such actions he moves on to
his destiny.
MKV(P) p.542; MKV(V} p.238.

This chapter is of little significance to most Nagarjunian scholars. Inada argues:
With the discussion of Nirvfif!a in the last chapter the treatment
from the standpoint of the Mahayana had' basically com e·to a close.
In this chapter and the final one to follow, Nagarjuna goes into the
analysis of the Hinayanistic doctrines . . .. The discussion is
Hrnayi.nistic and it reveals that the source of trouble lies in ig. norance which in turn initiates all kinds of mental conformations
(saf?Zskiira) (Niigfirjuna, p.l60).
While disagreeing totally with this interpretation, I pr~pose to show that this
chapter represents the most positive explanation by Nagarjuna of the Buddha's
teachings on bondage and freedom as enunciated in the vast collection of
discourses: with the discourse to Katyayana as the pivotal text. Indeed, without
the positive teachings presented here coming after the negative analysis in the
last twenty-five chapters, it is rather difficult to see how Nagarjuna could claim
to. be restating the Buddha-word, as he openly expresse~ it -in several places
earlier (see XV.6; XVII.6, 8, 11; XXIV.S-9). It is indeed surpri~ing to see how
mo~t interpreters of Nagarjuna are looking for positive statements of the doe- _
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uine primarily through negations (XXV.3 and Dedicatory Verses), while ignoring all the positive statements of Nagarjuna.
XXVI.! is a further explanation of the Buddha's statement: "Depending
upon ignorance are dispositions" (avifttipaccayfi sankhfirfi). Its elaboration is
also the Buddha's and is presented in the Kukkuravatik a-sulla (M 1.390).

2.

Vijnfinaf!Z saf!Znivisate ItJf!ZIRarapratyayaf!Z gatau,
Iaf!Znivi!{e 'tha vijnfine nfimaropaf!Z m!icyate.

Consciousness, with disposition as its condition, enters [the new] life.
When consciousness has entered, the psychophysical personality is infused.
MKV(P) p.543; MKV(V) p.238.

This represents the explanation of the relationships described in the statement,
"Depending upon dispositions is consciousness" (sankhlirapaccayfi viiifJfif!af!Z)
and "Depending upon consciousness is the psychophysical personality"
(vifJflfif!apacc ayfi nfimaiUpaf!Z). The explication of the fuse of these is found at
S 3.87 (Tsa 2.14 [Tatsho 2.llc)) where it is said: "Disposition is so called
because it processes ... consciousness that has already been dispositionally
conditioned, into its present state." The dispositions ace thus responsible for
providing an ·individuality to consciousness, and it is this individuated consciousness that comes to be established in a psychophysical personality. This latter event is explained at D 2.63 (Chang 10.2 [Tairho 1.61b)), where it is stated
that the psychophysical personality formed in the mother's womb will not grow
into maturity (na vuddhif!Z vtru(hif!Z lipa;j"atz) if consciousness were not to enter
it and get established therein. In fact, the Chinese translation of Kumarajlva
refers to such attainment of maturity of the psychophysical personality.
Those who ace unwilling .to attribute a doctrine of survival to Nagarjuna may
interpret the relation between consciousness and the psychophysical personality
as no more than the explanation of the act of being conscious during ordinary
day to day experiences. If so, it would have been possible for Nagarjuna to say
so at this point. Instead, he .prefers to speak of a life (gatz), generally
understood as a future life or destiny, and proceeds to explain the process of
perception only after outlining the emergence of the six sensory faculties
associated with the psychophysical personality.
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3. Nifikte niimarnpe tu !at;/iiyatana-sa??Zbhaval?,
!at;/ayatanam iigamya saf?ZSpar:fal? saf?Zpravartate.

. When the psychophysical personality has been infused, the occurrence of
the six spheres (of sense) takes place. Depending upon the. six spheres
proceeds contact.
MKV(P) p .552-553; MKV(V) p.242.

The Buddha's statement, "Depending upon the psychophysical personality are
the six spheres of sense" (niimarnpapaceayii sa(iiyatana1?Z). explains an important pre-requisite for the emergence of human knowledge. If the
psychophysical personality is not properly formed or if the sensory faculties
were to be. defective, the sensory spheres such as material form, sound, smell,
taste, touch, and concepts would not provide a foundation for contact. Thus,
the visual organ, which is part of the psychophysical personality should be
unimpeded ·(aparibhinna) and should function properly. The external object
should come into focus (bahirii ea rnpii iipatha??Z iigacehatt) and attention
(samannahara) , which is a function of consciousness, should be available (M
1.. 190; Chung 7.2 [Tairho L467a]). Then only there will emerge consciousness
which is a necessary condition for contact. This . idea is then elaborated by
Nagarjuna in the next verse.

4.

Cak!ul? pralitya iiipa1?Z ea samanvahiiram eva ea,
niimarnpa?!J pratityaiva?!J vijniinaf?Z saf?Zpravartate.

5. Sa?!Jipatas trayfi1!ii??Z yo rnpa-vijnanu-eak!U!fi1?Z,
spar:faf?·sal? tasmiit sparfae ea vedana sa?!Jpravartate.

Thus, depending upon the eye and material form, and attention too, and
depending upon the psychophysical personality proceeds consciousness.
Whatever is the harmonious concurrence of the three factors: material
form, consciousness, and eye, is .contact. Feeling proceeds from such
contact.
MKV(P) p .553-554; MKV(V) p.242.
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The twelvefold formula presents feeling as being conditioned by contact
(phassapaccaya vedana). However, Nagarju.na feels the need to explain what
contact is all about. He, therefore, inserts the explanation ofcontact provided
by the Buddha in the Madhupit!r;ika-suttt; (M 1.111-112; Chung 28.3 [Tatsho
L604b)) . Contact is the harmonious <;oncurrence (sangatt) of three factors:
material form, (visual) consciousness, and eye. It is this harmonious concurrence that provides a foundation for feeling (vedana).

6.

Vedanapratyaya tr!t!'ii vedanartha??J hi tr~yate,
tr!Jamana upadiinam upadatte caturvidha??J.

Conditioned by feeling is craving. Indeed, craving is feeling-directed.
The one who craves, grasps on to the fourfold spheres of grasping.
MKV(P) p.. 554-555; MKV(ll?p.243.

Here Nagarjuna h~ an interesting explanation of craving (tr!f!d) when he says:
vedanartha??J hi tuyate, i.'e, "it is for feeling that one craves." It is a reference to
the pleasant feelings (Jubha, manapa, or sukha). The fourfold spheres of grasping are: grasping for desires (kiima), for views (dittht), for rules and rights
(stlabbata), and for theories of self (attavada)(M 1. S1).

7.

Upadiine sati bhava upadiituf? pravartate,
,syadd hi yady anupadiino mucyeta na bhaved bhavaf?.

When grasping exists, becoming on the part of the grasper proceeds. If he
were to be ;t non-grasper, he would be released, and there would be no
funher becomin~.
MKV(P) p.556; MKV(V) p.243 .

It is interesting to note that at this point In the explanation of the twelvefold
formula Nagarjuna speaks offreedom or release (mok[a). It is a point at which
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the process of bondage can be interrup ted. Naglirjuna is problably emphasizing this because he witnesse d how his fellow Buddhists, in spite of their enormous intellectual capacities, constantly adhered to metaphysical views and were
caught in "Brahma's Net" (brahma-jiila). Some of these intellectual giants, who
were able to write commen tary after commentary. even though they had abandoned househo ld lives were enamore d with their views and involved in ceasel~
diatribes . Realizing the emphasis placed by the Buddha upon "non-grasping"
(anupiidiina), Nliglirjuna interrup ts his exposition of the process of bondage to
explain freedom .

8.

Panca skandhaf? sa ea bhavaf? bhaviiifatif? pravartate,
jarii-mara1Ja-duf?khadi sokiil; saparidevanaf?.

9. Daurmanasyam upiiyiisa jiiter etat pravartate,
kevalasyaivam etasya duf?kha-skandhasya saf!tbhavaf?.
The five aggregates constitu te this becoming. From becoming proceeds
birth. Suffering relating to decay ar{d death, etc., grief, lamenta tion, de·
jection, and dispair-:- all these proceed from birth. Such is the occurrence
of this entire mass of suffering .
MKV(P) p.556-557; MKV(V) p.243-244.

The elimination of craving for becoming (bhava-la1Jhfi), as mention ed
earlier (see XXV. lO), was encouraged by the Buddha . The reason for this
is not merely because craving causes suffering in this life, but also because
it could lead to birth in another life (jatz) , which would also involve the
repetition of all the unfortun ate experiences of the present life. The
phrase duf?kha-skandha is used in the sense of heap or mass of suffering
rather than "suffering attached to the skandhas," (Inada , p.l62).

10.

Saf!ts?irtV-muliin saf!tskiiran avidvan saf!tskaroty ataf?,
avidvan karakaf? tasman na vidv?if!ts tattva-darfan?it.

Thus, the ignorant forms dispositions that constitute the source of the
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life process. Therefore, it is the ignorant who is the agent, not the wise
one, because of his [the latter's] perception of truth.
MKV(P) p.558; MKV(V) p.244.

The enlightened one who had attained the appeasement of dispositions
(sa'I[Zskaropafama) does not contribute to the perpetuation of the life-process
(sa'I[Zsiira). Hence, he is not an agent.(kiiraka/,1) responsible for such perpetuation. This seems to indicate Nagarjuna's awareness of the Buddha's famous
statement that upon attaining enlightenment he perceived the builder of the
house (gaha-kiiraka, Dh 154). ·
Reading too much metaphysics into the phrase tattva-darfana can destroy all
that Nagarjuna attempted to do in the preceding twenty-five chapters. Instead
of explaining it ·as "the perception of an absolute reality," it could be more appropriately understood as the perception of the empirical truth that "all this is·
empty" (sarvam ida'I[Z fUnya'I[Z) of a substance (svabhiivata/,1).

11.

Avidyiiyii'I[Z m'ruddhiiyii'I[Z sa'I[Zskariif!iim asa'I[Zbhava/,1,
avidyiiya nirodhas tu jfJiinenasyaiva bhiivaniit.

When ignorance has ceased, there is no occurrence of ·dispositions.
However, the cessation of that ignorance takes ·place as a result of the
practice of that [non-occurrence of ilispositions] through widsom.
MKV(P) pp.558-559; MKV(P) p.244.

The mutual relationship between cessation of ignorance and the non-arising of
dispositions is emphasized by Nagarjuna, keeping in mind the distinction between the appeasement of dispositions (sa'I[Zskiiropafama) in the present life
and their waning (sa'I[Zskiira-k,aya) at the time of death, thereby not providi'ng
another opportunity for rebirth,

12.

Tasya tasya nirodhena tat tan niibhiprav{lrtate,
du/,lkha-skandha/,1 kevalo 'yam evaf!Z samyag nirudhyate.
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With the cessation of these, these othere factors [of the twelvefold formula] would not proceed. In this way, this entire mass of suffering ceases
completely.
MKV{P) p. ))9; MKV(V) p.244.

The emphasis is probably on the cessation of ignorance and the non-a.rising ~f
dispositions. These two factors are taken to predominate the entire life-process.
The attainment of e~ightenment and the appeasement of dispositions through
non-grasping (anup'iidiina) account for "freedom with substrate" (saupadife!anirv'iif!a), while the elimination of dispositions provides for non-re-becoming
(a-punar-bhava)(cf. XXVI. I) and the waning of birth (j'iiti-/qaya), which is
freedom "without substrate" (nirupadife!a-nirv'iif!a).

CHAPTER
TwENTY SEVEN

Examination of Views
(Dnfi-parz k! a)

1.

Dr!tayo 'bhuva??Z nabhuva??Z ki??Z nv afite 'dhvanTti ea,
yas tal? fasvatalokadya}; purvanta??Z samupafritaf?.

Whatever views asserting an eternal world, etc. based upon [the perception]: "Did I exist or not exist in the past?" are associated with the prior
end [of existence).
MKV(P) p .57 1; M.((V(V? p .249.

The first line of the verse has been reconstructed by Poussin on the basis of the
Tibetan translation.
In the Pliri(eyyaka-sutta (S 3.94-99; Tsa 2,.,2 s [Taisho 2.13c-14a]), the Buddha maintained tha.t views such as "The self'and the world are eternal" (sassato
atta ea loko ea) are metaphysical because they are. dispositional answers
(sankharo so) to querries about the past such as: "Did I exist in the past or
not?'' As such, they are not based entirely upon empirical facts. Indeed, they
are attempts to go back to the prior end of existence (!Jubbanta). While the
Buddha recognized them as futile attempts, mostly because of the limitations
of human knowledge and understanding (see Chapter XI), he 'Yas not unwilling to accept whatever evidence available through veridical memories (sadi,
pubbenivasanussatt). On the basis of such evidence, he characterized the past
existences as impermanent (anieea), dispositionally determined (sankhata), and
dependently arisen (pa{ieeasamuppanna), and not as permanent (nieea), immutable (dhuva), and eternal (sassata).
Nagarjuna's explanation of the metaphysical views of eternalism (fafvata),
etc. is, therefore, a vivid representation of the Buddha's attitude regarding such
Vlews.

2.

Dr!tayo na bhavi~y'ami kim anyo 'nagaie 'dhvani,
bhavtjyamTti eantadya aparanta??Z samupafrita};.
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Whatever views asserting the ftnite, etc. based upon [the perception]:
"Would I not exist in the future or would I become someone else?" are
associated with the posterior end [of existence].
MKV(P) p.573; MKV( V) p .249.

The assumptions that the self and the world are finite or illfinite are similarly
based upon one's dispositions (s~nkhara). J'hose who are enamored with life as
it is would insist upon the world being infinite. Those who are averse to life
would adv()Cate finiteness, insisting that there wi!J be no way in which-life
could continue. This is tantamount to annihilation (uccheda-dtt{hi, S 3.99;
Tsa 2.25 [Taifho 2.14bJ).

3. Abhum atitam adhviinam ity api etan nopaptzdyate,
yo hi janmasu purve!u sa eva na bhavaty aya7!1.
The view that I existed in the past is-not appropriate, for whosoever was in the
previous birth, he, indeed, is not identical with his person.
MKV{P) p.573 ; MKV(JI) p.250.

This statement may appear, at first sight, to mean a denial of rebirth or survival; that is, it would be inappropriate to say:· "I existed in the past." However,
if one'.is careful in observing the emphasis in the second line, namely, sa eva
("he himself"), it will become apparent that what is denied is not any relationship between two lives, but the identity of the two persons in differe.i1t existences. Therefore, the statement, "I existed in the past," becomes
metaphysical only if an absolute identity is posited, which indeed was the pro·
clivity of the metaphysician.

4.

Sa eviitmeti tu bhaved ttpiidana1!1 vt"f#yate,
upiidiina-vinirmukta iitmii te katamaf? puna~{.
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If it were to occur (to someone]: "He, indeed, is the self," then grasping is
identified. Separated from grasping, what constitute your self?
MKV{P) pp.574-575; MKV(V) p.250.

The Buddha explained self-consciousness expressed in such statements as "I
am . .. "(asmttt) as dependent upon (upiidiiya) the five aggregates. It is like
seeing one's own reflection on a clean mirror or a pan of clear water. In this
case, one cannot perceive one's reflection unless there is a personality that is
reflected, and these constitute the five aggregates (S 3.105). However, converting this self-consciousness to a cogito, a "self' that is permanent arid eternal, 'is
also the work of upiidiina, meaning "grasping or clinging." It is sometimes
described as thirsting or craving (tllf!ha) and this could be for becoming (bhava)
or other-becoming (vibhava)(S 3.26; Tsa 3.23 (Taisho 2.19a].
Thus, neither self-consciousness nor a "self' would be found independently
(upadiina-vinirmukta). However, the attainment of freedom, described as
anupadii vimukti, does not imply the negation of self-consciousness, but only
of the "thirsting for becoining," (bhava-taf!hfi), which otherwise could lead to
the belief in a permanent and eter'nal self that is independent of the aggregates, and idea already rejected by Nigarjuna in Chapter XXV.

5. Upadiina-vinirmuk'to nasty atmeti krte satt:
syad upadiinam evatmfi nasti catmeti vaf!, punaf?..
When it is assumed that there is no self separated from grasping, grasPing
•
itself would be the self. Yet, this is tantamount to saying that there is no
self.
MKV(P) p.575; MKV,(V) p .251.

The assertion that there is no .self apart from grasping (upadiina-vinirmukta)
provides the identity theoristS with the opportunity of identifying the self with
grasping. Thus, when the Buddha, .having denied a self, maintained that consciousness (viflfJaf!a) provides ·a link. between two lives (D 3.105; Chang 12.2
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[ Tat:rho 1. 767a]), one of his disciplies, Sati, immediately assumed that "this
consciousness itself transmigrates, and not another" (idam eva viflfiiit!af?Z sandhiivati saf?Zsarati anaflflaf!:Z, M 1.256; Chung 54.2 [Tatsho 1. 767a]), thereby
attributing an identity theory to the Buddha. The Buddha's immediate
response was to, deny such identity by asserting that consciousness is dependently arisen (pa{iceasa'muppanna). Then the Buddha proceeded to show how
consciousness, when explained in terms of causal dependence, leads to a denial
of such identity. This, indeed, is what Nagarjuna endeavors to do in the
present context.

6.

Na eopiidiinam eviitmii vyeti tat samudeti ea,
kathaf?Z hi niimopiidiinam upiidiitii bhavz!yati.

Grasping is not identical with the self, for that [i.e., grasping] c;eases and
arises. Furthermore, how can grasping be the grasper?
MKV(P) p.576; MKV(V) p .251.

As was done by the Buddha, (see comments above XXVII.5), Nagarjuna is rejecting the notion of self (iitman) on two grounds. First, it is assumed to be
permanent and eternal, whereas grasping that is identified with the self is sub. ject to arising and ceasing. Secondly, the self is also assumed to be the agent
behind all human action and, therefore, of grasping. If so, how can it b~ both
action and agent at the same time?

7.

Anyaf? punar upiidiiniid iitmii naivopapadyate,
gr:hyeta hy anupiidiino yady anyo na ea gr:hyate.

Furthermore, a seif that is different from grasping is not appropriate. A
person who is without grasping can be observed. However, if he were to
be different [from grasping}, he could not be observed.
MKV(P) p.577; MKV(V) p.251.
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For the Buddha as well as for Nagarjuna, the denial of a substantial entity is
based upon empirical eviden~e. namely, the perception of an individuality consisting'of the five aggregates. The five aggregates do not appear individually as
insulated discrete elementS. They appear as·a lump (puiija) which retains itS individuality (based upon disp()sitions) and continuity (founded upon consciousness). In such a context he is called a person (hoti satto ti sammuti, S
1.135; Tsa 45.5 [Taisho 2.327a]). In the context of a society, he becomes a
social being with relationships to others (as son, father, or daughter, mother,
etc.) In the context of moral behavior, he becomes good or bad (see the explanation of empirical self by William James, The Principles of Psychology,
vol.1,291-293). However, if the self were to be considered different from the
perceived individuality, it would turn out to be a rather mysterious entity and
hence unknowable through the available means of knowledge.
Candrakfrti, who prefers a transcendentalist interpretation of Nagarjuna, .
gives .a negative explanation of what is very clearly a positive statement of
Nagarjuna.

8.

Evaf!t n'iinya up'iidiin[in na cop'iidiinam eva sal?
'iitm'ii nasty anuplidiinaf? n'iipi nasty e!a niJcayaf?.

Thus, he is neither different from grasping nor identical with it. A self
does not exist. Yet, it is not the case that a person who does not grasp
does not exist. This much is certain.
MKV(P) pp.577-578; MKV(V} p.252.

CandrakTrti, who favored a transcendentalist interpretation of Nagarjuna,
makes this a negative statement. The positive reading given above is justified
on two grounds. First, ,in the previous ·instances; Nagarjuna was clearly asserting an empirically known ( = grhyeta) anup'iidiinak (that.is, a person freed from
grasping), while at the same time rejecting an 'iilf!Uin different from both grasping and non-grasping. Secondly, the positive reading is clearly justified by
Kumaraj!va's Chinese rendering of this verse.
As such, what Nagarjuna Is denying is both identity (up'iidiinam eva saf?)
and difference (anya up'iidiinaf!t). A rejection of metaphysical identity and difference does not necessarily inean that Nagarjuna was abandoning an empirical
personality. For Nagarjuna, language need not be necessarily metaphysical in
character.
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9.

Niibhum alitam adhviinam ity etan nopapadyate,
yo hijanmasu purvefu tato 'nyo 1JIZ bhavaty ayaf!J.

The statement, "I did not exist in the past," is not appropriate, for this
person is not different from whosoever existed in the previous lives.
tl1K.V(P) p.578; tl1KV(J1 p.252.

This, then is a clear· denial of absolute difference . Just as much as the statement, "I existed in the past," is not appropriate so long as it is interpreted to
mean absolute identity, even so the statement, "I did not exist in the past," is
not appropriate as long as it is taken to mean absolute difference.

10.

Yadi hy ayaf!J bhaved anyaf? pratyiikhyiiyiipi laf!J bhavet,
tathaiva ea sa saf!Jfi!thet tatra j'iiyeta viimrtaf?.

If this person were to be different [from that person in the previous existe~_Jce], then he would come to be even forsaking that person. In that
case he would remain the same and, in such a context, an immortal
would emerge.
tl1KV(P) p.579; MKV(V) p.252.

Absolute difference implies absolute identity. Nigarju na has already s.hown
that "other-nature" (para-bhiiva) means the self-natu re (svabhiiva) of another
(XV .3, svabhiivaf? parabhiivtlSya parabhiivo h_i kathyate). Absolute identity as
well as absolute difference, this involves comp!ete independence, and as such it
would constitute immortality. Nothing is to be achieved. Kumaraj1va renders
the phrase tatra j'iiyeta viimrtaf? as "The iitman will be self-cau~ed."

11.

Ucchedaf? karma1,.ii'!J tliiftlS tathii 'nyena krta-karma1J'iif!J,
anyena paribhogaf? syiid evam iidi prtlSajyate.

[If that were the case,] there would be annihilation and destruction of ac-
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tions. This implies that the fruit of action performed by one will be experienced by another.
MK.V(P) p.580; MKV( ft? p.253 .

The verse has been reconstructed by Poussin on the basis of the Tibetan translauon.
How a metaphysical conception of difference would lead not only to a derual
of survival but also a repudiation of moral responsibility has been already
discussed by Nagarjuna (Chapter XII). There it was shown that he depended
upon a discourse of the Buddha to explain this problem. The present is simply a
restatement of that argument.

12.

Nlipy abhutv1i samudbhuto do!O hy atra pra.rajyate,
krtako v1i bhaved atm1i sa??Zbhu~o vapy ahetukaf?.

Yet, in that context, the error of assuming an emergent without prior existence does not follow. Either the self would be caused or, if it has occurred, it would be without a cause.
MK.V(P) p.580; MKV(ft? p.2)3.

The concept of self (1itman) was posited in order to account for the continuity
in the human personality which could also explain moral respon.Sibility .
However, the denial of an eternal self led to the opposite view that there is no
continuity, but annihilatio n (uccheda). The denial of an eternal self and the
consequen t assertion of annihilatio n do not imply (na pra.rajyate) the further
metaphysic~l vjew.··• cti;tt-..~roething that did not exist before comes to be
(abhutva sqmbhotz), which came to be interpreted a.~ the abhutv1i bhijva utpada in the Sautrantik a school (see Kalupahana, Causality , p . p . l52-254). In
other words, there is no implication here that existence is completely independent, without any prior connections. As such, if there were to be any self
(1itman), it would be ·" made" (krtaka, see karaka at XXVI.lO) . If i~ is not, and
if it were assumed to arise, the· self would be causeless.

13.

Evaf!J dr!tir afite ya nabhum aham abhum ahaf!J,
ubhayaf!J nobhayaf!J ceti nazj1i samupapadyate.
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Thus, whatever view there is such as, "I existed in the past; I did not exist;
both or neither," is not really appropriate.
MKV(P) p.58 1; MKV( V) p.253.

The views (d!$ft) referred to here are the' metaphysical views relating to identity.
difference, both or neither. It should be noted that the reasons for rejecting
these views are empirical. Empiricism, in the Buddha as well as in Nagarjuna,
allows for the recognition of continuity without having to posit absolute identity or absolute difference .

14.

Adhvany anligate ki'f!J nu bhav#ylimlti darfarzaf!t,
na bhavifylimi cety etad afitenadhvanli samaf?.

A view such as "Will I exist in the future?" or "Will I not exist in the
future?" is comparable to those associated with the past.
MKV(P) p .5.82; MKV(V) p.254 .

Here again, the views that ?Je inappropriate are those involving identity and
difference, not any explanation of what the future could be based upon one's
experience of the process of dependent arising.

15.

Sa devaf? sa manufya1 ced evaf!t bhavati flifvalaf!t,
anutpannaf ea devaf? sylij jliyate na hi f?ifvata?'(l.

If it is $ought tlUt a huma~ is the same as a divine being, then there
would be .the eterruu. If the divine being were to be non-arisen, th~n he
would not be born and that would .constitute the eternal.

16.

Dev?id anyo manufyaf ced af?ifvatam ato bhavet,
devad anyo manu1yaf ced saf!ttatir nopapadyate.
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If it is thought that a human is the same as a divine being, then there
would be the non-eternal. If it is thought that a human is different from
a divine being, then continuity is not appropriate.
MKV(P) p.583; MKV(V) p.254.

In addition to the attainmen t of the ultimate goal of life (paramartha) which is
freedom (nirvaf!a) , the Buddha allowed for the possibility of a human being
reaching up to the status of a deity or a divine being (deva), assumed to be one
who is materially as well as morally superior to ordinary human beings, yet not
coming anywhere close to the ultimate goal (see S 1.228; Tsa 40. 1 ( Tairho
2.290b]). However, the Buddha refused to recognize these divine beings as
eternal and permanen t entities (D 1.20, see Chang 14.1 (Tairho 1.90b-c]).
The recognition of the above possibility could prompt the substantialisrs to
discover "some-thing" (kif!leit) in the human being that is identical with the
divine. Nagarjuna is here rejecting any such identity, as well as any alternate
theory that could make divinity uncaused .
Furthermore, the emphasis on absolute difference would not only lead to the
belief in non-eternality (afafvata), which would imply a denial of continuity in
or the process of becoming (saf!llatt), the. latter being distinguished from the
metaphysical process referred to earlier (see XVII. 7-10).

17.

Divyo yady ekade.faf? syad ekadefaf ea manu!af?,
afav_ataf!l fafvalaf!l ea bhavet tae ea na yujyate.

If a part were to be divine and the other part to b<: hlUilfln, then there
would be both the eternal and the non-eternal, and this tod would not be
proper.
MKV{P) p.584; MKV(V) p.255.

The combination of two metaphysical views doey not provide for a nonmetaphysical one. The Buddha's rejection of such- views is clearly stated in the
BrahmaJ7ila-suttanta (D 1.21). Nagarjuna is simply reiterating that position
here.
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A:fiifvala?!J fiifvala?!J ea prasiddham ubhaya?!J yadt~
siddhe na fiifvata?p ktima?!J naivtifiifvatam ity api.

Supposing both the eternal and the non-eternal are established, then it is
not possible to either assert the eternal or the non-eternal.
MKV(P} p.585 ; MKV(V) p.255.

Nigarju na is here refusing to accept a conclusion which is only a part of a conjunctive proposltlon.

19.

Kutafcid tigataf? kafcit ki?!Jcid gacchet puna~? kvacit,
yadi tasmtid antidis tu sa?!Jstiraf? sytin na casti saf?.

If anyone has come from somewhere and again were to go somewhere,
then the life-process would be beginningless. Such a situation does not
exist.
MKV(P) p.585 ; MKV(V) p.255 .

The metaphysics rejected in Chapter II is referred to in the first line. The second line emphasizes the ideas expressed in Chapter XI .

20.

Niisti cec chtifvataf? kafcit ko bhav#yaty aftifvataf?,
fiifvato 'fiifvataf capi dvabhytim tibhyti'f!l tiraskrtaf?.

If it is thought that there is nothing eternal, what is it that will be noneternal, both eternal and non-eternal, and also what is separated from
these two?
MKV(P) p . 586; MKV(V) .p. 256.

Here_ again, we have Nagarjuna's ana.lysis of "something" (kafcit), an entity
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that he was determined to get rid of on previous occasions (X:XV.19,20,24).
The theories of identity, difference, both or neither, are associated with such
metaphysical entities. Hence Nigarjuna's refusal to accept such theorizing.

21.

Antaviin yadi /okaf? syiit paralokaf?l kathaf?l bhavet,
athiipy anantaviif?tllokal; paralokaf? katha'l{l bhavet.

If the. world were to have a limit, how could there be another world?
Furthermore, if the world were to have no limit, how could there be
another world?
MKV(P) p.587; MKV(V)

p.~56.

Having discussed the metaphysical views relating to duration, i.e., eternality,
etc., of the world and the self, Nagarjuna. moves on to a discussion of. the
theories. relating to the extent of the world.
The rejection of the metaphysical notions of the finite and the infinit~ are
based upon a recognition of the possibility of a future world (para-loka). According to Nigarjuna's analysis, a finite (anta) implies absence of continuity (Uf·
cheda), and as such militates against any conception of a future world explained in terms ofdependent arising (pralityasamutpiida). The infinite (ananta)
implies permanence or eternality (fiifvata) and, as such, it would be meaningless tp speak of a future world as an "other world" (para-loka), for it would be
identical with the previous world.

22.

Skandhiiniim efa Ja'l{ltiino yasmiid dipiircifiim iva,
pravartate tasmiin nlintiinantavattva'l{l ea yujyate.

As this series of aggregates proceeds along like a flame of a lamp,
[speculation about) its finitude or its infinitude is not proper.
M.KV(P) p.587; MKV(V) p.256.

The simile of the lamp (padipa) was popular among the Buddha and his
disciples, especially in their explanation of freedom (nibbiina). As the flame of
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a lamp is extinguished, because of the absence of the conditions necessary for
its continuous burning, ~o is a person's mind freed when the fuel that feeds its
continuous burning with anxiety is exhausted . Explaining this process in terms
of dependence, it would be most inappropriate tO speak of its finirude or infinirude, independent of any conditions that a.re invo-Lved in its continuity or
lack of continuity. This is a dea.r indication that an absolutistic conception is incompatible with an explanation based upon conditionaJity.

23.

PUrve yadi ea bhajyerann utpadyeran na ciipy ami,
skandhiif? skandhiin prafityeman atha loko 'ntavan bhavet.

If the prior aggregates were to be destroyed and these aggregates were also
not to arise depending upon these other [aggregates), then the world
would be finite.

24.

Purve yadi na bhajyerann utpadyeran na capy ami,
skandhaf? skandhan prafityemfin loko 'nanto bhaved atha.

If the prior aggregates were not to be destroyed and these aggregates were
also not to arise depending upon these other [aggregates], then the world
would be infinite. ·
MKV(P) p,588; MKV(f1 p.256.

The above is a criticism of an explanation of the continuity in the aggregates
which doe~ not take into consideration their causal dependence. If the aggregates were looked upon as things that appear and disappea.r with no 'causal
relations, then only can one speak of a finite world. In other words, the conception of a finite world involves one of the extreme views discussed earlier, namely, annihilation (uccheda).
The non-a.rising of the aggregates dependent upon other aggregates would
then imply permanence, and this is what is involved when one speaks of an infinite world .
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Antavan ekadefaf ced ekadefas tv anantavan,
syad antavan anantaf ea lokas tac ea na yujyate.

If the world were to be pardy finite and also partly infinite, it'would be
both finite and infinite, and this too is also n?t proper.
MKV(P) p.589; MKV(V) p.256.

The rejection of both the .finite and· the infinite, the eternal as well as the noneternal, as constituting the reality, was prompted by the Buddha's refusal to
recognize two different levels of reality: a changing and finite world contrasted
with an eternal and infinite ultimate reality or an Absolute. As such, neither i~
the Buddha's philosophy, nor in Nagarjuna's thinking is there any room for an
Absolute of any sort.

26.

Kathaf!l tavad upadiitur ekadefo vinankfyate,
na nankfyate eaikadefaf? evaf!J eaitan na yujyate.

How can it be possible that one part of a grasper is dest~oyed and the
othet part is not destroyed. This too is not proper. ·

27.

Upadanaikadefaf ea kathaf!l tiama vinankfyate,
na nankfyate eaikadefo naitad apy .up_apadyate.

How can it be possible that one part of grasping is destroyed and another
.
·
part is n~t destroyed. This too is not appropriate.
MKV(P) pp.589-590; MKV(V) p.257.

Nagaijuna leaves no room for the recognition of an eternal and absolute entity
either in the person grasping (upadiitr) or in grasping (upadiina).
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Antavac clipy ananta'f!J ea prasiddham ubhaya'f!J yadi,
siddhe naivlintavat klima'f!J naivlinantavad ity api.

Supposing both the finite and the infinite are eStablished, then it is not
possible to assert either the finite· or the infinite.
MKV(P) p.590; MKV( ft? p .257.

This rejection of the finite and the infinite is comparable to the rejection of the
eter~al and the non-eternal (XXVII.18).

29. Athavli sarva-bhlivlinli'f!J sunyatvlic chlisvatlidayaf?,
kva kasya ~atamaf? kasmlit sambhav#yanti d[!!ayaf?.
Thus, because of the emptiness of all existen~. where, to whom, which
and for what reason views such as the eternal could ever occur?
MKV(P) p.591; MKV(ft? p.258.

The recognition of deP,endently arisen phenomena (pratityasamutpanna dharma) means the acceptance of the non-substantiality or emptiness of all these
things. If things are non-substantial, how can there be views about the eternal
and the non-eternal, the finite and the infinite? The answer to this question
has been.provided by the Buddha and clearly restated by Nagarjuna. It is the
result of an urge on the part of human beings to find absolute answers toquestions such as "Where did I come from?" or "Where do I go from here?" These
questions would be raised and attempts to answer them be made so long as .
human beings are propelled by a "cravirig for becoming" (bfJava-tn'!li) ·or
"craving for other-becoming'' (vibhava-tu'!li). This was the riddle of human
existence faced by the Buddha. Understanding that riddle of existence, the
Buddha attained .freedom (nirvlif!a) by spewing out cravmg (tr!'!li). and
abandoni.ng any grasping (uplidiina) .

30.
•.

Sarva-dufi-prahli'!liya yaf? saddharmam adesayat,
anukampam uplidaya ta'f!J namaiylimi gautama1!J.
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I reverendy bow to Gautama who, out of compassion, has taught the true
doctrine in order to relinquish all views.
MKV(P) p .592; MKV(V) p .258.

This final statement of Nagarjuna referring to the Buddha's preaching of the
doctrine (sad-dharma) is to be contrasted with his statement at the end of the
chapter on freedom (nirvaf!a)(XXV.24), where he says that the Buddha did not
"preach ;~.nything as ... " (na . .. kafcid dharmo buddhena deiitaf?), and
should open the eyes of those who stick to a completely negative ·interpretation
of Nagarjuna. Nagarjuna's rer.narks clearly show that he was aware that the
Buddha did not speak "metaphysically'' but only "empirically. "

INDEX TO THE KARIKA

apara (posterior) Xl.2, 6
apek{ii (conringent, contingence) X:X. 11
nir- (non-) VU; X.3; XV.2
apekfitavya X . lO
abhidhatavya (to be designated) XVI11.7
abhifiif;1;11 (moun ted) XXIV 15
abhutva (witho ut prior existence) XXVI1.12
abhy'iigama (being conf ronttd ) XVII.2 3
abhyupapanna (engrossed) XXI. 14
amrta (immortal) X1.3: XXVII,. io
arci[arrz (flame) XXVII.22
flrtha (fruit, effect, purpose, mC2ning) 1.6;

NOM INAL FORMS
agni (fut) X. 1, 6-9, 12- 15; niragnikaX.9
agra ( beginning) Xl.l, 2
an/iura (sprout) XVII. 7
afljan'ii (proposition) XXV . 15
afflll (past) XIX. l- 3; XX. I2; XXVII .!, 3, 9.
13- 14
adham11 (low) XIX.4
adhigata (attained, re2li:z.ed) XXIV. 28
11dhilaya (obsession) XXIV. 13
adhy'iitma (internal) XVI11.4
adhvan ( time , period ) XXVI l.l-3, 9. 14
anavar'iigra (witho ut prior end) Xl.1
anagata (future) XIX. l- 3; XXVII 2, 14
11nullllmpa (compassion, sympa thy) XXVII. 30
anuvan.11i11 (extolled) XVII.13
anlll (end, limit, finite) XXII.l 2; XXV.21 , 22;
ananta XXII.12; XXV.22; XXVll.24
anantaval XXV.22; XXVII.21, 22, 25 ,
28
antavat XXV.22; XXVII .21- 23, 25, 28
aparantaXXV.21; XXVII.2
purvanta XXV.21 ; XXVII . !
antara (between, mediat e) XXV.20
anantara (immediate) 1.2, 9
andhakara- (darkness) Vll.9
anya (other , another, different) 11.8, 15 , 18,
20, 23; Vll.l9 , 28; IX.6 , 9; X. I, 5-7 ;
Xll. 3; XIV.3.· 5- 8 ; XVII.4. 28, 31 , 32;
XVIII. I , 10; XXll.l : XXV.23:
XXVII.7- ll , 16
llfiJIIIOX . 13
anonya (mutu al, together) X. 7: XIY_. I;
XXI. 6
anyat~~a (d ifferen ce) X1V.3 - 4. 7; XX. 19;
XXII.8
anyath'iitva (chang e) XV. 9
anyathabhava (change) Xlll.3- 6; XV.5. 8
apakaf!IITfll (elimination) XVI.IO

IV.2; V1.7-8 : VIII.6; X.l6; XI. 7
ekartha (one meaning, identity)
Dedicatory Verses; XVIII.11
nan'iirtha (variery of me2nings,
difference) Dedicatory Verses;
XVJII .ll
nairarthakyfl (futiliry) VI11.6
paramartha (ultim ate fruit) XXIV.8, 10
prajllaptyartha (purpose of designation)
XXII. ll
vaiyarthya (meaningless) X.2-3
alarrz (adequ ate) Vll.2
avagahal'iirrz, dur- (difficulty of under·
standing) XXIV .l2 1
avara (end) XI. 1, 2 1
avastha (state) Vll.28 ; XXIV. 38;
avastho XVI.6
anavastha, anavasthiti (infinite regress)
Vll. 3, 19
a1va (horse) ' XXIV. 15
aslaf!Jgata (reached it's end) XX. IO
asffli ("exiSts ") XV . 10
niisffli ("does not exist") XV. 7. 10-11
asti n'iisffti lX. l2
astilt'a (ex istence ) V.8; XV.8 . 10:
XXIII.3; XXV. 14
nastitva (non-existence) V.8; 10; XXII.3
nastil'ii XV.8
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aham iti ("I am") XVUI.4
niraka'!'kiira (free from egoism)
XVIIJ.2, 3

iikiiia (space) V.1, 7
iikhyiita (explained) VII.14
igata (come) XXVII. 19
igama, 1111·(noo-appe:l!2llce) Dedicatocy Verses
ijllflllf!JjiMbhiva·(rurure of coming and going)
XXV.9
atma (sdf, form) IX.9; X.15, 16; XVIII.1-2, 6;
XX.5; XXIII.3. 21- 22; XXVIJA- .8 , 12
llniilma (ncrself) XVIII.6; XX.23; XXII.3;
XXIII.22
atmakrta (sel£.caused) Xll.8
itma-slltrJ-JIImaU (self-restraint) XVII.!
ilmanlya XXIV.15
iilmlya XVID.2
plliiitma (another self) VD.2~. 32
svitma (itself) In.2; VD.13. 25, 32; XX.24
wa-plliiitma VD.8, 12
iia'i (beginning) XI .1, 4
tmiia'i (bcginningless) XXVD.19
iia'hipateyya (dominance) 1.2
iy11111n11 (spheres of sense) XIV.2; XVI.2
!11!1 (six) XXVI.3
arabdha (initiated)
1111· (non·) XXIV.37
irrnnhha (commencement) ll.I3-14; X.2-3
iilamlxma (objective suppon) 1.2, S
ilo4a (light) XXV.l4
iifr111111 (influx)
1111- XVII.l9
Iii- XVII.19

ina'riya (faculty)
· !11!1 (six) m.I
imlhana (fuel) X.l, 4, 6-9, 12-15
ia'hyamina (buming) X.4
u&&hea'a (annihilation) XV. ll; XVII.20;
XXI.l4-1 7; XXVD.l l
an- (non) Dedicatory Verses; XVIII.ll
~~&&hefh.a'atiana XV. lO; XXI.l4
uc&hinna (annihilated) XVII.8, 10;
XVDI.lO
an· (non·) XXV.3
u/11111111 '(highest) XIX.4
ut/am (followin'!~ Xl.3

utpia'a (arising) VD. l- 5, 8, 13, 18-19. 25, 29.
32-34; XXIV.17
an- (non-) Dcd.icatocy Vetses; XVIII .12
mii/otpiia'a (primary arising) Vll.4, 5
uiJ>IIIti (arising) VD. l5-16, 20-21
a-pu114T·utpatti (absence of repeated
arising) XXI.l6
utpaa'yamiina (presently arising) VII. 7, 10,
14-16, 18
utp1111na (arisen) 1.1; Vll.l4; XX.lO
an- (non-) L9; VD. l3-14, 17, 22; XVII.21;
XV111.7; XX. l 7- 18; XXIII.9; XXV.3
an-upapatli (absense of arising)) V.4;
XX.22
upapiia'illl Vll.20
ut/Qya (uprising) XVI.5; XVIII.l; XXI.I5-1 6;
XXIV.!, 20; XXV.!, 2
ut/ayt:HIJIZJII-JIIT!IIiinll XXI. l5-16
utltihrta (examplified) Vll.34
ua'bhiih. (occurrence) Vl.3
ua'bh111111 (uprising) XVII.10 ; XXJ.2
upalambha (object) XXV.24
upaiama (appeasement)
upalambhopll!ama (appeasement of
object) XXV.24
a'rfl!{IIIIJOPII!ama (appeasement of
object) V.8
prapallcoplliii11J.? (appeasement of
obsessions) Dedicatory Verses; XXV.24
upaianlll (appeased) XXIII. l5
upitltina (grasping) II1.8; VIII. l3;. X. l5;
XVI.3, 6; XVIII.4; XXII.7-1 0; XXVI.6- 7;
.XXVll.4 -8, 27
an· (non) XVI.3, 6, 9; XXVI. 7
nir·(without) XXII. 7
upadatta (sphere of grasping) XXVI.6
an-( sphere of non·) XXIJ.7
upatltitr (grasper) XXII.lO ; XXVI. 7;
XXVII.6, 26
upiiya (means) XVII.ll
upiiyiisa (dispair) XXVI. 9
upilambha (censure) IV.9
upilaba'ha (censured), anupilabdha
(uncensu red) IV.SJ. ·
iira'hva (above) IX.l2

r'!a (debt) XVII.l4
rte (withou t) ll.4, 20; X..l ; XN.5, 6; XV.4;
XVII.7. 9; XIX.6; XXJJ,4
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r:ddhi-sampadii (psycho-kinetic power)
XVII.31
r:!i (ascetic)

parama- (supreme-) XVII.2

XVIII.5

nir-tliltalpa (without discrimination)
XVIII.9
11ikalpaya~ (discriminating) XXII.l 3.

Illf?l·kalpa (thought) XXIII:l
eka (one)
ekatva (identity) VI.4 , 5: VII.30; X.1:
XIX.4: XX.20
ek.tirtha (one meaning), an-ekanha
XVIII.11
eklbhiiva (identity) 11. 19, 21
aika (identical) XXI.10
aika14f? (co-exist) VIII. 7
aikalva (identity) XX.1 9
aikya (identity) XX.20

karma (action) 11. 19; VIII. 1- 3; 9-13; X.1:
XVII.2-3, 5-6, 10, 14-18, 2(}-23, 25-27,
29-30, 32-30: XVIII.5: XXVI.l : XXVII.l1
-ja (born of action) XVII. 30
-patha (path of-) XVII.1 1
-vadha (destruction o_f-) XVII. l6 .
~karmaka (without action) VIII.2; X .2
kam'!a (performance of action) XXIV. 17
kartavya (to be done) XXJV.33. 37
kartr: (agent) II. 19: VIII. 2-4, 8, 13: X. 1;
XVII.28-30, 32-33: XXIV. 17
karlr:ka, a- (without agem) Vlll.2
kiiraka (agent) VIII .1, 3, 7, 9- 12:
XXIV.3 7; XXVI.10
akurvii'!fl (non-acting) XXIV. 37
kiiraf!a (cause , sufficient condition)
IV.1-4, 6: XI.7; XXIV.17
m[· (without-) IV. 5
karya (effect) IV.6; Vlll.4: XI.7; Xll.1;
XXIV.17
a-kiiryaka (in-effect-ive) IV.3
kr:ta (done, caused) XI1.1-4 , 7-9;
XVII.24 , 32; XXVI1.5, 11
a- (not·) XVII.22, 23
kr:Jaka (made) XV 1-2: XVII.23:
XXVII.l2
kr:tnma, a- (un-made) XV.2
knyi'i (activity) 1.4; Vlll.2, 4-6;
XXIV. 17, 37
kalpa (fabrication) XX11.9
kalpanii ( thought) IX. 12, XVII.12, 13
11i-kalpa (discrimination) IV. )
llikalpataf? (one who discriminates)

Ki'ityi'iyan71vavi'ida (Admonit ion to

Katyayana) XV. 7
kiim11 (pleasure, desire)
·KII'!fl (str.1nds of-) XVI1.11
kiiyika (bodily) XVII.3
kiil11(time) XV11.6: XIX. 1. 3, 5-6; XX1.21
e~ (contempo raneous) XX. 7
JulytJ· (same-) XXI. 3
nirviif!a· (-offreedo m) XXI.17
kuf.1Siha (remaining immutable ) XXIV. 38
kev11/a (exclusively, entirely, all) V11.4: XI.8;
Xll.10; XIV.4; XX111.8; XXVI.9, 12
ko!i (extremity, end) XI. I, 8; XXV.20
kramtJ (method, mode)'IV. 7; Vl.2; X . 15;
XVI.l; XIX.4
purviipartJsaha-krama XI. 2, 6
klei (defilement, impurity) XVII.26-2 7, 33;
XVII.5; XVIU. 5; XXIII.2- 6 , 24-25
ltleiiitmaka (defiling nature) XVII.26, 27
-praha'!a (elimination, relinquishing)
XXIV.39
kli!!a (defiled) XXII1.5
kfaya (waning) XVIII.4-5 , 12; XXI.7
·a- (not·) XX1.7
kfi'!a (waned) XVI11.4
kfzra (milk) XIII.6
(movement) 11.3-7, 9- 11 , 13-14,
16-20, 2'\-25
~ (non-) 11.3
gamyamiina (present moving) 11.1- 5,
12- 14, 17; 111.3; VII. 14; X. 13; XVI. 7
gattJ (moved) 11.1- , 12- 14, 17; 111.3;
Vl1.14; X.13; XVI. 7
a- (un-) 11.1-2, 12- 14, 17; III.3; VII.t4;
X.l3; XVI.7
gati (motion) 11.2, 4, 17-18, 20, 22-23,
25; XXVI.l-2
gantarya (space to be moved) 11. 25
grmtr (mover) 11.6- 12, 15-16, 18- 20,
22- 25
a- (non-) 11.8, 15. 20
gandha (smell) XXIII. 7-8
gandharvanaga~a (city o£ the gandharva)

gam~~na
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VII.34; XV1!.33: XX!ll.8
gambhrra (profound) XXIV.9
grhrta (grasped) XXII.l3; XXlll.l5
a- (non-) XIX.5
dur- (wrongly-) XXIV.!!
gocara (sphere) 111.1
citta- (-of thought) XVIII. 7
Gaurama XXV11.30
graha (grasping, hold) XVI.9 ·
a- (non-) XVI.9
griiha (grasping) XXll.l3; XXlll.l3-l6
ghatan (contend) XXIV.32
ghana (substantial) XXII. l3
ghrii'!a (smelling) 111.1, 9

cakw(cye) 111.7; XXVI.4- ~
carama (last) XXI.l8-19
caturvidhya (fourfold method) Xli.IO
citta (thought) IV.7; XVII.9-10; XXIV.l2
-gocara (sphere of-) XVlll. 7
-samf1ina (-series) XVII.9
cewaf? (from thought) XVII.9
cint1i (thought) XXII.i4
cetanii (volition) XVII.2,3.5
ce!fii (efforr) 1f2
chedana (cutting) VI1.3 f
jagat (universe) XX!l.I6; XXIV.38
janma (birth) XVII1.4; XX1.2- 3, 5
punar- (re-) XX.9
purva- (previous-) X.'CVll.3, 9
janaka (producer) XX. 7, 20
a-jam/a (not produced) VIU
janya (tO be produced) XX.20
janyamiina, a- (not producing) XX. 22
jiitit (born) Vll. l3; XX.6, 12- 14
a- (un-, future) VII.26; Xl.4; XX.l2- 14;
XXIII.l9; XXIV.38
jiiti (birth) Xl.3-6: XXVI.8-9
jiiyamlina (being born) XU; XXI.19-20
ti1na (people) XV.5
jantu (sentient being) XVI1.28
jara (decay, age) VII.24 ; XI.3- 6 ; XXV.4;
XXVI.S
ji'na (vocwrious one) Xlll. 8
/i"'!a (aged) Xll1.5

jfliina (wisdom) XVIII.12; XXVI.!!

tattva (itself, truth , identity) XV.6; XVIII.9:
XXIL8: XXIV.9
tattvataf? ("in itself') XVI1.26; XXIII .2
tattva-dariana (perception of tturh)
XXVI.lO
tathya (such) XVIII.8
a-(nor-) XVIII.8
tathiigata XXll.l, 3-8, 10, 13, 15-16
tama (darkness) VII.9-12; XXV.l4
tiraskrta (separated) VI.l; X. 7: XXV11.20
t~rhan (enduring) XX. to
ltffhamana Vll.22; XXV.l8
tulya (equal, same) XX.20; XX1.3
l(ff!'ii (craving) XVII.28; XXVI.6
l(fyam'iina XXV1.6

dariana (seeing, perception) III.l-6, 8-9:
IX.t-4. 6-7. 10-12; XIV.!
a- (not-) 111.5
darfana (view, metaphysical view)
XXI.14; XXVII: l4
drf!a, dur- (wr~ngly perceived) XXIV.!!
dr!!i (view) XII-1.8; XXVII.l-2 , 13.
29-30; svakaya- XXHI.5
drfyamana, a- (not being perceived)
II.l4
dra!fr (seer). III..H );. IX.8- 9; XIV.!
draffavya (objcn of seeing) lll.l, 6, 8;
XIV.!, 3-4
dri~f{avyopafama (see upaiama)
dahana (burning), a- X. 5
dipa (lamp) VII.9: XXVII.22
duqkha (suffering; unsatisfactoriness) XIJ.l ,
3-10; XXIII.22; XXIV.2l, 23, 25, 39-40;
XXVI.8- 9, 12
dr!flinta (example) 11_1.3
deva (divine being) XXVIl.l5-16
divya (divine) XXVII.l7
defanii (reaching) XXIV.8
deiita (raughr) XVII.20; XVJll.6;
XXV.24
deha (body) XVII.27, 33
dofa (error, faulr) VIII.8; XVII. l2 , 16,
23: XXJV. 15; XXVII.12
do!a-prawiga XXIV. l3
daurmanasya (dejection) XXVI. 9
dvifah (pairs) XIV. !
dve!a (hatred) XXIII.l . 7, 12
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dharma (thing, narure) 1.7-9; ~11.) ;
XXlV.19; XXV.24
jafiimara'!a· (narure of decay and death}
Vl1.24
dma· ( • dma/anman, present life)
XVII. IS
vi· (distinct things) V.6
sarva· (all-) Vl.IO; Vll.29; XXV.22
dharma( good) Vlll.5; XVII . ! , 11 ; XXlV.6,
33-3~

(bad) Vlll.5; XXIV.6, 33-35
dharma( doctrine ) XVII.20; XXlV.5, 12
sad· (true·) XXlV.4, 30; XXVIJ .30
-d~ian'il XXIV.8
dharmiil? (concept s} XXlll. 7-8
dharmatli (nature of things) XVII1.7
dharmin, udaya-vyaya· (narure of arising
and ceasing) XVU
dhatu (clement ) XVI.2
panca· (five·) V.7
!afl XVII.l 7
a-

naya (method , mode), atmanT-· XVIJI .2
nanii (differen t) XXLIO
-bhiiva (differen ce) 11.21
naniirtha, a· (without a variety of
meanings) XVlll.9
niimariipa (psychophysical personaliry) ·
XXVJ 2-4 ·
n'ilia (destruct ion) XXVII .l l
tl!J!!a (destroyed • pasr) XX.l4
nastila ( non-existence) XV.S
n'iisffli ("does not exist'~ XV.J0- 11 ;
XXII.13
nilya (perman ent, etemal) X.2-3 ; XVI. I;
XXl. l4; XXIII.B -14. 22
a· XVI.! ; XXI. l4; XXIII.13 - 14, 22;
XXlV.21
nityafii (permanence) XVIl.6
a- (imperm anence) XXI.4

nimilla, dharm'iidharma· (occasioned by good
and bad XXlV.34 -35
nirodha (cessation, ceasing) 1.9; Vll.27,
29-3 2; XXIV. 17, 23, 25. 40; :XXV. t- 2;
XXVl.11 - 12
a· (non·) Dedicatory Verscs
panz"} nirodhiid (after death) XXII.14 ;
XXV. 17. 21
nirodhana (cessation) XXIII.23
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niruddha (ceased) Vl1.26; XVIJ. 6;
XX.5-6; 10; XX.I.IS; XXIII.23 ;
XXVI. I!
a- (not·. non-) VII. 26; XVIII. 7;
XX . l7- 18; XXl.l8; XXlV.38; XXV.3
nirudhyam'iina (ceasing) Vll.21,2 3.26;
XXI.I 9-20
a· ( non·) Vll.21, 23
!Jirgama , a (non-disappcuan ce) Dedicatory
Verses
nirmita (created) XVII. 31, 32
nirmitaka XVT/.31
nirmtiak1ik'iira (created form) XVII. 32
ni'rmimTla XVII. 31
m'rmukta (distinct from) IV.I, 2; V. 5; XX.8
vi: IV.3
nirvartaka (producing) 1.7
nirvli!Ja (freedom , cessation) XVI.4, 9-10;
XV1!1.7 ; XXI.l7; XXIV . IO, XXV.I-1 6;
19-21
a- (that which does not cease) X.5
nirvrta (ceased) XXll. 13
nivrta (envelop ed) XXVI. I
nirvrtta (renounc ed) IX.l2
nivrtta (ceased) XVII1.7
niicaya (certain) XXV11. 8
nifpanna (accomplished) X.8
nil?sara1Ja (relinquishing) Xlll.8

pallia (view, position) 11. 10
pa!a (cloth) X. 15
pa11ra (promissory note} XVII.14
para (other) 111.2; V.7; XIJ.3. 7-8
pafiinug fiihaka (bcnefiu ing others)
XVII.!
-kanz (causing by·) Xll.9
·ferta (caused by-) Xll.l , 3. 7-8
-pudgala (·person ) XIU-6
paratal? (from another) 1.1 ; XX I. 13
paratra (e lsewhere) X .3; XV.2
parabhava (other-na ture) 1.3; XV.3-4 , 6;
XXII.2-4 , 9
paraspara (mutuall y) Vl.3
paramarlha (ultimate fruit) XXlV.8, 10
pan'kTrlila (expound ed) XVII.2
parigth!J alaf? (one who upholds) XXIV .28
panj'flii (underst~nding) XXIV.2, 27
panj'flaa (undema nding) XXIV . 26
a· XXIV.26
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pan"rlipda (illuminating) Xll/.2
paridevana, sa· (lamentation) X.XV1.8
pan'piitayan (attributing) XXIV.!~
paribhoga (experience, enjoyment) XVIU;
X.XVII. ll
parivartaka (related) XIX.4
parihilra (refutation) IV.8
parihrta, a- (unrefuted) IV .8
PIIIJI11111JIIiiina (adhering) XXIV.23
paryilpla (adequate) III.3
pa!ciit (posterior) X1.4
pafcima (end) XI.!
pa!yafliiina, a· (not perceiving) 111.4
Pilka (maturing) XVH.6
PII'!JI1 (merit) XVIL5, 24
a· XVIU
pulra (son) 111.7
pudgala (person) Xll.4-6; XVI.2
purufll· XXIV .4, 29
purufa (man) X.6
·Pudgala XXIV.4, 29

purva (prior) ll.l3; V. t ; Vl.l ; IX.6-8 ; X .8;
Xl. 1- 3, 6 , 8; XV. ll ; XV1.7; X.X.S-9;
XX.Vll.H - 24
Prthak (discrete, separate) Vl.8; X . l6
·tva (discreteness) VJ.4-7; XX.20
• -bhii1111 (discreteness) Vl. 6-7, 9
prak'lJJa (illumination) Vll.9
prakrti (pramal nature) XV.8- 9; XVll.l4

prajllapti (communiCIJiion, convention)
XXII.ll
upiiaaya ( dependent) XXIV. I8
pmtipat, madhyamii (mit:fdle path) XXIV. IS
pmtipannak.a (reached the way) XXIV.3, 29
pratibiidhata~ (one who contradicts)

XXIV.22, 37
pratibimba (mirror image) XXIII.9
· pratiul{hita (situated) Vll.9
pratisandhi (moment of conception) XVII.! 7
prati!iddha (refuted) V. 7
prafitytiJamutpiida (dependent arising)
Dedicatory Verses; XXIV . 18, 36, 40
pralyaya (condition) 1.3, 5- 6. 9, 11- 14;
XV. !; XVJI.2 7, 29; XX. I- 4, 8, 23;

XXV1.2, 6
(non-) 1.5, 12, 14; XVII.29
apara· (independently realized) XVJJI. 9
·maya (m:~de of.) 1.13- 14
-siimagif ( harmony of·) X:X.24

2·
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-vafi (constituted of.) 1.4
calviiraf? (four) 1.2
praty'iikhyaya (forsaking) XXVII.IO
.
pratyuk.ta (refuted) lll.3
pratyutpanna (present) XIX.l- 3
pratyuaavrtta (recoiled) XXIV. 12
prarlipa ( Light) Vli.S-12
prarlipta (aflame) X .2- 3
prapaflC11 (obsession) XVlll.), 9
·alila (gone beyond-) XXIl. 15
-hata (impaired by·) XXII.15
-opaJama (appeasement of·) XXV.24
prapallcita, a· (unobsessc:d) XVlll. 9
prabrti ( begins with) XVII. 7
prabhava (sour~e) XXIII. !
pmyojana ( purpose) XXIV. 7
pmvrlli (occurrence) V. 3
pmfakta (implied) lU- 6
prru angg (accompanying, following) XXIV.l3
prasadhita, dus· (wrongly cultivated)
X:XlV.Il
prtiJiddha (established) XXVll. l8, 28
prasiddhi (establi.shment) 111.3; Vl.S-9
a· (non·) Vll. 33; Xll.7; XV.5
praha'!a ( relinquishing) XV11. 15- 16; XXIV.2,
27, 39; X:XV.l- 2, 10; XXVII. 30
prahi'!a, 11· (unrelinquished) XXV. 3
praheya (to be relinquished) XVII.15- !6
prlik (prior) lX. l - 3, 12
prapta, a· (not rc.-ached) X . 5
pmpti (reaching) XXIV.39

baddha ( bound) XYI.8
bandba ( bondagel XV1.8
bandhana XVI.6- 7
bahirdhii (external) XVIl1.4
bahu (many) XVI!.12
·Ilia (plurality)

IX.9

biihya (external, other) Xll.10
/ffja (seed) XVII.!, 7- 8
buddha XV11.13 , 20, XVlll .6, 8, 11; XXI1.2 ,
14- 15; XXIV.5, 8 , 30-31; XXV.24
·1'ilsana (Buddha's message) XV.6;
XXIV.9
11· (unenlightened) XXIV.32
pratyeka· (self-enlighrened ) XVII.1 3;
XVIIJ. 12
sam· (perfectly enlightened), Dedicatory
· Verses; XVJII. 12

INDEX

buddhi, alpa- (meager inrelligence) V.8
bodhi (enlightenment) XXIV. 31- 32
bodhisallva, -caryii (career of a bodhisattva)
XXIV.32

brahmacarya, a- (ignoble life) XVII.23
bruviif!a (speaking) XXIV.,
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miirga ( path) Vlll.6 ; XXIV. 24-25; 40
miiyii (illusion) VII.34; XXIII.9
mithyil (wrong) XXIII.l6
mucyamiina (freeing) XVJ.S
muni (sage) XXIV.l2
maha- (great·) XI. l
mii:la (source) XXVI. iO

bhagaviin (blessed one) Xlll. l- 2; XV. 7;
XXV. l 7-18
bhanga (destruction) Vll.3, 33- 34
bhava (becoming) XXI. IS; XXV. lO;
XXVI.7- 8
-sa~Jali (sueam of-) XXI.l7, 21
vi- (orher-,-dissolution) XVI.3; XXI.1-5,
7- 11; XXV. IO
punar- (re-) XXVl.l
bhiiva (existent, existence) l.l , 3. 10; IV.7;
V.2, 5-8; VII. ,17, 21." 23- 24, 27. 3~31;
Vlll.l3; IX.2- 3; X.l~ll. 16; XI.S; ·
XII.IO; XIII.3; XV.4-7; XIX.6; XXI.4, 8,
12- 16; XXIII.20; XXIV. 16; XXV.4-7,
1~16; X:XVll.29
a· (non-, absence) V.6-7, 30; VI11.4;
XV.3. 5-7; XXI. l2; XXIV. l-4, 20,
29-30; xxv.s. 1~16
bhiivanii (cultivation) XVII. I~ ; XXIV.2,.24,
27; X:XVI.ll
bhuta (elements) DUO
bhuta (come to be) XXIII.24
a- XXIII.25
bheda (distinct varieties) XVII. 2
bhoktr (experiencer) XVII.28, 30

madhya (middle) XI.2
marlhyama XIX.4; XXIV. l8
mana (mind) III.l, 9
manufya (human) XXVII.l5- 16
milnufa XXVII.l7
manda (meager i.melligence) XXIV. 12
-medhasa XXIV. ll
mama
mameli ("mine") XVIJI.4
nir- (free from selfiShne.ss) XVIII.2-3
mara'!a (death) Vll.24; XI. 3- 6; XVII:19;
X.XI.2- 3, 5; XXV.4; XXVI.8
manci (mirage) XVII.33; X:Xlii.S
mahanla (great) XVII.12
miitiipitarau (mother and f.ither) III.7
miinasa (mental) XVII.3

mrgyamiif!a (sought for) XVI.2; XXII.8
mr!ii (delusion) XIII.l-2
medhas (intelligence) XXIV. 11
maitra (friendly) XVII. I
•
mokfa (release) VIII.6; XVIII. ) ; XXV.ll
mok.fa'!a XVI.8
mo!a-dharma (deceptive nature) XIII. l- 2
moha (confusion) XXI. ll; XXXIJI.l , 7
mau/a (primary) VII.4-6
yukta (proper) 1.9; VI.3; VII. I; XV. ! ; XXI.21
yugapad (simultaneous) XVI.8
yuvil (young) XIII. 5
rakla (lustful) Vl.l - 3, 6-7, 10; XIV.2
raiJjanlya (object of lust) XIV. 2
ratna (jewell) XXIV. 5
rasa ( taste) XXJll.7:.s
rasana III.1, 9
rahifa (devoid) XXIV.38
riiga (lust) VI.l- 3, ·6-7, 10; XIV.2; XXIII.l,
7' 12

n;pa (material form) III.7; IV.l- 5, 7; XXIll.7;
XXVI.4- 5

/ii£Iana (characreristic) V. l- 5, 7; Vll.l ; XU;
XVIII. 9; XXV .4
a- (without-) V.l- 3
askandha- (-of non-aggregate) XVIII. 2
saf!Jskrta· (of the conditioned) Vll.l, 3
-karmanl (function as-) Vll.2
lak.faf!'i, In·- (having three characteristics)
Vll. l
lakfya (characu:rized) V.5, 7; Xl.7
linga, sva- (own mark) X. 5
loka (world) XXVII.21 , 23-25
para- (other-) XXVII.21
-niltha (paqon of the-) XVIII. l l
-sa~vrli (worldly convention) XXIV.8
/aukika (worldly) XXIV.6 ; .36

vaktarya (io be declared) XXII. II
vastu (foundation) XXIII. 7
viik (word, speech) XVIJ.4
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vacWI (verbal) XVIl.3
1

v11rlal1if!l (speaker), Dedicatory Verses.
v11r11f!l (best), Dedicatory Verses ·
v~llf!ll (discerning person) XV.lO
vigr11ha (analysis) IV.8
11icilrrl (veriegated) XXIV.38
vijflapli•. 4· (non-intimation) XVij.4
vij1Jiin4 (consciousness) Ill. 7-8;
XXVI.2, 4-)
vitiy11milna (evident) XXIV.22
11- (not-) 1.3; V.6; DU; XIV.7;
XXIII.12, 16
vitlyi (knowledge) XXIV .11
4· (ignonnce) XVII.28; XXIII.23;
XXVI.l, 11
viilviin (wise one) XXVI.lO
11- (ignorant one) XXV1.10
vinii (without) VJ.5 ; IX.4-); XIU-6;
XX.24; XXI.1- 2, 4, 6, 8; X:XII1.3-4;
XXV.4
vinirmu-4111 (separated) II.1; XXVI1.4-)
vip11rft11 (subject to perversion) JQQII.l7
4· (nor-) XXIII.l7
vikpary4ya (perversion) XXIII.6, 1.3-1{
16-21, 23
11· (non-) XXIII.l6
vip11ry'iis11 (perversion) XXIII.1-2
vip4ryasy11miin11 (being subject to
perversion) XXIII. 18
vipik4 (maturity) XVI1.2S
viptlkv4 (inarured) XVII.l8, 2S
vipr11f!iiil1, 11· (imperishable) :XVII.l4-1), 20
llibh4114 (see bha1111)
.
11z'bhag11 (di.Stin_~tion) XVII.19; XXIv.9
pra11i· (XVU.24
vibha11iti (adept) zy. 7
vir111i (non-delight) XVIl.4
11- (delight) XVII.4
llirt~dtih4, pgasp4ra· (se:lf-contradictory)
VI11.7
viiefllf!11 ( disting1,1ishing) .XXV .19
vt'!Ph11nrla (deed) XVII.4
vrlll (separated) XX.10
11- (not·) XX.ll
verlak4 (feeler) IX.S-9; XI. 7
verlani(feeling) IV.7; IX. I, 3, 10-11; Xl.7;
XXVU- 6 ·
•
vaiy4rlhya (see 4rth4)
tiyatikrama (interruption) XVII. l9

vyay11 (ceasing) XVI.); XVIU.l; XXI.l~16;
XXIV.l, 20
4·( constant) XXII.l S
VJflvasthilll (determined) IX.2-4; XVII. 2S
11JIIVI1hiim (convention) XVII.24; XXIV.IO
saf!l XXIV.6, 36
VJflstha (separated) 1.11; VII. 2
vyikrlll, a- (indeterminate) XVII.14
vyakhya111 (explained) lll.'S, 9; X.15
vjiikhyilna (explanation) IV .9
vyu;sargll (rejection) VDI.l3
iabrla (sound) XXIII. 7
it1ma (appeasement) XVIII.2
pr4· XXI.17
iint11 (peaceful) VI1.16; XVIU.9; XXII.12
i'ili1111111 (eternal, etemalisrn) XV.ll; XVII.8, 10,
20, 23; XYIII.10; XXI.14-15; XXII.12;
XXV.21, 23; XXVII.l5, 17-18, 20, 29
11· (not·, non·) Dedicatory Verses)
XVIII.ll; XXII.12; XXV.3, 23;
XXV1l.l6-18, 20
-lok4 (-world) XXVII. I
-gr4hl1 (grasping after-) XV .10
fis4na (message) X. 16; XVIII. 11
• butidh4· (Buddha's-)XV.6; XXIV.9
4nu· (admonition) XVIII.8
fisJr(teacher) XVIl.31; XXV.10
firas11f? (head) vn.31
fiN (auspicious), Dedicatory Verses; V.8;
XXV.24
fukkJ (pure) XVII.ll
fuci (pleasant) XXIII.21.-22
11- (unpleasant) XXIII.22
fiinya (empty) XIII. 7; XVII.27; XX.l6, 18;
XXI .9; }QQI.10, 14; XXIII.B-14;
XXIV.1, 13-14; X:XV.1·, 22
a- (non·) Xlll.7; XX.lc).:..I7; XJ9.9;
XXIV.19-20, 33, 35, 39; XXV. I
iuny4m ili ("empty") XXIl.ll
·11i (emptiness) IV.8-9; XIII.2-3, 8;
XVII.20; XVIIU; XXIV.6-7, 11,
13-14, 18, 22, 36-37
·filrth4 (meaning of·) XXIV.7
·Ilia (emptiness) XXVII.29
fubh11 (pleasant) XXIII.l-2, 6, 9-12 .
a- (un-) XXI11.1-2, 6, 9-12
1ok4 (grief) XXVI.8
frr111114 (hearing) 111.1, 9; IX.l, 3, 10-11

INDEX

1riivtd4 (disciple) XVII . l3; XVIll. 12
irollliiJII (sound) Ill.9
irotr (hearer) IX.S-9
l llfiJJM (rightly, completely) XXIII . 16;
XXV1. 12
SllfiJJIIffUIU (restraint) XVII. I
SllfiJJOjl lnll (fener) XVII.28
JllfiJV[ti (convention) XXIV.8
JllfiJ/IIJII (doubt, uncertainty)
11- (undoubtedly, certainly Vll.12; IX.4;
XVII.22
1111 (without doubt) XVII.24
SllfiJSIIrlln (moving) XVI .3
SllfiJSIITgll (association) XIV . ! , 3. 8
a- (without-) XVI11.2
SllfiJSiirll (life-process) XJ . t . 8; XVI. tO;
XVII .20; XXV.l9-20; XXVI.lO; XXV1I.l9
JllfiJSliirll (disposition) IV. 7; Xlll.l; XVI.!,
. 4-5; XXIII .23; XXVI.l-, 10-11
JllfiJS~rlll (conditioned) Vll. l- 3. 33;
:>p{V.5, 13
11- (un-) Vll. 1, 33; XXV.5. 13
sllfiJ/f'll!{ll (agent of association) XIV.8
l llfiJIT}yllm4nll (associating) XIV.8
Jllf1Jirff4 (associated) XIV.8
Sll~rllmll (uansformation) XVI1 . 16
JllfiJ~rllmllf!ll XX .9
Sllf!Jgllli (assemblage) XX. l 2-14
Sllf1Jjlli1 (perception) IV. 7
Jllf!Jjflilll (designated) XVI1.4
JllfiJIIJii (stream, continuity) XXVII.16
bhilv11· (-of becoming) XXI.l7, 21
lllf!Jiiinll (series) XVII. 7-l0; XXVU.22
uti!lyii·IIJIIJII· (-of arising and ceasing)
XXI . 15- 16 .
•1111 (existenct) 1.6-8; 11.11; Vll.20 ; 30; Vll.l .7 ,
XVII.6
11- (non-) 1.6-7, 12; V11.20, 31;
VIII. 7-8, U
·111/lltlafiJ (substantiality) X. 16
-fii (existence) 1.10
-11111 (sentient being) XVI . I, 4-5
-bhilva (existence) XX1 .17; XXIV.6, 16
ll··bhiivll (non-existence) XXI.l7;
XXIII.25
-bhilll (come to be, real) 11.24-25 ;
VIII. 1-2 , 7. 9-11
/loobhii/J 11.24-25; Vlll. 1, 3. 7, 9- 11
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1111i ( locative case of Jllnlll, pr.p . of 1111)
1.10; IV.4; VI.l-2, 9; IX.9; X.2, 9;
XV.4, 9; XX. l5 ; XXIV. 16, 24;
XXV.l5; XXVI.7 ; XXVII.5
11- 11.7; III.6; V.2; VI.2; VII.l7 ;
VIII .4-6; XV.9; XVII.30; XX.l5;
XXIV. 5
Jll/yll, iiry11- (noble truth) XXIV. l-2, 4,
20, 30
five (two) XXIV.8-9
lou·JIIfiJII[ti· (-relating to' worldly
convention) XXIV.8
pllrllmiirlhlllllf? (-in t~rms of ultimate
fruit) XXIV.S
sllfirf11 (identical) IV.6
11- (not·) IV.6
Jllf!Jnipiilll (occurrrence) XXVI.5
Sllt~Jnibhll (resemble) XXJ11.8
lllf!IPrll~iiillyilii (illuminate) Vl1.8
lllf!IPrllll[l!i (commencement, occurrence)
11. 17
. 11-(non-) V.4
.
Jllf!Jpriiplll, 11· (no.t reached) XXIV.39; XXV.3.
Sllf!lbhllr~~ (birth, occurrence) UI. 7; V.4;
XV . I ; XXI. l-5; 7-11; XXV1. 3, 9
JllfiJbhiiiJ (occurred) XV. l ; XXVII. l2
s11bhiig11 (similar) XVII.17
vi· (dissimilar) XVII.17
sam11 (comparable, equal) 11. 17; IV.S-9;
VI.2 ; XV1.2; XX.4 ; XXIII.9 ; XXVII.l4
Sllmllnviihilrll (attention) XXVI .4
s11m11JIII (combined) I.ll ; VII.2
samllvaslhilll (fixed) XXIV .26
s11miirop11 (attribution) XVI . IO
JllmlliriiiJ (assO&illlefi } XXV.21
s11mu11hi111, IIPriiiJIIJII· (issuing fonh from a
non-condition) XVII .29
samu1p11nna (arisen)
pr11ff1ya- (dependently-) XXIV . I9, 21
PriiiJIIJII· (-from a condition) XVII.2~
dhllrm3fihllrm4· (-from good and bad)
XXIV.35
samulpiirla (arising)
pr11ffly11 (dependent·}(see pr111i1y11)
Jamutlllya (arising) XXIV.22, 25, 40
samutliihru (specified) XVII.27
samufibhilll (emergent) XXVII . 12
J11mupiiJri111 (associated) XXVII.l- 2
11- (non·) VIIU; XXV1 . 11
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s11rp11 (snake) XXIV .11
111r1111 (all, everything) IV. 7- 9; VII.I9. 29;
VID.8; IX.6-7; X.l~; XIll.l; XIV:!;
XVII. l7-18, 24; XVUI.8; ·XXJI..l~;
XXIII . !~; XXIV. I, 6 , 14, 20, 36, 39;
XXVl-2, 24
-4riyii (·activity) VIII.6
-dr!{i (·views) Xlll.8; XXVH .30
. -tih11rma (-things) Vll.29; XXV.22
-bhiivl1 (-existence) VII.24; XI .8,
XXVII.29
-IoN~ (-in the worlds) VILli
s~r1111thii (evecyway) Il. l4
s11h11 (with, together, simultaneous,
concomitant) VI.3, 10; Xl.5; XXI.1, 3.
~-6

11- (without) Vl.!O

s11habhii1111 (to-existence) VI.4-9
siik{iiturl1f!11 (realization) XXIV. 27
. siik{ik11rma XXIV. 2
sjJtih11n11 (proof, achieving) X.9; XVIl.ll
iiidhy11 (to be proved) IV .8

sthiti (duration, stasis) VII.3, 23. 2~. 33
sp11rit1 (touch, contact) XXIU. 7-8; XXY1.5
Stlfl'.l• XXVI.3

sptlril1'!11 (touching) 111.1, 9
smrta (reminisced) XVIJ.3- ) ; XVIII.ll
vi- (confused) XXIV.!)
svt1 (own)
·Ill (from itself) 1.1; XXI. 13; XXIll.20

-pudgl1111 (-person) XII.4
sv11pn11 (dream) Vll.34; XVII .33; XXIII.8
svfllohiiv11 (self-ciatute) I.3; XI11:4; XV.l- 4; 6,
11; XVII.22; XX.21; XXI.l7; XXII.2, 4,
9 , 14, 16; XXIII .2, 6, 24-25; XXIV.l6,
22-24, 26, 28, 32- 33, 38
mJbhiiv111111{ (inherendy) VII . 16
sviibhiivikl1 (possessing self-nature)
XVII.2~

tl· (without·) XUI.3
nil(- (devoid of-) 1.10; XVII.21 ; XXII.16
niJ,svl1bhiiv1111111 (absense of self-nature)

siifiiAgn (harmony) XX. l- 4, 7- 8 , 23-24
praly11JI1· (-of conditions) XX.24
-kt:tl1 (made by·) XX. 24

XIII.3
J1111JI1f?l (self, oneself. own) XXIII.l8
-kiim (-causing) XII. 9
-kr/11(-causc:d) XU . l- 2, 4, 7-8
. ·fiiAJil (made of-) 1.13
svargtl (heaven) VIII.6

siin:zpr11111fl'.l (simultaneous) IX.12
iiirdh11n:z (together, jointly) X.l~; XIV.4;

hetu (cause, causal, reason) 1.2, 7; Vlll.4,

11· (incorrigible) XII1.8

XXI.20
sititih11 (established, proved) VI .6-7; X .9. 11 ;
XXV. 15; XXVII.18, 28
11· (DOt·) X.ll
siddhi (establishmem) II.21; VI.lO; VUI.12;
XIX .3; XXI.6
11- (non-) VII.33
pr11- Vl.8
siralt11{ (head) VII.31
rukha (happy) XXIII.21-22
susuk{ma (subtlest) XXV .20
skandha (aggregates) XII .2; XVI.2; XXI.20;
XXII.l- 2, ~-6; XXVII.22- 24
11· (non-) XVIII . !
tiul(kh11- (mass o f suffering) XXVI .9. 12
P11IICII· (five-) XXVI.8
· viin (possessed of-)''Xxll. l
"stfi
(woman) X.6
•·
slhiin11 (endunnce) Vll.2), 34
sthita (endured, static) VII.27
11· VII.27; XIX.~
/
-bhiiv11 VII.22
/

9-11; XV. l ; ~. l-6, 8- 16, 19-23
a- (non-) 1.1; XX.20; XXIV.l6
hetuu X.2-3; XX.5
tl· VIII.3; XI .4-5; XII.l, 9; XX.6 , 8;
XXVII.12
11hetuk11 IV .2
-tv11 (causal efficacy) XX .2 2
heya (to be relinquished) XVII. U

VERBAL FORMS
t1jy111e (made known) IX.)- 6; XXV.16
11def11y11t (taught) XXVII.30
11dhig11mi!jy111i (will attain) XXIV.32
11dhig11tny11te (is attained) XXIV.10
anupaiytiSi (perceive) XXIV .16
11pek{y11 (being contingent) X.B-12; XIX.l-2 .
11n- X.l2; XIX.3; XXlll.10-11
abhiif11111 (has said) XIII. I
11bhipmv11rtate (proceed).l.12; XVII .7. 9;
XXVI.l2

11bhi.Jaf?1Situru1e (forms) XXVl.l

INDEX

abhiiflllfn, ahhiim (I existed) XXVU. I, 3,
9. 13
avai# (comprehend) V.6
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k11ru1e XXIV.l3
kalpayel (would think) XXII . 13
kramate (proceeds) Vll.l ~

ilg~chati (comes)

X.l3
ilgamya (depending upon) XXVI.3
ipnuyill (should reach) X. 7
iirabhyale, arabhyet.r(begun, initiated)
ll. l2- 13
a!nlya, an· (not relying) XXIV. lO
a!ffyela (should rely) XV. 10

g~chati (goes,

moves) 11.8-11, 22-25;

XXVI.I
pra- 11.23
g~chet

XXVII.19
gamyale U. 1, 4

grhyale (is observed, is grasped) XIX. 5;
XXIII.l5

icchasi (incline, expect) Vl.8-9
idhyalil~

(being burnt) X.4
7hate (is intended) Vlll.l
u~ale

grhf!ali XXIIl.l5
grhyeta XIX.5 ; XX.3; XXVII .7
celayitva (volitional) XVII.2-3

(is spoke of) ll. ll, 22-23; Vll.l~

utpadyale (arise) U ; Vll. 14
utpadyelfl Vll.17
utpatJyale XX. 17-18
utpadyeran XXVII.U-24
utpadayale (produce) Vll.6; XVII . 17- 18
ulpadtlyah Vll.lS-19
utpadayel Vll.7-8, 18
utpadayitum Vl!.7
upagamyalflm (should admit) Ill.~
upadisyate (shown) 1.8; XXV.9
upapadyale (is appropriate) 11.3, 6-7, 9. 16;,
IV.4-6; V.4; Vll.21 , 23, 27, 29-31; VIII.6;
1.2; XIV. ~; XV.8; XVI.4 ; ,XVII .12; XX .19,
22; XXI .9-10; XXII.3, 14; XXIII. 10;
XXIV .2, 13, 24, XXVll.3; 7, 9. 16, 27
upapatsyate 11.3, 9. 16
upapadyele Il.23
sam· XXVll.13
upalabhyale (is obtained) IV. 1
upadadyad (should be dependent) XXII .~
upadasyate (will be grasped) XXII.6
upadaya (dependent) XXII.2 , ~; XXV.9. 12;

XXVII.30

an· {not grasping, independent)
XXIU-6; XXV.6, 8-9. 12
uhyale (is assumed) XX¥. 17-18

chadayifyati (will conceal) Vll.12

••
janayate (produces) Vll.4, 6, 13;
XX . 15- 16

janayet VJI. 13; XX.10-ll, 23
janayifyati VIU; XV11 .6; XX.21
janyale XX. 7
janiyat (should be known) lll. 9
jayale (be. arise, be born) IV.S-9;
XV11.15 ;
XX . 1-2; XXIII.20; XXVII. 15
jayeta Xl.3; XXVII. 10
Ji'ryate (age) XII1.5

Jiraskrtya (having separated JI .6-7; 111.6
liffhali (stays , is stationary) 11. 15- 17;
VU.22, 24; XVII.6 , 18

dallva (having passed on) XXV . 5
a- XX.6

drsyate (is seen) IV.l ; XXI.11
drsyatam XIV. 2
dr!fva, adrsrva, XX. I!
desyate (is taught, is preached) XXIV. IO
desayamasa, Dedicatory Verses
desayi111m XXIV .12
drakfyati (see) lll.l

kathyate (is called, is expressed, is said)
XV.3; XXII.ll; XXIII.I
karoli (performs, does) VIII .1, 3, 9-11
kuru le VIII. 7
kriyate Vll.8; XVII.22 ; XX1V.33
kari1yale XXIV. 33

kuryat Xll.7

dhakfyali (burns) X. 5
nank!yate (is destroyed) XXVII .26-27
vi· XXVll.26-27
namf1!yami (I bow reverently) XXVII.30
nasli (does not exist) 1.2; 11.22; 111.6, 8;
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lV. ~; Vl.4; Vll.9, 32-33; Vlll.2; XIII.3 ,

pt~~htUyali (relinquish) XXIII .24- 25

7; XIV.6-7; XVI.2, 7; XVI1.29; XIX.6;
XXI. l, 7, 21; XXIU, 4, 6, 8-9;
XXIJI.I0-11 ; XXIV.1, 20, 22;
XXV. 1-2, 8, 19; XXVIl.8, 19

pr11hiyer11n XXlli.24-25
pt~~durbhavel (would appear) XX. 7-8
prapayi!JIIIi (will lead eo) XX1V.25
P~'~~Pf'!ule (reach) VII.10

"" unti XXIV. 3
nirfltlhy111e (ceases) Vll.26, 18; XVII.l9;
XVII.); :XX.)-6; XXIII.23; XXVI . 12
nifJiahylt~fll

XVIU.4

nirolsyate XX.l7-18
nirtlisanli (posit) X.l6
nirwmaJe (produces) I. 7
niniJ!yali (cease) X.5
nin"!Yami (I will be free) XVJ .9
nifiqtlle (is infused) XXVI .2
t~iiM'!ifYali (will desuoy) VII. II
pari.UipaytUe (conceive) VI.8
PtUyali (perceives) 11!.2, 4-5; V.8; XVIII.3;

prapya, a- VU. ll
prllp!Jale X. 5
prelyll (having gone: beyond, in the: next life:)
XVII.l , 11
bt~tlhm'y11tl (shout<;!

be bound) XVI. 7
babhiJ!ire (has said) IJl.8
b11tlhyale (is bound) XVI. 5-<i
batlhytmle XVl.5
bfllllale (eaU·, say) V.5
bN1m11h XXIV.7
bh11jyeran (were eo be destroyed)
XXVII.23-24

bhavali (comc:sc eo be, exists, is) 1.10; lll.4i

XXIV .16, 40
PIUJIIflli XV.6; XXII.15
. PIMJIImah Vlll. 12

prdiu11JIIIi (illuminates) VU.9

'
'
(st2te) XXIV:18
pr~U.,,.,he
pt~~jnaP:JIIIe (makes known) DO;

prt~pf!uyatl X.6-7

XIX .5;

XXIU, 10
prajnapt~yefll4hi

XXIII . l0-11
prajnayale (is known) XJ.1
Pt~~libatlhtUe (cootradicc) XXIV. 5-6, 17, 23,
36

p11111iy11 (depending, dependent, dependently)
!.); lll. 7; Vl . 1; Vll.l5-16; Vlll. l2; XII.2;

XJV.5; XVlll.lO; XIX.6; XXI1 .3;
XXII1 .1-2, 6 , 10-11; XXV .9; XXVI.4 ;
XXVII.23-24
a· XXIV . 19. 21, 31; XXV .9

pfllliiyllte (gives over CO) XII. 5
priiPIInCIIJanli (obsc:si) XI .6; XXII.15

VII. l 6; IX. 1, 10; X .4; XX11.14 ;
XXV . I7- 18; XXVIL3, 9. 15
ODIII/tlllfi XXIII.4
Bh1111£,J11Ii li. 7; Ul .8; Vl .2, 4 ; lX.2, 4 ;
X .9; Xl11.6; XV .2-3 , 9; XV1 .9;
XVII .30; XVI11.2; XIX . 1, 6; XX.1 7;
XXI .2-4; XXII.3: XX111.9. 12;
XXIV.5. 30. 38; XXV. 7; XXVII .6
bhallifyami XXVU . 2, 14
bhaw l.ll; 11.19; Vl.l; VUU; IX.B-9;
X . 1; XI .2-4; XII. ~; Xll(.6-7; XIV.6;
XV. 1, 8; XVI .3, 7; XVll .22; XVIII.l;
XX.5-6, 8-9; XXI . Il , 14, 19;
XXll .4-5 , 11; XXIH.l6; XXJV.37;
XXV.5, 11-14; XXVI. 7; XXVI1.4, 10,
12, 16, 23-24
bh411etam VU

bhavy11te XXIV.24

pt~~bha1111,1i (arise) XI .6

pra11U.,11mi (I will expound) XVII.13
P11111tlrfllle (proceeds) 1.12; V.3; VlU. 12;
XVII1. 12; XXV1.7-9; )xxvii.22

prtUajy11te (will, follow, nmply) 11.4, 10; JV.2;
Vlll.6, 8; X.3; Xv.1); XV{,l.23; XX .9, 18;
XX1.14, 16; XXIV.(, 20, 31; :XXV.4;
I
'
XXV11.11- 12
pra.rajyele 11.6, 11, 19; V. 1; XX.7
prtUajyeran XVII.l6

prahif'!oli (bestows) XIJ.6

ma111a (having reflected) XXJV .12
manye ( I consider) X .16
m11cyate (is released) XVU , 8
mucyan/11 XVU
m11cye1a XXVI.7
mn'yate (dies) XXI.20
mriyeta XI. 5 ·
yujyate (proper, pertinent) 1.6-7; IJ. l8; lll.4;
Vll.20, 25; IX.B; X . ll ; XU ; XI1U ;

INDEX

XIV.B; XVII.24; XXIV.14; XXV. l0-11;
XXV11.22 , 2~26
yujyante XXXIV.27
yojyate XVII.l3
lakfii:Jel (should be indicated) XVII. 19;
XIX.4
11aa'tlnli (declare) IX.1
11arie1IV.8-9
t~ande (I salute) Dedicatory Verses
11iklllpayet (should think) IV.5
·
llt'Uipyate 11.14, 20; XVI. lO; XXIII. 7
11iM11k[11Ji (fancy) Vl.B
11ij111t11111i (undema.o d) XXIV.9
11ija,ya1 vm .11
ridy1111 (is evident) 1.1, 10; U.21, 2~; V.1, ~;
VU.31; Vlll.4-5; IX.6-7, 10-13; XI.B;
Xll.lO; XIII.4; XIV.3-4. 7-8; XVII1.3;
XIX.3, 5; XX.12-14; XXI.3-6. 8;
XXIII. ll, 13. 15, 21-22; XXIV.4, 19. 21,
23-25. 30. 34-35. 39; xxv. ~ 7 8. 16. 20
111111- V.2
llidyantll IX.11
llidyante XXlll.2, 6; XXIV.3
tn'dylll Vlll.l3
viniiJIIJIInti (ruin) XXIV . 11
vipakfyali (marures) XVII.2~
lliprllf!llfJIIIi (perishes) XVII.21
vibhiiiiii:Jel (should be critically examined)
Vlll. 13
"'~!IIIJPII (reflect) XXIll.18
11il'lldhyan1e (are contradicted) XVII.24
pili_syllle (is identified) XXVII.4
11ih11nJ11SI! (are tormented) XXIV.7
11etsi (comprehend) XXIV. 7
vyeti (ceases) XXVII.6
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JJT'IIjanti (function) XIV . 1. 3
SII~JIIm (possib le, able) XXIV.28

srdnuy11d VU. 7
Jlltr~fi!!hel (would remain) XXVII. 10
Jlltr~nilli!llte

(enters) XXVI.2
Slltr~nivi!fe XXVI.2
s11nli (arc, exist) 1.4; XI. 7
Jlltr~PriiMIIIJIIIe (illuminates) Yll.12
llltr~Prllllllrlllte (proceeds) XXVI. 3-5
tatr~PriiPf!Oii (reach) X .6
Jlltr~bhllflllnti (occur) Xll.2; XXII!. 1-2, 17-18
Jlltr~bhiiPi,yllli XXVI1.29
taf!IIUihiganlutr~ (to realize) XXIV.28
.JIImurieti (arises) XXVII.6
samude!JIIte XXIV.22
samupiiSrilyll (based upon) XXIV.B
Slltr~llidyate (is evident) 1.14; Vll.17
satr~sarali (transmigrates) XVI.2
Sllo/SIIrllflli XVI .1
Jllo/1111'ify111i XVI.2
satr~~karoti (forms) XXVI. lO
sidhy111i (is established) Vl.B-9; XV.4-5;
XXIII.4; XXV. l~ ·
sidhy11te X.10-ll
sidhyatah XXIIU
siddhy11tam X . 10
selfJIIIi (could be) Vll.33
sth11sy111e (remains) X .5
IJIII (would be, were to be) 11.20; IV.3; V. 1;
VU; Vll1.2; IX.9; X .l : Xl.4-5; XII. 7-9;
XIII.4. 7; XV.8; XVII. \ 6. 23. 26, 30;
XX.20; XXI.l9; XXIV.u: XXVI.7;
XXVll. ll, 15, 19. 21, 25
syatam X.7; XV1.8; XIX .2
syur Vll.2; XIL3; XVII.l2; XX.4
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GENERAL INDEX
Abhidharma, starus of 3. 6. 174; period of
20; early Buddhism and canonical 22-26 ,
29, 333; theory of conditions 28, 38, 106,
107, 110-114; categories of the 37. 132.
147, 193. 244, 245 , 275; interpretation of
the 6, 125, 140, 141 , 160, 171-173. 178,
179. 252, 278, 280, 284, 323. 331.
Abhid harma literature and texts, 6, 20, 25,
26, 38. 181, 323.
Abhidharmika 32, 107.
Absolute 25 , 47, 116, 272, 389. For adjectival
use, see under existence, diffe.rence,
identity, truth, reality, etc.
absolutism 86, 128. 340.
absolucistic (views, systems, traditions, etc.)
1, 16, 20. 57. 69. 85. 90. 148, 255 , .326,
328, 336. 337. 342, 351, 388.
Acela-ktmapa-sulkl 45
action (karma, Jm'yii, etc.>' 29, 30, 33, 42-44 ,
46, 51, H . 54. 55, 56, 59. 61, 64, .68, 69,
74. 90. 91. 128, 133. 162, 180-187. 195.
197. 205, 218. 219. 236, 24~251 ,
253- 258, 260. 261. 263, 266, 267, 27),
276, 332. H9. 351- 353, 380, 383;
imperishability of 30, 55, 251. 254, 255.
agent (utr. kirak a, etc.) 29, 42-44 , 46, 55.
69. 83,.90. 105, 128, 180-187. 195- 197,
205. 214, 227, 259-261 , 302, 339. 352,
3n. 380, 195.
aggregates (skantlha) 18. 21, 29. 36-40 , 46,
52. 56. 64, 132. 140. 144, 147, 148,
179-181, 193. 196, 211'. 212, 222, 236,
H7. 263, 264. 301-3 07. 315. 374, 379,
381, 387. 388.
altruism (absolute) 4, 91; altruistic 91.
analysis 21, 22, 40, 49-50 , 61, 125, 128m
129, 143-147. 153- 156. 159. 167. 174,
224-226, 228, 277. 285. 293. 291. 308',
322. 349, 368, 386.
annihilation (uccheda, etc.) 9. 13, 14, 19. 29.
33. 45. 46. 51. 54. 55. 59. 67. 75. 79. 81 ,
88. 101, 219. 220, 234. 238. 2)4, 264,
267, 269. 273. 274, 287. 292. 298- 300.
362. 378, 382, 383. 357
annihilationism (uccJmiaflitla, etc.) 16, 92,
131. 184, 212, 218, 232. 236. 246. 259.
267. 292, 298. 299.
annil}ilationist (ucchedavitli, etc.) 184, 185,

219. 247: 56.
arhanl 24, 25, 72.

Ariyapariyesana-sulta 17, 240, 336, 240, 332.
Aryadeva 102.
Asoka 2, 23.
assertion, Abhid harma 193; absolute 365,
Buddha's 159. 379; Nigir juna's 42, 43, 55,
56. 92. 114, 122, 123. 136. 142, 205. 210,
256. 265, 291, 340, 341, 347; rationalist
.81 ; Sarvis tivida 109; substantialist 71, 120.
123, 182, 383; Vics!putriya 197, 230.
attain ment, non-a ttainm ent (piiiplil
apriph) 127, 241,2 42, 251. 318, 349.
attrib ute 17, 43. 47, 53, 62, 122, 124, 127129. 150. 155, 190, 222, 233. 239. 258,
371.
becoming (bhava) 10, ll, 15, 26, 32, 51,
62- 64, 72, 74. 78, 88, 218, 237. 241, 294,
298-301, 337. 361, 362. 370, 373. 374,
376." 379, 385, 390; stream of62, 218,
241, 299. 301.
beginning.(absolute) 44, 61 , 79. 206, 207,
259. 271, 292, 293. 368.
Berkcley, George 112. 142.
Bhaga11atlglfii 19, 20, .238.
Bh:l.vaviveka 26, 101, 10~. ·
botlhisattlltJ 24, 25, H, 91, 348.
bondage (bantlhana, etc.) 9, 13, 18, 20,
29- 31. 40, 51-53 . 56, 57. 72. 76, 77, 80.
85, 88, 92. 133. 235. 238-2 43. 304-307.
3412, 356. 3~9. 368-370, 374.
Brahmajii/a,sultanta 11. 79, 80, 188, 385.
Candrakirti 17, 26. 28, 29, 40, 86, 96. 101.
102. 105- 107. 112, 114, 134, 138, 1H,
154. 189. 199. 201, 203, 207, 234. 350,
2)1, 255. 381.
causality 31, 34-36 , 68, 73, 77. 94. 95, 97.
137. 143. 169. 174. 182. 191 , 244, 347,
356; metaphysical theories 36, 77 .
causation 22. 34, 50, 61, 78. 94, 97. 108,
114. 116, 134, 143. 144, 162, 163. 165,
166, 170, 171, 211 , 215, 216, 273, 276.
282. 283, 286. 327, 369; external causation
14, 27, 28, 32. 46, 106, 107, 115 . 174,
176. 204. 259. 260, 298; self-causa~on 14,
27. 28, 32·, 39. 46, 106, 107. 115, 168,
169. 174, 176, 204, 212 , 214, 258-260,
280, 281. 298.
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cercainty (absolute, etc.) 15, 79. 84, 188.
256.

change 8, 27, 28,-31, 34-36, 41, 32, 54,

m.

102.
131, 134, 159. I6o, 163-165.
173-175, 178, 179. 182, 192. 204, 220222, ·230-233, 263. 273, 274, 286, 295,
346·, 369.
clairaudience 83.
clairvoyance 83.

cogilo, see under Descanes.
co-existence 155-158.
commitment (pralijna) 92, 93.
conceptualizaton 49. 56, 57, 66, 129, 143,
209, 249, 263.
conditionaliry 18, 30, 271, 388.
Confucianism 8.
.
confusion (m[!ii, moha, etc.) 46-48, 59,, 66,
67, 72, 82, 90. 217, 219, 297, 312, 313,
323, 332; big blooming buzzing 92, 159;
cognitive 316, 318.
consciousness (vijfiiina, vilinaf!a) 10, 11, 18,
38, 49, 72, 81, 84, 111, 133, 136-138.
14o, 147, n1. 225, 261 , 264, 2so, 386,
37 1-373, 381; self. 379; self•perceiving 37;
transmigrating 2n, 236, 252, 380.
contingence (apek,a) 198-204, 276.

convention (SIIf?lll[til sammuti, vyavahiiral
voh'iira, prajiiapti!panflalli, nirutti, etc.)
14, 55, 69. 241, 256; absolute reality 17;
dependent 86; ideal 330-332, 334, 340;
linguistic 18, 19, 35; moral 88, 89; worldly
68, 330-332, 334, 340, 352, 355, 366.
death (manz'!'a) 9-11, 16, 45, 47, 51,
57-59. 63, 64, 66, 73, 76, 78, 159. 173.
174, 178, 197. 207- 299. 218, 219. 238,
253, 254. 270, 292- 295. 301, 303, 309,
358, 365, 366, 368, 374, 374.
defilement (klefa) 55, 56, 112, 224, 225, 256,
258, 259. 262, 266, 278, 313-315, 324,
325, 335, 353, 356.
dependence, principle of 12, 13, 15, 22, 33,
37, 38, 43, 45, 46, 51, 33, 61, 64, 65, 68,
69, 77. 82, 88, 93. 108, 109, 124, 126,
137. 145, 146, 154, 158, 162, 163~ 165,
168, 190, 191, 200, 212, 213, 227, 231,
236. 252, 254, 273. 279. 306, 316, 342,
361, 380, 388.

dependent arising (pralityusamutpiitla,
pa(zi:casamuppiida) 1, 2, 15, 16, 21, 22,
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27, 31, 32, 34, 42, 49-51, 66, 68-70. 72,
78, 80, 82, 85- 87, 93, 101-103, 114, 131,
139. 142, 146, m. 167-169. 187. 18s,
216, 221, 226, 228-231, 255, 267, 269.
272-274, 290. 295. 320, 331- 333, 336,
339-341, 343. 352-354. 362, 384, 357.

dependently arisen (pralityasamutpanna,
paficcasamuppanna) 15, 21, 34, 42, 48- 50,
55, 59, 69, 70, 82, 84,. 85, 93. 114, 212,
220, 235, 236, 267. 273, 274, 313, 331'
332, 340, 341, 343, 368, 377. 380, 390.
Descanes, Rene (Cartesian) 37, 43. 119;
cogzio ergo sum or cogito 37, 43, 81-84,
92, 112, 133. 134. 137. 164, 188, 189,
191 , 264, 266, 379.
determinism 16, 30; deterministic 235, 347,
348.
Dhammacakkappavallana-sullll 1-2.
Dhammapatla 20, 54, 91.

dharma (dhamma), Abhidharma conception
of, 20-21, dharma-dhatu 8; doctrine, .
discourse 25, 329. 331, 392; four different
uses 15- 16; ethical 43, 68, 88, 113, l83,
243. 257. 330, 335, 336, 340, 349. 366;
meraphysical 18, 19, 22-24; 32, 39, 77,
84, 141, 172, 176, 177, 369; life
( c janman) 253, 275; nature ( = dharmalii)
55, 58, 268, 269; ontological 4', 8, 12, 19.
21, 22, 24, 34, 37, 40, 51, 55, 56. 67, 70,
71. 83-85, 9o;· uo, 11. 132, 140-142, 151.
153. 181, 217- 220, 224, 234, 235. 273,
286, 288, 311, 336, 354, 390. (See also

under elements.)
difference (absolute, real, ere.) 12, 16, 23,
33. 40, 50, 51, 29, 64, 76, 81, 92. 101,
106, 108, Ill. 116, 128, 129. 136, 137,
149, 160, 168. 182, 191, 192, 197, 199,
202, 211, 221, _225-228, 230,.231, 239,
244, 2~5. ,259, 2~2. 267, 273. 274, 2715.
281, 284', 288, 289, 296, 304, 306-308,
310, 312, 360. 362, 365, 366, 381-385, .
387.
disciples (sr'iivaka, ere.) 2- 4, 17, 19, 25, 26,
31, 32. 79. 80, 90, 133, 235. 236. 240,
243, 249, 250. 274. 292. 380, 387.
discrimination 53. 56, 59. 88, 92, 126, 129.
143, 193. 266.
dispositions (StJf?ISMTII, sankhara) i~l2, 14,
18, 40, 46, 49. 65, 66, 72, 73, 82, 84, 138,
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144, 159, 181, 217-220, 224, 225, 324,
352, 353, 570, 371. 374-376, 378, 381;

eternalism 16, 92, 109, 131, 184, 212, 218,
228, 234. 236, 246, 259, 267, 292, 298,

appeasement of (-samatha, -upafama) 4,

299. 353. 377.
eternalist 247, 79.

47. 48, 92, 152, 335-238, 264, 308, 320,
336, 375, 376; cessation or waning of
(-k,raya) 218, 219, 238, 375; lump of
(-pullja) 180; transmigrate 52, 235, 236;
unconditioned by 65, 73.
distinction (viie!flf!fl, etc.) 74-76, 114, 121,
127, 1,29, 130, 140, 141, 149. 151, 158,
172, 173, 199. 233, 239.. 258, 280, 281,
283, 285, 349, 359. 366, 367, 369;
Huinean explanation 72.
Dogen 257.
dogmatism 18, 80, 86, 92, 219, 223.
dream (svapna) 179, 182, 316.

existence (absolute, etc. bhiiva, fiJiilva, etc.)

I, 3. 7-11, 13, 14, 17, 21, 24, 27, 29, 30,
32-34, 36, 39. 40, 42- 46, 50, 51, 54, 56,
57, 61-65, 67-69. 71-76, 78, 79. 82, 85,
88, 103, 108, 113-115, 125. 131, 132,
150-152, 154-158, 163, 164, 176, 177,
181, 184, 185, 188, 193. 194. 201, 202,
205, 220, 22.1, 228, 231-234, 235, 236,
241. 246, 261, 264, 269. 272, 272, 276,
239. 294, 296. 298, 299, 301, 303, 309.
310, 314, 322- 324, 326, 329, 330, 332,
339. 342, 344, 347, 350, 356-365. 369,
377, 378, 382, 383, 390; non-existence
(fiJal, abhiiva, etc.) 1, 7, 9-11, 14', 29, 32,
elements, adventitious 241; discrete 22, 381;
39, 40, 42, 44, 50, 62, 67-69. 73, 74, 78,
of experience 15, 21, 29, 37:-40, 52, 83,
82, 88, 103, 108, 13 1, 150-152, 154, 163,
132, 140, 142, 147-151, 153, 154, 235177, 181, 184, 185, 193. 194. 220, 221,
237, 261; non-substantiality of (-nairiitmya) .
228, 231-234, 269, 272, 298, 299. 303,
24, 29, 37. 40, H. 84, 181, 235, 235;
subjective 313; substantialist theoty of 4,
309, 314, 324, 326, 329, 342, 347, 357,
358, 360-365. 355.
7, 24, 84, 140-142, 147-151, 192. 193,
197, 198. 216; 332. (Sec also dharma.)
experience I, 12-15, 19, 21, 37, 47- 49, H .
empiricist 8, 33, 39. 81, 83-85, 113, 115,
56, 60, 69. 78, 82- 85, 89. 92. 93. 108,
119, 132, 188, 258, 271, 278, 282, 285,
111, 130, 139, 145-147, 153, 156, 159,
286, 293. 341, 342, 357, 368.
189, 192-194, 216, 219, 220, 234, 261,
emptiness (~unyata) 5, 6, 29, 48, 49, H. 55,
262, 264, 271, 278, 282, 308, 313, 316,
56, 67-71, 77, 80. 82, 85. ~6. 89, 90, 93.
319, 320, 323, 331, 335, 337, 340-342,
144-132, 182, 220-223. 231, 254,' 266,
350, 384, sueam of 192. 349.
268, 288, 319, 320, 326-328, 330, 331,
335. 337-341, 343, 347' 350, 352, 355,
finite (anta) 292, 368, 378, 387-390.
368, 390.
fire (agm) 39, 140, 1H, and fueld (indhana)
empty (~unya) 14, 49, 64, 67, 70, 71, 85, 86,
44, 134, 135 , 295-205, 222, 227, 230.
89, 93. 103, 145, 220, 222, 223, 258, 259.
freedom (nirviif!a, nibbiina) 1, 4, 15, 16, 18,
261, 262, 267. 287. 288, 296. 307-309.
21, 29-31, 40, 41, 43, 47, 49. 52, 53, 56,
318, 319, 326-328, 330, 331. 335,
57. 59. 63. 64-77, 80; 85, 88, 89. 90, 92,
337-342, 350, 351, 353, 355, 356, 368,
97. 102, 103, 138, ·153, 160, 169. 184,
375.
187, 218, 235. 238, 240-243, 2H , 266,
enlightened one 12, 47, 58, 63, 65, 75, 87,
268, 269, 299. 300, 307, 321, 328, 329.
302, 321, 330, 347, 348, 356, 249. 274,
332-336, 346-349. 3·H, 354, 355-370,
313.
373. 374, 376. 379. 385, 387, 390, 391.
enlightnment 1, 9. 11, 14, 17, 18, 63, 92,
Fruit (effect, conse.q uence, etc. artha!allha,
138, 240, 327. 335. 336, 323, 375, 376.
phala, vipiika) 14, 15, 16, 19. 29, 33. 43,
eternal, life 63, 74; self 12, 20, 30, 37, 43,
53, 55 , 61, 68, 69. 73, 77. 80, 85, 88,
H. 56, 57, 64, 67, 78, 79, 106, 191 , 219,
89, 108-110, 183, 184, 187, 189. 243, 288,
222, 236, 238, 262, 263, 269, 298, 379.
290. 291, 330-335.339. 347, 348, 351,
383.
352, 356. 357, 366, 383; ultimate or
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highest (paramiirtha, param411ha) 16, 19,
68, 69, 73. 77. 80, 88, 89, 184, 187. 331335, 3)2, 356, 357, 366.
grasping (upiJdiina) 10-13, 38, 40, 42, 48,
56 , 63. 79, 80, 92, 102, 138. 187. 204,
20), 218. 219, 234, 236, 237. 239. 240,
263. 266, 304-309, 318-321, 329. 363.
373, 374, 376, 379-381, 389. 390.
Gudmunsen, Cbris 98.
ha.rmony (iilmagff, etc.) 30, 59. 61, 226, 250,
280-283. 286·. 290. 291.
human personality 68, 70,~2. 85. 369;
Abhidha.rma analysis 21, 181 ; analysed into
aggregates 38, 39, 263, 264; annihilation of
9; bondage and freedom 29. 30, H-59.
dispositions and 47; mctaphysic2l view 19;
non-substantiality 51, 52, 61, 62, 67,
292; Sarvastivada and Sautrantika views 25,
84; self-consciousnc5S and 133; six elements
147; survival of 62, 77, 78, 90, 92, 236,
27), 369, 37), 378, 383; twelve factors 1,
7. 10, 11 , 13. 25, 77;
Hume, David 81. 113, 156, 224, 338.
ideal 3. 4, 15, 24, 25, 63, 88, 89. 91, 332,
334, 335, 341, 353, 355, 366.
identity 16, 22, 33, 34. 36, 50, 51. 56. 59.
64, n-77. 81, 101. 105, 1o8. 111, 116,
128, 129, 136, 143. 144, 149. 155, 156,
158, 166, 169. 171, 177. 178, 191. 192.
195- 197, 202, 204, 213. 221, 226-228,
230. 231, 239. 245, 254. 259, 262, 273,
274, 276, 277, 281, 284, 288-290, 296.
298, 306, 307, 310, 312, 3H, 360, 365367. 378-382, 348, 384, 387
ignolance (a~itlyii) 10, 11, 14, 82, 163, 259,
324, 370, 371, 375, 376.
illwion (miiyii) 179, 182, 316, 317.
illusory 42, 179.
immortality (amrta) 45, 63, 208, 218, 382.
Inada 3. 20, 38, 53, 55, 64, 70, 94--97, 120,
144, 160,216,217,23 0,232. 191,237.
243, 248, 250, 268, 270, 271, 294, 296.
310, 323, 327, 329. 330. 337, 340, 344,
345. 350, 358, 367' 369. 370, 374.
infinite 161, 162, 170, 308, 368, 378, 387390; regr= 161, 162, 170.
0

inherence 33, 109, 276.
lti~ullw 313.
Jaina 14, 244.
Jaini, P. S. 350.
Ja.mes, Willia.m 35, 47, 60, 88, 97, 192, 219,
308, 334. 337. 381.
Jayawiduema, N. A. 94, 95.
Kacciyana (Katyiyana} 7, 8, 10, 11, 50, 78.
82, 103. 108, 184, 212, 220, 221, 228,
232, 271, 272, 294, .314, 320, 342, 356,
369. 370.
K~~&ciiyallllgoii4·Julla (Kiityiyanivavida) 1, 5,
7, 10-14, 25, 26, 29. 31, 63, 78, 79. 81,
232.
Kant, Immanud 33, 322.
ka.rma (see under action).
Karmmitltihiprakara'!a 29, 55, 250.
Kli1yapt~-pari11arta 4, 6, 7, 24, 25.
Ka{htl Upaniftltl189.
KathiJvatthu 2, 21, 23, 24.
Kityiyan (sec under Kaccayana).
Klitfiyaniiva11itl4 (see under K~~&ciiyanagofla·
sutta).
knowledge, of the beginning 61; of
dependent a.rising 21, 331, 339; independent or not other dependent (11pt1rt1·
pralyiiJII) 10-11 , 59. 271 , 272; empirical
knowledge 381; going beyond experience
320; foundation of 82, 264, 372; leading to
freedom 92; of the furure 159; of the past
206; higher (abhiiini) 261, 262; Ja.mesean
explanation 47; limitations of 377; meta·
physical 285, 332; of object, etc. 133, 148;
not omniscience 159, 358; pragmatic
definition 219; as prajniJ or yathiibhutajffina 2, 11, 12, 67, 80, 274, 285, 294.
331, 342; source of 84; transcending the
senses 269; of ultimate fruit 335;
·
Upani~tltlic view 63; ViitsTpuuiya deftnition
196.
KumarajTva 3, 8, 39, 50, 120, 183,.243, 322,
371. 381, 382.
Llllit~isltlrtl

366.

life-proce5S (JIIf!IJ'ira) 44, 45, 52, H, 55, 61,
74-76, 91. 206-208, 210, 211, 241, 243.
246, 252, 254, 256, 263, 292. 293. 366,
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367, 3?5. 376, 386.
Madhupi'!t!kll-sulta 373.
Mahilvastu 24.
Mahliylina 1-8. 20, 24, 25, 59, 69-7 1, 75,
77. 82. 90. 91. ?4. 174, 257. 329, 348,
350. 366, 370; Mahayaoist 7. 53.
Materialists 1, 9. 14, 19. 39, 40.
matter, Abhi~arma conception 193; early
Buddhist view 39, 40, 140-145; meta·
physical view 9, 19, 39, 40; primordi?.l44;
Sarvastivada view 49, 111- 112, 140-145.
meraphysician(s), Buddhist 5, 25, 28, 41,
43- 46, 49. 51 , 53, 55 , 60-62, 68, 74, 76, 88,
114, 127, 128. 133, 137. 146, 147, 149.
151, 159. 160, 174, 175 . 178, 189, 193.
194, 202, 207' 208, 213, 224-227. 23"1,
232, 236, 241, 260, 265, 267. 269, 273,
276, 278, 282, 313, 327 ' 328, 330. 332,
m. 337-339. 341, H3. 345. 349. 355,
357-359, 361-363, 366; uaditional Indian
62, 68. 189, 224--227.
.
middle path 1, 2, 4, 7, 16, 18, 25, 69, 78,
86, 90-92, 183, 267 ' 320, 339·323.
MitcheU, Dooald 97.
Moggalrputta·tissa 2, 5.
moments (theory of) 22, 23, 28, 35. 49, 54,
60-62, 82, 112, 113, 125, 127, 128, 131,
134, 156. 161-164, 166, 168, 170, 172·116. 191. 192, 206, 213. 222, 236, 246,
252. 253, 278, 279, 282, 284. 288, 298,
300, 301, 319. 349.
moral, perfection 15, 59, 90, 366; puriry 256,
257; responsibility 9, 14, 27, 30, 46, 62,
64, 70, 85, 90. 180, 181, 184. 187. 235,
243, 352, 369, 383; truth 13, 59. 334.
motion 36, 38, 68, 82, 119, 121, 126-131,
167, 203, 204; movement 3, 19, 24,
34-36. 118-131
multiplidty 181. 182, 364.
Mu'!tflkil Upan#ad 189.
Murti, T. R. V. 4, 7, 28, 33, 86. 94. 183.

Nakamura, Hajime 95. 340.
negation 45. 102, 143, 169, 193. 197, 252,
269, 295. 345, 365, 379; fourfold 58. 270.
non-conceptual 32, 66, 87, 88, 203, 268,
269.
object (<ira!{a11Ja, v#aya, etc.) 50. 59, 76, 84,
88. 112, 132, 133. 136-138. 140, 148, 154,

192. 224, 266. 271, 320, 332. 372;
appeasement of 40, 87, 264, 3Q8.
obsession (prapaiica), 18, 48, 56, 59. 86, 153.
266, 267. 270, 272, 308, 336, 337;
ap~ement of 40, 84, 101-103, 152, 264,
369; alooffrom 310; elimination of 18,
freedom from 31; root of 43.
omniscience 47, 63. 92, 159, 219, 227, 358.
ontology 81, 83, 323.
other-nature (para-bhliva) 23, 28, 33, 37, 50,
51, 57, 64, 67. 74, 76, 77. 81, 83, 88, 107,
114, 212, 215, 229-232. 272, 302-3o4.
306. 307. 382.

Piirileyyau-sutta 377.
permanence 19, 29, 45, 51, 54, 55, 59; 81,
88, 101, 16o, 236, 237, 245, 253, 256,
267, 272-274,-287, 292, 294. 295. 319,
320, 387. 388.
person (pudgala) 23, 24, 26, 29. 36, 44, 45,
51, 52,-62, 83-85, 105, 126, 130, 180,
181, 189. 195-197. 200, 202, 213-2 15,
221, 222, 235-239, 299, 311, 312, (see
also under human personality).
personalists 23, 36, 37.
perversion (viparyiisa) 312-315. 318--321,
322, .;43, 312, 313. 315, 316. 319,
321, 322- 324, 326, 327.
potemiality 108, 161, 170, 246, 349.
Poussin, L de la Vallee 97, 101 , 127, 213,
377. 356.
power (fun) 81, 108, 133, 261, 262.
pragmatic conception, of conditions (pratyaya)
109," 110; of emptiness 330; of language
308; of morality 89, 257, 334. 366; of
philosophy 8; of truth 16, 19, 67, 80, ·
85. 159. 219, 224, 225, 227 •. 229. 272,
332.
Prajltiipiiramitii-siitras 3. 7, 367.
priisangikll 26, 101, 102.

Rathavinlla-sutta 240.
reality 9. 15, 27, 44, 49, 57-59,76,82,84,
85. 144, 152, 156, 163. 180, 181, 196,
213, 218, 220, 230-232. 249, 259. 271.
239. 310, 319, 330-334, 340, 352,
355. 375, 389; ultimate or absolute
reality (paramiirtha) 16, 17. 19, 20, 66,
87. 189, 203, 268, 331, 333. 356. 361,
364. 366.
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realization 59, 63, 267, 286, 328, 346.
rebirth 56, 206, 235. 237, 252, 255, 266,
284, 294, 299. 375. 378. eight view 10-12,
31, 78, so. 87, 103,249. 271, 272.
Robinson, Richard 8.
Russell, Bencand 225.
Sabba-JIIJ/4 189, 231. 270, 358.
Saddharmapuf!~nka-sulra

3, 4, 6, 24, 25,

174, 366.
Sacvastivada 1, 6, 21-25, 32, 36, 39. 41, 50,
52, 58, 62, 64, 67. 76, 77. 84, 85,
107. 109, 119, 127, 135, 141 , 143, 156.
159-162, 169, 170, 173. 182, 189. 196.
206, 225, 236, 256, 280, 288, 290, 296,
299. 333. 349, 359. 367; Sacvastivadins
22, 25-28, 32, 34. 35, 38-40,
44, 50, 57. 60, 62, 69. 77, 81, 84, 105.
106, 113, 119. 125. 128, 129. 134. 137.
156. 160, 172-176. 181, 196, 207, 213,
270. 276, 288. 298. 327. 338. 349, 366.
Sautrintika 6, 22-28, 34-36, 41 , 44, 52, 54,
57. 60, 62. 67. 76, .77. 81, 84 , 85. 106,
113, 119. 125, 128, 129. 134. 141, 143.
156, 159. 161, 163-166, 168-170. 172176, 189. 194-196. 206, 207. 213, 236,
246-248, 255, 25p, 286, 286, 288, 290,
293, 296. 299. 300, 301, 332, 333. 338.
349. 355. 367. 383.
's elf (iitman) 9. 14, 19. 20, 27, 30. 32, 39.
40, 44, 48, 51, 55, 56. 63-65, 67, 68, 74,
78, 105, 180, 181, 191, 218, 262-264,
269, 303. 318, 380, 383.
self-indulgence 1, 4, 90, 184.
self-oionification 1, 18, 90, 91.
self-nature (svabliiiva) 1, 22, 23, 28, 32-36,.
38-40, 48-52, 55-57, 64, 67, 69. 71. 74,
76, 77, 80; 81-83. 88, 102, 107-110,
113. 114, 140,'i. 141, 154. 160, 169. 212,
215, 220, 221, 225, 228-282, 191, 240,
255 . 257. 258, 272. 280, 288, 298. 299,
302-304, 306-311, 313, 315, 322, 324.
325, 339. 343- 351. 355. 357. 382.
self-restraint 53, 90, 91, 243.
sense experience 12, 82, 83, 159, 219, 264,
316, (see also under experience)
space (iiliiJa) 36, 39, 68, 89. 131, 147-149,
151, 161.
Sprung, Macvin 96, 154.
Stchertabsky, T.I. 23, 70,' 95, 154, 183, 195.
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Strawson, P. F. 98, 131.
substance (wabhiiva, etc.) 1, 7, 12, 13, 15,
21, 28, 29. 32, 35. 40, 41, 50, 54, 55, 58,
64, 65, 67. 68, 76, 77. 81, 82, 84, 85, 88,
93. 103. 105-108, 111,112, 122, 127:-102,
133. 137, 141, 142, 145, 146, 148, t5o.
155; 156, 161, 164, 169. 171, 172, 175,
181 , 182, 189-191, 193. 195, 196, 206,
212, 213. 219-222, 225, 226, 228, 229.
233. 235, 236, 239. 241, 255. 262, 267,
269. 270, 288, 298, 308. 318, 320, 327.
332, 338, 339. 341-343, 345. 346, 351,
353, 355-347, 375; non-subscantial49. 65,
84. 85, 103. 131, 181, 218, 220, 255, 258,
312, 314, 317, 325, 341, 390; non- ·
substantiality 25, 35, 43, 49. 65, 67, 80, ·
178, 217, 220-223, 231, 320, 350, 390; of
agent/action 184; of the aggregates 179;
human personality (pudgala-nairiilmya) 24,
26, 29, 51, 62, 63, 84-87, 181, 292, 311;
of phe~omena (dharma-nairi#mya) 24, 26,
29, 40, 51,84-87, 181, 234, 264, 311; of
views 103.
suffering (dul;kha) 10-12, 14, 30, 31, 40,
42, 43, 45, 46, 48, 51, 63, 65, 70, 74, 78,
so. 91, 184, 211- 218, 237, 241, 259. 304,
319. 323, 326:..328, 343-346, 353, 354,
355'._ 356, 362, 363. 374, 376.
..
Sulfll·nipii/1117, 43, 331.

labfl/11 TIISII 149, 153, 154.
Tathagata 10, 13, 16, 30, 47-, 58, 65-65, 72,
197. 218, 238, 269, 270, 302-312, 319,
324-326, 355, 365. 366.
Theragiithii 2. ·
Theravada 1-3. 5, 6, 20, 21, 25, 62, 69, 70,
91, 141 , 333, 366.
Thengiitha 2, 335.
time (Rii/a)-30, 35, 36, 59-61, 68, 82, 125,
16t, 112. 197. 2:75-279. is6. 301.
transcendence 24, 25, 90, 102, 149, 332, 334;
transcendent 16, 24, 25, 152, 249, 303,
365.; transcendental 363.
transmigrationists 23. 35.
tcurh(s), absolute or ultimate 47, 49, 82, 86,
103, 159. 218, 219, 270. 271. 272, 288.
342, 364; a prioti 12; and confusion 46.;
Buddha's conception of 17, 231, 232;
characteristics of 271; = dependent arising
230. 273; dispositions and 218; empirical
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375; four noble 67, 326, 352; linguistically
transcendent 249; meaningful language 19;
metaphysical SS, moral 334; perception of
92; Platonic 159; pragmatic definition 16,
85, 219. 225, 229, 272, 3.08, 334; .
provisional 220; self-contradictory 272;
statement 329; two 68, 69, 330, 331, 333;
unspeakable 310; Upan~.rdic no/ions 13.

Ueth, Y 230.
ultimate reality (see umler reality).
umletl11red questions (avyiikrta-vaslu) 31,
251 , 309. 368.
uniformity 1), 159.
unity 200, 230.
universe 13, 16, 65, 80, 89, 125, 166, 188,
310, 311, 353.

Upanifads 1, 37, 43, 63, 105, 181, 237, 199.
200.
Vaibha~t:ta 13J.

Vajracchedikii-prajfliipiiramilii 24, 240.
YatsTpuuiya 197, 195-197, 200, 202, 222,
230, Z99.
Vigrah1111y1ivartani' 92.
Vinaya-pi{llka 4.
.
volition 53, 244, 245, 248; volitional 53, 244,
·252.

Warder, A. K. 7, 95.
Wittgenstein, Ludwig 93, 217.
wrong view 12, 13, 78.
Yogacara 7.• 9. 37.

Excerpts from reviews:
"The book represents a bold, new and independe nt
approach to the problem of Nagfujuna' s philosophic al
stance and provides a readable and stimulating addition
to the already existent literature on the subject.
The index to the Karika and the general index
appended to the work increase its research value for the
serious investigators and students of Buddhist thought."

journal of the Oriental Institute, Vadodara,
"In this book, which is a new translation ofNagarjun a's
work Miilamadh yamakakar ika, Prof. Kalupahan a has
given a new interpretati on of Sunyavada of Nag<iljuna
who is the reputed scholar of Buddhism ... Sanskrit text
and its translation have precision in presenting the exact
nature ofNag<iljuna as a truest interpreter of Buddha's
teachings. The author begins with a brilliant exposition
of middle path Madhyama Marga, for about hundred
pages, and then presents the Sanskrit text of
Madhyamakakarika, translating all the 448 verses of the
text, covering 200 pages; and the last 20 pages are devoted
to index. The introducti on is a discussion of all
metaphysical problems raised in 27 chapters of the text."
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